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FOREWORD

This volume, published with the support of the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory contains the proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Conference on
Manual Control held at Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio from March 20
through 22, 1979. All papers presented at the meeting are represented in
this volume. Either complete manuscripts as provided by the authors or
abstracts are printed. Both formal and informal papers were presented, as
indicated in the Table of Contents.

This was the fifteenth in a series of conferences dating back to
December 1964. These earlier meetings and their proceedings are listed
below:

First Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, The
University of Michigan, December 1964. (Proceedings not printed.)

Second Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, February 28 to March 2, 1966,
NASA SP-128.

Third Annual NASA-University Couiference on Manual Control, University
of Southern California, March 1-3, 1967, NASA SP-144.

Fourth Annual NASA-Univevsity Conference on Manual Control, The
University of Michigan, Marzh 21-23, 1968, NASA SP-192.

Fifth Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control,
Massachusetts Institut6 of Technology, March 27-29, 1969, NASA SP-215.

Sixth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Wright-Patterson AFB,
April 7-9, 1970, proceedings published as AFIT/AFFDL Report, no number.

Seventh Annual Conference on Manual Control, University of Southern
California, June 2-4, 1971, NASA SP-281.

Eighth Annual Conference on Manual Control, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, May 17-19, 1972, AFFDL-TR- 2-92.

Ninth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, May 23-25, 1973, proceedings published by MIT, no number.

Tenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Wright-Patterson AFB, April
9-11, 1974, proceedings published as AFIT/AFFDL Report, no number.

Eleventh Annual Conference on Manual Control, NASA-Ames Research Center,
May 21-23, 1975, NASA TM X-62,464.

Twelfth Annual Conference on Manual Control, University of Illinois,
May 25-27, 1976, NASA TM X-73,170.

........................................ ' [....... ,,.... *...
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Thirteenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, June 15-17, 1977, proceedings published by MIT, no number.

Fourteenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, CA, April 25-27, 1978, NASA CP-2060.
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DEMON: A HUMAN OPERATOR MODEL FOR

DECISION MAKING, MONITORING AND CONTROL

Ramal Muralidharan and Sheldon Baron

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
50 Moulton Street

Cambridge, MA

ABSTRACT

This paper describes application of a deotsion-making, monitoring and
control model (DEMON) for the human operator to a task Involving control of
Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPVs). The DEMON model is an eStension of the
Optimcal Control Model (OCM) of the operator derived by infusing decision
theoretic notions into the basic OCM structure. The rasulting model is designed
to treat situations in which control actions may be infrequent and monitoring
and decision-making are the operator's main tasks.

The analysis of this problem illustrates some -f the major considerations
in applying DEMON to complex, supervisory control problems. It shows that with
fairly straightforward assumptions about the operator'sa task, DEMON will give

reasonable predictions of performance. However, the model results are not
compared with actual data so DEMON is presently unvalidated.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper* describes application of a decision making, monitoring, and
control model (DEMON) for the hui, an operator to a Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV)
en route control task. The task modelled is a simplified version of a simulated
RPV mission [1,2). Tt retains many of the cognitive asp.e,rts of the full
sinulation but differs in several details, particularly with respect to the
operator/system interface. Thus, it allows us to develop an understanding of
the modelling approach without undue complication.

The DEMON model is an example of the so-oa.lled top-down or analytic
approach to human performance modelling. Such an approach begins with a
mathematical characterization of the task including the overall goals and the
criteria for good performance. Then, one attempts to develop the assumptions
about the human operator and the system that are necessary and sufficient to

* The research reported here was supported by AFOSR-AMRL under contract
F44620-76-C-0029.
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characterize performance in relation to the parameters of interest to system
designers.

DEMON does, in fact, have its foundation in control theory and in
statistical estimation and decision theory. In particular, it draws heavily on
the information processing model implicit in the optimal control (OCM) model of
the humnan operator (see, e.g., [3] for a recent review of the OCM). To this
information processing structure is added a decislion-making structure for
modelling discrete monitoring and control decisions and a structure for
computing continuous control actions.

aiThe decision making structure in DEMON embodies the concept of expected net
gain (ENG), which is used as a criterion for making a rational choice among
alternatives. The expected net gain ENO from a particular action is obtained by
subtracting the cost of that action from its expected gain. The expected gain
itself is the difference between the expected cost of events when no action is
taken and the expected cost of events that may arise after this action. The
rational choice is to select that action which has the greatest ENO.

The DEMON modelling approach views the human (en routs) operator as an
element in a closed-loop control system, as shown in the block diagram of
Figure 1. The elements in this diagram are described in [4].

: {,C OMMANp :

GO PATC

DCI' ' - 00 T N I
I iENE R ,---STRATEGYk- ESSOR STRATEGY

HUMAN OPERATOR (ENROUTE PHASPT

Fig. 1 DEMON View-of RPV Control Problem
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2. APPLICATION OF 'DEMON' TO A SIMPLIFIED RPV CONTROL PROBLEM

2.1 System Description

In developing and demonstrating the DEMON model in the RPV context we
decided that it would be most efficient to consider a simplified version of the
problem. The version used in this study is discussed below. A more complete
and genel. ,3yatem model for DEMON application is given in [2,4].

2.1.1 Flight Plan

RPV's are launched as triads consisting of strike (S), electronio
countermeasure (E), and reconnaissance (L) vehicles. Nominal flight plans for
each triad of RPVs are shown in Figure 2, The S-vehicle is launched first
followed by an E-vehicle and an L-vehicle forty-five seconds apart. The flight
plans are such that the E-vehicle arrives in the terminal area first, fifteen
seconds ahead of the S-vehicle and 90 seconds ahead of the L-vehiole. All of
the flight plans contain preprogrammed turns as shown. The duration of the en
route phase of the mission is about 1200 seconds.

In most of our simulations there will be six RPVs, two triads, to control
during the course of the mission. The second triad will be launched
sequentially as above, 135 seconds after launch of the first tried. Nominal
pop-up and hand-off times for the six RPVs are selected to achieve the mission
objectives with the given flight plan. The nominal flight plan was selected so
that all RPVs exceed the tolerable LATDEV errors of 1500 ft. Moreover, if
uncorrected, ETA errors for RPVs 1,2,4, and 6 would also exceed the 15 sec
(1.0125 x 140 ft.) tolerance required for proper sequencing.

2.1.2 State Equations

We wish to describe the manner in which RPVs deviate from the nominal
flight plans and how they are controlled so as to keep these deviations small.
A description that is completely faithful to the full simulation requires four
state variables per RPV as shown in Figure 3 and, given present program
constra'ints, seriously limits the number of RPVs that can be considered in a
single DEON simulation.* We, therefore, chose a simpler model for describing
deviations from nominal. In Figure 3 let B denote the desired RPV position and
P the actual position at time t so that

x1 x ground speed (ETA) error in feet

x2 u LATDEV error in feet

# One can, after some manipulation reduce the number of states to three by.
considering equations for speed, cross-track and heading errors.

bV
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Vo iyVector +

Fig. 3 Choice of Co-ordinates for System Equation

where uj(t) and u2 (t) are control inputs to be selected by the operator and
wl(t) and w2 (t) are disturbances causing flight plan errors.

The control variables are defined in a manner which retaLns some of the

coupling between ETA errors.,

u1(t) 0 0 if no patch is in effect *1
=Voosc(t)-4 otherwise ''

u2 (t) * 0 if no LATDEV patch is in effect
- Vsino(t) otherwise

where V is the true airspeed, 9 * 675 ft/sec is the nominal speed and 0(t) is a

pseudo "heading" given by

€ (t) = tan"1 (x 2 (t)/x 1 (t)) (4)

Equations (1)-(3) are shown for a single RPV. Similar equations govern the
flight of the other RPVs. The operator's patch commands then norrespond to
selecting a change in velocity or heading so as to eliminate perceived errors.
The possible changes are limited by vehicle constraints on speed, viz.

420 ft/sec a Vmin < V < Vmax a 800 ft/sec (5)

and on turn radius, Rmin a 5280 ft.

The disturbances are constant over any leg of the flight plan, but a new
constant is chosen after each turn. The values for these constants were chosen
randomly to be

7
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wl = -6 ft/sec or + .3 ft/sec with equal probability
(6)

w2 = + 8 ft/sec with equal probability

in each leg for our basic investigations. Once the pseudo-random sequence of
errors was selected it was kept fixed for all remaining parametric
investigations.

2.1.3 Displays

We assume a very simple display configuration. A menu display (M) provides
ground speed error and a status display (S) provides LATDEV error. On either
display the information i.s available for only one RPV at a time. Thus, in any
frame, the operator can only determine either ground speed error or LATDEV error
for a single RPV.

We also assume that there are reporting errors associated with the
displayed quantities. Thus, the menu and status displays provide, for the
selected RPV, noisy information on the states:

MENU: Y Xi + VyI

STATUS: Y2  x2 + vy2

The reporting errors vy4 and v are assumed to be white noise sequences with an
autocovariance that scales witthe mean-squared level of the measurement.

2.2 Mathematical Details of' the DEMON RPV Operator Model

The essence of the top-down approach is to characterize the mission goals
and criteria for good performance in a manner that allows one to predict
operator strategies and overall system performance. In the DEMON model, this
implies selecting criteria that can be translated into appropriate monitoring
and control (patching) strategies. In this sect;ion we discuss these criteria
and strategies, which are the prime concern of this study, in relation to the

problem desoribed above. Other elements of the DEMON operator model shown in
Figure 1 are also discussed with respect to the specific application being
considered.

8
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2.2.1 Information Processor

The information processing portion of DEMON is drawn directly from the OCM
which has been documented extensively [3].

The estimate x is the conditional mean of x based on the observations.
This quantity and the variance of the estimation error provide a sufficient
statistic for specifying the subjeotive probability distribution of x, given the

assumptions we have made. It can be shown that patching (u) affects the mean of
the subjective distribution whereas monitoring affects both the mean and the
uncertainty.

The initial state estimate and uncertainty are parameters of the model that
describe the operator's initial knowledge of the state of the system. These
parameters become less significant with increasing time. The covariance WOM is
also a parameter. It describes the rate at which the operator's uncertainty
grows with time in the absence of any additional information. This parameter
relates to the operator's expectations concerning the disturbances perturbing
the path as determined from instructions or through training.

2.2.2 Monitoring Strategy

Prior to a frame update when new information becomes available, the
operator must decide which display to monitor (and perhaps act upon) in the next
frame. Because there are two separate displays for ETA and LATDEV for each of
the N RPVs and because the operator may choose to do something else,* there are
2N+I alternatives atoong which to choose, We assume the operator's choice isa

rational one governed by his expectations as to the system behavior, his goals

and priorities, and his instructions. For example, performance priorities for
1:he operator to achieve mission objectives in the full RPV study Ell were: i)
pop-up (down) in good Lime sequence, ii) minimize ETA error at hand-off, iii)
time phased RPV arrivals, iv) minimize lateral deviation errors, v) minimize
command traffic (allow for possible "jamming") , and vi) minimize missed strikes.

The mission factors may be incorporated in an (xpeoted net gain criterion
of the form

ENOM(i) CiPi - CMi ; iul,2,...,2N

Here the constant Ci is the cost associated with the event that the state xi
exceeds somreo "tolerable" threshold TMI, while Pi is the subjective probability
of this event. As stated earlier, the information processor provides the
subjective probability distribution for the states xi of the RPV system under
consideration, and, hence, the Pi.

0 For exaiple, mnonitor other RPV's not accounted for in the basic state space

model in DEMON, such as those on the return list.

9 A1
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The constant CMi is the action oost of monitoring the display vi. Assuming
that only a single displayed variable is selected for monitoring at a given
time, the operator would monitor that y, which has the greatest (positive)

ENGM(i) associated with it. If none of the ENGM(i) is positive, no yj will be
monitored at that time which corresponds to the operator doing "other things".

The parameters in the expression for the expected net gain from monitoring
are the threshold, TMi, associated with the Pt, and the costs Ci and CMi. These
are the quantities that reflect mission objectives, etc.

There is considerable flexibility and some redumdancy with respect to
choices among these parameters. In particular, there is no requirement that
they be constant in time. Thus, we can allow the monitoring thresholds to
shrink linearly (or nonlinearly) with time to reflect the fact that a deviation
of a given magnitude is much more important near pop-up than It is at launch.
Alternatively, the threshold could be constant, reflecting an equal concern for
errors throughout the mission. The relative magnitudes of Ci (or CMi) may be
chosen to emphasize the relative importance of ETA over LATDEV or of one RPV
(say a strike) over another.

The CMi can also be used to account for the importance or priority
associated with pop-up or hand-off. This is accomplished by letting CMi
CMio - CMPi - CMHi . Here, CMio is a constant, reflecting some basic monitoring

cost that is fixed during the en route phase. CMPi is chosen to be zero from
launch until T seconds prior to the scheduled pop-up time TP at which time it
takes on a pcsitfve value. This value of CMPi is kept constant until pop-up is
completed. Similarly CMHi has a value of zero until THsecondspriorto
scheduled hand-off at which time it is given a positive value which is
maintained until hand-off is complete. Note that the quantities Tp and TH
reflect operator preferences and/or instructions with respect to pop-up and
hand-off.

2.2.3 Patching Strategy

By a patching strategy we mean the rational decision whether or not to
issue a pop-up, hand-off or a patch (ETA or LATDEV) command. The patching
strategy will depend on the monitoring stralbegy. For example, in the present
implementation we assume that monitoring ETA is essential for making a velocity
patch and that monitoring LATDEV is essential for making a LATDEV patch. It is

assumed that pop-up or hand-off of an RPV may be done while monitoring either of
its associated displays.

Just as for monitoring, we assume that the decision to patch is made on the
basis of criterion functions that reflect mission goals, etc. Given that the
operator is looking at the status display, the choice of a LATDEV patch, pop-up
or hand-off command will depend on the expected net gain associated with these
commands. We define the expected net gain associated with each of his possible
patch actions by the following:

10
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ENOL(i) CLi(x 2i)
2 - CLKi

ENGP(i) = CPi exp(t-Tp÷Tp) [exp(2tF)-1]

ENGH(i) x CHi exp(t-TH+TH) [exp(2tF)-1]

The rationale for selecting the LATDEV patching criterion ENOL(i) is as follows:
CLi(x2j) 2 is a measure of the cost of the lateral deviation x 2 1 of the i-th RPV
from its flight plan. The purpose of a LATDEV patch is to reduce the lateral
deviation x2 1 to zero. It can be shown that, given the estimate 42i and its
uncertainty, the operator's expected gain from patching is simply CLi(x21 2 ).
As in the case for monitoring, this potential gain must be balanced against a
patching cost and this is reflected in the CLKi. A reasonable choice seems to
be to have the CLKi decrease with time. Rewriting ENGL(i) a CLi[E21) 2 - TLD],
where TLJ a CLKi/CLi, we may use the LATDEV objective of the mission to select
the value TLi at hand-off. The value of TLi at launch is then a parameter to be
selected.

Turning now to ENOP(i), the quantities Tp and T were explained earlier
while discussing the monitoring strategy. Note that the expression Eexp
(2tF)-1] i. included to account for the two-frame ( 2 tF) duration required for a
pop-up. CPj exp(t-T,+ p) is the assumed cost of missing a pop-up where the
constant CPi behaves similarly to CMPj discussed earlier. That is, it has a
value zero until T seconds prior to pop-up at which time it takes on a positive
constant value unthl pop-up is completed. Although this positive constant may
be used as a parameter of the model, we may also choose CPi by rationalizing the
cost of missing a pop-up against that of losing an RPV because of excessive
LATDEV, i.e. by setting the costs equal and solving for CPi. Of course, the
same arguments apply to the ENOH(i).

The identical problem faces the operator when viewing the menu display;
only here the ENO from a velocity patch must be compared with ENGP(i) and
ENOH(i). The expected net gain for a velocity patch is defined analogously to
that for a LATDEV patch, namely by

ENUV(i) CVj (~x2i.1/Vi) 2 - CVKi x CVi(x2i.i/Vi) 2 - TLi

with the choice of CVi and CVKi governed by similar considerations.

In summary, while monitoring LATDEV, based on his expectations the human
operator (in the DEMON implementation) will decide to pop-up, hand-off or do a
LATDEV patch depending on which of the expected net gains is most positive. If
none of them is positive he will not patch, pop-up, or hand-off. Note that his
decision not to patch may depend on his concern for breaking radio silence (as
reflected in the shrinking "threshold" TLi). Similarly, while monitoring ETA he
may decide to pop-up, hand-off, do a velocity patch or preserve radio silence.

11



2.2.4 Patch Command Generator

Once a decision is made to patch a particular RPV, it is necessary to
compute and execute the patch control. The purpose of a patch control is to
guide the RPV from its current location and heading to intercept and fly along
the planned flight path. We assume a simple strategy of minimizing the time to
return to the planned flight path assuming that the two control actions on a
given RPV are non-interactive. In this case the control actions are trivially
computable using the current estimate of the ETA and LATDEV states:

Ui = xi/T

where T is the duration over which the patch is to take place. To relate tne ui
to the velocity and heading we recall from Section 2.1 that

u21 a Vi sin i ,i

which shows the interaction of the velocity patch Vi and the LATDEV patch *±.
Note that in the two-state formulation of the RPV problem there is no true
heading. However, we use the above equations to define "pseudo coyetsnt
headings" 01 during the LATDEV patch.

A check is made on Vi to see of it is within the allowable limits, If it
exceeds the limit then Vi is reset at the limit by adjusting the patch time T
and hence the patch control action u21-1. Then u2i is adjusted to account for
its interaction with the velocity patch.

A LATDEV patch will be computed as a constant pseudo heading

*i ARCSIN (u21/Vi)

where

U2i 4 "x2 i/T

A "pseudo radius of turn" R a 0.5 ViT/ýi is computed .If R violates the
specified minimum turn radius M4IN for the RPV then the patch time T is relaxed
to satisfy the turn radius constraint. To reflect the operator's experience on
making LATDEV patches, a factor called SFACTR is introduced. SFACTR ranges from
.2 to I and is nominally 1. It is decremented in steps of .2 for each
consecutive disallowed LATDEV patch and incremented in steps of . 1 for each
consecutive successful LATDEV patch. The operator will use SFACTR as a safety
factor to avoid tight turns for the LATIJEV patch and will use 14IN/SFACTR as a
guide to select the radius of turn for the LATDEV patches. Having decided on a
patch time T, the control action u2i is recomputed and then u2i.1 adjusted to
reflect the effect of LATDEV on u21-1,

12
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3. RESULTS

We now examine the sensitivity of the performance predicted by DEIMON to
changes in parameters of the system and in those describing operator behavior.

3.1 Basic Parameter Values

The parameters of interest are exhibited in Table I along with a set of
"basic" values for them. The basic parameter values were chosen as indicated in

[5].

Several DEMON runs were made to ascertain the sensitivity to various modal
parameters. These sensitivity results are described below.

Subsequent results ere intended to show overall trends of the effects of
parameter changes. These are obtained from a set of summary statistics output
by the implemented DEMON model.

3.2 Monitoring Performance

The DEMON model was exercised on several selected values for the parameters
characterizing the human operator. Figure 4 shows the effect of varying the
monitoring cost VMi on the monitoring frequency. Two curves are shown. For the
curve labelled TM a 1:1, the monitoring thresholds Thi are constant from launch
to hand-off. For the curve labelled TM n 4:1 the monitoring thresholds at
launch are four times what they are at hand-off and decrease linearly with
mission time. It is seen from Figure 4 that the effect of increasing monitoring
cost is to decrease the monitoring frequency (averaged over all the 6 RPVs under A
consideration). For any given monitoring coat CM, widening the monitoring
threshold also decreases the monitoring frequency.

Figure 5 shows the effect on the TM a 1:1 curve in Figure 4 if the operator
assumes a different model WON for the navigation errors. Recall that the ENGM
expression (with Cim1) depends on the difference Pi-CMi. The subjective
probabilities Pi depend both on the estimates xi and the uncertaintiesaci
associated with these estimates. A lower value of WOM causes lower rate of
growth of ai and hence it takes longer for the Pi associated with different RPVs
to be 'equalized' and start overwhelming the monitoring cost CMi. Thus for the
low WOM case, the effect of CMi is more pronounced than in the high WOM case.
In fact, it can be seen from Figure 5 that for any fixed monitoring cost CM, the
monitoring frequency is higher if the operator expects the navigation errors to
be greater (as represented by the higher noise oovarianoe WON). The lower value
of WOM also reduces the effect of the pop-up cost, CMPi. This results in
missing scheduled pop-up times as indicated in Table 2 (presented later).

The effect of adding more RPVs on the operator's monitoring behavior is
illustrated in Figure 6. In this simple exercise of the DEMON model, the RPVs

13
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Table 1 Important Paraieters in the DEMON Mode].

ID SYMBOL DESCRIPTION VALUES FOR
BASIC CASE

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Sl N Number of RPV'8 (RPV "density") 6

S2 RMIN Minimum allowable turn radius 5280 ft.

S3 tP Display update rate 5 sec.

S4 FLTPLN Plight Plan Parameters such as flight Figure 1
duration and desired time for launch,
turns, pop-11p, hand-off, turn angles,
etc.

S5 wi Navigation errors Eq. (3)

86 Vyi Reporting error -20 dB

HUMAN OPERQ.TOR CHARACTERISTICS

Hi TM1  Monitoring threshold 250 ft.

112 C Cost of exceeding TMi 1

H3 CMi Monitoring Action Cost 0

H4 CLi Cost factor for LATDEV 1

H5 TLi LATDEV Patch cost (250)2

H6 CVi Cost factor for ETA deviation 109375

H7 TVi Velocity patch cost (3375)2

le CPi Pop-up cost factor 2.19E7/Exp(Tp

H9 Ti Operator preferred pop-up interval 5 sec.

Hl0 C11i Hand-off cost factor CPi

HI1 T Operator preferred hand-off interval 5 sec.

H12 WOM Operator's understanding of system 101250
navigation errors 10000

14
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-! Fig. 4 Effect of Monitoring Cost CM (and
•. Threshold TM) on Monitoring Frequency

in the operator'ta "an route list" were increased from I to 6 while the pseudo
randoma navigation error sequence driving RPV I remained unaltered. The

i rmonitoring looks on the S and M displays of RPV 1 are plotted against "workload"
-•i•of" the operator as measured by the number co" RPVs in his list. Clearly, when

the other RPV9 compete for attention, the monitoring activity on RPV 1
decreases.

The present implementation of the DEMON model can only acomm=odate a
maximum of 7 RPVa. To investigate the effect of a higher number of RPVs we can
introduce the concept of an "equivalent RPV"1. We saw in Figure 6, that
additional RPVs compete for monitoring attention. Likewise in Figures 4 anti 5,
the affect of increasing the monitoring cost CM is to decrease the monitoring
frequency. Recall that CM can be used to account for the necessity of doing
other things. High enough values of CM will result in periods in which the six
basic RPVs are unmonitored. If we assume that these periods are devoted to
other RPVs, and that all RPVs share monitoring8 attention approximately equally,
then an "equivalent" number of RPVs is obtained by dividing the actual number
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under control by the fraction of the total time that they are being observed.
For example, if a value of CM is chosen such that the basic six RPVs are
monitored only 60 per cent of the time, then we can interpret this as equivalent
to ten RPVs under control.

Using the concept of "equivalent RPVs" Figures 4 and 6 are combined to
obtain the effect of workload (equivalent over the number of real RPVa in the
operator's list). The result plotted in Figure 7 shows that average monitoring
frequency is roughly proportional to the reciprocal of the equivalent number of

•' RPVs.

EI3.3 Patching Performance

In Section 3.2, we considered the sensitivity of monitoring performance to
the operator parameters CM, TM, WON and the system parameter N. We now turn to
the study of the operator's effectiveness in controlling the system performance.

The effect of varying patch costs is illustrated in the computer generated
graphs of ETA deviation for RPV 1. Figure 8(a) is for the case of flat TLi, TVi
and Figure 8(b) is for the case of TLi shrinking to a value at hand off the same
as that for the flat TLi, starting from a value at launch equal to four times
that at hand-off. Clearly, higher patch costs during the early part of the
mission inhibit patches and result in greater ETA deviations. However, the
shrinking TLi ensures sufficient patching activity to keep ETA near hand-off to
be comparable to that in the flat TLi case.

Figure 9 shows the effect of workload (in terms of equivalent number of1
RPVs) on the normalized controlled RPV performance as defined below. RPV
performance is measured in terms of the RMS values of the deviations (ETADEV and
LATDEV) from the flight plan. The RMS values are obtained by "time averaging"
and thus include errors all along the flight plan from launch up to hand-off. A
controlled RPV is a real RPV on the operator's en route list. The HMS value was
averaged over the controlled HPVs and then divided by the indifference threshold
setting (chosen to be 250' for LATDEV and 5 sec. for ETADEV in the model run) to
obtain the normalized controlled RPV performance. The results for LATDEV and
ETADEV are plotted on Figure 10. The operator is able to control up to four
RPVa without a degradation in performance. Then, performance steadily
deteriorates as workload increases. It is clear that for the chosen parameter
settings there is a critical point at Nw7. The average RMS LATDEV, integrated
from launch to hand-off for Ns7, has a value of roughly 1500' with performance
deteriorating at a high rate.

It is interesting to note that the RMS errors seem to flatten out for N>15.
A further analysis shows that these peak values of RMS errors are the errors
inherent in the mission due to navigation errors, that is, the errors that would
result if the operator's en route list were "empty" and the RPVs try to
negotiate the flight plan without control.
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Table 2 Error is Po~p-up Time

RPV* Average

T- - -5 -0 - - , 1.

T 55 10 5 0 5 0 12.5

T 0 0 50 10 5 5 40 519.1
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Now we turn to the effect of Tp on pop-up. Recall that Tp seconds prior to
the desired pop-up time Tp, the DEMON operator begins to be concerned about
pop-up. A few model runs were made by varying T and the results are displayed
In Table 2. As it was mentioned earlier the lower WON causes the DEMON operator
to miss pop-ups even with a Tr.of 5 sec. It in seen from Table 2 that with TpzO
the average error in pop-up time is even larger. These errors in pop-up time
also cause similar errors in hand-off time which increases from an average value
of 12.5 for Tpm5 to 31.7 for TzO. Note that the 5 sao. frame update time makes
all intermediate values of Tp Cetween 0 and 5 behave the same as mp a 5 sem.

The effects of various human parameters on monitoring and patching
performance were discussed above. The only system parameter that was included
in the above disoussion was the workload as represented by the number N of RPVs
for which the operator has responsibility. We consider now the effect of the
reporting error Vy and the navigation errors wi on the system performance.
Table 3 shows the effect of various levels of reporting errors Vy on the RMS
deviations (averaged over the six controlled RPVa). It is clear that higher
reporting errors lead to degradation in performance. The mean error in pop-up
time is also shown. We would expect the errors in pop-up time to degrade
steadily with inoreasing reporting errors if these errors were obtained by
averaging over many runs (i.e., by Monte Carlo simulation).

The effect of navigation errors is shown in Table 4 for three oases. Case
A is the basic case, Case B has higher ETA navigation errors over Case A and
Came C has higher LATDEV navigation errors over Case B. The results again show
degradation in RMI deviations as the navigation errors get worse. Table 4 also
shows that average number of patches per RPV also increases. The mean error in
pop-up time is also displayed in Table 4 and the discussion in the previous
paragraph applies here as well.

4. CONCLUSION

In summary, the results obtained with the DEMON model are very interesting
and are representative of the type of results that may be obtained with a
top-down approach to modelling the RPV control problem. Of course, more
sensitivity results would be useful but the results obtained thus far for
monitoring performance show that the model does behave reasonably, that the
parameters do significantly affect the performance and that the monitoring and
patohing trends are as expected. The parameters seem to be sufficient to
capture the important aspects of variations in monitoring and patching
strategies. The results also show how the model may address important
considerations from the system designer's point of view such as RPV/Operator
ratio, allowable navigation errors, tolerable reporting errors and so forth.
However, in the present version of DEMON details of control and display
implementations are not so readily addressed, although these may be dealt with
by further refinements of the model.
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Table 3: Effect of Reporting Errors

Vy -20 -17 -14

RMS ITADEV 5.57 5.94 6.33
(1000 ft.)

RMS ETADIV 0.95 1.02 1.15
(1000 ft.)

MEAN ERROR
in pop up 12.5 8 20
time (46c.)

Table 4: Effect of Navigation Errors

CASE A CASE B CASE C

W1 ft/see 0.6 6.7 6.7
w, ft/sec 0.8 0.8 2.0

RMS ETA DEV 5.57 9.13 10.38
(1000 ft.)

348 LAT DEV 0.95 1.75 2.76
(1000 ft.)

MEAN ERROR
in pop up time 12.5 24.2 22.5
(sec.)

NUM3ER OP PATCHES 130 146 152
(ETA + LAT DXV)
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1

lhuj, the results obtained do appear to provide a 'proof of concept' for
the top-down approooh employed in D2ON for modelling the RPV en route control
problem. However, validation of the model requires comparison of the results
from DEMON with dat;A from a 'real' RPV i-19on, which remains to be done.
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MODEILING HUMAN DECISION MAKING IN MULTITASK SITUATIONS
INVOL.VING BOTH CONTROL AND DISCRETE rASKS*

T. Govindaraj and William B. Rouse
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Urbana, Illinois 61801

ABSTRACT

In many multitask situations, the human operator must
allocate his attention between control and discrete tasks so as
to optimize some measure of total performance. When preview of
the reference trajectory is available, scheduling of control and
discrete tasks is possible. Control activity is intermittent to
accommodate discrete tasks at various times. A model has been
developed for this situation using dynamic programming to solve
an optimal control problem. Intermittent control activity is
achieved by suitably varying the weights on control along the
planning horizon. This has the desired feature of redistributing
the control activity to result in optimum performance. An
experiment has been designed where subjects control an airplane
symbol over a map, shown a fixed distance into the future.
Discrete tasks made up of number entry tasks are introduced with
different arrival rates. Experiments in progress are described.

INTRODUCTION

For quite some time now, there has been an increasing
interest in understanding the behavior of the human as a
supervisor of complex systems [2,3,4,5,6). More and more of the
traditional control tasks are now performed by automatic
systems. For example, microcomputers and minicomputers are used
in a distributed data protessing environment to increase the
total reliability of systemstl]. Yet, the human is still an
important element in most of the systems due to his unique
abilities to make decisions in unexpected situations, his
ability to come up with alternate solutions for problems, etc.
Hence, the necessity for the human still exists, if only as a
manager or supervisor. Even in completely automated systems,
the human must still know how to operate such systems when
failures occur unexpectedly.

* This research was supported by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration under NASA-Ames Grant NSG-2119.
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In this paper, we are concerned with the human operator
when he must perform different tasks simultaneously. For
example, in flying an aircraft a pilot performs a variety of
tasks, These tasks can be broadly subdivided into two main
categories. One category is the familiar control tasks where the
pilot uses the throttle, elevator, rudder and ailerons (and
other control surfaces) to alter the flight conditions.
Depending upon the nature of the flight, continutis attention is
required of the pilot to perform the desired mission
successfully. Control related actions have a direct effect on
the flight conditions. Velocity, angle of attack, altitude, etc.
vary continuously and are direct results of various control
actions.

In contrast, there are certain other tasks which only
require the pilot's attention for a certain amount of time.
Included in this category are: checking the subsystems during
various phases of flight, communicating with air traffic
controllers, taking radio fixes, etc. These are intermittent
and require a finite amount of time for successful oompletion.
These tasks are characterized by a definite beginning and a
definite ending (in time). These are called discrete tasks in
this paper.

An important theoretical issue in modeling the human's
behavior is to be able to predict when the discrete tasks should
be performed in the time history (evolution) of the control
task, i.e., this is a scheduiing problem. Walden and Rouse[2]
analyzed this problem with the control and discrete tasks
forming a queue, to be served by the human pilot. Individual
tasks were considered as oustomers arriving at exponentially
distributed inter-arrival times. The service times had an
Erlang-k distribution. Fine grained btructure of the controller
was not considered. Palmer[3] considered situations where the
pilot must interrupt monitoring a stochastic process in order to
attend to other duties, and developed normative optimal
strategies for this. These strategies were compared to the
results from a pilot experiment. Sheridan and Tulgal4] studied
a supervisory control problem where attention was allocated
dynamically between multiple processes. An optimal decision
strategy was developed using dynamic programming to choose the
optimal task among the possible alterniatives. Muralidharan and
Baron[5] are concerned with the problem of combined monitoring,
decision making and control in the context of controlling
multiple Remotedly Piloted Vehicles (RPVs). Human control
actions are infrequent, and monitoring and decision making are
the operator's main activities. A model is developed combining
control and decision theoretic notions with the optimal control
model. In our study, we are concerned with the problem of
control, when disorete tasks must also be performed during
various times. It is desired to develop a model which will
explain when the discrete tasks are scheduled, and how the
control task is affected by the requirement to perform discreto
tasks.
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THE MODEL

In an earlier paper[t6 we described a heuristic model
for the controller which resulted in an intermittent control
activity. That model did not specifically explain when discrete
tasks should be performed. It was basically a tool used to
develop initial insights into the intermittent control behavior
observed with the human pilots.

An analytical model is preferred to a heuristic model
because, with the former, there is no need to come up with new
set of heuristics for each problem. Analytical models are more
general, and hence, more robust. We have employed optimal
control theory to develop an analytical model, The control
problem of interest is that of flying an airCrAft as closely as
possible to the reference trajectory. Preview of the reference
trajectory is available for some distance (or equivalently,
time). This is the planning horizon in which the discrete tasks
must be inserted at appropriate intervals. A well-trained, well-
motivated human operator is assumed to keep the errors from the
reference trajectory to a minimum. He is also expected to
impose a penalty on the control action, the penalty becoming
higher when discrete tasks must be performed. It will be shown
that the relative weights on the error and the control activity
are crucial in the model.

The cost to be minimized is given by:

Nmin J =zL y-E)Q~y-i uti=IRi~lUi.I 1,

where, ,Y1 - reference inputs (preview), ui - control values, Q1 ,
Ri - weights.

The system dynamics is given by:

Xi+1 a Aixi + Biui, Yi 2 Cixi.

Since preview is available, y4 are reference trajectory
values into the future. An optimal cof1trol problem with preview
was considered earlier by Tomizuka and WhitneyET7. In that work,
the previewed information consisted of the output of a second
order system driven by white noise. It was rather restrictive
because no deterministic future inputs were considered. Our
formulation can handle any arbitrary inputs.

The solution for this problem is obtained through
dynamic programming. (See [8J for a general background.) Though
a bit tedious, the solution is straight forward. The optimal
control u, is given by,
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ui x (Bi'Ki+lBi + Ri)'1 Bi '[i+ 1  -Ki+IAi'i],

where Ki are,

KN CAQN

N CN'QNCN, KN : CN'QN,

Ki = Ai' [ Ki+I - K÷I4 Bi(Bi'Ki+Bi + Ri)' 1 Bi'Ki+ 1 I Ai + Ci'Qici,

* Pi ' i I ' Ki+IBi(Bi'Kij4 Bi + Ri) BiI J,

IN CN'QNNN, Yi a Ci'Qi'i L K+ji. lM

It is seen that the control Ut at time i is a function of the
feedback of the state (or more appropriately, its estimate) at
that time, and a feedforward of the reference trajectory.

The important feature in scheduling control and discrete
tasks is the possibility of directly influencing the control
through the weights R on control (see equation for u above).
When it is desired to insert a discrete task somewhere in the
"* planning horizon, the control weighting is increased in that
interval, resulting in a reduced control value. If this is done
for the entire planning horizon (i.e., altering the weights in
intervals of desired discrete task activity), this has the
desirable effect of redistributing control activity to keep the
overall cost at an optimal value.

To schedule discrete tasks, the control time history is
first caloulated for the entire planning hori7on with constant
weights on control. Since states (x ) are not known they are
estimated using the calculated oontrols at the previous time
instant. The number of discrete tasks to be performed in the
planning horizon are determined, and the time required for
performance of each is estimated. Relative minima of control
activity are chosen for each discrete task to be inserted, and
the weights on control are increased over these intervals.
Then, a new control history is calculated over the planning
horizon. Since weights or penalties have been increased in these
intervals, control activity is depressed. The control calculated
thus is optimal for the combined control-discrete task problem.

From this model, it is possible to insert discrete tasks
when the need arises. Since one model gives the control behavior
as well as the time intervals when discrete tasks are to be
performed, fractions of time spent on each type of task can be
calculated if the nature of the tasks is known.
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EXPERIMENT

An experiment is designed to test the
validity/appropriateness of this model in a multitask
environment.* A VT11 graphios display driven by a POP 11/40
minicomputer interfaced with an analog computer (Applied
Dynamics, AD5) is used. The control task involves flying over a
map at a constant altitude and airspeed using aileron control to
turn. (See Figure 1). The proper amount of rudder is
automatically provided by the computer for a coordinated turn. A
track up display is used where the map to be flown moves past a
fixed airplane symbol. The reference trajectory for a few
minutes into the future is available for preview. A modified
form of an artificial horizon with a moving wing over a fixed
horizon is used to indicate the attitude. Aileron angle is
controlled using a joystick.

15706

14917

13254

Figure 1

Discrete tasks are presented as number entry tasks. At
various times, while flying along the map, five digit numbers
appear and move along the map. Successful performance of these
discrete tasks requires correct entry of the numbers before they
disappear. A key pad is used to enter the numbers. Some or all
of these digits can be entered at one time. A switch near the

* The authors wish to thank Everett Palmer of NASA Ames Research
Center for his constructive suggestions in the development of
the experiment.
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joystick is used to initiate/terminate the number entry tasks.
When a decision is made to enter a number, this switch is
pressed, and the map disappears from the screen. Entry of each
digit results in a 'beep'. After correctly entering a number,
the next number cannot be entered immmediately. The subject must
wait until the small horizontal tic mark corresponding to the
number just entered goes past the airplane symbol.

The subjects are expected to 'fly' the aircraft such
that the airplane remains on the map as closely as possible.
They are instructed to schedule the number entry tasks, so that
both tasks can be performed acceptably and comfortably, without
either task requiring too .auoh effort. If an error occurs in
entering the number, even in one digit, the entire number must
be re-entered. The map remains blanked out during data entry.
Even when the map is not seen, however, the airpleine does not
stop. Thus, subjects try to perform the discrete tasks quickly.

Subjects are trained in the control task until their
performance reaches a consistent value. When there is no further
improvement in the .mean.s~quarod. error, discrete tasks are
performed along with the control task. Along with some graduate
students in engineering, some private pilots are being used as
subjects. Discrete tasks are scheduled at constant arrival

* rates, as well as with a Poisson distribution with the mean
equal to that of the constant arrival rate. Experiments are in
progress at this time.
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A STUDY OF HUMAN ATTENTION ALLOCATION *
IN MULTIPLE PROCESS MONITORING SITUATIONS
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ABSTRACT

The human operator's allocation of attention among multiple
dynamic processes is considered. An experimental investigation
of the human's attention allocation performance in a specific
multiple process monitoring situation is discussed. In this
experiment, subjects simultaneoutsly monitored nine dynamic
processes for the occurrence of' failures and made. decisions
regarding the processes to which they wished to allocate
attention. Parameters associated with each of the processes were
the mean time between failures of the process, the mean time 1.A
required to repair the process, and the cost per unit time of
delay in servicing the process, The effects of these parameters
on the timing and ordering of the subjects' attention allocation
decisions are investigated and an approach to the modeling of the
subjects' attention allocation performance consistent with these
effects is presented. The goal of this work is the development
of a model of multi-task decision making which could be used in
the design and implementation of oomputer-aided decision making
systems.

INTRODUCTION

In many systems, the human operator spends much of his time
monitoring subsystems for events which call for action on his
part. As the complexity of these systems increases, the operator
becomes responsible for more subsystems of greater variety.
There is consequently a greater probability that the operator
will encounter situations in which there are more tasks than he
can acceptably perform.

One means of maintaining the operator's workload at a
satisfactory level is the introduction of automation capable of
performing some of the operator's tasks. Models of the

*This research was supported by the Nationsil Aeronautics and
Space Administration under NASA-Ames Grant NSG-2119.
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i
operator's task performance would be of use in predicting the
performance gains to be expected from the introduction of such
aids. Further, in systems in which the responsibilities for some
tasks are shared by the operator and an automated decision maker,
these models might also be used within the system to coordinate
the actions of the two decision makers.

Senders [1J and Smallwood [2) have modeled human decision
making in multiple process monitoring tasks. Senders postulated
that the human monitor sam.ples his displays in a marner which
allows reconstruction of the displayed signals. An information
theory approach is employed to determine how often and for what
duration the human must sample each display. Smallwood proposed
that the human operator forms an internal model of the processes
he is monitoring and of the environment relevant to his task as a
result of his past perceptions of them. 4 situation is
considered in which the operator seeks to detect excursions of
instruments beyond threshold values. The operator is modeled as
directing his attention to the instrument whose current
probability of exceeding threshold (based on the operator's
internal model) is greatest. .

Carbonell [3,43 and Sonders and Posner [53 have proposed
queueing theory approaches to the modeling of human decision
making in multiple probess monitoring tasks. Carbonell uses a
priority queueing discipline. He assumes that the human operator
attempts to minimize the risk involved in not observing other
instruments when he chooses tn monitor a particular instrument.
Senders and Posner employ a first-come first-served service
discipline. They suggest two models which might be used to
estimate the inter-observation intervals for an instrument (i.e.
the time between arrivals of the instrument to the queue of
instruments awaiting observation by the human monitor). The
first model involves the degree of the observer's uncertainty
about the value of the variable displayed on the instrument. The
second model involves the probability that the displayed variable
will exceed an acceptable limit.

The models cited above emphasize the monitoring of displays,
rather than the decisions or actions that result from the human
operator's perception of the displayed values. The operator's
motivation for monitoring the displays is the possibility that an
event which requires his action will occur. The multi-task
decision making problem addressed in this paper concerns the
event detection and action selection decisions the operator makes
on the basis of the information he gains through monitoring.

Human decision making in such multi-task situations, then,
might te modeled in terms of the manner in which the human
detects events related to his tasks and the manner in which he
allocates his attention among his tasks once he feels events have
occurred. Gal and Curry [6J have developed a model of the human
monitor in a failure deteotion task. The model has two stages,
the first a Kalman filter which estimates the states and
observations of the monitored process, and the second a decision
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mechanism which operates on the Kalman filter residuals using
sequential analysis concepts. The model can be used to describe
the human monitor's detection of additive failures in stationary
random processes. Sheridan and Tulga [7) have modeled the manner
in which the human operator allocates his attention among various
tasks. They address a situation in which events present
themselves unequivocally and use a dynamic programming approach
to determine the action sequence which maximizes the operator's
earnings. Execution of this action sequence is begun, but can be
superoeded by execution of a new sequence calculated in response
to the appearance of additional tasks.

Rouse E83 has investigated the issue of allocation of
decision making respow,;tbility between a human operator and an
automated decision maker. He presents a mathematical formulation
of multi-task decision making situations appropriate to modelinS
either decision maker. Based on displayed information, the
decision maker is assumed to generate probabilities that events
have occurred in his tasks. He also generates density functions
which characterize his perceptions of what might occur in his
tasks while his attention is diverted to a particular task and
how' lon& his attention will be diverted should he decide to take
a given action. Given the estimates of event occurrence
probabilities and the perceptions of density functions of
interarrival and action times, the decision maker is assumed to
choose actions so as to minimize an appropriate cost criterion.

This formulation has been applied to the design of a
computer-aided decision making system within a queueing theory
framework E9,101. Two experiments within a flight management
context were used to illustrate the value of this multi-task
formulation. It was found that the queueing theory model
provided a quite reasonable description of multi-task decision
making in terms of task waiting times and utilization (i.e.,
fraction of time busy) of decision makers. The nature of the
flight management task employed in this research, however,
allowed avoidance of the issue of how the human decision maker
detects events.

Greenstein and Rouse E11] have proposed a model of the
human's event detection performance in a multi-task situation and
have applied this model to a specific multiple process monitoring
situation. An assumption of the model is that, in attempting to
detect events, the human generates estimates of the probabilities
that events have occurred. Discriminant analysis is used to
model the human's generation of these probability estimates. An
experimental study of human event detection in a multiple process
monitoring dituation was done. This study employed a situation
in which subjects simultaneously monitored several dynamic
processes for the occurrence of events and made yes/no decisions
on the presence of events in each process. The event detection
model was shown to provide a good fit to the data obtained in the
experimental study.
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In this experimental study of event detection, subjects were
re uired to make yes/no decisions on the presence of events in
the processes they monitored. In many multi-task situations the
human operator is not forced to make such yes/no decisions with
respect to each of his tasks, Instead, he uses his estimates of
the probabilities of task-related events in deciding how to
allocate his attention among tasks. This paper describes an
experimental study of the human's attention allocation
performance in a multiple process monitoring situation similar to
the one employed in our investigation of event detection.

AN ATTENTtON ALOCkTION EXPERIMENT

Fig. 1 illustrates the display observed by subjects in the
experiment. This static display was generated on a Tektronix
4010 by a time-shared DEC-Syastem. 10 and depicts the measured
values of the outputs of nine processes over 100 sampling
intervals (i,e. 101 points). The processes had identical second
order system dynamics with a natural frequency of 0.75 rad/sec
and a damping ratio of 0.5. Samples were taken at 0.2 second
intervals. The inputs to the processes were zero-mean Gaussian

, white noise sequences of identical variance. The displayed
measurements were obtained by corrupting the process outputs with
additlve zero-mean Gaussian white noise aequcnoes which normally

* had identical variance. The measurement noise variance was
normally selected to yield measurements with signal-to-noise
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Fig. 1. The multiple process monitoring situation.
(Processes 1, 5, 6, 7, and 9 have railed at times 131,

95, 76, 79, and 91, respectively. Processes 7, 2, and
6 have been selected for service.)
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ratios of 25.0. A process failure was defined by a gradual
increase in the measurement noise variance such that the
signal-to-noise ratio of each measurement was decreased to 97.5%
of the signal-to-noise ratio of the immediately preceding
measurement. A process failure manifests itself, then, by an
exponential deoay of the signal-to-noise ratio for measurements
following the time of failure. Thus, failures become more
pronounced with each measurement following their occurrence.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2 in which all nine processes have
failed at various points within the time range depicted on this
display. The points at which these failures occurred have been
denoted in the figure by solid vertical lines.

P1 MTBPPMGe MTTRm '|C-1 Re MW|Pwis F1'RW I c-l PS M~rml10 MTTR- 0 0.
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Fig. 2. A display in which all processes have failed,
(The failure times are denoted by solid vertical lines.
These lines did not appear on the display during the
experiment.)

The task of the subject in this experimental situation was
to service, or allocate attention to, processes it a manner which
miniml.zed the total cost incurred due to delays in the servicing
of failed processes. Some of the processes tended to fail more
freq-jently than others. Servicing a process implied a diversion
of attention from the other processes and the amount of time
required to service a process varied across the prooetses. The
cost of delaying service to a process also differed from process
to process. These aspects of the situation were quantified by
associating a set of three parameters with each of the nine
processes -- the mean time between failures of the process
(MTBF), the mean time to repair the process (MTrR), and the cost
per unit time of delay in servicing a failed process (C). The
values of these parameters for each process were included in the
display presented to the subject.
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After scanning the nine process histories depicted on the
display, the subject was given an opportunity to key in the
numbers of processes to which he had decided to allocate
attention. He also used a graphic cursor to enter estimates of
the times at which he believed failures had occurred. He
completed his entries by entering a zero. The processes he
entered were then serviced in the order in which he had entered
them. The first process entered by the subject was serviced over
an interval which began with the last time point displayed on the
screen and extended forward the number of time units equal to the
MTTR associated with the process. At the completion of this
service, the process was reset to normal if it had fal&,ed before
this point and service wRs begln on the next process entered by
the subject. When all, processes entered had been serviced, the
subject was given feedbacl regarding the state of each serviced
process at the instenl before servicing of that process was
completed ("1" indlciing the normal state, "0" indicating the
failed state). If a serviced process had in fact been in the
failed state, the time of failure was also indicated. An
Iteration in the trial ended with erasure of the display and
sooring of the subject's performance on the iteration.

Another Iteration was then begun by generating a new display
depicting the process histories advanced in time by an amount
equal to the sum of the service times of the processes entered on
the last iteration plus an additional increment of 5 time units.
The display which would follow that shown in Fig. 1 is
illustrated by Fig. 3,
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Fig. 3. The display which would follow that shown in Fig. 1.
(The dashed vertical lines indicate to the subject the
point at which service of each process was last
completed.)
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Two subjects were given six trials with this experimental
situation over a period of three to four days. Each trial
consisted of 25 iterations (an initial display followed by 24
updated displays) and was of approximately 45 minutes duration.
The parameter values associated with each of the nine processeswere as depicted in Figures I and 3. These values were hold
constant across all trials, but the actual interarrival times
used to schedule failures on the successive trials given a
subject differed from trial to trial. The interarrival times of
the failures scheduled to occur in a process were exponentially
distributed with a mean equal to to the MTBF associated with that
process. Not all scheduled failures actually occurred. If a
failure was scheduled to occur in a process in which a previous
failure had not yet been attended to, the scheduled failure was
deleted from the trial.

Prior to beginning the six trials with the experimental
situation described above, the subjects were given five trials
with a situation in which the decision making tasks were somewhat
simpler. In these trials MTTR was set to zero and C to one for
all processes. Each updated display aepi6ted the process
histories advanced 10 time units from the preceding display.
With zero MTTR and equal C for all processes, the decision to
allocate attention to one process involved no diversion of
attention from the other processes and a delay in servicing one
process was no more costly than a delay in servicing any other
process. After scanning the process histories depicted on the
display, the subject simply entered the numbers of processes in
which he had decided failures had occurred. These trials
provided the subjects with experience in the detection of process
failures without the additional task of deciding how to allocate
attention among processes with different attentional requirements
and costs. Subjects were also given several iterations of
training before these trials during which solid vertical lines
were included on the process histories to mark exactly when and
where events had occurred (see Fig. 2).

RESULTS

Two analyses of variance were performed on the attention
allocation decisions made by each of the two subjects on the last
four trials of the experiment. The first of these analyses
examined the effects of MTBF, MTTR, and C on the number of time
units which elapsed from the time at which a process failed until
the time at which the subject responded to the failure. The
second analysis examined the effects of the three parameters on
the number of time units which elapsed from the time at which the
subject keyed in a process number to the time at which service of
the process was Initiated. The analyses did not include the
attention allocation decisions made with respect to process 5.
The parameter values associated with the other eight processes
comprised a factorial design with two levels for each of three
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factors (MTBF, MTTR, and C).

Table 1 presents the results of the analysis of variance for
the elapsed time from failure of a process until response to that
process. The analysis indicates that, of the three parameters
studied, only the costs associated with the processes had a
significant 'effect on the time at which the subject responded to
the failure of a process. This was true for both subjects (31
and 32). The analysis also indioates that none of the
Interaction effects of the three parameters were statistically
significant.

Table 1. Time until response to a failure

------- -------------------------------------------------------
Analysis Of Variance

Source Of Degrees Of F0
Variation Freedom

Sq~ - --------- f ------

Si 32 31 82

MTBF .A) 1 1 0.66 2,14
MTTR (B) 1 1 0. 0.02
Cost (C) 1 1 5.28 * 6.00 *
AB 1 1 0.25 0,64
AC 1 1 0.18 2.14
BC 1 1 0.24 2.02
ABC 1 1 3.60 0.01
error 96 128

Significant at the 2.5% level
........... W-----------------------------A

Table 2 presents the results of the analysis of variance for
ne elapsed time from the subject's entry of a process number to

the Initiation of service of the process. This analysis
indicates that the costs associated with processes selected for
service on a given iteration of the experiment had a significant
effect on the order in which these processes were scheduled for
service. This was true for both subjects. The analysis also
indicates that for 31 the MTTRs associated with the processes
also had a significant effect on the subject's ordering of
processes for service on a given iteration. hgain, none of the
interaction effects of the parameters were statistically
significant.
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Table 2. Time from process entry to initiation of service

Analysis Of Variance
a----------------- ---------------------

Source Of Degrees Of Fa
Variation Freedom

-------- ----------------------------
i1 S2 S1 32

MTBF (A) 1 1 0.40 0.15
MTTR (B) 1 1 17.59 * 1.36
Cost CC) 1 1 14.25 * 29.63 #
AB 1 1 0.04 0.15
AC 1 1 1.10 0.60
BC 1 1 0.70 0.27
ABC 1 1 0.40 0.27
Error 104 168
------- -----.---- .--- ------- ----. -------
* Significant at the 1% level

A MODELING APPROACH

Analysis of the attention allocation performance in the
specific multiple process monitoring situation presented in this
paper indicated that the decision to attend to a process was
influenced by the cost associated with the delay of service to
the process. The mean time between failures in the process3and
the mean time required to repair the process did not appeir to
exert a strong influence on this decision. Once the decision had
been made to allocate attention to several processes, the order
in which these processes were attended appeared to be influenced
by both the cost of delay of service and the mean time to repair
associated with the process. The mean time between failures in
the process again appeared not to exert a strong influence.

The attention allocation performance of a human operator in
this situation might then perhaps be modeled using a two stage
procedure. In the first stage, the operator estimates the
probability that each of the processes has failed based on his
observation of the displayed process histories. If this
probability exceeds a threshold, the operator includes this
process among those for which service must be scheduled. The
value of this threshold would depend on the costs associated with
the processes.

In the second stage of the attention allocation procedure,
the operator must determine the order In which the processes
selected in stage 1 are to be serviced. One possible approach
might be to service these processes in order of highest to lowest
C/MTTR. That is, of the processes selected for attention in
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stage 1, that process for which the associated cost of delay
divided by the mean time to repair is highest would be serviced
first. The process for which this quotient is l.owest would be
serviced last. This approach is motivated by the fact that the
experimental situation can be modeled in queueing terms as an
(M/G/i) queue with a nonpremptive priority service discipline and
finite queue capacity. Failures occur in any of nine processes
and await service by the operator. Cox and Smith [12] have shown
that for an (M/G/l) queue with a nonpreemptive priority service
discipline, the servicing of customers in order of highest to
lowest C/MTTR is optimal in the sense of minimizing the expected
cost due to delays in service. This simple result does not hold,
however, for a system with finite queue capacity. Mova and
Ponomarenko 113] have shown that the optimal priority assignment
for such a system varies with the instantaneous configuration of
the queue.

The queueing results cited also assume that customers
present themselves unequivocally. That is, the probability that
a..ocustomer.is pcesent is .either zero or one. In the process
monitoring situation considered in this paper, failures do not
present themselves unequivocally. The operator can seldom say
with absolute certainty that a process has or has not failed.
The model of event detection performance proposed by Oreenstein
and Rouse [11 has been applied to a multiple process monitoring
situation very similar to the one described in this paper and can
be used to generate estimates of the probabilities of process
failures. The two stage model of attention allocation
performance suggested here allows those processes for which the
failure probability exceeds threshold in stage 1 to be treated in
stage 2 as customers which have presented themselves
unequivocally.

CONCLUSION

The human operator's allocation of attention among multiple
dynamic processes has been considered. An experimental
investigation of the human's attention allocation performance in
a specific multiple process monitoring situation was described.
In this experiment, subjects simultaneously monitored nine
dynamic processes for the occurrence of failures and made
decisions regarding the processes to which they wished to
allocate attention. Parameters associated with each of the
processes were the mean time between failures of the process, the
mean time required to repair the process, and the cost per unit
time of delay in servicing the process. Analysis of the
subjects' attention allocation performance in this experimental
situation indicated that the decision to attend to a process was
influenced by the cost associated with the delay of service to
the process. The mean time between failures in the process and
the mean time required to repair the process did not appear to
exert a strong influence on the decision. Once the decision was
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made to allocate attention to several processes, the order in
which these processes were attended appeared to be influenced by
both the cost of delay of service and the mean time to repair
associated with the process. The mean time between failures inthe process again appeared not to exert a strong influence.

h two stage procedure was suggested as an approach to
modeling the operator's attention allocation performance in this
situation, A set of processes to which attention is to be
allocated is selected in the first stage. Selection of a process
for attention is based on an estimate of the probability that the
process has failed and on the costs associated with the
processes. The order in which the processes selected in stage 1
are serviced is determined in the second stage of the procedure.
This order might be chosen to minimize the expected cost due to
delays in service of the processes -elected in stage 1. It is
also possible that a simpler ordering strategy achieving low, but
not minimal expected costs might be employed.

We now plan to continue our experimental investigation of
attention allocation performance in the multiple process
monitoring situation described in this paper. Of the three J`
parameters manipulated in the experiment discussed here, the
costs and the mean times to repair associated with the processes
appear to be most interesting in terms of their effects on the
operator's attention allocation decisions. We are therefore
planning an experiment in which three levels of each of these two
factors are employed across the nine processes of the display.
The results of this investigation will be used to refine and
validate a model of human attention allocation which could be
used in the design and implementation of a computer-aided process
monitoring system.
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Abstract

Properties of the human operator and results of previous atudies indicate

reasons to use nonuniformly sampled systems for modeling mian-machine systems.

Modern estimation and identification theory is used to establish a frame-

work for the analysis of nontiniformly sampled systems. The irregularly sampled

version of a time invariant, linear, stochastfc, dynaric system is used for

quantitative study. No assumptions on the sampling sequence are imposed but

sampling intervals have to be known explicitly. The hu-aan operator is partially it
modeled by a state estimator which uses nonuniform samples of the plant output.

When the parameters of the supervised system are partially known, the irregular-

ly spaced observations of the input and outrat sIgnals are used for both para-

meter identification and state estimation. Sequential and off-line algorithms
have been developed for the identificatLon and estimation processes.

In this paper we focus on theoretical development of state estimation and

parte.ter identification methods for nwnuniformly sampled systems which can be

applied in modeling of manually controllad systems.

I. Introduction

The basic goal in developing models of the human operator is to systematic-

ally and easily predict pilot behavior and system periormance in complex control

tasks. After the mode. has been derived, properties of the composite man-machine

system can be investigated. Researchers' interest usually focuses on the following:

- To determine the overall dynamics of the man-machine systems.

- To specify the man to machine task.

- To improve the overall system performance by allocating the operator's

attention and actions.
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in this introductory part we summarize the major studies in manual controlIystemi (that is, systems where a human operator is a part of the closed loop

system according to Fig. 1).

Tracking System Regulator System 4

w(t) Wyyt)
HO PlantPln

u~t)

HO: Human Operator

y(t): Displayed output w(t): Noise & Disturbances

u(t): Manual Controls

Fig. 1: Manual v Controlled Systems

This selected summary is then used to explain the reasons for using nonuniformly

sampled oystem r-,,e.s for the operator. In the next sections (11, 111, and IV)

we present the results of a theoretical study on nonuniformly sampled systems.

The main approaches in modeling the human operator have been the frequancy

response describing function as applied by Mc Rues and Weir [25] and thq optimal

control approach used by Kleinman, Baron ard Levison [16). The latter approach

was applied to the hover control of a VTOL-type vehicle [16]. The same model
was applied to the multiaxis manual control of a fighter aircraft by Harrington

[131. Repa and Wierwille (32] presentsd experimental results which wern aimed

at determining the influence of the vehicle control characteristics on driving

performance and comfort. The helmsman of a large ship was oodoled and simulated

successfully by Veldhuyzen [41]; in his approach frequency domain ideas were

use1. to uptimize the model parameters. A very interesting study in modeling the

human operator as a supervisor of a distributed computer network was done by

Tuga and Sheridan (40]; this is a typical example of modeling the hierarchial

control of large scale syqtems including a human as a decision maker. Rouse's

[33] dissertation and his later studies [341 in modellng the human by using mod-

ern estimation theory approaches and hypothesis testing, is a good theoretical

background for improving existing models. The experiments by Enstrom [8] to find

the attention allocation between control and monitoring tasks are also based on

hypothesis testing; to assume more than one model and choose the one that best
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fits the experimental data.

Application of identification methods by Gabay and Herhav [10] to a closed

loop task gives a closed form result for the transfer function of the human

operator; the result is

G(s)=5.5exp(-O.l9s)
O.35s+l

Such results depend upon the particular expaliiment; for example, Wijk and Kok

!44] suppress the exponential tear when the plant Ip relatively slow. Recent

studies in the area of improving models of humans by using the position of the

eye were presented by Reppergew and Hartsell (311; the effect of work load on

the variances of the observation and motor noise (1.63 has been studied partially

in [42.] and (43].

"In the following, wa introduce the assertion that the human operator can

be modeled as a state estimator of a nonuniformly sampled system. Other research-

are [34). [71 have demonstrated, with some success, that the operator does con-

struct an internal model of the phenomena with which he is concerned (a Kalman

filter), so he can predict its behevior and control it.,, The basic idea behind

the assertion of using nonuniformly sampled aystems for such models is that the

operator does not observe the output of the system "continuously" but "samples"

the output at discrete time inst•nts; at the same time, he manually controls

the plant in a discrete manner.

The first indication of the desirability of considering nonuniforuly sampled

models for the plant comes from the Kleinman at al. (161 model. The human oper-

ator controls a linear, time invariant, stochastic system optimally, subject to

his inherent limitations. Thtse limitations are considered to be:

- A time delay (T), representing cognitive, visual central processing and

neuromotor delays.

"- "Remnant" signals, divided into an observation noise ({v •t)) with covari-

anee V ) to represent signal degradation due to work load, scanning effects

and signal thresholds, and a motor noise ((v m(t)} with covariance Vm) to

represent random errors in executing the intended control.

- A "neuromuscular lag" (TN) to represent neuromuscular dynamics.

A block diagram of their model is illustrated in Fig. 2. In this model the esti-

mator is designed by using a continuous time Kalman filter or a discrete time in-

variant one. If we assume that the visual sampling rate (of the displayed out-

puts) is not constant, the estimator needs modifications. There are several
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noise I1F -
Dis- Y Motor Noise with covariance .

r--- "•"=- I J Pv : Observation Noise with covari-
ariance V

y
HO HO: Human Operator.

+ Network .

V IM
Fig. 2: Human Operator Model [16]

studies on such visual sampling processes (47] and experiments on the sensitivity 4

of the eye that can be used to adapt the original model. As an example, Alen and
Ruer [2] have found that a driver's delay (9) increases at lower vehicle speeds

due to decreasing speed. Therefore, if the irregularity of the visual sampling

rate is taken into account, the model can be improved.

The second indication of the irregularity of the sampling comes from Rouse
[341, Kok (17] and Kvalselh (151. They underline the hypothesis that the human

supervisor acts partially as observer/reconstructor and partially as controller/

decision maker. The following hypothesis are also used:

- The model of the observer depends on the supervised system, the display

and the noise parameters,

- The controller part depends only on the supervised system and can be con-

sidered independent of the observer part.

Now, it we impose the hypothesis that

"the human supervisor acts as a discrete process with a unique processing

unit,

the observation rate depends on the time it takes to process a given piece of

information and the time it takes to realize the controlling action. This fact

is illustrated in Fig. 3.

titee Ltf' t' t"V
I n I1n+ r4-2 tn+2

*CA PT CA PIT ICA PT I CA..

CA: Control Action Time tt: Observation Sampling 2
PT: Information Processing Time t": Controlling Sequence

Fig. 3: Process and Control Sequence Timing
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Another indication of sampling irregularity comas from systems containing
computers as well as humans. In larges scale systems (e.l. computer networks)
thb time between the lover priority tasks is usually irregular because of the

asynchronous interrupt configuration. For modeling such systems, a nonuniformly

sampled model is appropriate. To be more specific, we refer to the task of a

pilot controlling an aircraft by giving appropriate commands to a computer (Pal-

mar [27]). In this supervisory role, the pilot must allocate his attention bet-

vean monitoring the aircraft performance and giving commands to the computer (see

also the simulation results by enstrom and Rouse (8]). Zn this example an inter-

ruption in observing the flight measurements due to attention to "other duties"

or "•ide tasks', causes nonuniform sampling of observations.

The above reasons explain why the controlled plant is actually observed and

controlled nonuniformly. Thereafter the following questions arises

- How can we find the sampling instants {to,t 1 ,.,.}; In other words, what

are the statistics of the intervals Tn- tn2-tn?

- What modifications are necessary to existing models if we assume nonuniform

sampling?

Zn this paper we deal with a part of the above subject. The class of systems and

the assumptions for the following presentation arei

- The controlled plant is a multiple input-output, linear, time invariant

observable and controllable. The parameters of the plant are not neces-

sarily known "exactly"; this means that parameter identification also

takes place.

- Additive noise with known statistics corrupts the measurements, the con-

trolled plant, and the control input.

- Both the control inputs and the observed outputs are sampled simultaneous-

ly at tn ncN0 * and the intervals T at ÷_t :ncN0 are assumed to be known

explicitly. There are no assumptions on the length of Tn.

In reality, the observation sequence {t91 can be found by sensing the position ofn
the eye with respect to the display and the controlling sequense {t(} can be found

by sensing the changes of the actuators. We realize that the above schemes are

not necessarily the best ones (e.g. the human might be observing the display and

performing his control task as in [81). Generalization to a broader class of

systems and relaxation of the last restrictions ("simultaneously" and "interval

known explicitly") are subjects of future work.

* The set N0 is defined by: No{O,l,...}. Similarly, N-{1,2,...},
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The results of the analysis of nonunifornly sampled systems are presented

in the following manner. In Sec. 11 the linear system is sampled nonuniformly

and modeled. In Sec. III we refer to state estimators for the nonuniformly sam-

pled systems; at the end of the paper in the appendix, computational aspects

related to the real time implementation of the estimators are presented. In Sac.

. IV we assume that the original linear system is partially known; then we try to

estimate the states of the system and to identify the parameters using irregularly

taken samples. Finally in See. V we indicate areas of future work~ and possible
extentions. Most of the proofs have been omitted but the interested reader can

find them in 118].

11. Models and Simulation Algorithms

In this section the nonunifor. sampling process is studied. A Linear, time

invariant, stochastic model is sampled at time instants t in N . The objective

here is to find the difference equations which relate input and output samples.

The state space representation of the physical system (plant) is assumed to

be the following stochastic differential squation:

dx-Faxdt+G ,udt+G 88dw

dy.C xdt+D udt+dv

waer
where Fa is an nxn real matrix, G28 and G are nxI and nx42 matrices respectively,

C8 is an inxn observation matrix, and D is given by CG26 . The n-, m-dimensional

stochastic processes {x(t)} and {y(t)} are the states and the observations (out-

puts) respectively. The plant noise and the measurement noise are modeled by I-

and m-dimensional Wiener-Levy uncorrelated processes with incremental covariances

E{dwdwT}uQdt and E(dvdvT}-Rdt respectively. The control input u(t) is assumed

to be an I 1 -dimensional deterministic signal. The above system S comes from the

superposition of a deterministic and a stochastic system (SI and S2 respectively),

and is specified by the equations:

A PFx +G u
yCCx ()

and
dx xO dt+G dw

dy 2 =Cax 2 dt+dv (S 2 )
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S ~with PFOM, G0e'G 1 , CO-CF, DMCG 1, G28-G7

and
dx-dx1 +dx2

dyody1 +dy 2

The nonuniform sampling process is studied separately for the deterministic

system S and the stochastic system 8.6 The sampled version of S can be found

by solving the state equations from tn to to+2 The result is a time varying

discrete model SD given by:

xl(tn+,)oA(n)xl(tn)÷B(n)u(hn) (SD)

YI(tn)'Cxl(tn)

where h, is a particular point between t and t+1, and the matrices A(n) and B(n)
are given byt

A(n)-sxpFT, Tn~n•t 1

Tn

3(n)=( (JxpF(T-s)ds)G
0

If the samples (u(t ):nCN } are available, the sequence {uWh )tnN 0 } cannot be found

if no assumption on the class of admissible functions u(t) is imposed. In many

practical situations, where u(t) is piecewise continuous, a set of k+l previous

samples {u(tn k),..,,u(tf 1),u(t )} can be used to evaluate u(h ) by extrapolation

methods. Zn [18, pp. 39-52) a generalization of Newton-Gregory extrapolation [12]

in the nonuniformly spaced data case is used for such evaluation. Also in (1, Ch. 2]

and [30, Ch. 8] several interpolation methods by using spline functions are pre-

sented. State representation of interpolation algorithms [26] can be combined with

the equation SD to include both the system representation and the extrapolation

algorithm. For simplicity, the assumption that u(t) is piecewise constant ( u(t):

tc[tn, tn+ , neN0 ) is imposed. This assumption is not very crude; there are situa-

tions where this is true e.g. bang-bang control, pulve width modulation control,

heisman's task [41] etc. The physical analog of such an assumption is to approxi-

mate a system S9 by another one, preceeded by a sample and hold device. Then,

u(hn)-u(t ) ineN0 (3)

The sampled version of the stochastic model 12 can be found by using an averag-

ing sampler [39, pp. 174-176] as a sampling device. The result is a stochastic

difference equation of the form:
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I
X•(t in+I ) -A(n)x 2 ( n ) +W,(n) (SS)

(n)'C()xa2(tn)+v2(-)

where z(n),Y2y(t•rI)-y 2 (tn). A(n) is given in (1), C2 (n) is

T
c fan) W-C expF(T,-s)d- (4)

0
and the processes (w2(n)) and (vg(n)} are described statistically byz

E{wV(v))a-; cov(w8(n) ,wa(m) }-u2(n)(n-m) (5)

cov(wv(n),v 2 (m)}-R,(n)8(n-m) (7)

with, Tn

o~ TTQK(n)- [A(T -.) QGB A(T -s) d] (8)

0 T'

R2n-C6 [JB 2(T ~sQB2(Tn-s)de ]C-+~ (9)

"0
R•) .[jA(T~.-) 02QB8( Tn-,) d, ] C8  (o1)
A(T-)-sAexpp(T -s) (12.)

0

The proof of the above relationships can be fuund in [1.8, Ch. 2] and [3, pp. 82-86].

Eqs (5), (6) and (7) show that the processes {W8(n)} and {v8(n)} are nonstationary

and correlated. The simulation of the system SS by a digital computer implies fast

calculation of the integral. (8), (9), (10) and (12). This ii discussed in Sec. III.

T -a

nT

Fig. 4.' The Model of the Plant
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The conclusion of this section is that the plant S can be simulated by two

systems SD and SS. The simulated states and outputs are:
x(t )-x (t N)+x 2(t n) (13)

n (n)+y2(tn

(The subscripts 1 and 2 denote the deterministic and the stochastic component of

the variables respectively,) The overall model of the plant is illustrated in

Fig. 4.

III. State Estimation of Nonunlformly

Sampled Systems

Estimation theory is often employed to develop a memory representation of

how the human gradually forms an internal model. In extensive studies on human

decision making by Rouse [8, 33, 34], the subject is required to estimate the

state of a dynamic process. For example, to successfully drive a car, purchase

stocks and bonds, or plan a research project, the human must predict future states

of various dynamic processes• The behavior of the human supervisor as a state

estimator to widely used [16, 44].

Rousels theory [34] on short-term and long-term adaptation is based on model-

ing the controlled plant as a time invariant discrete process and the human as a

discrete estimator-identifier. This assumption can be crude in the following sense:

visual scanning of the plant output display in general is not regular due to atten-

tion allocation caused by "control interrupts" and because of the nonconstant du-

ration of the decision making process. Therefore the following idea is proposedt

to use a discrete state estimator of the nonuniformly sampled version of the linear

time invariant, dynamic plant. In the preceding Sec. III we saw that an appropri-

ate model is not time invariant but time varying (Eqs. SD, SS, and (13)).

In Fig. 5 we relate the nonuniform estimator assertion to the model proposed

by Kleinman at al. [16]. The vehicle dynamics, the motor noise and the observation

noise are assumed to be part of the plant. For this section, we assume that the

delays and the noise covariances {TPV JV ) are known. The objective is to

design the equalization network or more sptcifically the estimator based on the

sampling sequence {tn :ntN). When V and Vm are given by Eqa. (21) and (22) of
Y

their paper [16], the adjustment of the model can be done by following their
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procedure but with a different estimation algorithm.

In the following we state the estimation problem in the nonuniformly sampled

data case, the difficulties involved and finally a possible solution.

We are given the Eq. S which is assumed to describe the plant dynamics, the

neuromotor dynamics, the motor and the observation noise. Based on the sampling

sequence (t 1neN )(known) and the system 8 we can find the discrete equations SD, A
no

SS, and (13). The objective is to estimate the states x(tn) based on the obser-

vations {y(t ):ncN).

disturbances

actuators Machine

-lr noiseobsev atonnos

Fig. 5: Modifications of the Nodel of Human Operator

The extended Kalman filter (36, Ch. 83 can be applied for the above systems.
The particular difficulties for +uch an application are:

- The driving noise {w8 (n)} and the measurement noise osv(n)i in Sn are

correlated according to (7) and (10).

The overall estimator should contain the effect of the control input u(t).

The estimator has to be updated from step to step because the system para-

meters A(n), B(n), B3(n), and C2 (n) change from t, 1 to tn÷Z; also the pro-

cesses (w2 (n)) and {v2(n)} are nonstationary (R 2 (n). Q2(n), and RW(n) are

functions of Tn).

The first difficulty is overcome by transforming the system SS to another one with

uncorrelated system and observation noises [36, See. 8.21. Because of the linear-

ity of both models SD and SS we can combine an open loop state observer for SD and

a Kalman estimator for SS [39, Sec. 5-7]. In this manner the effect of the control

input can be taken into acuount. The computational difficulties have been reduced

to a minimum by two techniques: application of Sylvester's theorem and the use of

Jordan canonical form. Both techniques are summarized in Appendix 1.
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After the computational difficulties have been eliminated, a real time

procedure can be applied for state estimation. The steps are presented below

(18, pp. 184-200]:

Nonuniformly Sampled System State Estimation Algorithm

1. The algorithm starts with the following initial data

F, 011, G• ,R ,E ) t2-to, u(O), Y(l),

and the following calculations

A(O), B(O), C•() R•OS() aO, ao,•o,~)

(the formulas for the above evaluations are given in step 2),

•(0)=0

Yl(1)-A(0)i 1 (O)+B(O)u(O)
y'41)-c;l(1)

The next step is executed with n-O.

2. The algorithm continues using the T, "*"n+2-tn+1 interval.

A(n+l) from Eq. (A2) or (A0),

B(n+l) from Eq. (A3) or (AlO),
C2 (n+l) from Eq. (A3) or (A13),

Q2 (n+l) from equation (A4),

R (n+l) from Eq. (A5),

R,(n+l) from Eq. (A6),

A (n+l).A(n+l)-R (n+l)Ra (n+l)C (n+l) (14)

B (n+l)=R (n+l)R-1(n+l) (15)
Q3 (n+l)-Q 2 (n+l)-R (n+l)R1 (n+l)Tý(n+) (16)

3. Computation of the prior estimates takes place. The input u(n+l) and output

y(t+2) are sampled.

RI(n+2)-A(n+l); 1 (n+l)+B(n+l)u(n+l)

Yl(n+2) -C; I(n+2)

z(n+l)-y(n+2)-ý,(n+2)-[y(n+l)-ý,,(n+1)I

%2(n+l/n)mA2 (n); 2 (n)+Ba(n)z(n)

P(n+l/n)-A (n)P(n/n)AT(n) (17)
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4. The Kalman gain and estimate of x(n+l) are calculated now,

P(n+l/n+1)-[P' (n+l/n)+C (n+l)Q ]-('+)CP(-+l)f" P(n+l/n) (18)

2(n nl)2()1

•(n+l)-; (n+i/n)+K(n)[.(n)-C (A+l); (n+l/n)] (19)

(i(n+l) in the estimate of x(tn+i)). The algorithm continues at step 2. [

The major result of this section is the previous algorithm with "input" the
continuous time parameters (F, Oa, OG, C, R and Q) and "output" the estimate ;(n+l).

The intervals T have no restrictions (they can be arbitrarily large or small) butn
they must known explicitly. For theoretical studies a Prediction Error Model Ell]

or an Associated Model E44] of the above estimation algorithm is available. The [

form is:

x(n+l)-m f x(n) ,u(n) ,n ]4f(n)v(n) (20)

y(n) mgt x(n),u(n) ,n 3+(n)

where {v(n)} is a white Gaussian, zero mean process (innovations). The functions
,"9 f2(,), &I".) and the covariance of {i(n)) are calculated recursively [i8, Sec.

4-21. The delay T(Fig. 5) can be taken into'account at the forth step of the algo-
rithm by adding the equation

x(t +T)-A(T)x(n) .

Obviously, the structure of the optimal controller (the gain Z*) is not affected

by using the previous algorithm.

IV. Parameter Identification Using Irregularly
Spaced Samples

Having fixed the overall description of the controlled plant, the parameters
of the human model can be found by an identification scheme. In many other cases

the model of the plant is not exactly known and a composite man-machine model is
desired. Generalizing the identification procedures in the nonuniformly sampled
data case we look for a model of the man-machine task. The statement of the
problem follous.

We are given the structure of a system S (which represents the controlled
P
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plant and the human operator) in terms of a vector of unknown parameters p. Math-

ematically the system is assumed to be described by;

dx-F (p)xdt+G I(p)udt+G2 8 dw (S )

dywCa(p)xdt+D a(p)udt+dv

where p might contain unknown elements of ¥,' ' C8. Because of the nature of the

system or because of our inability to observe the system regularly, we assume that

the irregularly spaced samples of u(t) and y(t) at t-tilncN are given.

The objective is to find an estimate of the vector p.

Additional assumptions are imposed on the above system.

1. The noises (v(t)) and {w(t)} are described statistically as Wiener-Levy prucesses

with known covariances Q and R.

2. The initial state x(O) of the system S and the vector p are assumed to be Gauss-

ian random vectors with means x and p and variances 8 and S respectively,

This restriction is not severe; for example, if we let SpooI with a a large

number we do include a large class of practical problems with "completely un-

known" p.
3. Identifiability [4] and resolvability [17] criteria should be satisfied. Im-

proper initial states and/or system representation might result in an unidenti-

fiable system. For the following development we assume that any system {F;,
Cs} algebraically equivalent to {F(, GIs, Ca} is a solution of the problem

(actually in 117] it is stated that iden;ification of the actual system 8 can-

not be done but only identification of the associated system (20)).

4. The sampling sequence is not unrestricted. In [18, pp. 133-149] it is shown

that there exist sequences {t } under which the sampled version of S is un-

observable even if S is observable; thus, ill conditioned sequences must be
p

excepted from the identification procedure.

The parameter identification problem is solved by the following two methods.

First Approach: Linear Estimation Formulation
In this subsectiont we deal with a particular class of nonuniformly sampled

systems. The state representation of the linear system before sampling is assumed

to be (Pearsou [28]):

*(t) -7(p)x(t)+G(p)u(t) (21)

y(t)-Cx(t)

x(O).Xo. ucRi; xcRmq 1  ymRe

--
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_F10 0 Gi]
( . °-F ,0 1 0 G (p is G2  C-( 1 0 0 ,, o0 (22)

L-(7Fqo 0 ... I LaqJ
where F in qmxqm, F• is mxm, G in qmxZ, G. is mxZ; C is mxqm and p is a vector

containing all the unknown elements of F and G. The identification problem is to

find the vector p when the measurements y(tn) and the controls u(t.) are available.

Let us use the notation:i

- Bit ,(t), (t) to stand for the estimates of Fit Gi, x, and y respectively.

- DWi DOG to mean the errors P-t and Bj-Creectively.

- a to be the error of the estimates of p, defined by:

0- [Df] Dfa[ DF 1 1 DY 12 6... ~qM Do"[ DO11 DGiga... D 2' (23)

where DF.j and DGO• are the d-th rows of DF. and DG. respectively (DE is m q-

vector, and Do is mqZ-vector).

- Y(t) and U(t) to mean the following matricesi

r (t) 0 ... 0 (t) 0 ... 0

Ct). 0 y (t)...0 UM 0 UT~t0,, 0 (24)

0 0 ...T(t)1 0 .uT(t)

It can be proved [18, pp.277-288] that the above quantities satisfy the follow-

ing (linear) equation:

Y•t )-;(t )-H(t ,)e+w(t) ( 25)

tn

N(tn). jexpF(tn-a) [Y(s) U(s)]ds (26)

0
W(t )-CexpF(t - to) [xCt )-;(to]

At this point the parameter estimation problem is considered to be solved.

Eq. (25) is a linear set of equations of the unknown errors a; the function H(t

can be calculate6 from input-output signals. Notice also that the term W(t) vanishes

quickly if the eigenvalues of the selected matrix F are located in the left half

plane. Evaluation of H(.) can be done by the following methodel
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- Using measurement devices.

- Using a computer extrapolation algorithm.

The first method becomes clearer by viewing H(.) as an output (matrix) of a

set of linear systems starting from zero initial state (see also Fig. 6).

,(t)-PwI(t)+¥(t) output measurement system (27)

w (t 0 )00;

Xr2 (t)pw 2 (t)+U(t) input measurement system (28)

w2 C(t0 )WO,

and H(t )-C[w1 (t) w2 (t,)] (29)

The second method is very similar to the previous one; digital filters can be

implemented to interpolate the points y(t n) and u(tn) and evaluate the integral

in (L6) by using a computer algorithm. After H(t ) has been found, estimation of

the error e of the parameter p can be done by:

- the least squares method (Sandoz [35], Hsia [14]),

- an adjustablto observer (Luenberger [21, 22], Narendra (23]),

- or a recursive linear, time varying Kalman filter.

If the measurements are noisy it is known that the least squares method give

a biased estimator. Several algorithms exist to removu the bias error term. (See

Landau [19], and Astrom [4].) We intend to consider this ikie:rxfication scheme as

a generalization of the instrumental variables method (Young [45, 46]) in the non-

uniformly sampled data case. Gabav and Merhav [i0, 9] have successfully applied

Young's method to identify human operator models; using the modifications we suggest

the above scheme can be generalized in the nonuniformly sampled data case.

inputs u(t) 1. outputs y(t)SPlau~t (Eq. 21)

sy System
Eq. 282E 1

T ~~~w h(t~)( Cluain w(

parameters aro
u(t n) -- -- (tn)

S Model Eq. 21

Fig. 6: Parameter Identification Using Measurement Devices
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Second Approach: Nonlinear Estimation Formulation

The previous approach has a disadvantage: it does not take into account the

statistics of the system and measurement noise; the method is primarily useful

for systems with low level noise. In this subsection we outline a more general

approach and then we present it.

Step 1: Formulation of the parameter identification problem as a nonlinear,

time varying, state estimation problem of an augmented system is accomplished.

Step 2: Application of the maximum likelihood, the maximum aposteriori and

the weighted least squares method results in a deterministic (cost) function;

minimization of such a function subject to system constraints assure us that the
model matches to the input and output samples.

Step 3: Minimization of the cost function is accomplished by using variation-

al calculus. The result is a two-point boundary-value problem (TPBVP).

Step 4: We present an off-line algorithm that can be used to solve the TPBVP.

Several other algorithms can be used for the same purpose.

Step 5: We present an on-line algorithm that can be used to solve the TPBVP

real time. The algorithm is based on the invariatt imbedding equations.

Because of the length of the proofs most of them have been omitted; appro-

priate references are given to direct the reader.

Step 1: The Augmented System

Tho sampled version of equations S can be found by using the results of Sec. II:
p

x1 ( tn+P)-A(P • T•)Y7 (tý)+B (p ;•)uT ) (SD )

Y1(tn)_C(p)x1(tn)

K 2 (t n+i)uA(p PTn)x 2 (tn)4'w2 (tn) (5p)

Y2(t n+1)'Y2(tn)'C2(P ;T n)x2(tn)+v2(tn)

p(Pt+l )inp(n)

The last equation means that the unknown parameters of F, G1, and C should remain

invariant with respect to time. Parameter identification of systems SD and SSP P
can be seen as state estimation of an augmented system of the form:

x,(n+l)=Aa[xa(n) ,n] +Ba (n)w a(n) (Sa)

Ya(n)-CaIxa(n),n]+v a(n),

where
xa(n)=col~x1(tý1), x,(t.), p(n)]; ya n)=y(tn.)-Y(tn)
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and the functions A [.J, B [.], and C [.] are defined properly in terms of A(p;T•),

B(p;T ), and CC(p;Tn) (Schweppe [39], Sage and Melsa (381, (18, pp. 211-215]).

Step 2: The Cost Function

Application of the maximum likelihood method to determins an estimate xa(n)

of the augmented state xa(n) of Sa requires the following assumptions:

1. {v.(n)) to be white Gaussian noise with -ero mean and variance Ra[xa(n),hn.

2. {w (a)) to be a stochastic process with zero mean and uncorrelated to {v (n)}.

3. The observations {y(t 1 ), y(t2), ... y(t N)) to be available.

Then, maximization of the conditional probability density:

Plya( 2), . Ya(tN)/Xa(t)l,...,xa(tY] ]

is equivalent to minimization of the cost function

* JM1L-l/2 y (t - x,(i+I),J+2]h R x diai~~ne~ Ea(~)J1 (31)dwo

(the notation IIz; meane an ,)
with respect to (xa (l),.,,,x (N)) and subject to the equality constraints

xa(d+l)fAE d~)~(2
In the same manner, application of the maximum aposterioi.i method requires

the following additinal assumptions:

4. (w (a)) to be white Gaussian process with zero mean and variance QI[x,(n),n].

5. x C(t) to be a Gaussian random vector with mean x and variance s,.3 .

Then, maximization of the aposteriori probability density:

P [xa(t;O)....xa(,tN)/ya(t1) ,. ,atR ]N .

is equivalent to minimization of the cost function JMA:

JMA.qo+q l+q 2+q3  
(33)

qo.1/21 •(to)_Xo;s•l (34)

N-1

N-1
qp-1/2 1(36)- II Y a( j +) C a ( aIIl ,j 13 6)(x ( 1 4 i , ]i1

jW0 a

N-1/2 1 l.ndet~a[x7(j) ,.i~detax(i• d• (37)
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subject to the rystem equalities (32) and using

w (j)i.x,(J+] )-A[a(ji), j] (38)

In order to apply the least squares method to minimize the initial state error,

the output error and the trajectory error between the real world samples and the

output of the model a we need the following cost function; (39)
N- R1j1 112+11 w(1;a1()1

where S, R and Qa are given (apriori) positive semidefinite matrices which do not

depend on xae

The proof of the above statements ((31), (33) and (39)) can be found in [18,

pp. 215-237, also in 39 and 333, For the following development we use the function

JLS to derive the TPBVP; if the assumptions under which minimization of (39) does

not correspund to exact model matching are not met, .fL or JHA can be used. The

following steps do apply to more general cost functions.

Step 31 The TPBVI

The trajectory of the state xa that minimizes the cost function JLS can be

found by using the maximum principle [5, 373. Let us simplify the notation (and

make our procedure more general) by using:

Ex,,(i) ,;,(i) Aaxa(i() ,1+3a,(i.=() (40)

8 oxa(0)]=l/2 llxa(O)-Xo. S;Af11 (41)

a ]-/l IIya(+l-C,,,xa(i) ,;(i) ] ,i+lh Rl (i+l) 21+

1/2 ((wad); q.l 112 (42)

xa(0) V (0)

XNr I W:N ) (43)

The necessary conditions For minimization of

JLS(XN,WN)u$o[xa(O) ]+ O a (k) , a(k)] (44)

k0O
subject to the system equalities are:

all/axaln)-X(n) ; BH/8N~n+l)=x,(n+l) ; ýH/3wa (0-0 (45)
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where H(,) in the Hamiltonian

H[xa(() X(i) a(i) ]-0[xa(i) ,(i)]+ýT(i~l) of aX ) (i) ] (46)

and A(i+l) is a vector (costate) of Lagrange multipliers associated with xa(1),

The result of the minimisation is the following TPBVP;

T *1
xa(n#1)-Aa[xa(n),n1-B a(n)%a(n)B;(n)Aa9 X~n) (47)

X(n+n) WA• X(n)+C*'R (n+) [ya(tn+1)-Ca [xa(n+(2),n÷+]] (48)

AM-SMIo-_xa(O) ] (49)

where, A AT
,A4* "8([xa(n),n1/ax2(n) (50)

Ca •C[x,(n+]) ,n+l/ax,,(n+l).

* Observe that if the dimension of the vector xa is na , Eqs (47), (48) and (49) con-
slat a system of C2N+I)n nonlinear equations with 2N+3l times na unknowns, Also,aa
the Above result ts valid under the assumptions of JLS. If JML or JMA are desired

to be used, equations similar to (47) and (49) can be derived.

Step 41 Qftdine Solution of the TPflV,

Zn the literature (29] there oxist several numerical nmthods to solve the non-

linear TPBVP. For example, first order gradient (steepest descent), second order

gradiant, conjugate gradient and quasilinearization methods can be used. In the

following we present a modification of the first order gradient method presented in

(8]. The basic idea behind the method is to satisfy the smt of equationsa
DH/DX(k+l)-xa(k+l)+; 9H/axa(k)-N(k); aH/•a(k)-O (51)

and to try iteratively to satisfy the boundary conditions (49). In [18j it is pro-

ved that if (51) are satisfied the first variation of JLS (6JLS) is given by:

d8T Ix 1O
SJLS- E a-- j I xa(0) (52)

dxa(O) M(g)J
Application of the steepest descent method gives that the proper steps Ax (0) and

Axa(N) should be
dO [x (0)]

Ax (0)- -k ..... a x2 (N)- kX(N) (53)
dxa(O)
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where kx and kX are properly selected positive numbers, The algorithm proceeds as

follows.

Estimation and Identification Algorithm

1. Pick a vector xa(N;i), (The argument i means iteration step.)

2. Find the vectors c (Ofi) and X(O;i) by solving the equations (17), and (18)

backwards and by using initial states X(N;i)-O and x (N;i) from step 1.

3. Update xa(Oi) and X(O;i) by using

x (o;i+l)mx)(0|i)-ki
dxa(O;i)

4. Find the vectors xa(N;i+l) and X(N;i+l) by solving the equations (17) end (18)

forwards and by using initial states X(O;i+l) and xa(O;i+l).

5. Update x (N;i+l) and X(N;i+l) by:
a.•!x x(NJi+2)'x (N;i+l)-kXX(N;i+l)

X(lN;i+2)-O

6. Continue to step 2 until there is no significant change of xa(O) and X(N).

The major advantage of this algorithm versus the existing ones is the low

memory requirements. Array processors promise a reasonable computation time for

solving problems of the above form.

Step 5t Sequential solution of the TPBVP.

The sequential solution of the nonlinear, time varying, state estimation (and

parameter identification problem) is a current area of research. A brief review of

the available techniques follows.

- Linearization of the Kalman filter equations about a nominal point, This method

is based on the Kalman filter as an estimator of states and parameters after

linearization of the functions A E[xa(n),nJ and C[at(n),n] about a nominal point

xm(tn). The major disadvantage of the method is the selection of the nominal

point [39).

- Linearization of the Kalman filter about the old estimate. The method uses as

nominal point the previous estimate of xa(n). Serious stability problems might

arise [39, 361.

- Selection of a linear model out of a set of precalculated models (partitioned algo-

rithms). The basic idea of the method is to linearize the model about several
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predetermined operating points and then use a Kalman filter for each operating

point as a state estimator, A decision rule can be used afterwards to select

the model that gives the best results. Extensive literature on this approach

can be found in (20, 24],

- Linearination of the invariant imbedding equations. This technique is widely

used to solve the TPBVP in a sequential manner [26, 5, 37, 38]. The algorithm

is based on the following equations 118, pp. 291-301];

One step predictor,

xa(n+l/n)P-Aa[xa n)0,n)

Filter algorithm,
KX (n+l)-xa(n+'/n)+P (n,+l) Cp (n+l) [-ya(n+l)-C,,x(~/),~

c•-c a,,,n+l.]/ 8�, ,xa(n+l/n).
Prior variance.

P(n+l/n)aA* (n)2A+B (n) ' a•! A•' A•[w'/ A xa~(n) a n

Error variance, -

P(n+1)-)I+Ma P(n+l/n)] P(n+l/n)

Bo 21 .1 2'
a a~ 0a(w, n+l)R,, (n+l) C ' (w, n+l); wmixa(n+l/n)

Initial conditions:

x (0)-xo; P(0)=Sa
Because the functions A4 (.), and .wth respest to a'r k nown,

a(-),~~x and pa' wit reepenono
the gradient functions can be calculsed analytically. In (18] the above calcula-

tions are presented when the Jordan diagonal form is assumed and single input systems

are considered.

V. Conclusion

Several resons for using nonuniformly sampled systems as models for human moti-

vated this study. A comprehensive theory of the irregular sampling process is the

starting point of the whole development; then, the nonuniformly sampled models are

used for solving two fundamental problems: the state estimation and the parameter

identification. Applicability of the results relies on the computational studies

of the presented algorithms.

There are several trends and extentions of this research. Practical manual
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control problems are only a subclass of the applications of the theory. Each

individual case requires special treatment and futher study. One direction of

our work is towards solution of the nonlinear estimation problem real-time by

using partitioned algorithms; anotheri is towards solution of the estimation

problem in the case of statistically known intervals. Sampling sequences with

given stochastic characteristics need futher study.

pi
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Appendix 1: Computational Aspects

(from Sec. I1l)

The first computational technique in based on the fullowing procedure:

At the beginning, the component matrices (48] F.:i-lj2,... n of F are calculated

and stored. Depending on the multiplicity of the eigenvalues ot F, Sylvester's

theorem or the extension of Sylvester's theorem (18] is applied to find that

g(F)-F•S(s2)+.. .+PFg~s~) (Al)

where g(.) is an analytic function, and si are the eigenvalues of F. The trans-

ition matrix A(n), and the integrals involved in the calculation of B(n), C2 (n).

R2(n), Q2 (n) and RW(n) can be evaluated by properly changing the definition of

the S(.) function. The results are:

A(n) Figi (a,) (A2)

iG2 2'83'iod' (A4)
d

R(n)-C(II~F i QG2 F 424(@jsdY s) +T nR (A5),id

R(n){ 22 FJ 5 (A6)

where gj(.) 4w16-,...A are appropriate functions with parameter T ([18] pp. 102-

120). Observe that calculation of the above parameters from t to t involves

a summation of n or n terms; numerical integration is completely avoided.

The second method im based on the Jordan form representation of the system

S [6 Sec. 2-6]. 'The calculation of the system parameters A(n), B(n) and C (n) is

based on the following equations:

A(n)mdiag[A (n)...a,(n)] nxn (A7)

A (n)-diag[Ail(n) ... A (n)] nixn•j (A8)
1. ii

Aid(n)=Mij(Tn)expaiTn ngixnij (A9)

B(n)=col[B.(n)c...oB,(n)] Bxn (AlO)

B,(n)=col[Bjj(n),..B,• 00)1 Vxnj (All)

iii
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[Zt(Tn)expsiTn -fiGC ijl/si if S.iO
B.j(n)- (4) (A12)

iN (Tn)Gid if $,No

C 2(n)=row[ (n) ,er(n) ] mm (A13)
Ci(n) =row[Ci (n)...ci• (n)) ]Mxni (A14)

Cs[Zi(Tn)xPeiTn -fl]/i if 00
C .(n)= (A15)

) i

where t C(Tn), M)i' (T ) and Zi(Tn) are metrices with terms of the form TWO

and,

f~m+ l'. 9*+ /u. (181

(r is the number of distinct eigenvalues of F, ri in the number of Jordan blocks
associated with the sigenvalue si, ni is the dimension of the joint Jordan blocks
associated with the eigenvalue si and nij is the dimension of the d-th Jordan

block).

The computation time of the above parameters is very low and the problem of
evaluating A(n), B(n), C2 (n) for various n has no difficulty. Evaluation of Q2(n),
R2(n) and Rw(n) by following the same technique is also possible [18, pp. 130-134].
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DIVISION OF ATTENTION AS A FnNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF
STEPS, VISUAL SHIFTS, AND MEMORY LOAD*
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Abstract

An experiment has been done to study the effects on divided atten-
tion of visual shifts and lopg-term memory retrieval during a monitor-
Ing task. A concurrent vigilance task was standardized under all experi-
mental conditions. The results show that subjects can perform nearly
perfectly on all of the time-shared task@ if long-term memory retrieval
is not required for monitoring. With the requirement of memory retrieval,
however, there was a large decrease in accuracy for all of the time-
shared activities. It was concluded that the attentional demand of long-
term memory retrieval is appreciable (even for a well-learned motor se-
quence), and thus memory retrieval results in a sizable reduction in the
capability of subjects to divide their attention. Also, a selected
bibliography on the divided attention literature is provided.

*Furds for the support of this study

have been allocated by the NASA-A8ES
Research Center, Moffett Field.
California, under Interchange No.
NCA2-OR785-801.
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INTRODUCTION

This research is an outgrowth of our interest in problems of divided
attention that are associated with avionic computer systems. Unlike many
other man-computer interactions, the pilot has other time-shared duties
besides Interacting with the onboard computer. Furthermore, existing
avionic computer systems have employed & variety of designs for the man-
computer interaction, but virtually nothing is known about the attin-
tional demands of these designs. Some systems are perhaps easier than
others to operate in the context of time-shared attention. However, few
generalities can be 10a140d from the direct study of existing avionic
designs since these designs simultaneously vary on too many dimensions
which many affect divided-attention performance. Also, field tests are
too unstructured and uncontrolled to learn about the mechanisms affect-
ing performance on time-shared tasks. Thus, in the present research, a
controlled laboratory study on divided attention is employed in order to
identify the critical dimensions that affect the sharing of attention.
Ultimately, the goal of the laboratory studies is the establishment of
design guidelines for future man-computer systems. More specifically
In this study the number of steps, shifts in visual angle, and Informsa-
tion retrieval from long-term memory were investigated.

METHOD

Subjects

Twelve male undergraduates at Tufts University served as subjects.
Each subject received $20.00 for their participation in three sessions
for a total of three-and-a-half hours.

There were three experimental tasks performed in a time-sharing
manner. The experimental tasks consisted of:

1. A monitoring task with three response buttons.
2. A vigilance task with a single response button.
3. A recall task of a four-dLgit number.

Moreover three independent variables were manipulated corresponding to
the parameters of the monitoring and recall tasks. The ivdependent
variables consisted of:

1. The physical distance separating the three monitor-response buttons.
2. The sequence required for pressing the monitor-response buttons.
3. The amount of delay between the presentation of the memory item

(i.e. the four-digit number) and the recall test. (This delay was
scaled in terms of a regularly spaced monitoring stimulus, and
henceforth the delay will be referred to as the memory lag. Thus,
a memory lag of n has n monitoring stimuli occurring between the
memory item presentation and the recall test.)
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The parameters of the monitoring task were varied &mong three experimen-
tal sessions. The values for recall lag cut across the experimental
sessions and all values were tested at each session.

In session A, the physical arrangement of the monitor buttons was a
horizontal line across the top of the console. The buttons were 3 cm
apartD center to center, creating a visual angle of approximately 30
for the subject. The sequence required for monitor button presses was
free, except that all buttons were to be used equally and no button could
be pressed twice consecutively.

Session B differed from A principally in the arrangement of the moni-
tor-response buttons. The configuration of their placement formed a 30 cm
equalateral triangle with a button at each corner. The visual angle was
approximately 280 betwees; any two bottons.

Session C was also similar to Session A except that a set sequence
was required for the monitor button presses. The configuration of the
monitor buttons was at the top of the 4onsole, as in session A, but the
subject'was required to press the monitor buttons according to a previ-
ously learned pattern.

Apparstus and Procedure

The subject was seated approximately 60 cm in front of a console with
4 buttons and a 9 cm voltmeter face. Three of the buttons were designs-
ted as monLtor-task buttons and the fourth was designated as the vigi-
lance-task button. All stimulus presentations were under the control of
a Sony TC630 stereo tape recorder. The subject's button presses were re-
corded by event markers on a Narso-Bio Physiograph Six polygraph. All
stimulus events were recorded on a separate channel of the polygraph.
Recall task stimuli were presented by a Kodak Carousel Projector that was
switched by a Lafayette Voice Key. The vigilance task stimulus was
switched on by a Uhsr F422 diapilot. See Figure I for a more detailed
apparatus schematic.

Each trial began with the 0.5 see. visual presentation of a random
four-digit number. Number stimuli were screened for highly meaningful
patterns and those becinning with zero were also excluded. The monitor-
ing task and the vigilance task followed immediately in a time sharing man-
ner. Each trial contained 18 monitor stimuli, presented at a rate of one
per 1.25 sec. The monitor stimulus consisted of an audible 0.25 sec.
600 Ha tone which produced an 8 volt deflection at the console meter. The
vigilance stimulus was a needle deflection of an additional 6 volts occur-
ring simultaneously with the monitor tone. Six vigilance stimuli were distri-
buted randomly within each trial. The monitor task and the vigilance task
were interrupted after lags of 0, 2, 4, 6, or 8 tones for a 3.75 sec. re-
call test of the memory item for that trial. At the conclusion of the re-
call interval, monitoring and vigilance resumed for the remaining portion
of the trial. The subject was allowed a 5 sec. rest after every trial.

Each experimental session consisted of 40 trials. Eighteen repli-
cations of each interrupt lag condition were distributed randomly through-
out each session. Each subject participated in all three experimental
sessions. The order of participation in session A, B, and C was counter-
balanced across the twelve subjects. Prior to the first session, each
subject received training on each of the separate experimental tasks and
four practice trials in which they were performed in a time-sharing man-
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nor. Prior to Session C, the subjects were given one day to memorize the
set sequence of 18 monitor-button presses. Also, before Session C began,
the subjects had to demonstrate that they, in fact, learned the sequence
for monitoring.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are broken into three sections corresponding to the three
time-shared tasks. Moreover, prior to performing statistical tests, per-
centage data were transformed by a standard arcsine transformation in
order to better assure the conditions of normality.

Monitor Task

The overall results for this task are quite clear as shown In Table 1.
Performance is extremely accurate in both Sessions A and B, but decreases
considerably in Session C. Since performance was so accurate In Sessions
A and B, the data for these experiments were pooled and compared to the
Session C data. The mean monitor accuracy Is significantly lees in Session
C, t(ll) 4 4.73, p •..001.

TABLE 1

MEAN PROBABILITIES OF CORRECT RESPONSES, INCOkRECT RESPONSES, MISSES
AND FALSE ALARMS FOR EACH SESSION IN THE MONITOR TASK

Session

Rasoonse Tye. A B .
Correct .996 .994 .794
Incorrect .002 .001 .175
Miss .001 .003 .026
False Alarm .001 .002 .005

In order to explore the nature of the reduction in accuracy in Session
C, a number of subsequent analyses were performed. Figure 2 shows the
probability of a correct sequence of button presses as a function of se-
quence length. Note that this curve Is necessarily a decreasing function
since an error at any monitor step number mans that the sequence is also
Incorrect. Nevertheless, the performance in Sessions A and B is highly
accurate for all sequence lengths, but accuracy is lower in Session C for
all sequence lengths. The probability of a correct monitor sequence of
18 button presses is greater in Session A and 3 than the probability of
even a one member sequence in Session C. Thus the requirement of recall-
Ing the monitoring sequence from long-term memory has a sisable effect on
monitoring accuracy.

The actual recall of the four-digit memory item is an interruption
from the monitoring and vigilance tasks. Figure 3 shows monitor accuracy
relative to the interrupt occurrence. Performance is uniformily high in
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Sessions A and B, although there is a slight decrease occurring just prior
and subsequent to the interrupt. The data from Session C show that per-
formance Is higher before the interrupt than after t!;A interrupt.

In the previous analysis the 0-lag data were omitted since the moni-
toring and vigilance tasks are not interrupted in the O-lag condition.
Figure 4 displays the monitoring accuracy as a function of monitor step
number for the O-lag condition. This display thus eliminates the effects
of interrupts on monitoring, The curve for Sessions A and B is quite flat,
again reflecting the high performance level in those conditions; however,
the curve for Session C is uniformly lover.,

Overall then, there was r.o effect f6und on monitoring performance
for the spatial arrangementcf the monitor buttons, Thus, large visual
angle shifts of 280, that are required in Session B, did not significantly
affect the monitoring accuracy, However, requiring the retention of a sact
monitoring sequence in Session C did produce a dramatic decrease in per-
formance.

Viallance Task

The overall results for the vigilance task are shan in Table 2,
Again, performance is very accurate in Sessions A and B and decreases in
Session C. Since performance was equivalent in Sas ions A and B, the re-
sults of these sessions vere again pooled and compared to the data from
Session C. The comparison of overall accuracy showed that performance

TABLE 2

MEAN PROBABILITIES OF CORRECT RESPONSE5, MISSES AND FALSE ALARMS
FOR EACH SESSION IN THE VIGILANCE TASK

Session

Response TYeR A B C
Correct .997 .995 .974
Miss .007 .011 .068
False Alarm .001 .003 .006

decreased significantly in Session Co t(ll) * 7.018, p . .00005. As is
evident in Table 2, this performance decrease is almost entirely due to
an increase in miss rates since false alarm rates are very low in all
three sessions, Further analysis shows that not only the overall rate,
but also the pattern of errors changed in Session C. In Sessions A and B
632 of the errors occurred over the first nine monitor step numbers, while
only 46% occurred for these monitor numbers in Session C. The memory load
in Session A and B is largely provided by only the retention of the four-
digit number which is required only for first part of the monitoring se-
quence. Howver, for Session C there is a memory load throughout the en-
tire sequence since the monitor sequence itself must be recalled from
asmery. This difference is consistent with the observed patterns of vigi-
lance errors.
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In general the results of the vigilance task are consistent with the
monitor results. There is no effect of spatial array found, however, a
highly significant decrement in performance occurs in Session C when long-
term memory of the monitoring sequence is required.

Results from the Memory Task

The mean percent of recall is shown in Table 3 as a function of ses-
sion and lag. Analysis of variance vas conducted on these data, and it
showed signtficant main effects of both session (F(2,22) - 8.71 M86 * .0064,
p-4 .005) and lag (F(4,44) - 6.87, 145 a .0247, p.4 .001). The session
effect resulted from a significant decrease in recall performance in
Session C below the very accurate levels maintained in both Sessions A and
B. This difference was quite consistent across all lag levels. Although
these differences tended to increase as lag increased, there was no signi-
ficant interaction between session and lag. The main effect of lag is due
to the decrease in recall as the number of Interpolated events increases.
This effect is consistent across all sessions, but somewhat attenuated by
ctiling effects in sessions A and B,

TABLE 3

MEAN PROBABILITY OF CORRECT RECALL IN THE MEMORY TASK
AS A FUNCTION OF SESSION AND LAG

Session 0 2 4 6 8
A .991 .986 .990 .977 .977
B .995 1.00 .990 .990 .976
C .981 .972 .954 .940 .893

Overall, the results of the memory task are very similar to those
found in the monitor and vigilance tasks. Subjects maintain very accurate
performance in Sessions A and B, but recall of a set sequence in the moni-
tor task results in a significant decrease in the recall of the four-digit
memory item.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The combined results of the monitor, vigilance and memory tasks form
a clear pattern. The data from Session A establish that subjects can suc-
%cs.fully divide their attention across these three tasks. The results of
Session s indicate that increases in visual angle for the monitoring task
does not impair performance in any of these tasks. In contrast, requiring
subjects to recall a set sequence in the monitor task produces a signifi-
cant decrease in accuracy in all three tasks. Thus, the information pro-
cessing of recalling the next action of a memorised sequence of button
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presses impairs processing in other concurrent tasks. The retrieval from
long-term memory of the next action requires attention that otherwise could
have been directed to the time-shared activities. The attentional demand
of memory retrieval is appreciable and hence results in a sizable decrease
in divided-attention performance. However, without the Involvement of
long-term memory retrieval, subjects perform nearly perfectly on the time-
shared tasks of recalling a recently presented random number and of per-
forming motor responses to monitor and vigilance stimuli.
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Attention Allocation in Dynamic Environments

by
Christopher D. Wickens and Pamela Tsang

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Champaign, Illinois, 61820

ABSTRACT

Three policies of attentional resource allocation between tasks of dynamically
varying difficulty are described. Thase policies--optimal allocation, optimal
resource expansion, and non-optimal allocation are distinguished analytically by
the gain of the tr.nsfer function between tank difficulty and primary and secondary
task performance. Sight subjects time-shared two compensatory tracking tasks in
which the control dynamics of the primary task fluctuated continuously between
first and second order. Linear control analysis of the difficulty and filtered PMS
error performance measures indicated that subjects were initially non-optimal in
their allocation policy, failing to guard the primary task in the face of
fluctuations in its difficulty. With practice, a trend toward more optimal
performance was observed. However, close analysis and comparison of these data
with performance in constant difficulty dual task conditions indicated a persisting
limitation in subjects' ability to reallocate resources from the secondary task
when required by demand changes of the primary.

INTRODUCTION

When two tasks of similar structure are performed concurrently, it may be
assumed that the performance of each relies upon a common pool of processing
resources [1,2,3,4,51. When more resources are allocated to one task, as a
consequence of either an increase in its difficulty, or of its required performance
level, fewer are available to the concurrent task, and performance of the latter
will deteriorate accordingly. The joint representation of concurrent performance
of two tasks, as resources are traded off between them Is presented in the
Performance Operating Characteristic or POC, an example of which is shown in Figure
la (5]. The vertical and horizontal axes represent performance measures on task A
and B respectively, such that good performance corresponds to higher values.
Single task performance is represented by the points falling on the axes, while the
points within the space correspond to hypothetical performance measures in dual
task conditions. Three such conditions are indicated. One in which resources are
allocated equally between tasks, one in which the allocation policy favors task A,
and one in which it favors task B. The smooth curve connecting the points--the
POC-represents the hypothetical frontier of maximum joint performance, across the
set of all possible allocation policies between tasks.

Gopher and Navon [1,21 have described how, as the difficulty of one task (task
B in Figure 1) is varied, each difficulty level generates a different POC, with
tasks of greater diificulty moving the POC closer to the origin. In the specific
case of dual axis tracking when the difficulty manipulation employed is the order
of the system transfer function (varied from first to second), Gopher and Navon [21
have shown that the set of POC's thus generated form the fan-like shape shown in
Figure lb. The influence of task difficulty on performance of both tasks grows as
more resources are allocated to the task of varying demand.
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Figure 1. Performance Operating Characteristic in Constant (a), Variable (b),

a Time-Varying (c) Difficulty Conditions.
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Within the framework of Figure lb, if task A is designated as prinary--to be
held at a criterion level of performance (indicated by the horizontal dotted line),
then assuming an operator of fixed capacity, this performance can be achieved by
trading off resources from task B, the performance of which would be indicated by
the points h, m, and 1 In Figure lb. Consider now the performance resulting when
the difficulty level of the primary task is varied continuously within a trial,
rather than discretely between trials. This would be represented by the POO of
Figure lb oscillating between the two extremes of difficulty or, alternatively, in
Figure lc, a time axis Is incorporated and the POC now represents an undulating
surface. Criterion performance is the horisontal plane that intersects this
surface, and optimum secondary task performance, of a fixed capacity system with
perfect allocation is represented by the intersection of this surface with the
criterion plane projected onto the secondary task (task B) "floor" axis.

An~ alternative representation of this hypothetical data pattern is shown in
the top panel of Figure 2s Wickens and Pierce (6,71 have argued that the transfer
function of the inferred resource allocation system can be derived from linear tine
series analysis of the difficulty and the primary and secondary task performance
signals in Figure 2. The pattern shown by the optimum allocator of the top panel
would be reflected by a gain, or linear coherence value (between difficulty and
performance) that was low for the primary task relative to the secondary. This
pattern is referred to as Optimal Allocation. Alternatively, the optimal operator
could maintain constant primary task prormance by temporarily expanding the
supply of available resources at the epochs of peak primary task difficulty* Such
expansion has been suggested by Kahneman (8) to be mediated via the role of
feedback loops associated with mechanisms of physiological arousal. Such a policy,
referred to as Optimal Rzoansion will, of course, be reflected by reduced values of
gain and coherence on bthl tasks. -Finally, a non-optimal response is one in Which
a fixed supply of resources is maintained to both tasks, and primary task
performance varies in coherence with its own difficulty fluctuations. This policy
generates primary and secondary task gain values opposite from those of the optimum
allocator. in summary, two dimensions of allocation policy may be identified. The
degree of optimality is indexed by the difference (or ratio) of the prlmary and

:secondary task gain measures, and the degree of expansion by the inverse of the mum
of the two gains,

Within this analytical framework, Wickens and Pierce C6, 71 observed that the
behavior of opeciators engaged in dual axis tracking fell midway bstwenrn the
categories of optimal and non-optimal allocation. Both gains (and linear
coherence) were relatively high and of approximately equal value. In their
experiment, the difficulty parameters (the order of the tracking dynamics) were
varied in a series of spikes and steep ramps between levels of first and second
order. The observation that allocation behavior was far from optimal and did not
appear to progress Atoward optimality across four days of training was surprising
and served as the instigation for the present study.

A potential source of the non-optimal response observed by Wickens and Pierce
is the severity of the difficulty changes. As a consequence, in the present
investigation the difficitlty "forcing function" was modified so that pure
(non-trunciated) sinusoidal components were employed, spanning the range between
first and second order dynamics. In addition, the present investigation included a
greater number of constant difficulty control conditions than did the prior study,
incorporating conditions during which the primary task wan maintaindd at the
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highest, the lowest, and the average level that is obtained under the variable
condition.

Method

Subjects performed two compensatory tracking tanks, with dynamics of the form,
b K 0 + 02 ). The variable difficulty parameter a could thus be set at any

value belweal 0 (first order system) and 1 (pure second order system). Error
indicators of the two tasks were displayed laterally on a CRT display with a
vertical separation of 0.7 degrees of visual angle. The two displays had a small
(I degree) lateral offset; the right of center display was controlled by left-right
deflections of a right hand control stick while the left set display was controlled
by a control stick held in the left hand. Both tasks were driven by a separate
band limited Caussion disturbance input with an upper cutoff frequency of .32 Hz.

Six classes of trials employed in the experiment can be dichotomized in terms
of whether task difficulty was constant or variable during the trial, and whether
single or dual task performance was required. These are represented in Table 1.

TABLE 1

TRAL TYPES

Primary Task Secondary Task
Trial Designation Difficulty () Difficulty Lai

DV Variable 0.5

Dl 1.0 0.5
Dual Task

Constant D.5 0.5 0.5
Difficulty D0

DO 0 O0 5

S.5 0.5 None

SV Variable None

During conditions of variable difficulty, the difficulty parameter a was
driven by the forcing function a - A (Sin Flt + Sin F 2 t). The value of F, was
always set at a constant value of .03 Ha. The value of F2 was varied on alternate
trials between .01 and .02 Hz. This variation was incorporated so that subjects
would be les able to predict the time course of difficulty variations during a
trial. Trials were 200 second. in duration, allowing two or four full cycles of
the lower frequency component. Eight right handed male subjects were employed in a
within subjects repeated measures design. On day 1, subjects were provided
extensive practice in all task conditions. On days 2-5, following an initial trial
of a D.5 type, each subject received the 6 trials in a given order, followed by a 5
minute rest break, and then the same trials in the reverse order. The particular
orders used were partially counter balanced across days and subjects.

Instructions emphasized that the right hand task was to be treated as primary.
The level of error on that task obtained in the initial D.5 condition was
established for each subject on each day as the criterion level. Subjects were
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instructed to maintain that level on all subsequent constant difficulty trials, as
well am across the deviation of the DV trial. Financial bonuses were employed to
reinforce these instructions.

Rumults

Global IRMS Error. IMS error values for the primary and secondary tasks in the
six conditions are shown in Figure 3. The figure indicates a decline in error on
both tasks with practice, a gratser error In dual as opposed to single task
performance, and a reduction in this dual task decrement with practice.

.4AO - MARY E --

.30 - X-ua
S" * "0 .. Duanle .-.......

, •-, Task

0 L/ 0 ~~\

i; 0,0 " ........

'20 t*.

C5. :a Singl-

0.0 0 ..........
~Variablein-le---1

011

I 2 3 4 I 2 3 4

SESSION SESSION
Figure 3

The data were subjected to two ANOVAS. One ANOVA included only the dual task
data (both primary and secondary task) and a second included only the primary task
data for the single task (SV and S.5) and dual task (DV and D.5) conditions. Both
ANOVAS indicated reliable main effects of sessions. The dual task ANOVA indicated
reliable effects of a (0, .5, 1 or V) and task (primary vs. secondary) as well,
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while in the primary task ANOVA effects of constant vs. variable, dual vs. single,and the dual-single X sessions interactions were all statistically reliable.
Time-series analysis. To evaluate the allocation strategies, the raw sampledRMS error values were smoothed by computing the running average of these values

within a 2 second sliding window. The 200 averages computed every second for agiven trial were thus used as the performance (output) data In the time-seriesanalysis (Biomed 02T). Separate transfer functions were computed betweendifficulty (a) and primary and secondary task performance for each subject, in eachvariable condition on days I and 4. Preliminary analyses of the data indicatedthat the amplitude-ratio measures provided the clearest differentiation beteenconditions, so only these will be described below. It should be noted, however,that the linear coherence measures obtained here were consistently lower than thoseobserved by Wickens and Pierce [6,7], being of values generally less than 0.50 inthe present study.

Figure 4 presents the ensemble average tima-seri.es of the primary andsecondary task error measures, early (top) and late (bottom) in practice for one ofthe two difficulty forcing functions employed F-(.02 Hx, .03 Hz). Inspection of

, DAY • . o
• ., : ,, *,.. /o.I \ \ :, ,', • / •o. ~~vimJ \• •:' /V\t -~ I/\x ,•/% •/. .o0.5 ±. -. 0 ..

000 0.5

TIME (sec)DFIUT0D(Primary ToAk-- 0,5 N

S~~~(Primary Tosk)- ... I-\,

0.1.0

Figure 4. Ensemble AvePage of Performance and Difficulty Functions.
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Figure 4 indicates that the apparent strategy employed early in practice is
non-optimal, as primary task performance fluctuates with its own difficulty level.
With practice the primary task gain appears to decline; however, this reduction is
not paralleled by a corresponding increase in secondary task gain, as would be
predicted by adoption of a policy of optimal allocation.

The mean amplitude ratio values of the transfer function at each of the three
input frequencies employed across both disturbance functions are shown in Figure 5.

30 -- -". .. .. . . r ____-

EARLY LATE
.25- (Day 1) (Day 4)

--. Single Task
20- 0 --- 4 Primary Took

S . ......... 0 Seconda y Task.00 . -"...................

.01 .02 .03 .01 .02 .03

FREQUENCY (Hz) FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 5. Gain of Difficulty-Performance Transfer Function,

It is apparent that no monotonic trend with frequency is shown in the dual task
conditions, suggesting that the allocation system does not behave as a strictly
linear system. However, the single, orderly pattern that is observed in Figure 5
occurs with single task gain late in practice. Here there is a suggestion that the
response is that of a first order lag, a finding that appears to be consistent with
the results of Delp and Crossman (9] in a similar single task condition.

The results of an ANOVA performed on the gain measure indicate that the
apparent reduction in gain with practice, evident in Figures 4 and 5, was in fact
statistically reliable, as was the greater gain in the dual (primary task only)
than single task condition, and the task (dual-single) X sessions interaction.
Within the framework of the models presented above, evidence that the subjects were
proceeding with practice toward more optimal allocation would be provided by a
reliable task X sessions interaction, an indication that secondary task gain
increased with practice while primary gain declined. Although this interaction is
suggested by the data, its level was not found to be statistically reliable (F.-
.17). Thus the pattern of behavior demonstrated by the subjects can be described
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as one that is initially non-optimal, but manifests a reliable practice trend
toward optimal expansion and a non-reliable trend toward optimal allocation.

Constant vs. variable difficulty comoarlsons. Further analysis focussed upon
the apparent trend twoard optimal expansion. Operationally, this policy was
defined in terms of the ability of the operator to temporarily mobilize more
resources than are normally available, during the transient epochs of peak primary
task demands. Such a strategy would yield the relatively constant performance on v
both tasks that was observed. There is, however, an alternative explanation that
could be offered for the reduction in both gains. This reduction could result if
the resource demands of the difficult (n w 1) levels of the primary task were
reduced with practice, to a greater extent than those of the easy levels
(automation of second order tracking). In terms of Figure lb and ic, this
explanation posits that the family oi POC's draws closer together with practice,
thereby lessening the variation in performance on either task. The constant
difficulty conditions arn crucial for distinguishing these two sour,-as of
improvement with practice. If the expansion policy underlies the practice trend
and expansion is defined to be transient (thereby evident only in the variable
condition), then the "gain" of the performance-difficulty relation should bereduced only in the variable condition. However, if automation in the underlying ,.

variable, then a reduction in gain (change in performance with difficulty) that is
equivalent in the constant and variable difficulty conditions should be observed.

To enable such a comparison, IMS error values were derived for each subject at
the epochs of the DV conditions, when a reached values of I and 0, respectively.
The difference between these values thereby provides a "gain" measure that has a
direct correspondence to the RMS! values in the constant difficulty DI and DO
conditions. These IMS error values for both the variable and constant conditions,
at high and low Q, values for the primary and secondary task, early and late in
practice are portrayed in Figure 6. The data in the figure suggest that the
expansion explanation can be rejected. Late in practice the "gain" in the DV
condition is, if anything, greater than in the constant conditions. In a 4-way
ANOVA performed only on the session 4 data, this apparent interaction between c and
condition (variable-constant) was statistically reliable (P < .05). In short, the
decrease with practice in the performance difference between the 1 and 0
conditions is just as evident in the constant as in the variable conditions, if not
more so. This decrease can therefore be attributed to automation of the task,
rather than a change in characteristics of the processing resources themselves.

The source of the larger gain values in the variable, as opposed to the
constant difficulty conditions was of some interest. A plausible explanation is
that in the constant difficulty conditions subjects were able to adopt a set for
each dual task condition, generating the appropriate equalization that is
compatable with the system dynamics on that trial and thereby reducing the extent
to which performance varies with system order. On the DV trial, however, the lead
equalization can be less easily modulated to the appropriate level demanded by the
high a periods and so the relatively greater error is obtained.

Conclfusions

In conjunction with the pruvious investigation by Wickens and Pierce (6, 7),
the present study indicates that human resource allocation in dynamic environments
can be far from optimal. If difficulty fluctuations are relatively smooth, as in
the present study, then practice does influence the extent to which primary task
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performance can be maintained at a constant level. However, comparison of the
variable with the constant difficulty control conditions suggested that the
mechanism underlying this improvement was not related to an allocation skill, nor
apparently to any properties of the resource system itself (e.g., expanded
availability). Rather, the reduction in performance sensitivity to difficulty
fluctuations seemed to result from an increased automation of primary task
performance. This pattern or results casts some doubt on the extent to which
resource allocation in dynamic environments may be modelled by a closed loop
servomechanism, as Kahneman (8] has argued. Instead, as Galanter (102 has
proposed, substantial portions of an operator's response strategies may be
generated as ballistic, open loop commands, that are not continuously corrected
according to performance feedback. Because of its implicAtions to multi task
performance in dynamic environments, the extent to which this apparently
non-optimal open loop behavior can be modified by training represents an important
area of future research.
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CAN YOU CONTROL YOUR CONTROL: ON THE EFFICIENCY
OF ATTENTION ALLOCATION BETWEEN TRACKING DIMENSIONS

Daniel Gopher
David Navon

Technion -. Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

Abstract

The efficiency of attention allocation between tracking dimensions
was investigated in a two dimensional pursuit tracking task where each
of the dimensions (horizontal and vertical) was treated as a separate task
and manipulated independently. Tracking difficulty on each dimension
and their relative emphasis were jointly manuipulated in a central
composite response surface design. Negatively accelerated effects of task
priority and limited tradeoff between tracking dimensions were obtained
when frequency and velocity of target movement served as difficulty
parameters. Direct linear tradeoffe wore observed when control complexity
was increased by changing control dynamics.

These results provide strong evidence to the ability of human
subjects to separately control their responses to jointly petformed
tracking dimensions and allocate varied amounts of processing resources
to their performance. The differential effects obtained for the
three difficulty manipulations suggest that the locus of load in the time-
sharing performance of tracking tasks resides primarily in the response
selection stage. It is the complexity of each control response which
imposes demands on a common resource and determines the degree of inter-
forence between concurrently performed tracking dimensions. Implications
of these findings to the design and evaluation of manual control systems
are briefly discussed.

Introduction

In multidimensional control tasks much as the control of an
aeroplane along the pitch, roll and yaw axes, control difficulty and
performance demands often vary dynamically during the flight minsion.
Pilots are required to adjust their control effort and attend more
closely to their performance on the dimension with the increased
difficulty. What are the dynamics and empirical consequences of this
requirement? Can tracking dimensions be conceived to compete for
allocation of a common limited pool of processing and response resources,
so that increased emphasis on one axis leads to a commensurate decrease
of performance on the other axes? This approach was suggested by Onstott
(1976, 1979) in his "Urgency Model" which postuates sequential switchings
between tracking dimensions according to priorities established by mome
urgency function. Onstott supported his model by empirical data collected
in the F5E and YF17 flight simulators. Predictions derived from the
urgency model disagree with results obtained in other studies (e.g.
Wempe and Baty (1969)), in which tracking accuracy on one axis was not
impaired when a second tracking axis was added. The amount of interference
and performance tradeoffs between concurrently performed tracking axes
as a result of Joint manipulation of axes priority and tracking difficulty
was not tested directly in any of these studies, Thus, several important
questiona remain unanswered. One question is the extent of the voluntary
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control of human operators on the allocation of processing resoucrces

among concurrently performed tracking tasks? A related question is the
impact of such voluntary changes on tracking accuracy. A third question
is the effect of difficulty manipulations on concurrent tracking
performance. Increased difficulty on one task increases its demand for
processing resources to maintain performance at a fixed level, or perfor-
mance is impaired if a constant amount is invested and performance is
allowed to vary (Navon and Gopher - in press). Comparitive evaluation of
the effect of different difficulty parameters on the tradeoff betweentracking dimensions appears worthwhile.

These questions were studied in three experiments in which a two
dimensional pursuit tracking task was employed as a time-sharing situation.
Although only single display and single hand controllers were employedI
each of the tracking dimensions (horizontal and vertical) of this task
was treated as a separate task and manipulated independently. Both
tracking difficulty on esch axis and their relative priority were varied.
The three experiments differed in the variables employed to manipulate
tracking difficulty. In the first experiment, cutoff frequency of
target forcing function was employed to manipulate difficulty. In the
second experiment velocity of target movements was varied by changing
the gain parameters of the forcing functions generating vertical and
horizontal velocity vectors, In the last experiment control dynamics
was varied to increase task difficulty by incrementing the proportional
contribution of second order, acceleration components in mixed first and

second order controlled elements. All three are standard manipulations of
tracking difficulty (Poulton 1974),

Experiment I - Manipulation of Cutoff Frequency
Method,

Apparatus

A target and a control symbol were presented on a CRT display
(Figure 1). The target was driven in the horizontal and vertical dimensions
by two independent, random, hand-limited forcing functions (effective
screen size was 12 x 12 cm.), The control symbol was controlled through
a single two-dimensional, spring centered, hand controller. Control
dynamics was a mixture of velocity and acceleration control (for a detailed
discussion of this control dynamics, see Gopher, Williges, Williges and
Damos, 1975, Wickens and Gopher, 1977)).

Experimental control and data colle%;tion were governed by a PDP 11/45
digital computer.

Procedure

Each subject participated in five two-hour experimental sessions.
Each session was comprised of 18 three-minute tracking trials and equal
periods of rest. The first three sessions were devoted to training and
calibration. Adaptive procedures were employed to train subjects under
increased levels of tracking difficulty. Adaptive training procedures
are computerized automatic algorithms in which trainee's performance
is measured and used to set the level of difficulty of the training task,
This approach makes it possible to maintain performance of the student
at a criterion level as he progresses at his own rate through the range
of task difficulty. At the end of this phase, maximum performance
measures %sre obtained for each subject on one and two dimensional tracking.
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The experimented variables were manipulated in sessions four and five.
Design

Three variables were manipulated in the first experiment: One was
Task Priorities: These were manipulated by varying the minimal acceptable
level of tracking accuracy on each dimension. A second independent
variable was the difficulty of horizontal tracking. This was manipulated
by changing the cutoff frequency for the low-pass filter applied to the
output of a random noise generator to yield the target forcing function.
The third variable was the difficulty of vertical tracking, manipulated
in an analogous way.

Difficulty Manipulation Tracking difficulty in each dimension could
be manipulated manually or adapted continuously by the computer through
varying the location of the low-pass, first order digital filters that
determined the cutoff freqency of the horizontal and vertical target
forcing functions. Increasing the value of the cutoff frequency on a
certain dimension caused the target to change directions more frequently
and increased the velocity of its movement.

Priorities Manipulations by Feedback Indicators The following is a
brief description of the technique developed to present performance
feedback and manipulate priorities in dual-task conditions. A more
detailed discussion of these techniques can be found in North and Gopher.
1976; Gopher and North, 1977. When in a fixed condition (i.e. forcing
functions frequency bandwidth was not adapted), subjects were presented
with an on-line, continous feedback on their performance. Feedback
indicators (one for each axis) were comprised of a short, static,
horizontal line and a moving vertical bar-graph.

The static line represented the desired level of performance (in
terms of tracking error), which was determined in reference to a normalized
baseline distribution of performance obtained for each subject at the end
of the training sessions. Subjects were asked to perform at that level
or better. The height of the moving bar-graphs reflected the momentary
difference between actual and desired performance. This difference was
computed by substracting the momentary error score from the desired score
and dividing the outcome by the standard deviation of the baselire
distribution. Dimension priorities were manipulated by changing the
required level of tracking accuracy on each dimension. Priorities were
displayed by means of the height of the desired performance lines. Figure
I depicts the display in this condition. Indicated are the tracking
display, the desired performance lines and the performance bar-graphs.
Note that desired performance lines for the two axes are located at
different height-s, relecting a difference in their relative priorities.

Experimental variables were combined according to a central composite,
Response-Surface Design. (Myers, 1971, Williges, 1973). A detailed
discussion of Response Surface designs is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, due to its relative novelty in behavioral research, its major
elements are briefly discussed. Response Surface designs enable under
certain assumptions and with proper selection of experimental variables,
to obtain a significant reduction in the number of experimental conditions
required for a complete factorial design. The main rationale is that with
proper selection of levels on each of the experimental factors, it is possible
to reconstruct the structure of the variables space with minimal loss to the
accuracy of predictions. Naturally, Response Surface designs are most cost
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effective in multifactora experiments.

Experimental variables included in a Response Surface design should

be quantifiable and measurable such that the only constraints on tha
selection of experimental levels are thcsa dictated by design considerations.
Five levels have to be selected on each variable. Their raw levels are
properly transformed to a standard common linear scale to represent the
levels +1, -1, 0, +a, -a of this scale. Alpha levels represent the
extremes of the range of interest on every experimental variable (say,
the highest and lowest values of target movement frequency), and their
representative standard score value depends on the number of factors in
the experiment, the number of replications of each experimental condition
and additional desio coWnfiderations. For a K factor design, the method
requires to sample 2 + 2 + 1 experimental conditions out of the total
number of possible combinations, should we conduct a complete factorial
design with 5 levels mn each factor. (In the present three factors
experiment, 15 out of the possible 125 combinations are sampled), Table 1
lists the 15 conditions by thteir specific combination of standard scores
levels. Alpha was assigned a standard value of 1.68. The three variables
are Target Horiaontal Frequency (Freq. x), Target Vertical Frequency
(Freq. y) and Task Priority (Prior).

Table 1. The fifteen experimental cnnditions (standard score levels,
a 1.682).

Experimental Conditions

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Experi- Freq.x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.68 0 0 1.68 0 0 0
mental Freq.y -l 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 0 -1.68 0 0 1.68 0 0
variables Prior.* 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 0 0-1.68 0 0 1.68 0

*Positive values horizontal tracking higher priority. I
To define a meaningful range of tracking difficulty on each dimension,

it was decided to use for each subject the final levels of tracking
difficulty, obtained by him in two-dimensional tracking during training as
*' center points of the difficulty range (0,0). Lower and upper levels

for this range (U a) were determined by adding and subtracting from these
values the maximum levels obtained when each dimension was performed singly.
The selected range for manipulation of priority was .25 - .75 (the five raw
levels on this variable were therefore .25, .35, .50, .65, .75). Two
dimensional tracking with equal priorities (.5) Nerved as the center point on
this factor.

Desired performance levels (namely the height of the desired performance
lines on the display) were determined from the priority values in the
following way: a priority level of, say, .75, on a certain dimension,
corresponded to a level of performance that assumed the 75 percentile in the
baseline distribution of performance of that subject. That is, an
instruction to put priority of .75 was actually a requirement to perform
at a level better than the lowest 75 percent of the baseline performance levels.
Other levels of desired performance were obtained in a similar way. Thus,
in both manipulations of difficulty and desired performance, the set of
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variable levels employed for different subjects could differ physically
but presumably had the same psychological meaning across all subjects.
Session four and five constituted two repetitions of the complete Response
Surface design. Session four was considered as practice.
Subjects

Five male, right-handed subjects participated in the first experi-
ment. Subjects were paid hourly rates for their participation.

Results and Discussion

Report of experimental results concentrates on the data obtained during
the last experimental session. Root Mean Square (RMS) tracking error
on each tracking dimension (vertical and horizontal) served as the main
performance measure. Tracking errors on each axis were measured every
60 msec. and integrated over 15 sac. intervals. The 12 values obtained in
this manner for each 3 minute trial were averaged to yield an overall
performance score for that trial. Each of the 3 minute trails represented
one of the 15 experimental conditions listed in Table 1.

Consistent with the analysis conventions of Response Surface designs,
two standard statistical analyses were conducted on the data occurred for
the five subjects in the performance of the 15 experimental conditions.
First, a least squares, second order, multiple regression equation was
fitted to the data to determine the first and second order effects of the
three independent variables on tracking accuracy. Then, an analysis
of variance was applied to test the reliability of the obtained regression
coefficients. Separate analysis was performed for vertical and horizontal
tracking accuracy.

Tracking accuracy on the horizontal axis revealed.b oth first
(F(1,65) - 157.8; P4.001) and second order (F(1,65) a 31.6; P4.001) effects
of task priority on tracking RMS error. A change in tracking difficulty
on the horizontal or vertical dimensions did not have reliable first order
effects on horizontal accuracy, but small second order effects of both
manipulations were observed (F(1,65) - 3.93; P < .06 for horizontal
difficulty; F(1,65) - 6.20; P < .05 for vertical difficulty). None of the
interaction terms between the three experimental variables reached statisti-
cal reliability. The joint effect of the three variables on horizontal
tracking accuracy yielded a multiple regression coefficient of R a 0.71
(M(9,65) - 21.9; P 4 .001).

Similar pattern of results was obtained for vertical tracking performance.
Task priority had strong first (F(1,65) - 158.7; P 4 .001) and second-order
(F(1,65) a 16.48; P < .001) effects. Here again, difficulty manipulations
had much smaller effects, although reliable first order effect was obtained
for manipulation of target frequency on the vertical axis (F(1.65) - 4.46;
P 4 .05). The multiple regression score for this dimension yielded a
somewhat higher correlation coefficient R - 0.77, (F(9,65) - 22.2, df 9/65,
P • .001).

First to be examined in these results is evidence for separation of
tracking dimensions. With a single controler and integrated display one
can rightly question the ability of human subjects to differentially allocate
processing resources to the two tracking dimensions. the strong effect
of dimensions priority is the clearest evidence for the time-sharing nature
of the situation and the ability of subjects to adjust their response
separately on each axis. This outcome is also supported by verbal reports
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of the subjects. Other evidence mloniLhasa ines came from the analysis
of the Euclidian error scores ( V (RMSX) 2 + (RMSy) 2 ); these were calculated
to test the hypothesis that rather than responding separately to each
dimencion, subjects respond directly to the integrated two dimensional
Euclidian distance. Euclidian error scores proved to be a poor measure
of subjects' performance. Only 26 per cent of the experimental variance
was accounted for by the second order multiple regression equation calculated
for this dependent measure, as compared wi'th 51 and 59 per cent that were
obtained for the separate measures. It appears safe to conclude that
subjects were indeed capable of reacting to the two tracking dimensions
as separate, concurrently performed tasks.

To examine the competition between tracking dimensions in joint
performance, we have to study more c!sely the effect of changing axes
priority and tracking difficulty.

Effects of task priority were studied by plotting together the
second order regression lines of this variable on vertical and horizontal
tracking accuracy. Figure 2 shows the affect of changing priorities on each
axis separately. The abscissa in this figure represents priorities in
favor of the horizontal dimension (PrY - 1-X). The ordinate depicts
tracking accuracy (expressed as 1 - RMS error). Each of the two curves was
fitted by averaging across the different levels of task difficulty.
Actual means for the five priority levels employed in the experiment are
depicted by x's and dots.

Three important features can be observed in this figure: first, the
effect of priorities is large; its overall range is about 13 per cent of
scale RMS error. Second, the effect is quite symmetrical on the two axes.
Third, the effect is negatively accelerated. Emphasizing a dimension too
much is not necessarily productive.

What is the joint impact of the above effects on overall tracking
efficiency in the two dimensional situation? This effect is depicted in
figure 3. The sum and difference functions presented in this figure were
obtained by adding and subtracting the tracking error scores for the two
axes in each of the priority combinations presented in figure 2. Figure 3
depicts a perfectly linear difference function which ineicates the faithful
responsiveness of subjects to the instruction to change priorities. But,
it is also evident that they were much more successful in responding to the
lenient tolerance level associated with reduced priorities, than with the
stringent requirement when priority was increased. This differential
success is clearly revealed in the curvilinear sum function which suggests
that joint performance was maximized when both dimensions are attended to
about equally well.

Finally, we can examine the effects of manipulating priorities on the
concurrent tradeoff between vertical and hoizontal tracking by constructing
Performance Operating Characteristics (POC) curves, as recommended by
Norman and Bobrow (1975). POC curves depict for a fixed level of difficulty
of concurrently performed tasks, the results of changing task emphasis on
the tradeoff of performance between them. POC's are useful to investigate
the degree of competition between task pairs for a common limited .esource.
In the present experiment, POC's were fitted to the tradeoff between axes
by jointly solving the two second-order regression equations (RXS X, RMS Y)
for different conditions of priority averaging across all levels of tracking
difficulty. Figure 4 depicts the resultant POC.
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Fig. 2: Effects of task priority on horizontal and vertical tracking
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is presented as I-RMS Error). Dots represent mean actual data.
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The solid line is the one fitted to the data of all subjects. Dots
represent mean actual data for the five priority levels, Performance Opera-
ting Characteristics is highly coavex, emphasizing the little tradeoff
between dimensions, limited to a narrow region of the performance range.
The strong curvature of the POC suggests that if task interference is due
to a competition of a common resourc% performance cannot be linear in
amount of invested resources.

An alternative explanation Is that the strong curvature and the
weemingly lack of tradeoff is due to a celling dictated by the nature of
the tracking tasks subjects simply could not reduce tracking error below
a certain level, say .15 - .16 RMS error, no matter how easy the task
was, and how much resources were available.

A possible way to test this explanation is to construct a separate
POC for different levels of tracking difficulty (replacing the single
POC presented in figure 4 with a family of POC's, each depicting the
results of manipulating task emphasis for one configuration of tracking
difficulty)l searching for an interaction between difficulty and
priorities. Performance ceiling should be observed in the easy conditions
but disappear as task difficulty is increased.

However, interaction between difficulty and priority will be revealed
only if tasks share a common limited pool, such that increased difficulty
on a certain task would increase its resource demands from this pool for
a given level of performance. If the two tasks rely primarily on
independent resources for their performance, a change of difficulty on one
task would lead to a change of it but would not affect the tradeoffs
with the other task. Disjointed resources are therefore a third alternative
interpretation of the observed curvilinear relationship between vertical
and horizontal tracking. Construction of POC families depicting joint
effects of difficulty and priorities are crucial in an effort to
distinguish between the three interpretations of the experimental results.
In the present experiment, the weak effects of the difficulty manipulation
do not encourage such a detailed analysis.

Although reliable, the relative magnitude of the regression coefficients
obtained for the vertical and horizontal difficulty manipulations, were about
one fourth of those obtained for the priority variable. Different difficulty
combinations are therefore not expected to yield a wide spread between
curves. Also, because none of the interaction terms between frequency and
priorities reached statistical reliability, the shapes and slopes of POC's
are not expected to change in different configurations of tracking
difficulty and in all conditions should remain highly curvilinear.

It was decided to repeat the experiment with a more potent parameter
of task difficulty. Direct increments of target velocity on each tracking
axis were employed to manipulate difficulty in the second experiment.

Experiment 2 - Manipulation of Target Velocity

Method

Experiment 2 repeated the design and procedure of the first experiment.
The only change was in the manipulation of task difficulty. Target velocity
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on each dimension served as difficulty parameter and was varied by changing
the gain parameters in the forcing functions controlling target movements.
The extreme levels on this manipulation (* a values in the RSM design)
were velocity levels representing 30 per cent increase and decrease from
the final levels obtained by each subject during the three adaptive training
sessions. This procedure resulted in some increase of the general
difficulty of the task. Target forcing function frequency on each
dimension was fixed at the .7 Hz level. Control dynamics, as in the first
experiment, was mixed velocity and acceleration controller. A new group
of five male, right-handed students participated in the present experiment.

Results and Discussion

Presentation of results concentrates again on the data obtained in the
last experimental session, whare task difficulty and axes priorities
were jointly manipulated. Separate regression equations and analyses of
variance were performed on the RMS error scores obtained for vertical and
horizontal tracking.

In this experiment again, and on both axes, the task priority
variable had reliable first order effects on tracking accuracy. Second
order effects were reliable on the vertical axis and approached reliability
for horizontal accuracy. On the horizontal axis: first order effect,
P(1,65) a 41.5, P 4 .001, second order effect, F(1,65) - 3.2; P 4 .10.
On the vertical axis: first order effect, F(1,65) - 36.63, P 4 .001,
second order effect, F(1,65) a 7.68, P 4 .01). However, the magnitude
of these effects as reflected in the multiple regression coefficient was
about half of those obtained for this variable in the first experiment.
Table 2 presents the comparative regression coefficients obtained fcr
the priorities variable in the two experiments.

Table 2: Rearession Coefficient for Manipulation of Task Priorities in
Experiments 1 and 2.

Regression Coefficients
(for standard scores)

First ord. effect Second ord. effect

Exp. 1 Horizontal 2.68 1.80
Vertical 3.74 1.81

Exp. 2 Horizontal 1.51 0.63
Vertical 1.30 0.89

Manipulation of tracking difficulty had significant linear (first
order) effects on both tracking dimensions (on the horizontal axis,
F(1,65) a 10.43, P 4 .01, on the vertical axis, F(1,65) - 28.6, P 4 .001).

The range of performance change as a result of difficulty manipu-
lations in this experiment was much larger than those observed in the
first experiment. Manipulation of target velocity accounted for 7 per cent
and 17 per cent of the variance in tracking accuracy on the horizontal and
vertical axes respectively. In the first experiment only 2.6, and 1.3
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per cent of variance were contributed to the variance in horizontal
and vertical tracking accuracy by this manipulation. In addition, no
curvilinear effects were revealed and each difficulty variable only
affected performance on the axis on which it was applied. As in the first
experiment, none of the interaction terms between the three experimental
variables was statistically reliable. The multiple correlation coeffi-
cients for the effects of the three experimental variables on performance
were 0.60 and 0.66 for horizontal and vertical tracking respectively.
(M(9,65) a 6.43 and 8.37, for horizontal and vertical axes, P < .001).

Figure 5 depcits the average POC fitted from the multiple regression
equations (averaged across subjects and difficulty manipulations). The
POC assumes the same convex shape observed in Experiment 1, reflecting
only limited tradeoff between axes. Note the reduced range of performance
variability.

With the increased impact of task difficulty, we can now almo
explore more meaningfully the joint affect of difficulty and priorities.
In Figure 6, five POCs are plotted. Each curve represents one difficulty
level of vertical tracking, while horizontal difficulty is averaged over
all levels employed. All five curves assume the same general shape,
Decreasing the level of tracking difficulty on the vertical axis did nct
change the slopes or shapes of the respective POCe. (Similar results can
be plotted for fixed levels of vertical difficulty and different levels
of horizontal tracking). POC's asymptote at a lower level for increased
levels of vertical difficulty, but vertical distance between curves
remain unchanged throughout the whole range. Despite the evident
effect of difficulty on subjects' tracking performance, changing the
velocity of target movements on one axis did not produce increased
tradeoff between axes.

These results seem to overrule a ceiling effect interpretation,
because such ceiling should affect only the easier tracking conditions
and disappear when task difficulty is increased. They also do not reveal
the anticipated interaction between difficulty and resource allocation,
if vertical tracking is assumed to compete with horizontal, tracking
for allocation of a common limited pool. It is as though the two
tasks depend mainly on independent resources for their performance.
Is there really such a minute competition and interference between tracking
dimensions so that performance on both can progreec in parallel?

In the first two experiments we manipulated the frequency on velocity
of target movement on the screen and control dynamics remained
unchanged at a relatively easy level (close to a first order system),
in the third experiment control dynamics on the two axes served as the
difficulty parameter and the average difficulty of the control task in
all tracking conditions was increased.

Experiment 3 - Manipulation of Control Dynamics

Method

Five male, right-handed students served in this experiment. None of
these subjects served in the previous experiments. Experimental design
and procedures generally repeated those of Experiments 1 and 2. The only
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were plotted from the regression equations. Because of the
sampling strategy of control composite response surface design
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curves and were therefore completely deleted.
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difference was in the parameter selected for manipulation of tracking
difficulty on vertical and horizontal tracking. Control difficulty was
systematically manipulated by adding increasing proportions of second
order (acceleration) determinants to the transfer functions of the hand
controller, thereby incrementing tracking difficulty. Control dynamics
generally followed the equation:

S 
A

Theta represents control system output, S and S2 are the first and
second order Laplace transforms. The second order gain (.3) in this
transfer function was increased from an 0.2 value which was employed
in the first two experiments. Alpha values in equation 1 were manipulated
to vary the relative contribution of velocity and acceleration to systemresponse. It is easy to observe that when a equals 0, the second term

disappears and the systems react as a pure first order velocity controller.
When a equals 1 the system becomes a pure second order acceleration
controller, an unstable system which is very difficult to control.
(Because an increment in the level of a increases the effect of the
acceleration component, the task difficulty parameter in this experiment
has been named Acceleration).

During the three preliminary training sessions subjects practiced
this variable adaptively until they reached their maximal level on single
and dual axis tracking. As in the second experiment the manipulation
range on this variable was defined as 30 per cent increase and decrease
of the final level reached by each subject at the end of training. This
procedure brought again an average increase in the general difficulty of
tracking as compared with tracking in the first experiment. 171

Results and Discussion

Among the three difficulty manipulations investigated in the present
study, changing control dynamics appears to create for subjects the most
demanding configuration to cope with. This increased difficulty was
reflected in an Increased instability and noise in the measurement of
performance and larger effects of individual variability. As a result,
multiple correlation coefficients for the regression equations computed
on vertical and horizontal tracking scores decreased to 0,48 and 0.57
respectively. Still, the analysis of variance showed high reliability
for both coefficients, (For horizontal trackinl, F(9,65) m 6.01,
P 1 •001, For ertical cackina V(9,65) P 8.45p P - .001). Task
priority had reliable first order effect on horizontal tracking accuracy
(1(1,65) - 17,18p P 1 ,001), but no second order effect. On the vertical
dimension first order effect was highly reliable (W(1,65) - 50,05,
P 4 ,001), and second order effect approached statistical reliability
(1,65) - 3.92, P w .06). Clearly, the main effect of priority
on tracking performance in both axes was linear and the curvilinearity
contributed by second order components in the first two experiments
almost disappeared. The overall range of performance variation
contributed by the priority manipulation resembled the range observed
in the second experiment and was much narrower than the range obtained
in the first experiment. The standard regression coefficients for the
first order effect on horizontal and vertical tracking were 0,93 and
1.14 respectively. Control dynamics turned out to be a strong and
effective manipulation of task difficulty. Highly reliable first order
effects were observed for this manipulation on both axes. (For horizontal
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tracking: F(1,65) - 29.69, P < .001. For vertical tracking: F -
(1,65) 17.51, P < .001). No second order effects were found.

In addition to the direct effects of difficulty and priority, in
this experiment a noticeable effect of interaction between resource
allocation (priority) and task difficulty seemed to emerge on the
vertical dimension, and approached the common level of statistical
reliability (F(1,65) - 3.23, P < .09).

Figures 7 and 8 present the average POC and a family of POCs
plotted for these results. It is evident from looking at these figures
that within the relatively shrunken performance range presented in
Figure 7, tradeoff between the two tracking axes is close to linear.
The interaction between difficulty and priority is manifested in the
fan-like family of POCe presented in Figure 8. As tracking difficulty
on the vertical axis is decreased, the slope of the POC curve increases.
It is in this last experiment that the prediction of interaction between
task difficulty and priority as a result of sharing a common resource
was borne out.

Implications and General Discussion

To summarize the main findings of the three experiments: subjects
were shown to be able to respond separately to each of the dimensions of
a two dimensional tracking task, even though integrated sisplay and single
controller were employed. In the first two experiments, where frequency
and velocity of target forcing functions were varied to manipulate task
difficulty tracking performance on the horizontal and vertical axes,
did not compete with each other. Subjects could relax their performance
one one axis but were unable to use the released resources to improve
performance on the other axis on which demand was simultaneously
inczeased. Direct tradeoff between axes was observed in the third
experiment when control difficulty was increased and required the subjects
to employ a more complex control strategy.

From a theoretical viewpoint, thepe results suggesta tahe locus
of interference in the time-sharing performance of tracking takshe
resides primarily in the response selection stage. It is the complexity
of control response and control strategy on each dimension which seems
to impose demands on a common resource and determine the degree of
interference between concurrently performed tracking tasks. To account
for these differential effect3, a refined approach to the tracking task
is required. Suppose that, despite the apparent similarity between vertical
and horizontal tracking, they do not call exactly for the same types of
resources. Furthermore, suppose that the two tasks require the same
kind of motor-related resource, but different kind& of perceptual or
"computational" resources. In the first two experiments, the load on
the motor system (the common resource) was relatively small, because
control dynamics was primarily first-order and easy to handle, hence
the tasks did not interfere very much with each other. However, with the
increased complexity of the control dynamics in the third experiment,
both tracking dimensions required more motor capacity in all experimental
conditions, so that they had more to compete for. The discrepancy between
the data of the three experiments may be understood if we realize that the
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Fig. 8: A family of POCs representing tracking accuracy on each of
the axes in dual-axes tracking as a function of task emphasis.
Each 10C corresponds to a different level of vertical tracking
difficulty. (Control dynamics manipulations). Rorizontal
tracking difficulty is equal in all curves and represents an
average across all difficulty conditions. The five curves were
plotted from the regression equations. Because of the sampling
strategy of central composite response surface designs actual
data points for all curves could not be systematically added and
were therefore completely deleted.
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only parametcr which seems to affect the motor system is the control
dynamics manipulation. Manipulations of target frequency and velocity
of movement did not increase the general difficulty of system control
and therefore did not affect the resource utilization of the common
resoucre, and had little impact on the tradeoff betwen vertical and
horizontal tracking.

The results of the present experiments have several practical implica-
tions. They suggest that as long as the control resource is not exhausted,
performance on two concurrently performed tracking dimensions can progress
in parallel and each of them has separatA limitations.

In the evaluation and design of manual control systems, one should
be very cautious in the selection of performance measures and determination
of load imposed on the operator. Vector error measures are clearly
inadequate when attention demands can change dynamically. Employing an
integrated control and display device does not necessarily imply task
integration with regard to the performance strategy selected by the
operator. It also does not allow the designer to assume that every
change in the system design would affect the control task as a whole.

These distinctions are of special importance in the design of auto-

matic control augmentation and development of training devices.
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A DISCRETE CONTROL ANALYSIS OF COORDINATION
ACTIVITIES IN A SIMULATED AAA SYSTEM

by
R. A. Miller

Department of Industrial & Systems Engineering

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

ABSTRACT

The discrete control modelling methods used to represent and analyze per-
formance data obtained from a three person AAA tracking simulation are discussed.
The basic model structure, a hierarchical network of communicating finite systems,
is presented and selected state transition function estimates are also presented.
From the analysis several generalizations about the strategies employed by the
subject teams are identified.

1. INTRODUCTION j
The general class of systems of interest is that in which the operator (operators)

of the system has (have) available only a finite number of control or decision alterna-
tives and these are used to directly or Indirectly control the behavior of the system
over time. An operator might also have other tasks including continuous control tasks
to perform, but the issue here io the set of discrete decisions by which the system
configuration and mode of operation Is established, and the procedures by which the
team members' activities are coordinated.

The modelling questions focus on the problems of capturing In some mathema-
tical representation the way in which team members might decompose a complex
problem into simpler parts and how they then manage to coordinate their Individual
activities and configure the system so that acceptable overall system performance is
achieved. The basic questions therefore are questions of knowledge representation,

information flow and communication in a complex system. A general hierarchical/
heterarchical structure which allows for structural coordination of subsystems by
upper level components and which utilizes a heterarchical control structure to shift the
focus of control to the proper subsystem at the proper time has been developed. This
general structure was used to guide the analysis of a simulated anti-aircraft artillery
system. A specific realization of the structure was constructed and the data obtained
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from experiments using the above mentioned simulator were interpreted using this
structure and specially designed analysis routines. The model and its key properties
form the major part of this paper.

2. A DESCRIPTION OF DISCRETE CONTROL MODELLING

The only property established by the definition of discrete control cited above
Is that a finite number of control alternatives are available for use -i~y the operators.

The operators presumably change the alternative (control) selected from time to time
in response to changing requirements or a changing environment. Basically, the
purpose behind constructing a discrete control model is to explain how specific selec-
tions are reached from information about the system, environment and the context of
the situation.

It is assumed throughout this development that the information about the con-
trolled system and the environment which Is displayed to the operator, or otherwise
provided him, Is discrete. The assumption is that such data are naturally discrete
or are used by him in discrete form. It is assumed that any continuous information
can be categorized in some way; e.g., slow, medium, fast. This process of repre-
senting continuous Information in a discrete qualitative format in some sense
corresponds to a feature extraction or abstraction process performed by an operator
when encoding and internalizing the information provided him.

Abstractly then the discrete control context consists of an operator or team of
operators receiving information in the form of event sequences and producing some
sequence of oontrol selections in response. A behavioral representation of a discrete
controller (operator or operators) Is then a system S,

SCAT xBT

where T denotes the time set, A the input alphabet (set of possible inputs to the
operators, here assumed finite), and B the output alphabet (set of decision alterna-
tives, also assumed finite). The set AT is the set of possible input functions with
domain T and co-domain A. BT is similiarly defined. The system 8 therefore is
the relation consisting of the pairs of input-output behaviors which are possible. This
relation can be thought of as the sample space from which all data items in a discrete
control experiment are selected.

ThL- task in modelling is to provide a more detailed and constructive description
of the relation S. In systems theoretic terms this is usually accomplished through a
state decomposition of the system and the construction of state transition and output
assignment functions. Since the input and output alphabets are both finite sets in
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discrete control situtatlons, an event based state description is most useful. Let C
denote the state space, a finite set, and define

M - Ismm: C-.o [0 , E m(c)"
S~C

M should be interpreted as the set of all state occupancy probability distributions

defined on state space C. Now a function of the form

C xT x Ax T-M

is a state transition function of a very special kind. Specifically,

S(0, ts at 8)M

defines a conditional state occupancy distribution with the condltioning provided by the
following information:

1) The state at the last event occurrence was c.
2) State o had been occupied t units at that time.
3) The next state change event occurs within a time units.
4) The input over the interval from the last event to the next event

is fixed at a.

The function § then establishes the probability of state occupancy within a specified

length of time given certain state and input information.

An output assignment function is simply a function of the form

C: c -*B

and It simply assigns the appropriate output symbol to each state. Together the state
transition and output assignment functions provide a stochastic representation of the
system S. * ore precisely, when modelling one must find a state space C and func-
tions ý and A which provide an adequate representation of a given system S.

The concept of state and state transition used above is a highly abstract one and
for any complex system requires some additional refinement, Experience with discrete
control modelling has shown that a very powerful way of constructing representations is
through the use of networks of simple systems.

The diagram shown in Figure 1 is a simple Illustration. Each system in the
network is a finite state system represented by the usual objects: an input alphabet,
output alphabet, state space, transition function and output assignment function. In
other words, each system in the network inherits all of the properties discussed above.
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4 .4

Figure 1. -- Network of Systems.

The state space of the complete system; I.e., the network, Is then the cartesian prod-
uct of the state spaces of the component systems. The state transition function and
output assignment functiqn required to represent S also follows from the functions
associated with the individual elements In the network. Each system in the network
is governed by a transition function and any change In state is communicated to the
appropriate systems via the communication links defined by the network. The system
transition function then is really a fairly complex function which is in some sense the
product of the appropriate individual function. But, the important point is that each
individual element is quite simple and the rules for constructing the overall state
transition function are straightforward. In other words, by knowing the properties of
the component systems and the road map which defines their interconnection, the
system properties easily follow.

One advantage of the network construction is complexity reduction. The number
of transition probabilities that must be estimated it substantially smaller than would be
the case without the network decomposition. The network representation also has a
distinct substantive advantage. The primary reason for constructing the model in the
first place is to help explain how operators perform discrete control tasks. The net-
work is In essence a representation of the Intelligence which might be brought to bear
on the problem. it is one way of representing a complex problem in a manageable
form. Each system in the network represents some important activity or subsystem
which the operator must control. By identifying what these component systems are and
how they interrelate, the discrete control model is constructed, and network representa-
tion follows as a natural by-product.
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The main effort in discrete control modelling is spent in constructing the net-
work. Once the network Is obtained data analysis and the estimation of transition

functions can proceed in a fairly mechanical way, but the analysis must start with the
network and the success or failure of the modelling effort depends to some degree on
the care which goes into the specification of the structure. A few comments about the
overall process of discrete control modelling are provided below.

The first step is to determine all of the discrete outputs which the system is
required to specify. These normally are the specific decision alternatives which the
operators can select from and typically Include items like switch settings and other
discrete status indicators. Such items generally can be obtained from a detailed
analysis of the system which the operators control. In some oases it may not be
necessary or desirable to work at the level of individual switches in which case the
analyst must define the proper level and specify in unambiguous terms exactly what the
output primitives are to be. The individual items identified in this phase of the analysis
determine the system output alphabet.

The second step is to identify the exogenous input variables which in some sense
drive the system. These might include things like target trajectories, or command
information from other systems. Some of this information will probably be in the form
of continuous variables in which case rules for interpreting such data in events format
must be defined. This step corresponds to some type of feature extraction through
which the essential Information classes are extracted from the data. For example,
targets might be classed as maneuvering or non-maneuvering as a function of their
time behavior. In essence the task to to abstract out a small number of information
classes which can then be used for discrete control analysis.

At the same time other non-exogenous continuous information such as tracking
errors must be represented in events format. There are no preset procedures for
accomplishing this but rules specifically designed to match the problem context must
be defined.

The next step requires that the elements to be used in the network be defined.
It is important to note that, for purposes of data analysis, the state of any system
defined must be computable from available information. That is, data analysis cannot
proceed if the state of one or more systems in the network cannot be uniquely specified.
With this constraint in mind, the process of defining the required or desired systems
proceeds in severalstages which are often patterned after a level of abstraction
hierarchy. First level systems (components) are one level of abstraction away from
the primitive data items and they consist of fairly independent subsystems. These can
be established on functional grounds or for purposes of forming aggregate information
about the primitives. Second level systems are formed in a similar manner from the
primitives and the first level systems. These can be formed to provide coordination
of the lower level activities and funations, or they can again simply be an aggregation.
This procedure of subsystem definition continues until no further systems are needed.
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"The key poin% +at the states of aLh ty stems at each level must be determined from
simple logical or*rations on systems previously defined. Once the component systems
have been defined the cetwork must be define-h. 1.11s is probably best accomplished in
two steps because two kinds of information gverally flow through the system network.
In some cases the state of a given system is said to directly constrain the states which
another system can occupy whereas in other situatio.s Lhe information that flows to a
system only Influenoes the decisions which specify the state. The two networks should
be considered separately. The graph of the first type, the constraint network, should
be constructed and the constraints themselves identified. After this has been accom-
plished the various systems which are decision loci are clearly identifiable and the
decision influence network can be established.

In the next section these modelling ideas are applied to the problem of repre-
senting discrete control behavior in a simulated anti-aircraft artillery system.

3. DEOCRIPTION OF THE AAA SYSTEM AND THE EXPERIMENT

The system which served as the focus of the study was a man-in-the-loop simu-
lation of an anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) installation. This system consisted of a
mock-up of the operators' consoles, including the major controls, switches, and
displays; plus the computing equipment required to drive the displays, record data and
generally simulate the AAA system and its environment. This particular simulator
required a three person team consisting of a range tracker, an angle tracker and a
commander. Basically the system consists of two optical sighting systems (left optics,
right optics), a radar system with separate displays for the angle operator and range
operator, a Sun servo system which positions the guns as a function of tracking com-
mands, and a lead angle computer. There are also a variety of switches and controls
devices used to control and coordinate the activities of the system. The simulator is
located at the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base and the experiments which provided the data used in this analysis were performed
by AMRL personnel.

The experiment was a highly stylized simulation of the AAA task. Subject teams
were required to search for, acquire, and track simulated targets and to try to maxi-
mize the hit score attained on each target. The teams were free to select any system
mode of operation at any point in time. Teams were asked to perform simulated
"missions" which consisted of a sequence of 23 targets which they were required to
acquire and track. Targets were presented one at a time and the target trajectory ran
its full course before a new target was introduced. There was also a period of time
between targets during which no target was present. The subject teams, however,
remained actively involved in the search for the next target during this interval. Subject
teams were given the approximate coordinates of the next target to maximize the
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probability of detection. This information simulated the role of an early warning
system. Two of the three subject teams completed a total of 23 missions and the
third team completed 22.

Four distinct trajectories were used. One was considered a simple "non-
threat" type of trajectory, the other three were considered "threat" trajectories by
the experimenters. Six disturbance pattern types were imposed on the three easiest
trajectories and five were imposed on the most difficult one. The net result was 23
distinct experimental conditions made up of disturbance type, trajectory combinations.
Each experimental condition was presented once during each mission (hence 23
targets/mission). Presentation of the conditions was randomized from session to
session. Also, data collection was grouped into blocks of four missions for each of
the three teams. After each block was completed, the parameters which controlled
the onset and duration of the disturbance conditions were modified to prevent learning
of the disturbance patterns.

Data were collected in time-series format for every simulated mission in the
experiment. The time set of the data collection is the mission time set which means
that a complete running record of all measured variables was collected from the begin-
ning to the end of a mission. The data collected included discrete status indicator type
information, certain continuous tracking information, and header information to indicate
teams and trajectories. All data were collected at a 30 HZ sampling rate. The discrete
data collected consisted of all switch settings, and status display states, plus certain
variables intended to provide information about the activities and performance of the
team.

4. DECOMPOSITION OF THE AAA SYSTEM

The operators of the AAA system together must make decisions which determine
which activities are to be engaged in and which mode of operation is to be used at each
point in time. Their individual activities and decisions must be coordinated if the sys-
tem performance level is to be maximized. Such coordination is achieved only if
certain information flows through the system and each operator performs his tasks
accurately and in a timely manner. The model of the AAA system used for analysis of

the experimental data was carefully structured to capture the coordination and communi-
cation requirements as well as quantify individual task performance.

The complexity of the total system makes it necessary to decompose the system
into a number of smaller, less complex systems which are responsible for certain
specific tasks or serve as the information transfer points necessary for coordination.
These smaller systems are placed in a network in which the systems themselves are
the nodes and the arcs the communication links. The network serves as the model of
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the team of operators working together on the discrete control problems imposed by
the AAA system.

The network is probably best viewed as a related set of Internal models. Cer-
tain parts of the network are best thought of as the Internal models used by specific
team members. But, other parts, particularly those which provide common communi-
cation points, are best thought of as models shared by two or more of the members.
Through training and experience the team members learn the overall mission objectives
and they learn what information must be shared, hence daveloping at some level a
common representation of the problem and the system. Decisions made by the opera-
tore are presumed to be based on the state of these internal models. Furthermore,
the decisions represent the desire to change the state of some component system thus
enabling or disabling the occurrence of other events and decisions.

A brief overview of the specific systems used and some rationale for their
construction is given below. More details are available in [I).

Several levels of analysis and types of decomposition are needed to construct a
representation of a system as complex as this AAA system. The required decomposi-
tion takes place along three, not necensarily independent, dimensions:

1) Variable Type
a) exogenous
b) endogenous

2) Level of Analysis or Description
a) primitive component
b) major components
c) functional systems
d) coordinatlon/communication systems
e) management/command systems

3) System Type
a) interface or information feedback
b) decision controlled
c) event controlled.

In terms cf decomposition by variable type, the trajectory number, the target
position system, and the disturbance system are the only exogenous variables. These
systems are used to provide any target specific information used by other systems in
the model and to explain any trajectory specific behavior. All other variables in the
system are endogenous and characterize behaviors and decisions produced by the team
members in response to the presented Largets.
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A hierarchical system involving the five levels of analysis listed above was
used to establish the elements of the discrete control model. As one moves from the
top of the list to the bottom, the view of the AAA system becomes more global and
systemic. At the lowest level the perspective is that of individual controls and
switches, at the top the perspective is that of overall mission objectives, Upper levels
define abstract, less detailed views of the system; lower levels fill in the details. By
moving from the top level to the bottom, any question about system performance and
operation can be answered.

Level 1, the primitive component level consists of twenty simple systems which
correspond to the basic switches and oontrols used during the experiments. The primi-
tiv6 components are listed in Table 1. These items are the decision or event controlled
elements in the system. The state of each component listed in Table 1 must be estab-
lished by some system higher in the system hierarchy.

Table 1

Primitive Components

Component Name States

Antenna Horn Search, Track
Automatic Ciroular Scan Fast, Slow
Radar Mode Circular Scan, Sector Scan, Manual, Automatic
Gun Servo Mode Semi-Auto, Automatic
00 Lead Enable on, Off
Lead Enable On, Off

Mode Switch Mode I, Mode II
Computer Shunt On, Off
Data Ready Indicator On, Off
Coolant On, Off
Trigger On, Off
Display in Use Optics, Not Optics
Azimuth Tracking Control Rate, Position
Elevation Tracking Control Rate, Position
Range Tracking Control Fine, Coarse
Sight Selector Left, Right
Sight Magnification 2x, 6x
Sight Filter Clear, Neutral, Yellow
Lower Barrels On, Off
Upper Barrels On, Off
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The system component level contains two iypes of systems; distinct system
components such as the lead angle computer, and pseudo components defined by group-
ing certain primitive components which are manipulated together. The level two com-

ponents are listed in Table 2. Complete state assignment rules are given in [I].

The eight system established the physical configuration of the optical sighting
mechanism. The sight selector system is considered separately because of its
importance in certain modes of operation (to be discussed when level four systems are

discussed).

The range control control component is obvious. The gun configuration system
defines precisely whioh barrels are enabled at any point in time and hence determines
the maximum rate of fire possible. The angle track controls component establishes
the exact coraiguration of azimuth and elevation controls,

The gun servo enabling network is a pseudo component. The state of this com-
ponent establishes how tracking information flows through the system to the input of
the gun drive mechanisms. Such flow can be disabled, fully enabled, or standby.

Table 2

List of Level 2 and Level 3 Systems

Level 2 Level 3
System Components Functional Systems

Sight System Fire Control Network

Sight Selector Firing System

Range Control Gun Directing System

Gun Configuration Angle Track System

Angle Track Controls Range Track System

Gun Servo Enabling Network

Radar Antenna Drive

Computer
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The radar antenna component defines the physical mode of operation of the

mechanism which controls the motion of the antenna and the radar beam characteris-

tics. State 1 is auto track which means that the track or narrow beam is In use and the
range signals are under automatic control. The angle signals may also be under auto-

matic control depending on the state of upper level systems. State 2 is manual tracking

and states 3 through 6 are the various search modes which the team may use.

The computer is a physical component with three states of Interest: atandby,
settling, operating. Setling refers to the period of time after which the computer is

put in use but before a solution is reached. Operating refers to the period during which
a lead angle solution is available.

The AAA system has other components, for example the A scope display used

by the range operator, but none of these additional components have more than one
mode of operation which is of operational significance. The components described
above are precisely those which can potentially be used in multiple ways and which
reflect the decision making activity of the team members.

Level 3 in the hierarchy is used to abstract out five major systems which per-

form the several functions which are prerequisite if the system is to meet engagement
and mission objectives. These five are also listed in Table 2.

The states of the fire control network are defined to be looked, data enabled,
fire enabled. When the fire control system is In the looked state the guns cannot be
fired. When in the data enabled state, tracking data are available and with appropriate
action by the angle operator the guns can be fired. When the fire enabled state is
entered, the guns can be fired at any time. 'he firing system states are simply firing

and not firing. The firing state is entered whenever the trigger is depressed, but firing

actually occurs only if the fire control network is in the fire enabled state at the time,
In other words, these systems must be coordinated for the overall system to function
properly.

The gun directing system characterizes the status of the gun drive mechanism.
The states are defined to be standby, 00 lead tracking, and lead tracking. When the
gun directing system Is In tho standby state the guns are not in motion. When in the 00
lead state the input to the gun drive servomechanisms comes directly from the angle

tracking system. In the lead tracking state the guns are driven by the outpAut of the lead
angle computer. The proper state for this system at any point In time depends on a
number of factors which are established by the state of other higher and lower level
systems -

The angle track and range track systems must provide the target state data
which directly or indirectly drive the gun directing mechanism.
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The angle track system states are defined to be optics auto, optics manual,
radar auto, and radar manual. These define whether or not the angle operator is
monitoring the PPI radar display or using one of the optical sighting systems and
whether the angle track data available at the time is produced by automatic control
or by the angle operator himself via manual control. The range tracking system,
although logically a distinct system, has no autonomy in terms of discrete control.
There is only one display and whether the mode is automatic or manual is completely
controlled by other systems. The details of the range tracking system, therefore,
need not be considered further for discrete control modelling.

Clearly, the systems which form the functional systems level of the hierarchy
partition into three distinct groups: range and angle tracking; gun directing system;
and fire control network and firing system. These groups define the three major
functions of the AAA system: tracking targets, aiming the guns, and firing at the
targets. Ohviously, each of these systems must function properly for the mission
objectives to be met.

Level four in the hierarchy is defined to be the'cotnunication/ooordinatitn
level. The only system residing at this level is the engagement status system. This
system is best thought of as a communication center through which information about
the current activities of the system is passed. This information to then appropriatelyA
distributed and other system activities are enabled or disabled accordingly. The states

of the engagemen~t status system are: search, manual track, settling, and valid data.
These states define the various conditions the system can be in from the beginning to
the end of any single engagement. This system, together with other systems soon to
be discussed, establishes whether or not things are progressing normally.

The fifth and highest level in the hierarchy is the management/command level.
This level contains one system, the tactics system. This system is the loeas of infor-
mation and decisions concerning basic modes of operation. The tactics system, has
five states: Normal Mode 1, Normal Mode 2, Mode 4, Emergency Mode 1, and
Emergency Mode 2. Mode 1 refers to full automatic operation during tracking. That
is, azimuth, elevation and range tracking data are all under full automatic control once
the auto track mode (settling or valid data states of the engagement status system) is
entered. The guns are directed by data from the lead angle computer in this mode.
In Mode 2, only range data are placed under automatic control when the auto track mode
is entered. Angle data are produced by manual tracking. The guns, however, are
directed by the lead angle computer.

The emergency designation refers to fire control rather than tracking. In the
emergency modes the computer shunt is turned on so that the guns can be fired whether
or not the lead angle computer has reached a solutfoa.

Mode 4 operation is a full manual mode in which the radar system is not used
and the gun driver mechanism is slaved to the angle tracking output. This mode is
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functional only if the angle track controls are in the rate mode (State 4). Furthermore,
the only display which produces meaningful data in this case is the right optical system.

The state of the tactics system determines how the activities of the major fune-
tional systems will be carried out once the engagement status reaches the settling and
valid data states. Further, it determines whether the guns can be fired prior to the valid
data state. Finally, if mode 4 is selected the normal constraints imposed by the engage-
ment states system are overridden but additional constraints must be imposed on com-
ponent level systems if the system is to function properly.

The only additional systems which must be defined under decomposition by
system type are the interface or information feedback systems. There are four such
systems: Tracking Performance, System Performance, Ammunition Balance, and
Mission Status.

The tracking performance system provides feedback about the quality of track-
Ing. It is hierarchically defined in the sense that angle tracking errors are deemed
more important than range track errors. The states of the system are: no target on
any display; angles locked; angles OK, range locked and track OK. No target on dis-
play can occur 1f the tracking error is very large, or if there is no target to track.
Angles locked is any case in which azimuth or elevation error is sufficiently large that
the automatic tracking system cannot function. Range locked is a similar condition for
range tracking error.

The system performance feedback systems attempts to capture some informa-
tion about overall system performance. The states of this system are: no data, off
target, on target. As designed this measure is a very local measure of system per-
formance. It would be desirable to have a more global measure, but implementation
problems prevented the use of such variables during this analysis. This system does,
however, provide information about time on target, time off target and similar data.
Clearly, if one or more major functional systems is not performing adequately, system
performance state 3 will not be occupied.

The ammunition balance system determines the relative number of rounds in the
upper and lower magazines. In the absence of other information, these data can be
used to manage the use of ammunition resources.

The mission status system is used to assess overall ammunition resources with
respect to the requirements of the remaining portion of the mission. The state of this
syotem establishes whether or not special ammunition control (i.e., special concern
with firing control) is needed if the mission is to be completed without, depletion of
resources.

These four systems provide the several systems In the discrete control hierarchy
with information about local and global performance. This information, particularly any
change in state, is used in part to determine if control actions are required.
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II
5. THE COORDINATION AND DECISION CONDITIONING NETWORKS

Thirty-nine simple systems were defined during the process of decomposing
the AAA system. Theme systems are the nodes in the networks which are the discrete
control model. These structures organize the available knowledge about the AAA sys-
tem and the discrete control tasks required for its operation. The objective In this
section is to display these networks and examine some of their properties.

Although thirty-nine Is a fairly large number of system elements to consider in
a model of this type, each system is quite simple. No system has more than seven I
states and most have only two or three. Furthermore, it will be argued that the states
occupied by these systems at any point in time are controlled by a fairly small number

of decisions.

Two types of Information must flow through the network. First, constraint J
information or direct control Information and second, conditioning or Influence infor-
mation. The first type Is said to actually cause specific state transitions to occur in
other systems. Such transitions can be deterministic in that a specific state is occupied
after the transition, or they can be non-deterministic in which case the new state is
required only to be a member of a specific set. Conditioning information on the other
hand does not directly constrain behaviors. Rather, it provides information to a given I
system about the state of other systems and this Information may Influence state transi-

tions in the system receiving the information. Any state transitions which take place
in this case rtre the result of a discrete control decision and this decision is based in
part on the conditioning information In force at the time.

Several systems are controlled both by external systems and by internal de-
cislons, depending on the situation. In specific situations this type of system's actions
may be constrained or controlled by some other system in which case it is directly
controlled. But, in other cases such constraints are relaxed and the behaviors of the
system under question are decision controlled. This is one of the mechanisms by which
overall coordination of the system is achieved and it is also a reason for structuring the
system in a hierarchical fashion.

Figure 2 is a network diagram which shows the information sources and the
receiving systems in the control/coordination network. The arcs (links) in this network
should be thought of as communication channels through which the state of the originat-
ing node is made known to the receiving node. The state transitions which occur, or
which are enabled to occur, in the receiving system are functions of the state of the
originating system.

Space limitations prevent displaying-the transition graphs of each system in
Figure 2. The Interested reader is referred to [I]. The general form of these diagrams
Is shown in Figure 3, which is the graph for the gun directing system. The elliptical
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figures represent states or sets of states. The description consists of the numerical
value or set of values assigned to the node. State transitions are represented by solid
lines connecting states and the input conditions which cause the transition to take place
are defined by the bracketed symbols displayed on each transeti6n arc. These symbols
define logical expressions formed from the possible Input values and a transition occurs
when the appropriate logical expression is "true." To explain this more completely,
any time the value of an input variable changes an event is said to occur and this event
leads to a state transition In the system receiving the input. The transition which takes
place depends on which logical expression is true at the time. Some nodes do not dis-
play transitions from themselves to themselves. These correspond to oases in which
any input event will produce a transition out of the node in question.

The primary input variable, in thiE -o'sa tactics, explains transitions on the
upper parts of the graph. The effect of secondary and other inputs is shown in those
parts of the diagram connected to the primary via dashed lines. Secondary inputs are
always used to provide a more detailed explanation of information in the primary
diagram. They explain which state or states of the many allowed under the primary
condition are actually occupied. A node connected to a primary node with a dashed
line (a secondary conditioning vailabde) should be viewed as a more detailed representa-
tion of the primary node.

Several other important properties of the discret control model can be inferred
from the coordination/control network and the corresponding transition graphs. First
of all, any system for which all maximum resolution nodes contain single states (e.g.,
the gun directing system) is completely controlled by external sources. These systems
for the most part are the lower level primitive components. The second class of sys-
tems is that for which one or more maximum resolution nodes is a set of states. Such
systems are, at least under some circumstances, partly decision controlled. The
third major class of systems, which with one exception do not appear on Figure 2, is
event controlled systems. These are the information and feedback systems which
Interface the finite state systems with the various sources of continuous data. Lists
of all three system classes are given in Table 3.

Of the systems controlled by decisions, seven are effectively controlled by
external decisions in the sense that only in specific cases, usually indpendent on the
tactics state, are they decision controlled. Of these, mode switch, automatic circular
scan, antenna horn switch, 00 lead enable, and lead enable, come under decision control
only in cases in which their state is of no consequence. Generally, no state change
would be made and these systems would remain in the state occupied prior to the
occurrence of the event which placed them under decision control. The computer shunt
is under decision control only when the tactics system is in state number three. In
this situation the firing system cannot be operated unless the operator places the shunt
in the on state. Hence, the computer shunt in actuality is constrained to be in state
one if the system is to operate in these circumstances. The coolant system is under
decision control only when the fire control network is in the looked state. The coolant
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Table 3

Breakdown of Systems By Type of Control

Controlled By Controlled By Controlled By
Internal Decisions External Decisions Exog•nms Events
Tactics Gun Directing System Tracking Performanoe

Engagement Status Computer System Performance

Angle Track System Gun Servo Mode Ammunition Balance

Fire Control Network Data Ready Indicator Mission Status

Gun Servo Enabling Net Display in Use Target Position

Radar Antenna Drive Radar Mode Disturbance

Mode Switch* Azimuth Control

Computer Shunt* Elevation Control

Coolant* Sight Filter

Automatic Circular Scan* Magnifloation

Antenna Horn Switch* Lower Barrel

00 Lead Enable* Upper Barrel

Lead Enable*

Sight System

Gun Configuration

Sight Selected

Range Control

Firing System

Angle Track Controls _

*Denotes systems which are effectively external decision controlled.

See discussion in text.
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state will not influence system performance until the fire control network is unlocked,

and in that case coolant Is controlled from the fire control network.

If the above systems are removed from the list, twelve systems remain In the
decision controlled column. These can easily be partitioned in terms of importance.

The tactics system Is obviously a key element. It interacts with ten other
systems and it is the key element in establishing the system configuration. Engage-
ment status is also a key element and it provides information to five systems. The
angle track system, fire control networks gun servo enabling network and firing system
follow in terms of impact on system configuration and overall performance. The
remaining systems, although important, provide alternative means of accomplishing
the same tasks and they probably have a lesser impact on total system performance.
The decision flexibility in the radar antenna drive, for example, is in establishing the
specific mode of automatic search. The major activity would be defined at a higher
level.

Some general observations, about system ooordination.easebo made at this
point. The coordination problem faced by the AAA team members might be defined
roughly as follows: to direct each major subsystem into the proper state for each
phase of an engagement. What is deemed the proper state will depend on the mission
status, resources available and the characteristics of the target.

The network described above clearly illustrates a number of coordination activi-
ties. Specifically, the selection of the tactics state defines some major parameters
which determine the configuration of the system and also the way in which the tracking

phase of an engagement is to be carried out. For example, if the tactics system is
placed in state three, the system is greatly simplified and the angle operator is re-
sponsible for manually finding and tracking any targets. The radar system, range
tracking system, computer and most of the displays are of no interest. The communi-
cation of tactics information to the appropriate system elements then defines the set
of states which those elements can use and thereby constrains behaviors to be con-
sistent with the objective as defined by the tactics system.

The second point which should be made about coordination concerns the engage-
ment status system. Whereas tactics determines the basic system structure and
establishes what activities take place, enagement status provides the vehicle for
coordinating the time phasing of these activities. In rough terms, the enagement states
define what each system should be engaged in at a given time. Engagement status is the
system through which the focus of control changes as the engagement evolves. During
the search phase the focus in in the angle track system and associated subsystems. The
status of all other systems is of very little concern during this time. During manual
track the focus includes the angle and range tracking systems. During the settling
phase, the focus of control is switching from the tracking systems to the gun directing
systems and fire control networks. Once the valid data state is reached the focus Is in
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the fire control network and firing systems. During this phase the other system com-
ponents are involved primarily in monitoring activities, trying to determine whether or
not performance is satisfactory.

The heterarchical nature of the system is quite clear given the above perspec-
tive. Tactics sets some major constraints and unless a change is needed control flows
to engagement status which in some sense directs control at the appropriate time to I
the tracking systems, gun directing, and fire control systems. A given system retains
control until its task is complete or a lower or high level system intervenes and takes
control for some reason. When a given mystem is the focus of control, the various
subsystem which define it are active. The vtftee of these subsystems are manipulated
to accomplish the task. When a system i* it the focus of control, its subsystems are
much less active and generally exhibit no state change behaviors.

Errors and mistakes can also 1t dascribed in terms of this network. The above
discussion Is based on the assumption that the operator or operators responsible for
a specific activity were in fact prepared to carry it out. If control it given to a patti-
oular system and the operator whom this system represents in the specific situation
fails to perform, he In essence has failed to accept control. This presumably would
be detected and corrected at some point, but it certainly represents a deviation from
the design condition and from standard procedure.

A second possible source of error exists in the class of systems which were
called effectively decision controlled. Most of these systems have a nominal or pre-
ferred state and if for any reason the system state is changed during a period in which
it is inactive, this might not be immediately detected when the system next becomes
active. The operators would have to detect a problem and diagnose the source before
making corrections and if the system causing the problem happens to be one whose
state is seldom changed, this could take some time.

In summary then, the coordination/control network shown in Figure 2 defines
the architecture of the discrete control system. It defines what information flows
through the system, how activities and behaviors are enabled and disabled and they
show how the focus of control is passed from one major system element to another.
Furthermore, possible sources of error can be identified. These include the failure
of an operator to accept control when it is passed to him and failure to detect an Im-
proper system state.

From Table 3 it was determined that the important decision controlled systems
are the following: tactics, engagement status, angle track system, fire control network,
firing system, gun servo enabling network, sight system, sight selected, range control,
angle track controls, and gun configuration. Of these several can be removed from
consideration because data analysis showed that the subject teams did not use the avail-
abl, alternatives. Tactics, for example, showed almost no decision activity and was
set at emergency mode 1 by all teams. Gun configuration can be eliminated because
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all decision activity was routine and not a major factor in resource management. Of
the remaining systems, the overall behavior of the teams can be described in terms of
four systems: engagement status, angle track system, fire control network and firing
system.

After considerable testing, it was determined that the information needed to
eondition engagement status decisions is provided by track performance. Transition
matrices and time summaries for teams one and two are given In Tables 4and5. As
would be expected, transitions during the track OK situation are buically the same for
both teams. Team two, however, generally shows a longer time in state than team one
in this situation. They managed to stay in the valid data state for about 800 time frames
which is roughly twice as long as team one.

Transition patterns during the no target phase are also different. Team two
preferred to go into manual track from search if a change was made. Team one, on
the other hand, actually started the lead angle oomputer a fair number of times in the
no target situation. These transitions, however, took place after about 100 seconds
without a target (3000 frames) and, therefore, they may correspond to oases in which
the target was not detected.

The matrices for the angles looked case also show team one's reluctance to use
manmal track and a preference for transitioning from search directly to the settling
state, state three. In other words, they preferred to try the computer even though
tracking errors were large. The entries in row three show the same tendencies.

Angle track system activity as a function of tracking performance is given in
Tables 6 and 7. Both teams in the no target situation show a preference for the
radar-auto state, state one. Apparently search was accomplished with the radar
system in an automatic mode (sector searoh). Most transitions from state one were to
state two, the radar-manual state. This transition signals the start of manual search.
Transltioris from state two in the no target situation were most often to the optics-
manual state for team one which means they were almost always makfi a display
change, pr•,•,ably in an attempt to find the target. It is interesting to note that both
teams almost always (probability .979) transitioned from state two to state 4, optics
manual, In uoth the angles looked and the range looked cases. They both also showed
a high probability of eidting the radar-auto state. These imply a very strong preference
to complete the target acquisition phase using the optical sighting system. Further-
more, almost all transitions from state four were to state two in the cases where angle
error and/or range error were looked. This means that the activity during manual
acquisition of the target consisted of display changes. The track OK matrices show the
very definite tendencies to get Into auto track and use the optical display system.

The conditioning variables for the fire control network are the angle track
system and the engagement status. Nearly all team two activity took place in engage-
ment status states one or four (which are search and valid data) and angle track system
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Table 4A

Team 1
Engagement Status Transition Matrices

Traok Transition Transition
Performance Matrix Count

0.000 0.407 0.584 0.009 113
1 0.924 0.000 0.076 0.000 131

"(No Target) 0.615 0.038 0.000 0.346 78
0.907 0.093 0.000 0.000 A 97

2 0.000 0.295 0.705 0.0001 88
(Angle Error 0 . 00 0  0.000 0.000 0.000 0

Looked) 0.900 0.000 0.000 0.100 40
0.800 0.700 0.000 0.000 5

3 0.000 0.530 0.470 0.0001 215
(Angles OK, 0.722 0.000 0.278 0.0001 72
hange Looked) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0001 0

0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000' 128i
F 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000| 25

(Track OK) 0.081 0.003 0.000 0.916 298
0.873 0.127 0.0u- 0.000 197
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Table 4B

Team 1
Egagement Status Time In State Data

Track Avg. Condition Standard
Performance Transition ... Time (l'ames) Dev. count

1 1-2 818 1181 46
1 1-3' 3090 8091 66
1 2-1 1016 1166 121
1 8-1 103 184 48
1 t-1 525 298 88
2 1-2 2060 2020 26
2 1-3 3712 4491 62
2 8-1 50 19 36
a 1-2 2212 2534 114
3 1-3 4402 8557 101
3 2-1 1088 809 52
3 2-3 1960 940 20
4 1-3 3872 3726 128
4 2-3 2580 904 25
4 3-1 94 183 24
4 8-4 101 0 273
4 4-1 378 222 172
4 4-2 546 209 25
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Table 5A

Team 2
Engagement Status Transition Matrices

Track Transition Transition
Performance Matrix Count

10.000 0.892 0.108 0.00W 93

0.958 0.000 0.042 0.000 261 -I
[0.455 0.364 0.000 0.182 11
0.667 0.167 0.186 0.000

2 0.000 0.950 0.027 0.018 ill
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0I
0.050 0.050 0.000 0.000 4
10.20 0.750 0.000 0.000 A

3 oooo 0.805 0.177 o.ol 169
I0.738 0.000 0.250 0.012 84
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 i1.000 0.000 0.000 O.oooj 3

4 .000 0.000 1.000 0.000 152
0.045 0.000 0.955 0.000 22
0.033 0.000 0.000 0.967 241
0.830 0.157 0.013 0.000 223
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Table 5B

Team 2
Engagement Status Time In State Data

Track Avg. Condition Standard
Performance Tranitionh Time (Frames) Dev. Count

1 1-2 804 1132 83
1 1-3 3978 2151 10
1 2-1 a18 625 250
2 1-2 2587 3245 106
3 1-2 2680 3035 136
8 1-3 5076 4884 30
3 2-1 425 373 62
3 2-8 885 457 21
4 1-3 8121 4604 152
4 2-3 779 644 21
4 3-4 101 0 233
4 4-1 809 296 185
4 4-1 80V1 267 35
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Table 6

Team 1
Angle Track System Transltion Matrices

Tracking Transition Transition
Performance Matrix . Count

0.0000 0.716 0.2840 0.0000 455
0.1861 0.000 0.0005 0.8634 2035
0.6310 0.000 0.0000 0.3690 274
o.0000 0.945 0.0550 0.0000 1574

2 0.0000 0.812 0.1730 0. 0000 16
0.0210 0.000 0.0000 0.9790 373
0.o05o 0.000 0.0000 0.9470o 38
0.0000 0.839 0.1610 0.0000, 338

. 0oooo 1.000 0.0000 0.0006 2
0.0160 0.000 0.0000 0.9840 11.34
10.0000 0.000 0.0000 0.00001 0
0.0000 0.927 0.0730 0.0000J 1427

4 0.oooo 0.261 0.7370 0.0020 414
I0.8460 0.000 0.0000 0.1540I 26
10.7730 0.014 0.0000 0.2130o 49
0.0000 0.064 0.9380 o.oooo0 140
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Table 7

Team 2
Angle Track System Transition Matrices

Tracking Transition Transition
Performance Matrix Count

S0.000 0.627 0.372 0.001 825 ip.

0.594 0.000 0.000 0.406 1093
0.744 0.000 0.000 0.256]391
0.000 0.957 0.043 0. O0 507

2 r0.000 0.012 0.088 0.000 34
0.021 0.000 0.000 0.979 188
0.333 0.000 0.000 0.667 9
0.0000 0.97 0.027 O.O00j 111

3 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.-00(r 17 I
0.033 0.000 0.000 0.967 548

000 0.000 0.000 0.4~0

0.00 0.936 0.064 0.000 516

4 0.000 0.437 0.560 0.003 359
0.883 0.000 0.000 O.167 18
0.784 0.114 0.000 0.102 324L0.000 0.031 0.969 0.000 163
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states three or four (optics-auto and optics-manual). That is, team two almost always
used the optics when firing. Team one showed an unexpected amount of activity with
the angle track system in the radar-auto state. This suggests that they may have on
occasion prepared to fire before switching to the optical sighting system.

The condition variables for the fhing system are the fire control network and
engagement status. One interesting item was observed from the firing system analysis.
Team one had a tendency when manually tracking (engagement status one) to try to fire
the guns without first putting the fire control network into the fire enabled state. It
appears that when involved with the tracking activities they sometimes forgot how the
system worked and deviated from the standard procedures. Team two did not have this
problem.

The decision conditioning network is the scheme by which the conditioning which
was used in the above analysis is best described. This network whilh was empirically
derived is shown in Flgure 4. Essentially, tracking pertormance influences deoisionse
made in the angle track and engagement status systems. Engagement status then in-
fluences the activities of the firing system and the fire coLtrol network as well as some
of the lesser eyzterns. Those systems shown in Figure 4 which are not connected to
any other system are those systems which were either routinized or showed little
antivity. This simple network localizes essentially all of the decision making activity
which was shown in th3 data. The conjunction of this network and the coordination/
control network shown In Figure 2, together with the appropriate state transition
graphs, are the discrete control model obtained from an analysis of the system and a
comprehensive analysis of the data.

Figure 4.--Decision Conditioning Network.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analysis it is fairly easy to construct a scenario of the way in which
the subject teams performed their tasks. First of all, search for targets was generally
accomplished using the automatic sector search mode and the primary display was the
PPI radar screen. In cases where the target was slow to appear some teams might
occasionally switch to the left optics sighting system and less often to the right optical
system. As soon as the target appeared the angle operator would switch to the left
optics system and switch from the radar driven search mode to a manual mode for
acquisition. During this period the range operator was switching his control back and
forth between the coarse and fine setting. The commander was resetting the gun servo
enabling system to state three and thereby moving the gun directing system from standby
to 00 lead tracking. Also during the acquisition phase and the early phases of tracking

the angle operator determined which of the four trajectories the current target was
following. This determined in part the strategy that he then followed. 4

Once the target was acquired the system was either put into auto track or, if
the trajectory was particularly easy, tracking often continued in a manual mode. Team
two used manual tracking for the most difficult highly maneuvering target as well. If
manual tracking was used, firLng started within about 20 seconds of acquisition (i.e.,
when the target came within range). In cases where auto track was used, firing started
shortly after the fire control solution was achieved. Easy targets were disengaged after
a few hits. The gun directing system was then generally disabled for a few seconds
after the target disappeared from the screen. The angle track system was then recon-
figured for search and the cycle started again.

Several interesting observations can be made about the performance of the
teams. Team one had some problems with the fire control network interlocks when
they used manual tracking. They forgot to enable firing before trying to fire. The
other teams had no problem and team one had no problem in the automatic tracking
cases. Team one may have become so Involved in performing the tracking task that
they forgot how the system worked. There were other pieces of evidence which showed
that the teams infrequently made incorrect switch settings or failed to reconfigure the
system quickly enough.

It was a surprise that no team used the six power optical system very much for
tracking. Apparently the feedback provided by tracers reduced the need for precise
visual information. It definitely seems that a style of tracking was used in this experi-
ment which differed qualitatively from that used In simple tracking studies.

in general terms the commander's tasks were very trivial. Teams obviously
learned the limited number of trajectories which were used and they keyed their actions
to the trajectory. The attempt to introduce uncertainty via the disturbances or simulated
countermeasures did not seem to have much Impact. They may have delayed the start
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of auto track for example, but they did not alter the basic patterns of behavior as
represented by the various transition matrices of the discrete control model. The
fact that every mission contained exactly the same number of trajectories greatly
simplified ammunition management. The subject teams knew that they could and
should go after all targets. They did not have to be selective or evaluate the threat
potential of any target. There was certainly no risk associated with missing one and
there was no significant scoring penalty.

The model which seems to best capture the various teams' performance is
really a met of finite state systems organized into two networks, the coordination/
control network (Figure 2) and the decision conditioning network (Figure 4). The
systems included in these networks were established through a detailed analysis of
the AAA system, its functions, and the tasks of the operators. By decomposing along
several structural dimensions, and particularly by analyzing at several levels of
abstraction, an effective and useful representation of the discrete control system was
obtained.

In general terms this representation is a model of an organizational structure
which the operators might use to reduce the apparent complexity of their task and
generally achieve coordinated actions and acceptable performance. It is really just a
structured representation of the available knowledge of the system and its functions.

The coordination/control network is basically hierarchical and reflects the
constraints on lower level decision making activity imposed 'y upper level decisions.
In the terms of the finite state systems representation, state transitions in lower level
systems are disabled, enabled or constrained as a function of the state of upper level
systems. The decision conditioning network establishes the information flow patterns
which are needed to explain, at least in part, the decisions which are made (i.e., the
state transitions which take place). The systems in the decision network are repre-
sented by generalized stochastic automata in which state transitions are conditioned by
the information flowing into the system from other nodes in the network. The two net-
works in conjunction form a heterarchical system description in which decision making
activity flows from one functional area to another as a function of the established con-
straints and the environmental situation.

In general terms then, the discrete control methods so far developed seem to
have potential. They can be used to make sense out of complex systems and identify
the key decision points. They can describe quite complex behaviors in terms of a
relatively small number of decisions. The structure of the model is quite easy to
understand and the individual finite state systems are all simple and intuitive. Grasp-
ing the overall view; i. e., all levels simultaneously, is more difficult and amount of
statistical information which can be produced is overwhelming. These problems are
minimized, however, if one restricts attention to only the one or two levels which are
most important for a given question.
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE TELECONFERENCE CUM
ELECTRONIC JOURNAL ON MENTAL WORKLOAD

Thomas B. Sheridan (1-110)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

77 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139

ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the first few months of activity in the

National Science Youndation supported computer teleconference on mental

workload, and the plans to produce on a trial basis an "electronic

journal" papers for which will be written, edited, refereed, revised,

and commented upon by the interested community entirely over computer

terminals. Issues which seem to be of primary concern in the "mental

workload field" will be mentioned, along with problems of running a

computer-based teleconference ctm journal on such as outlandish topic.
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THE EFFECTS OF SIMULATION FIDELITY ON AIR-TO-AIR TRACKING

Billy R. Ashworth,
Barnell T. McKissick,

Russell V. Parrish

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia

ABSTRACT

NASA Langley recently sponsored development of an analytic
model of the LaRC real-time digital simulation facility which
incorporates the optimal control model for the human pilot. In
order to use the model to evaluate simulator design tradeoffs, an
in-simulator experiment was conducted to provide validation data
for the "system model." The results of the in-simulator experi-
ment and the system model predictions show a significant effect on
pilot performance for the five simulation factors studied (i.e.,
integration algorithm, control loader bandwidth, g-seat cueing,
computer iteration rate, and visual time delay).

THE EFFECTS OF SIMULATION FIDELITY ON AIR-TO-AIR TRACKING

Numerous tradeoffs between simulation fidelity and complexity
(cost) munt be made in the development of engineering requirements
for man-in-the-loop simulation. NASA-Langley recently sponsored
development of an analytic model (ref. 1) of the LaRC real-time
digital simulation facility which incorporates a model for the
human pilot (namely, the optimal control model). This total
closed-loop model allows simulator design tradeo.,'fs to be
quantitatively evaluated.

In order to provide validation data for this model, an
experiment was condutcted in LaRC's Differential Maneuvering
Simulator (DMS) to examine several "simulation fidelity" factors.
Initially five factors were chosen to be examined in a pilot-in-
the-loop tracking task. The factors chosen were: Computer
iteration rate (16 and 32 iterations per second); integration
algorithm (Euler and Adams-Bashforth); visual time delay (68 milli-
seconds and 12 milliseconds); control loader mechanization
(digital or analog loop closures); and g-seat cueing (off or on).
The iteration rates and integration algorithms are representative
of those used in numerous simulation facilities. The values chosen
for visual time delay, control loader mechanization, and g-seat
cueing represent those available in the DMS for the model
validation.
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FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The DMS (fig. 1) is a wide-angle visual simulator which allows
one-on-one aircraft interactions. The servos involved in projecting
the visual scene for the pilots all have a matched second-order
response with a 56 millisecond steady-state time delay. The cockpits
are also equipped with wide FOV HUD's (250 x 350) which present a
computer-generated image to the pilot. The fixed-base cockpits
are equipped with programmable, hydraulically actuated control
loader systems, a g-seat, a helmet loader, and a g-suit drive to
provide some motion induced forces for the pilot. For more
complete information, see Reference 2.

In order to obtain the low visual delay, the target image and
horizon line were presented to the pilot on the HUD (fig. 2). The
visual delay of the HUD symbology is 12 milliseconds; therefore a
25 rad/sec, second-order filter with a 56 millisecond steady-state
time delay was added to the display to obtain a response representa-
tive of the normal projection servos.

The cockpit control loader has been modified to allow analog
loop closures as well as the more conventional digital force feed-
back. For information on the controller bandwidth reduction due
to digital-loop closures, see Reference 3. The g-seat presents
the normal acceleration cues to the pilot through the seat
pressures (refs. 4 and 5). The aircraft dynamics programmed for
this particular experiment represent a linearized version of the
F-8 aircraft with capability ror single or dual axis tracking with
fixed range (ref. 1).

STATISTICAL ANALYSES AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A single axis compensatory pitch tracking task was used for

, the experiment. A block diagram of the task is presented in
Figure 3. A sum of 13 sinusoids with a fixed set of amplitudes
and frequencies but randomly chosen phases (between -180o and
+1800) was used to drive the vertical degree of freedom of the
target aircraft. The phases were randomly chosen so that the test i
subjects would not learn the movements of the target. Table I
presents the amplitudes and frequencies in the sum of sine waves.
For the experiment, the target and pursuit aircraft were limited
to the longitudinal degree of freedom only. Therefore, neither
aircraft could roll, yaw, or change throttle controls (range).
Both aircraft were trimmed about level flight at an altitude of'
6,096 meters (20 000 ft) with a constant speed of 325 knots and
a range of 182.86 meters. The pusuit aircraft used a standard
backup reticle for the tracking reference. In order to "track"
the target, the pursuit aircraft was required to keep the tail of
the target in the center of the reticle.

.1.48 :1
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Experimental Design

The factors of the design are denoted as follows:
(A) integration schemes (Euler or Adams-Bashforth), (B) control
loading (digital or analog), (C) g-seat (off or on) (D) Integration
step size (16 per second or 32 per second), and (E visual delay
(68 milliseconds or 12 milliseconds). The total number of simulation
conditions for the 25 factorial design would be 32. When the number
of test subjects (8) and the number of replicates (at least 5) are
taken into consideration one ends up with 1280 as a minimum number
of simulation runs. Since this number of runs would be too

expensive, the 25 factorial design was fractionated and blocked.
Figure 4 is a tree diagram of the experimental design chosen. First,
the highest order interaction, ABCDE, was used.to fractionate the

25 factorial in half. One-half of the 25 factorial or 2 conditions
were not used. Next, the DE interaction was used to block the half
that was used into two parts. Then, the CD and BE interactions
were used to block the two parts into four parts each containing

22 conditions. Finally, two test subjects (pilots) were assigned
to each block. This design reduced the number of simulation runs
from 1280 to 160.

It should be noted that the interaction terms selected for
aliasing through the fractionalization and blocking process were
chosen based on predictions of non-significance from either
system model results or prior in-simulator results.

Test Subjects 'and Procedure

Eight active F-106 pilots, stationed at Langley Air Yorce Base,
were used as test subjects. None of these pilots had previous
experience in a research simulator like the DMS. The pilots were
randomly assigned to a block. The conditions inside each block
were randomly chosen to determine the order in which the conditions
would be performed.

A data collection period for each simulation condition took
about 3 minutes per run. The first 20 seconds were used to phase
in the sum of sines disturbance. The next 40 seconds were used for
pilot stabilization and the final 2 minutes were used for data
collection. In order to encourage the pilots to do their best,
their RMS vertical tracking error was given to them after each
simulation run.

Simulation sessions are usually allotted in 3-hour slots at
LaRC's simulation facility. Previous experience suggested that
15 runs of the compensatory tracking task was about the maximum
number of runs that could be made before the pilot's performance
started to deteriorate because of fatigue. The majority of the
15 runs were taken up by the pilots' learning of the task.
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Therefore, it was felt that two pilots could perform the experiment
per simulation session, or one pilot could perform two different
conditions (with proper rest between the first and second
performance) during one simulation session. Normally, a pilot
would "fly" the simulator with a randomly chosen condition until
the RMS of his vertical error "asymptoted." Generally, this took
from 5 to 10 replicates. Once his vertical error has asymptoted,
the pilot would do five more replicates that were used as data.

Each pilot was tested at four different conditions. Since two
pilots were assigned to each block (fig. 4), two pilots would be
running the same four conditions. To further eliminate any
learning/fatigue effects, the pilots within a block flew the
conditions in reverse order.

Performance Measures

The RMS of the vertical height error, pitch Euler angle,
normal acceleration, and pilot stick deflection were computed as
measures of tracking performance. Also, the pilot describing
function (pdf) was computed as a measure of performance. The
method used to compute the pilot describing function is documented
in Reference 6.

Statistical Analyses

Three types of analyses were made--analyses of variance,
Student's t-tests, and F-tests (homogenuity of variance tests).
The analyses of variance were performed on the RMS data and the
amplitude ratios, phases, and remnants of the pdf's at each of the
13 frequencies of the sum of sinusoids. The t-tests and F-tests
were performed respectively on the means and variances of the
RMS data.

RESULTS

The RMS of the vertical tracking error was chosen as the
primary performance measure. The means and standard deviations of
the RMS tracking error, for each level of each of the five factors
(averaged over the other four factors, n - 80) are shown in
Figure 5. The probabilities beside the higher of the two means
for each factor represent the significance levels of a t-test on
these means. The probabilities listed beside the +a points represent
the significance levels of an F-test on the variances of each factor.
The probabilities of 1.00 occur because of round off errors
(0.99999 or greater) in the computer subroutine used to perform the
statistical tests. The N.S.'s in the figure mean "not significant."
It is easily seen from Figure 5 that the RMS tracking error is
reduced by using AB-2 integration or 32 iterations per second or
no visual delay (both mean and variance reductions are significant),
or g-seat on or analog control loading (mean reductions, though
not significant).
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Table II presents the results of an analysis of variance for
the tive main factors on the raw RMS data of tracking error, as well
as RMS of pitch (e), RMS of normal acceleration (N z), and RMS of

pilot stick deflection for pitch control. The results show that
the reduction in mean tracking error is statistically significant
at the 99 percent level for integration algorithm, iteration rates,
g-seat cueing, arid visual delay. Control loader is significant at
the 90 percent level. Other RMS errors are also significantly
affected by the various fidelity factors.

The pilot's linear transfer function (pilot describing
function) for each factor was also used as a measure of performance.
The describing functions for the two levels of iteration rate are
given in Figure 6 (averaged across each level of the other four
factors, n w 80). The pilot describing function (pdf) was computed
at the 13 sum of sine input frequencies and an analysis of variance
was performed on the raw pdf data at each frequency. These results
are shown in Tables III, IV, and V for the gain, phase, and
remnant, respectively. All factors show a significant difference in
gain for the lower frequencies. In addition, the three stronger
factors (integration scheme, iteration rate, and visual delay) show
significant differences at higher frequencies. There is also
scattered but significant difference in phase for the stronger
factors in the low and middle range of frequencies. The remnant
is significantly different for integration scheme in the low and
middle frequencies, for control loading and visual delay in the
higher frequencies, and across all frequencies for iteration rate.

The data in the tables can be viewed in terms of the plot of
pdf as shown in Figure 6. The differences in the pilot gains for
the two curves (16 and 32 Iterations per second) show the low
frequency differences that are listed as statistically significant
in Table III. The fact that the pilot gain is higher for the
"better" condition (32 iterations per second) is true for all
cases; therefore, any significant difference listed in Table III
implies significantly higher pilot gain for the better of the two
levels of the effect. The data trends for phase and remnant are
inconsistent across the better/worse conditions, with reversals
occurring from frequency region to region.

MODEL COMPARISON

The unt4ned pilot model was initially used to look at the
effects due to visual delay (E), integration algorithm (A),
iteration rate (D), and control loader loop closure (B). These
initial results showed significant differences in RMS tracking
error for each factor, with A, D, and E being the strongest,
respectively. A worst (Euler integration, 16 iterations per
second, and 56 milliseconds time delay) versus best (AB, 32,
12 milliseconds) case was defined for the three strongest effects
(A, D, E).
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These pre-experiment results are shown in Figure 7 along with
similar results from the in-simulator experiment. Although the
case differences of the "untuned" model were not as strong as the
eventual simulator results, the trends are correct and do show a
significant difference in the RMS tracking for the two cases.

The data in Table VI were generated from "tuned" model runs
4for each of the 2 combinations of fidelity factors (Factor B was

averaged out for the best/worst comparisons). For example, the
Euler mean was obtained by averaging over the eight runs that
used Euler integration.

The earlier trend of the model being somewhat optimistic in
the "worst" conditions is continued with the "tuned" model as shown
in the first column, Table VI. However, when the observation noise/
signal ratio was changed from -17 db to -11 db (for the Euler
integration case at 16 Hz sample rate only) as shown in the second
column of the table, the match with the experimental data is much
closer. A plot of this final match is shown in Figure 8.

CONCLUSIONS

The five simulation factors identified and studied each had a
significant effect on pilot performance in a simulated air-to-air
tracking task. The pilot performance measures showed significantly
better performance for Adams-Bashforth second-order integration, a
32 iteration per second sample rate, and a 12 millisecond total
visual delay. G-seat cueing and analog control loader feedback
also showed significantly lower errors fror the analysis of variance
results. The pilot describing function data revealed a higher
pilot gain for all five of the factors at these "better" conditions.

These general results, with the exception of g-seat cueing,
were predicted by the system model, as reported last year in
Reference 1. The experimental data were more sensitive to the
worse level of each factor than the original "untuned" model had
shown. However, running the system model under the same conditions
as the experiment and changing the observation noise for Euler
integration at 16 Hz gave excellent comparisons to the experimental
data.

The results of this study demonstrate the use of the simulation
facility systems model to predict simulation fidelity effects.
Tuning the model about local conditions from in-simulator results
then allows the analysis of both hardware and software design
increments about those local conditions. This tool for the analysis
of flight simulation engineering requirements (as well as simulator
constraints on pilot/vehicle performance) should prove extremely
useful in further applications.
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TABLE I.- PARAMETERS OF SUM OF SINES

Frequencies Rclative Amplitudes
(rad/sec) (Without Scale Factor of 6.1 m)

0.245 1.150

0.54o 0.747

0.933 0.319

1.424 0.121

2.013 0.511

2.896 0.022

4.074 0.009

5.547 0.004

8.001 0.002

10.946 0.001

16.248 0.0003

22.040 0.0001

32.094 0.00006
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Figure 3.- Single axis compensatory tracking task.
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F'igure 7.- RMS track error for best vs. worst case.
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ABSTRACT

An experimental and analytical study was performed to explore 1
the effects of simulator delays on system performance and operator
response behavior during various stages of training on a roll-axis
tracking task. Five groups of subjects naive with regard to this
task participated. One group trained initially with visual cues
onlyl another group trained with combined, synchronous visual and i
motion cues; and the remaining groups trained with motion cues
delayed with respect to visual cues by amounts of 80, 200 and 300 I
meec. After initial training, all but the second group were given
additional training with synchronous visual and motion cues.

Initial training with motion cues delayed by 80 and 200 msec
enhanced learning of the transfer task, as compared to initial
training with no motion and with motion delayed by 300 msec.
Learning was accompanied by an increase in human operator gain, a
decrease in high-frequency phase lag, and a decrease in operator
remnant. Analysis with the optimal-control pilot/vehicle model
reflected these trends as decreases in time delay, motor time
constant, and observation noise/signal ratio.

INTRODUCTI ON

As part of a long-term study of the effects of motion cues on
manual tracking perforr,-nce, an experimental and analytical study
was performed to explore the effrocts of simulator delays on system
performance and operator response behavior during various stages of
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training. This study had two major goals: (1) to see how human
operators utilize delayed motion cues while learning a control
task, and (2) to see how initial training in a task in which motion
cues were either non-existent or delayed relative to visual cues
would carry over to a situation in which motion cues were
synchronous with visual cues.

This paper summarizes the results of the data analysis
performed to date. Because only a small subset of the experimental
data has been fully analyzed as of the writing of this paper, the
results presented herein must be considered tentative, especially
with regard to frequency-response and model analysis of performance
in early training phases.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

The experimental task consisted of maintaining a simulated
fighter-like aircraft wings level in the presence of random
turbulence. Five groups of subjects naive with respect to this
task participated. One group trained initially with visual cues
only; another group trained with combined, synchronized visual and
motion cues; and the remaining groups trained with motion cues
delayed with respect to visual cues. All groups were trained to
apparent asymptotic mean-squared error performance in their initial
tasks. After initial training, all but the second group trained to
asymptotic performance with synchronous visual and motion cues.

Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is diagrammed in Figure 1. The subject
viewed a display of simulated roll angle, which served as the
tracking error, and, by means of a side-mounted control stick,
attempted to minimize this error.

Motion cues were provided to the test subjects by the Roll
Axis Tracking Simulator (RATS) located at the Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory. The simulator consisted of a single-seat
cockpit with a television monitor display and a hand-operated force .
stick located on the right side. External visual cues were
eliminated by a shroud around the cockpit. The axis of rolling
rotatio', was through the human operator's head. The rotating
simulator dynamics were identified and simulated on a hybrid
computer.

The visual tracking loop containad an analog simulation of
vehicle dynamics that included (1) a representation of roll-axis
response characteristics of a high-performance fighter aircraft,
(2) simulation of the identified dynamics of the rotating
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Figure 1. Diagram of the Tracking Task

simulator, and (3) a cumulative transport delay of about 61 msec
arising from anti-aliasing filters, processing delays, and delays
associated with display generation.

When the tracking task involved combined visual and motion
cues, simulator movement was delayed via a digital delay algorithm
to provide motion cues that were either synchronous with visual
cues (time delay - 0) or were delayed relative to visual cues by
amounts of up to 300 msec. The dynamical response properties of
the moving-base simulator wEre augmented with analog dynamics so
that when the time delay shown in Figure I was set to zero, the
motion of the simulator occurred with the same delay and response
characteristics as the visual display.

Tracking Display

The negative of the simulated roll angle was displayed as an
error to the human operator on a 9-inch diagonal television
monitor. The inside-out display consisted of a 1.25 inch long
rotating line whose center was superimposed upon a stationary
horizontal line. A 0.22 inch perpendicular line at the center of
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the rotating line provided upright orientation. The display was
centered in azimuth a distance of 26 inches from the subject's
eyes. Subjects' sitting heights were such that the display was
within 10 degrees of eye level for each subject.

Tracking Task Parameters

The dynamics of the rotating simulator were identified as a
low-pass filter having a single root at 19 rad/sec. A second low-
pass filter having a single pole at 5 rad/sec was added to these
dynamics to approximate aircraft dynamics. With the force stick
gain adjusted to produce a steady state roll rate of 14 deg/sac for
one pound of force at middle finger height, the contro2 led dynamics
were:

14 5 19

where $(s) is roll angle in degrees and U(s) is control force in
pounds.

The disturbance input was constructed from 13 sinusoids whose

amplitudes were selected to simulate a random noise process having
a power spectral density of the form

(J+ 2 (2)

Input amplitude was adjusted to provide an rms disturbance input of
14 deg/sec reflected to the display. In order to prevent subjects
from learning the input waveform during the experiments, a random
number generator was used to vary phase relationships among
component sinusoids from one experimental trial to the next.

Experimental Procedures

Test subjects, all college students, were randomly divided
into five groups of four to five subjects each. All subjects were
right-handed, in apparently good physical condition, and had no
prior tracking experience of the type experienced in this
experiment. Five experimental conditions were investigated:
(1) visual cues only ("static" tracking) , (2) combined synchronous
visual and motion cues ("synchronous motion" or "zero delay") , (3)
combined visual and motion cues with motion delayed 80 msec with
respect to visual cues ("80 msec" condition), (4) motion cues
delayed by 200 msec, and (5) motion cues delayed by 300 msec. In
all cases, an additional delay of about 61 meec was imposed on both
visual and motion cues because of irreducible delays inherent in
the simulation procedure. I
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In order to establish basic capability as a controller, each
subject performed two trials of a simulated pitch tracking task
using simulated dynamics different from those employed in the
subsequent roll-axis task. Each of the five subject groups was
then given Initial training on one of the five experimental
conditions. Training on these tasks continued until asymptotic
levels of mean-squared error had been reached. At this point,
subjects in the static, 80 mecc, 200 muec, and 300 maec groups were
transitloned to the synchronous motion case and trained to apparent
asymptote on this task.

Each subject completed one session of four experimental trials
per day. Each experimental trial lasted 165 seconds. Since
learning data were desired, subjects were initially given only the
briefest possible familiarization with the simulation; time
histories for all subsequent pre- and post-transition experimental
trials were recorded for analysis and modeling.

S.Jbjects were instructed to minimize mean-squared error and
were shown their error score at the end of each trial. Subjects
were made aware of their previous scores as well as those of other
subjects in the same group to provide motivation. Between-group
performance was kept secret from each group.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Learning Trends

Pre- and post-transition learning trends for the various
subject groups are revealed by changes in mean squared error
performance with training as shown in Figure 2.

To obtain the data points shown in this figure, within-subject
averages were obtained across the four error scores yielded by each
subject in a given session. Across-subject averages were then
obtained for all subjects in a given group. To facilitate
graphical presentation, average scores -- connected by straight
lines -- are shown for every other session prior to transition.

As expected, the introduction of simulator delay degraded
asymptotic mean-squared error performa 9 ce on the initial task.
Error scores ranged from about 7.5 deg for synchronous motion to
about 10 eeg2 for the 300 maec delay. An MS error score of about
33 deg was obtained by the static group. Thus, motion cues with
delays of up to 200 maec benefited asymptotic performance. That
is, scores obtained under these conditions were smaller than those
achieved by the static group. Motion cues delayed by 300 msec were
clearly of no benefit and may have caused the error scores to be
larger than they would have been if the subjects had tracked fixed
base.
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Figure 2. Learning CurvesAverage of 4-5 subjects, 4 trials/subj ect.

Application of the Mann-Whitney non-parametric test for
statistical significance rl) revealed significance levels of 0.05
or less for ordered groups of subjects tracking with combined
visual and motion cues. That is, the average MS error achieved by
the 80 msec group was significantly greater than that obtained by
the zero delay group; the 200 msec group had a significantly higherscore than the 80 msec group, etc. By this measure, asymptotic
error scores of the static group were significantly greater than
scores yielded by the zero delay and 80 msec subject groups.
Because of subject-to-subject variability, no statistical
significance could be associated with the difference between static
performance and either 200 msec or 300 msec performance.

A considerable spread is shown in Figure 2 for average MS
tracking error in the first session following transition to the
zero-delay motion task. Initial post-transition scporem ranged from
about 7 for the 8-msec delay task to about 19 deg 'for the static
and 300-msec delay cases. The Mann-Whitney test revealed
statistical significance at the 0.05 level or less between the 80-
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msec, 200-msec, and static conditions. Although Figure 2 shows
asymptotic post-transition scores for the 200- and 300-msec cases
to be higher than for the static and 80-msec conditions, these
differences were not found to be statistically significant.

In order to facilitate comparison of learning rates among the
subject groups, learning curves were approximated by an
exponential-decay model of the following forms

x- xa + (I-F)n (xo-Xa) (3)th
where xn is the error score after completion of the n training
session, xa is the asymptotic MS error, x is the (theoretical)
initial error score before completion of •he first training
session, and F is the "learning rate", defined as the fraction by
which the difference between current error and asymptotic error is
reduced from session to session. Thus, if asymptotic error were
reached in a single session, F would be unity; if each tracking
session reduced tracking error by 30% of the total reduction
possible, F would be 0.3; etc.

Model parameters xa, xo, and F were found by minimizing the
following loss functions

14(4

where N is the number of traini g sessions considered, mi is the
error score predicted for the i•' training session by the above
model, di is the corresponding "data" (MS error averaged over a
subject group), and ar is the standard deviation of the subject
means within the group." Eight training sessions were considered in

computing model parameter values.

The "matching error" E indicates the average number of
standard deviations by which model predictions differ from
experimental subject means. Note that the "initial" and
"asymptotic" error x and x are theoretical quantities and are not
necessarily identifeed witA specific individual measurements.
Values for the parameters of the exponential learning model are
given in Table 1 for each subject group in pre- and post-transition
training.

Although no monotonic relation between motion-cue delay and
learning rates was found, Table 1 does show some consistent trends.
Specifically, subjects trained initially with the 300-msec motion
delay showed collectively the lowest learning rates both before and
after transition to the synchronous motion condition. The subject
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TABLE 1
PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE EXPONENTIAL LEARNING MODEL

CONDITION ASYMPTOTIC INITIAL LEARNING MATCHING

MS ERROR MS ERROR RATE ERROR

A) Pre-Transition

No Delay 7.2 37. .36 .26

80 Mese 13. 64. .25 .34

200 Msec 32. 181. .36 .32

300 Misc 37. 97. .18 .34

Static 35. 104. .27 .30

B) Post-Transition

80 Msec 5.7 9.8 .63 .29

200 Misc 7.0 27. .81 .37

300 Mese 8.2 24. .37 .13

Static 6.5 33. .52 .08

populations trained with delays of 200 msec or less tended to reach
asymptotic performance as fast or faster than. those trained with no
motion cues. Thus, initial training with delayed motion cues
appeared to enhance the rate of learning of both pre- and post-
transition tasks when delayed by 200 msec or less and to Impede
learning when delayed by 300 mrec.

The "learning rates" given in Table 1 provide comparisons of
the rates at which subjects reached asymptotic performance on the
various task configurations. A more relevant indicator of training
effectiveness is perhaps given by initial performance followingtransition, as one is typically Interested in how well the traineehas learned to fly the airplane (represented by the zero-delay
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condition) - not how well he has learned to fly the simulator
(represented by the remaining conditions).

Figure 2 shows that initial post-transition MS error scores
were substantially lower for the 80- and 200-meec conditions,
relative to the 300-maec and static conditionsa as noted above,
these differences were statistically significant. Thus, in terms
of providing training relevant to the post-transfer task, motion
simulation with delays of 200 maec or less would appear to enhance
learning, compared to static simulation, for the particular
tracking task employed in this study.

Frequency Response and Model Analysis

Figure 3 shows the effects of training on frequency-response
measures for a single subject in the pre-transition static
condition. Response variables are the amplitude ratio and phase
shift components of the operator's describing function, and the
remnant-related control spectrum (i.e., the portion of the
operator's control response that is not linearly correlated with
the external forcing function.)* Measures are shown for early and
late training.

Training influenced all three frequency-response measures.
The operator substantially increased her control gain during the
course of training and generated less phase lag at the highest
frequency at which reliable measurements could be obtained.** The
remnant spectrum was also effected by training: low-frequency
remnant decreased and high-frequency remnant increased, as did the
frequency at which remnant power was maximal. Measurements
obtained at an intermediate level of training (not shown in
Figure 3) revealed a consistent trend.

Figures 4 and 5 show that training had similar qualitative
effects on amplitude ratio and phase shift for the same subject's
post-transition exposure and another subject's initial exposure to
the zero-delay motion condition. Effects on remnant control power

* In all figures showing frequency response, 0 eB amplitude ratio
indicates 1 pound control force per degree roll angle, and 0 dB
control power indicates 1 pound2 control power per rad/sec.

** Estimates of amplitude ratio and phase shift were considered
reliable only if input-correlated control power was at least 6 dB
groater than remnant-related power at neighboring frequencies.
These measurements were not plotted at frequencies for which this
criterion was not met. Estimates of remnant-related power were
plotted over the entire range of 0.2 to 11 rad/sec.
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Figure 3. Effects of Training on Pro-Transition Frequency
Response, Subject CP, Static
Average of 4 trials.

differed from those shown for initial static training in that
training with synchronous motion resulted in an overall reduction
in remnant power.

Model analysis was performed on selected results with the
"optimal-control" model for pilot/vehicle systems. Values for
pilot-related model parameters were Identified from experimental
data as described in a companion paper (21. The reader is assumed
to have a working knowledge of this model.

Analysis was performed on data obtained from subjects trained
initially in the static and zero-delay motion tasks; parameter
values identified from these results are given in Table 2. Columns
labeled "early" refer to data obtained in the first two sessions of
the particular training condition, whereas "late" refers to
asymptotic tracking performance.
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Average of 4 trials.

Average pre-transition performance for static tracking early
In training was obtained by identifying parameters for each of four
subjects, then averaging the identified values across subjects
(column 1 of the table) . Averaging of the parameters, rather than
matching average response behavior, was deemed more appropriate for
these early results because of the potential for large individual
differences. Because asymptotic performance was less variable
across subjects, however, frequency-response measures obtbined late
in training were averaged across subjects and parameters were
identif ied from the averaged data (column 2) . Parameters were also
identified from data obtained from individual subjects for
synchronous motion tracking -- one subject transitioning from
initial static tracking, and one subject trained entirely with
synchronous motion.

Model parameters shown in Table 2 include time delayl motor
time constant (related inversely to response bandwidth), and
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TABLE 2

PILOT-RELATED OPTIMAL CONTROL MODEL PARAMETERS

Static Motion (3) Motion (3)
Model Parameter Pre-Tr nsition Post-Transition (No Transition)

Early(l) Late(2) Early Late Early Late

Time Delay .28 .19 .16 .15 .28 .19
(Second@)

Motor Time Con- .21 .13 .12 .09 .13 .08
stant (seconds)

Position Noise/ -7 -22 -21 -28 -17 -31
Signal Ratio (dB)

Rate Noise/ -14 -17 -19 -29 -17 -22
Signal Ratio (dB)

Acceleration --- --- -16 -17 19.5 -23
Noise/Signal
Ratio

(1) Average of parameters from 4 subjects

(2) Parameters for average response of 5 subjects

(3) Parameters for I subject

observation noise/signal ratios related to perception of error
displacement, error rate, and error acceleration. Motor noise
parameters were also Identified, but as tracking performance was

related only weakly to motor noise, these results are omitted from
the table and from the following discussion.

When tracking with visual cues only, the subject was assumed

to utilize only position and rate information; when tracking with

combined visual and motion cums, the subjects were assumed to

obtain and utilize displacement, rate, and acceleration
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information. Since only one observation noise variance can be
uniquely identified for a given perceptual variable, the
observation noise quantities shown in Table 2 reflect the combined
effects of visual and motion cue utilization.*

Pre-transition training by the static subject group was marked
by substantial reductions in time delay, motor time constant, and
noise/signal ratio associated with perception of error. Only a
modest decrease was observed for rate-related observation noise.
Asymptotic values for time delay and noise/signal ratios were on
the order of those observed in early laboratory studies with wide-
band tracking dynamicsa the average motor time constant, however,
was about 30% greater than found in these earlier studies.

Transition to zero-delay motion was accompanied by further
reductions in motor time constant and noise/signal ratios, 1ut no
further reduction in time delay. Asymptotic motor time constant
for this condition was consistent with earlier results, but
asymptotic noise/signal ratios for displacement and rate were close
to -30 db -- about 10 dB lower than levels previously identified
from tracking tasks involving stable plant dynamics.

Analysis of the data obtained ýrom one subject in the zero-
delay motion group also revealed substantial reductions in all
pilot-related model parameters (except for acceleration-related
noise/signal ratio, which was relatively low early In training).
Asymptotic values for time delay and motor time constant were
similar to those observed in previous studies, whereas noiso/signal
ratios were, on the average, lower than expected for a stable
tracking task.

In summary, the following trends are apparent from the data
analyzed so far:

1. Initial training on the static task was accompanied by
substantial reductions in time delay, motor time constant,
and observation noise related to perception of
displacement.

2. Additional training following transition to the task with
synchronized visual and motion cues allowed an immediate
drop in time delay, which remained stable with further
training, plus progressive decreases in motor time constant
and noise/signal ratio.'

* One could attempt to distunguish visual from, motion cue effects
by making certain constraining assumptions, such as assuming that
attention is shared between motion and visual cues according to
some model for attention-sharing [7]. However, no such attempt
was made here.
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3. Initial training with synchronous visual and motion cues
revealed progressive decreases in all pilot-related model
parameters.

Some of these trends confirmed prior expectations, while
others did not. Additional model analysis was undertaken to
explain these results, as described below.

Discussion of Results

It was anticipated that training would be accompanied by a
progressive increase in the operator's amplitude ratio, a decrease
in high-frequency phase lag, and a reduction in remnant. In
general, any reduction In what we consider to be basic information-
processing limitations (time delay, motor time constant,
noise/signal ratio) would be accompanied by these changes in
frequency response.

Although progressive reductions in all three parameters were
expected to some extent, the trends exhibited specifically by the
noise/signal ratio and motor time constant deviated from prior
expectations.

Let us first consider the observation noise/signal ratio.
This parameter provides the major source of "pilot remnant" in the
optimal-control pilot/vehicle model. Therefore, any type of pilot
activity that cannot be accounted for by a fixed linear response
strategy contributes to this noise parameter. Such activity may
include nonlinear behavior, injected noise, and variations of the
linear response strategy during the course of an experimental
trial.

We expected that the operator's attempt to discover the
appropriate response behavior would cause him, during the early
training phase, to vary his control strategy during the course of
individual experimental trials. Such behavior would be manifested
by large noise/slinal ratios. Moreover, we anticipated that
subjects would have difficulty utilizing velocity information early
in training and that observation noise associated with rate
perception would be especially large.

Trends shown in Table 2 for static tracking ire the opposite
of what was anticipated. Rate-related observation noise early in
training was within 3 da of that which matched asymptotic static
tracking, whereas a very large noise/signal ratio was initially
found for position-related noise.

One should perhaps exercise a good deal of caution, however,
when interpreting observation noise levels identified for untrained
subjects. While the relation between noise/signal ratios and cue
utilization appears to be justified for the highly-trained
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subject [3,4], other factors (such as non-optimal response
behavior) may influence these pilot-related model parameters early
in training.

The relatively low noise/signal ratios achieved after training
with combined, synchronous visual and motion cues were also
surprising, because (1) such low noise levels (on the order of
-26 dS) had been observed in earlier studies primarily when vehicle
dynamics were unstable (5,6], and (2) a previous experiment using a
similar tracking task yielded noise/signal ratios on the order of-20 dB r.7].

Sensitivity analysis provides at least a partial explanation
for the low noise/signal ratios. If we set other pilot parameters
equal to values appropriate to the asymptotic motion results,
reducing the noise/signal ratio from -20 to -26 dB reduces the
predicted mean-squared error to .37 of its value for the -20 dB
noice level. This sensitivity is on the order of that found in the
experiments with unstable dynamics. On the other hand, a similar
change in noise/signal ratio for the static case (where other
parameters are readjusted to provide the best match for that
condition) reduces the predicted error to P.57 of the initial
value. Thus, sonsitivity analysis provides a rationale for the
different asymptotic noise/signal ratios observed in this
experiment.

Differences in noise/signal ratios found in different motion-
base experiments may also be explained via sensitivity analysis.
In a recent experiment employing the same task dynamics and inputs,
subjects were trained to minimize a weighted sum of mean-squared
error and mean-squared plant acceleration, rather than simple mean-
squared error [7]. Reduction of noise/signal ratio from -20 to
-26 dB reduced the predicted total "cost" to .66 of its initial
value. Thus, the relatively lower sensitivity of performance to
observation noise may have failed to motivate the subjects in the
earlier experiment to lower their noise/signal ratios beyond the
-20 dB normally associated with laboratory tracking tasks.

Combined pilot/vehicle frequency response behavior for
selected subjects was analyzed to determine whether or not the
relatively large motor .time constants reflected attempts by the
subjects to adopt conservative response strategies that would
provide greater margins of system stability than that associated
with the predicted optimal response behavior. Specifically, gain
crossover frequencies and phase margins were derived from the
frequency response measurements, where "gain crossover" is the
frequency at which the combined pilot/vehicle system responds with
unity amplitude (i.e., 0 dB) , and "phase margin" is the phase shift
of the total system at gain crossover plus 180 degrees. Since, in
general, the system would be unstable if the phase shift were less
than -180 degrees at gain crossover, the phase margin may be
considered an indicator of relative system stability.
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Table 3 shows that phase margin was reduced considerably from
that obtained in early training to that achieved late in pre-
transition training. Asymptotic phase margins were about 25
degrees for static tracking and 21 degrees for the subject trained
with motion cues, whereas phase margins early in trainihg were over -
40 degrees. Thus, it appears that the subjects adopted large motor
time constants (i.e., reduced their response bandwidths) in early
training to achieve greater i-ystm stability, perhaps to compensate
for their lack of knowledge concerning vehicle response behavior.

TABLE 3
COMBINED PrLOT/VEHICLZ RESPONSE PARAMETERS

Phase Gain

Task Subject Margin Crossover
(degrees) (rad/sec)

Early Static CP 52 1. 1

Asymptotic Static CP 25 2.7

Asymptotic Static Average 26 3.0

Model Prediction, Static 25 3.5
Early Motion, Post-Transition CP 22 3.9 I
Asymptotic Motio4 Post-Transition CP 19 5.2

Early Motion, Pre-Transition DM 45 3.3

IAsymptotic Motion, Pre-Transition DM 21 5.1

The larger-than-expected motor tLme constant found for
asymptotic static tracking does not appear to have increased system
stability, however. The phase margin predicted by the model using
values for pilot parameters consistent with earlier results was
about 25 degrees for static tracking -- about the same as that
found experimentally. Predicted gain crossover frequency was
greater than experimental values, however (3.5 red/sec compared
with 3.0 for the average of five subjects and 2.7 for subject CP),
and predicted MS error was correspondingly lower than that found
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experimentally. It is therefore not clear what benefit was derivedby maintaining a motor time constant above the nominal 0.1 seconds.

The average asymptotic motor time constant of F.13 sec for
static tracking does not appear to reflect an inherent bandwidth
limitation of this particular subject group. For example, a
subject having a static motor time constant of 0.18 seconds
provided data that was matched with a time constant of 0.1 seconds
when she subsequently trained on the post-transition task.

Motor time constants greater than 0.1 seconds have been
observed in earlier experiments involving relatively low-bandwidth
plant dynamics (4,1]. Although plant bandwidth in this experiment
was not especially low, the bandwidth limitations of the simulator
(a single pole at 19 rad/sec) plus the simulation delay of about 60
msec, when combined with the basic plant dynamics, served to induce
larger high-frequency phase lags than have been found in many of
the early experimental studies with simple tracking dynamics. When
viewed in this context, the experimental results are not
inconsistent with previous findings.

The apparent decrease in pilot response bandwidth with low
system bandwidth (or large system phase lag) remains to be
explained. As we have just shown, model analysis does not support
the hypothesis that such behavior represents an optimal strategy,
since superior performance could be presumably achieved if the
subject were to operate at higher bandwidths.

The inability of the subject to develop an adequate internal
model of the task environment in certain situations may be in part
responsible for increased motor time constant. That is, increasing
the time constant may, in fact, represent an optimal strategy on
the part of the subject when forced to respond in situations of
signifiant uncertainty. Alternatively, the control system may not
provide lenough information for the subject to generate a high
response bandwidth.

SUMMARY

Analysis completed to date yields the following tentative
conclusionst

1 . For the specific tracking task explored in this study,
asymptotic pro-transition tracking performance was influenced
by simulator delays. Mean-squared error significantly
increased for increasing delay. Delays of 200 msec or less led
to lower scores than did static (fixed-base) trackingj whereas
scores obtained with motion cues delayed by 300 meec were, on
the average, greater than static scores.
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2. initial training with motion cuess delayed by 80 and 200 msec
enhanced learning of the transfer task, as compared with
initial training with no motion or with motion delayed by 300msec.

3. Pre- and post-transition learning was accompanied by increasing
operator amplitude ratio and decreasing phase lagi post-
transition learning was also accompanied by decreasing remnant.

4. The following effects of training on identified pilot-related
model parameters were observed:

a. Initial training on the static task was accompanied by
substantial reductions In time delay, motor time constant,
and observation noise/signal ratio.

b. Additional training following transition to the task with
synchronized visual and motion cues allowed an immediate
drop in time delay, which remained stable with further
training, plus progressive decreases in motor time constant
and noise/signal ratios.

c. initial training with synchronous visual and motion cues
was accompanied by progressive decreases in all pilot-
related model parameters.

5. The motor time constant found for asymptotic static tracking
* was greater than generally found in the past for simple

tracking dynamics, whereas the noise/signal ratio for
asymptotic zero-delay motion tracking was lower than found in
recent studies of motion cues.

6. Differences in noise/signal levels found in this and prior
studies can be explained on the basis of differential
sensitivity of system performance to noise/signal ratio.

7. The cause for the elevated motor time constant is not clear.
Further study Is suggested to explore the hypothesis that
larger motor time constants, especially early in training, are
related to uncertainties on the part of the human operator.

As of the date of this paper, model analysis of the 80-, 200-
and 300-msec results has not yet been performed. Analysis of the
data obtained in this study is expected to continue under a current
study for the Air Force.*

S* AFO§ Contract No. F49620-78-C-03 ,
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A PERFORMANCE ANALYZER FOR IDENTIFYING
CHANGES IN HUMAN OPERATOR TRACKING STRATEGIES

Greg L. Zaoharias and William H. Levison 2

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
50 Moulton Street

Cambridge, MA

ABSTRACT

A study was undertaken to develop, implement, and validate a compensatory
tracking task for use in assessing visual countermeasures. The human operator
optimal control model was used to design the task, and a minicomputer-based
system was developed for implementation &A:id experimental validation. Two
simulated stressors were studied, and it was shown how data trends could be used
to identify particular stressor effeots. Quantitative model analysis provided
an efficient means of oompressing the tracking data and of identifying stressor
effeots on the operator's information processing capabilities,

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizes the results of a tracking task development effort
oonduoted by Bolt Beranek and Newman Ino. (SON) for the Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory (ANRL/AZA); detailed study results are documented by
Zacharias and Levison (1978). :4

The objeotive of the study was to develop, implement, and validate a
compensatory tracking task having a wide applicability and sensitivity to a
number of operator stressors present in the operator's environment. The task
was to be designed for use with the type of stressors expected to be utilized in
a program investigating the effects of visual oountermeasures, thus serving as a
preliminary screening task for countermeasures assessment. Task development was
to be based on current human operator modelling theory, to allow for the
isolation of the essential elements of operator performance characterizing
tracking under stressed conditions.

Our tracking task development effort had two specific objectives. First,
we wished to design a task in which operator performance was a sensitive
function of the stress imposed on the operator. Second, we wished to define a
set of performance metrios which would provide us the capability for
differentiating among qualitatively different stressors. These objectives thus
required a task having not only general sensitivity to imposed stressors, but a
differential sensitivity to different types of stressors.

At the outset, we recognised that task sensitivity is a strong function of

the difficulty level associated with the task dynamics. It the dynamics are
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particularly easy to control, then performance tends to be an insensitive
function of task stress; conversely, dynaml.cs which are controlled only with
great difficulty are associated with performanoe changes which are highly
sensitive to task stress.

A particular example which demonstrates this is the study of hypoxia on
tracking, conducted by Replogle et at (1970). Subjects were required to control
two sets of dynamions one a third-order plant typical of aircraft pitch
dynamics, and the other a time-varying first-order instability. The results
showed that hypoxia produced a significant performance degradation in the more
difficult unstable trackirng task. but had no measurable effect in the less
difficult pitoh-traoking task.

The implication is that the task dynamics should be chosen to make the task
fairly difficult, it stress effects are to show up. The first-order unstable
dynamics of the "critical tracking task," developed and described by Jex et al
(1966), and used by Replogle et al (1970), provide this required potential for
task difficulty and performance sensitivity.

A drawback of the critical task, however, is the fact that only a single
measurement is produced: the maximum value of the unstable plant pole
controllable by the subject. Changes in this value, or its inverse, the
operator's effective time delay ('3x et al (1966)), might be simply correlated
with changes in operator strdes, but such changes would not serve as the basis
for identifying agag= streseor effects. This is because of the fact that A"Y
stressor which served to jegrade the operator's Information processing ability
(such as his perceptual threshold), would be interpreted as an increase in
operator time delay. Thus, although the critical task provides the required
sensitivity, it does not provide the capability for differentiating among
qualitatively different stressors.

This defioiency can be remedied, however, by utilizing unstable dynamics
with a •JA.J instability, in conjunction with an input disturbance signal which
acts to contiauously disturb the system. This "suboritical tracking task" (Jex
et a1 (1966)), allows for an efficient steady-state analysis of operator
performance, with an abundance of performance metrics, which provide the
potential for differential sensitivity to different stressors. We thus centered
our attention on the suboritioal task; the next seoticn discusses our efforts in
this area.

2. TRACKING TASK DESIGN

Design of the tracking task was conducted by simulating tracking
performance under a variety of conditions, using the optimal control model (OCH)
of the human operator (see Kleinman et al (1970) for a description of the
model). This allowed us to rapidly evaluate different task designs, and examine
specific task sensitivity to a number of simulated streamers.
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Model treatment of stressor effects was predicated on the notion that a
stressor serves to degrade the operator's basic information prooessing
capabilities, and that a partioular stressor acts on specific capabilities,
depending on the nature of the streusor. Zn tools of the OCM, a stressor would
affect the parameters associated with information-prooeusing abilityi the
observation noise/signal ratio, time delay, motor time constant, *to. Further,
the effect of a speoiflo stressor (such as target camouflage), would be
reflected as a change in a specific model parameter (such as observation noise),
allowing for a direot categorization of stressors in terms of their effects on
specific model parameters associated with information processing.

The basic tracking task we chose to simulate is shown, in Figure 1. This
compensatory single-axis task utilizes the fixed first-order unstable dynamics
of the suboriti•al task, in conjunction with an input disturbance having a
first-order power sapetral density function, and an RMS value of unity.

0 +* I DIOPLAY HMN $TICKP
OPERAT R SIKP5

iIi
S~ii

Figure It Tracking Task Block Diagram

Our initial design objective was to specify values for the plant pole X and I i
noise break frequency a. In our simulations, the human operator was replaced by
the OCM, and varying streas levels were simulated by varying the model's
observation noise/signal ratio. All other model parameters were fixed at
"nominal" values consistent with levels associated with previous research: time
delay a 200 mise, motor time constant a 100 muse, and motor noise/signal ratio
negligibly small. By varying the observation noise about a nominal -23 dB
value, we were then able to generate sensitivity ourves relating tracking error
to observation noise, for a specific task parameter set (X,a). Several of these
simulations (described by Zacharias and Levison (1978)) led us to the conclusion
that a moderate instability (X n 2 rad/sec) combined with a low bandwidth noise
(a • 0.5 rad/sec) provided the best oompromise between stressor insensitivity
and task unoontrollability.
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With these task parameter values set, we then proceeded to investigate
sensitivity of other task metrios to other model parameter variations.
Performance sensitivity to four parameters was explored: time delay, motor time
constant, observation noise/signal ratio, and motor noise/signal ratio. The
operator was assumed to use both position and rate information, and separate
observation noise processes ("position noise" and "rate noise") were associated
with these quantities. The corresponding noise/signal ratios were varied
jointly to simulate a change in the overall observation noise ratio, and varied
individually to represent selective decrements in the ability to obtain and use
these informational quantities.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of both tracking error and stick rate
variance on ohanges in the various model parameterd. In each plot, the
left-most arrow indicates the assumed nominal value for that partioular
parameter; the next arrow indicates the parameter value associated with a
doubling of the nominal soore; the right-most arrow indicates a quintupling
value. These plots show that, for example, a change in observation noise from
-23 dB to -20 dB cannot be differentiated from a change in time delay from 0.2
sec to 0.27 sec when only tracking error is measured, since both parameter
changes result in an identical doubling of the score.

At least one of the parameters, however, can be differentiated from the
others by considering measures othe than tracking score. Figure 2 shows that
all of the stick rate scores increase with increasing tracking errors except in
the case of the motor time constant. Here stick rate actually decreases,
reflecting the lower bandwidth of the human operator. Thus, confronted with a
measured increase in tracking moore, an experimenter could decide whether or
note there has been a change in the motor time constant by simply examining the
associated change in the stick rate scors.

If it were determined that a change in the motor time constant were =t
reaponsible for the tracking error increase, then the experimenter would be
faced with differentiating among the remaining parameters. Figure 3 shows the
dependence of the normalimed remnant spectrum, obtained by reflecting the
stochastic portion of the operator's control response to an equivalent
perceptual disturbance on error rate, normalized with respect to mean-squared
error rate (Levison et al (1969)). Remnant curves are parameterized against
those model parameter values associated with the nominal case and with the
doubled and quintupled error scores of Figure 2.

A change in each of the model parameters results in a distinctive change in
the remnant spectrum. An increase in overall observation noise results in an
increase in the remnant level at all frequencies. On the other hand, an
increase in position noise seleotively increases low-frequenoy remnant, whereas
an increase in rate noise selectively increases remnant at high frequencies. An
increase in motor noise also increases high-frequency remnant, but in a
different fashion. An increase in time delay results in little remnant change.
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Figure 2. Tracking pSor* and Stick Rate Sensitivity.

Thus, changes in remnant behavioro in oonjunotion with relative changes in error
and atick rate sdores, could allow one to identity the information-prooeasing
parameter responsible for the change in tracking performance.

A partial oroass-hock can be provided by examining changes in the
operator's describing function, shown in Figure 4. Changes in position noise
have little effect here, and thus the describing function behavior oould serve
to isolate the position noise parameter tram the others. In addition, an
increase in the time delay results in a distinctive change in the resonance peak
(with respect to both position and sharpness) and in the behavior near
resonance; these oharacteristics could serve to distinguish a change in time
delay from changes in the motor time constant and noise parameters.

Theme results demonstrate that a change in a single Information-proocesing
model parameter results in a constellation of changes in the several performance
metrics considered. It a stressor serves to directly attect an operator's
information processing oapabilities, then the distinctive differences
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Figure 3. Normalised Remnant Sensitivi'ty

demonstrated here oould serve as a basis for identifying the nature of the
stressor, in terms of it@ impact on a speoific information processing
capability,. The task of Figure 1 was chosen as the basic design for our
experimental validation effort.

3. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

There were three objectives to our experimental studyt a) determine the
amount of£ training needed to ensure consistent operator tracking performance on
the chosen task; b) validate the sensitivity of the task to a change in the
operator environment; and a) validate the differential sensitivity of the task
and its utility in isolating different stressor effects.
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grasping, subjects used a combination of finger ond thumb grips for manipulating
the stick. Stick stiffness was such that one pound of force applied to the top
end of the stick resulted in approximately 1 mm of lateral stick displacement.
Stick gain was chosen so that 1 pound of force resulted in a 5 am plant command,
a level which provided adequate controllability without being overly sensitive.

The input disturbance signal was constructed from 13 sinusoids. Their
amplitudes were selected so that the input signal power spectral density (PSD)
approximated the continuous PSD function given in Figure 1; the break frequency
was set at 0.5 rad/sec. rMS input signal level was set at 1 am.

To prevent subjects from learning the input waveform during the course of
the experiment, a random number generator was used to vary the phase
relationships of ohe input signal sinusoids from one tracking run to the next.
The input was thus "random-appearing" to the subjects.

The plant dynamics consisted of the first-order instability of Figure 1,
cascaded with a simple dead-time associated with the digital implementation of
the tracking loop (see below). Plant gain was set at unity, and the instability
pole was set to 2 rad/seo. The dead-time was calculated from an input-output
system measurement, and found to be 32 mese.

The tracking loop was implemented on a digital computer, with the display
and stick providing the analog interfaoes to the human operator. The
programmable digital system, developed specifically for human operator tracking
experiments, is described in detail by Zacharias and Levison (1978). In brief,
the system provides the investigator with a simplified means of defining the
desired tracking task, automated calibration of the interface hardware,
real-time control of the tracking experiment, storage of the tracking time
histories, and post-experimental analysis of tracking performance.

To investigate the sensitivity of the tracking task to changes in the task
environment, two simulated stressors were used in the experiment. One, the
"diffused" condition, simulated "visual noise" imposed on the tracking display,
and consisted of a diffused display error bar. fy inserting a translucent sheet
between the display grid lines and the face of the display, the vertical bar
could be diffused over a width of approximately one cm, without affecting the
display reference provided by the grid lines. The second, the "delayed"
condition, simulated a stressor which acts to increase the operator's central
processing time (e.g., via confusion, ambiguity, etc.), and was implemented by
adding a time delay to the plant dynamics. A specific delay value of 40 meaec
was chosen, and was oasoaded with the system's 32 mseo dead-time mentioned
above.

i
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3.2 Expoirimental Protocol

Six male olleg students between the ages of 18 and 29 years of age were
used as subjects. All were right-handed and had normal visual acuity, although
some wore corrective lenses.

A tracking run lasted for 185 seconds. Three such tracking runs, 1
interspersed with one minute rest intervals, comprised a blook of runs, Four
such blocks, interspersed with 15-minute rest intervals outside of the subject
room, comprised a normal day's traoking session for each subject. The overall
experiment was conducted over a month's time. F

The experiment was conducted in three phases, consisting of an initial
training phase, an intermediate training phase on the stressed conditionsp and a
control phase on the three experimental conditions.

Initial Training Phase

Each subject was instructed as to the task dynamics involved, and the
objective of minimizing tracking score. The subject was then allowed an initial
practice seesion to gain familiarity with the task dynamics and the input
signal characteristics.

Tracking score was reported to the subject at the end of each run, and the
subject was encouraged to modify his hand grip, gaze, and tracking strategy in
any manner he felt which would help minimize his tracking score. Each subject
was also allowed to view a plot of his run-to-run soore history, to assess his
progress in learning the task. To maintain motivation, sibjeots were also madeaware of each other's scores.

Because of early system implementation difficulties, the phases of the
input signal sinusoids were not varied from run-to-run during initial training.
Thus, the same input signal was used for all tracking runs, and the subjects hnd
the opportunity of "learning" the input.

Intermediate Training Phase

•coh subject participated tn a second trainint phase, and trained under the
three conditions which wir*ato be used in the followpns control phase. One of
the conditions ("nominal") was the same as that used during initial training,
except that the input signal was randomized from run-to-run, to eliminate
possible input signal "learning" effects. The other two conditions, "diffused"
and "delayed," also incorporated input signal randomization.

Each subject participated in three training sessions, with each day's
session devoted exclusively to one of the three conditions. A balanced design
across subjects was chosen to compensate for possible sequential learning
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effects. Each session consisted of four three-run blooks, to yield 12 training

runs per condition per subject.

Control Phase 14

Bach subject participated in the third (.oontrol) phase of the experiment,
directed at comparing tracking performance under the three conditions. The
tracking task and the three conditions were identical to those used in the
previous training phase, and only the order of presentation and number of
replications were different. This control phase was completed in a sngle
session of four three-run blocks, with each condition presented once per block.
A balanced design was chosen to minimize possible within and between block
ordering effects, and yielded four replications per subject per condition.

3.3 Data P--assain

The primary data obtained from the tracking runs consisted of tracking
scores (errors, stick, and stick rate)p describing functions (gain and phase),
and normalized remnant.

Tracking scores were calculated for each individual run, and consisted of
the variance of the display error, stick, and stick rate. The latter two scores
were obtained in units of equivalent plant command (am and om/sea), by
multiplying the recorded stick signal (in units of lbf) by the stick gain
(om/lbf). Since the stick rate signal was not saved during a tracking run, it
was computed from the stick history, using a frequency domain differentiation
technique (see Zacharias and Levison (1978) for details).

Describing functions were calculated for each control phase run. Gain and
phase values were calculated at each frequency contained in the input
disturbance, by dividing the Fourier transform of the stick signal by the
transform of the display error. Since the digital implementation introduced a
32 mesc phase shift in the measurements, all human operator describing functions
were corrected for this shift.

Phase measurements associated with the time delay ease were also adjusted
by the addition of a 40 mseo lag, corresponding to the 40 msaeo dead-time present
in the plant dynamics used in this case. In this way the time delay was
associated with the human operator rather than the plant dynamics, so that the
delayed condition simulated the effect of any streasor serving to increase the
operator's processing time by 40 mesc.

Estimates of normalized remnant were obtained by partitioning the
equivalent stick spectrum into input-correlated and remnant-related components,
and, at each input disturbarce frequency, calculating the equivalent remnant I
power referred to display error rate, and normalizing by the variance of the
display error rate. The mathematical details are discussed in Levison et al
(1969).
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The input-correlated and remnant-related components of the stick spectrum
were also used to calculate the correlated-to-remnant power ratio (C/R) at each
input disturbance frequency. It a C/R ratio was found to be less than 6 dB
(indicating that more than 20% of the response power at that frequency was
unoorrelated with the input) the corresponding describing function gain and
phase values were excluded from the data base.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Reaulta of .n.t.al Training Phase

Each subject successfully completed 48 training runs. Because of initial
difficulty with the task, subjects occasionally tracked at an input disturbance
RKS level of 0.5 om, rather than the nominal 1.0 am. To provide a fair base of
comparison with scores obtained under nominal conditions, scores obtained with a
0.5 cm RMS input were doubled under the asaUmptJon of approximate operator
linearity. A total of 24 such run scores were adjusted, out of a total number

of 288 runs completed by the six-subject population.

Figure 5 shows tracking score dependence on run number, averaged across the

six subjects. Population means and standard deviations are indicated by the
dots and bars, respectively. Although 48 runs per subject were conducted, the
figure shows a substantial reduction in tracking score by about he 15th trial;
by the 30th trial, tracking score was within 205 for the scores obtained at the
end of training.

4.2 Results of Intermadiats TraininE Phanc

Each subject completed 36 intermediate training runs, 12 on each condition.
It was anticipated that training times under all three conditions would be
considerably shorter than that seen during initial training. This in confirmed
by the tracking score histories shown in Figure 6. The nominal training data
@show no evidence of a "learning" curve, and the diffused and delayed conditions
show a relatively short learning period, on the order of 5 runs.

4.3 Results of Control Phase

Each subject completed 12 control runs, four on each condition. Tracking
scores and frequency domain measures were calculated for each tracking run, and
averaged across the four replications completed by each subject under each
condition. Means were then averaged across subjects, to obtain overall
statistical measures of performance with condition. To test for significant

W! differences between conditions, paired differences were formed from
corresponding subject means, and subjected to two-tailed t-tests.
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Figure 7 shows soore variations due to the differing task conditions.
Although the standard deviations are comparable across oonditions, the sBors
means show an increase of about 30% over nominal, when subjects track under the
diffused or delayed oonditions, similar trends are &sen with the stick and
stick rate scores, The table shows that tracking score is significantly
different across conditions, as is the stick score; the stick rate &core,
however indicates a significant difference only when nominal tracking in
compared with delayed tracking.

Figure 8 summarizes the frequency domain measures associated with the
nominal tracking condition; means and standard deviations for the six-subjeot
population are indicated by the error bars at each frequency. The gain data
show integrator-like response at low frequencies, and a resonance at
approximately 20 rad/sec. The across-subjeot variance in gain is least in the
midband, with larger deviations at both ends of the measurement speotrum. The
phase data show a nearly constant lag in the neighborhood of 40 deg, at the low-
and mid-frequenaies, and then drop off rapidly in the neighborhood of the
resonant frequency. Except for the three highest msouroment frequencies, the
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phase data are characterized by very small across-subject variances. The
normalized remnant data show a distinctive "washout" pattern over the
measurement frequenoies, with a break frequency of approximately 4 rad/sec.
Except at the lowest measurement frequencies, where there are fewer frequencies
over whioh to do remnant averaging, the data are characterized by very small
aoross-subjeot variances.

Similar trends with frequency were found for the data associated with the
diffused and delayed oonditions. Figures 9 and 10 provide a direct pairwise
comparison of the mean frequency response measures obtained under the three
different oonditions, along with the signifioanoe levels associated with the
differenoes. (Means having no associated signifioanoe symbol were found to be
not significantly different, at the 0.05 level.)

Figure 9 provides a comparison of nominal tracking with tracking under
diffused display conditions. At the low- and mid-frequenoies, operator gain is
significantly lower with the diffused display. In the neighborhood of 10
red/sec this gain differenoe becomes insignificantl at 16 rad/see, diffused
display conditions are oharsoterised by a higher gain, which appears to drop off
rapidly at higher frequenoies. These high-frequenoy lain trends are consistent
with a downward shift of the resonant frequency, when going from a nominal
display to the diffused display.

The phase data show no significant differences at the low- and
mid-frequencies, However, in the region from 8 to 20 rad/see, the diffused
display results in significantly greater phase lags. The lack of a significant
phase difference at the highest frequency is consistent with a "rejoinins" of
the two phase curves.

The remnant data show that although the differences are slight, all of the
remnant means are higher with the diffused display, and almost half of the
differences are significant. The trends seen are consistent with an overall
increase in the remnant level, over the entire spectrum.

Figure 10 provides a comparison of nominal tracking with tracking under
delayed conditions. The. low- and mid-frequency gains are significantly lower
with the time delay present. At 8 rad/sec the difference becomes insignificant,
and above that the delayed conditions are oharacterized by higher than nominal
gains. Again, the high-frequency gains trends are consistent with a drop in the
resonant froquenoy, when going from nominal tracking to delayed tracking.

The phase data show significant differences throughout the spectrum, except
at the very lowest frequency which has associated with it relatively large
variance measurements, and in the neighborhood of 5 to 8 rad/sec, Although not
apparent from the figure, the low-frequency lags are lose with the time delay
present, and thus lead the nominal data in this region. The high-frequency lags
are clearly greater with the delay present, and thus the phase relations are
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reversed from that seen at the low frequencies. The 5 to 8 rad/seo neighborhood
in which no signifioant differenoes are seen is the lead-lag transition region.

The remnant data show no obvious differences at the low- and
mid-frequenciesl at the high frequenojes, the delayed tracking condition is
charaoteriued by lower than nominal remnant levels. The fact that only two of
the means are (marginally) signifioantly different suggests that the time delay
has little effect on the measured remnant levels.

4.4 Dianuasion o? 3inurintnal Raulta

The initial training phase showed that the most significant reduction in
tracking score occurred within the first 15 trials, and that by the 30th trial,
soores were within 20% of their asymptotic levels. Across subject varianoe
showed a similar reduction with run number. This suggests that subjects can
learn the task relatively rapidly, and that consistent results can be obtained
and maintained with a relatively small subject population, and with a mall
Investment in training.

The intermediate training phase confirmed the asymptotic performance of the
subjects on the nominal task, and was charaoterimed by considerably shorter
training times on the two stressed traoking tasks. Asymptotic performance on
the two stressed conditions was reached in approximately five runs, suggesting
that once the nominal task is learned by the subjectes asymptotic performance
under off-nominal conditions can be attained relatively quickly.

The control phase showed that tracking error and stick displacement scores
were significantly higher under the two stressed conditions, with increments on
the order of 30% over nominal. Stick rate score differences were not
significantly different, except when oomparing nomnal with delayed trackling

Frequency response measures showed the same basic trends with frequency,

for all three tracking conditions. A comparison of the measured frequency
response given in Figures 9 and 10, with the model predictions of Figures 3 and
4, shows that the model predicts the basic trends with frequenoy, with a nominal
operator parameter set. Since the measured response under the stressed
conditions differs only slightly from that made under nominal conditions, the
implication is that the model parameter@ need only be changed slightly from
their nominal values, to account for the effects of either stressor.

Four basic features characterize the changes in the frequency response
measures when going from the nominal tracking condition to the diffused
condition (see Figure 9)t a) a lowering of the low- and mid-frequenoy gain; b)
a decrease in the resonant peak frequency; o) an increase in the high-frequency
phase lag; and d) an overall inorease in remnant level. A review of the model's
predicted frequency response, given in Figures 3 and 4, show that these changes
can be interpreted as simply an increase in the overall observation noise/signal
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ratio. Although variations in other parameters might acoount for the describing
function ohanges, none of them produce the observed overall increase in remnant
level. Thus, if one parameter were to be identitfed with the changes observed
with the diffused display condition, the best candidate would be the overall
observation noise/silnal ratio. The fact that an increase in this noise level
parameter can qualitatively account for the changes seen with diffused display
tracking is intuitively satisfying, sinoe one might very well expect a diffuse
display to introduce visual "noise" into the tracking loop.

Similar changes are seen when going from the nominal tracking oondition to
the delayed condition (Figure 10), with the exception that remnant level remains
effectively unchanged from its nominal level, For the delayed case, one can
thus eliminate from consideration an increase in the operator's observation
noise/signal ratio. The model's predicted frequency response (Figures 3 and 4)
instead argues for a change in the operator's time delay, the only parameter
which accounts for the observed describing function changes an the lack of
changes observed in remnant level. The fact that this parameter is effectivelyidentified from the measurements made under the delayed conditions further
serves to verity this comparative approach based on model predictions.

Although the discussion has been somewhat qualitative, one can conclude
that the tracking task is capable of differentiating between the effects of two
different stressors. The approach requires only a brief comparison of the
measured frequency response with the human operator model predictions, to
isolate the model parameter change most likely responsible for the measured
change under the stressed tracking condition. It is anticipated that such an
approach would be quite satisfactory for a screening evaluation of trackingstressors; however, it is the intent here to provide a more rigorous
justification for this approach, and the next section addresses the problem in a
more quantitative manner.

5. MODEL ANALYSIS

A detailed model analysis of the data was conducted using the optimal

control model (OCM) of the human operator. The primary objective was to express
stressor effects in terms of model parameter changes, so as to provide a
quantitative basis for the arguments made above. A secondary objective was to
demonstrate the model's utility in reducing the amount of data needed to
characterize tracking performance, by condensing a large-dimension data vector
to a small-dimension model parameter vector.

5.1 Analvst. Prnomdw.m

The method for identifying model parameters was similar to that used in
earlier study programs and described by Levison et al (1976). Parameter values
were sought which would match the various metrics of the model to the
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corresponding experimentally derived metrics: performance scores, describing
function gain and phase, and remnant level. The matching was accomplished by
minimizing a scalar cost function obtained by summing component matching errors,
where each oomponent was computed from the sum of the normalized squared
differences between model metric and experiment mean; normalization was
accomplished by dividing the difference by the associated experimental standard
deviation.

The model matching effort was conducted for each of the three data sets
obtained under the three conditions tested in the experimental control phase:
nominal, diffused, and delayed, No attempt was made to hold particular
parameter values constant across conditions; instead, a global search of model
parameter values was made for each data set, to arrive at three separate
parameter sets, one for each condition.

The optimal control human operator model used in this analysis is described
in detail by Levison et al (1976). As in the earlier task design phase, the
model was used in a simulation of the tracking task shown in Figure 1. The 32.
maeo dead-time associated with the digital implementation was simulated by
cascading a first-order Pade with the plant dynamics, as was the 40 mecc
additional dead-time associated with the time delayed condition,

5.2 Analvuis BeaultA

Table I presents the parameter values obtained from the model matching
effort, for the three experimental conditions. The last row of the table gives
the resulting normalized matching score and shows that the matching errors range
between 0.5 and 0.7 standard deviation.

An increase in time delay is one of the primary effects seen with either of
the two stressed conditions: the diffused display results in an 11% increase
over the nominal condition delay, and the time delay results in a 23% increase.

The observation noise/signal ratios show that a best fit is obtained when
rate information is considered to be a noisier variable than position
information, by a consistent 2 dB across conditions. More relevant to the
stressor identification problem, however, is the fact that the delay condition
is characterized by an observation noise/signal ratio identical to that obtained
under nominal conditions. In contrast, the diffused condition results in an
overall noise level I dB higher,

The parameters related to the "motor" functions of the operator model show
little or no change with experimental condition, as might be expected from the
nature of the stresaers. The pseudo motor noise parameter values shown indicate
that the delayed condition in beat characterized by a -28 dB level, rather than
the nominal -30 dB level. However, the model matching score is relatively
insensitive to a change in this parameter, since the 2 dB difference accounts
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Parameter Dimension Nominal Diffused Delayed

Time delay see 0.154 0,171 0.189

Observation noise

(position) dB -25.0 -24.0 -25.0

Observation noise

(rate) dB -23.0 -22.0 -23.0

Motor time constant see 0.080 0.080 0.080

Motor noise dB * * *

Pseudo motor noise dB -30 -30 -28

Matching score - 0.52 0.50 0,67

•neoligible

Table 1: Operator Model Parameters for Three

Experimental Conditions

for less than 2% of the matching error# Thus, the three conditions can be
reasonably matohed by an identioal -30 dB pseudo motor noise/signal ratio.

Although the matching scores of Table 1 give nome Indication of
"goodness-of-fit," a more graphic illustration is provided by a direct
comparison of model predictions with the experimental data. Figure 11 repeats
the performance scores of Figure 7; the superimposed open circles indicate the
model predictions obtained from the matching procedure Just described. All of
the trends with condition are closely followed, with small matching errors.

Figure 12 repeats the nominal condition frequency domain data presented
oearlier in Figure 81 the smooth curves indicate the model predictions obtained

from the matching effort. All of the frequency trends are closely followed in
this nominal case; similarly close matches were obtained with the diffused end
delayed data sets.
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Figure 11. Comparison of Model and Experimental
Performanoe Scores (model - open circles)

5.3 fImoummion o' Analysis Resuts

These results demonstrate that a considerable amount of data compression
oan be achieved by suitably adjusting the model parameters to fit the data.
Each data set consisted of 84 measurements (means and standard deviations of the
scores and frequency domain measurements); the matching procedure effectively
reduced these to 5 specified model parameters, and managed to fit the data
within approximately 0.5 standard deviations, on the average.

Of direct relevance to the stressor identification effort is the task's
demonstrated ability to provide the experimenter with a means of differentiating
between stressors.

Table I shows that the diffused display had two effects: a) a 1.0 dB

increase in the operator's overall noise/siSnal ratiol and b) a 17 maeo increase
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in his time delay. All other parameters were unchanged from the parameter set
associated with nominal tracking conditions. The implication is that the
diffused display not only added "visual" noise to the tracking loop, but also
was responsible for increasing the operator's time delay. The first offect is
consistent with the characteristics of the diffuser, and serves to validate the
utility of both the tracking task and the model analysis in identifying stressor
oharacteristios. The secoond effect was not expeoted, sinoe it was not
anticipated that additional processing time would be needed to process a "noisy"
display signal. The model analysis results, however, indicate that additional
processing time was indeed assooiated with the stressor, and that it is
inappropriate to assume a one-for-one oorrespondenoe between an apparent
stressor oharacteristic (e.g., "noiseness") and a change in a single human
operator model parameter (e.g., observation noise/signal ratio).

Table I also shows that the time delay had two effects on the
operator: a) a 35 millisoe increase in the operator's time delay; and b) a 2 dB
increase in his pseudo motor noise/signal ratio. All other parameters were
unchanged from the parameter set associated with nominal tracking conditions.
As noted earlier, the 2 dB noise increase is of questionable significance, since
it only contributes to 2% of the matching error. The 35 mseo increase in the
operator's time delay, however, is significant, and corresponds closely to the
40 mses delay added to the loop, a delay which effectively simulated the effect
of any stressor serving to increase only the operator's time delay. The fact
that the model analysis accounted for 35 of the 40 mseo, with no call for a
readjustment of other operator parameters, again validates the task's ability in
identifying stressor effects.

Because the model fitting procedure is highly non-linear, no variance
estimates were available for the derived model parameters. Thus, parameter
value confidence intervals could not be generated, and statistical tests of
parameter differences between conditions could not be performed. The
conclusions made above are thus subject to a more rigorous statistical
verification, which must wait the development of an algorithm for estimating

moel parameter variances.

6. SUMMARY

The principal results of this study may be summarized as follows:

1. The use of an unstable controlled element provided the desired task
sensitivity to environmental stress, and the incorporation of a sum-of-sines
disturbance signal allowed for the calculation of important operator frequency
domain measures required for the interpretation of stressor effects.
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2. Subjects learned the basic tracking task relatively rapidly, and in 15

runs were relatively close to their final asymptotlo scores. After learning the
basic task, subjects required on the order of 5 additional runs to reach
approximate asymptotic pertormanoe under the stressed conditions,

3. The task demonstrated sensitivity to both stresmors used in this
study: a display diffuser which degraded the target image, and a 40 mseo
dead-time which delayed the operator's control. Tracking scores under both
stressed conditions were significantly higher than that obtained under nominal
conditions.

4. The describing function and remnant measures obtained from the tracking
data showed significant differences between experimental conditions, and
verified the trends predicted by the pro-experimental simulations conducted with
the human operator optimal control model. A direct comparison between the dataand the model, simulations showed that the diffuser acted to increase the
operator's observation noise/signal ratio; in contrast, the dead-times acted to
increase the operator's time delay The task thus demonstrated a differential
sensitivity to the streasors, and the chosen moore and frequency domain metrics
"allowed for an identification of specific stressor qualities.

5. A quantitative model analysis validated the qualitative conclusions
regarding stress effects on tracking behavior. A model fit to the diffused
display data showed a 1,0 dB higher than nominal observation noise/signal ratio,
and a 17 mseo longer than nominal operator time delay, results which are
consistent with a "noisy" visual image generated by the diffuser. Tho dead-time
tracking data was best fit with a 35 masc longer than nominal operator time
delay, again an frfect consistent with the quality of the stressor.
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SUMMARY

*+ A time-domain optimization computer routine was designed to find optimum motion
filter settings for the pitch and heave motion in a three degrees of freedom
(pitch, heave and roll) flight simulator. Closed loop aircraft dynamics of an
altitude holding task in a light aircraft in turbulence, including a pilot model,
were used in th* computer runs. Cost functions were based on the difference
between vestibular outputs in the moving base simulator and in actual flight,
extra penalties being included for the occurrence of false cues and the
exceedance of motion system actuator limitations.

Some promising filter settings, together with a few limit-cases were evaluated
in a piloted simulator experiment. Both pilot opinion and pilot performance para- J
meters appeared to be significantly better for the particular limit came that
gave a one to one simulation of pitching rotations, at the cost of completely
neglecting the specific forces associated with the aircraft's longitudinal
accelerations.

1. ZNTRODUCTZON

in the field of flight simulation, a trend towards an ever more realistic imita-
tion of actual flight conditions can be observed. For a high quality of simulation
all sensory cues that give information to a pilot controlling an aircraft have to
be imitated as true to nature as possible, whether they be aural, visual, tactile
or vestibular. Especially the visual simulation of the flight environment can be
very sophisticated today using multiscreen, coloured and textured computer gener-
ated images of the outside world. The visual illulion of taking off from one air-
field, of climbing and cruising flight followed by approach and landing at a
different airfield can almost be perfect in a present day simulator. However, if

* vestibular cues (rotational accelerations and specific forces) are considered,
such a perfect imitation of actual flight can never be attained. Although certain
angular displacements and rotational accelerations, especially those occurring in
every day airline flight can still quite realistically be simulated, a true

* simulation of specific forces due to linear acceleration as occurring in real
flight can never be obtained due to the limited travel of simulator actuators.
Moreover very often still more limitations are set if a simulator motion system
has a limited number of degrees of freedom. All these limitations set by the
physical constraints of motion systems, call for the use of motion (or washout)
filters and the resulting motion is necessarily always some form of compromise,
see for instance Refs.1, 2 and 3.
Apart from the constraint se t by the motion system, the choice of the gains and
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parameters of the motion filters in also influenced by the particular type of
aircraft to be simulated and the piloting task to be accomplished. For in-
stance a take-off roll, a tracking tank in atmospheric turbulence or manoeuvres
in still air all call for different motion filtering.
In Ref. 4, for instance, the distinction between "manoeuvre motion" such as
occurring when performing a banked turn, a side step manoeuvre or a landing flare
in still air on the one hand, and "disturbance motion" due to for instance
atmospheric turbulence on the other, has been stressed.

At the Department of Aerospace Engineering of the Delft University of Technology
research is done in the field of pilot behaviour, handling qualities and flight
simulation. Part of this research is directed to the perception process of a
pilot controlling an aircraft. Experiments on thresholds of motion perception
(Ref. 5) proved that the Department's three degrees of freedom flight simulator

with its unique high fidelity motion system, see Ref. 6, is a valuable tool for
research in this field.
Studies of human sense organs have shown that there are narrow relations between
some of the senses, especially between vision on the one hand and vestibular
sensations on the other. Such relations and interactions must have an important
influence on pilot's perception process, see Ref. 7. Moreover, it is known that
some of the outputs of the different sense organs result in a redundancy in
information. This is a promising aspect for flight simulation engineers as it
should be possible to obtain important savings by limiting one or more motion
components to be simulated without seriously imparing the total perception
process and, hopefully, the quality of the simulation.
Unfortunately, the entire perception process is not fully understood yet and it
is difficult to decide which particular motion component might be limited and
in what manner. The only practical solution at present is to generate the air-
craft's motion, as sensed by the vestibular organs, as accurately as possible.

The present paper considers one limited aspect of a particular case of motion
simulation. It deals with the symmetric motions in atmospheric turbulence of a
low wing loading light aeroplane.
A number of different motion filter configurations were optimized using a time-
domain computer simulation of an altitude holding task in atmospheric turbulence.
The constraints were those set by the limitations of the Aerospace Department's
moving base flight simulator.
Although a computer simulation was also done for the case of manoeuvre motion in
still air, a piloted simulator experiment was not done for that case. The
experiments described in this paper only concern the altitude holding task in
which the manoeuvre and disturbance motion, just mentioned, are both included.
After the theoretical optimization process, a number of most promising filter
configurations and settings were evaluated in a piloted simulator experiment.

2. MOTION FILTER OPTIMIZATION

2.1. Design of the computer simulation

The aim of the computer simulation was to obtain motion filter settings that would
result in a best possible simulation of the aircraft symmetrical motions as sensed

by the pilot's vestibular system, given the physical limitations of the simulator's
motion system (limited numer of degrees of freedom and maximum excursions,
velocities and accelerations).

The inclusion of the dynamics of the vestibular system in the computer simulation
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means that only errors in angular accelerations and specific forces as sensed
by the pilot's vestibular system are to be minimized. Due to the dynamics of
the vestibular system certain errors in the simulated motion will hardly be
perceived. It would be irrational to try to obtain a quality of motion any
better than a human pilot would be able to sense. Therefore it was decided to
optimize the motion filters for minimum difference between the vestibular out-
puts of the pilot in the aircraft and in the simulator.

it should be remarked that the vestibular tresholds of angular acceleration and
those of specific force perception have been left out of consideration. These
thresholds have been shown to be in the order of 0.05o/seC2 for rotations and
0,01 g for specific forces, sea Ref. 5. These values are so low that in practice
it is quite impossible to design motion (or washout) filters such that any false
cues would remain below thresholds.

A schematic representation of the computer simulation is given in Fig. i. The
simulation concerns the motion filters for symmetric airoraft motions in a
simulator having only pitch and heave motion for symmetric motion simulation.

Am can be seen from Fig. 1, the optimisation of the motion filter characteristics
by minimizing the error 3(t) depends on the aircraft motions and thus an the
dynamic characteristics of the particular aircraft type concerned, on the external
disturbances and on the task to be performed.
Zn the case of the present study the combined effects of m4mnceuvre and disturbance
motion were included.
Also from Fig. 1, it can be seen that the pilot model lacks a feedback of the
vestibular output. Vestibular information definitely helps a pilot in performing
his control task, as will become evident in this paper. The pilot-aircraft system
in this computer simulation was only used to produce reasonable aircraft state
time-histories.

The aircraft to be simulated was the Do Havilland DHC-2 Beaver, the Aerospace
Department's laboratory aircraft. Its dynamic characteristics are accurately
known, see Ref. 8, and the subjects participating in the piloted simulator
experiment were familiar with this aircraft type. Due to the low wing loading
this aircraft is rather sensitive to turbulence, making it a typical "difficult"
one to simulate realisticly.

The piloting task in the computer simulation as well as in the piloted simulator
experiment consisted of keeping a reference altitude in a gusty atmospheric
environment.

2.2. Motion perception

The perception of motion is usually modelled as exclusively sensea by the vestib-
* ular system, consisting of semicircular canals, sensitive to angular accelerations,

and otoliths, sensitive to specific forces. For an extensive dec•ription the
reader is referred to Ref. 5.

The dynamics of the semicircular canals and the neural preprocessing within the
organ can be modelled by the following transfer function relating the vestibular

* output R to the angular acceleration 8,
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R(0) 1 + 0.11 s
(1 4, 5.9 s) (1 + 0.005 s)

As concerns the otolith, recent experimento in the field of neuro-physiology on
the dynamic behaviour of the sensory cells in the otoliths yielded the following
transfer function relating the vestibular output 8 to the input specific force At

" "a I s + 10 a (2.2.)

Xqs. (2.1.) and (2.2,.) were used to compute vestibular output in the computer
simulation, The small time constants in the denominators of eqs. (2.1.) and
(2.2.) have been neglected.

2.3. Motion filters

For the case of symmetric flight considered heae the aircraft's equations of
motion are:

Ax- g sin0 e -

A + g9 coo - u

The vestibular system is sensitive to angular accelerations and specific forces.
in the aircraft the inputs to the vestibular system, neglecting the small term
•w, will bet

AX w g sin 8+ +

AZ - -g COO 8 + -u (2.3.)

The purpose of the present optimisation procedure was to simulate the vestibular
outputs SX, 82 and R. as true to the actual values as possible under the constraint
that angular and linbar simulator accelerations, velocities and displacements
remain within the limitations of the motion system. During routine airline flight
the angular displacements (especially of the angle of pitch 8) are roughly within
the angular limitations of motion systems. This is evidently not the case with the
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linear displacements. It turns out that, although the variations of specific
forces during flight are well within tho capabilities of most motion systems,
a primary limitation of all motion systems is the one due to limited linear
displacements. Hence the possible duration of constant accelerations in a
simulator is rather short.
it it is assumed that the term g cam 9 in the vertical specific force AZ (see
eq. (2.3.)), is taken into account by the gravity component in the simulator
9 cos e then the normal acceleration:

anu -AZ -g os e

U -~J+ (2.4.)

has to be generated by the simulator's heave motion. According to Ref. 1, a high
pass filter will be used having the transfer function,

(THn5)

HHn(s) 2 (2.5.)
( + THns)

Zn this way long duration of constant normal accelerations, which would lead to
large vertical displacements, are prevented.

In the present case of a three degrees of freedom (pitch, heave and roll) motion
system, only simulator pitch 0 is available for generating both pitching
acceleration and longitudinal specific force cues. Two basic filter configurations
to generate these cues have been considered.

Filter configuration Athigh Rasa filtering of e, low pass filtering of A
This filter configuration, which is the one most commonly used, see Ref.x 1, is
depicted in the diagram of Fig. 2. The simulator pitch angle 0. is generated by
the sum of two filters. The high pass filter with input e controls the simulator
pitch angle in the high frequency range.

HH8 ((es ) 22 (2.6.)
(i + THe)

AX
The low pass filter with input - is generating the low frequency pitch movement
of the simulator:

HLI( ) - ( (2.7.)

iL 22

(1+ TL)
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Sinoe the value@ of0 remain small the input to the low pass filter is taken to

A X

Zn this came, see Fig. 2, the simulator pitch angle iss

n(a) - e() e(s) + H L() {e(s) + •- (a)}

rL
1IIO8(0) + H,,,(s)! 8() + H K(s) (2.88)

In the optimiLmation procedure the high pans and low pass filters can be adjusted
such that the errors in the vestibular responses Ry and IXe are minimized.

Filter configuration 3: no filtering of 8, low pass filterin of U,
If in the case oi! filter configuration A the transfer function uH W( )÷HL(8)}
is approximately equal to one over the frequency range of interest, it is
preferable to use filter configuration 3, seo Fig. 31

8 ) (s) + HK(s) (a) (2.9.)

5L q
The filter configurations according to oqs. (2.8.) and (2.9.) have been used in
the optimization procedure discussed in the next paragraph.

2.4. Optimization of the motion filters

The time constants of the different motion filters were optimized by minimizing
the difference between the output of the vestibular system in actual flight and
in the simulator, as determined during a computer simulation run. The block
diagram of Fig. .gives an impression of this procedure.
Particulars of the aircraft are givvn in Table 1. The aircraft was perturbed by
vertical and horizontal turbulence with spectra according to Dryden, see Ref. 9.
The turbulence velocities had a standard deviation of I m/se•, this kind of
turbulence can be termed as light, see Table 2.
The pilot model controlling the aircraft was taken from Ref. 10.

I + T 0I -Top)) mX + l

The model parameters were adjusted much that good response charActeristicm to
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gust disturbance and to commanded altitude profiles were obtained. The cross-
over frequency and phase margin of inner and outer loop and the model param-
eters are given in Table 3.
The cost function to be minimized by varying the motion filter time constants,
was based on:

t 2 2 2
j W (S 'xU *) -+W(Sza - SZ*6) +M Y a - Ry5) d 21.2 1dt (2.10.)

SX and SZ are the responses of the otoliths due to the input specific forces AX
and AZI Ry is the response of the semicircular canals due to the input angular
acceleration •. The subscripts a and s denote values in aircraft and simulator
respectively. The computer runs covered 115 sees from tO to t1.

Due to the washout characteristics of the motion filters it is possible that
one or more of the components of the vestibular outputs in the simulator have
a sign opposite to that in the aircraft. Such false cuss have a very disturbing
effect on a pilot controlling the simulator. In order to limit the occurrence
of false cues the woighting coefficients W in eq. (2.10) were made to depend on
the sign of the vestibular outputs:

WI - 1  if OXa . 8Xe 4 0 W1 m 4 Af Sxa . Sxl > 0

W 0 I if OZa . SZ 0 W2  4 if OZe a Zs > 0

W3  1 if R .Rye a 0 W3  4 if Ryae . a > 0

Finally the limitations of the motion system had to be includediin the cost

function. This was achieved by adding a penalty to the cost function if any of
the servo actuators of the motion system were calculated to reach their limits
(displacement, speed, acceleration). The value of this penalty was rather
arbitrarily chosen but resulted in a considerable rise of the cost function
whenever the motion system was exceeding its maximum excursions. It turned out
that for the altitude holding task for this particular aeroplane and the inten-
sities set for the atmospheric turbulence is was not necessary to include pen-
alties for simulator actuator velocity or acceleration, as they remained within
the motion system's capabilitias. See Table 4.
Due to the nonlinear components in the cost function (weighting coefficients
penalizing false cuss and the penalty for exceeding maximum servoactuator travel)
the optimization process was not fit for automatic linear system theory opti-
mitation routines. Therefore the error signals were computed as a function of
time in a computer simulation using discrete steps of 0.05 seom.
The optimization process was carried out by repeating the computer run a number
of times and by making etepwise changes in the filter time constants for every
new run.
The dynamic characteristics of the simulator motion system are, during actual
simulation, compensated for by a compensating network. See Ref. 6.
These characteristics and their compensation could therefore be deleted in the
computer program.
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The cost function was obtained by:

J 0 JI + J 2 + J 3 + J4

where JI, J2 and J3 corroepond with the terms in eq. (2.10.) representing the
weighting of the errors in the vestibular output.

0,05 N WlXa 2 (2.11.)
0UXa i- Sa ~i

N
S0.052

x02 W- 2 (2.12.)

0.05 N 2 (2.13)j 3 = - -- Z1 W3 ('YaL " ysi)(2 1 .

RYaJ

Finally 04 is the component in the cost function penaliuing the exceedence of
front and aft actuator limitationm,

N N
a4" 0.05 X Pi + 0.05 Z P21 (2.14.)1.1 i -Lm

Pli and P21 are weighting coefficients for the fore and aft moving actuatorm
respective iy. They depend on the magnitude of the computed actuator excursions
hii, and h2se in the following manner,

S- 0 if ih1s I < .30 m Pi . 10 if Ih .. .30 mn
Ii

P21 w 0 if Ih2 ,iI < .30 m P2j - 10 if 1h2mLI 4 .30 ,m

2.5. Results of the computer simulation

Before going into the results obtained, it should be borne in mind that it is
difficult to interpret the results directly in terms of aircraft dynamic
behaviour. The calculated cost functions discussed below are a result of the
characteristics of the closed loop formed by the aircraft plus human pilot model,
oee Fig. 1. Effeots of aircraft response to horizontal and vertical turbulence,
human pilot model response to altitude deviations and aircraft response to
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elevator control inputs are all included in the computer simulation.

After a small number of simulation runs it became evident that the motion filters
for the simulator pitch control could be considered quite independently from the
filter controlling the normal acceleration. •terefore the results are treated
separately, first those for the two basic filter. configurations for the pitch
control followed by the results for the normal acceleration filter.

For filter configuration B (no filtering of e, low pass filtering of O), the
components J1 and J3 (see eq.. (2.11.) and (2.13.) of the cost function) are
plotted as a function of the low pass filter time constant TL in Fig. 4. The
magnitude of J1, which is an indication of the error in the specific force
simulation, is seen to increase with TL The error in perceived angular accel-
eration as given by J3, is only caused by simulator rotations due to the
simulation of a, see Fig. 3.

increasing TL or decreasing the low pass filter break frequency, causes a dete-
rioration of the specific force simulation but improves the angular acceleration
simulation, leading to a minimum of the sum of J, and J3 at around TL = 0.27 sees.
Of course this minimum, denoted by Fl1 depends on the relative weighting of the
errors in specific force and angular acceleration response.
As there was no a priori knowledge of the manner in which a human pilot weights
these two different vestibular sensations the weighting coefficients W1, W2 and
W3 were set at equal values, see par. 2.4.

increasing TL to infinity, which actually means that the longitudinal acceler-
ation is neglected and the aircraft's pitching motion is simulated one to one,
will drive J, to a final value and J3 to zero. This filte eatting, denoted by
V5, was included in the piloted simulator study. It should be remarked that a
filter setting with characteristics similar to F5 can be obtained with configu-
ration A if THe = - and TL

For the filter configuration A a simular influence of the low pass filter time
constant can be observad in Fig. S. The value of the cost function J, for the
specific force simulation is, for all settings of the high pass filter time
constant THe, an order of magnitude lower than the function J3 for the angular
accleratiog and only the sum of J1 and J3 has been plotted for a number of
values of THO am a function of TL

in earlier similar computer simulation experiments the optimization procedure of
the type A filter was stopped after finding a local, weak minimum in the same
region as the minimum denoted by F2 and 73 (TL * I 're - 1 and TL - 0,4,
Hj - 0.5 seas respectively). it was, at that time, no• considered worthwhile to

exploit values of THF any lower than 0.4 sees. it is plausible indeed, bearing
in mind that the airgraft's fast natural symmetrical mode has a frequency
around 4 rads/sec for this type of aircraft, that a strong deterioration of the
simulator's rotational accelerations could be expected by choosing the high pass
filter break frequency any higher than 4 rads/sec (THe lower than 0.25 sees).

A surprising decrease in the cost function J, + J3 is obtained for the limit case
where - 0 (HH(0) a 0). This means that the simulator pitch angle is con-
trolled 8nly by Ne low pass filtering of the aircraft's specific force Ax.The
minimum value of the cost function# denoted by F4, is about the same as found
for the filter type B (minimum FI).
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In order to give an idea of the influence of the different filters on the re-
sponse of the vestibular system, the responses to a commanded stepwise change
of the pitch angle 0 are plotted in Fig. 6. From the time-histories of Fig. 6
concerning manoeuvre motion only it is apparent that, due to the fact that the
angle of pitch 8 and the longitudinal acceleration 6 are roughly of opposite
sign, no satisfactory simulation of both • and AX can be obtained with the
present moving bass configuration.
The large differencies between the responses of the selected filters are evi-
dent. In Fig. 7 Filter I gives good initial responses of 8. and Rys, but the
specific force AX and the otolith response OXs are much too high. The filters
2 and 3, both conliguration A filters, tend to improve the specific force
response at the cost of the .siulator pitch rotation and corresponding semi-
circular canals response. The plots of filter 4 appear to be the worst of all
although Ry is exactly in phase with Ry . This iS important bearing in mind
the weightilg coefficients of the cost ffnction. For filter 5, On equals 8, the
specific force AX. and the otolith output SXS, however, are extremely high.

Because it is very hard to choose the most promising filter it was decided to
use all these filters in the experiment to evaluate their influence on pilot's
performance and opinion. As a reference an additionalconfiguraticn. with. Sixed ,
simulator pitch angle, termed filter 6, was included in the simulator experiment.

None of the simulator pitch control filter settings were influenced by the
penalty set for exceeding actuator limits. These penalties, however, evidently
had an influence on the cost function. of the normal acceleration simulation,
as can be seen in Fig. 8. The cost function decreases with increasing time
constant TH,. A sharp rise occurs in J 2 + J4 when the increasing vertical dis-
placement. axceed the motion system limitations. Based on the minimum value of
J2 + J 4 the time constant T Hn was chosen at 0.29 seas.

3. EVALUATION OF THE MOTION FILTERS

3.1. The piloted simulator experiment

The six particular settings of the motion filter configurations A and 3 as de-
scribed in the preceding chapter were evaluated in a piloted simulator experiment.
The motion filter settings are summarized in Fig. 9. Also included is the
reference case P6 where there is only simulator heave and no simulator pitch.

The linearized symmetric aircraft motions due to turbulence and control deflec-
tions were similar to those of the computer simulation experiment. In order to
make the piloting task a realistic one, the asymmetric lineariscd motions due to
turbulence and control deflections were also simulated. The motion filters
generating the simulator roll motion were of the standard type used for this
particular simulator, see Fig. 10.

Standard flight instruments and controls were available for the piloting task of
holding the simulated aircraft at constant altitude.

Due to the fact that the three participating subjects were all type rated Beaver
pilots and were, moreover, familiar with the particular simulator, cnly short
training periods were necessary.

A randomised factorial design was used for the experiment. Every subject
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performed 5 series of 6 rims, each series having a different, random sequence.
The total number of measurement runs was 3 x 5 x 6 - 90, the runs had a duration
of 240 secs. The random atmospheric turbulence disturbing the aircraft consisted
of the same realisation for each run. During each run seven aircraft variables
were recordedm pitch angle e, rate of pitch 6, deviations h fcom orefirence
altitude, elevator deflection 6., yaw angle 1, roll angle tp and aileron defleo-
tion 6,a,

Subjects were asked to give a Cooper-Harper pilot rating for the pitch control
of the simulated aircraft after each run. They were also required to give their
comments in writing on this aspect of the task.

3.2. Results

The results of the piloted simulator experiment have been evaluated by consider-
ing pilot performanoe parameteres, pilot ratings and comments.

Pilot performance !arameters
An impression of the subJyct's performance can be gained by considering the
standard deviation of e, e and h while the standard deviation of 6, gives an
indication of the pilot effort needed to attain a certain level of'performane.-

Table 5 and Fig. It show significant differences due to the influence of the
motion filters. Filter no. S (simulation of e directly, neglecting the simulation
of 6) shows the lowest value of ae, 06 and 08e. The results of the analyses of
variance are given in table 6.

Further it is remarkable that filter 6, with fixed simulator pitch angle shows L
a performance as good as filters 1, 2, 3 and 4. Altitude variations do not
show any significant changes due to changing filter characteristics.

From the analysis of variance it appears that there are significant differences
in the replications. Analysis of the performance expressed by the symmetric
variables shows this not to be due to a learning effect. The standard deviation
of the symmetric variables of the third replication appeared to be higher than
others. This coincides with the unforseen occurrence of sticktion in the simulator
altimeter observed during the third replication. This resulted in randomly
appearing step changes in altitude to the subjects who responded with large
elevator deflections resulting increasing values of ad,# c8 and ab.

Pilot ratings and pilot comments
Due to lack of experience withCooper-Harper pilot rating scales, the briefing of
the subjects appeared to have been lacking formal rigour. Apparently subjects
had differing opinions on what exactly was to be rated.

Two subjects tended to base their ratings on both the pitch control of the
simulated aircraft and the simulation of the pitching rotation. Nonetheless they

turned out to be very consistent in their ratings and their comments were
Sdirected to the pitch control task as well as to the simulated motion. Of course

this caused a difference in the mean and the standard deviation of the ratings
between subjects. Still, significant differences in ratings due to different
filters could be shown by analysis of variance, see Table 6. All ratings of each
subject were normalized and the final values are presented in Fig. 11.
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The lowest rating corresponds with the beat performance being achieved with
filter 5. No further evident correlation between pilot ratings and performance
was found.

From the written comments, the following summary was composed.

Filter no. 1: Sensitive motion helps to control the pitch attitude.
Filter no. It Pitching rotation is sensitive but the additional information does

not help much in the pitch control task.
Filter no. 3i Pitching motion response is too small and sluggish. Motion is

confusing.
Flter no. 4: Motion confuses pitch control, Pitching motion response is sluggish

and very small.
Filter no. 5 Controlability of pitch attitude is very good. Pitching motion re-

sponse is direct. Motion improves pitch control.
Filter no. 61 Mostly no pitch response perceived. Lack of pitching motion does

not confuse pitch control. Preferable to filters 3 and 4.

4. DISCUSSION

The optimization procedure yielded an unambiguous result only for the heave motion
filter providing the normal accelerations.

It was mentioned in Chapter 2 that the simulation of the pitching acceleration
and the specific forces along the X-axis can be done either by filtering e and
AX or by filtering e and l. Results of any procedure to optimize either of these
two ways of simulation, however, will depend on the form of the cost function
and the weighting coefficients chosen. As long as the influence of the vestibular
outputs on the perception process is not fully understood and incorporated in the
cost function, reults of optimization procedures will always be sub-obtimal.

By choosing a limited number from the many possible configurations and settings
for the evaluation experiment, significant differences in subject performance
and opinion due to motion filter characteristics were demonstrated. Best per-
formance and most favourable opinion ratings were obtained by a one to one
simulation of the angle of pitch, completely neglecting the influence of t,
resulting in a lese accurate simulation of Ax.

It is very tempting to conclude from the experiment that accurate simulation of
pitching accelerations (see Fig. 7e, filter no. 5) is far more important than
accurate simulation of Ax (see Figs 7c and d, filters 3 and 4). Such a firm
conclusion however, cannot be drawn yet.

It must be borne in mind firstly, that the time-histories of Fig. 6 are of
manoeuvre motions only, whereas in the computer simulation and the piloted
simulator experiment both manoeuvre motion and disturbance motion were present.
Secondly it should be remarked that if t is completely neglected in the simula-
tion (filter no. 5), the specific force AXa in the simulator is exactly equal to
g sin ea. The possibility that a pilot may extract extra information on the angle
of pitch from the specific force AX9 , can, although no indication for this was
obtained from the pilot comments, not be excluded. Care shouldbe taken of course that
a moving base simulated aircraft doeb not have better handling qualities than
the aircraft in flight.
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It is apparent that further research on the manner in which a human pilot processes
information, in particular vestibular sensations, is needed before firm conclu-
sions can be drawn. Moreover a similar piloted experiment for the cane of
manoeuvre motion only,appears worthwhile.

5. CONCLUSIONS

From the results and the diocussion the following conclusions can be drawnt

1. Reaching a straightforward solution of the optimization of motion filters is
not possible due to the lack of understanding of the perception process of
the human pilot.

2. For the case where only pitch and heave motions are available to geoneate
symmetrical motion cues and for the aircraft dynamics and control task used
in the experiment described in this paper, far better pilot performance and
opinion are obtained if the pitching rotations are simulated unfiltered
(one to one) at the cost of completely neglecting the simulation of the
horizoAital accelerations.

3. Considering the present state of the art, motion filter optimization combined
with an evaluation in a piloted simulator experiment, can lead to considerable
motion simulation improvements.
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TABLE 1. Aircraft geometric parameters and aerodynamic coefficients

W 2315 kg V *522 m/so

S * 23,23 m2 0L * 0.6

h = 450 m b * 14.63 m

a 1.5875 m 2%b 2 11.12

2pc - 97.963 2WbN a 0.094

S- 1.283 2%K: * 0,2135

211 K - 125.686
acy

Aerodynamic coefficients

CXo 0 0 CZo -:0.673 Cmu- +0.031
CXu - -0.18 Czu a -1.27 Cn--1.051

CX• - 0.374 Cz - -5.74 CM& -2.817

CZ& --0.74 Cmq w -16.3

CZq a -4.32 Cm6 w -2.0

Cza -0.407
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Cy¥ - -0.684 CI a -0.0805 Cra = 0.031 '1
Cyr , -0.195 C - -0.6319 Cn -0.038

CYd * 0.0607 C, M 0.0926 Cnr - -0.057

,! a -0.18 Cn6a a -0.003
a 0.006 M -0.062

car a .0 nr

TAILE 2. Data for Dryden turbulence, see Ref. S.

*O m/UeC

Lug a 1 m/,
LW a 160 m

TABLE 3. Pilot model parameter*.

IZnner .oop,

Ke a 1.0
TL - 0.4 sOa

aT M 0.7 see

To 0.3 sec
w 1.8 rad/sea

tp 43o
Outer loop

"•:>" KH 0 =0.019

we a 0.61 rad/oec
-p~ 600

TABLE 4. Single degree of freedom performance of the three degree. of freedom
motion system of the flight simulator.

Travel Speed Acceleration

Heave + 0.3 m + I m/sec + 15 m/sec 2

- 28 m/sec
2

Roll + 160 + ?730/se + 10900/sec2

Pitch + 15.50 + 500/seo + 315°/se2
- 4600/8.02
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TABLE 5. Mean values of Pilot Ratings and the standard deviations of the
measured variables.

Filters 1 2 3 4 5 6,

P.R. 3.9 5.23 5.97 5.2 2.53 5.9

P.R. normalized -. 508 +.253 +0.679 +.243 -1.320 +0.632

080 1.354 1.348 1.245 1.426 0.987 1.221
1.101 1.041 1.059 1,209 0.999 1.041

a m 5.28 5.60 5.43 5.61 5.48 5.35
CA 0.370 0.347 0.352 0.418 0.327 0.354

1.989 1,920 1.908 2.126 1.960 1.891
0 2.321 2.195 2.195 2.393 2.285 2.213

(~pa
1.248 1.169 1.169 1.306 1.238 1.193

TAaLU'. iesults of the iolysen of' ,a&zkole

normahnxed 00 06 h 060 110 .

Filters *t ,t ,* - **

subje•ts - - ** ,, ,* - ,* ,*

Interaction - -Lo - "
Filters Iubj•ets

Replications - - ,* , ,* - - ,*

a < 0.05

,** • < 0.01

'1
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PilotmodelOust d13turbance

Fig. 10: Simulated Pilot- Aircraft control loop

Vestibular SXeSZO,Rya

Pilot-Aircraft Ai~dEt
Control loop

system SxASzRY

Fig.1I b: Computation scheme to determine the error E Mt of
the vestibular output In the simulator.

E(t). SZO-SZ.

Rya -Ry*
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F1 g. 2 :Filter configuraitfon A for the control
of the simulator pitch attitude,
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Fig. 3, Filter configuration B for the control

of the simulator pitch attitude.
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Fig. 7c: Comparison of the responses of aircraft and
simulator and the corresponding vestibulcr
responses due to Filter 3.
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Fig. 7d: Comparison at the responses of aircraft and
simulator and the corresponding vestibular
responses due to Filter 4.
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Fig. 7e: Comparison of the responses of aircraft and
simulator and the corresponding vestibular
responses due to Filter 5.
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H UMAN PILOT PERCEPTION EXPE.IME.NTS

Dr. David L. Quam
Aerospace Engineeritg

University of Dayton
Dayton, Ohio 45469

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a met of experiments on the LAMARS simulator
to measure human pilot perception of motion. Various combinations of
visual field motion and platform motion are used to experimentally determine

~1 the minimn•m platform motion necessary to stimulate adequate perception
of the visual field motion. An experiment is conducted in a singlw axis (such
am yaw) while a tracking task 1,3 performed in a cross axis (such as pitch) to
represent a typical flight workload, The subject's "gut feeling" motion
perception is indicated in real time using the cockpit control for that axis
(rudder).
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EFFECTS OF VARIOUS LATERAL-BEAM-MDTION WASHOUTS
ON PILOT TRACKING AND OPINION

IN THE "LAMAR" SIMULATOR

by Hns¥y'R. Jexo Wayne F. Jewelp. RMnd. 3. Msgdaleno
s8stems Teahnologp, Inc., 13766 S. Hawtihorne Blvd.

and Hawbhorne, QA 9O2ýO
a ndrew M. Ju•nUer, 670th Aerospace Medical

Reseaoh Lab., WPAPB, OH ,5433

ABSTRACT

A series of moving-bame fllgbi s=J&tor eiperiments was performed using roll
and swaqr motions of the Large Amplitude Ril~tizode Aerospace R~esearch linalator
(LAMARS) of the Flight Dynamios Lab at WPAFBp OK. The objectives were to;

a) Tie in the roll-only results of the 4 experienoed pilots
used here with previous results (Ref. 1) for 4 well-
trained nonpilot subjects.

b) Investigate effects of various lateral-beon-motion "wash-
out" filters designed to keep the lateral sway within the"d10 ft of LAWSR travel.

The hi~h-yeas washoutd on lateral beamn travel (ybeem) were of the general

forms

Yfres flight' a 42' 2 yOy +

wheres Ky a attentuation factorp y - high-pass break frequency (r/u), and
- 0.70 (fixed).

A rauge of and ay was explored, from which examle data are shown, A non-
linear (time vai no) washout was also tested in which u was continuously adjusted
so as to permit correct cues for small roll activity, wh~le reducing the travel
peaks for large roll angles. Reshaping the forcing functions was also investi-
gated.

The basic task was to follow an evasive (randomly rolling) target while
supprealing gust disturbances (Ref. 1). A two-independent-input technique pro-
duced behavioral data (describing functions) and performance data (error and
control scores), which revealed how pilots used the visual and motion cues.
Subjective data was also gathered on the tracking task as well an on limited
"sidestep" maneuvers.

The main results show: excellent tie-in with prior roll-only experiments
with non-pilot subjectnj most tracking performance and behavioral parameters were
not significantly affected by various degrees of away washout; pilot commentary
b6came more consistent and adverse as the spurious side-force peaks exceeded about
0, 0yb specific problem. were mapped vs. and Ky.
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THE PROBLEM

Before describing the specific objectives of this experiment, let us review
the problem of siaimlating motions of aircraft involved in lateral maneuvers.
Figue 1 shows some of the motion quantities involved in an idealized "turn entry'
maneuver, wherein the pilot puts in a one second aileron pulse resulting in a
15 degee bank-and-stop maneuver. If the aircraft were well coordinated there
would be no lateral-speoific-foroe (LSF- apparent sideways acceleration on the
pilot) i.ea. the apparent gravity vector would always parallel the pilot's spine
Vehicle acceleration caused by the banking of the lift vector would be nulled out
by the aircraft accelerating to the right. The motions for free flight are shown
by the dotted lines in Fig. 1. The main problem for siamlation is evident in the
bottom of Fig. 1j the sitalator travel required to perfectly replicate free flight
becomes exoesNive after only a few seconds.

To alleviate this problem two types of simulator motion "washout" are employed.
First, the roll anle Itself is gradually reduced to sere ("washed-out") from the
otherwise constant value that would be present in free flight. This is shown by
the second plot in Fig. 1, where a first order washout filter reduces the bank
ange from its oeak with a time constant of TO - 1/0.4 - 2.ý seconds# The result-
ing roll rate the primary cue sensed by the pilot's vestibular system) in shown
at the top. It can be seen that the rectangular pulse of the free flight case is
distorted by this roll washout) it slightly reduces the main pulse and produces a
reversal in roll rate ("rate miscue").

In a roll-only sim-lator where no lateral travel of the cockpit is permitted the
pilot will also feel a false "tilt cue" given by: a9 A g sin e•. Washing out the
roll angle reduces this false tilt cue.

Even with roll washout there remains some residual tile-oue as shown by the
dashed line in the third plot of Fig. 1. This laters.l-specific force can be further
reduced by allowing the cab to accelerate laterally. Howeverp even with the roll
angle returning back to zerop as shown, the later'al travel required to remove all
the LSF is excessive* Typially, the lateral motion (away) drive also employs a
first or second-order washout to bring the cab back towards the center of the travel
limitsj amount as shown at bottom of Fig. 1. This limits the motion to just under
10 ft laterallyo and results in the LBF shown by the solid line in the plot above
it. Two affects of sway washout are obvious from the a' plot: a) The peak miscue
is reduced, as intended. b) The peak of the aj miscue Is delayed relative to the
pure-tilt cue by tp seconds. These effects should be borne in mind when reading the
rest of this paper) for example, it turns out that the advantage gained by reducit4
a`. can be nullified by excessive delays with respect to the roll eaigle, A

Even for this small maneuverp and with roll washout# the amounts of travel are
excessive and require large sway washouts to remain within the simulator limits.
The sway washout does not reduce the miscue significantly over the roll-only case,
Extremely large values of lateral travel (on the order of 50 to 100 ft) would have
to be provided to reduce the LSF miscue to under 0.1 g for typical bank and stop
maneuvers. Thus, the key problems to be addressed here are, What is the "least-
worst" away washout which will a) produce behavior as similar as possible to the
free flight case and b) produce miscues which aee small enough to be acceptable by
the pilots without seriously impairing the realism of the task.
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Obvectives

These experiments were a continuation of basic research done previously for the
U.S. Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Labs on the Dynamic Environment Simulator
(DESj a roll-only similator)(Ref. 1). The current experiments were performed on
the USAF Flight Dynamic Laboratories' "Large Amplitude Miltimode Aerospace Research
SiMnlator" O.AMARS), at WPA9pE Ohio. The LAMARS has five degrees of freedomj heave,
away, roll and (limited) yaw and pitch angles are provided to a one-man cab. The
cab mounted on a 20 ft cantilevered boum can move vertically or horizontally through
1 0 ft with oompensating yaw and pitch motions such that it remains straight and

level. High performance servodrives are provided ("flat" bandwidth to roughly
3 to 4 Hz). An overview of the development of the LAMARS is described in Ref. 2.

The current experiments extended the roll-only washout experiments performed
on the DES to the case of both roll and "away" motions performed on the LAMARS.
The specific objectives included the following:

1. Perform tie-in runs to cross-validate the DOS and LAMARS
facilities; using roll-only oases.

2. Compare experienced military pilots vs. the well-trained
non-pilots used in Ref. 1.

I. Xnvestigate the effects of various types of sway washout.

4, investigate a non-linear washout concept which showed

promise in covering a large range of situations with one
meohanimation.

•, Correlate (to the extent possible) both objective effectson performance and piloting behavior with subjective
evaluations of the motion cues felt by the pilots.

The results given in this paper cover the above objectives roughly in the order
given above.

I•xerAmnal Set UL

Block Diagram

The basic experimental task procedures and variables were similar to those used
in the roll-only experiments of Ref. 1, to which the reader is referred for back-
ground. The block diagram applicable to theme LAMARS experiments is shown in Fig. 2,
along with the relevant transfer functions.

The basic task scenario was that of roll tracking in an air to air gunnery type
enoounter, wherein the target aircraft was performing evasive maneuvers which the
pilot tried to track by rAtohing his roll angle with that of the target. Simul-
taneously, there were unseen roll disturbances applied to the aircraft, allegedly
due to "encounters with the tip vortices of the targe•t aircraft." Sms-of-seven
(or eight) sinusoids, with amplitudes selected to approximate realistic target and
disturbance spectra) were used for each quasi-random forcing function. The fre-
quencies of the target and disturbance sinusoids were interleavedp such that disturb-
ance input was completely uncorrelated with the target input. The provision of two
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such independent inputs enables both the visual and motion dynamics of the operator
to be determined, as documented in Ref. 1.

Figu.re 2 shows that the task bank angle resulting from the pilots control was
subtracted from the target motions to produce a "compensatory" tracking error on
the display scope, This was given by a small aircraft like sy1bol which only rolled.
The task bank angle was washed out by a first-order filter to produce a bank angle
command to the LAMARS roll drive.

When the lateral drive is fixed, the LOP consists only o: the "tilt cue" as
shown in the bottom half of the block diagram. In perfectly simlated free flight
(Wy(s) - 1.0) the beam lateral acceleration would exactly cancel the tilt cue,
producing sero s.l. The Iway washout filter Wy(s) is met up as a high pass filter
to pass the high frequency motions thought to be of importance for motion cues,
while reducing the longer term accelerations which integrate to form large beam
travels. The accelerations of the modified lateral motions now provides imperfect
cancellation of the LPO tilt cue. Also shown in the block diagram is a point of
entry for other vehicle side forces which could be represented by the beam acoelera-
tions (e.g. due to rudder action) but these were not employed in this experiment.

Controlled Elements

Transfer functions of various blocks in the diagram are shown below in Fig, 2*.
The controlled element was characteristic of a fighter having a neutrally stable
spiral mode, a roll subsidance mode at 1.7 rad/seoj and an actuator mode of 3 rad/seo.
When the DES simulator was used earlier, a sim.ulator-drive mode having a frequency
of 10 rad/sec and damping-ratio of 0.37 was unavoi.ably present and this is shown
in the first controlled element denoted "DES". A second set of tests was made with
these low-damped DES modes removed but with the roll subsidence modified to pre-
serme roughly the same low frequency phase characteristics. This is denoted by the
"smoothed" control element in Fig. 2. The former was used to tie in the results
with the previous DES experimentj while the letter was used to investigate the
effects of the lateral beam washout.

Washouts

To tie in with the prior DES experiments a number of roll-only runs were made
which had no roll-washout, However, because residual tilts caused drifting of the
beam under minimum beam-washout conditions, some roll washout was necessary for
the remainder of the runs. Based on previous results given in Ref, 10 we selected '1
a 0o.4 rad/sec fixst-order filter roll washout,

As shown at the bottom of Fig. 2 the lateral beam washout was a second order
high-pass filter) i.e., 'onstant acceleration inputs resulted in a constant position
output, and a constant rite input resulted in a centered output of the beam. The
break frequency ax, was varied from the minimum washout condition of about 0.2 rad/sec
up to and above 1 .0 wad/seo, which approaches the bandwidth of the closed-loop maneu-
vers, The damping ratio was held constant at 0.7. The washout filter also had an
attenuation factor, KyP which reduced the high pass level of the beam accelerations
from 1 .0 down to 0O.2. The various combinations of Icy and qr will be given later.

*In our shorthand notation for transfer functions, pure numbers are gains,
numbers in (parenthesis) axe first order break frequencies, and numbers in
[square brackets] are da•ping-ratio and frequency) respectively.
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Xn another set of runs a non-ionear mechanization was employed, which varied
Sas a complex function of the roll angles and computed beam states, such as to
maintain the minimum degree of washout consistent with the anticipated lateral
motions. Further details on the nonlinear sway washout are given in Ref. 3.

Operations

The LAMAR3 motion simlator is a highly automated facility with pre-proraoed,
digitally-controlled parameters, designed fo bhigi-Droduction sinlation of systems.
However, in current dovelopment these preset-abl, fi.tur's which mike it efficient
for high volume usage, also make It difficult to explore "6n-line". a range oie vari-
Kbles in which process the experimenter varies parameters vhile thd test is pro-

seeding. Through the concentrated efforts of John Bankovakia of the Flight Dynamics
Lab, the LAMARS was temporarily reconfigured. for on-line parameter exploration.
Many of the parameters which are shown in later tables as fixed variab;.es in the
experiment were first explored by these techniquesj ile. Xy and I. we~evaried in
systematic, and randbm manners, to map out the boundaries oi subjectively noticeable
effects. Such data are highly variable, interactive$ and are very difficult to
average and to present in a systematic manner. Nevertheless) much of the effort of
the simulation had to go into these exploratory runs, in order to whittle down the
number of parameters to those formally tested,

Among the objective data recorded were: the task roll errors and control activi-
ties and va.•ious motion quantities. In addition, signals were recorded at various
points in the loop from which the pilot describing functions in response to both
visual and motion inputs could be computed. The data reduction program was developed
by AMRL from earlier work by BBN (Ref. 4) with dual-input additions by STI (Ref. 1).
Adding sway measures and the transfer from AMIL to AFPDL computers was part of this
project.

•Using these reduced describing functions, STI per±:z... the data averaging and
model fitting and parameter identification using the techniques and ýbdel Fitting
frogran (NFP) described in Ref. 1.

SubJects and Procedures

Four experienced military pilots were used as subjects. Three of the t'our had
experience as instructors in various types of military aircraft and all had time
both in fighters and heavier aircraft. Although these pilot subjects were not
trained test pilots, they brough extensive experience in the real flight situation
to the simulation, an overview which was missing in the non-pilots tested previously
in Ref. 1. Therefore, these pilots could give commentary on the realism of each
simulation case. We were also interested to see if they adopted the same or
d ifferent tracking behavior as the previous non-pilots.

All the pilots were given several sessions to train on the LAMARS &imulator, in
the various tasks. It was found that the experienced pilots learned the task vithin
a few sessions and achieved a fairly stable performance within a few dozen runs.
There was a dramatic reduction froy the training regimen which had to be used with
the previous non-pilots (where hundreds of runs over a few weeks period were required
to train them to asymptotic performance). As will be shown, the pilots and non-pilots
adopted the same strategies, so the reduction in training time was due to the pilot's
flight experience.
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Mst of the formal washout runs were made with random ordering of the combina-
tion of o. and a•yo and then pilot comments were solicited as to any noticeable
effects the simulation when compared with flight. We attempted a motion rating
scale evaluation, but this was not as informative as the comments themselves.

The operating procedures were generally as follows: The pilot was allowed awarmup run and then did the roll-only (tie-in with DES) rahs. Then the pilot was
led through the various degrees of lateral beam washout. IZt the pilot could accept
the range of washouts that had been PZS * 'es R~ahed.•Q other pilots, he wasthen run through a more formal met of runs in which describing 'ofiti-'dab.-•wa..
recorded) along with his subjective comments. In almost every case two or more
were possible at each condition. The data were so consistent that further runs werefelt to be unnecessaryj instead) the nonlinear washout runs were inserted as a third
session for each pilot.

Experimental Design

Table 1 shows the various combinations of control element, input and sway washoutused in these LAMARS experiments, The "DES" and "smoothed" control elements have
been described eaalier. The "reference input" was identical to that used in Ref. 1and contains large-amlitude low-frequency roll motions which elicit significant
tilt cues in the roll-only simulation. Cancelling these roll angles required large
lateral travel of the beam, so that a high amount of lateral beam washout had to be
used in order to keep the beam within limits. Consequentlyp a "modified" input wasemployed, in which the low frequencies were attenuated to reduce the lateral travel
requirements at any given level of beam washout. In effect, the input was washed-
out instead of the output. This was fairly successfu2 in reducing beam travelrequirements without significantly affecting the pilot's control behavior near
crossover frequencies. However; this also reduced the level of tilt agIs& so
that tilt cues were not as subjectively apparent to the pilot as in the reference
input case.

The amount of sway washout shown varies from: "none" (typical of free flight)
through "low," "medium,,, and "nonlinear" (similar to the medium washout), and"high" washout. "High" washout is only slightly different from a roll-only case
(no sway motion) while for the "static" case there is no motion at all. The trade-
off between travel requirements and miscues is noted at the bottom of Table 1. Theseveral variables mentioned above could result in an excessive number of test combina-
tions but this was avoided by making selected comparisons, as shown by the circled
"cases" shown in Table 1. In effect, these comparisons investigated these sub-
experiments within the larger plan.

1 Tie in with prior DES experiments. Case 0 was run with

identical control elements to the prior DES experiments,
only difference being the use of experienced pilots.

2. Controlled element effects. Case ( was run with the
"10smoothed" contrp e'lement more typical of real aircraft
to compare its results with the somewhat atypical DES
dynamics.

3.Sw effects. Comparisons of cases ) and (B show the
effects of away motion with a medium washout, as required
to maintain lateral sway travel within limits. It was
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not possible to compare a "no-washout" case because the s

lateral travel would have to exceed 160 ft.
4. t Effecats. To al-low a lower degree of awayr washout

the '-mdifed." input described earlier. was used. This
reduced the idealized free flight motion from 160 down

to 140 ft and allowed a smaller degree of washout to

configuration %with (D documented the effects o~f this
change in input alone. The resulting effects of input
shaping on the describing functions were negligible
and. this oompaxison will not be further discussed. in
this paper.

Sw~ Wahot Vegiiions, Theme were the primary runs
or he xpeimet. iththe 'modified input"l a, range

of increasing2Y Amrs a outsa cc be used, corre- .j
spondi.ng'to dames Up a6nd 3.,respectively.

we3 ua o determine the effects of the non-linear

unTio-n WihFS.xe igue onmaericplreut o hsan re

data. The performance results at the top present the variances of the task error
anid control force, along with their partioning into: target, disturbance and remnant,
components. Remnant is the uricorrelated,, or noise) portion of each signal. For
convenience, an RMS scale is alto noted on the right hand of each plot.

In both experiments, the magnitude and, the partitions of performance measures
were practically identical. The control-force remnant of roughly 40 percent is
reduced to 15 to 20 percent in the error signal, because the controlled element
filtersu the high frequency remnant components.

The primary measures of pilot behavior are the "opened loop" describing func-
tions for the simultansoualy-olose3-Iopsinvolved in target following and in dim-
turbance su,ý,reusion, shown at the bottom of Fig. 3.* The points are from the

*These "lopened-loop describing functions are derived in Ref, 1 which also din-
cusses their relevance. Suffice it to say, here, that the "1opened-loop" transfer
functions have the same significance in this multi-loop situation as the conventional
"open-loop" transfer functions do for single-loop situations. Roughly K/s-like
behavior is expected if the crossover law in followed. The stability margins and
bandwidths can be read from such plots in the conventional manner.
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present LAMARS experiments, as shown by the mean and standard deviations for the
3 pilots (at least 2 runs each). The low variability shows that all pilots
followed the same behavior, The curve through the points in not a fit to this
LAMARS data but is, in fact, the fit from the previous DES experiments with non-
pilots. One could hardly expect a better fitting curve for the present data, and
an independent fit (not shown) gave nearly identical parameters. It is apparent
that the three experienced pilots in the present LAMAR simalation adopted identi-
cal behavior and performance as that of the non-pilots in the previous DES experi-
monts.

We further conclude that the behavior seen in the previous experiments was, in
fact, driven by the combination of controlled element, input and motion properties,
because it is universally adopted by both well practiced non-pilotS and by skilled
pilots as well. This has two imortant imlications:

S Experiments performed on the LAMWS may be tied in closely
with those performed on the DES, thereby imroving the
breadth of coverqe in basic research problems such as
this.

0 The DES could be used to train pilots or to perform pre-
liminary experiments for the LAMARS, thereby reducing
the total cost, because the DES is cheaper to operate
than the LAMARS and may be more available.

The universality of pilot adaptation and performance demonstrated here gives
further impetus to the proposition in Ref. 1, that valid control-theory models of
multiloop pilot behavior should closely match these results. All the inputs, con-
trolled elements and washouts are representable by simple pole-sero transfer funi-
tions, as can the pilot's behavior (see Refs. I, 2 for details). The challenge is
this: can the optimal or classical models of pilot behavior replicate theme results
with a consistent set of cost functions and adjustment rules?

Effects of Oway Motion I

Fiaxoe 4 shows the effects of freeing the sway degree-of-freedom. from roll-only
(Case vs. Case j both for the "smoothed" controlled-element). At the topleft, ie sensed l&-eral-specific-foroe is shown, In the roll-only case (which

corresponds to infinite washout) the mamim spurious LSF reached approximately
0.1 gyo with peaks of 0.2 to 0.3 g's. With lateral sway freed and medium washout,
these peaks were reduced by about 20 or 30 percent, The achieved roll rate was
practically identical$ showing that the pilot used roughly the same high frequency
control actions. The sway travel was zero in the roll-only case and just under
4ft in the medium case (occasional peaks to 10 ft). The tracking error perfor-
mance was 'practically identical in both oases.

The bottom of Fig. 4 shows the effects of sway on the pilot control behavior.
The dashed curve is that fitted to the roll-only data (not presented) for the
smoothed control element. The solid-curve is that fitted to the given data points
using the Mbdel Fitting Program described in Ref. 1. The refined pilot model
included his perception of both roll rate and roll accelerations, and LOP cues
in the motion path) in addition to the cl~ssical pilot lead and time delays of
the visual path and second-order neuromascular dynamics. As in all of the DES
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and LAMARS cases analyzed to date, the curve fit to the data points is excellent,

and the model clearly captures all the nuances of the measured describing functions.

Figure 4c shows two main effects of washed-out sway motion:

0 The disturbance.-control loop (-0/ce) in essentially unaffected
because neither the motion cues (which dominate -c/ce at high
frequencois) nor the visual cues (Which dominate at low fro-
quencios) are affected by the medium washout.

* S The target tracking loop (p/ce) is only affected at low
frequencies, where the lateral.specific force cues give
helpful tilt cues in the roll-only case but are distorted
and lom eoftective in the washout ease tax shown by the
lower gain below a) = O.ý tad/sea).

On the other hand the target following transfer fanction shows a little lower gain
at the very lowest :requencies irvying less tilt cue which has been shown pro.
viounly in Ref. I to be a favorable effect.

Overall, there is reomakably little difference in performance and behavior
between the roll-only and the roll-plus-sway came, with this medium away washout,
one reason in that the washout did not remove much of the tilt cue, as shown by
the similarity of LOF in Fig. 4a. The pilot's subjective comments are discussed
separately, later.

Effects of Various Deaoroe of $way Washout

The main sat of variables, in which Wr and y were varied produced almost
negligible changes in the specific measures of pilot performance and behavior. It
had boon expected that the wide range of sway washouts (which do result in adverse
cooments) would result in a behavioral change, but this was not apparent from the
data. In gene al, t • describing ation differences among the sway washout cob•i-
nation (Cases Is p T, and . ) were similar to the data separations shownin the praviogp Fig. 4. was one came with significant reductions in d escribing f:•'.c=,

tion gains, (Z , was highly confoundod by encounters with soft stops (travel limit•
ers) hence no transfer function data will be presented.

Figure compares various measures of motion output and perfo,'mance among the
various sway washouts teated, arranged in the same order of increasing severity as
in Table 1. The first set of bars compares the lateral travel for the various wash-
outs. As would be expected, the RMJ travel reduces, from the untested (but calcu-.
lated value) of over 40 ft for free flight, to 3. ft (i0 ft peaks) for the least
sway washout that could be used, to further reductions to wl ft (3-4 ft peaks) for
the medium and high degrees of washout. The extent of travel is greatly reduced by
the sway washout, as was expected.

The second set of bari shows that the spurious lateral specific force cue
increases with washout severity as was expected. The RMB levels of this LSF are
quite low, with the peaks reaching values of ony 00. 1 g for the medium, high, and
roll.only cases. The basic tradeoff between travel and miscue is clearly apparent
from these data: one obtains reduced travel at the expense of inore&aed miscues.
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looking now at the bottom of Fig. 5 for measures of the tracking performance
and behaviorj one sees that the roll rate was practically identical among all sway
washouts. This means that the roll loop was closed in the same manner, regardless
of the presence of the (often sub-threshold) LSF cues. In other words, lateral
specific force cues were essentially ignored in the roll loop closure.

The same conclusion applies to the roughly equal tracking errors and control
force measures at the bottom of Fig. 5. These performance measures cannot be con-
sidered to be the whole story because the pilot's subjective comments differed
significantly among these various washouts, as will be discussed later.

A word of caution is in order, here as might be implied that if reliable
behavior can be obtained with roll-only smawlation considerable expense (in terms
of lateral mtion systems) could be saved by eliminating the sway mtions. However,
lateral specific forces are often simulated for other purposes for roll-yaw coordi-
nation (e.g., for rudder usa, or engine-out effects, or direct-side-force simulation)
so roll-only simulation is not a panacea for the general case.

Another problem was hinted at during these tests: that of possible negative
transfer of training from the roll-only came (wherein a rightward-tilt requires a
left aileron correction) to the free-flight came (where the corresponding leftward
LSF in general would not result in a left aileron correction). A hint of this was
present when the sway-degreu-of-freedom was turned on, so the roll-only runs were
discontinued as war•ups for the sway washout sessions. This bears further study.
Linear vs. Non-Linear Washout

A nonlinear washout algorithm was evolved which would automatically adjustthe #way washout filter frequency, as a function of the sway command states$ as well
as the proximity to the sway lmita. Soft limiting of large excursions can only be
obtained by the addition of LSF miscues and it was the basic question of this com-
parison to see whether the decelerations for a large motion would be acceptable to
the pilot. This algorithm keeps the washout as low as possible during low roll
motions, and increases it only as much as is necessary to cope with large roll
motions. Consequentlyp one algorithm could be used for a large number of conditions,
instead of having to "optimise" the sway washout parameters for each conditionp as
is necessary with fixed away washouts.

Figure 6 depicts the results of comparing the nonlinear with the ,,medium" wash.
out, which it approaches for small motions. The larger reference input was used,
to maximise the sway cues. The bar charts for cab motions show that the LSFp roll
rate, and lateral travel were practically identical for either came. What is not
shown here is that the non-linear washout case (,hown shaded) resulted in fewer
bumings of the parabolic limiters than did the linear case. When the cab encounters
the parabolic limiters, large braking forces are put in, and the yaw rate coordina-tion mechanism of the cab is ineffective, so that there is a tendency to become
disoriented after each encounter. These incidents were greatly reduced in the non-
linear washout case, which the pilots liked. On the other hand, the adaptive
circuitry puts in slightly higher smooth decelerations (which are miscues).

The tracking error plot shows that the performance was practically identical in
either case. Figure 6o gives the transfer functions ooparinthe fitted curve for
the linear came (Cases)), with the non-linear data of Case . showing practically
identical behavior. (AKlinear model fit for the non-linear data is not strictly
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applicable because of the time variation in the washout properties). Nevertheless,
it can seem that the linear-case curve fits the nonlinear-case data quite wellp
implying essentially identical behavior.

The i•plication of these results in that the nonlinear way washout is a promis-
ing way to economize on experimental operations because the algorithm seems to work
over a large range ot inputs, A number of discrete (i.e., bank and rcturn) and

Q other input cases were checked with the nonlinear washout during this experiment)
and, in all cases) the results seem to be similar to those shown. We recommend this
nonlinear sway washout scheme for other simAlators having similar travel limits.

CORRELATION OF SUBJECTIVE AND OBJECTIVE DATA

Although a great deal of pilot commentary was taken during these experimentso
it was difficult to establish firm correlations with the washout parameters because
the motions, although noticeable, did not strongly affect the pilot's control
strateg and, in may cases the LSP involved was small enough to be almost "sub.
threshold." It turned out that this LSF threshold effect was the dominant dim-
tinguishing feature between cases which could be consistently evaluated and in 'I
cases which were vaguely and Inconsistently evaluated. As noted earlier in
Fig. 5b the rma LSF were under 0.05 g for the reduced input cases, and approached
0.10 for the reference input cases, The peak LSF did vary somewhat more than this
due to occasional large motions; this enabled the pilot commentaries tb•e made when ,1
they occurred. In many of these cases the pilot was also allowed to inke bank-and-
return maneuvers within the confines of the simulator) in such cases the lateral
specific forces often exceeded 0.1 gla so the sway washout effects became more
readily apparent.

Accordingly, we have plotted the peak LSF vs, the washout filter frequency
(w.) and washout attenuation factor (E) on Figures '7a and •b, respectively. Along
with each of the data points is given fhe consensus of co-ments among the pilots,
First, notice the black points which are those obtained during the roll tracking
cases with reduced inputs. The peaks seldom exceeded 0.1 g's and the general
consensus of pilots comments was vague. Only for very low values of Ky in Fig. 7b
(which correspond to roll alone) did the LSF exceed 0.1 glo, and then was some comr-
ment about noticing the tilt cue or the "leans."

Considering next the open synbols for the rapid bank and return maneuvers,
it can be seen that, when the lateral specific force peaks exceeded about 0.1 glop
there wan distinct comments which had some correlation with the task variables.
(Cross plots of these effects will be shown later).

it is inferred from careful study of these comments thato when lateral specific
forue peaks lie about below 0.1 g'sl the LSF elfects are, at best, only vaguely
perceived and, at worst, are inconsistent. This hypothesis may help explain some
of the apparently inconsistent results from other investigators, where the lateral
specific force peaks are known to have been les than 0.1 g (e.g., Refs. 5 and 6).
Others (e.g., Refs. 7 and 8) have suggested that such an "indifference threshold"
would be operational on lateral specific force cues, and our findings verify these
suppositions,

The findings have important consequences for the design and interpretation of
experiments involving lateral motions, If the expected LSF cues are less than
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0.1 g's, the experiment may be expected to encounter confused pilot commentary. If
the small cues are used in important ways for coordination and tor detection for
certain types of failure, then wuch small levels might be worth investigating. On
the other hand, if the lateral specific force cues are greater then 0.1 Z's they
will surely be noticed and used, and if they are due to motion-base artifacts, they
may affect the results in a negative manner.

Gathering and sitting those oases where the motion cues were strong enough to
give significant commentary, the correlations shown in Fig. 8 summarise the
consensus from this experiment. Figure 8 represents a "subjective commentary
map," wherein the coordinates are washout frequency along the abscissa and attenua-
tion factor as the ordinate. The bottom left corner represents fully-coordinated
free flight. Regions of distinct subjective effects are denoted by the fussy
boundaries and paraphased comments.

It is noted that a good portion of the interesting washout range (values of
Snear 1.0 and my < 0.2 rad/sec) exceeds the travel limits of the simulator. A
barely acceptable region was observed for Ky a 0.5 - 0.7 and * a 0.2 - 0.4 rad/sec,
where the LSF miscues are small enough and the peaks are not unduly delayed with
respect to the roll angles to cause apparent distortion.

Consider next the "leans" region (at the top) where the attenuation is reduced
towards zero, implying no sway motion whatsoever. In these oases, the motions
approach roll-only and the tilt cue is closely in phase with the roll angle. Hence,
there is little confusion between the source of the lateral specific force and the
observed roll alea. We call this syndrome of effects "the leans" because the
pilots are aware that the perceived LSF is due to a leaning effect of the simulator.

At the bottom right of Fig. 8 the attenuation factor is nearly unity, and high
washout frequencies are present, the "delayed side-force" effect (noted at the start
on Fig. 1) was apparent. Here, the side force peak, even though small, was delayed
with respect to the roll angle peak. This seemed to cause some disconcerting motion
effects, because it is harder to assi=ulate into the pilot's experience with air-
craft. Finally, at the right center there is a large range of undesirable proper-
ties where the washout filter frequencies are on the order of 1.0 rid/sec and
attenuation was somewhat reduced ( 0. - 0.9) which produced highly distorted
lateral motion cues. In maw7 such cases the pilots claimed that the spurious cues
were like an inexperienced studant pilot putting improper inputs into the rudder
pedals. The obvious conclusion from this Fig. 5 is that: it is difficult to
achieve an acceptable degree of washout within the :00 ft confines of the LAMARS I
Simulator. This conclusion is not inconsistent with experience of other aircrae.t
simulations both on the LAMAUS and elsewhere. So much landscape is required to
reduce the spurious lateral specific force cues below 0.1 g'a that acceptable sway
simulation can seldom be afforded in a practical sinmlator,

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn from these experiments.

1, There is an excellent tie-in between the dynamic environmental
simulator and LAMARS simulations when the same case is simu-
lated,
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2. The present pilots and trained non-pilots from earlier
experiments showed nearly identical behavior and perfor-
mance, implying universality of adaptation and results.
However, the pilots needed such less training'time than
the non-pilots due to their previous flight experience.
This points up one advantage of using actual pilots in
such basic researchl the amount of training time neces-
sary to obtain valid results can be reduced by an order
of magnitude when real pilots are usedp thereby offsetting
their scarcity and expense.

•. Both btep and random tracking gave rise to spurious lateral-
motion-cues (the turn-coordinated free-flight came would
have none) which were fuzzily categorized as "out-of-
phase.," "like a student on the rudder pedals," ae.e
Analysis showed these to be roughly correlated by time-

and-frequency-response parameters related to Ky and •y.

4. Neither the roll tracking behavior nor error performance
were significantly affected by a variety of lateral-sway
washouts.

5. Pilot comments were consistent only when the peak lateral
specific forces exceeded about 0.1 g. Pilots noticed
",leans" (tilt effects end "delayed side forces" (delays

between peak roll angles and peak side-forces).

6. A nonlinear beam washout filter (working on computed sway
states) reduced the rate of soft-stop encounters, at the
expense of occasional# smooth lateral-specifio'force (ay)
peaks, but otherwise did not affect behavior or performace.
It promises to provide an adaptive washout which does not
need to be "fine-tuned" to avoid hitting stops while mini-
mizing supurious washout artifacts. Additionally, it should
be especially useful during training# where motion cue usage
is changing.

7. These results imply that sway motions well over M10 ft
should be provided to reduce lateral motion miscues to
acceptable levels for realistic discrete or random track-
ing inputs.

It would be interesting to find and simrulate exactly some
real-world tasks in which the free-flight motions would
be under :10 ft, such as aerial-refueling or shipboard
VTOL landing. Our hypothesis would predict that, u.less
the lateral specific forces would exceed 0.1 g (unlikely),
lateral motion cues would not be significant in such
cases.
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CONTROL LOADING METHODOLOGY USING A MICROCOMPUTER

Dr. Gerry Albers
Aerospace Engineering TI
University of Dayton
Dayton, Ohio 45469

The tactile frequency response of a human is much higher than the vLsual I
response. A specific example of this characteristic can be witnessed in the

simulation of an aLircraft, The visual scene content ti perfectly acceptable

when the Image is refreshed at a rate of 30 times per second. However, the

pilot will feel a definite vibration or "hum" Iln his control stick (particularly

while the stick ts being moved) If the forces on that stick are computed at

the same rate. Furthermore, whenever a sharply rLsing force Is encountered

such as at a travel limit or at a detent, high frequency components must be present

or else the "sharpness" is lost. Therefore it is essential In a simulator that

an Independent computer be provided to compute the forces which the pilot

feels, since the host computer to usually "framing" 15 to 30 times per second.

The various components of the control loading forces are discussed in this
i• paper, A brief history of control loadLn• Imp lame ntat Ions Is also presented with

the emphasis on two modern computational approaches, one of them analog,

the other digital. The digital approach employs a microcomputer system which

Is discussed In detkil. The hardware sub-systems were ofi-the-shelf components

and the software was written in a high-order language. The equations and their

Implementations are discussed, with particular attention paid to the frequency

compensation necessary to produce "sharpness". A high iteration rate was

achieved and the system was capable of solving the force equations for all

three axes (pitch, roll and yaw) in the allotted time. Recommendations for

future Implementations are also presented. This digital control loading base

was the result of a research effort with the Aeronautical Systems Division at

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
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AN APPROACH TO DESIGN OF SIMULATION SYSTEMS FOR TRAINING
AND SELECTION OF PILOTS IN AN ENVIRONMENT OF COMPETITION

Leonid Lipchin, Ph.D.

Hiqher Order Software, Inc.

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Abstract (2) For each dynamic stereotype, a definite
range of possible maximum value. of the final OEF

This paper describes t-aininq and selection can be determined:
methodology for developinq maximum efficiency of an
ocerator in the context of compensatory tracking. Emin . E(Di,T) < Emax. (2)
The major idea is a motivation principle of traininq
based on competition. The function of operator (3) The operator expresses his dynamic stereo-
efficiency (OEF) is introduced. The classification type through the time history (tempo) and final
criterion for dynamic stereotypes of operators is value of the OEF, E op(DiT).
discussed. A particular competitive structure is
chosen for each dynamic stereotype. While competing (4) The final value of the measured 0EF for any
for the leadership position, (operator selection subject can approach the maximum of the range for
requirements) the operator continually compares the his stereotype only through proper training.
relative dynamics of his OEF to others.

(5) Motivation based on competition is the most
The test runs on the condition that thE operator important factor in training efficiency.

believes he competes against authentic recorded time
history OEF's of real operators who have been pre- (6) There are three ranking stereotypes, L,
viously tested. In reality, his display is indi- which determine the best initial ranking of any
cating computer-simulated data which can be manlpu- subject relative to his competitors: (a) LEADER --
lated by the examiner depending on the operator's one who achieves maximum efficiency only when he
performance. Application of this methodology to starts by leading his competitors; (b) OUTSIDER --
training and selection of cosmonauts for the docking one who achieves maximum efficiency only if he begins
task is considered. behind all other competitors; and (c) NEUTRAL --

one who achieves maximum efficiency irrespective
of initial ranking.

Introduction
If these statements are accepted, it is Possible

Proper training and selection of operators in to establish training and selection methodology for
manual control is one important method to make a developing maximum efficiency of any operator.

man-machine system more efficient.I This problem
has been studied in the context of compensatory Methodolooy
tracking where the operator must determine his
control actions from indirect information. For
soecific control tasks, the operator's dynamic Basic Idea
stereotyoe develops during the process of training. While competing for leadership position
The dynamic stereotype describes the ooerator's
skill to choose and maintain the comoensatory control (operator selection requirements) the oderator
function during a neriod of time. We can observe continually compares the relative dynamics of his
the ability (qualitative parameters) of people to OEF to others. For this methodology display of
control A %vttpn through the parameters of skill competition, which can indicate the OEF time history
'cuantitative parameters). Physical skill and of all competitors to subject and examiner is
psychological factors, important in man-machine required. This can be added to existing cockpit
i.nteraction, form the dynamic stereotype as displays. The test runs on the condition that t'e

I operator believes he competes against authentic
discussed by others. recorded time history OEF's of real operators who

have been previously tested. In reality, his display
.e can construct a mathematical function E(t) is indicating computer-simulated data, which can be

of ooerator efficiency (OEF) for each specific task. manipulated by the examiner.
This furction takes Into account how well the subject
succeeded (or failed) throughout the task steo by First (Fic. I), it is necessary to collect and
•er'. The final OEF value E(t) is a measure of process training test data for the soecified task

ucc:ess fntearated over the entire task. from a large number of operators over a period of
time. From a model of the task, the OEF ana the

7kt dDDroach is jased on the following required final value for success in the task are
determined. Throuqh analysis of this data, the
number of dynamic stereotypes as well as the charac-

"-or oAch snecific task. ooerators can be teristic time history and range of final OEF values
St' 1yi a'/ 8 'fn!te number of dynamic stereotypes of the dynamic st*reotv0es can be established (fig. 2, .

A few averaoe time histories with different charac-
I K. CI teristi frenuencies for each dynimic stereotroe can

then be modeled by computer methods.
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COLLECT ASK
MIINT The examiner can create competitors of anyDATA dynamic stereotype by computer simulation, i.e., he

can compuse any environment of competition for any
operator. The examiner must first (Fig. 3) determine
the subject's ranking stereotype by a psychological

REAL 'ASK test. The subject is instructed that selection will
'000 Voo. be made on the result of competition. He is told

=-- that some of his competitors have passed the exami-
nation before. He is instructed about the meaning
of the OEF and how it is displayed, and he is told
that he can continuously see the time histories of
OEF's of his competitors which have been previously

S T"C'X o CC.s;R T recorded. He is instructed that he must place first
•:VT:TTON FR in the competition to be selected. Then the training
EAC" o, _J Ebegins.

OCF FOR C•ACM 0t

ir i ............... t .............................................. S... .;. Il ...... .......................
I i11:411 al ¶ .II Mt V, M
40 C|ItgRII tiI %,tr AUr

S114ATE OCTr( 1
FOR EACH 0 .nil

.. lylC' S14% V i. s" TETSVsWtlr

Flo , . •ar .of PlaJor Taisk% P afm 1 O*e,,10e01 Trani9 
TAEaMni

t~ of t CUPIREArT OEF VAL.U(SWEn

rtaq - ,~ OPERATOR A
( A 01 .) First, the examiner runs short tests to deter-

mine dynamic stereotype based on leadership stereo-

type (LjADi). During this time; the examiner

simulates different structures of comnetition and
_ analyses the time history of OEF of the operator'.

Then, tVe normal test is run where the ooerator is
compared to some number of simulated candidates.

!A The test is finished and the examiner analyzes test
data. The next test will be for a more complicated

? structure of competition. Stability of final OEF
,r, value E(Lj ADI, T) during a few tests can reveal:

"(1) maximum efficiency of operator; and (2) if a
mistake was made' in initial dynamic stereotype
classification. Further tests can then be made to
confirm new classification. We can say that the
operator is sufficiently trained if the final OFF
value has been stabilized and also has reached its
threshold value over the number of running tests.

"A

Application
- ~~aTR3,8,2 This methodology was invented3' and patented2

under sponsorship of Project "SOYUZ's" in the USSR.
It was applied to the training and the selection of

cosmonauts for the docking task. 3 ' 4  Figure 4 shows

the qeometry of the guidance plane. Relative velocity
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o characterizes the time remaining until docking and Figure 6 shows the structure of control of
lateral velocity, Vlat determines the projected error ,pacecraft during the manual docking manuever. The

h. The task of the cosmonauts is to: (1) reduce p cosmonaut makes decisions about required control

to a minimum; (2) eliminate initial error; and actions only on the basis of information about

(3) keep center axes of both spacecrafts the same. distance to target and relative velocity from a radar
system, and bearing and roll from an optical sight
system. The cosmonaut manages a set of rocket
engines in order to control approach parameters as
well as vehicle stability. Because the cosmonaut"is has a finite response time, he brings into the

P P control system a minimum amount of angular instabi-
lity, Wy, *z.

QEDARE PLRANE

, , uiCS
VI'S

SUI E R~T C YEN £,?.I)

I For the first part of the docking manuever
7:'• •t • -, !(P 200 1 l000 m) the cosmonaut should keep thel parameters of approach within the proper hatched

field which is displayed in Fig. 7. The limit of
"• ~the field is modeled by computer, but during the last

part of docking (most important, o < 200 in), the
cosmonaut has more responsibility to minimize the

*,- .*c,•,, st..;•c : r.,~ •o•, TJ, error in approach parameters. The OEF for this task
was determined on the basis of a mathematical model

Figure 5 shows the initial and final conditions of docking, which determines the time and dynamics
for docking. For visual determination of mutual of docking and expenditure of fuel Fx and Fy
orientation of both vehicles on the passive space-
craft there ore landmarks and spotlights. By these '
aids, the cosmonaut can determine declination between
mutual cpnt.ral axes in one plane, as well as, "too" I /•
and "bottorV" of couol Ing.

, .,

- op

- F22•// /i //%/'./ , y,// ,,/ .
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the components of the n-dimensional vector E are
phase coordinates of the scalar functiort E(t), which
vary with time. Then the discrete variant of

NKalman-Bucy estimator:
_- ,En = QEn~i rwn (6)

Zn = HEn + vn (7)

and its recurrent equations,
En -E -+PnH'(HPnH'+RR)I (Z HE (8)

n n-i n n n n-1~ )

"4 P +n V- Pn H'(HP-HI + R)-IHP_ (9)
n n n n n(9

+I
P_ 4t P +IQr' (10)

Pn = n-

will be as follows. Instead of (8), we will have a
system of scalar equations:

Pj1 En]
El[n] E_[n] + " (Z1 En]-EEn])

Pl1 [n] + a2En]

t p r[n]
E2 [En] = E P1n] + o1[n] (Z1[n]-Eln])

Fig. 8 Permissible Fields of Control for
Final Conditions of the Docking Task ........ . ................... (

. ...... ..... ..... .. ..

............................... ................

Figure 8 shows permissible ranges of control
Platched areas) for distance (1), velocity of ap- P-m[n]
oroach (2), and fuel consumption rate (3) as func- E mn] = E_[n] + mn (Z1[n] -E[n])
tions of time. Typical control trajectories for m m P1 [n] + a [n]operators during simulation are shown by the dashed
line. Excursions outside of the permissible control
fields (PCF) characterize non-optimal control Similarly, instead of (g) we will have:
behavior by the human.

The Rush-Mosteller function was chosen .to + Pjln]
construct the OEF: 11 PTn) 1n Pn] + 1En] )

El = AE• - ( 0- 3) X i (3) j+ [n] n] EP1I n] n]

1, F C PCF 12P122n P pln] + a2[n]

0 0, F Z PCF (4)
Efl1 , Fi = Fi.1  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

For this soeclfic task the function has the following + P1 n]
"orm: 1 Plm[n] - lmn[n] - i.- PIin1

N e -- t PiEn] + oa[n]E(T) • o 2 exof---- } (Lti) Ati (5)
-P +n] - P(n] - P12En] P,[n]

where 9  To tt/('o'' ,,,d a (I.- (44t/T)]. 22

This function wa,, constructeo using a Kalman- I .......... ..
Rucy filter. The author developed a digital scalar ..............
,orm of thli filter which, for this specific purpose, +0 . Pm[n]
ite nrt r0 pqufro matrix inversion. 1 Assume that Pn [n] -P- (n] -

mm Pj(n] + o2[n] m)
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Calculation of the elements of the matrix P_ It is known that if the two procesi.es aret un-

is done accordinq to extraoolation model of the correlated then I12 (fl) is Lxactlv zero. but if tnP
sgQnal: two processes are ccrrelated takes on non-

EI[n all ElCn-] ..I + aimEm[n-l] zero values. E'itimations of Iron for a certain

frequency fK = 1/2.',t were computed for a'' corrbi-
Ea 1 [n-l] • . . . , amEmtn- nations from the set of functions Eo(t' E As( op

S. . . . ......... ,a result, four basic dynamic stereotypes .ere

.n ... . .l . . ... . I (13) deternined for this task. For each Di, the average

OEF time history was simulated. On the basis of

am1[n=l] ammim[n.1 analysis, it was possible to estimate the influ-
n ma E[l mence of the numbers of competitors N and N0 on the

relative decreasing time of stabilization of final
on the basis of the following formulae of the proba- OEF values. Figure 9a shows the result for eleven

bility theory: competitors and Fig. 9b for five. It is possible

to see that decreasing the number N in the leader

P_ [n] M 4'E.i(n-] I .[n- I ]J f(P+.in- 1 a..) (14)0
ij 1 t n 1] aij greup (i.e., subject should initially be one of the

top N competitors, No=N; then N-l, No=N-l; .

En each step of the procedure of the estimation and N allyp e s ou fi n fi 1, N IN 1 r

algorithm, we do the following calculations: and finally he should finish first, No l), requires

compute E(n] according to (13); form the measure- the subject to complete the task in steadily de-

ment ZIln]; compute Pi according to [143; creasing amounts of time. This involves increasing
c iu productivity on the part of the subject and simul-

determine E[n] according to (11); and compute taneously, the time required to stabilize the final

P[n] according to ('12). OEF value decreases. Also the deviation of tne

3 atvalues of 0T/T is decreasing as the task becomes
more complicated.

The procedure for defining the number of dynamic

stereotypes was done on the basis of analysis of Training in an environment of competition was

tralnine tpst data of 36 trained operators. The conducted with four simulated competitors. Display

OEF was computed for each test of each subject. of competion indicated (Fig. 10) five bars, the

Dynamic stereotypes were then selected on the basis heights of which proportionally indicated the current

of the OEF's. Dynamic stereotypes Di were deter- values of OEF of operator B and four simulated

mined in a two-step procedure. In the first steo competitors (a); elapsed time of test (b); the

the basic D0 were determined according to the fol- percentage of task goal remaining (c); and number
of the test run (d).

lowing set of parameters: range of final OEF values
and number of test values. In the second step, Di

were determined more precisely by a digital spectral

analysis technique. First, normalized estimation of
the integrated sample co-spectrum was determined,
which measures the total In phase covarlance between _f

the two processes for all frequencies less than

f .12

2 K

11l2(e) iS1 S2 t 'C 12(fi) (15)

wnere---

,I2 (f.) 2 (1 2 (o) I •I1 (K) w(K)Cos(,i K/fH)}
12K 12

0 < I < F (16) -- -

CI (K) ½ { I (K) + CI2(-K),. 0 < K - L-I (17). . . . ... "

N-K Kig. 9 Typical Relationship Between Productivity

1 I <EE0 K < 1-1 (18) of Human Behavior and the Number of the:,?CK} ~I " (¼{l '•l(2t-K" -2) O K LI(8 Leader Group Computed for Eleven Comoietiturs

in 9(a) and fcr Five Competitors in 9(b)

-In~l S !rP -stimators of the standard deviations.
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Fig._10 Competition Displayp

The operator is matched to one of the four basic
dynamic stereotypes on the basis of his final OEF r, -0.710 T

values and the range of final OEF values of the bisic
dynamic dynamic stereotypes, as well as the parameter
O0, Fig. 11 Comparison of the Typical Histories

of the OEF for Five Channels of

Manual Control
1 EE (t•) atj)T 4; CE op EDi~t

O j. ]o (19).
E 20E

1 ,------------------- -- -

where
2 1 x 2
2E i = (EOP(t )- (ti WE 6t (20)

and

UE. N E! (t.)" (t.)} 2 at (21)
T O op Di a

which shows the level of oscillations for E t) W "a :S 3 4' ,
relative to i t)~.

Fig. 12 Comparison of the Relationships

Between the Average Final OEF Value
Figure 11 shows the typical time histories of and the Number of Test Runs

the OEF for five channels of manual control:
veiocity of anoular stability (w , wz ); fuel these subjects as a function of the number of test

consumption rite (Ft, F ); and relative velocity runs completed with competition methodology (2) and

of approach ;. Column a contains test data without without competition (l).
the environment of competitlon and data in column b
was taken using the environmeit of competition. Both Conclusion
operators had taken 15 test runs. At the bottom of
each column, values of OEF are shown integrated In spite of some difference between subjects,
across all channel with respect to tim. both functions (Fig. 12) show us that in an

environment of competition the thresholu value Ethr(1)
In order eo further detemine the effectiveness for OEF can be reached with fewer test runs than

o' the trainiIng ethodowogy, we c opared the results by traditional methodology; and the stable value
obtainol hy tratnin• two pop~jlations of pilots whose of the final OEF reached with the environment of

orevtous professional competitiveness were consi-

1eped very similar. One population A, was trained competition was higher than by traditional methodology.

'sing tho classic methodo!oiy- population B was A methodology has been described, which when
• a• 'ed by the environment of competition method, combined with manned-vehicle systems analysis can

1il,•?p 1 nows the aver.~e final OEF value for aid further investloatlons of human behavior in an-

machine systens to lncrease their efficiency.
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Further Work 8. Lipchin, L. Design And Manufacturing OfNavigatio Copuin Sytm. ahno--

In the future, we expect the following topics stroenie, Moscow, USSR, 1976. (Russian)
to be of interest: research in optimal training
strategies based on the game theory; and reli- 9. Tarran, V.A. Ergonomic Control Systemns.
ability estimations of the results of pilot training. Mashinostroenie, Moscow, USSR, 1976.

(Russian)
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ABSTRACT

Vibration at frequencies above 50 Hz applied to the tendon of
the extensor muscles of the ankle joint produce the tonic vibra-
tion reflex (TVR) which increases when the vibration frequency is
increased. The TVR affects a joint's mechanical response to both
sinusoidal and random oscillations in a manner similar to that
seen with tonic voluntary contraction. Vibration also inhibits
the myotatic component of the stretch reflex measured in the EMG.
The degree of inhibition is proportional to the vibration fre-
quency. This is in contrast to the facilitation of the myotatic
reflex produced by tonic voluntary contraction. Vibration does
not influence the post-myotatic component of the stretch reflex.
The selective influence of vibration on myotatic and post-
myotatic responses suggest different anatomical and functional
organization underlyinq these responses.

INTRODUCTION

The suppression of the patella reflex in human subjects seated
on a vibrating platform was observed some forty years back by
Coermann (1938, cited by Goldman, 1948). Interest in this effect
of vibration was renewed by the studies of Hagbarth and Eklund
(1966) and DeGail, Lance, and Neilson (1966). The tonic vibration
reflex (TVR) and the suppression of both tendon-jerk and Hoffmann
reflexes were observed in each of these studies. Numerous studies
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since have shown that vibration of the limb in animals as well
as humans activates both monosynaptic and polysynaptic spinal loops
(Hagbarth 1973; Lance, Burke & Andrews, 1973; Matthews, 1972).

The exact mechanisms by which vibration suppresses monosynaptic
reflexes are not fully resolved. Various mechanisms suggested
include peripheral occlusion of Ia afferents, presynaptic inhibi-
tion of Ia inputs at the motoneuron level, fusimotor driven changes
in spindle sensitivity, and reciprocal inhibition of motoneurons
due to activation of primary endings of antagonist muscle groups
(Barnes a Pompeiano, 1970; Fromm & Noth, 1976; Gillies et. al.,
1969; Homma, at. al., 19751 Dindar& Verrier, 1975). Although most
studies have shown inhibition of the monosynaptic reflexes, excep-
tions have been observed. Godaux & Desmedt (1975) have shown that
100 Hz vibration of the human masseter muscle potentiates both the
masseter tendon-jerk and H-reflex. Agarwal & Gottlieb (1976) found
the effect of vibration on the achilles tendon jerk to be fre-
quency dependent. The tendon jerk was inhibited at 60 and 100 Hz,
but was facilitated at 160 and 200 11z vibration. The H-reflex was
also inhibited at 60 and 100 Hz, slightly inhibited at 160 Ha and
unchanged at 200 Hz. Desmedt & Godaux (1978) have shown that the K
inhibitory effects of vibration increase with amplitude, but
decrease when the vibration frequency is increased. The paradox
that on one hand maintained vibration activates a tonic contrac-
tion (the TVR) while on the other hand simultaneously inhibits the
phasic reflexes is yet to be adequately explained.

The TVR produces involuntary movements when the Joint is free
to move and in an isometric situation it produces illusions of
movements (Goodwin, McCloskey & Matthews, 1972; McCloskey, 19731
Craske, 1977). Jaeger, Agarwal & Gottlieb (1979) have shown that
the vibration at 100 Hz applied to the muscle tendons of soleus
and anterior tibial musclesincreases both the simple and choice
reaction times in a discrete tracking task. This effect is pre-
sumably due to altered peripheral feedback which influences motor
command decision making.

Hendrie and Lee (1978) have shown selective effects of vibra-
tion at 120 Hz applied to the human forearm on the M1 and M2 - MH
responses recorded from the wrist flexor muscles. A marked sup-
pression of M1 was observed, but vibration did not significantly
change the M2 - M3 component of the response.

In this paper we will present the results of experiments with
vibration applied to the tendon of the extensor muscles of the
ankle joint in normal human subjects, on the mechanical parameters
of the joint as well as its selective effect on spinal mechanisms.
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METHODS

Experiments were done on six normal, adult, human subjects.
A subject sat in a chair with the right foot strapped to a foot-
plate which could rotate about a horizontal, dorsal-plantar axis
through the medial maleolus. A digital computer (General Automa-
tion SPC-16/65) recorded foot angle (e) and torque (T) (sampling
rate 2501m) and rectified, filtered EMG (sampling rate 500/s) from
the soleus muscle (SM) and anterior tibial muscle (AT) using disk
surface electrodes. The layout of the apparatus is shown in Figure
1 and a more complete description is available in Agarwal &
Gottlieb (1977a). Vibration was applied to the Achilles tendon
using a Hagbarth-type vibrator (TRV-Vibrator, Model #TMT-18, Heiwa
Electronic Industrial Corp., Japan) attached with surgical tape.
Vibrator frequencies were selected at 50, 75, 100, 12 , or 150 Hz.

The plate could be rotated by a DC torque motor (Inertial
Motors Corp #06-24) via a gearbelt and pulley system for torque
amplification. Constant tension springs were also used to
counterbalance gravitational torque. With the subject completely
relaxed, the resulting joint position (approximately 90 degrees
between the foot and the tibia) was defined as the reference
position of the ankle joint. A dual beam oscilloscope provided the
subject with visual feedback of his foot angle on one channel and
the reference position on the other.

Experiment 1: High frequency vibration (50-150 Hz) produces a
tonic vibration reflex (TVR) contracting the gastroonemius-soleus
muscle. The resulting torque due to the TVR was counterbalanced
by applying an appropriate level of bias torque with the motor so
that the subject would maintain the reference position without
voluntary effort. Sinusoidal torques in the frequency range of 3
to 12 Hz were then superimposed on the bias torque level. The
experiment was repeated without vibration but with the same level
of bias torque which required tonic voluntary contraction of the
gastroonemius-soleus muscles.

Fourier series coefficients were computed from the torque and
angular rotation data to calculate the effective compliance of the
ankle joint. (For details see Agarwal & Gottlieb, 1977a; Gottlieb,
Agarwal, & Penn, 1978).

The compliance data, presented in Fig. 4 and 6, can be approxi-
mated by a linear mechanical system consisting of a moment of in-
ertia (J), a viscous element (B), and an elastic element (K).
Such a system is deucribed by a linear differential equation:
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T J d + B dt + KO (1)

where T and 0 are the torque and angular rotation. In Laplace
transform notation the complex compliance is given by:

C(S) - - (2) I
where S is the complex frequency. The solid lines in Fig. 4 and
6 represent the 'best' fit of equation (2) to the data.

Experiment 2: A band-limited gaussian (0-15 Hz) signal was pre-
recor-e3=rm a noise generator. These time-varying signals were
superimposed on a bias torque level as in Experiment 1. The input'was applied for 30 sec or more and the data continuously recorded
on a digital tape.

The data was analyzed by computing the auto- and cross-power

spectra of the angle and torque records using 4.096 seac data
records (1024 points) and cosine taper with 2.048 sec of overlap
between successive records. Transfer functions and coherence were
computed (Agarwal & Gottlieb, 1977bl Gottlieb & ASarwal, 1978).
Figure 6 shows the compliance magnitude and phase as calculated
from the complex transfer function. The coherence function was
calculated to check the linearity assumption. Average coherence
values are given in Table 1.

Experiment 3: In the third experiment, pulses of torque lasting
one second were applied to dorsiflex the foot. The instructions
to the subject were to react as quickly as possible in opposition
to the motor pulse and restore the foot to its original position.
For details of the methods, see Gottlieb and Agarwal (1979).

Three to nine pulse amplitudes were used in most experiments.
Pulse amplitudes and interstimulus intervals were in pseudorandom
sequence. Ten responses at each amplitude level were averaged and
graphed as shown in Figures 7 and 8.

Visual inspection of the EMG records determined the time in-
terval over which a particular EMG response occurred and the area
under each record for that interval was computed.

To compensate for shifts in the base line produced by tonic
voluntary contraction (or due to TVR), we computed the average
value of the EMG over the 50 ms interval prior to the torque stim-
ulus and subtracted this from the EMG in the integration interval.

The rate of joint rotation and hence muscle stretch changes
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rapidly upon application of a torque pulse. The average velocity
in 16 to 24 me interval after torque onset was used as the inde-
pendent variable in graphing integrated EMG response versus
stimulus intensity. The experiment was done without vibration and
at three vibration frequencies (50, 100, and 150 Hs). When vibra-
tion was applied, the resultant TVR torque was counter-balanced by
the motor bias torque to maintain the reference position. For
comparison, experiments were also done without vibration with bias
torques requiring compa.?able tonic voluntary contraction of
gastraocnemius-soleum muscle.

RESULTS

Sinusoidal oscillation

Figure 2 shows the first 2 s of oscillation due to a 5 Hz
sinusoidal torque input without vibration and with vibration at
50, 100, and 150 Hz. The input torque amplitude is the same in
all four cases, The amplitude of the angular rotation decreases
with increasing vibration frequency indicating greater stiffness
of the joint. There is very little 8MG activity in the AT. For
the SM, note the different EMG.scale for no vibration case.
There is a reduction of about 20% in the peak to peak amplitude of
rotation with 50 Ha vibration, while the molaus ZMG response is
reduced by a factor of 2.

The width of the SM EMG burst in increased with vibration as
shown in the two-cycle averages in Figure 3. In these averages,
each horizontal trace represents the average response at a single
frequency with 3 Hz in the back-ground and 12 Hz in the foreground.
They show a clear reduction in the amplitude of angular rotation
with increasing vibration frequency. In the SM, there is a sig-
nificant decrease in the starting time of the 9MG pulse with
respect to the most plantar point of rotation as the vibration
frequency is increased.

Figure 4 shows the compliance of the ankle joint and its phase
angle as a function of the input frequency. The solid lines are
the best linear second-order model fit. The mechanical parameters
of the model are shown in Table 1. As the vibration frequency is
increased, the bias torque needed to counterbalance the TVR also
increases proportionately. The moment of inertia and the viscosity
remain relatively constant but the joint stiffness increases by
nearly a factor of two from no vibration to 150 Hz vibration. The
resonant frequency increases from 5.9 to 7.3 Hz.

Random Torque Input
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Figure 5 shows a response to a bandlimited (0-15 Hz) Gaussian
torque input with no vibration, 150 Hz vibration, and with no
vibration and a voluntary contraction equivalent to the previous
TVR.

Figure 6 shows the compliance and phase angle. The parameters
of the second order model are shown in Table 1. Again the moment
of inertia and viscosity are nearly constant while the stiffness
increases with vibration frequency. The effect of vibration on
stiffness is exactly the same as with voluntary contraction against I
a bias torque without vibration. The last column of this table
shows the average coherence value over the frequency range of 2
to 15 Hz used for curve fitting.

Stretch Response

Figures 7 and 8 show the results of the third experiment for
two different subjects. Part (a) shows averaged responses of
angular rotation and the SM EMG. The step torque is applied 50 ma
after the start of the record. in Figure 7a the two cases are
without vibration (top) and with 50 Hz vibration (bottom). In
Figure Sa (bottom) vibration is at 100 Hz. In both subjects, the
first component of the EMG response between 30 and 100 ms after

the tor ue application (this corresponds to 80 and 150 ms in these
plots) a significantly reduced with vibration but the second
component is nearly unaltered. These responses are quantitatively
compared by plotting the integrated EMG in appropriate intervals r

versus the stretch velocity as shown in parts (b) and (c). The i
straight lines are first order regression curves. The slopes of
these lines are defined as the response gain.

Table 2 shows the gain, the correlation coefficient and the
velocity threshold (intercept of the regression line on
the abscissa) for the myotatic component (before lOOms) and the
post-myotatic component (after 100 me). Responses without vibra-
tion were done at the start of the experiment (x-points) and re-
peated after the vibration inputs (v-points). For subject GCA,
the myotatio reflex gain is reduced by a factor of 10 between the
no-vibration and 150 Hz vibration. For svbject BXK, the gain is
reduced by a factor of 3 with 100 Hz vibration. It should be
emphasized that the tonic voluntary contraction of the soleus
muscle increases the myotatic reflex gain (Gottlieb and Agarwal,
1979). The last line in the table for subject BXK represents the
condition of tonic voluntary contraction without vibration which
demonstrates this increase.

The gain of the post-myotatic responses, 120 to 250 ms in Fig.
7(o) and 130 to 250 mm in Fig. 8(c), is not significantly influ-
enced by vibration. Just as with the earlier myotatic reflex,
this response is highly and linearly correlated with the rate ofankle rotation.
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DISCUSSION

Sinusoidal & Random Torque Inputs

The visco-elastic parameters of the ankle joint have been
shown to be linear functions of the level of muscle contraction.
(Agarwal & Gottlieb, 1977b; Gottlieb & Agarwal, 1978). The vibra-
tion produced TVR contraction of the muscle changes its mechanical
properties in a manner not distinguishable from voluntary contrac-
tion. The co-variation of ankle joint stiffness with joint torque
is the same whether that joint torque in produced by voluntary
contraction or the TVR (table 1).

In an earlier study (Agarwal and Gottlieb, (1977a) we have shown
that the resonance in compliance near 6 Hs appears to be in part
a manifestation of the stretch reflex arc (see also Joyce *t. al.,
1974; Goodwin et. al., 1978). Vibration reduces the tendon-jerk
response, the Hoffmann reflex and the stretch reflex, implying
that the spindle afferent input (1a) is not as effective on the
alpha motoneuron. These reductions have been attributed to pro-
synaptic inhibition of the primary afferent-alpha motoneuron arc
(Gillies at. al., 1969, Barnes and Pompeiano, 1970, Delwaide,
1973, Dindar & Verrier, 1975).

In the present experiments it is clear that the repeated
stretch of the soleus by sinusoidal torques overcomes the vibra-
tion induced inhibition of the Ia-alpha MN arc. an Fig. 2, the
SM EMG builds up in amplitude after each cycle and in the averaged
response in Fig. 3, the SM EMG amplitudes are of the same order at
all vibration frequencies. With random torque inputs, (Fig. 5)
vibration at 150 Hz produces a strong TVR response over which the
stretch induced EMGs are superimposed with apparently reduced
magnitudes.

Step Inputs

The myotatic component of the stretch reflex in the human
soleus muscle is highly and linearly correlated with the rate of
muscle stretch (Gottlieb & Agarwal, 1979). The alope of this
response curve in proportional to the level of tonic voluntary
activation. The response curves in figures 7 and 8 show a linear
relationship to the applied stretch. However, the tonic muscle
activity of the TVR inhibits the myotatic response. This indicates
that the motoneuron pool is activated in a different manner by the
TVR and by voluntary tonic contraction.

The post-myotatic response is not influenced by vibration. We
have also found that the tonic contraction prior to stretch input
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has only a slight effect on its magnitude (Gottlieb & Agarwal,
manuscript in preparation). Regardless of the mechanisms involved
in the suppression of the myotatic component, the invariance of
the post-myotatio response suggests that this response is mediated
by peripheral afferent pathways in addition to the Ia afferents
which are responsible for most or all of the myotatic component of
the response. The step torque inputs undoubtedly excite group
lb and secondary spindle afferents (i1) as well as joint and
cutaneous receptors. Burke at. al. (1976) have shown in man that
vibration is not as selective a stimulus for spindle primaries as
had been believed from animal experiments.

Even if prosynaptio inhibition at Ia terminals is the pre-
dominant mechanism for myotatic reflex suppression, it may not be
operative on the central projections of muscle afferents to
supraspinal centers (Hendrie & Lee, 1978). It has also been sug-
gested that 'separate subpopulations of the spinal motoneuron pool
are responsible for the M1, H, and M1 peak@ of the 3E4N response
(Tatton, at. al., 1978). Thele may go differentially susceptibleto vibration as well.

CONCLUSIONS

The tonic vibration reflex affects a joint's response to
sinusoidal oscillation in the same facilitatory manner that is
seen with tonic voluntary contractions. Although the myotatic re-
flex is suppressed by vibration, repeated stretches of sinusoidal
oscillation produce an average 3MG response which is not different
in magnitude from the no vibration case. Either polysynaptic
mechanisms at the spinal cord level or mechanisms involving higher
centers (and possibly both) are able to overcome the inhibitory

S mechanisms at Ia-alpha motoneuron level in producing stretch evoked
resonance near 6 Hz.

These results also indicate that the post-myotatio EMG responses
to limb perturbation are not only different in their latency butalso in their functional dependence upon peripheral influences.
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TABLE Is Mechanical Parameters of the Ankle Joint
(Subject OCA)

Input Type Vibration Sias B K f Zn Average
(Date) Frequency Torque Nmi /rad Nms/rad Nm/rSd Coher-

(Ha) Kgm,. once

Sinusoidal - 0 0.024 0.201 32.3 0.115 5.9 -

(6/22/78) 50 0.35 0.027 0,201 41,2 0.095 6.2 -

100 0.65 0.028 0.249 53.9 0.100 6.9 -

150 1.00 0.030 0.306 62.6 0.112 7.3 -

Gaussian - 0 0.027 0.56 43.2 0.25 6.3 0.84TorqueToqu 50 0.68 0,028 0.42 45.2 0.19 6,4 0.85
0-15 Hz____ ____Band- 75 0.79 0.029 0.46 46.4 0.20 6.4 0.86

limited 100 0.88 0.028 0.46 46.4 0.20 6.5 0.89(2/2/79) 125 1.29 0.029 0.44 51.4 0.18 6.7 0.90

150 1.46 0.029 0.48 54.0 0.19 6.9 0.90

- 0 0.027 0.58 36.0 0.29 5.8 0.82
- 0.68 0.028 0.44 46.0 0.19 6.4 0.85
- 0.73 0.027 0.46 49.4 0.20 6.8 0.83
- 0.88 0.028 0.44 47.0 0.20 6,5 0.85
- 1.26 0.027 0.40 50.0 0.17 6.8 0.81
- 1.46 0.028 0.46 53.6 0.17 7.0 0.84

ii
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TABLE 2: Reflex Regression Analymis

Subject Vibration Bias Plot Myotatic Eogt-Mvotatic
Frequency Kg.M. Symbol GaIn r VT Gain r VT

GCA 0 0.14 X 0.267 0.966 16 0.243 0.941 -8

0 0.05 V 0.237 0.941 3 0.205 0.981 14
50 0.06 * 0.145 0.935 41 0.149 0.924 -78

100 0.70 [ 0.070 0.999 62 0,190 0.853 -42

150 0.64 A 0.019 0.370 -115 0.264 0.942 -15

BXK 0 0.04 X 0.095 0.998 20 0.111 0.930 -27

0 -0.12 V 0.085 0.986 15 0.105 0.996 -49
50 0.33 '* 0.063 0.974 19 0.129 0.989 -10

100 0.15 D 0.029 0.920 13 0.121 0.903 -38
0 0.30 A 0.115 0.984 15 0.126 0.955 -10

Gain ('.VS./deg/u), velocity threshold V (dog/u), and

Correlation Coefficient (r) between stretch vdlooity and integrated
SM EMG. The subjects were instructed to resist to go back to the
base line as quickly as possible. These data correspond to Figures
7 and 8. The bias is the average value of the torque measured just
prior to the step torque input. When vibration input was applied,
the TVR was counterbalanoed by applying appropriate bias torque
with the motor to maintain reference position. The gain oorre-
sponds to the slope and the threshold to the abscissa intercept of
the linear regression line.
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Fig. 1: Experimental, motor driven footplate. The computer (C)
records the amplified (A), filtered (F') EMOs as well asI
the ankle joint angle (0) and applied torque (T). It
drives the torque motor (M). Display dual beam
oscilloscope (D) shows the subject a signal indicative of
foot angle and the reference position.
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torque input under conditions of no vibration and
achilles tendon vibrations at 50, 100, and 150 Hz. The
TVR was counterbalanced by the torque motor. The four
traces in each case are torque MT in Kg. mn., angular
rotation (0) in degrees, EMGs of anterior tibial (AT) and
soleum muscles (SM). All EMG scales are 1 meu except SM
EMG under no vibration condition.
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Fig. 3: Two-cycle averaged foot angle and EMGs from the anterior
tibial (AT) and soleus muscles (SM) at different drive
frequencies and under conditions of no vibration and at
50, 100, and 150 Hz soleus tendon vibration. The TVR
was counterbalanced. The frequencies from background to
foreground are 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 8, 10,
and 12 Hz.
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SINUSOIDAL TORQUE INPUT
S0.2

S0.,1 X

I. ~0.04-

0.02

0.0.t -

0.004-
X -NO VIS

0.002 .5 -0 Hz

.100 Hz
3 0 -15 0 H 2

C0-

1 30 
-k

-150-

-10211 10 20
FREQUENCY (Hz)

(GCA 6/22/76)

Fig. 41 Compliance of the ankle joint for the data shown in Fig.2.The solid lines in the compliance and phase data represent
the best second order model fit. The mechanical parametervalues are given in Table 1.
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A BAND LIMITED 15 Hz GAUSSIAN TORQUE

NO VIBRATION
ST v V 4.1kg.M.

& AT 0o.14mv i
,I IJ ldhLI ~ 3.2mv

$ AND LIMITED 15 Ha GAUSSIAN TORQUE
150 H1 VIBRATION

T 3074.

AT 0,40,rv

SM 3.64mv

BAND LIMITED is Hs GAUSISIAN TORQUENO VIBRATION WITH WIAS
T 3,69ke.m.

AT A0.15mv

SM -A ý I" .AiAtiI~ 3.67mv

3s
(*CA 3/2/79)

Fig. 5t Oscillation of the toot to an app lied band limited (0-15
Kz) gausoian torque under conditions of no vibration
(relaxed), 150 H~z vibration with TVR counterbalanced with
motor bias, and no vibration with motor bias equal to the
TVR at 150 Hz vibration. First three second* of data are
shown.
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BAND LIMITED 15Hz GAUSSIAN TORQUE

0,1

0.02-

0,002

30 X -0NO rIB

0.-100 Ha
', •"NO VIB

"30 BIAS J
.60- -

1 ~~-9U ------------

•120- -

-150

id o
FREQUENCY (Hz)

(MCA 2/2/79)

Fig. 6# Compliance of the ankle joint measured using random input
torque signal. The model parameters are given in Table 1.
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NO VIBRATION

ii

(*CA 6/22/76)

Fig. 7s a) Angular displacement and rectified, filtered SM EMG
following sudden forced dorsiflexion of the foot.
Torque is applied 50 me after the start of each

record. sao trace is the average of 10 responses,

Sand responses to progressively stronger torque pulses

are plotted from foreground to background. The upper

1group is under no vibration condition and the lower

group under 50 HS soleus tendon vibration condition.
Dorsiflexion is plotted upwards.
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(GOA /9IMh) w
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NAA

STRITOI4 VILOCITY
MOCA W22/78S) dgla

Fig. 7. b) Integrated SM XMO plotted against the angular velocity
-,of forced dormitlexion. The EMG was integrated overI

the interval 36-100 mes. The solid lines are linear
regression curves and the legend next to them indicate
the vibration frequency. Results of linear regression
analysis are sumimarized in Table 2.

c) Integrated SM ZMG over the interval 120-250 me.
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Fig. 8 a) Angular displacement and SM EMO for another subject.
The lower group is under the condition of 100 Ha
vibration.
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Fig. St b) Integrated SM SMG over the interval of 40-100 me.
The five data sets were no vibration (a) at the start
of the experiment, vibration at 50 Hs and 100 Hz with
TVR counterbalanoed, voluntary bias without vibration,
and no vibration (b) at the end of the experiment.
Results of linear regression analysis are summarised

* in Table 2.

c) Integrated SM 3MG over the interval 130-250 me.
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INPUT ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR OF THE HUMAN EYE TRACKING SYSTEM

Look Kretsschmar

Department of Physiology

Faculty of Medicine

Erasmus University Rotterdam

3000 DR Rotterdam, The Netherlands

The frequency response of the human eye tracking system appears to be

highly dependent on the ability of the subject to predict the future

course of the target. Bode plots obtained from experiments with sim-
ple sinusoids show a much smaller phase lag (sometimes even a small
phase lead) and higher gain than those where more demanding signals

such as band limited noise or a sum of sinusoid. have been used. Ac-

cording to some investigations this phenomenon, which has also been

observed in other motor tasks like manual control, vergence eye move-

ments and accommodation, is a continuous function of the target motion
"complexity" and is often attributed to a predictor mechanism in the

human brain. In the present paper the exact nature of this "predictive"

or "1precognitive" behavior has been studied. It was found that this be-

havior is merely a matter of an adaptive proces and is not related to

subjective predictability of the target trajectory. The trauking sys-

tem can be described as an adaptive servosystem of which the various

parameters and system type are adjusted according to some optimal pro-

con to obtain a tracking error and error rate which are as small as

possible. The time delay of the system however$ has a rather constant

value for all continuous input signals and is only affected by fati-

gue and blurring of the retinal image.
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XLECTRODERMAL LABILITY AND CAPACITY FOR DUAL-TASK P WPORMANCE

by
Ruasell A. Benal

Michael 0. H. Coles
Dtaioe C. 1. eanel

Department of Psychology
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Champaign , IL 61820

ABSTRACT

Eleotrodermal (galvanic skin) responses have long been used as a
convenient Index of sympathetic arousal. Individuals exhibiting high levelsS~of resting secotrodermal activity aer designated *'labilea," while those withlow levels, "stabiles." Labile. have been found to be resistant to

performance decrement over time in vigilance studies. Thus, Increased
electrodermal responsivity appears to represent enhanced attentional and
information processing capacity during such tasks. However, it is not olear
whether there is a cost attendant on this enhancement or whether the
performance of labiles is enhanced on other tasks, The responses of 10
labiles and 10 stabiles were collected during a simple reaction time task
and under single and dual-task monitoring and tracking conditions. The
monitoring task involved the detection of dynamic system failures in an
automatic tracking task. The tracking task was the Critical Task with a sub-
critical level of inetability. The reaction time data parallel the previously
reported findings of inferior performance for etabiles. The data for complex
single-task and dual-task conditions did not reveal a similar trend.
aenerally, labiles performed better in both single Andual conditions. The

pattern of these results suSsest the proposed selectyve enhancement associatedwith electrodermal lability is only adaptive for tasks that require or profit
from focused attention. The implication for monitoring tasks is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Much previous research has been devoted to the study of man as the
physical manipulator at the controls of complex man-machine systems. A con-
sistent and often not so subtle trend has been the shift in the role of marl
from that of manual controller toward man as supervisor (1) or monitor of
automatically controlled functions, Removal of man from an active element in
the control loop has led to questions concerned with man's ability to monitor
such systems for failure and to regain control of such systems when failed.
Whether man is actively controlling or not, the essential task remains of
monitoring all facets of system performance.

The existence of individual differences in either manipulating or
monitoring performance is not surprising. For many investigators with
interests in man-machine systems, this intersubject variability is more
frequently a source of consternation rather than a topic for research.
Additionally, investigators with primary inteýests in individual differences
are not often concerned with man-machine systems. Nevertheless, there is one
area in which some overlap may be seen. Previous research within the
vigilance and signal detection paradigms has shown that there is a general
decline in performance over time known as vigilance decrement. It has also
been found that some subjects do not exhibit this decline. The parallel
between vigilance (and/or signal detection) and monitoring may be drawn
without undue difficulty,

The quest for an individual characteristic that could be consistently
related to monitoring performance has led to an interest in electrodermal
(galvanic skin) responses. As Katkin (2) has auccinctly stated, the logic
for the investigation of the relationship between electrodermal lability and
attentional or vigilant behavior lies in the consistent positive relationship
between tho rate of spontaneous electrodermal responses (electrodermel
lability) and the rate of habituation of tho attention-related orienting
response. Crider and Augenbaum (3) suggested that the individual differences
in electrodermal habituation (operationally equivalent to lability) can be
considered to reflect characteristic rates of attentional decrement with
repetition of the eliciting event. Therefore, fast habituators (low lability
or stabiles) should show a performance decrement over time not observed among
slow habituators (labiles) in tasks requiring sustained attention.

Evidence is available to support this hypothesis. Coles and Gale (4)
found a positive correlation between lability and auditory signal detectionperformance. Siddle (5) reported a difference between stabiles and 1chilis

in the time course of auditory vigilance performance. Both groups detected
an equal number of signals early but stabiles exhibited a decrement over time
not mean among labiles. Crider and Augenbaum noted an ambiguity in the
relationship between lability and attentional capacity. They argued that
differences in performance could be due to differences in perceptual sensi-
tivity (0) or response bias (0). Although Crider and Auienbeum replicated
the previous finding of labiles detecting more signals, they attributed it to
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an increased willingness to respond. That is, increased correct detections ,
wore accompanied by increased false alarms. Their initial data tend to
support the finding that d' remains constant across time for labiles, but
declines for stabiles. The replication and modification of procedures
suggested that motivational factors expressed themselves through a relativelyliberal reporting strategy.

Katkin and his colleagues reported the results of a similar experiment

in which the same auditory signal detection task used by previous researchers
was performed under differential payoff schedules (6). They replicated thei

finding of performance differences between labiles and stabiles, but found no
difference in response bias. Furthermore, the payoff matrix did not have
differential effects on detections or d'. When the data were analysed by
blocks of time it was found that hits and d' declined across successive blacks
for stabiles but not for labiles. The greater apparent Internal consistency
of Katkin's data suggests that some attentional factor rather than a bias
factor is responsible for the performance differences.

Although labiles appear to have superior vigilance performance at least
in single task conditions, it is possible that this performance is jained and
maintained at the expense of other performance. Xatkin proposed that his
data suggest that lability reflects a variable that is a selective enhancer*
of effective central processes and not generalised arousal. Therefore,
increased lability may reflect enhanced attentional or information processing
capacity. However, this might be quite specific in the manner of selective
attention maintenance. In simple single task conditions performance may be
enhanced, whereas in dual tasks (or more complex single tasks) such
enhancement may come at the expense of other aspects of the tasks. When
multiple performance measures are available, it may be possible to determine
if the hypothesised selective enhancement has any attendant costs. Or
alternatively, whether such selective enhancement extends heyond the realm of
vigilance.4

METHOD

To assess the relationship between electrodermal lability and performance
an experiment was conducted in which subjects who differed in lability
performed in a paradigm that allowed collection of performance measures
similar to those found in the vigilance paradigm as well as other performance
measures.

Sublect Selection

An initial unselected sample of 59 male undergraduates was randomly drawn
from the University of Illinois, Department of Psychology subject pool. The
only restriction was that all would be right-handed. Each of these subjects
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was screened for electrodermal lability under standardized conditions. An
Initial 5 min resting measure of lability was taken, followed by a Tueasure
during a 5 min period in which subjects performed a simple reaction time (RT)
task (key press to light stimulus), ending with a 5 min post-task resting
measure. During the entire procedure the subject was seated in a lounge
chair in a semi-reclined pos tion placed in a sound attenuated chamber.
Subjects wave cautioned to remain quiet and still during the resting periods.
•or the task.period the chamber lights were turned off following instruction
in the T teak,

Two subgroups of subjects were selected on the basis of the number of'
spontaneouu fluctuations in skin conductance of at least 0.5 ýmho during the
rest period. The ten highest and lowest responders were chosen to represent
labiles and stabiles respectively, In Figure 1, the responses of typical
labile and stabile subjects are shown for the three measurement periods,
Selected So proceeded to a second stage of the experiment in which they
performed tracking and monitoring tasks.

PRE TASK

ON TASK

POST TASK

- STABILE
-LABILE

FIOUlZ 1. Typical elaectrodermal activity of labile and stabile subjects during
resting and reaction time task conditions.
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Apparatus and Procedure

Measures of akin conductance were obtained uaing Beckman electrodes
attached to the volar surface of the middle and index fingers of the left
hand. A 9852 A Beckman coupler which imposes a constant voltage of .5v
provided a tracing of the subject's conductance (sensitivity: lma - .1 Vmho).

The reaction time task was programmed on a DEC LaI-l1 microprocessor.
Stimuli wore presented with a random interstimulus interval of 4 to 5 sec and
subjects were, allowed 1 sec to respond. The subject held the stimulus/response
box in his right hand, using his thumb to respond on the push button
immediately below the stimulus light. A task light stayed on continuously
during the task. Each subject was given fifteen practice trials prior to the
50 experimental trials. All data was stored during and printed after the task
by the microprocessor.

The dual task performance apparatus is described in detail elsewhere (7).
it consisted of a 7.5 x 10 cm Hewlett-Packard Model 1300 CRT display, a
spring-centered, dual axis joystick with trJgger, and a spring-loaded finger
controller. A Raytheon 704 digital computer generated tasks and processed
responses. Subjects sat in an arm chair in a sound attenuated chamber with
the dual axis joystick onothe right and the finger controller on th. left.
The display subtended 3.4 of visual angle. The two basic tasks for the
subject were the Critical Task controlled by the left hand and the detection
of failure in an automatic tracking task signalled by trigger presses. The
automatic tracking task was a pursuit task in which the target followed a
semi-predictable path. The computer's tracking behavior modelled that of a
human controller. For the conditions described below failures were step
changes in the acceleration constant (a) toward a system approximating pure
second order dynamics. For the Critical Task the value of the instability
parameter was set at a constant subcritical level (A w 1.5) for all conditions
analyzed to daoe.

The subjects in each of the subgroups participated in three sessions.
The first was a training session followed on two separate days by two experi-
mental sessions. On each test day there were three practice and 16
experimental trials. The conditions which have been analyzed include two
trialo of the Critical Task (CT) alone, two trials of automatic monitoring
(AU) alone for failure in detection, and 4 trials of dual tasks (AU + CT).

Failures (6-8 per 2.5 min trial) were generated by an algorithm assuring
random interfailure intervals and low system error. The latter precludedobvious "Jumps" in cursor position. Detections ware recorded by trigger

presses which reset the dynamics. If no response occurred within 6 sac the
system returned to normal via a 4 sac ramp. Detections were assessed in terms
of accuracy and latency. Hit responses were those detection responses in the
6 sec interval (P(Hit) - Hits/intervals), P(FA) was the number of false alarms/
false alarm intervals. Rather than d' the nonparametrIc area under the ROC
curve (P(A)) was used as the sensitivity measure (8). Latencies to detection
were also recorded. Average absolute error was recorded for the Critical Task.
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RESULTS

For the reaction time task performed by the initial unselected se4pO the
correlation between RT and electrodermal lability was statistically reliable
(r (59) w -. 341 IL - 01). This suggests that the previously documented rela-
tionship between vigilance and lability exists for RT. When the labile and
stabile subgroups are compared for the RT performance across time, Figure 2
indicates a decrement across time for stabilesp which is greater than that for
the labiles. However, while the effects of both lability (g < .01) and trials
(. < .003) are reliable, the interaction was not (J .05).>

350

.340-
2 ~O'Stabile

330 .

- 320

z
o3I031--if Labile

29 -WJ300

2900 I 2 3 4 5

SUCCESSIVE BLOCKS
(10 TRIALS /BLOCK)

Pizure 2. Reaction times for labile and stabile subject# as a function of
time on task.
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Under dual task conditions the relationship is less clear. In Figure 3
the detection performance measure of sensitivity P(A) (- d' in signal
detection) is plotted against the average absolute error on the Critical Task
(CT). Both groups shows. decrement under dual vs single task conditions
resulting primarily from increased CT error. This decrement is highly
reliable (p < .00001). However, there was no reliable difference between
labiles and stabiles although stabiles tended to perform bette•r (., .18),

S......I " . .. .I. ... .

* .0SINGLE DUAL
** LABILE.:
D-'----OSTABILEI

0.9-

0.7-

0.8

D.050 .100 .150

CT AVERAGE ABSOLUTE ERROR

Miure 3. Sensitivity (P(Q)) and average absolute error value for labile and
stabile subjects under single and dual task conditions. Standard
deviation values are shown for each point.

When the two measures for the detection tasks P(A) atnd latency, are
compared (see Figure 4)s stabiles also appear to show superior performance,
However, the main effect for lability (pL a .18) as well as the effects for.
single vs dual task (p .14) and their interaction (j .0 were not signif-
icant. A Fisher Ixact Probability Test on the frequency of subjects within
each subgroup showing a dual task decrement indicates a tendency for labiles
to be insensitive to the dual task manipulation (.1 .05).
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• ~.84 -06,

083- SINGLE DUAL
"*i' .... .LABILE

01B2 INCREMENT4r

'DECREMENT

.79-

Si I I I t * I ,,

"•'3.3 .4 3.5 3.0 3,8 3.11 3.9 4.0
DETECTION LATENCY (see)

Figure 4. Sensitivity (P(A)) and detection latency values for labile and
stabile subjects under single and dual task conditions. The
direction of increment and decrement in performance in shown on
the negative diagonal.

DIBCUS•ION4

The pattern of data suggest that Katkin (2) may be correct in assuming
the electrodermal lability reflects a variable that is a selective enhancer
of effective central processes and not g6,neraliIed arousal. Certainly
vigilance (e.g., 4, 5, 6) and reaction time tasks have been shown to be
performed better by labiles. Hlowever, the mechanism appears to be related to
focused attention. Tasks which require or allow focused attention show a
benefit associated with lability. On the other hand, under increasingly
complex sinsle task and/or dual task conditions focused attention appears to
be a maladaptive rather than an effective central process.

The complexity of the monitoring task used in this study affords ample
opportunity to focus on irrelevant dimensions. Wickens and Meosel (7) have
argued that this detection task requires primarily perceptual and decision
making components and any mindirection of these resources should be manifested
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in performance decrements. A focused attention response under conditions that• demand flexibility in attention switching or division would lead rapidly to

performance deterioration. In fact, labiles' performance is not only somewhat
poorer it is also somewhat more variable. This is most plausibly explained in
terms of only occasional focusing on task relevant dimensions.

One obvious difference between the current monitoring task and the
previously used vigilance tasks is the reduction in signal presentation for
the current task (down to six to eight presentations per 2.5 mn trial). The
reaction time task whose results paralleled the previous vigilance findings
presented signal@ at a rate more nearly equal to the vigilance task. The role
of signal rate in vigilance tasks has been investigatedp but not in relationto slactrodeftal activity. Other differences include the €ontinuous nature of
the monitoring task versus the discrete nature of reaction time or the

viglalnce task (elbqlt with a memory component), blacks of trials versus
uninterrupted avant periods, and signal discriminability,

Although the data of the present experiment must be regarded as prelim-
naryp the do indicate the possible value of the measurement of eleotrodermal

lability ie amthod of identifying individual differences in attentionI related tai4 These data suggest that labiles are superior on focused
attention tasks but their performance suffers when flexibility is required.
Future research should examine the relationship between lability and the
dimension of allocation flexibility. It would be expected that the superior
ability of labiles to focus attention would be an advantage under some
circumstances, but a serious disadvantage under others. Such research would
also indicate the utility of the electrodermal lability in the selection of
human operators.
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ABSTRACT

The predictor operator is a well established property of a
human controller in manual control systems with a pursuit
displays For periodic inputs, the human controller has been
shown to use a synchronous tracking mode with considerable system
performance improvement. The performance change is most evident
in the dramatic change in the phase portion of the system's bode
plot. In the present study, we investigated the predictor
operator in a manual control system with a compensatory display
and compared it to similar results with a pursuit display. Four
types of input signals were used: 1) single sinusoid, 2)
narrow band summed sinumoids, 3) variable band summed sinusiods,
and 4) wide band summed sinusoide. The frequenoy range was from
0.04 to 1.5 Hz. Our data from pursuit tracking is similar to
data obtained in several previous studies. What is interesting
is that the predictor operator in compensatory tracking is
essentially the same as in pursuit tracking. The predictor
operator is dependent on the input bandwidth.

INTRODUCTION

The predictor operator is a well established property of the
human controller in manual control systems with a pursuit type of
display. If the system input is periodic, this periodicity may
be detected, and the controller uses the predictor operator to
enter what has been termed the synchronous tracking mode. In the
synchronous tracking mode, performance is improved considerably
over the case in which system input is not predictable.

This performance change is most evident in the dramatic
changes in the phase portion of the system's bode plot. Examples
of this have been published for a two pointer manual tracking
task and for smooth pursuit eye movements in response to a
smoothly moving visual target (1,2). In each of these examples,
a marked improvement was seen between phase curves obtained when
the input was predictable. The difference in phase curves has
been attributed to the action of a predictor operator.
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In the present study, we wished to investigate the predictor

operator in a manual control system with a compensatory display,
and make comparisons to similar investigations with a pursuit
display. The existence of a predictor operator in compensatory
tracking has not been investigated. Most investigators seem to
prefer a pursuit display when studying the predictor operator.
Our hypothesis is that a predictor operator is also present in
manual control systems with a compensatory display.

METHODS

Four subjects were used in the present study. Prior to
collection of data, subjects were run through a scaled down set
of experimental blocks to permit practice and allow for the
approach of asymptotic performance levels.

The experimental setup is shown schematically in figure 1.
The human operator sat before an oscilloscope and manipulated a
one degree of freedom joystick. The joystick rotated freely with
no springs or dashpots. The plant dynamics consisted of a simple
unity gain. Two horizontal lines were displayed on the
oscilloscope, and were driven vertically.

The first line served as the target in the pursuit case, and
a zero error reference line in the compensatory case. The other
line displayed system output in the pursuit case, and system
error in the compensatory case. The lines were adjusted in focus
and intensity which made it easy for subjects to discriminate
between the two. The display configuration could be changed
between pursuit and compensatory by means of a switch. Error was
computed by a simple analog circuit. The entire experiment was
under the control of a real time digital computer (General
Automation SPC-le/65) with digital-to-analog and analog-to- I
digital channels. The computer operated at a 20 meeo sampling
time, generating the appropriate system input and monitoring the
system output. There was a 2,54 second delay between the
initiation of the input signal and the recording of the output
signal to exclude the start-up transient. A total of 61.44
seconds of data were taken for each tracking period. Phase angle
between system input and system output as a function of input
frequency was computed by standard fourier series techniques.
The root mean square (RMS) value of the system error was
digitally computed using the equation:

RMS Error- l (Ykxk) 2

where:

yk wkth output sample
xkm kth input sample

N- Total number of samples (3072)
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""ioh RMS of the remnant tvam digitally computed using the
following equation:

RMS Remnant- gj a, sin (w kAt+Oj)j2

where: p- number of sinusoids in the input signal

ai W amplitude and radian frequency of the Jthi aj •j=input sinusoid

5.gS4U gain and phase angle of the output at the input
frequency wj

At - sampling interval (0.02 second)

Note that the remnant was assumed to be a noise signal added to
the human operator's output, as is typically done in modeling of
this nature,

Four different classes of system inputs were used with each
display configuration. The frequency range of interest was 0.04
to 1.5 Hz. The four classes of inputs were

S(I) single sinusoids, predictable; (II) narrow band sum of
sinusoids, quasi-predictable (III) variable band sum of
sinusoids, quLsi-predictable; and (IV) wide band sum of
sinusoids, unpredictable. Examples of these inputs are shown in
figure 2. For predictable input I, phase lags and the two RMS
performance measures were determined for at least three
replications of seven input frequencies. The results were
averaged at each frequency, For quasi-prediotable input I1, the
predictability of the single sinusoid was degraded by adding one
higher and one lower frequency component to the test frequency
(3). Phase lag measurements were made only at the center
frequency. The two RMS performance measures were made over each
tracking period and were considered measurements at the center
frequency. Five different center frequencies were used with a
minimum of three replications at each center frequency, For
quasi-predictable input I11, predictability was degraded by
adding to the test frequency between one to four sinusoids at
lower frequencies. Phase lag measurments were made only at the
test frequency. Three or more replications were made for each of
five variable band inputs. For unpredictable input IV, five
frequencies were used by forming several different combinations
out of a set of seven frequencies over the frequency range. A
minimum of three replications were run for each combination.
Phase lag measurements were made at uach frequency in a given
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tracking period. Error and remnant RMS performance measures were
made for each tracking period.

The sum of amplitudes of individual sinusoids in the input
signal was always equal to ten. When more than one sinusoid was
summed in the.input signal , the component sinuuoidu were
adjusted to be equal in amplitude.

The pursuit data were taken first with the order of the four
classes of inputs randomized between subjects. Compensatory data
were then taken, again with the four classes of inputs randomized
for each subject.

RESULTS

The phase portion of the system's bode plot from input to
output was constructed for all data. Phase lag in degrees on a
linear scale was plotted against frequency on a log scale. Two
bode plots were prepared for each subject--one for the pursuit
display and one for the compensatory display. Four phase curves
appear on each plot corresponding to the four classes of input
used. The circle is for input I, predictable sinusoids, and the
square is for input IV, unpredictable sums of sinusoids. The two
quasi-predictable inputs II and III are represented by diamonds
and triangles respectively. The bode plots are given in figures
3 to a.

Normalized remnant was plotted on a linear scale against
frequency on an arbitrary scale. The plot symbols are identical
to those used on the bode plots, except that the average RMS
across all wide band tracking periods is shown as a dashed
line, Again, two plots were made for each subject, one for
pursuit and one for compensatory. The remnant plots are given in
figures 7 to 10. The normalized RMS error plots were prepared in
a manner similar to the remnant plots and are given in figures 11
to 14.

DISCUSSION

There are two other types of predictor operators that have
received attention in manual control. Precognitive manual
control displays differ from the pursuit and compensatory
displays of the present study in that system input may be
previewed by the subject. This allows the operator to preprogram
his responses (4). A second type of predictor operator has been
investigated in control systems with a periodic input. After
tracking has been established, the input is turned off. The
controller has been instructed to maintain his response as if the
input were still present (5). These two types of predictor
operators may ultimately be related to the predictor operator of
the present study. However, in terms of analysis, each of these
predictor operators must be analyzed somewhat differently,
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Our pursuit phase curve results are very similar to previous
investigations of this natue (2,8). All of our subjects
exhibited a similar pattern of pursuit phase curves. The single
sinusoid phase curve was typically flat around zero degrees
across the frequency range of interest. The wide band phase
curve fell off rapidly with frequency. The two quasi-predictable
phase curves lay between the predictable and unpredictable
extremes. Some occasional overlap was observed at low and high
frequencies betwesen the quasi-predictable phase curves and the
single sinusoid or wide band phase curves. In no case, however,
did single sinusoid and wide band phase curves overlap.

The compensatory phase curves were somewhat similar to the
pursuit phase curves. The single sinusoid phase curve fell off
gently with frequency and the wide band phase curve fell off
rapidly with frequency. The quasi-predictable phase curves lay
between the two.

When comparing pursuit phase curves with their compensatory
counterparts, the pursuit curves represent a generally better
level of tracking performance. That is, there is less phase lag
in the pursuit case. Similar differences between performance
measurements of pursuit and compensatory displays have been
observed (7). For simplu gain dynamics, the pursuit display
seems to be preferred over the compensatory display, although,
for higher order plant dynamics the compensatory display may be
better (8).

The separation of phase curves iii the pursuit case as a
function of input predictability shows the action of the
predictor operator, as mentioned in the introduction. Note that
a similar separation is observed between -the compensatory phase
curves, also indicating a predictor operator.

In contrast to the phase curves however, the normalized RMS
remnant and normalized RMS error plots do riot show the dramatic
and consistent separation with graduation in predictability as
the phase curves do. Note that curves for single sinusoid,
narrow band and variable band inputs all approach and in many
cases exceed the wide band values.

It has been suggested (7) that the remnant signal should be
small when the controller is successfully predicting and large
when prediction is poor. Our results are consistent with this
suggestion only at the lower .frequenciej of our study. At mid
and higher frequencies, normalized RMS remnant values for
predictable and quasi-predictable inputs approach and typically
exceed the wide band RMS remnant value.

The normalized RMS crror results are similar to the results
for normalized for RMS remnant. Several authors (7) have
suggested that the predictor operator may be demonstrated by
observing reduced error scores of some type. Again, our data are
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consistent with this suggestion only at low frequencies.

These seeming inconsistencies may be resolved if one
considers an hypothesis that the human controller first
concentrates on making responses in the correct direction. When
this has been achieved, the operator next attends to matching the
timing of the input signal and response. Finally, attention is
turned to achievift accurate responses in amplitude (8,9,10)o
The first two of these three oriteria contribute primarily to the
phase measurement. The data of the present study support the
contention that the phase curve is the best indicator of the
predictor operator.

Returning to the pursuit phase curves, consider the
difference between the wide band and single sinusoid pursuit
phase curves. This difference is generally agreed to be the
result of the predictor operator.

Notice that a similar difference exists between the wide
band and single sinusoid compensatory phase curves even though
the compensatory phase curves are below their pursuit
counterparts. It is the separation of the wide band and single
sinusoid phase curves that is similar between the pursuit and
compensatory case. This difference was defined as phase
improvement and plotted versus frequency for both pursuit and
compensatory displays infiguro 1. What is interesting is that
the phase improvement curve for each display configuration is
similar. This could suggest that the same mechanism was
responsible in each case for the phase improvement. In the
pursuit case, periodicity of the input is presented to the 4
subject visually as well as proprioceptively and kinesthetically
from the stick movement. In the conmpenstory case, periodicity of
the input signal in presented to the subject proprioceptively and
kinesthetically from the stick movement, since no periodic visual
display is present. Despite this loss of visual information in
the compensatory came, the predictor operator provides phase
improvement to a similar degree in both pursuit and compensatory
tasks,

We conclude that the predictor operator improves the
system's phase response by comparable amounts in both the pursuit
and compensatory case, but is much lees effective in improving
the two RMS performance measures.
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ADVANCES IN MODELING PILOT TRACKING PERFORMANCE
IN THE PRESENCE OF SUSTAINED LINEAR ACCELERATIONS

by

Jonathan Korn and David L, Kleinman
Department of Electrical Engineering

and Computer Science
University of Connecticut
Storfs, Connecticut 06268

Simulated air-to-air compensatory tracking experiments have been conducted
at AMw.L. Theme experiments involved closed-loop centrifugation of human subjects,
i.e. the pilots experienced 0-stress whenever pitch rate commands were applied.
The multi-subject ensemble statistics clearly show that high 0 levels and transi-
tive 0 periods have degrading effects upon pilot performance. These effects ara
quite well reproduced by the Optimal Control Model Of humid response, modified
to include high-0 phenomena.

I A distinctive characteristic of an aerial tracking task is the sustained

positive acceleration, denoted as +0 , that acts on the pilot. This is of
paramount concern in hish-performanol aircraft during rapid turns and pullouts
from dives. In the past, many experiments were devised to evaluate the degrad-
ation in pilot performance in a high 0 stress environment. Zn later works,
the problem of analytically evaluating pilot performance has been considered.
Therefore, a model of human performance under 0-stress has become a develop-
mental goal.

Korn and Kleinman [4] obtained a preliminary model of pilot parformance ".! that employed the Optimal Control Model (0CM) [2]. In a further work, Korn

at aZ. [33 approached the modeling effort by assuming time varying control
strategies and 0-dependent OCM parameters. The data base for the development
and validation of these models has been generated on the Dynamic Environment
Simulator centrifuge (DES) at the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories
(AMRL), WPAFB. This paper is an extension of the work reported in Reference
[33. The following sections describe the experimental and modeling phases.

IIoz.h tlrav, iutE"
Repetitive trials of a compensatory tracking task were conducted on the

DES facility under two, experimental conditions. Zn both situations, the sub-
jects were seated in the centrifuge cab and were required to track a triangular-
shaped aircraft Image presented to them on a graphics screen, In the first
experimental condition, the centrifuge was at rest, whereas in the second it was
engaged in a closed-loop operation. Thus we use the terminology static- vs,
dynamic-G. The target motion followed a predetermined pattern in the longitud-
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insl (pitd ) axis bnly, The subjects, responding to an error atimualus, generated
a commanded control input in order to reduce the trackiAg error. By this action,
they induced a positive, time varying 0 strese upon themselves by increasing

*; or by decreasing the angular velocity of the centrifuge (in the dynamic G runs).

Six subjects participated in these experiments. The particular experi-
ments that were of concern to this study consisted of thirty-eight repl cations
of a 60-second static-G tracking run# and thirty-six replications of the dynamic-
o run.

From the recorded longitudinal and lateral tracking error ensemble, and
the subject attained 0 profile (0 ), first- and second-order statistics ware
computed. In the present study a will be concerned with the lateral axis datae
that was found to exhibit the following characteristics

1. The lateral tracking error ensemble mean , ;(t), obtained from the
dynamic-0 runs Is not statistically different from the static-0 mean. In both
cases it is virtually zero as might be expected---there was no target input'in
the horizontal axis. The tracking error in this aiis is induced by the pilot's
erratic control inputs, e.g. inherent motor randoumess, axis crossfeed, e.tc

".2.- The ensemble standard deviation, *,(t), for the dynamic-0 condition
-a s.lnift i1y l.r/sI• (P1,01) than that of the stetio-G cast •Fiures 3 - 4).
The F-test showed significant difference (P4.01) between the static and
dynamic-G variance time histories over nearly the entire 60-second period, The
differences are most pronounced during the peak 0 end during high 0 periods,
as can be seen by comparing Figures 3 and 4 with figure 5. This cleirly Indicates
that there is a substantial degradation in lateral tracking performance when
pev'ating under G-stress.

A descriptive model for this performance degradation is developed in the
subsequent sections,

IZL-. The System

The lateral tiacking task represents essentially a side-task as there are no
target aircraft motions in the horizontal plane. In order to model the lateral
task, the dynamics between aileron deflection, 8 , and tracking error, a, must
be defined. The modeling process assumes the fotlowingt

1. Roll angle, 0, is small so that coso=l and sino:*. This enables us
to treat the lateral and longitudinal modes as uncoupled. Moreover, the
longitudinal tracking task is not dependent on * in this case.

2. The attacker angle-of-attack aA and sideslip angle a -0. Thus, the
attacker velocity vector is always aligned with the body axis. This greatly
simplifies the system representation in the horimontal plane.

3. All turns are coovdinated, i.e. the 0 vector is aligned with the
aircraft's u-body axis.

Logitudinal data analysis and the related modeling work are described In

Ref. 13].
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For a .level, coordinatedp turn

g (3.1)
V

and when tht aircraft in pitching

r- q * ;*'32.2 ft/sec (3.2)

where V, q, and V are aircraft heading angle, pitch rate and velocity, respec-

tively. By the above assumptions q * y for the vertical axis, y being the flight-
path angle. Thus

'T T V) *T
and (3.3)+A ; + v' #

where the subscripts T and A denote the target and the attackers respectively.
Since we are interested only in the deviations between attacker and target air-
craft motion@, it is convenient to consider an attacker centered coordinate
system. Thus, we set *T-O and YT-0. It is convenient to define

* A - OT a relative roll angle
(1.4)

soth A TA w T * relative headings
S so that,

+ (3.5

The time-vary ins quantity y' affects the motion in the lateral axie. In fact, if
we consider y constant tfen Equation (3.5) represents a dynamic linearization.
In tho presen* problam I is a random variable, w•th a mean aid variante that
are functions of time. +t is more convenient to use jT in Equation (3.5), since
this will be a "cleaner" signal. The approimateion is valid to first-order as
0 a * .0. Thus,

4'. (T + ) (3.6)

The next equation specifies the relationship. between heading error T and
tracking error e(t). It is easy to show that(

&-V Y(3.7)
D i

where D * distance between the two aircraft.

The final equation reflects the aircraft roll axis dynamics which is essen-
tially a roll-rate command system

T * + a "a (3.8)

In the present simulations - 5.55.

Equations (3.6) - (3.8) show that the response between da and a(t) is like
1/sg. This is a very difficult syitem for a human to coutrol, depending on the
visual information. The block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 1.
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• VYV;T + $--1 x4 3xI m -F.

FIGURE 1. A 4th ORDER LATERAL AXIS MODEL

Por convenience, the scale factor, or open-loop gain, (VT + g) D as been made

into an equivalent gain K(t) at the inputt. An a result, the state definitions
become

4x2 n K(t).. - K)t)

it should be noted that the above manipulation is valid only *hen K(t)is .gnantq
slowly vaxynlz. This has been the usual assumpt.on when considering time-varying
system parameters in pilot modeling efforts.

The syetetm of Fi•ure 1 is 4t-orde It can be reduced to third order by
combining the !irst-ordvr Iag (T 6 + 1)", with the first order lsg CTNS + 1)-i
that is introduced by the neuro-lotor dynamics in the optimal control modal. Thus
we set , v T N + Tý in the subsequent modeling process, and the system of
Figure 1 hecomes as shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. A 3rd ORDER LATERAL AXIS MODEL

Here, 6, * end x1, x2 x3, are as defined previously. The state equations are

~2 *~3
*3 • {(t) 6

Note VjT + g is the target acceleration.
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or, in matrix form.

0 1 0 K(t) 6(t) - . + bK(t) 68(t) (3.10)

Note that K(t) entejs only as a scalar multiplier on the control 8 This
means that the control '&a can be computed for K(t) m 1 and then adjustJ for
arbitrary K(t) via inverse scaling. It will be Seen that K(t) has an effect on
the pilot's additive motor noise, For notational purposes we define K(t)8 5 (t)uU(t),

The observations that are available to the pilot Int order to minimize lateral
tracking error are rYl =xl -tracking attar 0(t)

Y2 ' 32 error rate, 6(t)
- x/gK(t) relative roll angle, * (3.11)

Y4  U/ ~K(t) -roll rate,

The observation y of roll angle is critical for the control task', If th• s inform-
ation is absent I is virtually impossible for c human to control the ,/s system.
The rule- of- thumb control logic of "keep your wings aligned with those of the
target aircraft" is testimony to this fact. The information is not very impor-
tant here inasmuch as the control signal u(t) Is essentially 'known".' ýt vould
be of importance if the target aircraft were free to move laterally.

The above developments specify completely the equations needed to apply the

optimal control model as presented in the next section.

IV. The Optigal Control Model 121.

The operator-adopted tracking strategy is represented via the OCM cost func-
tional wesihting parameters. These weightings are used to generate "optimal" feed-
back controls. But the human operator has inherent limitations that limit his
performance in a control task. These limitations are represented in the OCH by
perceptual and/or motor submodels that include several parameters, Its our
hypothesis that the human's limitations and tracking strategy are affected by
0-stress. Therefore, the modeling approach is to first Isolate the 0-stress depen-
dent OCM parameters and cost functional components, and then to determine the struc-
ture of that dependency. Below we list all OCM parameters and indicate how they are

i affected by the acceleration stress.

Obee•,vatbon / ndiff'enose hroshotdot The pilot's perceived observations y I•t),
are a noisy, delayed and thresholded version of the displayed variables, vii,

ypi(t),0 Firyi¢t- )l + it-

erare y( is the displayed variable, vyi(.) is a white observation noise, T tv
the nominal lumped time delay C 2 see) and 110) is ths thsashold nonlinearity
of width i aI. In the context of this study, the al's Clo2o 3, 4)1 were selected
at nominal values. The indifference threshold on yl a, hovever, was treated
differently.Kj
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The experimental letup van such that the subjects were instructed to minimize
the tracking error only during the second half of the tracking period. Therefor% dur-
gin the initial period (ncluding the high G peak- see Figure 3 the subjects adopted

a strategy of merely "keeping the target on the screen". This variation In pilot
control strategy could be modeled by altering the indifference threshold on the
tracking error. Thus, during the first tracking inverval (0C O £T. T -% 30 see)
aI a 80 urad v maximum angular error allowable, given the display scrien vidth.
During the second half of the run we choose aI a 30 mrad-corresponding to a minimal
threshold level (N 1/3 pipper diameter).

The.increone in error threshold described above .I independent of 0 forces.
in the presence of 0-stress, there to assumed to be a further increase in the
model u indifference thrashold. The argument is that under sustained physieal
streta the pilot tend$ to decirass hia concern over the'tracking error, In other
words, he become Increasingly Indifferent to the information presented on the
display screen, and more concerned with his own psycho-physiological response.
Assuming m•infimIal & % 1.4vl (A 4s) below which the pilot would.perform "wall",
we modify the indifferemce threseS•i a coording to the heuristic formula,

a (t) + a(t)' 1+ cmax 20,(0 - 0min) (4.2)

where c is an adjustable constant. In the present work c - .2.

In the OCM It is assumed that the observations y (t) are normally distributed
random variables. The Randon-Znput-Describing-Functiin (RIDI) is conveniently
used to statistically linearise P(.), The perceived observations, Eq (4.1), are
therefore approximated by

yp*(t) - Ni(Caipiloi) y1 (t-.) + vyi(t-r) i-l,...,4 (4.3)

2where N(.) is the equivalent linear gain and 7a and oyi are the mean and the
v rianci of the i-th observed variable.

Moto." Noiset In the Optimal Control modeling process, the control is generated as

+ -LC(t)a;(t) + vi(t) , (4,4)
N,equiv a a

The gains L(t) are computed via

L(t) Ll/A(t) (4.5)

where L are the optimal gains corresponding to K(t) - 1. The quantity v (t) is
the humLi's "motor" noise. The motor noise consists of two partst a purtly
additiys component v*(t) and a multiplicative component that scale# with the con-
trol 6a Thus,

vm(*) - v (t) + Pul (t)IC(t) (4.6)

where 4(t) is assumed to be "white" and Pu is the motor noise ratio,, Multiplying
Equation (4.4) through by K(t), noting Equation (4.5) and defining 68 K(t)J u(t),
we obtain

- A • + b u(t) (4.7)

T + u -L1N(t) + K÷t)V1o(t) + PU u(t)I(t) (4.8)
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* Thus, the only effect of the gain K(t) in to increase the effective additive motor
noise component, the variance of which increases an K2 (t), vis

Mv( ') + 2(t) v;O(t)

The multiplicative part of the motor-noise scales with the effective control u(t),
which is convenient for modeling. The net result Is as expecteds A constant
motor noise input will have a greater effect on lateral tracking error during
periods of high pitch rate mince the system sensitivity, K(t),-increases as q *
increases*

The above discussion is relative to the Interdependencies between thesystem
dynamics and the motor noice. The effect of 0-stress on this motor noise remains
to be determined. In the course of the modeling work, it became apparent that
model predictions were quite sensitive to variations in V0 and ou. Increases In
these parameters greatly increased the magnitude of the Jdel-predicted a (t),
Large increabes in u are observed between the static and the dynamic-i0 clditions
(Figures 3-4). We plstulate therefore that 0 and/er*6 stress increasIes the motor.
noise. In a previous effort to model pilot performance under vibration stress,
Levison [5] also needed to increase the motor noise to match the data. Although
vibration is a different form of physical stress than sustained acceleration, It
Is possible to extrapolate from Levison's results to our study. The following
approach was taken.

1. Zn the static conditions the nominal value of V-0 ,15 was chosen on thg

basis of the manipulator dead-sone characteristics. In Ae dynamic conditions V%-l.

2, Attained-G levels increase Vo(t) according to a relation of the form,

Oc(t) 0 o (I + acmax2 [)O mn2

where Cmin 4S and c & 0.2 is chosen to match the as data.

3, Sharp peaks occur in the ensemble error standard deviation in figure 4
at t a 20 sec. and t w 35 ac. At these times pilot performance is the worst,
Also, from Figure 5, it is clear thate18AI is at its highest levels around these
times, Zt would appear that these two events are correlated, and that the data
trends can be explained by the crossfeed phenomenon in a manipulatorlenhanced
by the 8 factor, Ve therefore apply VO - 400 (i.e. 20 times higher additive
motor 4o~e in the lateral axis) during the intervals 12 1 t S 21 and 30 A t x 36,where V1A is maximum. This is, of course$ only a tentative value and an approp-
riate functiotial relationship VO(t) - V0 (t,o) has to be determined,

t ~~m m GA Aa
4d The nominal value of pu is -20dB for the static modeling condition and

-lBdB for the dynamic case.

Obsevration Noisea This noise was chosen in the usual way
Vy Pt• =,., (4.9)

where V is the observation noise variance, I is the observation noise ratio
(nominal value of -20dB) and f sis the fr tioKal attention allocation to indicator
i C=1/4 for all i) I
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Neouro-Motori Time Conestant: The affective time constant used in this study was

N equiv' u + • + , .3

Pe'fovmnae .~ndex: The optimal control policy it that which minimises the cost
functional 2 m2 + q .p+8•

2  (4.10)
J(u) 0 2 *a y +8 (.0

The q8, q4 and are weighting constants d a an nd a are the Perciyvd oablaer
vations of the lateral tracking error and relative roll anlle t. in effect, the
performance index becomes

J(u) -B N H al(t), o4(t)].qle +q,,+÷ }. ,1" (4.11)

(The relative roll angle Indifferenoe threshold is neglilibla (a3UO), so that* .)
With this modification, tha cost functional weighting a(t) is no longer a constanE,
but rather a time-varying quantity since the threshold a& and the error standard
deviation a are time functions. This, in turn, results in time-Varying feed-
back gontrol ans.

V, Results and ConclusonI

Once the OCI( parameters are determined, an in the previous section, the model
isa complectey specified, Appli.caiCon of the model does indeed reproduce the

experimental data, as shown In 7igures 3 and 4. The data-model fits are excellent
considering the fact that no effort has yet been directed towards a fine-tuning
identification of the pertaining OCH paraneters. A discussion of the results
follows.

Statio-0 (NOU' V)i The data exhibit a slight "transient" that apparently results
from the effects of coupling between vertical and horisontal axes, There are no
other distinctive trends in the data throughout the entire 60 second period. The
level of the ensemble standard deviation decreases from about 30 mrads at the
"transient" peak to about 20 mruds in the steady state. It is evident that the

model reproduces the experimental data very well. It should be emphasised that no
modifications to the OCM nominal parameters were necessary in the static condition,
This reaffirms the validity of the O0CM when nominal conditions are considered.

• (I'-.( (Ngv V)i Examination of the experimental data reveals the following,

1. There is a large "transient" in the ensemble error standard deviation of
up to 70 mrads.

2. The standard deviation eventually levels off to about 25 mrads.

3, Two sharp peaks are observed around tw20 and tu35 seconds, apparently
due to a dramatic Increase in the pilot motor randomess during transitive GA' periods.

The reproduction of data by the model is very good. The "transient" level
and the steady-state recovery are well-replicated and the tvo distinct peaks are

The use of the garcsivid rather than the 4 variables in the cost
functional was first suggested In Ref. TlI,
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predicted. The model also shows an additional peak around the t-32 second which
seems to be somewhat misplaced if not outright puzzling.

In conclusion, it must be re-emphasised that the model presented in this paper
is by no meansin final form, One may question the significance of the various
trends in the data. For example, it is questionable whether the sheari peak In a (t)
at tv20 for the dynamico-G condition (Fijure 4) is significant, If we deem that
this trend is not significant, no special increase in the additive "otor noise in
this region should be assumed. Zn such case, the model would predict no peak in
this interval. It is generally difficult to avoid these types of problems when
identifying models in man-machine systems, especially if time-domain data are
analysed. Thus additional experiments and further model refinement are desired,
These efforts are now underway.
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INVESTIGATION OF ALTERNATE HUMAN OPERATOR OPTIMAL CONTROL MODEL STRUCTURES*

- Anil V. Phatak -
Senior Engineer

Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc.
Mountain View, CA 94043

ABSTRACT

The standard optimal control model (SOCM) for the human
operator as developed by Kleinman, Baron and Levison, Incor-
tporates a fixed set of hypotheses or assumptions in its for-mulation. These assumptions have been quite successful In
describing human response behavior in a variety of control
situations. However, within the stochastic optimal control
theory (LQG) framework, several alternate sets of hypotheses
appear capable of duplicating measured human response charac-
teristics. Thi paper shows that there exist several alter-
nate optNmal control model structures in the class of optimal
control models that are equally acceptable in describing stand-
ard laboratory data for k, k/s and k/s2 plant dynamics, Im-
plications of these findings on model structure selection
and parameterization are discussed. Situations requiring
additional experimental verification are identified. The
paper also includes an evaluation of the identifiability pro-
perties of the optimal control model structures and their
impact on the utility of such models for predictive purposes.

*This work was accomplished under contract No. F33615-78-C-0501 for the
Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory through Request No. 22-
ME-4 from the University of Dayton Research Institute, Dayton, Ohio.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important problem in manual control research is that of developing

and validating a mathematical model (s) for the human operator involved in

a realistic control task. The primary motivation behind this effort lies

in the expected utility of a human operator model in the systematic analysis

and prediction of manned system performance. A quantitative evaluation of

the effects of the controlled system dynamics, the environmental disturbances,

the display and control interface parameters and external or internal stres-

sort on human operator control and performance is crucial if one is to achieve

maximum performance and reliabilitt of the complete manual control system.

Consequmntl , several different mathematical representations for the human

controller have been proposed over the past thirty years. The human has been

characterized as a servo compensator, a digital controller, a finite-state

machine and an optimal controller. However, since its formulation a decade I
ago, the optimal control model of Kleinman, Baron and Levison .1-3], hereafter

referred to as the Standard Optimal Control Model (SOCM), has emeried as one

of the frequently used models for the study of complex man-in-the- oop sys-

tems, The primary reason for the success of the SOCM is the flexibility of

the modern control theoretic method In handling multivariable, multiaxes,

nonlinear and nonstationary stochastic control situations within a well de-

veloped and general state variable optimal control (Linear-Quadratic-Glussian)
framework.

The SOCM for the human operator incorporates a fixed set of hypotheses

or assumptions in Its formulation. These assumptions have been quite suc- I
cossful in describing human response behavior in a variety of control situa-

tions. However, within the stochastic optimal control theory framework, I
several alternate sets of hypotheses appear capable of duplicAting measured
human response characteristics. This report shows that there exist several

alternate optimal control model structures in the general class of optimal

control models that are equally acceptable in describing standard laboratory

data for k, k/s and k/s2 plant dynamics 16,61. The implications of these
findings on model structure selection and parameterization are substantial.
The criterion for selection of one model structure over others must depend

Wpon the intended use or ap lication of the candidate model. If the intended
use is to fit or mimic available experimental data, then clearly the model
which gives the best fit or lowest residual variance must be chosen, A

number of so-called "goodness of fit" tests have been developed to check whe-
ther the given model is a "good fit" to the data (7-91. These tests are

known as residual tests since the tests are given in terms of the residuals
obtained from the model and the given set of observations. However, these
significance tests have their limitations and can lead to erroneous conclu-
sions if the Intended model application includes prediction or forecasting
in addition to data matching, Goodness of fit tests like any hypotheses

test mergly tell if the given model is completely inappropriate or not com-
pletely inappropriate (as opposed to completely appropriate). In other words
the candidate model is either rejected or not rejected (as opposed to being
accepted).
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Thus if a model is to be used for pr•diction then matching available
experimental data with minimum fit error is not a sufficiernt criterion for
accepting (not rejecting) the model. Any human operator model selected
should, as a minimum, be structurally identifiable and parsimonious In its
parameterization. Unless the model structure Is identifiable, there is no
guarantee that the model parameters uniquely dobcribe the measured human
response data. In other words, different investigators can come up with
several sets of model parameter values to describe the same input-output
data. The need to have a model whose parameters are uniquely characterized
by the available data should be self evident. Only when the human operator
model is uniquely defined by data can its parameter values be used to pre-
dict the effects of external stresses, plant dynamics, disturbance inputs,
motion cues, instrument scanning and other factors.

Having selected an identifiable model structure, the next important task
is the choice of a particular parameterization for describing the available
data. As mentioned earlier, fit error is not an adequate cr terion in
selecting the model parameterization. For example, suppose we have N ob-
servations on the input u(t), t s 1v2,---,N and the output x(t), t * 1,2---,
N. This Input-output data could have a mixed autoregressive moving average
(ARMA) structure as its true model. However, this data may also be modeled
by a sufficiently long autoregressive (AR) parameterization. Jenkins and
Watts [10] have demonstrated the inefficiency of the direct estimation of
the impulse response function as compared to Its parametric (difference or
differential equation) representation. Replacing a lower order ARMA model
with a high order AR representation would lead to similar problems and
hence inefficient parameter estimates. For predictive purposes, a model
parameterization with fewer parameters is preferable. Therefore, the ob-
Jective of modeling, including human operator modeling, must be to develop
identifiable structures and parsimonious parameterizations. Model predic-
tions could be seriously deficient if frugality is not exercised in model
structure formulation and parameterization,

This report reviews the formulation and validation of the SOCM from a
structural identifiability and model parameterization viewpoint. The SOCM
as well as the standard laboratory data used in its verification are sum-
marized in the following section. Revisions to the SOCM made by BBN [11-123,
(hereafter referred to as the Revised Optimal Control Model ROCM) to ac-
count for motion cue effects are discussed In Section 3. Section 4 com-
ments on model validation procedures and on the identifiability of the
optimal control model structure. A simple example is used to illustrate
some of the ambiguities related to parameter selection or estimation. Im-
plications of considering the SOCM and the ROCM as just specific representa-
tions within the class of optimal control models are presented in Section 5.
A general set of hypotheses describing the class of optimal control models
is defined. Alternate hypotheses within this general set are shown to be
capable of describing the standard laboratory tracking data corresponding
to k, k/s and k/s2 plant dynamics.
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It is assumed that the reader is familar with the SOCM as proposed by
Kleinman, Baron and Levison approximately ten years ago. This preliminarywork was accomplished by this author under a 30 day consulting contract (Re-A
quest No. 22-ME-4) with the University of Dayton Research Institute for the
6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL), Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio. Even so, the results to date are verytinteresting and
indicate that further research into the subject should be rewarding.

II. THE STANDARD OPTIMAL CONTROL MODEL

The development of the standard optimal control model constituted a ra-
dical departure from human operator modeling technology prevalent during
that period. Quasi-linear describing function models and, to some extent,
discrete sampled data models were the only human operator models with any
theoretical basis available to the manual control community. The SOCM,
therefore, had the burden of duplicating the peculiar human psycho-physical
model. These included a time delay, a remnant or noise component, a central
nervous system information processing unit referred to as an equalizer ale-
mont, and a so-called neuromuscular lag reflecting the neuromotor system
dynamics. The basic assumption in the SOCM is that the trained human opera-
tor in a precision control task behaves like an optimal controller and in-
formation processor with respect to the given task objectives. Imposition
of the above mentioned psycho-physical constraints on this optimality as-
sumption leads to the well known 5OCM structure shown in Figure 1.
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The SOCM consists of four tandem components: corresponding to models for hu-
man perception, information processing, control and neuromuscular dynamics.
Specifically, the SOCM assumes that (1) the time delay T is lumped at the
perceptual end and the human operator perceives delayed noisy observations
of the displayed variables and their first derivatives, (2) the trained
human observer has an internal state variables model for the plant dynamics,
commanded inputs and stochastic disturbances that is Identical wit the
actual linearized system model, (3) the operator chooses a control law that
minimizes a quadratic cost functional in terms of the state vector, the con-
trol rate, and (4) the operator has neuromuscular limitations reflected
in a noisy, filtered, implementation of optimal control feedback.

Thus, the SOCM is Completely parameterized by the quadratic cost func-
tional weighting matrices, the time delay in the observations and the motor
and observation noise covarlances, Note that the so-called neuromotor time

constant TN is implicitl characterized by the weighting matrix on the con-
trol rate vector. The SOC4 Is a special case of the state variable model.
The model structure and order are completely determined by the models for
the plant/noise dynamics and the weighting matrices in the task cost func-
tional. The critical problem in using the SOCM for a specific manual control
task lies in the selection of the model parameter values. The basic approach
used in the p4st has been to iterate on the model parameters on a trial-and-
error basis so as to get a good fit or match between model outputs and actual.
measured data. Typically, spectral data on the equivalent input-output des-
cribing function magnitude and phase characteristics, and the remnant, ob-
tained from standard laboratory manual tracking task experiments has been
used. A review of this standard laboratory experimental data is given in the
following because of its relative historic importance in validating the SOCM
and the ROOM.

2.1 R•eyiw-of Standard Laboratory Experiments/Data

Experimental data from three single axis manual tracking tasks corres-
ponding to position control or k dynamics j 61, rate control or k/s dynamics

(6] and acceleration control or k/s 2 dynamics (5] has been extensively used
as a baseline data for determining or selecting human operator model para-
meters. A signal consisting of a sum of 13 sine waves was used to generate
tne disturbance input. The input spectrum approximated a first order noise

with a bandwidth of 2 rad/s for the k/s and k/s 2 experiments and a second
order noise process with a bandwidth of 2 rad/s for the k experiments. The
disturbance Input was added in parallel to the human operator's control In-
put for the k and k/s tasks but was added to the plant output rate for the

k/s 2 experiments.

Internal models for the plant/noise dynamics and other elements used in
the SOCM are given below. The only approximation made is In the representa-
tion of the sum of sine waves disturbance input as a state variable noise
model.
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diý

Block Diagram: U

Note: • introduced for analytical reasons.
s + 40

'Plant Dynamics: x3  • -40x 3 + 40 (x2 + u)

2
Disturbance Model: A1 • -2x1 + w W ,a w 5.425

S2 • 2x2 + 2x1

Perception Model: * Yp (t -

y2  + '2
where y1  • x3 +y2

Y2 3 +Vy

T a time delay

Quasratc Cot J U + g ]2 dt

Motor Model: Tn 0+ u u + vm

SOCM parameters: Control rate weighting g -'

Observation noise covaritances V ,, V.2
Motor noise ,ovariance Vm

where Vylm py1 ty1  (Py) • 0.01 -20 dB)

'. (0y2.0.01 E . 20 d8)

V m ITUc ( 0.003' -25 dB)

Figure 2. shows the k dynamics describing function (magnitude and phase)
and remnant (injected at plant output) data as well as the SOCM output fit
for g -0.01, T m 0.15, and equal attention allocation to y, and y2 ' 50CM
output seems to match experimental data farily well except for the phase dis-
crepancy at low frequencies. I
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k/s Dynamics: I

Block Diagram: :

Plant Dynamics: X2  x + U

Disturbance Model: x 1 .2x 1 +w

W a 02 8-8w

Perception Model: yp1 - y1 (t -

Yp2 " Y2(t - T)

Y1  a x2 + vyl

22 a A2 + Vy2

T time delay

Quadratic Cost: j x 2 g, d

Motor Model: Tn6 + u " uc + vm

SOC• Parameters: Control rate weighting
Observation noise covartances V1 , V Y2
Motor noise covariance V

where Vy1, Vy2 and Vm are defined as in k example above,

Figure 3 shows the k/s dynamics describing function and remnant data
along with the SOCM output match for g w 0.00017, T - 0.15 and equal atten-
tion to Y, and Y2. As with the k data, SOCM outputs seem to match the ex-
perimental data fairly well except for the phase error at low frequencies.

k/s2 Dynamics:

Block Diagram:
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Plant Dynamics: * x + x
X 2 1 3
X U

Disturbance Model: ; I w2xl + w

W 2 0.217

r.rception Modelt y YP Y1(t -

()iyp Yp) Y2it ')..;

YlI a x 2 + V yl

,,.Y2 a ; 2 + V y2 {.
a X2 +Vy1 *

Quadratic Cost: J 2 x.+g 2]dt

Motor Model: Tnu + W uu + Vm
n C

SCOM parameters: g, Vy,1 Vy2 and Vm as before.

Figure 4 shows the human operator describing function and remnant data

for the k/s2 experiments. SOCM outputs are also shown on the same figure for
g a 0.00007, T w 0.21 and equal attention allocation to y, and y2. Model out-
put seems to match data over the complete measurement frequency range.

In each of the above cases, the equivalent describing function for the

human operator is given by

u(s)- h(s) y1 (s) + h2 (s) y2 (s)

B(h1 (s) + s h2 (s)j yI(s)

or .(s)J w he(s) w hi(s) + s h(s)

The equivalent remnant spectrum injected at the plant output is given by

( hs) 1h(s) JV A.+ 1h2 (s)1 2 Vy2  + Vm
yJ'I I he(6)12 ITnS + I 2 h*(s)

similarly, the equivalent remnant spectrum injected at the plant output rate
is given as
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S !'y y (s) s• .y y (s)
4'yv2y I i V

Ishl(S)l h + Is h2 (s) I'V , I V

2
hlS) 12 Tns+1 I 2 1 he(s) 12

The theoretical model based mean squared values of plant output, plant
output rate and control are compared against measured data in Table I below

TABLE I
MEASURED VERSUS THEORETICAL CLOSED-LOOP PERFORMANCE

Mean squared Mean squared Mean squared
System plant output plant output rate control

Meas. Theor. Meas, Theor. Meas. Theor.

k 0.13 0.15 4.8 10.726+ 0.53 0.486
k/s 0.13 0.114 3.1 2.97 4.2 3.76
/sz 0.014 0.0133 0.10 0.102 1.43 1.15

Note the discrepancy in the mean squared values of plant output rate for the
k system. The theoretical value of 10.725 is more than twice the measured
value. This number in the report by Kleinman and Baron [ 4, Table 1/p37] is
given as 5.3 which Is closer to the measured value of 4.8 and has a footnote
attached to It explaining that the number given is over the measurement fre-
quency range w < 32 rad/s. Clearly, If exceptions are to be made they should
be applied uniformly across the data and not to a selected set of variables.
Also note that the value of W for the k system is not iven explicitly in any
of the previous reports and had to be determined itera ively using the PIREP
(13] program resident at NASA-Ames Research Center.

The results shown earlier demonstrate good agreement between the SOCM
model and the measured data for k, k/s and k/s2 manual control tasks. The
SOCM model parameters - pyl' Py2' Pm' g and T are selected after considerable
number of iterations such that the model describing function (magnitude and
phase) and remnant match measured spectral estimates. It is, therefore, in-
accurate to refer to the good model match as a test of the models predict-
ability. Model parameters were not fixed apriori at the values which provide
a good match to measured data. On the contrary, model parameters were de-
termined iteratively, so as to match measured describing function and remnant
characteristics.
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It must also be emphasized that the standard laboratory data for k, k/s

and k/s2 dynamics discussed above is not as reliable as one would expect, con-
sidering that this data is referred to as the baseline for validating any hu-
man operator model and in particular, revisions or modifications to the SOCM

(191. For example, the k and k/s experimental data was obtained Jn support
of the XV-5A hovering task application with the objective of determining the
various observation noise ratios [5), The measured describing function and
remnant reflect the evera e of two runs. per subject, in addition the dis-
turbance Input power levers were not fixed throughout the experiments. As
stated in reference 5, (p57) "different levels of ability among subjects
necessitated the use of different input levels to achieve the same signal
(plant output) variance". In addition describing function and, in particular,
the remnant data shown in more recent references (e.g., [3,4] Is not iden-
tical to the data in the original sources [5,6] from which they were derived.

The above discussion shows that the R and k/s 2 system data has its draw-.

backs which should be considered'in evaluating the relative merits of one
model against another. The k/s data is relatively better and includes an
average of 4 subjects with 4 trials per subject.

I11. THE REVISED OPTIMAL CONTROL MODEL

Section 2 shows that the SOCM is able to describe almost all of the key
features of the describing function and remnant data for the standard labora-

tory k, k/s and k/s 2 experiments, The primary deficiency evident from Figures
2-4 Is the inability of the model to duplicate the, so called, low frequency
droop in the phase characteristics for the k (Fig. 2) and k/s (Fig. 3) com-
penlatory rigulation tasks. In other words, the SOCM is unsuccessful in re-
producing the {exp (a/s)) low frequency phase droop term in the Extended
Crossover Describing Function Model (second approximation) [141 for the human
operator. Low frequency phase lags have been ignored in SOCM model matching
Procedures because they have no substantial effect on closed loop man-vehicle
performance. This is the result of the relatively high system loop gain
(h•hehc() 1) at the low frequencies where the phase droop is evident. How-

ever, It has been shown that low frequency phase droop In the equivalent in-
put-output describing function is eliminated in closed-loop "pursuit" track-

tng sk where the human operator has access to either the tracking dis-
turbance input (in visual pursuit tasks) [153 or the plant output (in motion
cue tasks on a simulator) [121 in addition to the usual tracking error in
compensatory tracking tasks. Consequently, it is important that a human
operator model describe low frequency phase characteristics of the equivalent
input-output describing function if one is to understand the underlying
mechanisms in human sensory feedback cue utilization and adaptation.

The Revised Optimal Control Model (ROCM), as developed by Bolt, Beranek
and Newman Inc. (BBN) [11,12], represents a refinement of the SOCM incor-
porating modifications that give it the ability to describe the low frequency
phase characteristics. The SOCM has a peculiar formulation of the control
law that introduces a so called neuromotor system structure as part of the
equivalent input-output describing function. To be specific, the SOCM
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assumes a quadratic cost functional J In state vector x and control rate of
the general form (for scalar u)

j fx Qx +g 62) dt (3.1)
where a Fx +Gu +rw (3.2a)

* U. (3.2b)
The optimal control law is obtained by solving the appropriate Riccati equa-
tion as (3)

X optimal gain feedback on the plant state estimate X"

x optimal gain feedback on control u
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Thus, TN x andu (3.5)

The SOCM equivalent describing function is given as

a ~~u(s) TNs+)[ ] (ey(s) * [.(s)J y(s) (3.6)

where display vector
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SHx* Du + v (3.7)

and perceived vector

p y(t-T) (3.8)

T delay time; v• * observation noise vector i(t) * minimum mean
squared error (mmse) estimate of x(t) given yp(t) (3.)

Note that a motor noise vm is added to u in computing the closed loop system

performance and the Kalman filter for X. Thus
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T + u c m+ (3.10)

The Kalman filter utilizes equations (3.2a and (3.10) as the plant state
equations and equations (3.7) and (3.8) for the measurement vector, to give
9 and a. However, the control is computed using

u€ • -•, O](3.11)

where the control gain vector [L, 0 is not the optimal gain vector for the
system equations (3.2a) and 3.10) but instead Its optimal for the system given
by the equations (3.,2) and (3.2b), This fact implies that the resulting
SOCM is not "optimal" in the linear, quadratic, gaussian sense as the name
suggests. This suboptimality of the control law Is the result of using equa-
tion (3.10) Instead of (3.2b) in an attempt to Incorporate a neuromuscular lag
(i/TM s+1) into the ,human operator model. It is easily shown that the so-
called neuromuscular lag (I/TN 5+1) is nearly cancelled by the Kalman filter

zero [TN's+I]3,oTN' TN, for nominal values of the motor noise covariance Vm.

Clearly, the correct procedure would be to use

+ V (3.12)

where the motor noise vu is treated as a disturbance to control rate
uc • .(XT, xu)(• (3.13)

where R and 0 are obtained from the Kalman filter utilizing equations (3.2a),
(3.12) for the plant state equations and (3.7) and (3.8) as the measurement
equati ons. The resulting controller Is optimal in the LQG sense if all the
assumptions are satisfied. Note that

U(S) * U# (S)] y(s) (3.14)

It is easily shown that (ý /y) has a zero (s + e) where e a 0 for Vu 0 [16].
e 0 for nominal values of Vu, This implies

uss * )Y (S) (3.16) I

where the (s + c)/s provides the low frequency droop observed in compensatory
tracking describing function data. This idea has been used by BBN to modify
the SOCM. The ROCM assumes the above formulation with one major modification:
Two types of motor noise are proposed. A so called "pseudo" motor noise vu
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(coy v~ V) that is used in the Internal model for Kalman filter estimation
and a so called 'driving" motor noise v III (coy vM a V ) which is a disturbance
in the commranded control rate u and drives the closed loop man-vehicle sys-
tern. In short, use

+ v ~ coy (va (3.16)

for derivation of the Kalman filter equation and

0 a + v, coy VT) V (3.17)J

In computing the mean square values of system variables and in defining the
equivalent Injected remnant. In general V~ 01 since it is difficult to
match both describing function and remnant data with Vu a Vm [Ill.

s ow inicae tat t des ot riv th sytm bu ismrl
isA glock diagram of the ROCH is shown in Figure S. The pseudo motor noise

used in the humants internal model formulation of the plant/noise dynamic$.
ROCM parameters were adjusted on a trial and error basis to match the k, k/s
and k/s2 describing function and remnant data in Figures 2-4. The specific
ROCM parameters used are shown in Table 11 and the corresponding model outputs
are given by dashed lines in Figures 2-4. Note that both the S0CM and ROCM
show insignificant differences in the mid and high frequency regions. The
ROCM, however, provides the low frequency droop match to data which the 50CM
does not. Both the ROCM and 50CM have approximately the same values for the

r -;--- -0- a ------ a--- -- -- -

PLANT/NISit MODEL

NO 59

INTEGRATOR ITIMEI DELAY T

E E

aa aa aHUMAN OPINATORI
L------------- - a - a --------------

FIGURE 5. STRUCTURE OF THE REVISED OPTIMAL CONTROL
MODEL (ROCM) FOR THE HUMAN OPERATOR
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TABLE II SOCM/ROCM PARAMETERS
-k k/s, k/s2 DATA-

k k/A k isMODEL PARAMETER - - - -
seCm ROCM sOem R"-M ..... ROM

CONTROL RATE WRIONTING g .......... 0.o1t 0.01 0100017 06O00 0 0.0607 01,0001

MOTOR TIME CONSTANT# TN ......... 0.1111+ 0.1113 0.0501 0,013 0.1016 0,101

TIME DELAY *.. ...... .... 0. 15 0. 1 0.11 0,17 0.31 0.11

PSIUDO-MOTOk
NOI SE/SINAL RATIO (01) PU . .... 0 -.- -El - -40

DRIVINO MOTOR
NOIIS/SIGNAL RATIO (dN ) PM ........ -- -E -

* SASE O119RVATION
NoIE/SIGNAL RATIO (d0) . .. .. 0 .,0 -,0 -11 -.0 -to

ATTINTION TO PLANT OUTPUT tyl 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1,0 0.1

ATTINTION TO PLANT OUTPUT
RATE fy ....................... ... 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1,0 1.0

DISTURIANCI INPUT
PROCEIS NOISE VARIANCI W ........ 6,419+ 1.415 8.$ 8.S 0.117 0,117

tOETAINID THROUGH ITIRATIVI US[ Of PIRIP PROGRAM
* FOR ktl DYNAMICSt TN m 0.707 ,1/4

control rate weightin and the observation noise/signal ratios (p ). How-
ever, the latter is miseading because the fractional allocation of attention
to plant output fY, and ratey2 is not held constant and equal to one in the
ROCa except for the k/s task. In fact (f~yi f 2) is (1.0, 0.6) for the k task
and (0.1, 1.0) for the k/s task. The driving motor noise vm is set to zero
for all three cases. The pseudo-motor noise/signal ratio (pm) is set equal to
the base observation noise/signal ratio p for the k and k/s tasks but is much
smaller (-40 dB) for the k/s2 task. This Is obviously because the SONC is
able to duplicate the k/s2 describing function and remnant data.

The ROCM represents one approach to modifying the SOCM assumptions in
order to describe existing laboratory data over the complete range of the In-
put frequencies (.18 - 32.0 rad/s). As pointed out by BDN (11J, the pseudo
motor noise introduced In the ROCM does not seem to have any particular ra-
tionale that can be attributed to human psycho-physical or physiological
characteristics. Pseudo motor noise must merely be treated as a mechanism or
artifice that contributes to the generation of the low frequency phase lag or
droop In the k, k/s and k/s 2 regulation tasks. Therefore it is reasonable to
believe that there may be one or more alternate modifications to the SOCM
assumptions that may be capable of reproducing the low frequency phase charac-teristics in the human operator describing function and other data over a widefrequency range. One such alternate hypothesis is to assume a different model
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for the sum of sine waves disturbance input from that used in the SOCM. A
preliminary investigation of the k/s data shows that a sum of sine waves model
given below

w 18 1 2l 2.2
coy (w) D

u 3.375

whr 2 x 2.2 is the mean squared value of the disturbance input, gives risewhere

to a low-frequency droop. Figure 3 shows that the magnitude and phase of the
SOCM with this modified internal model for the disturbance input match the
available data as well as the ROCM fit. Remnant output was not computed in
this preliminary investigation, but should match available data. The only
modification made here is In the internal model for the disturbance input by
adding a lag-lead filter to the existing first order filter at 2 red/s. The
remaining parameters of the SOCM remain unchanged. Both the ROCM and the
SOCM/with modified disturbance model reflect alternate ways of representing
plant and/or disturbance uncertainty. This lack of uniqueness of model para-
motorization in describing a given set of data can cause problems in certain
applications. This subject is discussed in the following section.

IV. MODEL VALIDATION PROCEDURES

The usual approach to determining the parameters of an optimal control
model for the human operator is to iterate on the model parameters until model
responses or outputs reasonably match measured data. The procedure is heu-
ristic and its rate of convergence to an acceptable parameter set depends in-
timately upon the skill and experience of the Investigator. However, there
is no quarantee that the selected parameters uniquely characterize the measur-
ed human response data. In other words, it is quite possible to have two or
more parameter sets describe the same experimental data. In addition, differ-
ences can arise in the variances obtained on the parameter estimates. The
non-uniqueness of the parameter estimates Is related to the identifiability
properties of the model structure while variances in parameter estimates are
affected more by the parsimoniousness of the chosen parameterization.

Results of the previous section demonstrate the feasibility of having
two or more parameterizations for a given set of data. This is evident by the
fact that both the ROCM and the 5OCM / with modified disturbance model are
equally able to describe k/s describing function data over the frequency
range of interest. This gives additional justification for investigating al-
ternate optimal control model structures for the human operator. However, be-
fore proceeding with that a simple optimal control model example is developed
to illustrate the concept of structural identifiability.

Identifiability Example

Consider a regulation task as shown below
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Plant/Noise Model: A a u + w cov(w) a W

y a x+ V cov(v) a V

Quadratic Cost: j 0 + gu2 ) dt

Kalman filter: k s u + k(y -X)

Optimal Control: u * - Xx • 1

Kalman Gain: k a %iJV

Equivalent Describing Function: _(s) * y_ _._ _

y-5 + . -+ V/ 7 r

Equivalent Remnant: v

This example assumes zero time delay and no motor noise, The measured
data includes u and y. Hence, the describing function parameters and re-
mnant can be identified uniquely from data, The identifiable parameters are
"V, and

The unknowns are ,V

If W Is exactly known to the human operator then g and V can be identified
uniquely. However, if W is not known, then there exist two sets of para-
meters with the same describing function and remnant.
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* I

Let a , b then

a + b c and ab d

(a -b) 2  (a + b)2 - 4ab c2 -4d

a - b • ± - 4

A c r±Vc '4d

b c; 4.. .4dI

The two solutions are {~c + j c4T d. jc 4T 4d V

and C 1 ;b 4  d. fc + V respectively

If c 3 and d• 2

a • _ . 2  or 1 and b -I or 2 respectively

The two solutions are

[1 2q F .1 VJ or ~1 2, V1

This simple example demonstrates the concept of non-unique parameterlizations
in context of the optimal control model structure. Unfortunately, explicit
solutions of the Riccati equations for realistic higher order models is not
Spossible, (except for pathologic cases) consoquently, analttic solution ofS~multiple parametertzattons for a given set of• data cannot be provided.

The simple example considered here had two distinct parameter sets cap-
able of describing available data. It Is conceivable that an infinite number
of parameter sets could exist for more complex models'. An example would be
a transfer function and remnant given by

remnant v v
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where p + q a c w constant corresponds to an infinite number of solutions (p,
q) on the line p + q - c. Numerical optimization techinques for parameter
estimation would exhibit extremely high variances on parameters p and q. The

above discussion underscores the Importance of understanding the structural
identifiability properties of a given model structure. However, identifi-
ability is not the only property which must be analyzed during model develop-
ment. Another property of the models is that of parsimony or degree of para-
meterizatlon. An identifiable model that is over-parameterized can also lead
to difficulty in parameter estimation if explicit parameter identification
techniques are utilized for the purpose. However, if the parameters are de-
termined by the heuristic iteration process with the human investigator making
Judgements on model matching accuracy, then a solution can be arrived at very
easily. In fact, the quality of the data match model is not adequate for pre-
dictive purposes. Unfortunately, the word "prediction" Is too often abused in
the literature, For example, SOCM model describing functions and remnant in

k, k/s and k/s 2 tasks are referred to as "predicted frequency domain measures'
when in fact they were obtained after trial and error iteration on the para-
meters to fit measured data.

V. ROCM IMPLICATIONS AND ALTERNATE OPTIMAL
CONTROL MODEL STRUCTURES

Identification of the optimal control model poses some fundamential ques-
tions regardin structural identifiability and parsimony in parameterization.
Analytical verification of SOCM structural identifiability is a non-trivial
task although general results concerning the problem have been presented in
the literature (19], The problem of overparameterization is less complex and
techniques exist for determining the subspace of parameter redundancy (201.
The development of the ROCM complicates the overparameterization problem by
allowing additional free parameters to the existing SOCM parameter set; namely:
(I) free allocation (unequal) of attention levels Ifyi' fy2) to position and

rate signals, (il) introduction of two motor noise's-pseudo and driving, and
(III) loss of the constraint on g to give a given value of TNo the neuromus
cular time constant, .

The neuromotor system rationale for selection of 62 term in the cost
fonctional is no longer applicable in the ROCM. Rather, the term is required

to generate the low frequency lag/lead component, , in thehuman des-

cribing function,

The ROCM is not the only modification to the SOCM that is capable of re-
plicating the low frequency phase droop in the human operator describing func-
tion. As shown in Section 3, the SOCM with a modified disturbance model also
reproduces the low frequency deibribing function phase characteristics. Thus,
one or more model formulations may be capable of describinq all of the avail-
able experimental data. The ROCM introduced the concept of having an internal
model that is different than the actual representation and also eliminated
some of the invariance properties of the SOCM across varying task configura-
tions as evidenced by the independence of the fractional attentional alloce-
tion to the displayed variable and its first derivative, Clearly, this opens
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up possibilities of having pseido and driving observation noises, the former
to be used in state estimation and the later in driving the system response.
however, this approach sacrifices the most attractive aspect about the SOCM,
namely the relative invariance of some of the parameter selection rules across
a wide range of manual control tasks.

The SOCM and ROCM and any modifications to these have one element in corn- I
mon. They represent specific structures within the general class of optimal
control human operator models. The SOCM Incorporates a fixed set of assump-
tions in its formulation, an important one being that the human perceives the

* I first derivative or rate of a displayed variable in addition to the displayed
quantity. This assumption is not necessary to describe existing laboratory
data. An alternate assumption is to assume that the human only perceives the
displayed variable y with some observation noise v (coVy v Vy). The remain-
king optimal control model parameters were iterated until a "good" fit to k,i k/s and k/s2 data was obtained as shown in Figures 6-8 respectively. The re- • •
sultant alternate optimal control model parameters are shown in Table III.
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FIGURE 7. MEASURED AND PREDICTED FREQUENCY DOMAIN MEASURES,
k/s DYNAMICS (Average of four subjects)

Comparison of these parameters with those for the SOCM in Table II show that

the principal differences are in the values of the observation noise/signal
ratio p, for the three tasks. Differences in value of though apparently

significant have relatively little impact on the resulting values for TN (Note

TN a 0.707 g 1/4) and the overall crossover frequency. In order to fit the

remnant accurately a colored driving motor noise obtained by passing white
noise with covariance VMD though a first order filter must be added to the

control input u. This motor noise filter (1/TMs + 1) has a time constant

that varies with the plant dynamics; TM w 0.67, 0.25 and 0.1 seconds and ]
driving motor noise/signal ratio, PMD a -12, -16 and -30 dB for k. k/s and

k/s 2 dynamics respectively.

Another modification that appears promising is in the formulation of the
cost functional. The SOCM uses a quadratic cost functional J in the output
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Thector y and control rate 6. For the k. k/s and k/s dynamics, the following
elost expressions are considered (refer to sectnon 2. 1 for nomenclature):

S• k ynamcs: J- [x2 + g(U)2]d
++ +ks Dynamics: J Ix (•2 dt

33

k/s2 Dynamics: J (x22 + gM Idt
k/s Dynmics: g(u))2]

The basic idea is to choose the order of the u derivative that results in an
equivalent type 2 loop transfer function (i.e. heh (s) ;;• • .The type

2 system Is desirable as it guaranties zero steady state |trot to step and

romp disturbance inputs. Figure 9 shows the describing function and remnant
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FICUURE 9. MEASURED AND PREDICTED FREQUENCY DOMAIN MEASURES
k/s2 DYNAMICS (Average of three subjects)

match to the k/s2 data. The parameters corresponding to the fit are (No rateI perception)

g a 0.0005

TN a 0.1057

0 .0.2

P. a -20 dB

P * a 25 d8
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TABLE II. ALTERNATE OCM STRUCTURES

NO RATE PERCEPTION

MODEL PARAMETER k Ala k/as

CONTROL RAT WE IGMYING 1 0.01 0 .0 , 610001

MOTOR TIM[ CONSTANT TN 0 It 0.101? 0.10??

TIME DELAY a 01$ 0.1? 0.40

MOTOR NO|IS/SIGNAL RATIO P0 (d¢) -.1 .10 -.5

OBEIRVATION NOISE/SIGNAL RATIO P, (di) .10 .0 .40

MEAN IQUARE OUTPUT * MEASURED 0.11 0.13 0.014

MEAN SQUARE OUTPUT - MODEL 0.11 0.114 0 0104

MEAN SQUARE OUTPUT RATE MEASURED 4.8 3.1 0.10

MEAN SQUARE OUTPUT RATE MODEL 11.02 3.i0 0.OS

MEAN SQUARE CONTROL - MIAIUR[D 0.S) 4.2 1.43

MEAN SQUARE CONTROL " MoDEL 0.5 31 053

Mean squared output X2- 0.0084 (measured • 0.014)

mean squared output rate i2  ` 0.1024 (measured a 0.1)

Note that this formulation has a higher value of the observation noise/signal

ratio p as compared to that In Table III where u2 is used in the cost. This

is not consistent with the remnant data below w n 1.0 rad/s where the nor-
malized remnant is greater than -20 dB. This can be remedied by Introducing

Ipseudo-observation noise with the noise/signal ratio given above and a
driving observation noise that is negligible (i.e.: noise/si nal ratio* -w,
Tho remnant fit requires the introduction of a motor noise f iter as in the
previous case.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The results in this paper have shown the existence of alternate human
operator optimal control model structures capable of describing standard lab-
boratoy describing function and remnant data for k, k/s and k/s2 plant dyna-

Mies. T~he alternate optimal control modbl formulation with no rate perception

Itvies rile to almost negligible values for the observation noise/signal ratio
0 - 5O dB), This impl es that the Kalman filter component in the optimal

control model can almost be treated as a Luenberger Observer or state recon-
structor (21]. Further investigation into this possibility is underway and
appears promising. Ultimately, the observer/optimal controller model may be
further reduced to a lower order and eventually converge to the classical
describing function/remnant human operator model.
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In summary, the optimal control modeling approach is an attractive con- .9

cept that provides a valuable tool for analyzing information processing and
control aspects of human operator behavior, However, It ts Important to con-
tinually reexamine established tenets to-,avoid further embarassment. A ques-
tioning research ph1'lsophywhere a given experiment is repreated by several
Investigators across continents is standard procedure in the natural scien-ces. This is possible because experimentalAdata and-mothods are ol1.docu-
mented for archivil purposes. Consequently, investigators can compare results
and resolve differences. Such an approach is reccommuimded in human operator
research and technology, whereby data and methods would be syste tically do-cumented and storedt, a ibrary for future reference and reeXamnation. Thiscan only help Improve confidence in prevailing methodology and ,Wedis, andremedy obvious drawbacks early.

I V
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A TITWULTUhAA, MUO)L OF' THK AUAP'I"I.V ,UI4N I'11I'

Ronald A. Has@*
AmOS Research Center, NASA, Hoffett Field, California

A •llJUU sgeneral transfer and parfofrenas thatacteistics of
A compensatory tracking model of the human tha human pilot In segsi ±i • 1 1 hekin ta$sk. Follow-

the ledohmt, arn e C teotd to pro-
pilot Is offered which ettempte to provide a noe vild a more eatiefeotory structural node! of the

relisatia representetion of the human's signal hman pilot, The impetus behind the research of
processing ittuatut thaen that.which is eahtbited Refs, 9 and 10 end that reported hare Is the convit-
bypilot =4des1 currently in use- Two features of lion that a pilot model which provides a more real-
the model distinguish it from other representatione istic representation of the signal processing etruc-
of the human pilot. First, proprioetptive Informe- ture of the human pilot will also provide a more
tion from the sontraol sick oa aninpulator anneaL- unified theoretical framework within which to inLter-
tuteo one of the major feedboak path@ in the model, prst a variety of empirical pilot/vehicle respone
proviLdin feedback of vehiole output rat* due to phenomena, The particular phenomena to be diMousetd
control activity, Zapliciit it this feedhbck loop heae will Include the ability of the pilot to adapt
is a model of the vehicle dynamice which is valid to different vehicle dynamics and to adapt to dis-In and beyond the region of coromovow e clond, playsy of varying quaslity. Am used here, "adasptation"
error-rate inforemation is continuously derived and refors to the ability of the pilot to change his
independently but intermittently controlled, An dynamic aharecteriatios, through trsining, to suLt
output injected remnant mdel is offered end quali- the task at hand.
taively Justified on the besie of providing a
easure .1 the affect of inaccuracies such as time The model which is the subject of this paper is

veriations in the pilot's internal model of the an outgrowth of the research described In Raf., 0-11,
controlled element dynamics. The dast from eNPerL- A block diagram representation of the model, suitable
"mnt•l tracking task$ involving five different con- for describing such msinle-a-is pilot behavior as
trolled element dynamic$ end one nonideal vievini pitch attitude tracking in the presencs of aste-
condition were matched wiqh model generated deserib- epheric turbulence, is shown in ?Pi, 1. While the
In$ functions and remnant power spectral densities, nodel structure may appear more complex then other

single-axis pilot representetions such as the servo
modal, it will be shown that, given the vehicle
dynamics, only five of the model perametere In Fig. 1.
need to be veried for the model to provide a reeson-

Since the end of World Wew Ill flight ceontrol eI;Ie match to experimentally dertVed pilot dyfnamit
system engineers have devoted con•iderable energy chereateristice for e variety of vehicle dynemias
to obtaining analyticel descriptions of the process end display conditions,
by which the human pilot axerts control over an eir-
oroat% in closed-loop tracking tanks, The analytical There are two features of this model which dis-
techniques for pilot modeling which have evolved in tinjuish it from uther representationn of the human
the intervening years have tended to fall into two pilot, first, proprioceptive information from the
categories, a dichotomy shared with control system control stick or manipuletor constitutes one of the
design techniques In lgneral, These are the wo majtor feedback paths in the mlodel, visual (andlor
ao-called "classical" and "modern" approaches, The aural or toatIle) error sensing constituting the
clasi•ael epproach has led to the development of the other, This proprioceptive information is used to
"serve model' of the human pilot,t  In this model, provide an estimate of the rate of change of the
a servolike operation on a sinlse stimulus (system pertinent vehicle output quantity due to pilot con-
error) by the pilot is hypothesimed, The modern trol inputs, e.g., an estimate of aircraft pitch
approach his yielded the 'optimal control model" of rate due to longitudinal stick inputs, Second, error-
the human pilot

2 
in which the pilot's dynamic chat- rate information is continuously derived from visual

acteritics are likened tco those of en optimal state (aural or tactile) stimuli and is independently
estimator and regulator, end the pilot so asound to controlled, The control ti not oentinuous) however
operate on a vector stimulus of error "I error (note the switch in Fig. 1). As opposed to ether
rate, both of these models have their particular models which utilise continuous error end airror-rst
merite and practitioners and both have been applied Informt€ot to create a desirable open-loop transferi.
to similar analysieadessign problems with reasonable function 't (i.e., A combined pilot/vehicle transfer
success. Those applications range from describing function of Rso in the region of oroseovor), the
pilot dynamics in single-axis tracking tasks,

1
•
2 

to model discussed here essumas that error rate Is son-
cockpit display desLg•n,,' to handling qualities trolled independently, This implies that the pilot
investigations,

5
-6 and to motion cue research,

7
'0 is essentially a singlu-channel processor in terat

of information derived from visual (aural or tectile)
Despite their relative successes, neither the sensors end that he switches between error and error-

servo model nor the optimal control model attempts rate control during the tracking tank, As will be
to describe tho underlying structure which contrib- shown, error control dominstem,
utes to human pilot dynsias,, Rather, these models
have evolved as expedient means for quantifying the

*Research Scientist. Member AIAM, The model of Fig, I has been divided into
11cnntr-l nervous System" and "neuromuscular system'

This paper Is declaed a work of the U.N. Government and components, a division which is intended to emphasis*e
thetrfon ie In the pubbedomeai, Lhe nature of the signl•l processing activity involved.
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CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM NEUROMUSCULAR SYSTEM

IdsIt -ro - -y ~

Fig. I structural moedl of the adaptive human pilot,

'ateo error 6(t) ts preseented to the pilot via in the form of a I itflatent Aal-displaemeent" model,
*display with dynamics Yd ,The rate of change As a conservative estimac2 of the sampling delayk of the displayed error is aelsumd to be derived occurring in such a model, let us use 'rI - 0.2 sec.
~'I ed(l) The procesls of deriving error rate is The time delay vo can be broken down into conctit-assumed to entail a computational time delay of il uent components, at Least in Approximate fashion.
seconids. Constant gains It and K multiply the for visual stimul it which will constitute the model-
Signals ed(t) end 10 C - TI), 1eejeetively * The icy tot the data to be utflised later, we have the
switch allows either of these two signals to be following average valuesi'
used as driving signals to the remainder of the
model. in this study, the action of the switch
will be pavameterised by the variable PI, which Latency of the visual O.O?5
represents the probbility that the switch wiill be process, sac
In position I. (error-rate contral) at any instant
of time. A central time delay of v seconds is motor nerve eonduction 0.030
included to account f or the effects If latencies in time, sac
the visual (Aural or Sactile) processi sonsin

Cemotor nerve conductisn tines, aec. Rhe Centrol processing fl.030
r aulting signal u (t) provides 4 a- 0u toa ties, lsacclosed-loop system lonisting at "pulsing logic"la model of the open-loop neurouselsuler dynamics 0.135

Vp0and elements Yj and Y which emulate, atleist approximately, the e~inad elaects of the The value i * 0.14 ccc was used hers,
muscle spindles and the dynamics associated with
higher level signal processing. A colored nWise A discuasionoaporit pulsint togts wee
111(k) is injected at the pilot's output as carried out prvosyblea'and will not be.I

rant.dealt with here. This lsgic is used to generatethe pulaive csontro behavior evident when the pilotLet us look at each of the model elements now is faned with higher ordjr controlled element dynais-In a bit more detail. The assumption that error ice such as K/al or I/t n this study,
rats is a derived rather than a sensed quantity io Vpj - 1.0. The form of the openk-loop neuroomuscular
conservative in nature. In terms of vislual stimuli. dyfasmics. Vp . is based upon sleotromyogram measure-arguments still abound as to whether motion in the sents reportid in Rot, 14, The following values of
visual field of the human is perceived "directly" wu and C were selected based upon that worki
as a primary on d~laoloical. attribute of the visual Wn - 10 gad/sec4, 4" - 0.70?.
sysatem, ort whether it is inferred or is a calculated
or secondary attribute based on memory for post- The feedback loop in Pig. 1 involving Vt alone
tion." tn terms of she model, the question of is Intended to represent, in approuimets. fashion,A
direct vs derived rate inputs will influence the the feedback activity of the waclea spindles in the
magnitude of the tine delay Ill i.e., for direct limb driving the manipulator or contrul stick. For
rate paeception il will be negligible, whereas the purposes ef this study,.k - * 1.0. The washout
for derived rate inputs a significant ii may be charaeteristies of the Glsent% Yg are very impor-
Indicated. tines, here, the stimul:a (1 an tent to the overall model dynamic charoac~atersis,
be vtisual. aua ofrtac qtite, Iwas sioled0. toa so will be seam. The physiological soure of suchAd~k Wd A eried lu~titb ABLO16 10411110? a washout, if it indeed exists, is unknown, Its0401 rott' .krivation was of farad by Htkuer at al.11 existence is part of the basis streuctual hypothesisI
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of the model. From 4 functional standpoint, the be amenable to representation as a "process noise"
muscle spindle is a length transducer transforming in that it is intended to account, In stochastic
Incrasaes in extra-fusal muscle fiber length from fashion, for the effect of Liprecise Internal
some tor st operatlnl point into electrical model parameteriz tion ,0 whatever the source of

Impulses. Anatoia clly, the spindles are in this imprecision. Thus, in Pig. 1, the remnant
parallel with the extra-fusas fMborn. Ono pos- nu(t) is ohown injected into the pilot's output
sibility is that the washuut characteristics ar* a And, as such, acets as a true process itolso in terms
consequence of the intrafuael fibers of the of the vehicle to be controlled.
spindle tracking the low frequency changes in rhelength of extra-foeaL efiber$ to the aionist- With the Above discussion In mind, two bypath-

antagonist muscle pairs in the limb drivtng the etas will be made regarding the natu*re of phi.
manipulator, A neesslary condition for such coat- Injected noise. The first hypothesis asserts that
tivation of muscle fibers would be concomitant case- the variance of nu(t) scales with the variance of
livation of the motor fibers which innervate the the system error normalised by the manipulator/
extra- end itear-fusal fibers, respectively. Such controlled-element static gain, This Aem a the

a coactivation has been documented by phylioloRists variance of the noise Scales with oL/K' Yd(jmIi,
and given the name "alpha-gamsa linkale."'

5  where old is the variance of the dl played eror,
Yd (ju) Is the display dynmarh (typically a pin)

The got* of the element Y is Assumed to ant K IS the manLpulator/ao. trolled-ielent StAtic
depend on the order of a sinpli•tid model of the lain. The steond hypothesis assert@ that the pro-
eontwelled-element dyrnamics valid In the frequency ease noise power is attenuated at frequencies beyond
range where Ype. 1,0, i~e., open-loop areas- the bandwidth of the human pilot. This limitation
over. For all but awo of the controlled elements to can most easily be accommodated in the model by can-
be studied hrse, no simplificetion is necessary. idering n (t) to be a colored noise with a bend-
tn gene&al, Ya(s) A Kok, k P 0, all a:,. , , et.,o width deterkined by the position of the alosed-loop
where V is an approximation Jo. V valid in the neuramuecular mode roots of the describing function
reiotn Jl open-loop arossover.1 i*l Note that portion of the pilot model,
manipulator dynamic characteristics can be lumped
into YV. Evidence supporting the hypothemis of a The Idea that the variante of %(t) should
proprloceptivo-related internal modal ham recently scale with normelised system error means that nu(t)
been offered by Koss4e and Wickenes' The use of is not multiplicative noise in that it does not
the factor (s + /T) I in Y. (T, A TI) rather than scale with the variance of the Signal to which it is
simply Ak was found to be neateery to achieve added. The first hypothesis is based on the reason-
acceptable describing function matches with experi- able supposition that gain-normalsesd system-error
mental data, The inclusion of this term is tanta- variance is a oaenitive indicator of ewrors in the
mount to Saying that no low frequency processing of pilott' internal representation of the controlled-
spindle output takes placn in the higher levels of elemant dynAmiei The assertion that the control-
the nervous system, only spindle output itdelf is injected rumnant variance scales linearly with this
utilized, attenuated or magnified by an appropriate error variance Is an assumption to be verified on the
gain Ks. For the sake of simplicity, TVg T; in basis of experiment. The second hypethesis seems
all chat follows, Note that in the region of open- almet self-evident; there can be no significant
loop crossover, the signal uJ(t) is an estimate effects attributable to Internal model errors At
of the rate of change of the ontrolled-element frequencies well beyond the bandwidth of the earuc-
output due to control activity ug(t), excluding Sure which contains she Internal model, i.e., the
the contributions due to disturbance d(t) and pilot.
remnant n.u(t). Thus, this loop is a form of rate
feedback in the model, The model for the power spectral density of the

Injected remnant nu(t) can now be gIven as
The physical Interpretation of remant depends

on the particular pilot model with which It is at (11TS)z
a sso ciated. The servo model had its origins In (nn u, ) s ., K d. (lWT.) 'j

nonlinear describing function theory, and remnant
for that model tends to be thought of indled
defined, as that portion of the pilot~e output not where p is a seale factor to be empirically deter-
linearly correlated with the disturbance. The tacit mined and L/T, represents the undamped naturel

Sintarpretation hare is that remoant arises freo frequency of the closed-loop neuromuscular mode roots

nonLinearitles and/or tsim variations in the human of the describing function portion of the pilot
pilot, In the optimal control model, which obvi- model, On the basis of remnant date for pure gin.
oUsly had its origin& in linear optimal estimation controlled-element dynamics, a value of p a 0.110
and control theory, remnent tends to be viewed in vas selected via the data fittitg proesdure to be
tern of "observation noise." Here the Interprets- dascribed. This value wee then used in the remnent
tion io that all observations which the pilot makes model for WiL the controlled-element dynamics studied
are corrupted by white noise, This is not to say hereoin.
that toere is no underlying equivalence in these
views'' but rather that the physical interpretation By reforring to PFI. 1, one can see that, with

of romnant is often determined by the genesis of the the switch in position 1, the time delay for error-
pilot model Itself. This is as it should be. In rate tracking is o + tl w 0.34 see. The magnitude
the model of Fig. 1. the pilot's internal represen- of this delay will obviously result in a compromise
tation of the controlled-elemsnt dynamics is hypoth- between responsiveness and stability for the rate

elisod to form a pivotal part of the equalisation tracking loop. lines error rather than orror-rate

capability of the pilot. Thus, inaecusleies such treaking will predominate in the model ist was felt
as tmLe variations, in this internal model repre- that the responsivenles of the srtre-rate loop should
sentation can be logically considered a primary take pireedenoe over relative stability character-
source of remnant. Purtheramis, this remnant should istics. Therefore, In the data fitting procedure to
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be dscriedth5 oin Kg wll e mae ai lage Fast hPourier Transform. However, this would be
as pessible, under the single constraint of guar- csuainlyqieOpniS atclrysn''I:
anteeing only absolute stability in the rate tracuk- any such runs would hs required to **eaet the~

proe odlprmters to fit the data. J;onu1iULr,
instead, the following approximate development,

Let u6(t) and ed(t) represent the time histories
Data~o motiadel Input and output in a single run with the
Gate Fctinaswitch operating as Just described. Concentrating

As eployd hve, he odelof pilotvehicll e mesyure ser~ies aout te pic nt orpwe peta
"syata @und r"rter thana"rdcie oel

or tehmach ng pilot. edu whil ot tte fittoms Ty rseisa ut h p ntin P~, 1) a * .

prediction tedbo t the beavorofthe pinput/vathicerF
ousytestd. Ntheef"aa ore Intorded to ompare the F6j~J uQ1)+ P
frequncy d m odi l sa remnaof apeatra, we wucil usIe

innatpoe pu eor inetdsectral desiy In thes avaanilit
able~~ou eprmnadatatoenutio ie n t uhd a fiata n match-

porsatching f roll eindpraethes wilotmdl bemnat t our dis-.
assmedto e jatheda f thqec diomasinput racther
thathiso tpu ct. hrefoe tof oirder the gainps the

teotu Inetied error-t modehl lett uscuse aprxmt
obab n equivK alent , Inu 4arr I P, 4 n will) S (weP~ can wrt

£ ~ a rh at&e tamater-
is snw unot teto of nT4seths

Invaocd riae. ~gT

varabls o. i.tn'On K nd Fu6(jwFI)& Pi)Pu6(iw,+ Iiu6 j,l
The olloing arintende tol be storonl diso-

doa nvrin h rqetacl possbein therac tru- teeuto abeasC jjwldpiNo he P

vaisoftes riatireofs are. somteha eins Kai~ *(. FFj
palatabl, ath liea costato thi aTadthror -laiuan ther , leti Lus ~ appoxiat

opoed to "A effecrbaitive P1,tTm e d elaysor ipng'o A siila

hypthesibe obvou t ro m N,2 v itisk ýin. ba si deasar
mneuronmicua Ye iparameters )i ordbe tountepc ~ ltrtions can 'ho f ore eotie o

resonse phen orsmena.b nthel other hanthem v~an- Thrfre ecatt
depermiesen thles Thena desion5 oar whithe vainblsxap~£teqait fti prmmt~,p:
t vab ry and whi, Kto holad toxe isnome e entirely VThsWP Appni ofer a simpleO bu q~uantitativ
structuare. ofe vrig.i arges o vaitions, inp ths a d ur TeApni loi etai em
paraomeetens frqec dovei measures, the switchinglypea-

l erstat ith lesnsiiv to the poinimum duration teeqato :o
Fig, of end. rangei t o ifiutt otto o ayTue of aval es 0 t

r em ag n t s p crat w o ldeer si m p lete s v a ri a t io s e i n b l o ce 3 d v)d e s p r o r a e f r t e ta c ki n g t a s k sI

diagramers lalgebva.rhesiatchn ard isoperhatio form 00A(u~)]-( l~u~
panlaptablt peart tof thes moalthoweverd anothepre t euiie ee

syotent s a 5 snicat 0 dep iaturen f io thei (ode ofNwwt u.o i nus1o idWisubac, h
oppfe. ad to ."efc iven) thme odelay thsos fOxe moeldsciin fntin t jt wih oldb
siet ofmag parameters, the qudesto to beinswerped iSIo Asmelasuredinthsionle run, oft thrse sbtitch oprtin

shatesaKuribirig fuInction f~O acen ero rin ete radmycaTeapoxmtda
repreant power spectra denit nnpendix woulds beipeu untttv

obtained by makng op e sstra " measrents of the

enapl oif the quabliiiy of being at position I ofess
F1?cu Tof anwrtis, uI tin onr e caitould of cturse, ihrmat ndt netda h ipae
simulate6 them oelsd actuas ly ar e etail o ushe mesreppo d~ enhavelsor thei poe pctral, doen-s

?i e s in typicalcltn spdecrl technique sunchin asd te ity ofrltv isniiet the modlotu tfeunie~s durai o

renatspctawoldb &smpe 1oria n lck ofsith lsue o arng o ale72.3t

......................... .0.se) damed-pproriae-fo-thetracing.ask



Cu4(ij) ~ of A and B (denoted by Z(A), Z(a), respectively),
7 o,(jý~ 'jJ Values for IZAI/rrlh mod LitrAl/tra] corrempone;

*uu(w) ~u(wj~Ca d(iwj)l in& to an arbitrarily large sample size would be
ouudwj) .J~u~j~jJý T 1,0 and 0.1, respectively. Tha actual-valuea getwr-u MY ated for a sample sloe of 5,000 worst

111AIl U 1.009, 1.B~ L'J 1
where the 01 occur between disturbance frequencisiu .,1F 0111~1fa n Ual)ad~jJJ r obtained by ever- LItf*i ]*l.5

agin ther vaues he otubance frequencies o L( .5either side of wj. With vrumant n..(t injected
at te moal OtputWS cn ~The expressionu on the right..hand sides of Eqs. M8
I #U~jNJ) Iand (7) are. ":a ko *ptov~44 vpsy oatioftctdrý.

a~ppojeintione lot obut' pvrpeadis

CI0ud(Jjflj)I''$n(u) . (tenctibid obviously depend. upon the validity. of
* Ida. (1) and (4) and the relations which paacedod

I + Cj~j)them, While these relations are iaitvAO )EL APPul
Ins, at laies to the author,, they have not 6

Again, the measured power spectral density of the vigorously established. The prd lam,# S~cu60ae,
NOWl Output t14(t) With the switch in operat ion aeras I rem the fact that the r.4.1da proposed hale Is
can be approximated as fundamentaly nonsltationar in nature due to the

pn~4)presece athea s itch mdli. th r hiadata ofaling.

() wto hmano apcivlo dyata.csuffac the oather handhay-
1hs whdingchic t acil assum the en the hmnentaisfnspaksy

n.~, 1 ~ Y~j~j)~mp.jj)I mis ju t h d scried h of fw an dpvoie~mmainnatemofn
I j ~ j to~ujI aspeca tof rathe i model lr itia edb thato Fg.r Ihc

(wj 1 +YpW0palJa1 !,ju tdescie po ueuf thc demcribcdf
%ind tisat . An wil It5fa l the nntactic tuied

Nquations (1) and ($) will allow us to approximate
the model iceuribing functions and altar-injected After the remnant scale factor p a 0.119 had
vemnant power spectral densities which would be bean obtained on thec basis of remnant data for pure
"massured" in a single run with the @witch in-opera- gain dynamics, data tits for the remaining
Stio by spectral measures obtained with the switch ootoldeeetdynamic$ and naoideal Viewing
eitherIntlnhe: tIpsto o tho entIre run, condition wereobtained in a sratighteorward unnuv,

actually casking simulation runs to obtain the open- apcfe seislNswt amor
tral measures, the complex number on the right-hand K1, vo, t1 , ;no wn and p fixed at the values shown
aide of Eq. (1) will be expressed in 'magnitude and in the first row of Table 1, F1 was set to sere andphase form ase Y4 was set to unity, Nent, Tg and KI were varied

i.. until the model describing function provided a close
*y~w~ [cd W1 lg I loguc (jut) catch to the shape of the enp rimemca3. desovibing

I~p~utiI ~ & b ~L~3~ IiJ Next, the value ofi K; corresponding to neutral
F , closed-loop stability afor error-rato trasking (with

d(Jwkj)] CUL 170u jt) the switch in the I position) eas found. With chic
e.~pok) cod)Wk value, P1 was Inteamented from scet until the shape

Led~~J Cd ~of the low frequency modal describing function
matched the data. The gain X was then adjustedwhere Cui(iwti)ICed (Jw) isnow merely the alsa- so that the 0 dl line of the mJdel describing tune-

It~maton it th swtchIneiter he0 a I ool tesecassthe uls yo the fit was determinedlion lqatins 6) nd 7) husallo siple*IS- b ey, io~jno formal numerical criterion was
Fo utimrtw ddaxpraio no :n t or t hm e d m oind Tel i n m ~ t d a i a c e h a a n a l

"ersyof the relations on the tight-hand side of Once KI and Tl were soleo~tel the closed-loop
a. ,() and (7 was appraised by sreeting two sacts neurome~culat mde woot& were available and the

of esutplex numbers A and S, whose *real an Imaginary control-iojected reomant model was complete. The
pat eerandomly selected fro A Population with error-injected remnant was calculated using Eq. (5)

a Gaussian distribution possessinu a mean of 0.5 and after an &asoa table describing function fit was
a standard deviation of unity, Beth @act contained obtained, Thus, so iteration on the reament model8,000 complex numbers. The 1primod" operations on was necessacry, The error-injected recouant power
the middle end tight-hand aide: of Eqs. (6) and (7) spectral density was normelimed by the experimental
were generalised by considering the expected values dispLayed-error variance. Of course, one could have
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Table I Pilot model parameter values used to generate describing functions and
remnant power spectral densities in •igs. 2-7

Controlled element Model paTramters
d y n a m i c k K * K i X P 1 T 1 K l I a r n W n

K 0 11.1 2.13 2.0 0.05 5.0 1.0 0.14 0.2 0.707 10.0 0.119
K/s 1 22.2 3.42 2.0 0.05 5.0 1.0 0.14 0.2 0.707 10.0 0.11i
K/1

2  
2 26.2 10.48 10.0 0.20 2.5 1.0 0.14 0.2 0.707 10,0 0.119

K/De( - 1) 2 19,6 28.6 30.0 0,0 1.0. 1.0 0.14 0.2 0.707 10,0 0,119
%Is as + 1,41s + 1) 3 115.5 13,0 15.0 0.20 0,gd 1.0 0.14 0.2 0.707 10.0 0.119
K/EipIorvi•aS l 1 12,6 2.52 0.75 0.25 5,0 1,0 0.14 0.2 0.707 10.0 0.119

used the model to generate o01d. This would have - MODIL
been done alfter the paeranmter K2, T710 Ko Kie 20 0 XPINgMINT
and PI had been @eleated and in an iterative 10
manner similar to that employed in the optimal 10
control model of the human pilot., The experimen- 0- .. ... _ __:_

tal variance was used for two reasons, Flet, it1
obViated the Itereaive computation just described,
Second, and more itportanto error variance is a
redundant measure of model accuracy once a reason- ' - iiI
able fit to experimental describing function and ,~.50
remnant is obtained.n3 .1

figures 2 through 7 show the model generated , ,
and experimental describing functions and remnant
spectral densities for controlled elements with
dynamLic of Yo a K, Kin, K/sl, K/l(l - 1).
K/s(st + 1.414s + 1) and K/s with 201 peripheral • 10 -
viewing, Date for the first three dynamics were .
takie fro t. Re 2, the fourth and sixth dynamics .10 -
fros Rot. 19, end the fifth dynamics from P., R 0t 20. 1 p • -
In all cases, the pilot's display was a CRT screen
and system error was presented by the displacement (201
of a moving line from a limed reference poeition, .40 -I
Control ltiAi dynamics Wore neliSible& . In those ,1 .3 4 0, 1 I 4 O 110 AO
eases where ch data assund remnant injected Into W, NFOW/
error-rate, an equivelent error-injected opectrum
was calculated, Note that for remnant reptenenta- fig. 2 Model and experimental deecribing functions
tion, the decibel is defined a 10 I Iog10(.), and Injected remnant power spectral deneities,
Table I sumeriose the model par0amtrs used to K controlled element dynamics.
obtain the figures using the approuiat•lon scheim
Just outlined. The dynamics of the first fotir
controlled elements are Identical to those used in
Ref. 10 where an arlter form of the pilot model MODIL

wasusd t mtchth daa.In each case, the fits 40 IPRMN
obtained here are superior to those of Ref. 10, and 30
fewer model parameters need to be varied in order
to obtain these fits (eight parameters in Ratf 10 10
as opposed to five here). I

Adaptina to Vahicle Dyunioes ;0 W

Va 4 9 (f*it 1- The model and experimLntal . 1 goLI_ I II-
deeonwil I'u-nesiion exhibits the first-order lag
lahae teiLaios one would expect when pure ain
dynamics are being controlled. Of particular 6 O
interest Is the model's ability to match the low __ i
frequency phase lag apperent in the data. The
earlier tom of the model discussed in Ri, 10 did -it

eot provide a satisleactry match to this low ire- .0
quemay phase data. The model and experimental /
injected roei unt spectra are quite flat in the Ire- 4 !1 . 1 .4 ., 1 a 4 6 io A
queoy range of Interet. As ntioned previously, w, rie
'his e perinotaL Ilowest was mood to obtain the

0 Vale show in Table 1.
It 3 Model and experimental deesribing functions

Sare she model and asperi- ATd injotdi remnant power spectral deniitsies
eata eas r tiowm exhibit the pure gain K/i controlled element dynamics.
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40 - MODEL -- MODEL

0 0 EXPERIMENT 0 r EXPERIMENT

S20!
9.L. 10640

.1100

4O*n - o • ,, I •,W o

110-

0I va10.-

P ! .2• .4 .,8. 46110 2

,ri a decrbig nin.1 .2 .4 .6.81 3 4 I 110 20
F. eland e rse ctral de4nsiti e .Model and experimental desrbisno
and I enjected remnant power spectral densities,K/o| con tro ll eod elemen t; dy nami c@. Pig ., 6 Model and exper iment al dae scrib in g f'unct ion s

and Injected remntf1 power secta1;.l densities,
-- MODEL K/HAu

2 
+ 1.414s + 1) controlled element dynamics.

40 0 EXPERIMENT MD
S30 30 0 IXPIRIMENT

'10 1 ,2030 t 0 .
10 ,1 0 . ,

• ..i .lT rlii., I II 1 1I

. 10 
.0..

.... 
...

7,ile .1 .2 .4 ,5 .0 1 2 4 6 8 10 20
fi.- S M 0__l and experimen1al describing function s w,__d/ _e
and injected remnant power spectral densities,

K/I(i - 1) conHtolled element dyri namcs rg7, Model and expmentlal decribing functions I
and injected remnant power spectral densities,
K/s controlled elemont dynamics with 22' peripheralcharacteristicsassoiaJO~ted with rate dynamisM, viewing,

Again note the model's ability to match the low
frequency phase lag (or phase "droop") in the data. process has been noted by other researchers In
The remnant match is particularly interesting in addition to Pew, e.g., Jex, et a1.1 However, to
that the model is indicating a low.frequency rise the author's knowledge, this is the first time a
in remnant power, In fact, rather then resembling model-generated remnant has exhibited these
the fire -order process suggested by Levision oharacteristics.
st al,,�/� the remnant looks more like that offered
by i

2
e; ya m Ki , HeMre, a first-order lead

is cvident in the dscribing funttion data, Calcu-
Wnncd(u)/O2 w 0.04 * (W)-, lation of the model transfer function with thedswitch in position 0 demonstrated that the lead is

The ability of measured remnant spectra to exhibit attributable to the closed-loop characteristics of

shapes not amenable to description by a fivst-order the inner feedback loops in the model, not to the
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error-rate utilisation, The endel-genaresied remnant tit* remnant (both andel and experimental) for ite'
spectrum now appears uere' like' it risit e-erdor lrr- IM,' Itr'14ee (e've'i-0 iee ut r~limeint hiewreoese lit il'w
coos. I-ie.re. rear titu r ireeti ee i e ei t i I ae d o lI- i mIIH t- 14-11114 -V 1,1111161 P.'-ea rie Jill't th Ir li lt,111 11 I tee il
Ina activity teo Iettvelvejej lit Lieu module , I.e..* utile,. thiiupnr in the esrell r Ie, n lii, nece'een, niM lmt~.
lit - 0.2 as iniditcated In Table, 1. reewsi of Tabiem I Indicaetese tiset those chIantlem In Ltie

meedel-menerarcdl doecribing functien Andi romiant lte
ILIi~jjJ fig j. The unsteablo going from tovedl to peripheral are sttributabic

dynmliijiijiiPIkii9jApparent l44d squelkes- Primarily to rameduton in the gains Kg And Kjl
toes in the model, Apia, however, thise io due to and an increase In tits probability of the switch
Inner loop activity) not error-rats utilislation. being in pealltion 1, Fl. An anialysis of each of
in Bef. 10, the model structure had to be altered these factors ohems tha the increased error-rate

4.to allow for liarel, canataiouov error-lead equiatlee- trackring (?I) to responsible for the increase Ln
I'ties to match this data. lois frequency remnant pawer and decrease in low

frequeency phase lag. The decrease In Kil accounts
* K/~st+ 11,2. +l)(~g.GI.These for 702 of the increase in high frequency Phase lagj~rcm atreein antht ih r resemble a (the rest being attributable to the increase in

Id11aplan tmo fe and beyond the region .f eroeo:ver, 71). Mially, the decrease In crossover frequency
leooomd-order apparent load sqtealisation ia videat and Increase in phase margin Is due to the decreaes
in model and data The model exhibit@ more phase in the gain go.
droop than, the data, buit, In general, the deveseib-
Lag function fit is quite acceptable, particularly A better f it to the low frequency toemnant data
sins goef 20 Indicates that a substantial fraction could have bean obtained by allowing lyd 1(JW)1
of thee pilot's output power was remnantr reted, to attenuate as w to 0. linces this termt Wpere in
It should be nioted that the effective l/ef the denominator of theamepressien for the variatnes
dynamics will probably Linduce pialsive or even of nul) an Increase in control- or error-injected
impulsive control activi~ty on the part of the pilot, remnant power would occur. Attenuation of the dim-
Although no mention of,#uch activity was made In play gaint for low frequenciles provides an analytical
Rof. 30, Jem and Allent'" found that extremely means f or accounting for the experimentally verified
pulsive control action accompanied "double-lead' feet that displays which are viewed peripher~ally
equaliaation im a series of acepensatory tracking offer poor low frequency error information,5t  for
tasks which they were studying. As mentioned the make of simplicity, this was not dons hare,
previously, pulsive activity can be included In however.
this model and is discussed in detail in Ref. 11.
irk terms of its effect an model describing function Vittingl experimental data for this peripheral
and remnant. the pulsive activity associated with viewing experiment would be :! little more than
this tasek will quite likely lower the Apparent academic interest vice it not for the fact that the
damping ratio of the closed loop neuromuscular mode changes in dtacribii p function end remnant just
roots. This would, in turn, improve the high fre- described have been shown to accompany other aetperi-
quency remnant and describing funeti~on match*& of mentel studies involv4ng degradations in display
Fig. 6. quality such as displays with "nonideal" tiuantised

formats, oet. 22 Toatile displays can often be
Ci aeplaced In this category. Recently, Schmid and

Bakeytt* econducted tracking experitments involving an
As Table I indicates, the generation of the electrotactile display. One of their primary find-

remnant power spectral densities and the various Lnss was that the particular elactrotantils display
lags, Leads, low frequency phase droop$ and changes which they utilized induced considerably larger high
in high frequency phase lags evident in the overall frequency phase lags (or effective tine delays) In
model describing function ualied were obtained the describing functions of the test subjects as
without changing the fundamental structure of the compared to these normally found in visual tracking
model or the values of the basic tise delays with ideal display formats, Thus, the model parem-
(¶oeTI)e open-loop neuromuscular system parameters etar variations involved in matching data for the

(Cn,4tn and X0' and model output injected remeant pair of tracking tasks involving foveal and periph-
seals factor p. The pilot's adaptation to dif- eral viewing conditions may be useful in describing
f erent controlled-element dynamics was accounted the manner in which the human adapts to any display
for by changes in the "Internal model" of these degradation.
dynamics, as reflected In changes in ke. and changes
lin the parmtr Kai '., K2, Ill and Ti primarily
associated'w~ithe'information processing itt that. Speculation and Conelusions
portion of the model representing higher levels of
the central nervous systemi. This paper would not be complete without some

apeculattoit regarding the error-rate tracking char-
Mjaptinta to Displays of Varying Quality acteriatius of the model. As pointed out in the

Introduction, the gedneral frequency domtain cherac-
The experimental describing functioti and rem- toriatica of the human pilot havn been found to he

nant of Fig. 7 correspond to experimental ceonditions very similar to this charauteristics which a properly
identical to those which yielded the data or Fig 2 designed compensator would exhibit if it were to
save that the display was located 22' off the pilot's perform the same task as the pilot, regardless of
foveal axis St all times. Comparing the desoribing whether the compcensator characteristicsl were devel-
functions (both model and experimental) for the oped via classical or modern techniques. In this
peripheral ats opposed to the faoved viewing, one context, the role of the switch of Fig. 1 is unclear.
finds an increase in high frequency please lags (or As employedl here, error-race tracking in not necol-
"fiffeatival" time delay), a decrease in low frequency sary to create cope loop trantifsr characturiotics
phase lags, a decrease in crossover frequuncy and a which a designer wouid deels desirable. This is
concomitant increase in phase margin. Comparing acconplished via the hypothesaized proprioreptive
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C feedback loops of Yi1 . 1. Indeed, error-rate in measurement. The controlled element dynamics
tracking does not have a significant affect upon varied in terms of control difficulty from the non-
pilot modal dynamics in and beyond the region of demanding K and K/s dynamics to the K/a(a - 1)
crossover, and K/a(M

2 
+ 1.414a + 1) dynamics which approached

the limits of manual control, It Was indicAted thltt
Thus, fared with designing a compensator to the model characteristics which rejuitod frnm mntLh-

maintain a controlled element at some equilibrium Ing the data for the peripheral viewing epleriments
or trim point In the presence of disturbances of were qualitatively similar to measured pilot chlr-

know spectral charateristLcea, error-ret. tracking, aetariatice for a variety of %alks in which display
per so, would probably not enter a designer's mind, quality was degraded.
The human pilot, however, views the control problem
from a different ventage point than the designer.
iFirst, he operates in the time domain rather than ApendiW1 goulier Ola ntf In a
the frequency domain, As a compensator, his dynamic limit A hLt system
charectoristide are sometimes subject to significant
intra-run variations. Lapses in attention and Figuro 8 is a simple model of a compensatory
occasional control reversals can have a dramatic control system involving intermittent USC of error-
e,-. effect upon shore term tracking performance and rate nformation. The input r(t) consist of ten

-lstability, espectally with higher order controlled unity amplitude sinueoids with frequencies which

element dynamios, In Addition, the pilot does not are spaced in roughly uniform fashion between 0.2
have the luxury of knowing the precise spectral and 14 red/sec oach sinusoid It repeatod an

rý characterietice of the disturbance. All of these integral number of times in the lected "run
factore make the independent, albeit Intermittent length" of 130 sic, The system of Fig. 8 was wimu-
control of error rate a plausible characteristic of lated on a digital computer, The switch operated
the manual control problem. The specific logic in random fashion with the fraction of the run
which would conatrl the switching between error and length spent in posiLion I (PI) equal to 0.2 in all
error-vote tracking is simply undetermined at this cases. Three different minimum durations of switch
"tinm. closure were utillsedi T. a AA., l.n And 5.0 orc.

These values encompassed minimum closure durations
YFially, let us note the Interesting possl deemed acceptable for human tracking activity. The

bility that motion cues my be tracked in lnter- Fourier coefficients Cug(jwk) of the signal U(S)

mittent fashion just as nonvestibular error rate were measured at uach of she input frequencies wk
has been hypothasi•ed to be here, Indeed, a very with the switch in operation. In addition, the
plausible theory tor longitudinal pilot-induced following calculation was performedt
oscillations has recently been offered by Smith1

t

in which a pilot model was hypothemised which uti-
lised switching between pitch attitude and normal 1Cud(Jwk)V- (I - P0)CuiCJwk,1O)+ (Pi)Cud(Jwkl) (Al)
Acceleration traoking. While differing consider-
ably in destil, mith'se model and the model die- where Cua(JwkI) Indicetee the coefficient nso-
cussed h•ee are ;IA consonantc in treating the pl ot euted with the switch in position I for the enti•re
.e a s~ngle-channel processor in terms of visual U Table 2 shove the results of the simulation
(ad/or aural or tactile) or vestibular stimuli d mnaurements in addition to the coefficients
in assuming that error rates and accelerations are obtained by Sq. (Al) above, Also Included are the
controlled Independently, L.e. as variables in CU6(Jvkti) values.
their own right.

in conclusion, a model of the human pilot h it was found that for the values of To used,
the minimum duration of switch closure has nobeen offered which is an outgrowth of work reporla

in• Usfs. 9-, Two features of the model die- Variations In the measured coefficients do occur
cinguish it from other representations of the human with different values of To, however, theme van-a
pilot. First, proprioceptive information from the tion were f aund ob pr due to the rio-h. tLone were found to be primarily due to the random
control stick or manipulator costitutes one of the switching activity itself, consequently, the nsa-

feeor fodbauk path# In the model, providing feed-
majo pats i themodl, fed- red coefficients in the table have been obtained

back of vehicle output-rate due to control activity. aure averages of the oeffici en measired
Implicit in this feedback 

1
oop is a model of the te thee alvraes of the coAffitcentl measured i tch

vehicle dynanmis valid in and beyond the reaion of
r .e t athe truncated Taylor series of Eq. (Al) yields very•,crosso~ver. Seound, error-rate information is

continuously derived and Independently but inter-
mittently controlled. An outPut Injected remnant
model was offered and qualitatively justified on
the basis of providing a measure of the effect of
inaccuracies such as time variations in the pilot's
internal model of the controlled element dynamics.
by varying the valuUe of only five parameters. tha a 1
data from experimental tracking tasks involving fivn .

different controlled element dynamics and one non- + -A

ideal viewing condition were matched with model-
generated desoribing funct.ons and remnant power
spectral densities, These model-generated results
were obtained using a computational scheme which
approximated the describing functi•aos and remnant fit) 11? $In (Wtkt l÷
power spectral densities which would have beenk1
obtained if the model had been physically imple-
mented and classical spectral techniques employed Pig. 8 Simplified siLtching modal
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Table 2 Fourier coefficient calculations for model of Fig. a

Input Frequency Cu8(jik) 0u%(600k)u CuS(Jwk.O) Cu, a(J"k.
1

)
(measured) (measured) (measured)

(rRdeael) Rea lReual PImeg Real Imes Real loas

.2094 -. 16 -. 45 -. 17 -. 41 -. 20 -. 45 -. 053 -. 25

.3142 .48 -. 07 .42 -. 085 .46 -. 11 .23 .017
45236 -. 36 .16 -. 38 .13 -. 41 .16 -. 25 -. 026.7330 -. 003 .35 .041 .36 .078 .40 -. 11 .23

1.152 -. 28 .022 -. 30 .038 -. 32 .083 -. 21 -. 14
2.40$ -. 12 -. 16 -. 10 -. 15 -. 15 -. 12 .072 -. 24
3.874 -. 09 -. 072 -. 10 -. 069 -. 12 -. 024 -. 015 -.23
6.1758 .00 .087 .011 .086 .054 .059 -. 154 .20
9.320 -.065 -.021 -.066 -.021 -.047 ' .026 -.142 -.21

14.3s .05 .021 .054 1023 .029 -.020 .156 .20
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ueABSTRACT

Subjects used either a position or velocity control system to capture
stationary and moving targets. For stationary targets, capture time was
found to be linearly proportional to Pitts' Index of Difficulty, log (2A/3),
for both types of control system. A represents the initial target displacument,
and W represents target width. The incremental cost in capture time for an
increase in the Index of Difficulty was considerably greater for the velocity

control system. Phase-plane analyses of capture trajectories revealed a
sequence of submovements. The first submovement was generally slower and
more accurate than subsequent submovements. For moving targets, Fitts'
Index of Difficulty was a good predictor of capture time with the velocity( control system, but not with the position control system. An alternate Index

of Difficulty measure is proposed which explicitly incorporates a velocity
factor.

Pitts' Law (raf. 1) states that the time to move a stylus from a home
position to a stationary target is proportional to an Index of Difficulty,
log (2A/H). A is the distance from the home position to the center of the
tarlet, and W-is the target width. A similar task to moving a physical
stylus is to require a person to manipulate a control stick in order to
move the displayed imasge of a cursor from a home position to a target region.
In this latter situation it is possible to vary the relationship between
the control stick manipulation and the resulting cursor movement by introducing
system dynamics. For example, Sheridan and Farrell (refs, 2 & 3) and McGovern
(ref. 4) investigated the relationship between speed and accuracy in perform-
ing discrete movements with remote manipulators. Jagacinski, Hartsell,
Ward, and Bishop (ref. 5) recently found that Fitto' Law held for discrete
movements performed with a velocity control system. However, the incremental
cost in movement time for an increase in the Index of Difficulty was
considerably greater than for a position control system. The first experiment
in the present study was designed to examine the details of movement
trajectories in this task in order to better understand the movement structure
underlying Pitts' Law.
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EXPERIMENT 1

Four subjects used a position control system and four subjects used a
velocity control system to perform discrete movements from a home position to a
stationary target. Subjects primarily used wrist rotation in order to
manipulate a joystick. The cursor and target were displayed on an oscilloscopeV. screen 1 m from the subjects. The display was "inside-out" so that movement
of the joystick to the right resulted in the target moving to the left and
the cursor remaining in the center of the oscilloscope screen, The display
thus simulated the effect that would be obtained by centering a "viewing window"
over an external stationary target. Gains of .418* and 3.0*/s of visual angle
per 1* of control stick rotation were chosen for the position and velocity

r systems, respectively.

The cursor consisted of a single 18-cm vertical line, and the target
consisted of a pair of 9-cm vertical lines that appeared randomly to the
right or left. The targets were generated from a factorial combination of three
amplitudes (A * 48, 84, and 147 mm), three target widths (L - 3.00, 5.25, and
9.20 mm), and two directions (right and left). Two criteria were used for de-
fining target capture. A position criterion required that a smoothed estimate
of the cursor position remain over thb target for 350 ms. A position-plus-
steadiness criterion additionally r':;uired that a smoothed estimate of cursor
velocity remain less then .5*/s ov'r the 350 me interval. When the criterion
that was in effect for a given trial was met, the trial was over and the
cursor and target disappeared from the screen. Subjects were instrucated ,to
try to get the target to the center of the screen and make the screen go blank
as quickly as possible. The criterion for ending a trial alternated across
days in an ABBA manner between the position and position-plus-steadiness criteria.

Movement time was measured from when the subject began to move the control
stick with a velocity of 2*/s until the beginning of the 350 ms capture criterion.
Subjects received 216 trials per day in which the targets were presented in
random order. Subjects approached asymptotic performance by Days 9-12, and the
average movement times foi: these days are shown in Figure 1. The slopes were
considerably steeper for i:he velocity control system (278 ms/bit for the
ravttposition criterion; 240 ma/bit for the pos(tion-plus-iteadiness criterion)
relative to the position control system (169 mm/bbt for the position criterion;
175 ms/bit for the position-plus-steadiness criterion). Secondly, the inter-
cepts were considerably higher for the posittn-plus-steadiness criterion for
both control systems.

In order to relate these effects to the microstructure of the movements,
phase-plane trajectories were examined from digital magnetic tape recordings of
the smoothed cursor position and velocity sampled every 5 me. Examples of phase-
plane trajectories for subjects with the lowest and highest peak velocities for
each of the two control systems are shown in Figure 2. The trajectoriew generally
do not resemble the straight line, parabolic, or spiral shapes that one would
expect from linear first or second-order continuous systems. Rather, the
terminal sections 6f these movements usually consist of a succession of somewhat
irregular episodes of acceleration and deceleration, and these episodes may be
termed "submovements."
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POSITION CONTROL VELOCITY CONTROL

10500 1,500.

1,000 1,000.0

o00 0 500

-'* 9 , " . I I IIi , ,

3 45 6 7 3 4 5 6 7
Log 2

Figure 1. Average movement times for four subjects using a position control and
four subjects using a velocity control. Open symbols indicate a position cri-
"terion and solid symbols indicate a position-plus-steadiness criterion. Tri-
angles, circles, and squares respectively indicate the shortest, intermediate,
and longest movement amplitudes, A.

In order to quantify these episodes, the ending of a submovement was defined
as occurring when 1) the velocity changed sign indicating a shift in movement
direction, or 2) when the velocity did not change sign, but the trajectory
decelerated and then reaccelerated toward the target. The beginning of a
submovement was taken as the end of each previous submovement, Two types of
episodes were excluded from this analysis: 1) submovements for which the
relative accuracy (absolute value of the ratio of final distance from the target
center to initial distance from the target center) was greater than 1.0, and were
therefore counterproductuvel 2) submovements that lasted less than 70 me. This
latter criterion was necessary in order to exclude system noise that would
otherwise have been mistaken for submovements generated by the subjects. The
former criterion eliminated submovements away from the target and occasional gross
overshoots.
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POSITION CONTROL SYSTEM VELOCITY CONTROL SYSTEM

SUBJECT A SUBJECT F

:2 SUBUECTCA

-iso *100-s

-150 -100 -50 -50 -100 -80

.BJECT C 2000 SUBJECT G

1.5000

....,12,000 .100

. - - ->.-.-. 500

.15 1 .- 50 -10 .100 -50

POSITION (mm)

Figure 2. Phase-plane trajectories of four movements (A - 147 mm, H - 3.00 mm)

for each of four subjects using a position criterion.

Median duration and accuracy of the first submovements, as well as second,
third, and fourth submovements when they were present, are displayed in Figures
3 and 4 for each subject's last day of performance with each of the two ending
criteria. With only one exception (Subject C, position criterion), the first
submovement medians were both slower and more accurate than the medians of
subsequent submovements. This dichotomy is extremely marked for the velocity
control system. There is also a strong correlation between the duration and
log-accuracy of second, third, and fourth submovements for the position control
system (r n .89 for the position criterion; r - .98 for the position-plus-steadi-
ness criterion). This strong correlation is not present for the velocity control
system (r a .38 for the position criterion; r = .45 for the position-plus-steadi-
ness criterion).

Averaging the median durations and log-accuracies across subjects, the
ratio of mean duration to mean log-accuracy for second, third, and fourth sub-
movements was 134 ms/bit (position criterion) and 139 ms/bit (position-plus-
steadiness criterion) for the position control system, and 277 ms/bit (position
criterion) and 247 ms/bit (position-plus steadiness criterion) for the velocity
control system. These ratios are within three percent of the obtained MT slopes

for the velocity control system. For the position control sySLi~u, these values
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are about 80% of the obtained MT (movement time) slopes in Figure 1.

POSITION CONTROL SYSTEM

POSITION CFTERION OsI'nON-PLUS-STEADME88 CRITERION

700 700

00. 00
0 0

4000 400-

300 0 300 0 0

4,, 000
200. DI~ 200, 4

100 100

C . ... 0 " " " . ... '
108A , .4 .2 .1 108 1.0 A .6 ,4 .2 .1 108

ACCURACY

Figure 3. Median accuracy and duration of submovements of Subjects A (circles),
B (hexagons), C (squares), and D (triangles), who all used a position control
system. First submovements are open symbols; second submovements are open
symbols with a vertical line; third submovements are solid symbols; fourth
submovements are solid symbols with a vertical line.

The ending criteria seem to have had little effect on the overall
medians of second, third, and fourth submovements, and the effects on the
overall medians of first submovements were not consistent across subjects. The
effect of the position-plus-steadiness criterion in raising movement times
appears to be primarily due to the presence of additional uubmovements rather
than to a change in submovement structure. The average of the individual sub-
Ject's median number of submovements to the beginning of the 350 me capture
criterion interval was 2.1 (position criterion) and 3.1 (position-plus-steadiness
criterion) for the position control system, and 2.5 (position criterion) and

3.0 (position-plus-steadiness criterion) for the velocity control system.
Multiplying the number of submovements by the average of second, third, and
fourth submovement durations and subtracting the results for the two ending
criteria predicts an increase in movement time with the position-plus-steadiness
criterion of 180 me with the position control and 128 me with the velocity con-
trol. These values are, respectively, 53% and 63% of the observed differences
in movement times in Figure 1.
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VELOCITY CONTROL SYSTEM

PoSTION C4TER4 PO:rfmoPLUS-ST.ADINESS oERION

700 700
0 0
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500 0 500.0
1400 400

30 300 b

~200- Y 200
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1.0 .6 .4 .2 .1 .08 1.0.8 .6 .4 .2 .1.08

ACCURACY

Figure 4, Median accuracy and duration of submovements of Subjects E (circles),
F (hexagons), G (squares), and H (triangles), who all used a velocity control
system. First submovements are open symbolsl second eubmovements are open
symbols with a vertical lines third mubmovemants ate solid symbols; fourth
submovements are solid symbols with a vertical line.

EXPERZMENT 2

One way of characterihing the subjects' task in Experiment 1 is as a step-
tracking task in which the target width is explicitly indicated. Experiment 2
examined an analogous constant velocity ramp trackitig task in which the tarset
width was also explicitly indicated. The basic question of interest was
whether Pitts' Law would generalize to moving targets,

The control systems and display were the same as in Experiment 1. Targets
were generated from a factorial combination of three amplitudes LA - 48, 84,
and 147 mm), three targets widths (5 m 5.25, 9.20, and 16.10 mm), three velocities
.V - 0, 30.96, and 54.77 mu/s), and-two directions (right and left). In terms of
g rees of visual angle, these values respectively correspond tot A s 2.750,

"1, and 8,42; * - .30", .530, and .920 ; " 00/s, 1.77*/s, and S.l4e/,.
largets with non-sero velocities were always moving toward the center of
oscilloscope screen at the beginning of a trial.
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POSITION CONTROL
2.8 218 2.8

VaIA

2.4 2.4 2.4

2.0 2.0 A2,0

1.6o 1.6 I's

4) 0

0
A0

.4 .4 .4

Figure 5. Average capture times vs. Pitts' Index of Difficulty for four
subjects using a position control system. Triangles, circles, and squares
respectively represent the smallest, intermediate, and largest target width.

The basic measure of performance in this task was capture time, the
interval from the appearance of the target until the beginning of the 350 me
capture criterion. (Capture time is the sum of reaction time plus movement
time.) Only the position ending criterion was used in this experiment. Sub-
jects. received 216 trials per day in which the targets were presented in random
order. By Sessions 10-13, subjects approached asymptotic performance, and
average capture times for four subjects using a position control system and four
subjects using a velocity control system are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The data
point for the position control system with the target having the highest velocity,
largest initial displacement, and narrowest width is omitted because subjects
failed to capture it within a 4-s time limit on 50% of the trials it appeared,
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VELOCITY CONTROL
2.8 2.8 2.8P.IV=O/S . V" 1.77*/S V.*¥3.14°/$

2.4 2.4 2.4.

2.0 2.0 2.0

%.0 0I ~e .e A• 1.6

1.0

1.2 1.2 1.2 0

*.4. .4 .4

0 0

G 41 L2 (*)a a2 ;
Figure 6. Average capture times vs. Fitt$' Index of Difficulty for four
subjects usi•g a velocity control system. Triangles, circles and square#
respectively represent the smallest, intermediate, and largest target width.

For the stationary targets (V Y 0/s), the capture times for both the
position and velocity control systems were well approximated by a linear func-
tion of log2 (2A/W). The slope for the velocity control (264 ms/bit) was
considerably steeper than for the position control (147 ms/bit), which agreed
well with the results of Experiment 1. For the moving targets (V - 1.770/s
and 3.14/s) a linear function of log2 (2A/W) provided a reasonably good approx-
imation to the data for the velocity control system, with the slopes becoming
steeper for the non-zero velocities. However, for the position control system
log2 (2A/W) was not a very good predictor of capture time for the moving
targets. For this control system, th& increase in velocity had little effect
on capture time for the widest target, but very marked effects for the two
narrower targets. Furthermore, the effect of the initial target displacement,
A, did not appear to be similarly increased by the increasing velocity.
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One possibility for a new Index of Difficulty that will describe these
effects is the equation:

1CT Inc +dA + e(K +l1)( 1

where CT is capture time in seconds, A, V, and W are specified in degrees of
visual angle, and c, d, and a are regression coefficients. This equation was
one of about a dozen candidates that the authors tested, and it has a number

W " of qualitative structural characteristics that correspond well to featuresof the data. As in the express ion 1og2(2A/W), this now equation also 4

predicts longer capture times as A becomes larger and W becomes smaller. The
lengthening of capture times arising from the strong interaction of target
width and velocity is reflected in the multiplication of the (Q + 1) and

- 1) terms. The constant "I" is added to V so that even when V - 00/s the ef-
fect of W on capture time will be maintained in this representation.

The constant "l" is subtracted from 1/W so that the interaction with velocity
will be minimal for the widest target (1/W± - 1.08/0). The subtraction of "1"1
may therefore be considered as a fourth fitting parameter, although it was
not varied between the representations for the position and velocity control
systems.

The success of this new representation for the Index 'f Difficulty is
displayed in Figure 7. The variable A was not significant for the position
control system, and so was omitted from the predictor equation. The standard
error was around .1 s for each control system, which is relatively small in
comparison with the large range of capture times. When an attempt was made to
use Fitts' Index of Difficulty to fit the capture times for all three
velocities simultaneously, the standard error was approximately .2 s for the
velocity control system and .5 s for the position control system.

DISCUSSION

In summary, it appears that Flitts' Index of Difficulty in an excellent
predictor of capture times for stationary targets with either a position or
velocity control system. In attempting to understand the movement processes
underlying this relationship, researchers have formulated two classes of
models. One class postulates a unitary pattern of convergence toward the
target; the other class postulates a dichotomous convergence pattern. The
analysis of submovement accuracy and duration in Experiment 1 indicates that
the first submovement is quite different from subsequent submovements. This
finding rejects models of the first class such as the simple discrete sub-
movement models of Crossman and Goodeve (ref. 6) or a continuous second-order
undardamped linear system model of discrete movement (ref. 7). Both of these
models posit constant accuracy and constant duration across submovemente.
Keels (ref. 8) proposed a model very similar to that of Crossman and Goodeve
(ref. 7), the major difference being that the first submovement was assumed to
be of shorter duration than (but of equal accuracy to) subsequent eubmovements.
This model can also be rejected for the present data. Other investigators such
as Welford (ref. 9) who have posited a strong dichotomy between first and
subsequent submovements have generally hypothesized that the first submovement
is open-loop and subsequent submovements are under feedback control. Although
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POSITION CONTROL VELOCITY CONTROL
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Figure 7. Average capture times replotted vs. modified Indices of Difficulty.
Triangles, circles, and squares respectively represent target velocities
of 0/s, 1.77/s., and 3.140/s.

the present data are insufficient to establish conclusively the use of open
or closed-loop control, the relatively long durations of the first submovements
suggest that they may not be open-loop.

L'1

In general, the overall duration and accuracy of a movement will be
equal to the sum of the submovement durations and the product of submovement
accuracies. The accuracy of a submovement is taken to be the absolute value
of final distance from the target center to initial distance from the target
center. Accuracies must be logarithmically scaled to represent their
concatenation additively. In that 2A/W or equivalently A/(_/2) is the inverse
of the accuracy of the cverall movement, Fitts' Index of Difficulty provides
such a log-accuracy scale. The time course of a movement can thus be traced
out in the movement time vs. log-accuracy space of Figure 1, each submovement
adding an increment of time and adding an increment of log-accuracy. Tf
one ignores speed-accuracy variations Among the first submovements for
different targets, then a sufficient condition for generating a set of movement
times obeying Fitts' Law is that the ratio of duration to log-accuracy be constant
for second and subsequent submavements. The submovements for the velocity
control system approximately satisfy this condition and the ratio of mean
duration to mean log-accuracy of the second, third, and fourth submovements
gives an excellent estimate of the overall movement time slopeb. This
simple means of estimating the overall movement time slope is somewhat less
accurate for the position control system.
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For moving targets, Pitts' Index of Difficulty is a good predictor of
capture times for the velocity control system, but not for the position control
system. The new Index of Difficulty which represents the interaction of
velocity and target width is a better predictor. However, this new predictor
is still merely an approximation to the pattern of capture times, and it may
be possible to design even better predictor equations. Submovement analyses
have not been conducted on the capture trajectories for the moving targets,
so no additional data are available as to the basis of the interaction of
width and velocity.

The authors are hopeful that the Indices of Difficulty discussed in
the present paper will prove useful in modeling tasks that are composed
of a mixture of target acquisition and continuous tracking tasks. However,
additional research may be needed on the interfacing of the equations predict-
ing the achievement of target capture and continuous tracking models
describing subsequent following performance. The philosophy behind such an
overall modeling effort would be that the correction of large tracking errors
and small tracking errors require separate descriptions rather than being
approximated by a single control strategy. This dichotomy may be analogous
to the dichotomy observed between first and subsequent mubmovements.
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MULT-IUVUL AND MULTZ-TASK SUPERVISORY CONTROL

Dana R. Yoerger, ashman Daryarian and Thomas . Sheridan
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA 02139

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews recent experimental research on a NANA program

concerned with aircraft pilots as supervisory controllers. In one study

a simulated YC-15 is flown over a course changinV in altitude and position

with an without turbulence. Four different control modes are compareds

(1) pitch rate, roll rate and horizontal thrustg (2) pitch, roll and

horizontal velocity set points! (3) vertical speed, heading and

velocity met points, (4) altitude, x-y position and velocity set points.

A variety of performance measures including error control activity and

subjective workload rating suggest that (3) is better than (2) and (2)

than (1), but (4) is not better than (3). In considering transient

"switch-down" of modes in the event of failure# (3) appears best to

switch from, and (1) to switch to.

in a second experiment, a subject is given a variety of tasks to

do having varying arrival times, importances, durations# distances from

a deadline, and switching delays. He must allocate his one-channel of

control to these tasks, sometimes ignoring some tasks to do the most im-

portant ones. We have formulated some hypothesis about how mental work-

load bears a non-monotonic relation to "task loading" in such a situation

(after the Ph.D research of our colleague, Tulga) and are testing this

hypothesis using a multi-dimensional scaling technique.
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SESSION 4: CONTROL AND MAIPLAMTORS

Moderator: Dr. Ronald A. He&@, NASA Ames Research Center
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HOW TO TALK TO A ROBOT MANIPULATOR

Thurston, L. Brooks and Thomas B. Sheridan
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA 02139

Xn the MIT Man Machine Systems Lab. we have developed a seven-degree-
of-freedom remote manipulator capable of being controlled in a range of

modes. Conventional modes includes (1) force-reflecting master slavea

(2) variable rate joysticky (3) position within a spatial envelope and

rate outside that envelope. Simple supervisory modes includes (4) con-

tinuous trajectory teach-play back, taught by any of (1) (2) (3)1 (5) point-
to-point teach - playbacki (6) smoothed point•to-point teach - playback.

"Smart" supervisory modes includes (7) concentration of previously

defined sub-routines (8) branching based on externally sensed forcel

(9) teach in one manipulator configuration, initialize and playback

with an arbitrarily different manipulator configuration. Experiments
comparing performance in these modes independently and in combination are
reviewed. Applications to deep ocean tanks will be discussed.
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A TACTUAL AID FOR THE VISUAL APPROACH *

Sheryl L. Chappell **
Richard D. Gilson

The Ohio State University
Department of Aviation

P. 0. Box 3022
Columbus, Ohio 43210

The subtle visual approach information from the runway scene
was supplemented in this study by heads-up tactual or visual displays of
airspeed and glide path error. It was anticipated that the tactual
presentation would greatly enhance novice pilot's learning of the
relationships between the visual transformations in the runway en-
vironment and aircraft control during the visual approach. Novice
pilots flow simulated visual approaches to landing in a ground
based trainer. The experimental tasks during training and subse-
quent testing were control of both airspeed (pitch) and glide
angle (throttle). Performance was measured during the initial

% training and during test approaches (where no displays were present)
following each training session. The subjects in the display
groups received one of the four combinations of visual and tactual
displays for pitch and throttle, with no verbal assistance. There-
fore, an additional control group received only verbal assistance
(no displays) during training and no such assistance during testing.

Results.During the training periods, performance with the
visual display of pitch information was significantly better than
performance with the tactual pitch display. Throttle error did
not vary for the two groups during the training periods.

V in contrast to the results obtained during training, the group
who received tactual pitch error information performed both pitch
and throttle control tasks significantly better than the visual group
without the presence of any displays. Testing for the group who had
verbal instruction showed that their performance either equaled (for
pitch) or exceeded (for throttle) that of the display groups.

* This work was accomplished under contract (# NbS 2-8954) from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, California 94035.

**Now affiliated with the Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus,
Ohio.
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Conclusions.Under the conditions of this experiment, visual
perceptual learning of the approach to landing task is more greatly
facilitated by training with heads-up tactual rather than visual
displays of the same information. Secondly, ample verbal assistance
by itself yields a training advantage over either display. Verbal
instruction together with the tactual display of control information
during the approach appears to be the best combination of techniques
tested to improve the conventional training for the visual approach
to landing.

• 
introduction

as a The objective of the study was to examine the sense of touch
an a means of transmitting control information to aid the perceptual
learning for the visual approach to landing.

Information for the visual approach comes from subtle changes
in the runway scene and the cockpit instrunments. It is known that
learning to utilise the outside visual information ii difficult
for most pilots. Past research has shown that using other senses
for information can reduce visual workload (Kahneman, 1973)t this
study was designed to emlore the possibility of providing tactual
control information to aid the learning of the subtle visual cuss.
Heads-up tactual and visual displays were compared as training
a i d s .J

The visual approach to landing has two major task components,
control of the aircraft's airspeed and its glide angle to touch-
down. information from outside the cockpit for airspeed control
comes mainly from the attitude of the aircraft's nose relative
to the horison. Airspeed corrections are made by altering the
pitch with fore/aft movament of the control yoke. Outside in-
formation for the glide angle is more subtle. Pilots use the
apparent shape of the runway as it changes from a rectangle to a
trapezoid during the progression of the approach. Also# the pro-
jected point of touchdown will remain stationary in the center of
an expanding optic array (Gibson, 1955). Glide angle corrections
are primarily made by fore/aft movement of the throttle.

Precise tactual feedback of control errors does not visually
interfere with outside visual cues. More importantly, tactual
control information may facilitate perceptual learning of the
use of these cues. Ths relationship among information received
from the runway environment, airspeed errors, and glide angle
errors may be more readily learned.
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Methodology

r&Rtu, The aircraft simulator was a Singer GAT-1 motion-
based trainer with an interactive visual simulation of the runway.
The appearance of the runway changed when the aircraft approached,
as a function of the angle and distance along the glide path.

Heads-up tactual and visual displays presented airspeed
(pitch) and glide angle (throttle) errors. The tactual display
unit has a movable servo-controlled slide embedded in the control
handle (Figure 1). When the slide is in the flush position no
error exists.

FIGUIRE 1

Kinesthetic-tactual display depicting
a servo-controlled slide embedded in
a control stick.
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The slide is driven in the direction of the error. Control
response in that direction corrects the error and therefore,
the slide returns to the neutral position. Both kinesthesia
and touch are used to detect the protrusion or recession of the
slide, relative to the control handle. This display has been
used successfully in many vehicle control applications, including
simulated helicopter control displays in the cyclic and collective,
(Gilson and Ventola, 1976) and its original application for car
following (Fenton and Montano, 1968). The simulator used in this
study was equipped with a tactual display for airspeed in the
control yoke, and glide angle error in the throttle.

The heads-up visual displays consisted of two horizontal
lines projected on the runway scene. A deviation from the
horizon for the airspeed line and from the runway touchdown point,
for the glide angle display indicated error. The displays were
tracked (in a compensatory manner) in the same fashion as the
tactual displays.

Sublecteg The subjects were novice pilots who volunteered
one hour a day for four days. The subjects were randomly assigned
to five experimental groups. Group 1 received visual pitch andthrottle disploaye Group 2 received tactual displays and Groups 3and 4 had one visual and one tactual display. The fifth or con-

trol group received verbal instructions from the experimenter.

Progedurec, On the first day, approach information and con-
trol usage were explained to the subjects. Only pitch and
throttle controls were used, roll and yaw were locked. Pitch was
continually emphasized as the primary task. Initially, two
demonstration approaches were flown jointly by the experimenter and
subject with reference only to the outside runway simulation.
Then the subject flew four approaches, often landing short of the
runway. On the following days there were four experimental sessions,
each consisting of 16 practice approaches with the displays and
four test approaches without displays or verbal instruction. Data
were recorded from the last four practice runs and all four of the
test approaches.

Results

Two performance measures were analyzed. Airspeed and glide angle
performance were measured by the pitch and throttle integral errors,
respectively.
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"Pretrainina. Performance on the first four approaches before
the displays were introduced did not show a significant difference
among groups before training. This result was expected due to the
random assignment of subjects to groups.

JPratice. The two groups with the visual pitch display had
significantly loss pitch error while the displays were present(Figure 2).

10q

IlV, V) 31VIT 4(TV) 2(TT) I(V,•) 3(VOT 4 (TV 2 (Toll
Group (Otch, throttle) Group Cpitch ,throttle)

t II

FLGURE 2 n
Grur( Group effects for visual (V) and to'

" ftactual (T) displayst performance

with the displays.

This was expected since the tactual displays had no velocity quick-
suing. Previous studies had shown velocity quickening of the tactu-

ally displayed error was necessary to yield the same level of per-
formance as with a visual display (Jagaoinski, Miller, Gilson &
Ault, 1977). Throttle performance with the displays showed no
significant group effects.
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Jestig. in contrast, during test trials without the displays,
subjects having practiced with tactually displayed pitch error had
better performance than the visual group. This effect was signi-
ficant for both pitch and throttle error (Figure 3).

5112

3 '

FIGURE 3

Group effects for visual (V) and
tactual (T) dimplay., performance
without the displays..

These wero again the error levels for performance in the transfer
condition when approaches were made with only outside runway in-
formation. The performance of the group with verbal instruction
either equalled (for pitch error) or significantly exceeded (for
throttle control) both the display groups.

Learning Effects. An examination of performance data without
the displays across test periods showed that learning occurred.
This effect was significant for the combined data from all groups
for pitch and throttle error (Figure 4).
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FIGURE 4
Teat period effects for all
NubJects' Performance without

the displays
Learning effects while using the displays were significant onlyfor throttle error (Figure 5).
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FIGURE 5

Test period effects for all
subjects' performance with
the displays.
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Conclusions

In summary, tactual training enhanced the learning for use
of outside information to make a visual approach to landing as
did verbal instruction. Both teaching techniques reduce visual
workload and allow the student to pay more attention to the run-
way environment. Verbal instruction was superior because it is
not confined to control error and can encompass e.g. anticipation
of needed response and control interactions. However, in flight
those instructions may interfere with radio communications and
attention to much things as engine sounds. Therefore, a combina-
tion of precise control information presented tactually and verbal
coaching may improve teaching of the difficult task, the visual
approach to landing.
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EVALUATION OF PROXIMITY SENSOR AIDED

ORASP CONTROL FOR SHUTTLE RMtS

A, K. Bejosy J. W. Brown J. L. Lewis
Member of the Technical Staff Aerospace Engineer Section Head

Jet Propulsion Laboratory Crew Station Design Section

California Institute of Teohnology Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Pasadena, California 91103 Houston, Texas 77058

SUMMARY

A proximity sensor system has been developed at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) and integrated with a four-claw end effeotor of Johnbaon
Space Center (JSC). The seonsor system has been destigned to aid the oper-

ator to find the proper terminal range and pitch and yaw alignments of
the four-claw end effeotor on a 15.2-m (50-ft) long manipulator relative
to the grapple fixture of a large payload, The manipulator control
is manual and visually guided; the sensor system supplements toe visual
information for control. The sensor system has been tested at the
JSC Manipulator Development Facility under realistic conditions for
grasping static and for capturing moving targets. More than 110 test
runs have been performed by four operators, including an astronaut.
The operational ground tests were very successful. The paper summarizes
the features ot the tests and evaluates the test results. The sensor
system, together with its hardware and software components are also
described. Future development and test plans are briefly outlined,
including the use of an extended version of the sensor/display system.
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1, INTRODUCTION

In visually guided manipulator control the operator always faces
a fundamental problemi to assess the value of line-of-sight distance
errors between end effector and object. In many cases the assessment

Ii of line-of-sight distanoe errors has an effect an the control of two
or three task variables. Dependent on the viewing angle of the operator
and on the oonstruotion of the end effector, the assessment of line-of-
sight distanue errors can influence the control of different combine-
tions of task variables. A typical combination is the control of range,
pitch and yaw errors of the end effeotor relative to the target object
as Indicated in Fig. 1. This combination of control errors prevails
when the natural grasp plans of the end effeotor is perpendicular or
near-perpendicular to the line-of-sight.

The visually guided control of the space shuttle Remote Manipulator,
System (PMS) end effector falls into the problem category Indicated
in Fig. 1, Actually, Fig, 1 shown the main contour of a four-claw
end effeotor developed at the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) for a
15.2-m (50-ft) long manipulator which simulates the functions of the
shuttle RMS.

A proximity sensor system has been developed at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) and integrated with the four-claw end effector of
JSC, The sensor system consists of four proximity sensors, The sensor
system was designed to supplement the visual information for control
in providing guidance data to the operator near the grasp envelope
of the end effectop where visual perception of depth, pitch and yaw
errors are poor. The use of the sensor system is presently restria*ed
to the verification of a 'successful grasp state" of the end effector
before the operator initiates grasp action. The "successful grasp
state" is defined by the dimensions of the end effector's grasp envelope
and by the dynamics of grasp. Oeometrically, the "successful grasp
state" is any allowable combination of depth, pitch and yaw errors
which guarantees the mating of all four claws with the grapple fixture,
When a "successful grasp stavle" has been reached, the sensor data processing
electronics automatically turn on a simple "success display" (a busier
or a green light, or both), indicating to the operator that he is ready
to grasp,

Very successful operational ground tests have been conducted
with the sensor and simple display system at J3C under realistic payload
handling conditions to grasp standing and to capture moving targets.
Altogether 112 test runs have been performed by four operators. The
final result is that, when the "success display" was on, the operators
achieved a capture every time. There were no operator mistaken under
sensor-indicated grasping oonditions, and the sensors never indicated
wrong conditions for grasping.

The sensor system Is described in Section 11, The hardware and
software details of the sensor system can be found in Appendix A and 3.
The test scenarios, including a brief description of the JSC Manipulator
Development Facility (MDF) test equipment, are described in Section III.
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The test date and their evaluation are presented in Section IV. Future
plans are outlined in Section V, and the conclusions are summarized
in Section V1.

I1, PROXIMITY SENSOR SYSTEM

I,*

The top surface of the grapple fixture defines the grasp plane of the
target object. The four outer hinges of the four-claw end effeotor define
the grasp plane of the end effeotor, Thus, the stated terminal guidance
and control problem is equivalent to the dontrol of depth poaitioning and
pitch and yaw alignments of the end effeotor's grasp plane relative to the
grapple fixture's grasp plane, But depth positioning and pitch and yaw
alignments of two planes are in a natural way related to range measurements
between the two planes along the normal of one of the two planes taken
at several (at least three) points of that plane, Of course, all the
measurement points cannot be located along the same line on the plane.

Since it is an advantage to utilize the square symmetry of the
four-claw end effector for the given guidanoe/oontrol problem, a square
matrix of four electro-optical proximity sensors has been developed,
(Electro-optioal proximity sensing has been described in Ref, 1.)
The sensors are mounted to the center square frame of the end effeotor
which is not part of the closure mechanism. The sensors are mounted
so that the beam (or optical axis) of each sensor is parallel to the
roll axis of the end effeotor which is at the center of the square
frame. Using the claws to define the corners of a square, the sensors
are mounted on the midpoints of the sides of the square, (See Fig, 2.)
In this way, the two lines connecting sensors on opposite sides of
the square frame intersect orthogonally at the center of the square,
i.e., on the roll axis of the end effeotor, Hence, the two orthogonally
and centrally intersecting lines define a natural frame for sensing
pitch, yaw and depth errors from the end effector relative to the top
plane of the grapple fixture, (See Fig. 3.)

This emplacement of the sensors assures a permanently open, unobstructed
field of view for the sensor beams relative to the grapple fixture's top
surface and does not interfere with the operator's visual field, At the
same time, this sensor emplacement also protects the sensors from incidental
collisions with the grapple fixture.

The total sensitive range of each sensor is about 18 am. (7 in,),
thus covering somewhat longer range than the depth of the grasp envelope
which is about 10 cm. (4 in.). The sensor resolution in range measurement
is about 2.5 mm, (0.1 in.). The separation between two sensors on the same
axis is about 14 am. (5.5 in,), Hence, the angular measurement resolution
is about 1 deg, More on the sensor can be found in Appendix A,

The application of these sensors to the described guidanoe/oontrol
problem requires that the top of the grapple fixture have a continuous
flat surface with known and homogeneous reflectivity,
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2. Imblemantatlio.

The major components of the sensor system and their configuration
relative to the JSC MDF are indicated in Fig. 4. Some details of the
electronic instrumentation are desoribed in Appendix A. The complete
system (without the microprocessor unit) is shown in Fig. S. The micro.
processor together with the "oabin electronics" is shown In Fig, 6.

The data processing required to drive the "success display" has
two modes: analog and digital, Zn both oases the "success display" is
a busser or a green light. When the buzzer and/or green light Is on, it
indicates to the operator that depth position and pitch and yaw align-
Ments of the end effeotor relative to the grapple fixture are within
allowable limits for successful grasp. Thus, the "success display"
does not indicate to the operator the details of the three-dimensional
(depth, pitch and yaw) error states, It only indicates the oALUnuL

banatian of these three independent errors for successful grasp,
Assuming 0.1 in. resolution for depth sensing and 1 dog, resolution for
pitch and yaw alignments sensing, and assuming 3 in, total allowable
depth error and 10 deg, total allowable error for both pitch and yaw
alignments individually, we then have 30 by 10 by 10l that is, 3000
allowable combinations of depth, pitch and yaw errors for successful
grasp. The simple "success display", therefore, lessens the operator's
perceptive and cognitive workload by relieving him from the real-time
task of evaluating the details of the depth, pitch and yaw error states.
The drive lolgi of the "success display" does this evaluation for the
operator automatically. The operator receives only a simple binary
information from the display: yes or no,

The analog drive logic implementation is quite simple. (See
Appendix A.) In fact, in this simple analog implementation the full
capabilities of the sensor system cannot be utilized to account for
all physically possible combinations of depth, pitch and yaw error
states which, due to the dimensions of the end effector's grasp envelope,
still would allow a successful grasp, The primary reason for the limitation
of the simple analog logic is the nonlinearity of the sensor response,

To achieve a full utilization of the sensor system capabilities,

a digital unit has been employed for sensor data processing and for
driving the simple "success display". The digital unit is an Intel
80/20-4 single-board microcomputer with an Intel single-board A/D converter,

For the purpose of experimentation, several "success algorithms"
have been implemented in the microcomputer to drive the on-off "success
displays". The algorithms are simple and account for all (or for almost
all) allowable error state combinations for successful grasp. Algorithms

Shave also been implemented which only utilize the signals of any three
out of the four sensors to indicate the allowable error combinations
for sucoessful grasp, This is useful if one sensor eventually fails
or if one sensor beam eventually misses the top (reference) surface
of the grapple fixture due to the allowable lateral alignment errors.

It in noted that the four-sensor configuration shown in Fig. 2
is really redundant to define and compute depth, pitch and yaw errobr,
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A triangular configuration of three sensors would be sufficient for
that purpose. The redundancy of the four-sensor system is obvious
from the fact that depth error can be computed in two independent ways
as shown in the lower right part of Fig, 3. Hence, if one of the four
sensor signals is missing, it can be reconstructed from depth error
data and, consequently, both pitch and yaw errors can be oomputed as
if all four sensor signals were present,

Three kinds of basic "sucoess definitions" have been developed,
each with three sets of "sucoess parameters". All nine variations have
been implemented for "all four" and for "three-out-of-four" sensors.
Altogether 18 algorithms are stored in Erasable, Programmable Read-Only
Memory (PROM) in the microcomputer. Any one of the 18 algorithms is
easily callable by dialing the appropriate number between I and 18
on a Binary Coded Deoimal (BCD) switch integrated with the microcomputer,
Dasic algorithm no, I is called "simple prism", no, 2 is called "prism
extended by pyramids", and no, 3 is called "cone". More on the algorithms
and on the sensor/display software can be found in Appendix B.

I11, GROUND TESTS

Testing of the proximity sensor augented end effeotor was performed
during May 1978 in the Manipulator Development Facility (MDF) at the
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC).

1. Teat Failit•v and lauiement

The MDF (shown in Fig. 7) utilizes a full-scale mockup of the
Shuttle Orbiter aft orew oabin and payload bay, a Remote Manipulator
System (RMS) workstation, and arm assembly, thereby offering unique
which includes the closed circuit television (CCTV) and direct viewing

by the operator, Primary functions of the MDP inolude serving as an
engineering design tool for the AMS, assessing the man/systems interfaces,
developing operating procedures for the AMS aotivities, and crew training,
Minor differences in design and operational capabilities are necessary
in order to operate the MDF manipulator system in a one-S environment
rather than in zero-g. The MDF also features a large air bearing floor
t17 by 24 m, (56 by 80 ft,)] which supported the dynamic sensor testing
with an air bearing payload simulator. (See Fig. 8).

The manipulator arm, 15.2 m. (50 ft.) long and hydraulically
actuated, can be controlled in six degrees of freedom with resolved
rate similar to the flight RMS, The arm, originally delivered as a
commercial item from General Electric, can be operated via a position-
control system through a replica arm or via resolved rate command using
two hand controllers, Replica arm commands are transmitted as individual
joint voltages to a comparator network which outputs command-minuesfeedback
error voltages as drive signals to the joint servos, The replica system
is presently maintained as a back-up to the rate system,
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The resolved rate command system oaloulates joint rates requiredto satisfy the end effector rates commanded by two three-degree-of-
freedom proportional hand oontrollers. These joint rates are numerical-
ly integrated and added to the feedback joint angles to generate oommanded
joint angles. The corresponding joint voltage is sent to the same
comparator network utilized with the replica system, The result is a
resolved rate achieved with a position-oontrol hardware system. A Systems
Engineering Laboratories (SEL) 32/35 computer with 256K bytes of 900
nanosecond memory is used in the rate system emulation. (See Fig. 9).

Various coordinate reference frames are simultaneously calculated
in the SIL for use in different applications when selected by the operat-
or. The end-etfeoator-referenced and Orbiter-referenced frames (Figs. 10
and 11) were used during this evaluation--the former for tasks in which
only CCTV was utilized (i.e., no direot vision) and the latter for tasks
primarily involving direct vision, The end effector system is basioally
oamera-referenoed: a controller input (e.g,, translation hand oontrol.
ler "left" command) causes end-affector movement from right to left on
the TV monitor. Similarly, a translation hand controller command to
starboard in the Orbiter frame causes end-effeotor movement from port to
starboard along a line through the end effeotor tip and parallel to the
Orbiter Y axis,

2. u a

The test was divided into two phasest static runs which were
completed with a ngn-moving payload, and dynamic runs performed with
a moving payload on the air bearing floor of the MDF. Zn the static
set of runs, the operator was located at the EMS workstation In the
cabin area. The payload with special grapple fixture was located in
the payload bay in one of two attItudesi grapple fixture on top and
front. Oiven a go-ahead, the operator maneuvered the end effector
using direct vision and/or closed circuit television feedback to effect
an alignment with the grapple fixture, The sensor utility was limited
in this case since accuracy was the critical factor to the operator.

Hat ever, during the dynamic phase# the sensor beoame very useful
at the operator was primarily concerned with payload oapturi rather
than alignment accuracies. In these runs, the operator was located
both in the cabin--in which case he used television feedback to make
the oapture--and on the air bearing floor--in which case he used direct I
vision to make the capture. In both cases, the sensor was used to
provide initial indication that within-toleranoe grapple conditions
had been achieved.

Figure 12 shows the sensor-auigented end effector on the Shuttle
mock-up manipulator and a few test scenes at the JSC MDF.
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lV. TEST DATA AND DISCUSSION

Fouiw subjects completed .0 static and 92 dynamic runs, In the
static ooniSiuration, operatoi were 100% suooessful at achieving end
etfeotor alignment with the grapple fixture within the grapple envelope,
Mean and maximum linear and angular misalignments for these runs are
presented in Table 1. Subjective evaluations indicated that the sens-
or's utility was not fully exercised during this test since the goal
was accurate alignment, not just aohieving valid grapple conditions
(i~e., on the fringes of the envelope). However, operator comments
indicated that if the sensor feedback Included quantitative accuracy
Information, the sensor potentially could allow a very accurate align-
ment, and, thus become a useful tool in achieving a minimum-load grapple,

For the dynamic case, the operators were 100$ successful in pay-
load capture when the sensor feedback was positive (ie., valid grapple
conditions achieved) as indicated by sensor display and aural tone.
Mean and maximum linear and angular misalignments for these runs are
presented in Table 2, Mean times to grapple as a function of payload
speed are presented in Table 3, Grapple success data are shown in
Table 4, While mean linear and angular misalignment. were similar for
both static and dynamic oases, the variance was higher for the dynamic I
case. The reader will note that while the sensor was 100% reliable,
grapple success was more readily achievable when the operator had direct
visual access to the payload as opposed to viewing the payload via
the television system. Subjective comments on the sensor for the dynam-
ic runs indicated that the sensor was extremely useful for the payload
capture case. The sensor also seemingly allowed the operator to grapple
before the other present visual cues (e.g,, target) indicated that
allowable alignment conditions had been met, Generally, the subjects
felt that the test demonstrated the desirability and utility of the

proximity sensor feedback as an aid to the RMS operator during payload
grapple activities.

In general, subjects felt more "comfortable" with the sensor
when compared to a target which presented visual cues only. With
the proximity sensor, it is possible that some visual workload was
transferred to the audio channel thereby distributing the workload
and reducing tension in the subjects to some degree. Additionally,
the operators could wait for either an audio or visual "discrete" signal
indicating within-tolerance grasp conditions, which is clearly a much
easier task than qualitative and continuous assessment of a passive
visual target.

V. FUTURE PLANS

As pointed out above, the simple "sucoess display" does not show
the details of the three-dimensional (depth, pitch and yaw) error states.
Advanced graphios display concepts have subsequently been implemented
to convey to the operator not only the "success" information but also
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the details of the three (depth, pitoh and yaw) errors so that the

operator will know from the sensors "what to do" in order to get the
end effeotor to the "suocessful grasp state" or to fine-oontrol the
grasp. Figure 13 shows an advanced conoept implemented in color graphics,
Here, "success" is indicated by all error bars turning green. The
unsuccessful error combinations are indicated by all error bars turning
red, The length of the error bars is proportional to the respective
errors under both "green" and "red" conditione. A new display based
on the proportional bar technique and event indicator will be tested
at the JSC MDF later this year,

Plans also include extending the sensor system with a longer range
sensing component to provide guidunce information to the operator ahead
of the grasp envelope, It is also feasible to build a sensor system
which would provide terminal guidance information in all six dimensions,
that is, in three position and in thee alignment degrees of freedom.
The plane also include the potential redesign of the electronic imple.
mentation by incorporating fiber optic cables into the sensing system,
This would greatly simplify flight implementation and would considerably
improve signal quality.

VI, CONCLUSIONS

The tests have shown that proximity sensor information is a very
effective and desirable aid to capture moving targets. It also has the
potential to minimime grapple pre-load in grasping large or any statio
targets, The operators' subjective comments confirmed the usefulness
and practicality of the proximity sensor based terminal guidance system
concept supplementing the visual information for the control of grasp/
capture operations. The tests have also indicated that extending the
range of proximity sensing and providing more detailed but coordinated
display information to the operator would further enhance the utility
of the sensor system,
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APPENDIX A.

SENSOR HARDWARE

The optical configuration of the proximity sensor head is shown
in Figure 1I together with a few design data. 80-mu focal length colli-
mating lenses are used in the sensor head, The aaaracteriatios of
sensor output and sensor head location relative to the end effeotor's
grasp rangeare shown in Figure 15. Note that the top of the bell-
shaped signal curve is looated Inside the unreachable space, In this
arrangement, only the outer leg of the signal curve oan be utilized
for distance sensing. Consequently, the sensed distance Is always
a mingle-valued function of the voltage output of the sensor, The
signal curve shown In Figure 15 is the actual calibration curve of
one of the tour sensors relative to a dull reddish reflecting surface,

The main elements of the electronic instrumentation are shown In
Figure 16. Bleak "B" in Figure 16 (the display drive logia) can be an
analog or a digital unit. The analog drive logic implementation of the
success display is explained in Figure 17.

APPENDIX B,

SEN3OR AND DISPLAY SOFTWARE

The software implemented in assembly language in an Intel 80/20-4
single-board microprocessor perfor'•s three major functions in real timet

(1) Linearization of sensor data.

(2) Determination of range, pitoh and yaw errors and their
combinations relative to "successful grasp criteria."

(3) It drives the display,

Sensor data linearisation is aoomplished by table look-up. The
calibration curve for eoch senior is stored in memory for 0 to 4.2 in,
(0 to 11 am.) range with 0.05 in. (about 1.25 mu,) separation between
data points. Hence, each sensor calibration curve is represented by
84 data points,

For the purpose of uperimentation, three different algorithms
have been defined and implemented for "successful grasp." The computer
program organization is shown in Figure 18. The three "success algo-
rith•s" are explained in Figure 19, together with the appropriate symbol
definitions.

The difference between the three algorithms is as follows,
Aorithm No. 1, called "simple prism algorithm", defines the Successful
grasp volume as a prism, It looks at the four 8enmor renges Individually,
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Each sensor range must be between predefined upper and lower limits
corresponding to the allowable depth error. The limits are identical
for all four sensor ranges. At the same time, the differences between
the two sensor ranges on both the pitoh and yaw axes must be lees than
a predefined value corresponding to the allowable pitch and yaw errors.
(See also Figure 3.) Alaorithm No. 2, oalled "prism extended by pyra-
mids", defines the suocessful grasp volume as a prism extended with
pyramids at the top and at the bottom of the prism, First, it computes
the range, The range must be within predefined limits. Then, the
allowable pitch and yaw errors are computed and gated as functions
of the range acoording to the trapezoid formula shown in Figure 19.
Algorithm No. 1, called "conic algorithm", defines the successful grasp
volume as a cylinder extended with cones at the top and at the bottom
of the cylinder, First, it computes the range like Algorithm No, 2,
But, it combines the individually allowable pitch and yaw errors into
a single allowable cone error oondition which is gated as a function of
the range according to the trapezoid formula shown. Algorithm No, 3
is the most powerful among the three algorithms. Figure 20 illustrates
the successful grasp volumes ts defined by the three different algorithms,

It is noted that the redundancy of the four-sensor system versus
depth, pitch and yaw errors is obvious from the fact that depth error
can be computed in two independent ways as shown in Figure 3. Hesne,
if one of the four sensor signals is missing it can be reconstructed
from range data and, consequently, both pitch and yaw errors can be
computed as if all four sensor signals were present,

Each "success algorithm" has been implemented with three sets of
"success parameters". Further, all nine variations have been implement-
ed for "all four" and for "three-out-of-four" sensor ashes. Altogether
18 algorithms are stored in the microcomputer, The parameters with
the corresponding switch number assignments are listed in Table 5.
The parameter symbols of Table 5 follow the definitions explained in
Figure 19,

The computer program subroutines shown in Figure 18 perform the
following functions. The first subroutine initializes the Intel 8255
parallel peripheral interface ports, The second subroutine initiates the
A/D conversion process, reads and stores the output voltage data of each
of the four sensors, The third subroutine identifies the ranges sensed
by each of the four sensors by searching through the calibration table,
The fourth subroutine looks for missing distanue values, The fifth sub-
routine is the central routine for executing the algorithmic computations,
The last subroutine examines the result of the algorithmic computations
and sets the light and buzzer (the "success display") accordingly. The
execution of the whole program takes only a few milliseconds,
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Table 1. Static misalignments

, MISALIGNMENT -,

MEAN MAX I MUM

POSITION: X 1,1 IN. 1.7 IN.

Y 0.4 IN. 0.8 IN,

Z 0.3 IN, 0.9 IN,

ATT ITUDE: PITCH 2. 20 2. 20

YAW 1,70 3,5

ROLL 2. 10 5,50

Table 2. Dynamic mihalignmsntp

MISALIGNMENT-"

MEAN MAX IMUM

POSITION: X 0.6 IN. 1,6 IN.

Y L0 IN. 2.7 IN.

Z 0.7 IN, 4,0 IN,

ATTITUDE: PITCH 2,90 6,80

YAW 2. 20 6. 00

ROLL 3. 20 9,50

Table 3. Dynamio grapple times

r- '" VISUAL ACCESS

D I RECT
PAYLOAD SPEED TV VISION

(FT/SEC) ONLY ONLY

0.1 1, 35 MIN. 0.95 MIN.

0.2 1, 23 MIN. 0.92 MIN.

0.3 1. 30 MIN, 0. 72 MIN.
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Table 14. Dynamio grapple suooess

i- VISUAL ACCESS
DIRECT

PAYLOAD SPEED TV VISION
(FT/SEC.) ONLY ONLY

0.1 100% 100%

0.2 88% 100%

0.3 35% 100%

Table 5. Parameter values and panel switch assignments
of "suooes algorithms"

PARAMETER SETS (Inche) I
PANIL SWITCH ASSIONNINTS SWITCH

SI NUMBERS .A L I.

01 SIMPLE PARAMETER SIT 1 (SMs) 1 OR 10 JAr 0.5 2.1 1.o
M SIMPLE PARAMETER SET 2 (SMV)
03 SIMPLE - PARAMETER SET 3 (SM)) a OR 11 sM2 0.5 1.3 1.0
04 EXPANDED - PARAMETER SIT 1 (IXi) POUR 3 OR 13 S 0.1 1.5 1.0
05 EXPANDED • PARAMETEl SIT I (EX2) SENSORS
06 EXPANDED - PARAMETER SET 3 (EXs)
07 CONIC - PARAMETER SIT I (COI) HA HI HC HO C K
06 CONIC - PARAMETER SIT 2 (CO)
09 CONIC- PARAMETER SIT 3 I003) 4 OR 13 EXI 0.5 1.0 2.3 i2s 1.1 2.
10 SIMPLE - PARAMETER SIT I (ISMTFI)
11 SIMPLE - PARAMETER SEt 2 (SM71l)
12 SIMPLE - PARAMETER SIT 11 (5MWI)) ANY 5 OR 14 EXt as 0.9 1.1 2,5 131.?5
13 EXPANDED - PARAMETER SIT 1 OiXTP1) 0 0. 2 . 1
14 EXPANDED - PARAMETER SIT I (EXT) OUT1
15 EXPANDED PARAMETER SETI IKXTF3)OF 7 OR 16 COIEQ9 1.0,_ __ I, 1 1,I 1I ,
16 CONIC - PARAMETER SIT I It0111) FOUR 70
17 CONIC - PARAMETER SiT 2 ICOTFR) SINSORS I OR I? COt 0.5 0,9 1.1 2.5 1.25 3,125
is CONIC - PARAMETER SIT 3 (COW•S)

9 OR is CO) 0.1 0,5 2,4 2.l 1,25 3.125

II,
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UNVOLOWI CONTAINS--
-4" MISAIJONMUNT
IN PITCH AND YAW

PITCH 30DPT

NOLL

Figure 1.* JSC tour-olaw end effecotr

SQUARE MATRIX CONFIGURATION OF PROXIMITY SENSORS
ON FOUR-CLAW IND EPPEICTOR

PITCH AXIS YA AI

PROXIMITY SENUMPOXMTOR51

PROXIMITY SINSOR F NOXIMITY SENSOR

Figure 2. Four proximity senisors on four-olaw and effector ~j
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SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF DEPTH, PITCH AND YAW ERRORS

W TCH SlINSORI 3
YAW;; SENSO R 1

SIIIN01 2 01

A *20 YAW ERROR
SENSOR I +I,- 3 It D, + - Mr..NON

S O 22 SENSOR 4

0D JD SINSOR 246

IOD - Di PITCH ERROR

D. OPTICAL PATH OF SINSORS ..
(DOMAX • 7 Inches) N R &,.p + DNPTH eRROR

Figure 3. Four-sensor operation oonoept

END EFFECTORp

SENSORS GRAPPLE PAYLOAD
FIXTURE

"ELECTRONICS

SIGNAL TO COCKPIT .
AND POWER

ELECTRONICS TO
OPERATOR l".-

COCKPIT
Figure 4. Sensor systom oomponents
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ELECTRONICS SENSORS

~~.TOOU~ S DISPLAYF

SIMPLE ONOF"UCS"DSLY GRAPPLE FIXTURE
(GRIEN LIGHT AND BUZZER) (REFERENCE

BACKGROUND FOR
PROXIMITY MEASUREMENTS)

Figure 5. Overall1 proximity sensor system j I
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Figure 8. JSC MVF with air bearing fl1oor
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OPERIATOR

T IV, MONITOR
TV CAMI RA

as INDEX
SOPIIEATOR

X v IND FE- CTOR AND OPERATORS/ •,;• .o~l RAN|I.ATION- AND ROTATION
ROLL MOTOR REFERENCE AXIS

ROLL

PAYLOAD GRAPPLE POIN , -, 7
f~igure 10. End effeotor reterenoe frame for oontrol

YwX OPIRATORf
s l N.. OTATION

, A .- • !IAIKRKNCZ AXIS :00 %)

; SOPA

SIR•,Figure 11. Orbiter reference frame for control
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AUGMINTrO
IND IEPICTOR

ON
IHUTTLI
MOCK-UP

UNI5OR-AIOID GRAIP MANIPU.ATOR

Ma DYNAMIC-I n~~

."O0-NO do"DISP

I ' I

Figure 12, Proximity sensor test scenea a&t JSC MDF
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SENSED----- --COLLIMATING LENSES VOWME
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VOLTS

I 4

CLAW I
FRAME /

- ~ 2

HEAD 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 INCHES

UNRE"ACHABLE
S PACE

F~USEFUL GRASP RANGE
MEASURED BY SENSOR

riguie 15. Emplacement and output signal of proximity sensor
relative to grasp range

UENION ELECTRONICS ON END EPPECTOI UNION ELECTRONICS IN CABIN

Fiue16. Pa xmt esreetoistrJCru-lwedefoo
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ANALOG SIGNALS LOGIC LEVEL

VOLT
SENSOR I 1

- D O2'0- -V 1•
SENSOR 2

v D1 D2SENSOR 3

D 02o- -SENSOR 4

SUCCESS:
EACH OF THE FOUR SENSORS OUTPUT IS IN LOGIC STATE "1"
(THEN TONE AND/OR -GREEN LIGHT ARE AUTOMATICALLY TURNb D
ON INDICATING TO OPERATOR THAT DEPTH POSITION AND PITCH
AND YAW ALIGNMENTS OF END EFFECTOR ARE OK FOR SUCCESSFUL
GRASP OF TARGET)

Figure 17, Analog drive logic tor "suooess display"

LOAD STACK POINTER

INITIALIZE I/0 PORTS

ANALOG DATA HANDLING

CALIBRATION TABLE LOOK-UP

VALIDATE SENSOR DATA

S LET& XC T ALGOOR I THM

OUTPUT TO LIGHT/BUZZER

Figure 18. Computer program organization ot
digital drive tor "sucoess display"
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MEASUREMENTS SIMPLI ALGORITHM

(1) A-0D1 SB
"SENSOR"•-..H.o.. HHRANGE Ae A D2 _B

SENSOR OR DEPTH ( A<D 3 B

DISTANCE.D 1  D3  Q A D 5B

C, in K. @ - ID2- D 1 4 CH D: H -C H-HA

HBAIF ALL SIX CONDITIONS
SN ARE TRUE THEN LIOHTl

HA HB HC HD H, BUZZER ARE ON,
C IS A MEASURE FOR PITCH AND YAW ERRORS: C f(H) OTHERWISE OFF

H AND K f(H) IS GIVEN BY THE A, B, C ARE PRESET
TRAPEZOID FORMULA CONSTANTS

(AND IMPLICITLY ALSO C) SHOWN ABOVE
ARE PRESET CONSTANTS

A

CONIC ALGORITHM EXPANDID ALGORITHM

SHA S•HHD S H

WHERE H ' 1/2 (D1 + D) WHEREH1/2(D 1 +D3 )
12(D2 ÷D4) "l/21D2+ D4 )

cZ D + D)2  "2 LID D31 Cf(H)

1 3 (D2 D4)L1
WHERE L.a C 2. [f ID2-(D4H]C . f(H)

IF BOTH CONDITIONS ARE TRUE IF ALL THREE CONDITIONS ARE
THEN LIGHT/BUZZER ARE ON, TRUE THEN LIGHTIBUZZER ARE ON,
OTHERWISE OFF OTHERWISE OFF

Figure 19. Suao.es algorithms
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ISIMPLE EXPANDED CONIC

Figure 20. SU006ea4tulgrasp volume: correapofldifl
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The transfer of control and guidance information Ito the pilot through the manipulator forces.

by
Prof. Dr.-Ing. K.H. DOitSch and Dr.-Ing. W. Rbger

Sonderforschungsbereich FlugfUhrung
Techn. University Braunschweig
3300 Braunschwelg, Postbox 3329

Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT

Results are discussed of extensive investigations on a fixed cockpit simulator
which aim at Improving the control efficiency of the pilot. Information on the
deviation from the desired or commanded flight path is transferred to the pilot
by means of changet of control wheel forces proportional to, but in direction
opposite to the control force required to reduce the deviation. Identical in-

L
strument display information is used simultaneously In some of the test series.

Quitp remarkable improvements in flight path accuracy as well as reduced mental
and physical workload are achieved, and the frequency rango of disturbances
that can effcctively be rorrected .Is extended. The essent al Lause of this phe-
nomenon is identified as a rather drastic reduction in the human operator time
delay when this particular type of kN aesthet'W cue is used. This enables the
pilot to use higher gain in the control loop.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

9(t) tracking error

eeff rms valve of error
F force transducer
FMp(s) model pilot describing function
FZS Force Zero Shift

K model pilot gain fk.oPr
p

t time
T1 human delay time constant

T, human lead time constant

TN neuro-muscular delay time constant.

TS time constant of plant
VS gain of plant

w(t) for'cing function
Weff rms value of .forcing function

x(t) system output

y(t) control signal (pilot's applied force)
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rms value of control signal

'ee aver.age power spectral density of tracking error, e

*ww power spectral density of forcing function
linear-coherence coefficient
Force Zero Shift gain, degrees deflection of control columnper unit tracking error, a

T human operator delay time
phase margin

W frequency

wc crossover frequency

Wi cut-off frequency in forcing function

INTRODUCTION

In the Sonderforschungsbereich FlugfUhrung of the Braunschweig Technological
University, we are engaged in a major research project on the optimal symbiosis
of the human operator with automatic control of aircraft 111. In the process
of this research, the question arose whether airline pilots would, in the
future, bo content, within their task of flight path management, to select diffe-
rent fully automatic control modes or to perform flight path adjustments by
pure press button operation, or whether they would prefer to "stay in the loop"
gbflytng the aircraft through the AFCS in a control wheel steering fashion and
thus be better adjusted to taking over instantaneously in the case of an irre-
gularity.

If this latter approach were adopted, particularly during maneouvring flight in
the terminal area and during landing, then improved means of communication bet-
ween the aircraft dynamics and the pilot's sensory faculties would be most desi-
rable. One way of achieving this was considered to exist in the use of kinesthe-
tic cues via the manipulator,as suggested in different forms by Noggle 121 and
Merhav 131.

In our particular experiments 141,we first used the control column in our existing
flight simulator (Fig. 1) to provide kinesthetic cues to the operator. In the
present flight development stage, a miniaturised manipulator, better adapted
for the task is being used.

THE ACTIVE MANIPULATOR

The general idea of creating an appropriate kinesthetic cue may be explained by
means of Fig. 2, which compares the principle of a conventional control system,
including an artificial spring feel and force trim as used with most hydrauli-
cally operated aircraft control surfaces, with the principle of our "Active
Manipulator". This manipulator, as far as the pilot is concerned, is conventio-
nal with typical steady state force-displacement characteristics. However, the
zero force trim point is shifted continuously and automatically by any selected
aircraft state parameter, and it is the force, F, exerted by the pilot on the
control column rather than its deflection which is transmitted as the command
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to the control system. In fact the mechanical control linkage is eliminated and
therefore the system does not respond to manipulator position or deflection, nor
does the manipulator move in sympathy with the control surfaces or the plant
output. It does move, however, even if no force is applied by the pilot, in
following the Force Zero Shift introduced by the motion of the spring feel sys-tem.

This Force Zero Shift (FZS) is defined in terms of the deflection of the control
column or stick, measured in degrees (oO) per unit deviation, e, from the comman-
ded flight path parameter. Fig. 3 demonstrates how this principle is translated
into reality by means of an electro-hydraulic servo arrangement. The bottom of
the control column is mechanically connected to a hydraulic jack. This receives
two kinds of input signals, one from the load ce11, measuring the pilot's
applied force and providing the spring feel effect by equating this force input
signal to a deflection feed back signal, and a second Input signal, derived
from a plant output parameter, causing the Force Zero Shift of the spring feel
and thus moving the free column position,

This shift is arranged in such a direction that , if the pilot attempts to hold
the column in its original position, he has to apply an opposing force, I.e. a
force in such a sense that the load cell signal tends to reduce the plant output
deviation, Just as an unaided control force input in the same direction would do.
This direction of the Force Zero Shift is, note bane, opposite to an ordinary
trim servo input aimed at reducing the same deviation,

This is to provoke,.by the kinesthetic cue of the Force Zero Shift, a reflex
type reaction of the pilot in the correct phase with the required control input.
It relieves him of a conscious decision making process to find this correct
phasing, which would consume much time and still be apt to produce erroneous
inputs.

The magnitude of the kinesthetic cue can easily be adjusted by changing the
gin setting of the Force Zero Shift (see the block "Gain Variation" in Fig.4).

The gan of the Force Zero Shift response to aircraft state variations Is ob-
viously one of the main parameters of our investigation. It can be conveniently
expressed in terms of zero force angular control column deflection, a, as men-tioned before, once a suittble feel spring stiffness has been established and

[ fixed.

The pilot is free to react to the force cue with any amplification he may choose,
i.e. with his personal linear gain factors, K0. If, in particular, he follows
the stratea of doing no more nor less than hblding the control column fixed in
its initialposition, then the unique gain factor needed to achieve this may
be referred to as "Reference Gain". It Is worth noting that it is only depen-
dent on constant settings of the system.

EXPERIMENT

As evident from Fig. 4, this basic experiment was conducted as a single loop
manual compensatory tracking task In the aircraft pitch degree of freedom.
The aircraft behaviour was reduced to the Laplace form

x(s) * 
s)

I( 3 2 y(").
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In most of the test runs, the operator received, in addition to the kinesthetic
cue via the Active Manipulator, identical visual information of the tracking .4
error through a modified artificial horizon display. The forcing function, w(t),
was composed of ten harmonic sine-waves at different, discrete frequencies,
taken from AFFLR-TR-65-15 by McRuer et al., (Fig. 14). For the assessment of
the ability of the operator to follow the forcing functionboth, the rms value
of the error, e*, and, as a measure of his control activity, the rms value
of the control s|inal, Yeff, were evaluated. For each series of runs, the avera-
ge operator transfer function was established over the whole frequency range.
The linearity of the pilot describing function was judged by the ratio of the
power of his control activity, y(t), in the forcing function frequencies to the
total power. This ratio was defined as linear-coherence coefficient, Plin, In
addition, the power spectral densities of the tracking error were established
for the forcing function frequencies in order to observe the effectof the
Active Manipulator on the system performance, particularly with respect to an
extension of the controllable frequency range.

Test runs of 4 minutes each were performed by 6 subjects and repeated 5 timesfor each setting of o. Thus, 30 individual test values were combined to form
one averaging point in the plotting of the test results.

TEST RESULTS

Fig. 6 shows what remarkable improvement in tracking performance is achieved
even with moderate force cues. At a Force Zero Shift of a -60, the average
tracking error is halved when compared with conventional control (a a 0). The
same order of improvement Is evident In the intrasubject as well as in the
intersubJect standard deviations. This indicates that the operators are in-
creasingly compelled to use a uniform and very efficient control strategy.

One might assume that these improvements are paid for by increased pilot's
workload, in particular higher control activity. Fig. 6 snows that the opposite
is true. The pilot's control effort is, for all Force Zero Shift gains, slightly
reduced. And, incidentally, the intra- and intersubject variation are gradually
eliminated with increasing gain.

The power spectral densities of the tracking error (Fig, 7) show that the im-
provements in tracking accuracy cover the whole frequency range that can be
controlled manually by the human operator. In fact, the controllable range is
extended, and enhanced control is achieved at the lower as well as at the upper
range limit.

One reason for the improvement in tracking performance lies in the improved
linearity of the operator's control activity (Fig. 8). Linearity tends, with
increasing gain of the Force Zero Shift, towards unity, I.e. the pilot does
not waste much energy on Irrelevant frequencies.

This high degree of linearity permits a consideration of the pilot's measured
activity in terms of the parameters of the well known pilot describing function
in its purely linear form (Fig. 9). The changes In some of the parameters are
quite remarkable. For instance, the pilot's gain, K , related to that with con-
ventional control, more than doubles its value at tIe moderate FZS gain of
a s 60. It does not, at this FZS gain, limit Itself to the Reference Gain which
would result from just blocking the control column motion by the appropriate
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reaction force. The pilot obviously adjusts his K to suit the task. In fact, it
Is to be noted that the test subjects always trieg to increase Kp to such a value
that the remaining phase margin judged to be necessary for system stability
stayed at about 400.

The most remarkable change occurs in the time delay parameter, T, which drops
drastically to an imperceptibly low value at a m 60 or more (note the sonsi-
tivity of the scaling in the ordinate of Fig. 9.). The neuromuscular time con-
stant, TN , first rises slightly but decreases once T has gone to zero, and it
disappears at a gain setting of a s 120 or more. The effect of this near-eli-
mination of the human react on delay times manifests itself in the much im-
proved phasing of the pilot's control reactions to the demands of the forcing
function.
In Fig, 10, the pilot's open loop crossover frequency and the phase margin are
lotted against the FZS gain parameter. This emphazises what has Just been said
he human operator utilizes the phase advance gained through the reduction of T:

and TN In order to increase his gain factor, Ko, until the remaining phasemargin puts a limit on further increases. The corresponding crossover frequen-
cy, •, monotonically increases with the FZS gain. Thus, the Active Manipulator
peitms the operator to correct tracking errors more rapidly and, consequently,
to increase tracking accuracy.

Another interesting aspect of the Active Manipulator Is shown In Fig. 11. During
the whole period of an unskilled operator's training phase, the tracking accuracy
Is twice as good with a Force Zero Shift gain of a 0 60 as with a conventional
control (a; 0), and the initial learning phase compares even better; the ope-
rator adapts more quickly to the control task, In fact, a constant level of per-
formance is reached after only 10 test runs compared with 20 for conventional
control, In Fig. 12, it becomes obvious that the tracking performance is much
nearer the linear optimum right from the start.

The essential point of any explanation for this and for the positive results
shown earlier is the fact that, with the kinesthetic cues of the Active Mani-
pulator, there is neither a chance for an error nor a reason for hesitation to
apply the control input in the correct direction. To put it in a simplified
form:
The pilot is compelled, by instinctive reaction to the force cue, to give a
control input in the required phase. After that, it only remains for him to
adjust the amplitude of his response to the magnitude of the stimulus.
FURTHER STUDIES

In order to obtain a first Indication on the applicability of the Active Mani-
pulator in real life control tasks, two further steps In the simulator investi-
gation were taken. The plant characteristics were modified with respect to gain
and time constant. Increases in gain showed a much improved linearity throughout
the pilot's responses, whereas that of the conventional control deteriorated
considerably with increasing plant gain. The time constant of the 1st order
plant was varied from zero to 1.5 seconds. The linearity deteriorated only
slightly from 0.98 to 0.92, but the average rms tracking error (Fig. 13) increa-
sed considerably, as would be expected. This can be cured by shaping of 0(e),
But even without this, the deterioration was much less than that for conventio-
nal control.
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First flight tests were performed on a Dornier Skyservant aircraft with command
control jFigs. 15 and 16). Stick force fore and aft commanded vertical accele-
ration, h, and sideways force commanded yaw acceleration, 0. Stepwise changes
of heading manoeuvres were performed with and without the Active Manipulator.
Control was remarkably Improved with rtpoct to heading ,adueady as well as
iontrol smonthness when the Active Manipulator was omp oyed. The sami striking
improvement was observed with stepwise changes in rate of descent,

We are confident that the Active Manipulator will prove an excellent means to
enable the pilot to "stay in the loop" with largely automated 'flight control,
He can more effe;tively control the aircraft,, providing that:a source of air-
craft state nf0•mation is available for the Force Zero Shift.
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Fig. 14 Frequencies, Number of Periods and Amplitudes for the
Components of the Forcing Function
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CONTROL/DISPLAY SYSTEM SYNTHESIS USING CLOSED
LOOP PERFORMANCE CRITERIA AND PILOT MODELING

John E. Hart
Flight Sciences Division

Lockheed-Georgia Company
Marietta, Georgia 30063

ABSTRACT

A sufficient condition for good aircraft handling qualities Is that no pilot equalization

Is required to obtain the desired response. The "desired response" Is defined in termi of
the closed-loop control characteristics.

For a given aircraft, and asuming a prior that the pilot does not Introduce equaliza-
tion, the control/display system requirements may be obtained by extracting the aircraft
and pilot models from the model of the desired closed-loop performance. Control and
display system parametric control laws have been examined by this technique for lightly
damped and unstable aircraft. The use of compensation, as well as conventional augmen-
tation, has been considered with Interesting ramifications.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the handling quality criteria of the past have been based on experience which
Indicates that good handling qualities result when the characteristics of one of the elements
of the control loop, the aircraft Itself, are within certain bounds. If these characteristics
are not Inherent In the aircraft design, the approach has usually been to augment them
with a conventional stability augmentation system. However, all manual control systerm
are In reality closed-loop controls with the control loop consisting of the (attitude error)
display, the pilot, the forward loop control elements and the aircraft (with or without
stability augmentation). Therefore, It is plausible to Introduce compensating character-
Istlis Into the display or forward loop control to provide desirable handling qualities,
since "the pilot evaluates the total response of the airplane to his Inputs and Is not con-
earned with, or aware of, the characteristics of the Individual elements which combine
to produce that response" (Reference 1).

Results of past handling quality criteria Investigations and pilot modeling studies have
shown that a sufficient condition for satisfactory handling qualities Is that the pilot is not
required to iirZtMd dynamics Into the control loop (References I and 2). For a given air-
craft, and asuming a that the pilot does not Introduce equalization, requirements
for various display or control compensators# augmentation schemes, or combinations, may
be derived from known desirable closed-loop characteristics. This technique was used by
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Chen and Booth. in designing augmentation systems for fighter aircraft (Reference 3), but
previous applications to the design of compensators are not known.

CLOSED-LOOP CRITERIA

Closed-loop performance, which results In satisfactory handling qualities, has been
defined In terms of the closed-loop frequency response (References 2 and 4). Basically,
the requirement is that the frequency response should be flat from zero frequency to some
bandwidth, BW, value. The value of BW depends upon the aircraft; It tends to be about
3 radians per second for light, highly maneuverable aircraft and about 2 radians per second
for heavy aircraft. Low-frequency droop, where the amplitude ratio drops below three
decibels, is not acceptable. A bandwidth of less than BW Is not acceptable. If a resonant
rise In the frequency response occurs, it is undesirable that It exceeds 3 decibels and un-
acceptable for it to exceed about 10 decibels. These requirements are generally con-
sistent with the closed-loop "criteria" given by McRuer in Reference 1.

PILOT ADAPTATION

The classical pilot model Is made up of three basically Independent parts. The first Is
his reaction time delay (and neuromuscular lags) over which he has no adjustment capabil-
ity; the second is the equalization which he adapts depending upon the dynamics of the
remainder of the control loop; and the third I. his gain. In what follows It is assumed
that the dynamics of the control loop are such that the pilot has no need to Introduce
equalizing dynamicso and therefore, he does not. It Is assumed, however, that he ad-
lusts his gain to achieve the desired bandwidth.

THE ANALYSIS METHOD

Consider a statically unstable aircraft with the pitch angle, , controlled by the
elevator, 8 o The transfer function may be represented by:

e KA

Neglecting the pilot's reaction time delay for the moment, the pilot Is represented as a
simple gain, K . This gain]h the amount of elevator Introduced per unit error between
the desired an actual pitch angles. The block diagram for this attitude control loop is
shown In Figure 1.
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PILOT AIRCRAFT

OD 1

AD TA 2  .L.~

This Is re-written In the formi

6D S2 L

where the natural frequency, , WOIsI

FA

and the damping, ~,is:

By d~utin hs gin he2w TA

By djutin hs gin hepilot can maintain the desired closed4oop natural frequency,
but the damping Is negative at all frequencies. The closed-loop criteria can not be met.
Therefore, the asumption that the pilot acts as a simple gain Is Invalid In this case andI
the sufficient condition for acceptable handling qualities io not met*
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The Addition of SAS

Consider the same aircraft but with the addition of apltch rate feedback SAS. The
closed-loop attitude' control is shown in block diagram form In Figure 2. The transfer
function relating actual attitude to desired attitude Is:

-TA S2 1

p A p p.A
or

S~1

?D S 24
WW

where

TA

as before, but the damping Is now:

KF KA 1

2w TA 2WTA

If KF, the gain of the pitch rate feedback, Is made sufficiently large the damping may
be set at any desired poitlve value and acceptable handling qualities attained by
satisfying the closed-loop criteria. Note, however, that the positive part of the damping
expresion Includes the aircraft gain parameter, KA. This gain varies with airspeed. To
keep the range of damping within acceptable limits over the flight envelope, It Is
necessary to vary the SAS gain, KF, as a function of airspeed. This gain-varying feature
obviously adds to the system complexity.

Control Compemnation

Consider once again the same unstable aircraft but with the addition of a compensator
between the pilot and the elevator deflection (and without SAS.) A compensator which
produces an elevator deflection equal to the pilot's Input plus a deflection proportional to
the rate of change of the pilot's Input Is shown in the block diagram for this system,
Figure 3.
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Again changing the form of the denominator

e TC S + 1

where, once more:

*~K~ KATA

2 2 wTA

Acceptable closed-loop damping. values can usually be attained by selecting a large
enough value of the compensator parameter, Te. It Is Important to note that the positive
term In this damping expression does not contain the aircraft gain parameter, KA, m Is
the case If damping Is provided by a !r3.

A condition which limits the use of a control compensator of the form shown Is that the
resulting lead term In the numerator of the closed-loop transfer function will cause a rise
in the frequency response which may be unacceptable If T Is too large, Thus, T must be
large enough to provide the desired damping but not so lane as to produce an unaiceptable
rise In the frequency response. The efficacy of this type of compensation, therefore, Is
reduced as TA decreases.

Display Compensation

With the same unstable aircraft as before, the addition of a pitch rate command dis-
play compensator can produce acceptable closed-loop characteristics. A means is pro-
vided to allow the pilot to match the pitch rate to the difference between the desired
attitude and the actual attitude. His control action, In this case, is proportional to the
error In this matching process. Figure 4 Is a block diagram of the control loop, where It
is again assumed that good handling qualities are achieved and the pilot, therefore, act$
as a simple gain.
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Figure 4. Unstable Aircraft WIth Display Compensation

The closed-loop transfer function lit

At) TA 2
T-IS + (K -T)S+1pA p"A

where, as beforei

K~~ AA
TA

WI
Damping in this cas etis

wK~

2 2 wTA
This expression Is remarkable. Not only Is the damping independenit of the aircraft gain
parameter, but because the numerator of the closed-loop transfer function Is simply unity,there Is no limit to the maximum value of the stabilizing parameter, K DO In achieving the

t deeired closed-loop damping.
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CONSIDERATION OF PILOT REACTION TIME

The pilot's reaction time delay, omitted above to permit a less cluttered explanation
of the analysis method, may be Included by assuming the pilot's describing function to be:

•: -j5+1
,• Kp e p

This more representative expression still assumes that the handling quality criteria for the
closed-loop system are satisfactory and the pilot Introduces no equalization. It is also
still assumed that the pilot adjusts his gain to achieve the target bandwidth.

Control Compensation

Consider the control of Figure 3 but with the pilot represented by the describing
function above, The closed-loop transfer function becomest

(TC S + l) S + 1)

ID ,rT 3 TA rT 2

K K KKA 2KP KA 2 KK
p p ApA

Assume the form

(TCS+1)(_ TS+1)

OD (TS + I) (S2  + 2 )S+Is__2 , W l
)w

Parametric expressions for C c and T may be derived and the product Kp KA eliminated
from them. Substituting known (References 2 and 3) numerical valu~m foi w and r and
soaiing for damping as a function of the compensator time constant, TC, for fixed values
of the aircraft divergent time constant, TA, results In a relatively simple quadratIc form.
For example, with

w" 2 radlanv'sec and r- 0,3 second
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and with TA assumed equal to 2 seconds:

1.392+T + T 2 2,6 TC-c .€ + C ......... ......
• 2

aPlts of the closed-1op domping versus the compensator time constant are shown In
Figure 5 for three values of TA- Selecting a value for damping, the value of T may be
obtained from the expression,

ST ½TA T.C W2 + 1
Tm

TA (1-m.r•w)

:• • -2 RAD/SEC
,,• r =0.3 SEC"• TA •41.05

1 .

* k/

( C or KD)

Figure 5. Damping of Quadratic Versus Compensating Parameter
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Thus, a closed-loop frequency response may be plotted, as shown in the upper curve of
Figure 6, for the parameter saki

TA w 2 asumed For aircraft

-r - 0.3 assumed

w 2 asumed (maintained by pilot gain adjustment)

TC . 1.15 selected

C " 0.35 computed (see Figure 5)

T w 0.79 computed

This frequency response, while considerably Improved over the uncompensated ease,
does not result In satisfactory handling qualities, since the resonance exceeds three decibels.
If the compensator time constant is Increased, the numerator term tends to Increase the
resonance. On the other hand, a decrease in the compensator time constant tends to de-
crease the damping of the denominator quadratic which also Increases the resonance.

Satisfactory handling qualities can be obtained with this type compensator If the air-
craft divergent time constant Is somewhat larger.

Display Compensation

Considering the system of Figure 4, but with the more realistic pilot model, a similar
analysis may be performed. The closed-loop transfer function for this case lit

-.- S+1

8D j
w2  w

The expresions for damping and denominator time constant turn out to be identical
to those for the control compensator case above but with the display gain KD substituted
for Tc. (Note that Figure 5 shows the ordinate as TC or KD.)

The lower frequency response In Figure 6 is for a display compensated case, where all
other parameters are the same as the control compensated case. Satisfactory handling
qualities are Indicated because the closed-loop characteristics meet the criteria. Higher
values of KD would afford satisfactory handling qualities with even lower values of the
aircraft divergent time constant.
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CAVEAT

The parametric analusis method is useful for synthesizIng control systems In general
and compenhation techniques in particular. Insight Into the effects of various parameters
and the sensitivity of the response to parametric variations or tolerances Is provided.
However, care must be taken to consider realistic limitations such as limiting the pilot
gain to acceptable values, and eontrol surface deflection and rate limits. As the air-
craft and system models become more exact, and Involved, parametric analyses became
extremely tedious.

TC .1.155 T

HJ ii/i/i •LIMIT

0 D

-10

.110

RADIANS PER SECOND

Figure 6. Closed-Loop Frequency Response
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INVESTIGATION OF A CONTROL DEVICE WITH FORCE INPUT AND

DISPLhCEMENT FEEDBACK IN STEERING A 'LOW-FREQUENCY SYSTEM

Hang E. Boiler, Walther KrUger

Forschunpinstitut fur Anthropotechnik (FAT)

D-5307 Wachtberg-Werthhoven, F.R. Germany

Abstract

In manual control Information about the vehicle dynarnlo behavior can be
advantageous for the operator. With low frequency systems It must be determined
wether the advantage of kinesthetic feedback can be utilized for the slow move-
ments, because technical complexity and costs Involved are at a relatively high
level. This studie compares two two-handed yoke controls with the control
functions of (1) displacement Input and (2) force Input with positional feedback
as a kinesthetic display of vehicle response. In experiments, eight subjects had
to reach command values as quickly as possible controlling the low frequency
system output variable and Its derivative (depth and vertical rate of a simulated
submarine). The values obtained show that the technical complexity Involved
in a control with force input and positional feedback Is not worthwile for the
single-axIs vehicle dynamic chosen.

Introduction

In man-machine-systems the main task of the human operator is often manual

control. Even If vehicle steering Is done automatically, in certain situations

the human operator has to take over totally or partly (semi-automatic). Design of

displays and controls should be compatible with the psychophysical characteristics

of the human controller.

Figure 1 shows the principle relationships of a man-machine system. The operator

"receives display Information about the desired and actual states of the system,

and by means of control devices he makes Inputs to the system as required by

the differences between displayed values and dynamic plant characteristics.

In every human control action there Is also proprioceptlve feedback. This

nonvlsual feedback signal (upper dashed path) provides passive Information about

the state of the control, characterized by its movement resistance r1] , [2] .
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disla operator conMAl

., [ machine CII
Figure I i Blockdiagram of a simplified man-machine-system

In addition through proper design the control device can provide feedback (lower

dashed path) from the controlled system by making the control active. In the
active case operators fame is the Input signal, while position (displacement) of

the control device is driven by the system [3], [4] *

With use of such a technique the operator Is given a positioning task by over-

coming forces of various strengths in the case of fast reoacting systems. For low

frequency systems the "positioning feeling" Is not evident because of the long

lag times. However, kinesthetic Information remains In addition to the visual

channel.

In order to evaluate the advantages of a force control device with position feed-

back in a low frequency system the following investigation was conducted

simulating a submarine type vehi2:1e.

Submarine control Is a very complex task for the human operator. He has

monitoring decision-making and controlling tasks. For this reason it Is very Im-

portant to look very carefully at the Interface between the human and the

machine during the conceptual phase. Different proposals have to be ocnsideovd.

Just so at the fixations of the function of the control devt!e.

Posing the problem

Submarine depth is dynamically changed by displacement of bow and stem planes;

course by the rudder. The simulated submarin* in our experiments had a semi-
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automatic mode (H-mode). That is the submarine is controlled by varying vertical

rate and turn rate. The operator controls thes parameters by making Inputs via

a yoke to the so called "steering computer", which continuously determines from

these Inputs and Instantaneous state variables the required motions of the rudder

and planes.

Good results by MERHAV [4] with active kinesthetic feedback In high frequency

systems led to our hypothesls that sim,.lar benefits may possible with low frequency

systems. With kinesthetic feedback of vertical rate and/or course as conveyed

by the active motion of the control yoke the visual channel of the operator

might be unburdened. This could result In better control performance. But because

of additional control complexity and costs, It Is necessary to evaluate cost-

effectiveness of alternative control methods before developing a new control

device.

dspayI I III I • "yoke e

seruridlos- steerng pitn.4 MIN
ac computer aontrol

Figure 2: Depth control by a spring centered control (passive)

Fiue desplhcnrlbafreiptwihdslcmytfebc

!yoke

(nsot acitivator sensor

-. ,...-.-- -- oW~lt. .~

(foce ______

steerin -t plan te +
ear Utr ontro.,.l II

Figure 3$1 Depth control by force Input with displacement feedback
(active)
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In figures 2 and 3 schematic outlines of our alternative control devices are
presented. Figure 2 Illustrates the control device without active kinesthetli

feedback. The displacement values of the yoke are measured by a senior and
transmitted to the "steering computer". This control device Is called passive

because the kinesthetic feedback is only passive Information about the control
device Itself. Figure 3 shows the control device with active kinesthetic feeds.
back. The Input to the yoke Is now measured by a force sensor. The Information
is transmitted to the "steering computer" as with the passive control device.
But now there Is a feedback of vertical rate or turn rate to an activator, which
Is mechanically moving the yoke proportional to these values. We have called
this control device with active kinesthetic feedback the "active" control device.

A comparison of these two yokes In their control function and performance was

made with an analog, linear simulation of a submarine.

Controlled plant

The basis for the simulation of the submarine dynamic are the equations of

GERTLER [5] . It was necessary to only consider the depth axis, because that
is the more difficult one. At 10 kts. the submarine will be controlled In depth
only by the stemplanes. The transfer-function for our system which Is a very

low-frequency system with great Instability Isi

b + bIs4 + b2s2
G(s) • 'Z-41

a 1 s+a 2 s + a 3 s + a

Z(s) - depth a output
V(s) a sternplane a Input

displacement

Figure 4 represents the maneuver for a "vertlcle overshoot" at 10 kts. with a

iernplane angle of t 120.
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Figure 5 Control yoke (from GARTNER [6])
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Experimental set-up

The control yokes (see fig. 5) have two rotating axes i course and depth, but

only the depth axis Is used In this experiment. The yoke Is linked to a torque-

motor, which is controlled by an analog computer. This equipment makes It

possible to reproduce either an Isometric control device with displacement feed-

back or a spring-centered device. The active device Is damped electrically by

a rate controller and In addition by a mechanical damping. On both control

Input force is measured with strain gauges. After exceeding a level of t 1 .78 Nm

(dead zone) an integrator Is used to drive the command pointer for vertical

rate Z (see fig. 6). The spring constant of the spring-centered control device

is c .65 Nm/degree.

If there Is a force or displacement on the yoke, which is higher than the level

of the dead zone, the command value of Z will be changed proportional to the

Input force or displacement. The PID-controller compares command and actual

values and generates control signals with less than a 5 percent overshoot of

vertical rate even with step command Inputs. The running time for the planes

for full deflection is 12.5 seconds (.+ 25 degrees).

di Ital Computer d as ko

Figure 6 Block diagram of the experimental set-up

com--

Figure 6 shows the connection of the experimental aet-up. The simulation of

the submarine, the controller for the vertical rate, and the control of the
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vi torque-motor or* done on the analog computer. The outputs of the analog

computer are the state variables Z and Iwhich are displayed and recorded.

Ordered depth cmmaonds to the subjects are generated by a digital program

and displayed numerically. In addition, the changes of ordered depth are

acoustically Indicated by a buzzer.

Eyrlmontal Method

The intention of the semi-automatic mode Is to provide operator unburdening

without restricting the use of the full dynamic variability of the submarine. The

main operator task Is to change depth and especially to do this as quickly as

possible. Accuracy in reaching the new depth Is not so important in many

mission situations. But for measurement purposes the operator must be motivated

to also stabalize as quickly a possible at the new depth and a depth "window"

must be established as a measurement criterion for saying when the depth change

maneuver is completed. For these reasons we changed the task description for

the sublects accordingly.

6- - 0

063 O

6 - -100 _
I* -b-

symols: i•a,"• -- rZI

Figure 7 1 Used display with the scales of vertical rate and depth

The subject's display (fig. 7) Incorporates a depth scale and a vertical rate

soale with the command and actual rate pointers. Time histories for a depth

transition are shown In figure 8. After the order to change to a new depth the

subject produces a force at the yoke. As a result the oommand pointer of the

vertical rate changes, but only if yoke force exceeds a minimum level. The
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simulated boat Is next to respond and the subject has to Judge when It Is
appropriate to "u~ll-wt."m for the now depth. When the sublect stabolluesi at
the new dlepth within a pro-determined tolermnce range for a~f~d~~,the
maneuver Is considered completed,. These criteria values are. not known by the
subject. A further requirement during this maneuver Is to nullify i~ta

ordored depth: SOm

tI
force inpu

tI
Imis

10

rec Fistane of Sceaic frome hithe ordere depthg whc we cllthera pprto xiato

time. The first entrance Into the Z-window is measured by T1, the definite

entrance Is measured by T4. In example A, T, T4, in example S~T4 Is
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greater than T,. The time after until the end of the Z-window is called

T During this time root-mean-square (RMS) depth error will be computed

F, int 06W). This Is the Offetiwv depth error occurring between the time

of roaching the 5 m distance until the end of the Z-window.

F e D fi r depth Z trasio

In adldition to the main task a side task was used to enhance our measurement

of performance and testing of the hypothesis that there is visual unburdening

by active propriocnptive feedback. The "wvarning light" side task of

EPHRATH .7)] was selected. It consists of two small red lights mounted above

each otiur outside the subject's peripherical visual field. During the run the

upper or lower light, with equal probability, lights up and is followed again

S~by mnother Illumination after a duration varying randomly between .5 and 5 s.

A correct resoons. by the subject is to turn off the light by pushing the

rippropriate push button mounted on the left side near the yoke. The turn-off

response must be given within two seconds of illumination. If not, the light

extinguishes. Reaction time and number of wrong responses were measured and

workload Index was calc~ulated.

To counterbalance transfer effects we used two groups of four subjects each and

eoci'| group started with a different type of contr•)l device. The use of four
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T
subjects was judged to be enough for determining the practical performance
differences (rather than statistical significances) to help us to answer the

question of the cost-effectiveness of the control device with active kinesthotla

feedback.

After training, each subject had to perform 6 runs with 6 depth transitions In

each run for each type of control device. Finally, there were two additional

runs for each subject with both control devices to permit the collection of

comparative subjective data, that is subjective ratings and questionnaires.

Each experimental run lasted about 10 minutes. Two runs were made daily in

the mornings. A pause of 5 minutes was given between runs.

Results

To measure how quickly ordered depth changes are made the time parameters T0
and T4 are the most important dependent variables. In figure 10 the average
approximation times TO and the average adjustment times T4 are shown for each

of the runs for both groups. Each data point represents the average of 4 subjects.
Remarkable differences between the temt conditions force-control and displace-

ment-control were found out neither In the approximation time T0 nor in the

adjustment time 14T

TO l61 TA Is)

fo 01parcment

*F splacerment,o0 force d8,splaomemin Go,

displacenment force

o group 1(4sUbj) a group 1 (4mubj)
A group 2(Asubj) A group 2(Aeublj)

run run

2246 711011 2 34 i 6 71 9 10'It 12 1

Figure 10: Approximation time T and adjustment time T4
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Another criterion for the property of a depth transition may be given by the.
adjustment error REFE (RMS depth error during T REF ). Figure I1I shows that

there are no significant differences between the two test conditions.

2,0 ,~,prcela emet

210 d *place.e1

a group 1 (4subi)j
& group 2 (1. ubj)

run

* Figure I1I, Adjustment errot REFE

The next stop was to evaluate the side task to get a workload Index for the
main taok [8] . This workload Index consists of two parts [7] :(1) RTRI the

response-time ratio for both "hits" and "misses"

cummulative latency (E, TI)
RTR ictota numBer of stimuli 7-2s

and (2) MR, the miss-rate

M .number of stimuli missed
total number of stimuli

After weighting the workload Index Is

+L Incorec and missed[]M
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A workload index of 100 % means that the subject only performes the main task.

I0, iO

20. 20
group 2

0 group ¶(4subj) 10 -

S&group 2(4subl) a-.- a I
a ...... • ?

123 $456 ? I 0 711101112 ru

Figure 121 workload Index WLX

Figure 12 shows the workload Index dependent on the single runs for each group.

On the average group 2 hao a difference between the two conditions force

input (WLX - 39.7 %) and displacement input (WLX - 33.3 %). The workload

Index representation for each subjeot of group 2 let suppose that the difference

is not established by the yoke functions, but by random variations. The verifi-

cation by the WILCOXON-Test proves that the difference Is not significant.

In the subjective rating the subjects had to judge the difficulty of the task

and the difficulty of command pointer adjustment dependent on the function of

the yoke. In addition they had to judge how much each control device was

helpful or embarrassing, The results are shown In figure 13. The performance

of the task with the 'force Input" control device was judged to be a little more

difficult (a). In moving the command pointer there was no priority given by

the subjects (b), but the active movement of the yoke was ranked as a little

helpful (a). In an additional questionnaire the subjects had to give a written

commentary and to cIlre answers of questions. Hereby the tendencies of the

ratings were supported.
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judgements: 1 i a little, 2& some, 3 -ver/y much

The oadjusment of The I

The task with the cursor with displacement
the force input the force input feedback

was was Was
Vp easlier 0 harder easier 0 harder help 0 1hIndrance

I - - 0 221 00 0
3 - 0 -

-2 -2
.1 ..... .1L - ... L- -

median:1 median: 0 median:-05

Figure 13, Subjective rating

Conclusions

This study compares two different single-axis control yokes, each with the

functional capability of either pure displacement Input or force Input with a

displacement feedback as a kinesthetic display of vehicle response. Because

of relatively high technicai complexity and costs of the displacement feedback,

the goal of the Investigation is to determine practical performance differences.

In experiments sublects had to reach command values as quickly as possible

without a large overshoot controlling the output variable of a low-frequency

system and Its derivative, which was also displayed kinestheticly In the dis-

placement feedback condition.

Results are based on transition times, adjustment errors and Indices of a side

task. Statistical analyses and subjective ratings and questionnaires did not

support a preference for the force yoke with a displacement feedback to such

an extent as It would be necessary to justify the relatively high technical

costs. Concerning both, human operator performance and costs, It is therefore
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recommended to use a control yoke with pure displacement input in steering

one-axis low frequency systems like the one investigated here.
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OPTIMIZING SPRING FORCE, VISCOUS DAMPING, AND INERT/

OF A JOYSTICK

Walther Kruger

Forschungilnstitut fUr Anthropotechnik (FAT)

D-5307 Wachtberg-Werthhoven, F.R. Germany

Abstract

In manual control, the performance of the human operator can be I luenced
by the design of the control device. Displacement-resistance chara teristics
are of special Interest due to the movement resistance of the cont 61. In order
to Investigate several reaction forces of a joystick, a series of es eriments was
conducted. Thereby, different experimental methods were used a d compared.
One goal of the experiments was to find optimal control forces s a combi-
nation of spring force, viscous damping, and Inertia In continuous tracking of
second- and third-order systems. Results show that only spring force (gradlent:
I. - 3.5 N/cm) can Improve tracking performance by 30 percent. Combining
the low spring stiffness of 1. N/cm with damping (.35 N/c and/or inertia
(2. kg), tracking performance was reduced. Using higher stlIfness, no Influence
of damping and Inertia could be Infered. During one expoeimental condition,
subjects had the possibility to adjust spring stiffness. Wel trained subjects
were choosing a value of 1.7 N/cm, an the average.

Introduction /
In manual control proprioceptive feedback should be considered In designing

control resistance of the stick. Before the development of servo-systems, a

natural control feeling resulted because of the rigid mechanical link of the

control to the vehicle's control surface (e.g. aircraft elevator). Current servo-

systems eliminate this control feel thereby requiring simulated feel forces

through artificial feel systems.

The occurrence of proper movement resistance would contribute to control feel

and to operator performance. Warning information and quantitative feedback of

system state can also be transduced by proper design of the control device in

order to unburden the human operator's visual tasks.
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The movement resistance of the control

When the operator executes a control movement, his input force F is opposite

to the movement resistance R of the control. There are four different types of

resistances [] caused by

frictlon C

v spring constant K
-viscous damping D

Inertia M

Total movement resistance R Is expressed by the relationship:

R- C+ K *r(t) + Do(t) + M 'f(t),

whereby, r(t) means the deflection of the control, t (t) the rate, and F (t) the

acceleration.

In general, every control has more than one type of control resistance, because
all controls have some mass and they are rarely frictionless. F r I c t I o n

usually is disadvantageous In manual control, especially for precise adjustments

[2) and should therefore be minimized. Since friction Is only desired In unusual
coasns, Its effects are not considered In the following Investigation. With

s p r I n g s, which have a restoring force proportional to the deflection, the
operator can easily find the zero-position of the control when he doesn't want

to make control inputs to the system. The higher the spring constant (I.e.
stiffness of the spring), the better is the centering force of the joystick. With

viscous d a m p 1 n g and I n e r t I a, the moving resistance of the control

becomes proportional to rate and acceleration of the movement. But it Is
questionable whether the operator can use this Information precisely.

Although the Importance of movement resistance in manual control has long been

known, especially In aircraft control [3), the few investigations, which have

been made on this topic, only consider some of the aspects [4), [5], [6),

mostly using relatively simple control systems [7], [8], [9], [10), [111.
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Evaluating procedures

To evaluate the effects of movement resistance on operator performance in a

practical tracking task several measurement procedures were used and compared.

Thereby, a range of fixed values for the thee resistance parameters were selected

and the parameter combinations were presented to the subjects. The performance

measurement was done In three different ways

(1) The first measurement method z experiments with fixed task difficulty. This

standard method is realized by measuring tracking error.

(2) The second measurement method i experiments with fixed task difficulty

and side task. The subject has to perform the main task as well as he

can and he tries to simultaneously perform the side task when he con.

The possibility of measuring performance with this approach is based on

the limited signal processing capacity of the human operator. Thus, for

example If no performance differences appear in the moin task, side

task measures provide workload information In the main task r 12].

The lower the performance In the side task the less is the signal pro-

cessing capacity remaining to the subject. This means, that more effort

was necessary In solving the main task.

(3) The third measurement method : experiments with difficulty varying as a

function of performance (adaptfve simulation [ 13], [14)). The subject

is forced to operate near his performance limit, i.e. he is almost totally

loaded and acts nearly without remaining capacity. Using the adaptive

technique, average performance during a certain time is measured In order

to change task difficulty : relatively low tracking errors lead to higher

difficulty levels, large tracking errors reduce task difficulty. Thus, the

obtained difficulty can serve as the dependent variable.

Another way to get stick resistance values could be reached by the following t

Instead of presenting fixed Independent variables a final approach permitted

the subject operator to adjust the movement resistance parameters himself.

Consequently subjects should know the whole parameter range. To avoid biased

adjustments subjects should adjust the parameters starting from both high valtues

as well as low values so that the mean of the different values obtained can be

used r .15
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Tracking task and experimental set-up

The control task used in the experiments is similar to aircraft control during

landing with ILS in turbulent air. Dynamic characteristics of the aircraft are

much simplified and control axes are uncoupled. Thus, the plant is third order

In the lateral and second order In the vertical axis.

To avoid stabilization problems, an artificial horizon was displayed, which was

a first order system with respect to the Joystick deflection. An aircraft symbol

was used as the reference mark. The deviation from the commanded path was

shown In the form of a crasspointer.

The operator control station Is connected with a hybrid computing system via an

analog data transmission line (see figure 1). The analog computer (EAI 680

contains the simulation of the vehicle, the program to generate the display sig-

nals, and the computation of the control force. All other experimental control

aspects including error measurement and parameter variation is done by the di-

g1tal computer (SIEMENS 306).

digital computer analog computer Interface display
Siemens 306 [At 6110

forcing function command display control... • ..

track, ,
•7data vehicle

recBoding ratmk t eimueation loperttor-

SforceL
parameter simulation.- .
variation control • te ot

S... .. .... joystick

Figure I Block diagram of the experimental mse-up
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Figure 2 is a photo of the subjects control station. The control used is a joy-
stick of 70 cm length, that can be deflected 15 cm maximal in each direction

from its center (neutral position). The movement resistance is generated by an

electrohydraulic system. The distance between joystick and back of the pilot-seat

is 55 cm. Subject's eyes are 120 cm away from the display screen, which is a

television monitor behind a circular section of 34 cm diameter.

"I
I

Figure 2 . Experimental arrangement

Experimental procedure

Various associates were used as subjects in the experiments. Two subjects were

used with the performance measurements presenting fixed resistance parameters.
Five subjects were employed with self-adjusted resistance parameters. The low

number of subjects results from the practical fact, that in very difficult task

well trained subjects provide better data than relatively untrained subjects.
Training time Is extremely large In relation to the total experimental data

collection time. Reasonable statistical Inferences are still possible by using a

large number of runs For each subject.
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The subjects' task was to minimize the deviation between cross pointer and

reference aircraft symbol (compensatory tracking task). During training they

S-only had to compensate self-induced deviations. During experimental runs,

the task was more difficult because of the addition of a forcing function

(simulation of simplified gusts). The same stochastic forcing function pattern
was used in all tracking runs. When four consecutive runs of a certain move-

ment resistance showed nearly no learing effects, they were taken as the

score for this parameter combination. Analysis of variance was applied to

the data collected.

Results with fixed task difficulty

The following results are from the method using fixed parameters of the can-

trol resistance and Fixed task difficulty. The movement-resistance consists of

a parameter combination from the Independent variables

spring constant (0, 1., 2., 3.5 N/cm),

viscous damping (0, .2, .35 N/cm/s)1

Inertia (0, 2. kg)

The dependent variable was root mean square (RMS) tracking error.

subj 1 subj 2
tracking error [cm] tracking error (cml

/ 536 r; 4W L/1 1

0 10 20 3,5 K rN cm 0 1.0 2D 3.5 K [N

figure 3 1 Tracking error as a function of spring constant K and viscous
damping D
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Figure 3 shows the tracking error depending on spring constant K and viscous

damping D of the joystick. In the first experimental block, there was no joy-

stick Inertia. Each point in the diagram represents the mean of four two-minutes

runs.

It can be seen, that tracking error Is significantly greatest with no joystick

centring force, i.e. zero spring constant. Viscous damping of the Ioystick had

no consistent Influence on tracking error, but there was a tendency to greater

error with spring constant 1. N/cm. There was a strongly reduced tracking error

with subject one using spring constants 1. to 2. N/cm with low or zero damping.

For subject two, this reduction was leh.There was no significant changing of the

tracking error for spring constants greater than 2. N/cm, regardless the vari-

ous damping values.

In the next block of experimental runs, the Influence of spring constant and

viscous damping was Investigated using a joystick with 2 kg Inertia.

subj I subj 2
tracking error 1cm I tracking error lcm]

.I0, 00.01

.2+- .2-

0 1.0 20 3,5 K IN/cml 0 1.0 2.0 15 K INkcma

Figure 4: Tracking error as a function of spring constant K and viscous
damping D with Inertia (2 kg)

Principally the results (se figure 4) are the same as in the runs without inertia,

but perforrnance dIfferonces were even smaller.
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Another presentation of the results Is given In figure 5. Damping data were

pooled and tracking error as a function of spring constant is shown for both

subjects individually (dashed lines) and averaged (complete lines).

On the average, the significantly decreasing of tracking error was attained

as the spring constant increased to 1. N/cm for the zero Ineitia condition and

was attained as spring constant Increased to 2. N/om for the "with Inertia"

condition. Tracking error remained the same for all the three spring constants

for the zero Inertia condition, but for the 2 kg Inertia condition only the

spring constants 2. and 3.5 N/em showed the some low tracking error. The

decrease of tracking error from zero centering force to spring constant 2. N/cm

amounts 32 percent without Inertia and 21 percent with Inertia.

tracking error [cm] troeking error [cm)

0.60.!60" " 0,1,'"" - ..

O#0• r1,4- - -......

A IOA
SoGel

without Inertia 0s2 with Inertliae slIis;2 I

0 1.0 2,0 3.5 [N/cm] 0 1.0 2.0 3.5 (N/cm]
spring constant spring constant

Figure 5: Tracking error as a function of spring constant without and with

inertia

Results with other measurement procedures

In order to assure proper measurement while Investigating the effect of

joystick movement resistance on performance further experiments were con-

ducted with other measurement techniques described earlier.
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In one experimentul condition subject's workload was Increased by a side task.

The attitude of all perpendicular display components was angled from time to

time, and the subject had to bring the attitude back to perpendicular as fast

as possible by turning a knob. The correct perpendicular was Indicated by the

extinguishing of a small light. The total time that display components were off

the perpendicular remained nearly constant for all parameter combinations tested.

The main task tracking errors between the various parameters had the same rela-

tionship as during the experiments without side,-tak.

Another experimental condition was conducted using the adaptive technique.

The difficulty of the tracking task, caused by the cut-off frequency of the

forcing function, varied depending on the RMS error of the human operator.

The task difficulties which subject operators were able to handle were larger

with higher spring constants in the same relationship as the error results of the

previous experiments.

During self-adjustment experiments subjects adjusted spring stiffness by rotating

a knob mounted on the arm rest of the pilot's seat. In these runs, damping and

Inertia were not varied because of the relatively unimportant Influence of these

parameters. Five subjects participated. Three of them were well trained, and

they consequently selected on average a spring constant of 1.7 N/cm (.22 N/cm

standard deviation, based on 30 runs). This value falls within the range of I.

to 3.5 N/cm which was found to have lower errors In the previous experiments.

Considering that subjects had to approach the desirable value starting from both

a upper value of 5.N/cm and a lower value of zero the 12 percent standard

deviation is rather low.

The results of the less trained subjects indicated that adjusted values were biasod

more by Initial values. Thus using the lower value as starting position, the mean *1
adjusted value was 1. N/cm, but coming from the upper value, 1.4 N/cm

resulted.
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Conclusions

The objective of the experiments was to measure performance as a function

of movement resistance parameters and to compare the results of several

measurement techniques.

In general It was seen that the various movement resistance parameters of the

joystick that were tested had no significant influence on tracking performance

with one exception. Changing over from an unrestrained Joystick to one with

a defined deflection resistance, especially, with a spring constant of more

than 1. N/cm without inertia or 2. N/cm with Inertia led to a clear and

significant performance Increase. Combining of the low spring stiffness of

1. N/cm with either damping (.35 N/cm/s) or Inertia (2 kg) reduced tracking

performance. With spring constants above these minimums no performance

Improvement or decrement was found. Damping and Inertia also had no

Influence on performance with the higher spring constants.

In conclusion, the results Indicate that the control device should have some

minimum centering force, but its Intensity Is not critical In a wide range

beyond this value. If inertia or damping exists in a control, minimum cente-

ring force should be stronger.

Other measurement method results support these same conclusions obtained

with the standard measurements. Both, the additional loading of the subjects

by a side task and the adaptive tracking showed Identical effects of the

experimental parameters.

Since tracking performance was relatively Insensitive to the various movement

resistance parameters including spring centering forces beyond a minimum

value a low spring constant is recommended to minimize the physical loading

of the operator. This recommendation is supported by the results of the

finally used method, during which subjects self-adjusted spring stiffness to

a mean value of 1.7 N/cm. The self-adlustment method is sufficiently exact

and saves time and effort. It is therefore probably the most cost-effective

approach to stick optimization.
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DEVELOPMENT TESTING OF A MOVEABLE
SIDESTICK CONTROLLER FOR THE PRODUCTION F-16

Terry L. Lutz, Captain, USAF
P-16 System Program Office (ASD/YPTT)

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

ABSTRACT

Since the nearly disastrous lateral oscillation that resulted in its

first flight, the F-16 has undergone a sarie of changes to the unique

sidestick controller that have sought the optimum blend of force and

displacement. In May 1977, a controller was tested in YF-16 No. 2

that was a distinct improvement in the man-machine interface. This

configuration was further refined and entered extensive testing in

the P-16A to quantify the effect on flying qualities as a means of

substantiating pilot comments. The result was a sidestick controller

that reduced air-to-air tracking error by 40% while reducing pilot

fatigue with slight motion and positive stop cues.
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Abstract

In order to validate (or invalidate) model assumptions and/or applications of
the Optimal Control Model (OCM) it is necessary to ma~oh experimental data in an
efficient and objective fashion. The ability to track individual parameter changes
across different experimental situations is invaluable in understanding the model so
that it may be used with confidence in new situations. This paper addresses these
needs by examining the suitability and performance of using unconstrained
non-derivative function minimization techniques to identify key human operator
parameters in the Revised Optimal Control Model (ROCM). In particular, three
methods will be explored. They include two of Powell's conjugate directionalgorithims and a Quasi-Newton method. A sum of squares objective cost functional

is adopted, and its properties discussed, along with convergence properties and the
results of identification runs using each of the methods.

Introduction

"Tuning" parameters in the Revised Optimal Control Model (ROCM)f to match
experimental data can be a tedious and somewhat subjective task if done manually.
Therefore an automatic scheme to match data would be very desirable. Such a
methodology is examined in this paper. The approach taken will be to identify thý'
necessary parameters such that an objective cost function which embodies th6
available reduced order experimental data, is minimized. Unfortunately, the mappift
between model outputs and model parameters is complex and non-linear. Since
analytic dorivatites are therefore not readily available, we chose to examine the

e The particular version of the OCM used in this study is a revised version in
which control-rate is commanded, rather than control, and the "observations"
cont6ain direct control observations to represent proprioceptive oue to the/controller. See [1,2,33.
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performance of function minimization techniques which do not require derivatives.
Those examined include, Powell',s (1964) method for minimizing a general non-linear 4
function, Powell's (1965) method for a sum of squares function, and a Quasi-Newton
method.

The paper is organized into several seotteons. The first section presents the
objective function to be minimized along with is properties. Next, the non-linear
programming algorithms are briefly discussed. In the third section convergence
properties of each of the methods are shown by example using model simulated UCs
traoking data. Finally, the algorithms are applied to aotual experimental data, and
concluding remarks are made.

The Objective Funotion

Before stating the objective function we' ve chosen to minimize, let' a summarize
our parameter identification problem. An experimental "observation" is available.
It consists typically of magnitude, phase, and remnant points at several ,
frequencies, along with RM8 system scores. The data obtained also consists of
sample variances for each point. The sample variances result from averaging data
across subjects and/or trials. Based on this "observation" we wish to identify a
set of parameters, p, whioh result in model predictions to best match the
observations. Further complicating the problem, the describing function and remnant
points may be frequency correlated.

With the above considerations in mind, the following objeotive cost function
(suggested by Levison [32) is chosen to be:

S. 5 + (D woxi

N 2 (S1 2 N 3 WT2

+WTR + - _ _

N +D

where:
Nj a Number of non-zero weights in the j-th terms corresponding weighting

vector.

Gi a Magnitude of the i-th describing function point to be matched.

Pi a Phase of the i-th describing function point to be matched.

Ri a Remnant of the i-th frequency point to be matched.

Si a i-th RMS score to be matched.

"a "hatted" variables are the current estimates of those variables.

WOX,WTR, * Weighting vector for describing function,
WTS remnant, and RM8 scores terms respectively.
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This choice of loss function gives a weighted least squares fit, where the
weighting reflects confidence in the data. Minimizing this function is equivalent
to minimizing the average number of standard deviations of the fitting error.
Notice that each squared differenoe is normalized by the sample variance of the
data, the number of points in the sum, and by a general weighting vector. The
interpretation of each of these quantities, and their effect on the loss function,
will now be discussed.

The sample variance represents the observed variability of each data point due
to measurement errors and inter- and intra-subject variability. It also points out
repeatable portions of the data, Dividing by the sample variance provides the

required non-dimensionalisation, allowing dissimilar terms to be summed together.
It also automatically gives less importance to points with large variability,

Normalizing by the number of points contained in each sum has the effect of
placing equal importance in matching the gain, phase, remnant and scores as groups
of information. -This was done for two reasons. First, the frequency domain points
may be correlated, and as such each point doesn't represent a truly independent
piece of information. Not knowing how to break up the frequency data into smaller
collections of correlated points our first opproach was to assume that all
homogeneous data might be correlated. Secondly, each group is derived from the data
using a different method, and equal weight (confidence) is given to each method.

One could argue that each of the rms scores are obtained by time averaging over
the entire run, and therefore each measured score is equal in importance to each of
the other groups. This was not examined, but does merit consideration. To account

* 'for the correlation of the frequency points, Wittenmark suggests that qff diagonal
terms might be employed in the weighting matrix, of the form I - e"VT . Where

A Is the difference in the frequencies, ant T is a correlation time. Again, this
was not tried but if a good estimate of the correlation time in available this
approach may enable better interpretation of resulting parameter confidence
intervals.

Inclusion of the weighting vector is due to practical programming
considerations. The major purpose of the weighting vector is to allow bad data
points (ones where the noise to signal ratio is very large) to be eliminated from
the problem. This is accomplished by setting the corresponding weight (normally
unity) to zero. However, the weighting vector is useful for another good reason.
It allows the structure of the cost function to be changed at run-time, allowing
investigation of any (diagonal) weighted least squares loss function. For example,
consider using the weighting to cancel out the averaging. Then the loss function
takes the form:

J• * =-b(p)] R"1 [m-h~p)]J

where.,
s a vector of observations

h(p) a vector of model outputs
R-1 a diagt 1/(SDi) 2 ]

Minimization of this function would give the maximum likelihood estimate of the
parameters p, if the observations were formed as
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z h(p) +V

with,V x N(0,R) , noises independent, and R given by the sample variance of the data
[5]. Note that in general the sample variances of the data will not equal the
variance of the measurement noise because the measurement noise represents the I
innovations between the data (observations) and the model predictions.

In obtaining the loss function the objective has been to choose the weighting&
in a rational fashion, and in such a way as to approximate what we believe the
actual innovations covariance to be. Since the observations are not independent and
we cannot know the true innovations covariance , the estimated parameters will not be I
the minimum variance (maximum likelihood) estimates. However, if our engineering
judjment in sound, the innovation covariance will be a good approximation, and our
parameter estimates will approach the minimum variance estimates.

Mon-linear Programinin Methods

Now that the loss function hat been determined we need to minimize it In anI
efficient and reliable way. This section briefly describes how the three function
minimization techniques are performed, their theoretical properties and major
computational requirements.

1. Powell's (1964) Method. [6)

Powell's method performs an unconatrained minimization of any non-linear
function, Theoretically the method has the following pI'opsrties:

o If J is a general quadratic form, the minimum Is found in a finite number of
steps (approximately equal to the number of unknown parameters).

o minimization is invariant under linear transformations of the parameter

o Rate of convergence to the minimum is efficient in that it the original
coordinate directions are poor, improved directions are found easily.

Basically, the minimization is carried out by finding pseudo-conjugate gradient
search directions by perturbing each parameter individually (Euclidean basis space)
at first, and in combinations later. At the end of each iteration a conjugate
direction is formed which usually replaces an original direction. Theoretically,
after n iterations (where n is the number of parameters) the directions are all 1
mutually conjugate and a search along each direction will yield the desired minimum.
Practically, howeverg an iteration may yieldsa dependent direction which should not
become a replacement. Therefore, it nay take more than n iterations to find the
minimum. Unfortunately, a bivariate line search in needed to minimize J in each
search direction because it is known only that a minimum lies along the particular
conjugate direction. This means that for each iteration n bivariate line searches
must be performed along each of the n directions.* Moreover, since the quadratic

*Depending on the efficiency of the line search (we used a modified DSC-Powell
line search [8]) each iteration could require a large number of function calls. l
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form of the cost function is not recognized, this method doesn't yield any
confidence limits.

2. Powell's (1965) Method. [7)

This method emulates the generalized least square method, with numerical
gradients replacing analytic ones. Therefore, it is specific to sums of squares of
non-linear functions. Some properties of this method ares

o It has the same convergence properties as the generalized least squares
method (quadratic) but doesn't require derivatives.

o Only before the initial iteration are substantially more function

evaluations required.

o It is unlikely to converge before reaching the minimum.

o Chooses oonjugate directions of search.

o It generates an approximation to the varianoe-covarianoe matrix.

Before the first iteration begins, n linearly independent direction. (usually
chosen as the Euclidean basis space) are required and the numerical gradients along
these directions. After this initialization is done each iteration consists of the
following computations:

o Solving a linear equation to obtain a new search direction. (Note: if
solved via partitioning this step requires N2 rather than N3 operations).

o Searching along this direction to find the minimum, and at the same time
computing an estimate of the derivative along this direction (Note: this
requires no extra function evaluations).

o Updating a single row and column of the hessian matrix.

Looking back, this means that a single univarlate line search is required for
each iteration rather than N bi-varitate line searches for each iteration of the
10064 Powell method.

3. Quasi-Newton Method

Simply stated the Quasi-Newton method is Newton's method using numerical
derivatives instead of analytic ones. Therefore, the Quasi-Newton Method minimizes
a function by searching at each iteration along the direction given by?

V - (V2h(p))'Vh(p)

whore the numerical gredienOm •r fctmiu en,

Vh(p) h(p+A) - h(p) g(p)
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and where the hessian is approximated by,

Vh(p) 0 g(p) g(p)'

Rather than directly inverting the hessian matrix to form the next direction,
an eigenveotor decomposition is performed at each iteratiosi enabling the inverse tobe formed as

(71h(p) . /x

Where .is the sigenvector assooiated with the i-th sigenvalue, and where 1p'.
In formihg the sum only those terms that correspond to sigenvalues no smaller than
10-5 times the largest one are included. This tends to eliminate some of the usual
oonditioning problems associated with eigenvslues spanning a wide dynamic range.*
Note, if any terms are eliminated in forming the sum, the psuedo inverse results.

The algorithms converge If:

o all parameter's relative change is less than some criterion level and,
o the relative ohange in J is below a preset level or,
a f tJ becomes very small or,
o if a maximum number of iterations is exceeded.

Convergence Properties

To evaluate the convergence properties of each of the methods, identification

runs were performed on a set of model generated K/s oompensitory tracking data.
Several different starting points in the parameter space were chosen to showefficiency and local identifiability. Also, in this way convergence to the true
minimum could be monitored.

Table I presents the true model parameters used to generate the simulated
tracking data. Notice that the observation noise ratios for error and error rate
are not the same, as is the usual case. This was to simulate thresholds on these
outputs. The other parameters are close to their usual nominal values. Since we
are dealing with simple tracking data, we can assume (correctly) that mean squared
error in minimised. Therefore, the key ROCH parameters were chosen to be the
control-rate weighting, Qr (or equivalently TN), time delay, TD, motor noisep 0,
and observation noise variances, Ps, PAP u. It was felt that each of these
parameters has a unique effect on model predictions; and if sufficient data were
available, (i.e. enough high frequency phase to determine the time delay) all could
be identified***

e Another way to minimize the effects of (relatively) very small eigenvalues is
to replace them by a constant. One choice could be to pick this constant as
10"S times the largest eigenvalue.

'* As a practical consideratior Qr is identified along with the additive motor
and observation noises. By doing so, iterations on TN or noise-to-signal
ratios need not be performed at each function call. Moreover, by invoking the
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Because we are using model generated data, arbitrarily small standard
deviations were uniformly applied to the data. They were chosen to be +0.5 dB on
magnitude and remnant, +1.0 degree for phase, and +0.1% for the rms scores.

Table It Parameters used for Model Generated K/s Dynamics.

Parameters 2

Conditions pC(d3 pe(dB) p6(0d) pu(ds) T1N(seo) TD(eo0)

True -35 -18 -22 -25 .1 .2
parameters I

2nitial -25 -22 -22 -30 .1 .25 2700
guess 1"

02 -40 -20 -20 -20 .08 .17 923

*3 -45 -22 -18 -30 .06 .15 3921

To begin our investigation, several initial parameter guesses were chosen in
the neighborhood of the minimum so that convergence would occur from many difterent
directions in parameter apace. All of the initial guesses tried converged to the
true minimum. This leads us to assume that the parameters are at least locally
identifiable.#

Table 1 presents three typical initial guesses, along with their initial loss
function values. All have large initial function values, and require many
parameters to change before the minimum can be obtained. Table 2 shows the attained
value of the loss function, confidence intervals, and identified parameter values
for the three initial guesses. The model's match to the simulated data is shown in
Figure 1.

Notice that all three methods, no matter what the initial guess, obtain the
same parameter and loss function values. All the parameters are very close to their
true values, with the exception of u. Since J is not very sensitive to u this
is to be expected. This could also point out a bias in the parameters. However,
since the simulated data had to be truncated when input to the identification
program, this may account for the slight bias. Even though the same minimum is
reached, the confidence intervals are different. Since the Quasi-Netton method

appropriate scaling assumptions the effective noise-to-signal ratios can still
be reconstructed at the end of the identifioetion. Depending on the order of
the plant dynamics, the savings in computation time can be substantial.

# If we start too far from the minimum there is a possibility that the
predictions of the phases (computed modulo 360 degrees) could be discontinuous
in slope, or biased on the order of 360 degrees. The program aitempts to
maintain a smooth phase curve by keeping the predictions within 1900 of the
measured data points. But, far from the minimum this may not be a good
assumption.
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Table 2: Identified Parameter and Confidence Intervals

identified Parameters and Confidence Intervals
Condition Pu(d') Pda0) Ps(d) Pu TD ,TH/O -

64 P.,owell

1.04.1,,3 -35.5 -17.9 -21.9 -25.9 .2 .1/4.0 .084
E-4

65 Powell
1.0.01,2,3 -35.5 -17.9 -21.9 -25.9 .2 .1/4.0 .084Confidence -
Intervals

M.G. #1 4.68 1.02 0.56 5.7 0.0013 4,26* --
3-5

X.e. 62 4.73 1.53 0.57 5.4 0.0016 4.38* ---
0-5

I.G. #3 4.17 1.1 0.50 5.4 0.0015 3.52*
3-5

Quasi-Newton
1.0.01,2,3 -35.5 -17.9 -21.9 -25.9 .2 .1/4.0 .084

E-4

Confidence
Intervals
1.0.#1,2,3 5.97 1.85 0.77 6.67 .002 4.2*3-5

# Confidence interval for the control-rate weighting.

updates the entire hessian matrix at each iteration (and does so by taking fixed

pertabations about the minimum), the confidence limits are only a function of the
minimum point itself. Confidence limits using Powell's 1965 Method, on the other
hand, depend on the directions used and the line search step size. Therefore, they
are different for each initial guess.

The 95% confidence intervals appear to be reasonable for both methods, since
the identified parameters always lie within them. This is not a very strong
statement because the interpretation of the confidence limits hinges on how good our
assumptions were in forming the innovation oovarianoe (weighting matrix).
Sensitivity studies also show similar results.

Table 3 shows the number of function calls required by each method. In all
oases the Quasi-Newton method converges using the least number of function calls,
followed by Powell's 65 and 64 methods respectively. Powell's 64 Method uses
considerably more function calls than the other two methods. This would seem to
indicate that the other methods are better suited to this particular problem.
However, closer examination reveals that only a few iterations (2 or 3) are needed
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to get very close to the minimum with the rest of the iterations used for final
convergence. Therefore, this method may be good to use (with a larger stopping
criterion) when far from the minimum.

Table 3: Efficiency of Methods

Function Calls

initial Guesses '64' '65' O-N
No. Powell Powell

1 378 189 100

2 303 71 56

3 425 235 106

If we were to monitor each of the algorithm's progress to the minimum (Figure 2
shows a typical convergence profile) we would find that:

o The Quasi Newton method
- usually has the fewest number of iterations,
- There is steady reduotion in J, with large decreases occurring in the
first few iterations,
- convorges faster then the other methods, when close to a well defined
minimum

o Powell's 64 Method
- usually has a large initial decrease in J
- much slower convergence close to the minimum

o Powell's 65 Method
- tends to have uneven convergence, that is, it may show a large decrease
in J then very little decrease for several iterations, followed by a rapid
decrease,
- uses many more iterations, but fewer function calls per iteration than
the other methods.

Looking back it is clear that the Quasi-Newton's convergence speed is due to the
updating of the entire hessian at each iteration. Likewise, the uneven convergence
of Powell'a 65 Method is due to its updating of only part of the hessian at each
iteration. (i.e. when large steps are taken old information incorporated into the
hessian is grossly innaourate, and several iterations are required to completely
update it.)
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Performance on Experimental Data

We have observed that all three algorithms work reasonably well on model
generated data, with contrived sample variences. Now an example is given where the
methods are applid to experimental K/s traoking data from E23. This particular
example represents a difficult problem to test the methods on. The identification
is difficult because a long gently sloping valley exists in the coot surface.
Starting from a good initial guess one of the parameters (noise variance on control
observations) must be moved essentially to infinity, since these observations are
not needed for K/s tracking D1,2,3]. All other parameters remain close to their
initial values.

Table 4 shows the result of this identification, and Figure 3 presents the
model's match to the data. The confidence intervals correlate well with what we
would expect from sensitivity studies. All methods appear to identify the same
minimum, but notice that the final function value is relatively large, because the
model cannot reproduce the experimental data exactly.

Table 4: Performance on Experimental Data

Parameters and Confidence Bounds
....... 1Function

Condition Pu Po Po u'N/QR e Calls

initial -40 -20 -20 -25 .17 '.08 2.05guess,

64 Powell -43.4 -20.5 -19.0 56.9 .16 .073/1.1 .70 103
B-4

65 Powell -42,7 -20.7 -19.9 16.8 .16 .074/1.2 .72 256
E-4

+ SD 13.5 1.4ý 1.98 11.5 .014 7.3

Quasi- -43.3 -20.5 -18.9 3.86 .16 .073/1.1 .71 321
Newton H-4

+ SD 6.4 4.4 2.8 16.93 .036 1.6

Notice in this case that Powell's 64 Method is by far the most efficientI This
is a complete reversal of our findings of the previous section. This example
clearly shows the advantage of using conjugate directions if a parameter must
transverse a long valley in the cost surface.

These algorithms have also been applied to numerous other experimental
conditions besides K/s dynamics. The following characteristics have been observed
in using these methods:

o Quasi-Newton Method may develop numerical problems far from the minimum.
Several initial parameter guesses may be required for convergence.
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o All the methods may stall. This is usually due to either a stopping
criterion which is too loose, or the hessian becoming singular. If the•. hessian does become
singular, a restart usually enables it to converge.

o Of all the methods, Powell's 65 Method was found to be the most robust. In
many oases it would converge without stalling, whereas the others would.
This may be due to scaling the hessian at each iteration, which keeps it well
conditioned

o In general, it is hard to tell which method will minimize J in the feweat
number of function calls. The best approach may be to use a combination of
the methods. For example;
It close to the minimum use either:

- Quasi-Newton alone,

- or 64 Powell with a generous stopping criterion followed by Quasi-Newton

"if far from the minimum use either:

- 65 Powell followed by Quasi-Newton

- or 64 Powell followed by Quasi-Newton

Conclusions

The suitability of using function minimization techniques to identify key
parameters in the steady state optimal control model was verified using model
simulated and experimental data. A sum of squares objective cost function, which
utilizes typical reduced order experimental data, was discusned. The choice of
weighting* in this cost function appeared to be an adequate description of the IJ
effective innovations oovarianoes, and seemed to yield realistic confidence '!
intervals, but certainly more work should be done in this area.

In general, it was found that the best minimization method to use will depend
on the nature of the cost contours. However, experience using the methods seems to
show that a combination of the methods will provide the best results over a wide
range of cases.

This investigation has uncovered several possible areas for future research.
These topics include:

o Investigating the effects (on the identified parameters) of assumptions made
in forming the cost function, and accounting for correlations in the data.

o Determining sources of identifiability problems, i.e. far from the minimum,
or using band-limited data.
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o Determination of better, more meaningful confidence intervals. Perhaps
using a bounded-but-unknown approaoh and arriving at bounds on the
parameters.

o Effects of line searoh acouracy on the identifioation.

o Advantage of adjusting the stop length to minimize numerical problems when
computing the forward differences.
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IDENTIFICATION OF MULTIVARIABLE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR

OF MAN BY A CORRELATION TECHNIQUE*

Bernhard Tllemann

Institut fUr Regelungstechnik (Prof.Dr.-Ing. H. Rake)
RWTH Aachen, Templergraben 55, D-5100 Aachen, FRG

ABSTRACT

Investigations of the dynamic behavior of the eye-hand trans-
mission channel of man in multivariable systems are performed
by means of a correlation technique and Fourier analysis. A
stochastic disturbance input is used for the identification of
the human controller in the closed loop. First results of ex-
periments with processes containing second-order controlled
elements such as first-order lags and integrators with first-
order lags are presented. The influence of cross-coupling effects
in the human controller is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic behavior of man has been examined under different
aspects in the last 15 years. In most of the investigations

forcing functions were used which only allowed the determina-

tion of the operator describing functions at weli defined fre-
quencies (Refs. 1-5).

An overall view of the frequency characteristics can be ob-
tained, if forcing functions with continuous spectral densities
are used. Due to human information processing limitations and

for technical reasons, the spectra must have limited bandwidths,
These conditions are satisfied by low-pass filtered white noise,

Investigations with this type of forcing function can for

example be performed by means of correlation techniques or parame-

The investigations were performed on a hybrid computer of
the "Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft" (DFG).
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ter estimation procedures. The latter method presumes that there I
exists a model (of not too high order) whose parameters can be
estimated (Ref. 6). On the other hand, application of a correla-

tion and Fourier transformation procedure permits the calcula-

tion of discrete values of describing functions without postu- I
lating any model in advance. This fact seems to be convenient

for the investigation of cross-coupling effects in the human con-
troller -in particular, if the controlled elements do not con-
tain any cross-coupling signal paths.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Although the human controller dynamics are non-linear and time-

variant in general, they can be approximated by a quasi-linear
model H(p) and a remnant noise n(t), if the controller is well-

trained and if he performs simple control-tasks (Refs. 1,2,6).

For a given two-dimensional control task (Fig.1)

.. .. .. . . rj .... I, ,,

H1 V12 ' ..-.

rI
iI lI

n-H 2 Z2

hu man forcing
ope*ra t or vehicle f unctions

Fig. 1 Two-variable control loop

(with uncoupled controlled elements)

this model shall be represented in terms of the 2x2-matrix H(p)

of the controller describing functions.
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We consider the closed multivariable control loop of nth order
(Fig.2),

Fig. 2 Model error c(t)

whose nonlinear dynamic properties are described by the matrix
G(j(t),t). A quasi-linear multivariable system with the matrix

GL(t) of its impulse responses shall be determined, so that
the cost functional

n ! n .. (.)
q( ): i (t) •1(xLi(t) " xi(t))1 ( )

becomes minimal, These conditions lead to a system of Wiener-
Hopf integral equations

QZX( " Lo(t) j 2Z(T-t) dt * 0 (2)
0

as implicit calculation rule for the matrix GLo(t) of the opti-
mal impulse responses (Ref.7). In Eq.(2) Ozx and jzz are the

matrices of the cross- and auto-correlatlon functions respective-
ly. The solution of Eq.(2) in the frequency domain is

f*)f~ ~) i.,x (P)' EStzPJ -1 -(3)

f(p) with p-jw is the matrix of the frequency responses of the
whole multivariable control system (e.g. represented by Fig.1).
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It is determined by F (p) = [I + F (P)] -1 (4a)

and Fo(P) * V(P).H(P) (4b)

with Fo(p) and V(p) being the matrices of the open-loop and the

controlled element frequency responses respectively. From Eqs.
(3) and (4) the unknown matrix H(p) of the human controller des-
cribing functions can be calculated In general form:

fi(p) m -1 (p). a C(p). [At(p)] -1 .J , (5)

For the control loop configuration shown in Fig.1 the first ele-

ment of H(p) is given by

H11 " ,t(V).aV(•) Ev22 '(F2 2 " det(F))+V12 'F2 1J. (6)

SSimilar expressions can be obtained for the remaining three des-

cribing functions H1 2 , H2 1 , and H2 2 . For notational convenience,

the argument p has been omitted in all terms of Eqs. (6) to (10).

The calculation of the elements of the matrix F(p) is demon-

strated by one example:

F2 = •Sz) z2x2* lZl "Szlx2* (7)

F22  1TITWTz 7z sz~.~~1 -s 1  2.s2z 7

The cross-power spectral densities Szx and Szz are obtained by

Fourier transformation from the corresponding cross-correlation

functions tzx and Jzz (Ref.8), e.g.

)I

Oz1x2Jj *ztx2 J=Oj . jMg (8)

and
M-i

R(zlx2k) T' Ozl.x2o + 2~ 7Z(Ozx2j + Ox2zlj)cs.f+

*+ ½(Ozlx2M + Ox2zM)cos kVIt , (9)
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ImCS~l~Zk) M-1 1- ~ ~
Im(Szlx2k) 7T.[2 - 1 ( zlx2j " x2 zlj)sin HI fl , (10)

where zlt * zl(i.T) and x2*+j m x2((l÷J)T) represent the

sampled data, N+1 is the number of data-points, and M+1 is the
number of points of the correlation and spectral density functions.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Two noise generators produce pseudo-random gaussian noise sig-
nals with power spectral densities constant for frequencies

f < 50 cps (314 rad/s). These signals are fed into two second-

order low-pass filters with 0.2 cps (1.26 rad/s) bandwidth which
provide the forcing functions z, and z 2 . The controlled elements

are simulated on an analog computer which is part of a hybrid

computer system,*) The human controller controls the system by

means of a two-dimensional joy-stick without spring forces,
almost free of mass and friction, The controlled variables x,

and x2 are shown to the operator by means of an oscilloscoplc
display, They are represented as the cartesian co-ordinates of
a small circle with the system of co-ordinates indicated by a

vertical and a horizontal line (Fig.3),

100

VX2 ---Y

S50
Fig 3

Fig.3 Sinalrepresentatloot

____ ____ ___ (measures in millimeters)

S,*) Analog computer: DORNIER DO 720, digital computer: RXDS Sigma 3
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The subjects under test sit in a distance of 80 cm from the
display and actuate the stick in order to minimize the controlled

variables x, and x2 , i.e. they try to transfer the circle into

the origin of the co-ordinate system. One test of this kind is
usually run for about 3 minutes.
The describing functions of the human controller are derived

from recordings of the forcing functions and the controlled
variables. Each of these four signals is partitioned into two
frequency intervalls

1. 0.042 cps Z fL lcps (0.26 rad/s < 6.28 rad/s) and

2. 0.333 cps fH < 10 cps (2.09 rad/s w 4 63.8 rad/s)

by appropriate analog filters (Ref.9). The filtered signals are
sampled at rates of TL w 120 ms and TH . 15 ms in the lower and

higher frequency band respectively, This corresponds to Shannon

frequencies of fh 4.16 cps (26.1 *ad/s) and fh 33.3 cps

(209.4 red/s). As each correlation function has a length of

M+1 a 100 data points, the describing function values to be cal-
culated are equally spaced with

Af L . 0.042 cps in the lower frequency range and

AfH . 0.333 cps in the higher frequency range.
In general the functions are plotted from 0.042 to about 5 cps

(31 rad/u) and contain 23 points in the lower and 15 points in

the higher intervall.
Partitioning of signals as described gives the possibility to

amplify the higher frequency signals by a factor 40 prior to
sampling and A/D-conversion and thus to improve their evaluation.

As the signals z1 , z2 , x1 , and x2 are treated in the same manner,

and as only quotients of power spectral densities are used (Eq.7),
the final results are not affected by this manipulation.

Fig,4 shows the influence of band-pass filtering on the forcing

function characteristics.
The analog signals are digitized via analog-digital-cofiverters and

are stored on magnetic tape. The execution of the control tasks

and the data-sampling is supervised by'the digital component

of the hybrid system, while the signal processing is done off-

line with a larger computer of the computing center of the

RWTH Aachen).
!,,

*) Control Data Cyber 175
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Fig. 4 Influence of

band-pass filtering
on forcing function

-. -~-.------'-characteristics

Ia re~d/$ 100 W

........lw.puse filter (providin~g forcing function)

-. .. bsnd-pass filter

-~ ~ ~ ~~o lo~ssnse~na w-pass
uind band-pass filter

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

During the experiments, vehicle dynamics consisting of first-
order lags and Integrators with first-order lags were simulated

on the analog computer. In a first series of experiments, the
time-constants of the first-order lags were varied, in a second
one the integrating rates of the Integrators. The dynamics in
each control loop were identical, i.e.

V4

V11 Wp - V22(P) with V12(p) - V21(P) *0.

The functions shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are averages of results
from two tests conducted with different subjects.

Results with first-order lags

The frequency function of the lag term is

V11 Wp V22(p) .+i-;w
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The gain Kv is fixed to 5.85 cm/Degr. for all control task
while the time constant T is set to 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0 s.

The open-loop describing functioni F.1 1 and F0 2 2 have an
approximately integral character c~rresponding to the "Cros
over Model" of McRuer et al. (Ref.1\ The related average c oss-
over frequency is fc a 1.8 cps (11,3 rad/s), and the phase ar-

gin is .M m 650.

The corresponding controller describing functions Hii and H2

can be interpreted as proportional-integral terms (Fig, 5).

The magnitudes of H11 and H2 2 depend on the time constant T

varied during the tests, This is to be seen most clearly in the

vicinity of the crossover frequency fc For frequencies
f > 3 cps (19 red/s), the magnitudes as well as the phases how

a high variability, so that interpretation of the curves is '1

Impossible. The phases of H11 and H2 2 do not seem to depend on

T, They differ little over a wide frequency range and show the

Influence of a time delay,
All those observations can be expressed by the following models:

HiI(p) * KH(H + p7)e pTD, i,,2, (12)

7' 7

where KH is the model gain, T1 Is the model integrating time

constant, and TD is the delay time constant. This model describes
the experimental data fairly4:Well in the range of 0.1 cpsof<3 cps

(0.63 rad/s < w < 19 ead/s), but it does not account for the
ver, low frequency date (f < 0.1 cps). Prior to the extension
of the model to' this frequency region more data must be accu-

mulated. Then also the values of the model parameters can be
determined satisfactorily.

The describing functions of the human controller cross-coupling
terms H1 2 and H2 1 show no significant dependency on the vehicle
dynamics, They vary strongly and thus permit the assumption

that at least for frequencies f > 0.3 cps (1,9 rad/s) no cross-
coupling between the two control loops exists. In this region

the mean values of lH12 1 and 1H2 11 are about 20 dB smaller than
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those of JH,11 and JH2 2 1. For frequencies f < 0.3 cps there
might exist a slight coupling between the loops. This could be
attributed to low-frequency corrections of those operator con-
trol commands, which do not exactly go into the desired "direc-
tion", as can be observed on the oscilloscopic display. For
reasons of clarity, the describing functions of H1 2 and H2 1

have been plotted only for T w 1.0 s in Fig. 5.

Results with Integrators and first-order lags

In a second series of experiments the controlled element dyna-

mics were of the form

KI . v
V11 (p) * V(p) = , (13)

The time constant TnOi s and the gain Kv-7,8 cm/Degr. are con-

stant for all control tasks, while the integrating rate K1 is
varied with 0.5, 0.9, and 1.3 s"I.
The open-loop describing functions F.1 1 and Fo22 again show
integral character with an average crossover frequency fcul.6cps

(10,0 rad/s) and a phase margin yM w 500. The values for f. and
9M are somewhat smaller than those obtained with first-order lags.

This means that the stability reserve is smaller in the second
case, i.e. the control loops are nearer to the stability margin
and thus more difficult to control. This statement is confirmed
by corresponding subject-ratings. The controller describing
functions H11 and H22 can be approximated by models of the form

Hi i (p) - KH(l+pTL).e ,T i1 ,2, (14)

where KH and TD are defined as in Eq.12, and TL is the model
lead time constant. The Bode-plots in Fig.6 show that the gains
KH of H1 1 and H2 2 increase with decreasing integrating rate KI,
while the phases do not seem to depend on KI. As with first-
order lag controlled elements, the models fit well in the region
of the crossover frequency, but they do not describe the expe-
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rimental data for frequencies below 0.2 cps (1.25 rad/s) and
over 2.5 cps (15.7 rad/s).
A last attempt to interpret the cross-coupling influences in

the human controller dynamics consists in the consideration of
the range in which all magnitudes of all coupling terms H1 2 and A

H21 for both types of controlled elements are to be found (Fig,7),

No dependency on the vehicle dynamics can be observed. All cal-
culated values fall into the dotted area. There might be a cor-

relation between the bandwidths of the forcing functions (O,2cps)
and the coupling term magnitudes, because for frequencies
f > 0.2 cps the magnitude values are significantly smaller than
fo'r lower frequencies. For further investigation of these cross-
coupling influences partial coherence functions will be calculat-

ed.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Results of Investigations of human controller dynamics in two-
axis control tasks by means of a correlation technique have been
presented. The experimental data have been interpreted by quasi-
linear models in the frequency domain. The presence of cross-
coupling terms In tho models in the case of uncoupled controlled

elements could not be proved, but the calculatod cross-coupling
describing functions seem to be independent of the vehicle

dynamics, Further investigation of these influences, for instance
by means of coherence functions, is intended.
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TRANSFER FUNCTION PROPERTIES OF THE OPTIMAL CONTROL
MODEL IN TARGET-TRACKING TASKS
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ABSTRACT

The optimal control model for the human operator has been used to describe
human performance in target-tracking tasks as in air-to-air and AAA situations.
Regardless of the specific formLildttbn used, an ihternal model (to the operator)
of the target trajectory, control system dynamics, and human psychophysical limit
ations is required. Typically, the target-trajectory Is assumed to be represented
by a polynomial in time (i.e. constant target velocity or acceleration assumption),

This paper analyzes the properties of the equivalent input/output operator
transfer function corresponding to the optimal control model. In the absence of
time delay and motor noise, the zeros in the operator transfer function
exactly cancel the poles of the assumed control system dynamics. This result is
extremely useful since It allows for a simpler representation of the optimal
control model.

INTRODUCTION

A systematic approach to target-tracking tasks requires the development and
integration of models of the control system dynamics, the target trajectory, and
the human operator. These models can be incorporated into a composite analysis
algorithm that can be used for analytical and predictive purposes. All too often,
system performance is evaluated by utilization of the standard optimal control
model [1] which requires explicit state vector representation of the plant/noise
dynamics (control system/target trajectory). The output-error vector model
formulation (the proportional-integral-derivative (P-I-D) structure) described
in this paper represents an attempt to simplify the resulting analysis algorithm
by recognizing the nonuniqueness of the state representation In terms of the input/
output transfer function associated with the human operator. This P-I-D model
structure has been successfully used to evaluate system performance in both
anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) and air-to-air-combat tracking tasks [2,33.

This work was supported by the 6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory,
Wr~ght-Pattersc•i AFB, Ohio, under Contract No. F33615-77-C-0507.
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In these previous applications, the following modifications to the standard
optimal control model have proved useful; (I) elimination of the time delay
(,and, hence, the predictor) for tracking systems; (2) combining motor noise and
observation noise into one equivalent "lumped" observation noise; (3) use of an
internal model (to the operator) in terms of the output (tracking) error displayed
variables, alone, and (4) generalization of the quadratic cost to allow for
higher order control derivatives (e.ga i), depending upon the structure of the
control system and the assumed target trajectory dynamics.

One advantage in using thtse modifications is the relative ease in selecting
the P-I-D model parameters as functions of target-trajectory characteristics for
the purpose of matching input/output operator data, typically the ensemble time
histories. Note that the analysis of such systems is complicated by the time-
dependent model parameters associated with the characteristics of the target
trajectory.

In the subsequent development, it is shown that in the absence of time delay
and motor noise, the numerator of the operator input/output transfer function
exactly cancels the denominator of the assumed control-system dynamics. While
the time delay inthe observat4on-is not expl.icitly used.in the formulation, it
can be incorporated implicitly Into the plant/disturbance Internal model by
augmenting the state vector to Include states corresponding to a Pads approxi-
mation for the time delay. In this case, exact cancellation occurs In the
operator and control-system dynamics. Near cancellation occurs when the time
delay is explicitly represented in the display while retaining a low-order Pad.
approximation in the operator transfer function.

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

The general configuration of the target-tracking system is shown if Figure
1. In this figure, e (t) is the commanded (target) trajectory, e(t) is the out-
put of the control syslem, e(t) is the tracking error, and T~s) e e(s)/u/(s)
is the control-system transfer function.

Sp~T

. CONTROL 1ISPLA

SYSTEM, TT IPA

-- PERCEIVED

CONTROL INPUT, uI HUMAN OUTPUT, yp
(CRANK) OPERATOR - ...
(C A K . . .... 03795

Figure 1 Manual Target-Tracking System
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This system is representative of an assumed single input, single output (SISO)
where it is further assumed that each axis is uncoupled, e.g. azimuth and elevation
axes for the AA tracking task. Consider the SISO plant/disturbance dynamics
written in the form:

* F x + G u + rw (1)
a a a a a

w , N(OW.), scalar white noise

xa Cnxl) state vector and u is a scalarand
SHx5 be the scalar displayed output.

Let the assumed internal model for the plant/disturbance dynamics be given
by

S• Fx+ u+rw (2)

where, as before, u and w are scalar variables and

w N N(OW) and x * (mxl) vector, m < n with the displAyed output

y-Hx

The operator perceives

yp y + Vy

where v. ' N(OV ) is the (lumped) observation noise vector.

The optimal control human operator model is given by a Kalman filter in
tandem wit in optimal controller in the form(A

x w Fx + Gu + K(yP - H2); X(O) •a0 (a)
(U u -X9 (3b)

where the control and filter gains, A and K, respectively, are obtained by
solving the appropriate Riccati equations.

Figure 2 shows the optimal control operator model for the target-tracking
task.

+ uy"Hx + KALMAN X OPTIMAL u

Figure 2 Optimal-Control Operator Model
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The equivalent SISO operator transfer function is given by

a -X(sI-F+GX+KH) 1 K

-X adj(sI-F+GX+KHK (4)= det(SI-F+GX+KH)

where X a (lxm); K s (mxl); H s (lxm); "adj" is the adjoint matrix operator;
"det" is the determinant; and use has been made of Laplace transform notation for
a constant coefficient system.

An alternate representation of this transfer function is to write

U(S) -Xx(s) - -X(sI-F+KH)'I[Gu(s)+Kyp(s)] (5)

By use of the identity

c(sI-A)-Ib det(sI-A+bc)-det(s,IA)
"det(sI-A)

it is easy to show
U~p• s••TII•.I•- adJ(sI-F+WKHK()

In Figure 1, let the dynamics for the commanded input be

eT(t) • w(t); w N(O,W(t))

corresponding to the operator's internal model of a constant-velocity target
trajectory. The white noise, w(t), represents his uncertainty associated with
this assumption, Experimental evidence suggests that this is a reasonable assump-
tion, however, the subsequent development Is not limited to this structure;

T w(t) can be used in those cases requiring a high degree of operator skill

and low values of "cross-over" velocities. Reference 2 suggests the selection of
the appropriate target model is obtained from the ensemble mean tracking error
observed from data; i.e. it can be shown that the general shape of the predicted

tracking error has a one-to-one relationship with eTk) the kth derivative
of the target trajectory.

By definition, the tracking error Is given by

e, eT a or e w- (8)

where we have used the constant-velocity target assumption.
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(I
If the internal model for the control system transfer function in Figure 1

is given by

(c s P'I + cis + co)

T(s) • 0(s)/u(s) - C1 ' c)(•,•:• •'s'(sp + dp lP'l + .. dls+dO) i;;

where L is the "type" of T(s), one may write in state vector notation
,.Hz (l04)

* z

i-Fz + G z I (pxl) (lOb)
z

where, for example

and

F•r 0 1 to ... 0 11.1

7R, H CoC1 its cp.1) (lOc)

The internal model for the plant/disturbance dynamics can be derived by

augmenting Eqs. (8) and (10) as follows:

let e [ (11)

then

A•Fx + GU + rw (12a)

where

F G r ;J(12b)

and

Fe (o '1) Fe [.:I - ]~- *( (12c)

and Fz, Gz and Hz are given in Eq. (lOc).
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The operator is assumed to perceive only the tracking error (no rate inform-
ation) of the form

yp Hx + V + V (12d)

where H * [He OD He- (1 0)

Of course, the tracking error rate Is estimated within the Kalman filter.
The assumption of the perception of only the tracking error is a departure from
the standard opttmal control model and has been shown to adequately predict oper-
ator describing function and remnant in standard laboratory tracking tasks 5]
Incorporation of rate perception may be necessary to replicate observed data
having sharp discontinuities In the tracking error due to high "cross-over"
velocities in the target trajectory.

Task Cost Functional

The optimal control operator model requires the use of a cost functional to
determine the solutions of the control and filter gains app earing in Eq. (4) or,
alternatively, in Eq, (6). The cost functional is typically assumed to be of
the form

* 1 Tf
3(u) I I / (xQx + u.Ru)dt) (13)

f o

where x is given by Eq. (11), u" C Eu, u, u, ,. u(k)j, and Q and .R
characterize the task requirements and cortrol constraints, respectively. In
this task, the operator attempts to achieve acceptable tracking performance with
a minimum level of control effort over the duration of the tracking task, Tf.
Since one characterization of tracking performance isrms error, a reasonable Q
is diagonal and of the form

Q 4 dtag (1. 0, ... 0).

For specific application of the P-I-D operator structure the simplest form of
RtiVe of task di ficulty. The selection of U in the cost arises from the target

trajectory/control system dynamics, rather than the a priori selected u as in
the standard optimal control model.

In summary, the resultant cost function is of the form

J(u)-w E( I Tf (2+ (14)(e gU2 )dt}
,f o

where U is given in Eq. (10), gives rise to appropriate Riccati equations,
solutions of which are A and K.
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Operator input/Output Transfer Function

The final derivation of the operator SISO transfer function is a consequence
of matrix manipulation arising from the system described in Eq. (12). Thus, If
the Kalman filter gains are rLpresented by KO a [K* K" J, where e represents

I Z
the error states and z represents the augmented control-system states, It can
be shown

Kz' (0 ... 0)

and, further, Eq. (6) reduces to

V-sz~e adj(sl - Fe + K He)Qe
czf ae

where

(16a)

e det(sI-F +K He); (15b)

A • det(sI-F +Gz X ) (15c)cz z Z22

1z det(sI-Fz) z sP + dp-lP 1 + 0" dlS+ do (15d)

and N(s) is the numerator polynomial (zeroes) of the control system dynamics

associated with Hz(sI-Fz)d'G2. The details of this derivation are given in the
appendix.

Note that the human operator transfer function has zeroes (Az) that exactly

cancel the poles In the control system plant dynamics. The denominator of the
transfer function does not, in general, have poles at N(s) (zeroes of the
control system transfer function). However, for most situations there exist
poles near N(s) which result in near cancellation of the control system zeroes.

In the case when the control system dynamics are "fast" enough (relative to
the operator's limitld bandwidth), the transfer function given in Eq. (10) can
be approximated by 0(s)/U(s) N 1. For this case, the operator transfer function
reduces to a particularly simple structure. It can be shown (see, for example,
Ref. 2) that the operator input/output transfer function reduces to a Butterworth
configuration.

What makes these simple P-I-D structures particularly attractive is that
the pole-zero locations of the operator transfer function can be written as
explicit functions of the model 'tuning" parameters, W, V, and g. These

model parameters must be selected properly in order to replicate or predict
observed human response data.
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SUMMARY

The P-I-D optimal control structure has found usefulness in describing
human operator performance in target-tracking tasks. The structural properties
of the operator transfer function are particularly attractive since It focuses on
the target-trajectory model and the model parameters rather than on the (some-
times) high-order control system dynamics. It has been shown that in the absence
of time delay and motor noise, the zero of the operator transfer function exactly
cancels the poles of the assumed control-system dynamics.

APPENDIX

This appendix shows the derivation of Eq. (15). From Eq. (6)

yp•S) det t S LI- F1* +GK

The numerator can be simplified as follows:

* ai EsI-F +K H -F [K1a]e
-. adj(sI-F+KH)K -(Xez)) adj .- I ..

where K * 0 IsI-.F~ -

Swhere Kl [K o 10] and Eq. (12b) have been used. Then,

adj SI-Fe÷KeHe V 1
a .. 0 glI-F "

F(I-Fe+KeHe) 1(sI-F+KeHe)1 Fe(SI-Fz)1F............... ez .. . . . . . .z.. . . . .

Az fe(Xea•zz) .)-

where A and Afe are defined in Eqs. (15b) and (15d), The numerator can then

be further simplified to:

Num X -AzX adJ(sI-Fe+K H )K
zeaa em e

The denominator polynomial is given by

det(sI-F+KH+GX) d IFe+KeHeI Fe

AcztAfe det[I+Fez(sI'Fz+GzXz)'l ze(sI-Fe+KeHe

A cz Afe l+(e(5I-Fe+KeHe)-lFez(sI-Fz+GzXz)'lGz}
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T T(using the identify det(I+abT) - l+b a. Thus, U(s)/yp(s) can now be written
in the form:

-A. X adj(sl-F +K.H )K6
aczfe + Xae adj(s I-F e+KeHe )Fez adj(sI-Fzz+G Z

Theorem:

Let H 2(sI-F ) IG m I•

and

H~ (sI-F +G x )
16 N2 (s)

cz

Then

N1 (s) N2 (s)

(For a proof, see Ref. 4.)

Also, note that

Fez adj(sI-Fz+Gzxz)Gm "HdjI-F2 ) N(s)

These last equations can be combined to produce Eq. (15).
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ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS CHARACTERIZING HUMAN AUTONOMIC RESPONSES TO STRESS

Paul Milgram and John Sendres

Dept. of industrial Engineering
University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada

ABSTRACT

A unique peyahophysioZogicaZ experiment wilZ be described, wherein
volunteer. human subjeots are presen ted with a Zooaixied, oontinuousZly
fluotuating, Zow-pase, r andomly amplitude modulated, noxious eloectro current
and various liocited autonomia responses, such as akin potential, skin
conductance and heart rate, are monitored. Treating the data as continuous
time seriesy, describing function models of the nolped input-output autonomic
"stress response system are identified and their paramoetrs are estimated. It
is first demonstrated that it is possible to "drive" the response, in a
non-deoremenbing fashion -thus -justifyning ths, applioation of'e qaao.i ar I'and
quasi-stationary mathematioal techniques. ReeuZtn of oonosentnaZ windowed
periodogran spectral analysis will be compared with those of autoregressive
moving average modeli. A parsimonious set of parme ters is presen ted, whose
r'ole is to charaoterim. individual responses. Potential application# include
peronnaZ selection, psychiatric diagnosisO, and stress and workload analysie.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we shall present a preliminary investigation of the -

responsivity of the human autonomic nervous system. Although not directly
involved in the execution of any closed loop manual control functions, this
"control system" is still an integral part of that control loop, as it is
descriptive of the fluctuating autonomic state of the human operator. The
influences of various environmental and psychological stresses on the
performance of the "man-in-the-l~oop" are of obvious importance to the practitioner
of manual control modelling. What we shall consider of interest here is the
identification of a set of descriptive parameters which may describe a lumped
model of the human autonomic nervous system (ANS) respgading in a state of
intense continuous stress, induced, in the laboratory, by a continuously
applied noxious local electric current. In other words, our objective in to
present a data model which may oharacterime, idiosyncratically, the responses
of a subject to our controlled stressor, as opposed to a process model, whose
objective would be to model the structure of the underlying psychophysiological
stimulus-response system. Some overlapping of these two purposes is, of course,
inevitable.

This work~ was supported by National Research Council of Canada Grant No. A8839.
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A schematic model of the stimulus-response system, am we treat it here, is
given in Fig. 1. The placement of three blocks within the one large block is
to be construed as two levels of representing the model. The single block
input-output system is the one that will be dealt with in this paperl however,
we shall fir'st discuss the model in light of t.he threme subsystem. The system
input, labelled "physical stimulus", is in this case a dermally administered

local electric current. It could also (however, not 'equally as well', as we
shall see shortly) have been an intense fluctuating visual, thermal, auditory,

Sor other tactile stimulus. The problem we face is that the aotuaZ input to the
ANS is not electric current, nor even pain, but the pe'oaived aves'ivi•nes of
the stimulus, taken at any moment in time. While we obviously can not monitor
this input continuously, we oan produce some estimate of a psychophysical
function relating subjective sensation to stimulus current. This function is
labelled H in Fig. 1. In fact, previous studies have shown that such a power
function his an exponent close to 2 [1), implying that the subject's perception
of pain is almost linearly related to the level of stimulus power. Therefore
pain, as produced by the application of electric current, emerges as the most'controllable' of the candidate stimuli, since we may, to a good approximation,
govern and monitor the intensity of the real input to the ANS.

¶ The input lebelled M"sensory nioiue" is akiumed to be small and ii attriiued"
to localized dezmal changes at the stimulus electrode site and to adaptation
of the pain receptors over time. More crucial is the input labelled "perceptual
noise", which represents such intangibles as subject fatigue, motivation,
arousal, shifting of attention, etc., which collectively act to alter the
subject's perception of the applied stimulus and, eventually, to habituate to
it. For example, subjects tend initially to be apprehensive of the prospect
of being given an 'electric shock's however, as the experiment progresses,
their perception of its aversiveness often subsides.

Shown at the ANS (H ) output is a set of parallel outputs elicited by the
"effected response". Wong the many autonomically mediated tranaducable outputs

t are electrodermal responses (skin potential, skin conductance, and skin
resistance), heart rate, blood pressure, pulse volume, respiration, BEG, pupil
dilation, etc. Each of these has its own "noises", since the modalities and
mechanisms of transduction are different. By way of example, the reciprocal
of skin conductance will not render the same signal as continuously recorded
skin resistance, and both of these exog$nous measures will differ from
*ndogenous recordings, such as skin potential. Furthermore, all outputs will
be mediated by other than stimulus specific influences, labelled "unrelated
central inputs", representing metabolic and homeostatic influences not directly
attributed to the applied stimulus.

Since there is no evident mechanism through which autonomically elicited
responses may influence the apparent aversiveness of the applied stress, we
treat this as an open-Zoop identification problem. The assumption of "open-
loopedness" may be countered by various speculate--, Leedback mechanisms, such
as alterations in the physical characteristics of the dermal nocireceptors due
to elicited electrodermal changes, or more central influences on the perceived
intensity of the stimulus due to evoked heart rate and blood pulse volume
responses. Furthermore, there is the known coupling between heart rate and
respiration, the latter response being not totally controlled by the autonomic
nervous system. "
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In summary, we hold no delusions about the simplicity of examining the
global single block system, taking the outputs one at a time and treating the
system as a single input-single output "black box" with additive output noise.
Paired treatment of different evoked rasponses, however, may be expected to
reveal valuable information about effector mechanisms and response transduction.
It also may be stated at this point that there is no reason to expect the
system to be linear or stationary. Careful design of the experiment, as ihown
in the following section, may alleviate these problems, however, and allow the
utilization of quasi-linear And quasi-stationary system identification
techniques.

2. EXPERIMENT 1
The principal objective in the design of the experiment described here is

to overcome the apparent shortcomings of similar investigations conducted in a
great many psycho;hyuiological laboratories and to render the recorded signals
amenable to stationary and linear identification techniques. Whereas in most
similar experiments the subjects are presented with "diaoret." sensory stimuli,
such as bursts of noise, tones, flashes of light or electric shock, this is
clearly unsatisfactory or 'the iitimation of a describing function when the
systeot is generally accepted as being non-linear and non-stationary. Common
examples of systematic nonlinearities include perceptual thresholC, trycheo-
physical power functions and effector saturation. In general, wide-sense
nonstationaritios may be classified as either nonstationaritioe of the mean,
generated by electrode, amplifier and membrane changes or tonic drifts, or of
the mean square, due to peripheral sensory adaptation or more central habituation
[2]. In the context of the sensory And perceptual noises of Fig. I, our aim j
is to enhance SNR by minimizing these noises and to "Zinearai" the response
by driving the system with a con tinuous intense noxious etisrn~ua.

Most psychophysiological experiments tend to extract a restricted number
of contrived measures which appear appropriate to a visual description of the
data and are often not standardised among different laboratories. Examples
of thene are peak amplitudes, latencies, durations and rates of recovery of
negative and positive components, time-to-yeak amplitudes, basal level changes,
and ratios of specific to non-specific discrete responses [3). By introducing
a continuous stimulus and recording a continuous response, we are therefore
employing all available inforation and thus incorporating all of these
measures.

Central to our objective is the ability to "drive" the ANS in a continuous,
non-decrementing fashion, in order to eliminate the effects of habituation [41.
Although sinusoidal stimulation is a candidate waveform to accomplish this end,
and, indeed, has been used by us in early studies [5), it has been nevertheless
rejected due to problems of stationarity due to its predictability and the
necessity of repeated presentation in order to cover a suitable representative
range of frequencies and amplitudes [2, 6 (oh. 9)]. For the purpose of
presenting a dramatic example of driving, however, we present Fig. 2, where
the bottom trace represents the time course of the envelope of a 0.1 H%
amplitude modulated (100 HS) stimulus current (I ) oscillating between 3.5 and
4.6 ma rms. Above this is the evoked palmer skif conductance response on the
contralateral hand (C-SCR), followed by ipsi- and contra-lateral skin potential
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HR

C-SPR

pTIMo (30Cc) h

Piue2 0.1. Hz Sinusoidal Stimulation

responsei.' (Z-SPR and C-SPR respectively, both detrandod), linearly interpolated
heart rate (HR), and thermally monitored rnspiration (R). Clearly there is
little or no monotonic response decrement over the 147,soc of data shown.

The use of a random~ly presented forcing function must not be 6unstrued as
solving all of the problems mentioned above, since linear differeinti&.ý. equation
parameters may vmzy well change for different input spectra E6, Ch.91. The
advantages are many, however, among which arso a) zwathimatinal tractability,
allowin'I %fficient utilization of the methods outlined in Part 3; b) forcing
function "optimality", in that all modes of tho response system may be
"persistently excited' C7, 8 (Ch.11)], a) "psyokiulogical stationarity",1 in
that the subject is not able at any moment to predic~t ithe time course of the
stimulus and is thus u~nlikely to habituate to it.

jV EEG

C-S RR

C-SPR

I-SPR

C-SCR

Time (sec) 229

Eri ure 3. 0.3 Hs Low-pass Random Stimulation
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Some sample data of a 0.3 Hz low-pass stimulus and its accompanying
responses are given in Fig. 3, where from bottom to top are shown stimulus
current envelope, contralateral SCR, ipuilateral SPR, contralateral SPR,
contralateral ORR (skin resistance response), and DC coupled EEG (P
Each trace here represents 229 sem of data, and all reuponseoo excet•tR, have
had polynomiml trends removed for clarity. Clearly the responses evoked here
are quite "labile", however, we may no longer rely on visual evidence to show
the existence of causality, or driving, but must conform to some stricter
constraint. Although mathematically rigourous conditions for driving do exist
[9), the sufficient condition that will be adopted here, given the unequivocal
distinction between the driving and the driven measures, is that there exist a
signifioant (lagged) input-output oross-correlation and/or range of non-zero
squared coherenoe. Satisfaction of these criteria is illustrated in the next
section.

3. ANALYSIS AND PRDLZMINAPY IESULTS

3.1 (Nonparaoetric) Spectral Analysis

Generally speo&ing, the philosophy of analys.ie pursued here follows closely
that of Jenkins & Watts [10). Presented with the aampled records of two
continuous time physical processes, we oommence by applying conventional
nonp arstzio linear spectral analysis, as a flexible exploratory step in
investigating th, systam'l linearity and frequency structure. Our ultimate
objective, howeve.,.', is a arei•monioue "apaxwstriO" representation of the system.
We wish, in other words, to model the system as a set of linear differential
equations, or corresponding linear difference equations, of as low an order as
possible, and thence to estimate certain meaningful physichl parameters, such

as "damping factor" and "natural frequency" [El, 12).

All of the ensuing illustrations arise from the two time series tracesshown at the bottom of rig. 3, random stimulus current envelope (Z. and
contralateral skin conductance (SCR). All records have been analolically
low-pass filtered at 8.0 Hz (-18 dB/octave) prior to digitization at a rate of
1 sample/56 msec. They are then zero-phase low-pass filtered at 0.45 He with
a recursive hIR digital Butterworth filter [13], with leading and trailing points
removed. The data are then hexadecimatod, leaving 256 points, with an effective
sampling rate of 1 sample/896 msea, representing 229.4 sec of data.

In Fig. 4 is shown the estimated cross correlation function relating Is
and SCR for positive and negative lags, computed by the sectioned FFT
correlation algorithm of Rader [143, outlined in Chapter 11 of [15]. We see
here clear evidence of a pure transport delay, which in estimated at 2.6 mec,
a physiologically acceptable value which is comparable to those observed upon
presentation of pulsed stimuli. The peak correlation estimate in Fig. 4 is
p-O.6. However, it should be realized that the sample cross correlation function
suffers from a very large correlation between neighbouring estimates and that
it may be advisable first to prewhiten each series [101.
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V Figure 4. Estimated Cross-Correlation Function, Is-SCR

A ... s.-upectral analysis of these same data is shown in Fig. 5. A.1.1
spectra are computed by Welch's method of time uveraging over short, modified
overlapped periodogrme [E16, 173. it is well known that application of such
methods requires a great amount of judgement on the part of the analyst, in
"order to reduce the bias and variance of the spectral estimate, while sLmul-
taneously maintaining adequate spectral resolution and reducing leakage due to
finite length data windowing. in the method used here, a choice has been made
of a suitable data window and date segment length, in a fashion analogous to
the "window carpentry" and "window closing" of Jenkins & Watts [103. Fior
Fig. 5 all data segments were multiplied by a raised cosine, or Mann window.
Not presented here, although quite illustrative of the amount of variance in
the estimates, are the intermediate results for the same series as the data
segmentation mine is progressively decreased. Suffice it to say that the
representation of Fig. S ii very highly smoothed, and therefore highly biased.
Since we do not expect any sharp spectral peaks in these data, we shall remain
temporarily satisfied with these estimatees however, we shall shortly see how
parametric spectral analysis may overcome many of the shortcomings of
conventional spectral analysis. in any case, it ts quite important to present
the bottom graph of Fig. 5, a frequency domain representation of the equivalent
convolution window resulting jointly from the data windowing and segment
averaging procedureu. The computed "equivalent noise bandwidth" (E11W) is
0.0001 Ha and the number of "equivalent degrees of freedom" (EDT) for all
estimates is 29.5 [103.

The next two curves are the power spectral estimates of the stimulus and
response signals. The computed equivalent bandwidths (EBW) are 0.32 Hz and
0.21 Ha respectively, demonstrating obvious low-pass characteristics. Note
that both graphs are plotted to a scale of 20 dB/division. We see here that
the random stimulus has been designed to be "spectrally flat" beyond the
expected bandwidth of the response signal, and thus to be effectively "white".
(in fact, the stimulus current envelope was generated by a Hewlett-Packard
S057A Precision Noise Generator with the output low-pass filtered at 0.3 Hz.
Since signals of different bandwidths have been found to be perceptually
different, and since linear differential equation parameters may be expected
to change for different input spectra, manipulation of the EDW of the stimulus
current envelope is an experimental parameter which should Le investigated
further. A second experimental parait•mer, the variance of the stimulus envelope,
is perhaps the most intangible, since there is no use expressing it in terms
of physical units. In light of the discussion of Part 1, the level of stimulus
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aversiveness depends on the electrode preparation and on the subject's perception
of the sensation. At presp.t, we attempt to maintain all stimuli in a range
between the subjectivn sensationL levels "suprathreshold" and "intolerable".)

The aina qua non of the entire quasi-linear analysis is the graph of
magnitude squared coherence. Here we observe a surprising degree of linear
coherence, with maximum values of close to 0.7. The horizontal line across the
bottom of the graph represents the value for which there is a 5% probability
that the true coherence is sero [19, 20. This threshold value, based on the
number of ZDF, is then used as the criterion for defining a band of signifioant
non-sex lnea.r oohertenoe. The number labelled "8G" represents an estimate
of the S•annon-OZf•cd-YagZo mount of infom.ation about the stimulus signal
present in the response signal [21, 22J. zt is computed according too

S -- f log (l-y 2 (f)) df

where Y(2) is "linear thresholded coherence". The integration is thus
performed for frequency (f) over the previously determined range of non-sero
coherence. The SOY measure may then be considered as a unified or scalar
measure of the degree of linearity relating the two signals.

The next two graphs are estimates of the linear transfer function magnitude
and phase. Note that the magnitude graph has a scale of 10 o/division, while
the individual autospectra are plotted at 20 dB/division. The phase estimate
has been "unwrapped", in order to produce a single smooth curve [231. Both
curves are bounded by 95% confidence limits, based on the coherence estimate
and the ED? £10, 173. Zt is clear that from the magnitude curve essentially
no information may be derived, because of the low coherence at low and high
frequencies. This is one of the shortcomings which we shall attempt to over-
come in the following parametric analysis. The errors on the phase function
appear quite smalli however, this is due to the large vertical scale, and
again there is a very loose bound at low and high frequencies. The two main
pieces of information to be derived from this graph are: a) the apparently
linear slope of approximately -2.5 to -3.0 seoonds, in agreement with the
previous cross-correlation estimate, thus confirming the causal stimulus-response
relationship (i.e., driving), and b) an apparent positive phase intercept,
demonstrating a systematic phase lead and thus implying that the subject is
somehow avatioipating, or prsedioting, the time course of the shook stimulus.
When a 2.6 sec time lag is removed by "alignment" [10), this phase lead becomes
much more evident, as the phase function estimate becomes essentially horizontal
and positive. (In addition, the coherence estimate becomes much improved by
the operation of aligning, as predicted by Jenkins & Watts tI0), reaching
values of 0.8.)

Finally, the top graph in Fig. S is an estimate of the system's linear
impulse response in the time domain. It is derived by- inverse Fourier
transformation from the transfer function magnitude and phase estimates. Note
the peak value at 2.6 sec. Once again, a more representative (less biased)
estimate of the impulse response is obtained when the 2.6 sec lag is removed
by aligning the two series. Bearing in mind that discrete Fourier analysis of
finite length data records is a finite approximation to an infinite process,
thiu impulse response estimate is non-pames trio, since an effectively infinite
number of parameters is required to specify the process. Specifically, the
number of parameters equals the number of data samples (256). Clearly, the
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series may be truncated at some point with very little error; however, there
will still be many more parameters than needed for a suitably chosen parametric
model, as shown in the following section.

3.2 Autoregressive Movin Averaae Models

Zn this section there will be presented two approaches for fitting a
finite order parametric series to the data of the previous section, only one
of which will be pursued, Both are able to overcome the necessity of exercising
arbitrary judgement in windowing and sectioning in conventional spectral analysis,
since the model orders may be "objectively" determined by an information
theoretic criterion [24, 25]. in addition, whereas conventional spectral
analysis methods tend to underestimate sharp spectral peaks and overestimate
spectral troughs, the present procedures tend to overcome these problems while
maintaining asymptotically efficient statistical estimation properties. On the
other hand, the concepts of degrees of freedom and bandwidth in conventional
spectral analysis do not precisely apply in parametric modelled spectral analysis,
and, in addition, some of the flexibility of conventional spectral analysis is
lost.

in the discussion of cross-spectral analysis no assumptions were made as
to whether or not one series was causal to the other. This in fact could not
have been assuend a priori, sinces this is precisely what was sought when we J

hndeaveueed to pave that the sthisulus was driving the response, by means of
identifying a significant lagged cross-correlation coefficient and a band of
significant non-sero spectral coherence. Our tacit assumption therefore,
was that the two signals had arisen "an a similar footing" C05, and we proceeded
to show causality. in other words, an input-output causal system is a special, V case of a (bivariate) system of two signals which are mutually causal.

in the general case, we therefore assume a system where the two signals
of interest, x1 t) and x2 (t), are driven by two (possibly auto-correlated)
noise sources. such a s:cheme is illustrated in Fig. 6(a). erze Wt) and C(t)

Sare uncorrelated white noise processes (with variances a - and =% 2, The
two filters 01 (a) and (aa) account for any autoorrelition in the noise 2

sources S Ct) ind c (t) " The filters H. (i) and H •(a) account for any
Soupling ietween thl two signals x• (t) and*i (t) . Thi'structure of Fig, 6(a)
may be expressed more tractably in matrix foS asi

k0O k"O

where x(t)-txI(t) x2 (t)3 and i(t)-El(t) 2 (t)W are sampled 2-vectors,

PAll transfer functions are given here in terms of the a-transform, where the

-n
u-transform X(a) of a sampled sequence x(n) is defined as X(s)- x(n)s-

W nmu.
where a is OCMplex. setting ae-*, or in other words projecting X(s) onto t
unit circle |sil, we arrive at the equivalent Fourier transform values, X(e ).
For a finite duration sequence x(n), the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
corresponds to equally spaced samples on the unit circle of its s-transform [15J.
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Figure 6. Genera2lized Autoregreosive Moving Average (ARMA) Represenntation
(a) Divariate linear process
(b) Linear input-output model
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and Hk and Gk are 2 x 2 matrices,

where He-G -1, the identity matrix,00
and G012 Gf-O, for all k (i.e., G is a diagonal matrix).

in other words, we are .ssuming a finite order •tructural model where we express
the bivariate observations of x(t) as a linear combination of a finite number
of past observations plus a finita linear combination of past and present
random unpredictable iniputs,

_(t) (2)

This form may of course be generalized beyond 2 x 2 matrices for a multivariate

system.
For t"he special cameo of q,,O, we have a puts -utoregroete (AR) model,

where the inputs s(t)-i(t) are already not autocorrelated. when the order of

this estimated emoaie, p, is the same as the order of the model that generated
the data, the estimated parameters are then maximum likelihood estimates. In
addition, the AR spectral estimates tend to be unbiased, and their variances
asymptotically approach those of conventional spectral analysis, The spectral
resolution of the AR estimator is superior to that of windowed periodogram
spectral analysis; however, it is highly sensitive to the signal-to-noise
ratio [273. Least squares estimation of the parameters of the AR model reduces
to the solution of a ment of 2pth order linear equations based on estimates of
the covariance matrix, and may be solved recursively in a straightforward
manner [28, 29, 30).

if the assumption q-O is not true of the real underlying process, however,
estimates of the system parameters H will tend to be biased [7, 8, 123. We must
then introduce the G parameters to account for any autocorrelation in e(t).
Since we are expressingi

VCs) G (M).1(m.), oa -• .A(t-k) ,

k-O

0(z) is a moving average (MA) filter, and the model for q>O now becomes an
(4utorog'easive moving eavrge (ARMA) representation. In this came we may,
without lose of generality, snot pq. Least squares estimation of the H and G
parameters for multivariate series is no longer a linear problem, but it may
be variously solved by such methods as the two stage east squares (2319)
method developed by ,eroch & Yonemoto [26).

For both the AR and ARMA models, it is possible to select p, the order of
the model, from among a choice of different model orders. The usual and very
versatile method used is Akzike '8 information criterion (AZC), which prescribes
the model order k for which the value AZC(k)t

AZC(k) - NlnIS(k)MI + 2d(l+ds), k-Ol,2 .... (3)

is a minimum. In equation (3) N is the number of data pointst JS(k)j is the
determinant of the residual sum of squares and cross product matrices (corres-
ponding to a regression analysis interpretation of model fitting)l d is the
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model dimension (d-2 for the bivariate scheme of Fig. 6(a)); and a is the
number of matrices fitted (s-p for tha AR model and snp+q-2p for the AMA
model) 124, 25, 26).

The discussion of Fig. 6(a) has served as a framework for understanding
how to model two time series arising on an equal footing from the finite order
structural model described by equation (1). Although the parameters of
equation (1) could have been estimated by the 28LB method mentioned C263, we
have chosen at this point not to present these estimates, but rather to simplify
the model by using our knowledge of the underlying causality in the system.
In Part 3.1 we have seen, from the croso-correlation lag (or phase function
slope) and band of non-sero coherence, that the input simulu is idriving the
recorded response. We have also speculated in Part I that there is essentially
no feedback component whereby the response might influence the stimulus. We
therefore see no need to fit both the H 2 and the H 1 parameters of Fig. 6(a)
and equation (1). In theory one of thea should turf*out zerop in practice, due
to amputation errors and errors inherent in estimating sample covariances, this
is not so.

We therefore set x (t)-u(t), x2 (t)-y(t), C2 (t)-t(t), and H12-0, H 2-A
H2 1 u--, 032 "C, for all k. Equation (1) may now be writteni

kOAky(t-k) S ku Ct-k) 4. Cý9(t-k) (4)
k-0 k'0 kwO

where , Bk, C are scalars and u(t) and y(t) represent the system's sampled

input and output respectively. Without loss of generality, we also set A0 C0.l,

and we also set B0 0. This new model, which is actually a special case of that

of Fig. 6(a), is shown schematically in Fig. 6(b). Conceptually, we may look
upon this representation as a familiar single input single output system with
additive observation noise, where we relate the variables to the physical
measures shown by the single block representation of Fig. 1.

Least squares estimation of the parameters of the generalized linear
difference equation (4) may be carried out with various documented techniques
[8, 11, 123. We have used a 28LB method similar to that described previously
for the estimation of multivariate ARMA model parameters [313. Briefly, this
is a non-iterative computational procedure that is suitable for fitting large
order parametric ARMA models to data, given the sample covariance estimates
Ru(k), Ruy(k), Ryu(k), FYy(k). The first stage computation assumes an

unoorrelated residual C(t), and fits a pure AR model (Ck-0, k'0), by solving
a set of linear least squares equations of order 2p, by block Tosplits matrix
inversion. These estimates are then used to estimate the covariances

(k), R u(k), R(k), R y(k), and R (k). The second least squares stage
then inverts a 3p block Toeplitz matrix to provide estimates of the 3p A, B and
C parameters. The AIC is computed for successive estimations at each stage for
increasing order p, until an optimum order p is found from the minimum AIC(p).
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In Fig. 7 are shown the results of applying the 2SL8 input-output algorithm
to the I -SCR data of Fig. 3. The graphs are drawn to the same scale as those
generatea by conventional spectral analysis in Fig. 5, for purposes of comparison.
No longer shown are the equivalent convolution window, since it has no moaning
here, and the coherence function, which can not be estimated by this method.
The reason for this is that the coherence function is a measure of the cross
power spectrum magnitude, which is normalized by the auto-spectra of the two
individual time series, to produce values between 0 and 1. Since the input and
output auto-spectral estimates are not produced by the input-output ARMA method,
they are not available for normalization of coherence. In other words, we have
eliminated estimates of H and G in going from Fig. 6(a) to 6(b), or from
equation (1) to (4). Cohieence esimates are therefore a product of bivariate
(or multivariate) modelling, where the series are assumed to arise on an equal
footing. Coherence could have been estimated from the model of equation (l)1
however, we have not as yet implemented an estimation procedure for the H and
Q parsameters, and so the coherence estimate is absent in Fig. 7.

The stimulus and response auto-power spectra in Fig. 7 have each been
estimated as pure autoregressive scalar processes [32, 33). Each has been
fitted to p-7th order linear models, from the minimum AMC. They are presented
here for comparison with the corresponding graphs of Fig. S. Note that the
EBW's are very close, and that, within this bandwidth, the shapes are also
very similar.

The results of the 2SL8 programs suggested a model of order p-S, and
the top three graphs of Fig. 7 are produced by these estimates. Most valuable
is the transfer function magnitude which, drawn to the same scale as that of
Fig. 5, clears up much of the ambiguity of that figure. The phase and impulse
response curves also match up very well.

From the transfer function magnitude curve we see that it in not unreasonuble
to assume that we are dealing with an analogue of a structural system of damped
second order coupled sub-systems as mentioned briefly at the beginning of
Part 3.1. Since the system has been excited by a random forcing function, we
are able, from the estimated parameters of the linear differon.e, equation (4),
describing a mixed ARMA discrete time series, to estimate the damping coefficients
and natural frequencies of a corresponding n degree of freedom second order
coupled ooninuous diffe.rential equtczion model [34, 35, 36, 37.1. These values
are specified by the poles of the transfer function, as determined by estimates
of the AR parameters (A values of equation (4)). in addition, estimates of
the coefficients of variation of the structural system parameter estimates can
be derived from the ARMA parameters (A's and B's) [35, 38J. Accordingly, for
the p-S model identified from Fig. 7, we present the following values:

Pole Locations Damping Factor Natural Frequency

0.44 1 0.51J 0.42 0.17 Hz

-0.23 ± 0.63j 0.32 0.23 Hz

Note that pole locations are W.ven in complex &-plane coordinates. The
coofficients of variation have not yet been computed at this point.
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We conclude by examining the modelled process and speculating upon whether
it is possible to simplify it somewhat. In the ideal case, if the underlying
process is a true finite order ARMA process, our method of evaluation of the
AIC should approach the correct system order. Given that we have not complete
linearity and that we expect many extraneous noilses, we expect that theresidual error will be quite large and that our procedure will possib[ dly ,•"' o',rfi,
the model. With this in mind, we present Fig. 8, which is a representation of
the iterative results of the 29L8 ARM& identification procedure for the same
data, for successive orders of p from 2 to 6. Recall that the results of
Fig. 7 are for p.S. The left-hnnd oolumn of graphs are &-plane estimates of
the pole (X) and zero (0) locations. Each large circle represents the curve
isl-1. Zn the right-hand column of graphs are the transfer function magnitude
estimates corresponding to the pole-zero plots. All vertical scales are net
"equal at 10 dB/division. At the bottom of Fig. 8 is a graph of AIC(p) ve p for
a set of successively computed model orders. We see that, as the model order
is increased for pý2, the poles and zeroes shift around somewhat, but that
there is a great tendency for the additional X's and Ole to cancel each other.
We should therefore seriously consider the conclusion that p- 2 is of sufficient
ordor to model our data, and that the underlying input-output system may be
modelled by a single damped second order system [393. The poles, in this case,
are at 0.53 1 0.40j, and we have a damping coefficient'of 0.54 and a naturalfrequency of 0.14 Na.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a unique psychophysiological experiment
for probing the dynamic response characteristics of the human autonomic nervous
system. by presenting subjects with a localized, continuously fluctuating,
low-pass, randomly amplitude modulated, noxious electric current, and by
recording a number of elicited responses, we have shown that it is possible
to drive the responses in a non-decrementing fashion. We then attempted to
estimate, to a first approximation, some of the properties of an input-output
describing function. With no assumptions about the underlying system structure,
we present the following list of potentially meaningful identifiers, or
characteristic system parameters.

1. estimated cross-correlation coefficient
2. estimated transport delay
3. estimated response bandwidth
4. width of identified band of estimated non-zero coherence
5. Shannon-06lfand-Yaglom measure of amount of information about

the input in the output
6. sere frequency phase lead (ow lag)

We then proceeded to speculate that the underlying generating mechanism is a
one degree of freedom, damped second order system, whose identified damping
coefficient and natural frequency may also be taken as meaningful system
identifiers.
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Two approaches of system identification were used. The first, non-parametric,
method utilized "conventional" windowed periodogram cross-spectral analysis.
Taken in terms of input-output models, this effectively reduces to an infinite
order moving average (MA) representation. Having mentioned many of the
advantages and disadvantages of this approach, we proceeded to model the system
with finite order linear difference equations, as an autoregressive moving
average (ARMA) process. The implications of a bivariate tim series approach
were discussed, but the sub-case of a causally defined input-ouput system was
pursued. Sample results for stimulus current input-skin conductance response
output were produced by the two approaches and were compared. We wish to
emphasize the flexibility and relative objectiveness of the time series approach,
in conjunction with the application of Akaike's intormati6n criterion (AIC).
Although not yet in widespread use in the area of human operator manual control
modelling, we foresee an increase in its utilization [403.

Some potential applications of the experiment presented here area

a) the study of man's ability to tolerate various intensities and types ofstress, for purpose of' personnel selection or trainingi
b) the study of the effect of sumuation of individual atressors,
a) the examination of the possible effects of "autonomic resonance" induced

by cyclically presented arousal stimulil
d) the identification uf "autonomic lability" of various population groups

that may be especLally susceptible to certain psychiatric disorders [2, 413.

We are presently, in our laboratory, cosmencing an investigation to gather data
from a group of psychiatric outpatients. LI
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A mathematioae model in presented whiao describes the man,134 deceleration
of a helicopter or VTOL aircraft from high speed flight to hover. The model

combines the rules of visual perception with the crossover model of the hu=n
operator, The result is a two parameter, time varying description of closure
speed versus range for which time and deceleration can be solved directly. The
model compares well with flight test measurements of helicopter deceleration
maneuvers. One potential use of the model is an a simulator validation tool
by comparing simulator-measured model parameters with in-flight measurements.
Extension of the model to vertioal and lateral axes is briefly discussed.

MiI of IMGOZ
A Effective size of viewed object

c Constant (eq. 6)
h Altitude

Altitude rate

k Constant of proportionality for range

kh Constant of proportionality for height

ky Constant of proportionality for lateral offset

n Exponential constant (Eq. 6)

R Range from hover point

Range rate

if Deceleration

Rp Perceived range

pk Peak deceleration

y Lateral offset

Lateral velocity
t Time

(Numerical subscripts are used to denote corresponding range-time
combinations.)
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The manually controlled decelerating approach to hover in a helicopter or
VTOL aircraft is normally viewed as a time varying maneuver for which conven-
tional analysis techniques do not apply. A mathematical model has been
formulated, however, which combines the crossover model with the effects of
visual perception and yields a simpleguitd•nce 3Aw which agrees well with in-
flight measurements of pilot actions. Although the model is time varying, it
permits closed form solutions for speed, acceleration, and time as functions
of range. In addition, the same ideas applied to the deceleration model can
also be extended to vertical and lateral flight path guidance.

In the following pages we describe the basis of the model, its practical
formulation, agreement with flight data, and potential applications.

The hypothesis used to formulate the decelerating approach model is that
range rate is varied in direct proportion to perceived range, i.e.,

where A is actual range rate

Rp is perceived range

k is the constant of proportionality

This carries the implication of rate-command-like behavior implicit in the
crossover model of the human operator as described in Ref. 1 with allowance
for visual perspective effects.

The key to describing the visual aspect is provided in Ref. 2 where the
psychological measurements of apparent site and distance are related to various
analytically derived relationships. It is shown that perceived range, Rp, is
related to true range, R, by:

" x1(2)-" 1 .+/A

where the length A is a measure of the effective
size of the object being viewed.

Thus the psychological perception of range combined with the crossover modelfor human operator behavior leads to the following block diagram description

for control of range-to-go:

"The model was developed in direct support of Naval Air Engineering Center

Contract N68335-78-C-2019 and Naval Air Development Contract N62269-77-C-ON09.
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VISUAL PEBUPECTWVE PILO~T-VEHICLE

This can be written an:

*.Ik (R)

90U,=Z01 01 ra GAOUCI TAW

The above guidanoe law yields a direct losedL-form solution if the cross-
over gain, ko and the effective size parameter, A, are assumed constant.
Star•ing with Eq. 3,

da -k R + RII
and integrating

,t R

f f

we obtain the result

where R1 is range at time tj

and R2 is range at time t 2

Inertial deceleration with range, V, can be computed by differentiating

k2

(1 + R/A)ý

A maximum deceleration oan thus be found to occur at a range equal to A/2 with
a mavgtude of 4l 2A/27. Plots of range rate and deceleration therefore have
the characteristic shape. shown in Fig. 1.
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AOGTM' WMA =,ONE DATA

The analytical model thus described refleots the essential features of
deceleration profiles obtained from flight test meamuremenvs. Reference 3
contains data based on two hundred approaches by various pilots using four
types of heliocpters. The approaches were started at combinations of three
airspeedA and three altitudes. Representative initial conditions for the
approach were considered to be 80 kt airspeed and 1,000 ft altitude. A typical
deceleration profile taken directly from Ref. 3 is shown in Fig. 2 with two
analytical ridance model solutions superimposed, assuming k and A to be con-
stants. The model parameters k and A are taken to be 0.23/sec and 600 ft in
one case and 0.30/sea and 400 ft in the other. Note that the eharacteristic
shape of the deceleration profile in followed using either pair of values for
k and A although one pair matches the longer ranges better and the other pair,
the shorter ranges. This r!¥ reflect a shift in the effective field of interest
by the pilot between lon, range and short range. At longe ranges the field of
interest may encompass the overall landing area, hence a larger value of A;
and at shorter ranges the pilot may focus only on the precise landing spot with
a correspondingly smaller A. Nevertheless, a reasotAbly accurate deceleration
profile Is given by a single set of (constant) model parameters.

The method used to pick a value for A can be based on an empirical relation-
ship noted in Ref. 3, that is,

-- R (6)

where o and n are constants

The analytical guidance model, at the same time: can be represented in the
following form:

-- - R(I + R/A) (7)

Therefore, to solve for A we can match AIq over the range of the deceleration
maneuver. The results of this match for A a 600 ft are shown in Fig. 3.

The second parameter, k, can be chosen by matching peak deceleration. Thus
with the A obtained using Eq. 7 we oan solve for k using tho theoretical 'peak i:

k C!7:.

Therefore, if isi 0.1 g, then k is O.Pi/sec.
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The deceleration model described here is useful because it represents
pilot behavior over a wide range of speeds with a minimal number of parameters.
At long range, the model yields a constant closure speed; at zero range it
provides suitable hover position regulation.

The value of this is that it allows us to study a relatively complex and
fairly long term manewer with some insight into the factors involved. Zn-
terestingly enough, the two parameters involved can each be associated with the
two aspects of the maneuver - the peroeation of the visual field and the
response of the overall pilot-vehicle oombination. For example, it may be
desirable to relate the size or A to a specific l-anding site, e.g., ,to a con-
ventional helicopter pad, to a shipboard landing pad, or to an open field,
As for the pilot vehicle gain, k, we can readily identify its role as the
crossover frequency in hovering. The model as formulated, however, implies
that the effective crossover frequency is really range-varying according to
how the landing site is visually perceived.

As a simulator tool the model described here has a special value in manned
simulation. Decelerating approaches made on a simulator could be compared to
actual approaches in .em of the two parameters identified. For example,
according to Ref. 4 there is some evidence that the pilot' s perceived range
differs depending upon the means of displaying outside visual information in
a simulator (i.e., whether a video display is collimated or not). The idea then
would be to use this model as a simulator tool - to see whether the k and A of
a simulation agree with those of a flight situation.

The model has a similar value with regard to training or establishing
progress iaong a learning curve, It has been observed that as piloting skill
develops for a given task, behavior becomes more consistent and starts to fit
into a rather constrained pattern or model. This phenomenon has been observed
in such tasks as glide slope tracking and landing flare.

One Important application of the model may be with regard to automatic
approach guidanoe systems. Since the model reflects the essential features of
a manual decelerating approaoh, it could provide the baijis of an autopilot
guidance law which closely mimics manual operation. Thus the resulting auto-
matically performed maneuver might be easier to monitor and more amenable to
manual takeover, if required, than for guidance laws based on, say, Qonstant
deceleration or on velocity varying in direct proportion to range (exponential
deceleration).

Finally, we speculate that the deceleration maneuver performed in an
aircraft is skin to a stopping maneuver in an automobile, hence the analytical
model presented here should apply. In stopping a car, moot of us can probably
identify with a gradual application of brakes (i.e,, deceleration) up to a
point then letting off the brake in the final few feet. Presumably, the
effective mice of the object being approached in stopping an automobile (i.e.,
the value of A) would be in line with the dimensions of a roadway or intersection.
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The deceleration model an described here applies to range only. We can
extend it to vertical and lateral axeo, however, by the sam application of
rules of visual perspective.

Aaoordina to Ref. 2 perceived size obeys the same relationship as perceived
range in Sq. 2. We can follow this line of reasoning and hypothesize that:

Perceived Altitude . Perceived Lateral Offset . 1
Actual AMttd Actua Lateral Offset 1T717

aenke, h~p m - h jJ
and . - yp -k y

Closed for• solutions for velocities and accelerations can be obtained as
functions of range in the same way as for range-related variablem A and 1.
Although the detailed development and correlation with flight data in the
subject of & subsequent Maper, the altitude guidance model does appear to
reflect the essential characteristics of actual decelerating approaches in
helicopters, The usefulness of this extension follow that of the range model.

The fixed parameter deceleration modal presented here is based on a
rational hypothesis which coobine the basio rules of visual perception with
the idea of a constant coefficient crossover model of the human operator. The
resulting guidance model formulation permits easy manipulation and solution
using range as the independent variable. Most important, the model reflects
the essential characteristics seen in actual flight maneuvers.

The usefulness of the visual deceleration model applies to a number of
applications. In simulation, the model represents a validation tool as well
as a gauge of pilot performance and learning. Since only two parameters are
involved, on-line identification can be carried out with minimal computational
impact. Also potential flight test applications are similar to those of the
similator. Even an automotive application may exist. But perhaps the most
fruitful use of the model is in connection with automatic guidance law formula-
tion where the mimicking of manual operation offers advantages for pilot moni-
toring. Finally, the same ideas used to create the range model can be applied
to vertical and lateral guidance.
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Warren F. Clement
Systems Technology, Inc.

2672 Bayshore-Prontage Road
Mountain View, California 94043

A method for quantifying fixed wing V/STOL aircraft field-of-view require-
ments is described and illustrated by a variety of examples involving different
approach trajectories leading to a station-keeping point for shipboard recovery
The analytic technique employed accounts for the combined variability in field
of view caused by several factors. The first of these is the combination of
six degrees of freedom of the aircraft as the pilot attempts to guide and to
control the aircraft over the recovery area. Further, this technique includes
the effects of the moving ship, airwake turbulence, limited visibility, and
divided attention among multiloop control activities. The required field of
view is a function of (1) the location of the pilot's point of regard on the
ship, (2) the aircraft orientation, and (3) the relative position of the air-
craft with respect to the ship, but in practice the field of view may be
restricted by cockpit occlusions. The resulting field-of-view requirements
depend in a critical way on the predicted model of the s'hip's airwake disturbance
environment- Validation of the airwake environment for V/STOL operations with
aviation facility ships, therefore, is an imperative recommendation resulting ffom
this study. If airwake turbulence should prove to be am upsetting in reality
as the present model suggests, the aircraft will need high authority, high
bandwidth flight control systems in order to function effectively in this
environment - much higher than is typical of current helicopter practice.

h Height above station-keeping point K
LOSv Depressed elevation angle of line of sight to

center of lending pad with respect to horizon,
except in Fig. 8, where LOSV is defined to the
upper edge of the hangar face. (This scale is
not to be used in determining the subtended angle
of any other point on the pad.) IOSv is positive
down.

* This research was sponsored by the Crew Systems Division of the Naval Air

Development Center under Contract N62269-77-C-009. Mr. Paul Linton was
the contract technical monitor.
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Rm Observer's slant range to station-keeping point
40 ft above center of landing pad (70 ft above
sea level)

t Time to go to station-keeping point

WOD Wind-over-deck
X0 Ship's centerline axis positiva forward of station-

keeping point
yo Ship's lateral axis positive to starboard

Relative bearing angle of line of sight to center
of landing pad with respect to aircraft nose,
positive right. (This scale is not to be used
in determining the subtended angle of any other
point on the pad.)

X, JA Horizontal and vertical viewing angles, respectively,
with reference to the nominal line of sight defined
by W'B LOS. (These scales may be used to determine
the subtenLd horizontal and vertical angle of any
point on the pad). X is positive right; gS
positive down.
Root-man-square deviation in general

okPIA Horizontal and vertical semi-axes, respectively,
, of root-sum-square ellipses describing field of

view perturbations due to aircraft and ship
perturbations

The most difficult piloting tasks encountered in vertical/short take-off
and landing (V/BTOL) aircraft are the transition from aerodnamic.lly supported
flight to thruxt-supported flight, and the subsequent recovery aboard a ship
or unprepared forward site. A significant portion of the difficulty experienced
in these piloting tasks is due to the fact that out-of-the-cookpit visibility
-f past and current V/STOL designs his generally been too rostricted to provide
adequate visual cues. Aircraft designers have had difficulty in treating field-
of-view 'problems since neither olear criteria nor standard procedures exist
for determining required outside visibility for this class of aircraft.

This paper develops a rationale for quantitatively determining fixed-wing
V/STOL field-of-view requirements. It provides a relovant predictive and evalua-
tive tool which models the ct .Alex interaction an h numn visual processes,
the vehicle approach profile, and the pilot's flight path control performance.
The model is intended to complement and support avionic sysa.em and crewstation
design models. Applie& to the development of a new air weapons system this
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technique can significantly affect avionic and airframe design. The model
specifies precise visual requirements for recovery aboard defined shipboard padas
or forward sites. Those visual requirements which cannot be satisfied by
piloting or canopy/window considerations must be fulfilled by innovative control
and display concepts.

The analytic technique employed involves the dyamic modeling of (a) the
recovery guidance and control situation, (b) the disturbance environment,
(a) the -ui nted aircraft, (u) the pilot's mltiloop control activities,
e the perceptual behavior of the -ilot, and (f) the resuuting geometric prop-

erties of information elements within the visual field.. These factors are
combined to identify those areas of the field of view which are essential for
perception of the aese necessary for guiding and controlling the powered-lift
aircraft to a safe recovery. The technique also accounts for the combined
variability in the field of view caused by rolling, pitching, yawing, surging,
swaying, and heaving degrees of freedom of the aircraft as the pilot attempts to
guide and to control the aircraft over the recovery spot on a fixed or moving
landing area. The required field of view is a function of (a) the location
of the pilot's point of regard on the landing area, (b) the aircraft orientation,
and (a) the relative position of the aircraft with respect to the desired
landing point. In practice, the field of view may be restricted by cockpit
occlusions; the technique will also identify and display these restrictions
for a specified aircraft design.

The appendix describes the methodology and the references which detail
its application to several nominal recovery approach trajectories to a destroyer
of the USS Spruanoe class (DD963 through 966, according to Refs. 1 and 2).

Five special kinds of decelerating trajectories are considered here:*

* A ho•ing or p trajectory in which the aircraft
f]ijTEath vecto-ris always pointed toward the ship

* A trajectory which follows a attin e path
in the earth reference frame iow a predetermined
intercept point with the ship

A sixth variable deceleration trajectory (at constant glide slope and hori-
zontal bearing) in which inertial velocities tangent and normal to flight path

are Iogrtiona. to visuall erotved prtsiion - a trajectory which closely
appr mates manual, head-up visual approaches to hover - is described in
Scompanion paper, Ref. i
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0 A trajectory which maintains a constant bearing with
respect to the ship (such as a conventional approach
using fixed line-up and glide slope angles)

- A constant mink rate trajectory (at constant
horizontz l bearingE ) where deceleration along
the earth x-axis is constant

- A constant altitude trajectory (at constant
horiazontal bearing) where deceleration along theearth x-axis is constant

Figure I depicts exaples of the five vertical plane trajectories and three

horizontal plane trajectories in the ship's frhme of reference. The ship is
underway at 20 kt on a fixed cour•e in calm air. Thus the forward motion of the
ship is generating the relative wind-over-deok (WOD) of 20 kt along the ship's
centerline. (Subsequently we shall estimate the disturbing effects of the ship's
motion and air wake turbulenee in sea state w with 4 kt WOD.) Each trajectory
terminates at 40 ft deck height directly over the center of the recovery circle.
The termination of the homing or pursuit trajectory is a.ligned with the WOD
and coincides with the constant altitude trajectory by design without special
maneuvers, but the misled approach route in blocked by the aft mast and stack.
Both the straight line (in the earth reference frame) and the constant sink

Conistant Altitude
Constant link 1te01 300t~le // /.Straight Line ..

-- ,*. -Constant Gilde Slope h| "t)

- is Homing 3200

~~:.:z.== - ~ i00

-1000 -000 -60t -400 -100 0

1000o -s00 -600 -400 -200

Minimum
Visual O 100 All trajectories start atA
Aquisiton, Airspeed - 100 ktRHnge oming ' 0nitial Seatring - 30 dog

0, .-* Hoin -2 0:Ialtt Ilevation-6ed:eg

Constant All traejctories endl In a
00 B " earing "|0over of ?tOlt altitude
00 YS~tt) above the sea of an

"P'• " -400 (ship speed)
j Straight Line Detslesretion Is of 0. 19

0 .e00 along the tlight path

F1ure I. •Exemrplary Approach Trajectories in Ship's Reference Frame.



rate trajectories require special terminal maneuvers to arrest the descent and
to match the ship's velocity. The constant bearing and glide slope trajectory
(in the ship's reference frame) is compatible with existing visual landing aids
on the ship. Maneuvering requirements for the homing or pursuit and constant
bearing trajectories are discussed in Ref. 4.

WZUIOW AZW4 iiVI1AOMM

INominal field of view requirements will be shown for a V/STOL aircraft on
final approach to the recovery deck of a Spruance-class destroyer by a sequence
of perspective views of the ship from the aircraft beginning at the minim=
visual acquisition range, 700 ft, identified in Fig. 1. Each sequence ends with
the pilot's eye 4O ft above the aenter of the recovery circle.

Three types of approach trajectories will be considered first: homing or
pursuit, straight line (in the earth frame), and constant bearing (in the ship's
frame). In addition, a fourth constant sink rate trajectoz7 and a fifth
"constant altitude" trajectory in the vertical plane will be combined with a
constant bearing trajectory in the horizontal plane. Detailed descriptions of
these trajectories can be found in Ref. 5.

The results of the undisturbed field Of View Calculations for the nominal
Shoming, straight line, constant be&ring, and constant mink rate trajectories are
presented in Figs. 2 through 6, respectively. The illustrations assume that the
pilot is looking at the center of the recovery circle, which appears elliptical
in perspective; the figures omit, for the time being, the obscuring effect of
any cockpit structure. The origin of the horizontal viewing angle (%) axis
corresponds to the horizontal reference line of sight relative to the nose of
the aircraft at each value of slant range, R.; thus the centers of the landing
pads appear to be in the same horizontal line of eight for the homing and con-
.stant bearing trajectories, but not for the straight line trajectory. The
origin of the vertical viewing angle (,) axis corresponds to the vertical line
of sight- thus the centers of the landing pads reflect the depressed elevation
angles (LOSv) relative to the horizon at each slant range, R) .•R i

As long as the aircraft (pitch and roll) attitude is approximately level,
field-of-view requirements for the nominal unperturbed approach trajectories -4

may be interpreted directly in terms of the angles x and ,+IfLS for all tra-
jectories except the straight line (in inertial space), for which the horizontal
field-of-view requirement must be interpreted in terms of , + a*.

Figures 7 and 8 are projections of the landing pad and hangar face, re-
speotively, when the aircraft has reached the hover point 40 ft over the center
of the pad (Rm ýa 0). In Fig. 7 the pilot is assumed to be looking at the center
of the recovery circle which is, of courseo at the nadir, but in Fig. 8, his
line-of-sight (LOS) is shifted to the upper center of the hangar face. Even
that line of sight is depressed over 33 deg from the horizontal plane.
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Table I sumnarizes some tentative conclusions based on the foregoing
examples of the pilot's view from each nominal trajectory without aircraft
pertubations.

TABLE 1

COMPARATIVE CONCLUSIONS ABOUT FIELD OF VIEW AMONG SEVERAL
NOMINAL APPROACH TRAJECTORIES WITHOUT AIRCRAFT PERTURBATIONS

Homing trajectory (Pig. 2)

Vertical field is smallest since angle over the nose is least
until over the deck.

Lateral field is smallest, if sideslip angle is zero.

Straight line trajectory (Fig. •)

Vertical field is larger, but ship may not dilaayear from view

as early as in constant sink rate.

.. Lateral field is greatest, if sideslip angle is zero.

Constant bearing trajectory (Fie. 4)

Vertical field is intermediate, between that ro.1 boming and
straight line until reaching 50 ft range-to-go

Lateral field in smallest, if aircraft heading is maintained constant.

donstant sink rate trajectory (Fig. 5)

Vertical field is greatest - ship may disappear from vi.ew below
nose at considerable range.

Lateral field is same as for constant bearing,

Conatant altitude trajectory (Fig. 6)

Vertical field is approximately the same as for homing.

Yateral field is same as for constant bearing.

In the next topic we shall illustrate the additional field-of-view requirements
imposed by controlled aircraft perturbation, caused by the relatively severe
disturbance environment associated with sea state 5 and 43 kt wind-over-deok.
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In the previous topAc we have illustrated how the location of the point of
regard on the ship and how the relative position of the undisturbed airoraft
with respect to the ship affect the pilot's field of view. We have seen that
the field-of-view requirements will be greatest near the ship in hovering and
near-hovering flight. We now illustrate the combined effects of rotational
and translational disturbances in the controlled aircraft motion on the hovering
and near-hovering field-cf-view requirements.

The details of the extensive enlyseo required to provide the examples
shown in this topic are documented U Refs . 6 and 7 and will not be repeated
here.* The results depend in a critioal way on the predicted model of the
ship's airwake disturbanoe environment adopted in Ref. 6 for sea state 5 and
43 kt wind-over-deck, which present quite a severe distufbance environment.
Two examples of perturbed field-of-view requirements are presented: (1) from
ýO ft range-to-go (to the hovering point) on a constant relative bearing
trajectory and (2) from the hovering point itself 40 ft above the center of
the deck. For selected points of regard by the pilot we can estimate Gaussian
statistical variances in the required field of view caused by the predicted
variances in the six aircraft degrees of freedom listed in Table 2.1 Corres-
pending distributions of perturbations in terms of viewing an lea will, however,
tend to be increasingly skewed as the point of regard deparTiiom the nominal
line of eight (the optical axis of the picture plane), because of the tangent
relationship between picture plane coordinates and viewing angles. Neverthe-
less we can approximate the root-sum-squared angular vaxiance for the pilot's
nominal line of night to the center of the recovery circle by the large ellipse
in Fig. 10 at N0 ft range-to-go to station-keeping. The r6ot-sum-squared variance

* A method for introducing cockpit occlusions into the field-of-rlaew analyis
is also presented in Ref. 7. An exhmple of the cockpit occlusion for the
AV-.A Harrier is shown in Fig. 9 with the nominal field of view of the
ship superimposed for 50 ft range-to-go to station-keeping from Fig. 4.
Clearly this example indicates field of view problems even without the
effects of disturbed vehicle mo-tons.

The predicted aircraft motion variances in Table 2 are based on jlossA3.oo;
pilot-vehicle analysis of the disturbed Liroraft in station-Meaping ±'light
tracking the ship's landing paaj whiuh is, in turn, disturbed by the $aa.
Predicted ship's motion variances at the center of the lcnding pad are also
listed in TAble 2. The pilot-vehicle analysis in Ruf. 6 uced an intermittent
or divided attention model for the pilot's romnent togethe~r with the following
crossover freq'jencies typical of unaided manual &ircraft control.

Control Loop Co ssover Pre uenoy (rad]/seo)

roll 1•5
pitch, yaw 1.0

heave 0.3
surge, sway 0.2
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for the pilot's nominal line of might to the upper center of the hangar face
keep~ on station over the dock. Those extreme eatiates of variability confirm '
the desirability, from the standpoint of reducing field-of-view requirements,
of providing visual cuss and visual aids above the hangar for assisting the
pilot in arresting the approach and providing hovering guidance.1

These extreme estinates of variability also emphbasize the need for high
j authority, high bandwidth flight control syvtnAs in order to function effectively

In this environment - much higher than Is typical of curmrent helicopter praotIOe m
The allowable aircraft motions due to all causes are only a few feet - ReCf.
states "3 to 4~ ft" in "amLlowable" touchdown error. If we interpret "allowable"
as 2ap Table 2 shows that the square root of the sum of the x- and y.mvariances
in dock motion alone at the center of the pad slightly exceeds this "allowables"
touchdown error. Without chasing the deck, this allowable touchdown~ error thus
represents the beat precision one might excpect from a guidanoe and control system
which regulates so well that no errors are contributed by aerodynamic disturmbances
or the pilot's divided attention. Graphic representation from the pilot's
station-keeping perspective of this apparent a-variation in the center of the
pad due to ship motion alone is shown by the arm"alet central a-ellipse at

~0ft range-to-go in Fig. 10 and at zero range-to-go in Fig. 11.



With this assessment of the variability in the viewing angles required of
the pilot with respect to his cockpit reference, we conclude our analyses of
field-of-view requirements in the extremely severe distuarbance environment to
be expected in sea state 5 with 43 kt wind-over-deck. The predicted field-of-
view requirements with manual control appear to be so great that more confidence
is needed in the validity of the predicted irwake disturbance environment on
which this analysis is predicated before these expectations can be converted
into design requirements for field of view which are, in turn, based on high
authority, high bandwidth flight control systems.

IlowA=

of The field of view (FOV) from the aircraft cockpit required to see a point
rof egard on the recovery area during an approach to hovering over the area is

a function of (a) the location of the point of regard itself on the ship, (b)
the airoraft orientation, and (o) the relative position of the aircraft with
respect to the ship, but the FOV may be restricted by cockpit occlusions.

We have illustrated how the location of the point of regard on the ship
and how the relative position of the undisturbed aircraft with respect to the
ship affect the pilot's field of view from several types of approaching tra-
jectories. The field-of-view requirements will be greatest near the ship in
hovering and near-hovering flight above the recovery area.

In addition to the undisturbed aircraft field-of-view requirements, we have
illustrated how the effects of rotational and translational disturbances in the
controlled aircraft motion combine to inoresse further the hovering and near-
hovering field-of-view requirements.

Two examples o perturbed field-of-view requirements are presented:
(1) from •0 ft range-to-go (to the hovering point) on a constant relative
bearing trajectory and (2) from the hovering point itself 40 ft above the
center of the landing pad. In hovering at zero rarngeto-go, the vertical field
of view required to observe (plus or minus) one standard daviation of the upper
port corner of the hangar would be -34 + 20 Ieg over the nose, assuming maximum
sideslip and horizontal pitch attitude. The corresponding (ptus or minus)
standard deviation in the lateral field of view would be + 19 deg. If instead,
one were to assume no sideslip, the same vertical field rquirement would apply,
but the lateral requirement would become -28 + 19 deg (negative left of the nose
for an approach from the starboard quarter o:-the ship). In addition, while
hovering at zero range-to-go, the vertical field of view required to observe
(plus or minus) one standard deviation of the most forward line-up light would
increase to -53 715 dug, but the lateral requirement would become -22 + 22 deg,
assuming no sideslip.

Finally, even with W0 ft of range still to go on the constant bearing
trajectory, the vertical field of view required to observe (plus or minual
one standard deviation of the center of the landing pad would be -43 + 24 dag,
- the lateral requirement would become -20 + 17 dog, assuming no sileslip.
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These extreme estimates of variability confirm the desirability, from the
standpoint of reducing field-of-view requirements, of providing visual cues and
visual aids above the hangar for assisting the pilot in arresting the approach
and providing hovering guidance.

MUM'zo.

If airwske turbulence should prove to be as upsetting in reality as the
present model suggests, the airceaft with its control system needs to achieve
higher crossover frequencies in translational degees of freedom - higher
than is typical of current helicopter practice. Depending on technique, this may
also require higher crossover frequencies in roll and pitch axesn This may
require a careful tradeoff of the roles of manual and automatic control in
order to keep the pilot's intermittent/divided attention noise from compromising
precision in station-keeping.

M=TUI VZTI&TL IXUW-OP-VZW

This appendix outlines the procedure for determining external visual field.
of-view requirements. Each of the four major steps in the procedure will be
described briefly and partitioned into subsidiary tasks, for which there are
six supporting working papers to help the interested analyst in carrying out
the technical details. The six working paperg are identified by reference
number. The interactive procedure for determining field-of-view requirements
presently also includes two small HP-67/97 computer programs supplied with the
corresponding working paper to aid the analyst. The six working papers can be
obtained at cost from the technical librarian of Systems Technology, Inc.

Step I - Kinem.tic Representation of Aircraft Approach Trajeotories to a
Landing Pad on a Moving Ship or Shore-Based Site ýRef. 9)

The first step in the procedure is to define the intended approach trajectory
of the aircraft with respect to the recovery area on a moving ship or shore-
based site. The pertinent coordinate transformations and kinematic relationships
for a point-mass aircraft are employed. The results of this step include the
sequence of nominal operating points in terms of range, bearing, and altitude
with respect to the terminal station-keeping or hovering point over the pad
as a function of time. The specific tasks for this step require that the
analyst:

a. Specify ship velocity, if appropriate; specify desired
type of approach traj ecs6ory, deceleration, and terminal
station-keeping or hovering coordinates of aircraft.
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b. Define position coordinates of a point-rmss aircraft
relative to the terminal hovering point over the pad as
a function of time (HP-67/97 program is available for
constant relative bearing, rectilinear, and constant
sink rate; Tymwhare PDP-10 program, for homing).

stop 11-- Pilot/vehicle Performance

The second step in the procedure is to estimate what effects pilot.
controlled vehicle (rigid-body) motions about the vehicle center of mass will
have on perturbations in following the sequence of operating points during the
course of a typical approach. The procedure has been described in Refs. 10
and 11. This requires the quantification (Ref. 12) and exercising (Ref. 6)
of an analtical model of the pilot-plus.vehicle executing the intended approach
trajectory under the influence of turbulence, ship motion, degraded visibility,
and pilot variability (e.g., an caused by divided attention to several control
and monitoring taskA during the approaoh). The results of this task are
quantitative relationships between the trajectory variables, ship motionsý,
turbulence, and piloting noise on the one hand and the variability in the angular
and translational kinematics of the aircraft on the other. The results of
Step 11 are described in Ref. 6.

Step III - Visual Element Motion Analysis

The third step in the procedure is to convert the sequence of operating
points along the approach trajectories, as well as the perturbations about
these trajectories, into corresponding apparent angular kinematics ascribed
to a set of essential visual elements in the pilot's external field of view.
In this study the essential visual elements are the deck pad and hangar delinea-
tion for a DD963 class of destroyer (Raef. 1 and 2), whi.ch has a 40 ft-by-
60 ft recovery area and a 40 ft wide-by-20 ft high hangar face. The results
of Step III are presented in Ref. 5. The specific tasks for Step III requirethat the analyst: .

a. From the sequence of nominal trajectory operating pointsin Step I identify geometric forms (and their sensitivity

functions5 of essential elements or referents in the visual
a function of meteorological conditions affecting centrast

and visual acuity (Ref. 13).W Reference I may be consulted
for details of recovery aids and area geometry.

b. Bfy means of the necessary coordinate transformations and
kinematic representations, relate nominal aircraft trajectory
motions and positions in Step I to angular motions and
positions of essential referents in the pilot's forward
visual hemisphere (Ref. 14 and HP=67/97 program).

*Obseivation thresholds are based on contrast, visual acuity. Pilot indif-

ference thresholds, in turn, are based on observation thresholds and4 tolerances on precision required for the task.
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a. By means of perturbed linearized coordinate transformations
and kinematic representations, relate disturbances in ship
and aircraft motions and positions to variability in the
nominal angular motions and positions of essential referents
in the pilot's forward visual hemisphere (Ref. 7).

d. Superimpose angular measures of variability (e.g., root-;+ mean-squares) in Stop a on nominal motions and positions
of essential referents in Step b (Ref. 7).

e. Partition contributions to variability from ship motion,
atmospheric turbulence, and pilot-induced noise in
Step In (Ref. 6).

Step IV - Field-of-View Requirements

Combining in Step I1d the "nominal" angular motions end positions of
essential referents from Step I1Ib with the estimates of variability in these
same nominal motions and positions from Step 111o allows the analyst to define
explicitly the location of essential visual cues (for guidance and control of
the aircraft) within the pilot's forward visual hemisphere from which field-
of-view requirements can be established. Furthermore the source of each
contribution, whether nominal or variable with some probability, can be identi-
fied. Thus, similarly appearing variations with different causes could be
identified as potential sources of ambiguity in interpretation. The concluding
assessments of field-of-view requirements from the examples examined in this
fourth step are presented in this paper. The specific tasks in Step IV require
that the analyst:

a. Establish probable bounds on the forward hemispheric field I
of view which includes the essential cues and referents
from Step I1d. 1

b. Based on the apparent geometric sensitivity funotions
(Step Ilia), and the acceptable range of the pilot's gain
adaAptation, estimate the conkrative usefulness of the
available cues fnv the guidance and control of the
aircraft; and identify essential areas within the probable
bounds on the field of view from Step IVa for perception
of guidance and control cues.

c. Estimate minimum field-of-view boundaries which include
essential areas.

d. Compare results with typical cockpit occlusions and fields
of view for head-up displays.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with two extensions of event-driven display technology
for proximity and force-torque sensor data: (a) Higher level automation for
event data processing and display. (b) The operator's vocal interaction with
the display controller. Both extensions are aimed at the performance enhance-
ment of remote manipulator control systems. The paper describes the technical
details of voice-commanding the display by a discrete word recognition system,
and elaborates on the task-related algorithms driving the display. These
algorithms include the capability of automatically changing the format or
contents of the display to provide the operator with the most appropriate
information on the task execution. The manipulator system in which the new
display concepts are being tested includes both manual and supervisory con-
trol implemented on a dedicated mini- and microcomputer network. In computer-
based supervisory control the displays help the operator evaluate how well
the computerized control is being performed in the absence of specific, new
supervisory inputs and to intervene, if necessary.

I. INTRODUCTION

The general problem of constructing event-related information displays
from diverse and multi-dimensional data generated by proximity, force-torque
and tactile sensors integrated with the end effector of a robotic arm has
been treated in a previous paper (Ref. 1). Event-driven sensor information
displays provide a convenient means by which the operator's attention can be
focused on control goals or subgoals expressed in terms of sensor data. The
implementation of event-driven displays requires the development and use of
real-time algorithms which coordinate and evaluate sensor data based on pre-
defined control events and drive an appropriate display conveying the event
information to the operator.
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Manipulator control tasks can be subdivided into subtasks which can bereferenced to sensor data and defined as sensory events. Each event may havea variety of characteristic parameters. The development of general purposeevent-driven displays requires, thus, that the display drive algorithm beflexible in the sense that changing control goals or subgoals can easily beaccommodated by simple changes in the algorithmic parameters to match the
needs of a given control task.

The development of event-driven displays requires the consideration ofvarious technical and human factors issues. E.g., how to integrate differentdisplays into a coherent working format? How much and what kind of detailedinformation the operator should be exposed to in addition to the event infor-mation? How should the operator control the displays?

Event-driven displays are expected to improve overall control perfor-mance for several reasons. First, they can simplify on-line control deai-sions. Second, they can reduce perceptive/cognitive workload on the humanoperator in a real-time control environment. Third, they can reduce errors
caused by human factor effects.,

Extensions to event-driven display techniques have been developed whichprovide more task-relevant information to the operator, reduce his workload,and give him better control of the displays. More task-relevent informationhas been provided to the operator by combining hand geometry data with thesensor data to show him both the sensor pictorial and the corrective controlrequired to reach a desired end state. The operator's workload has beenreduced through extension of the concept of event detection and annunciationto one where the displays' qontents are automatically modified depending ontask performance. Voice control of the display system state and parametershas been developed to permit the operator to modify the display without hav-ing to use his hands for display control or move his head to scan severaldisplays for different information. These extensions thus enable teleoper-ated and sensor referenced manipulator tasks to be performed more reliably,more efficiently, and with a lower consumption of resources.

Section 1I describes the content and use of the new algorithms and dis-play formats which extend event-driven display technology by employing higherlevel automation for sensor data processing. Section III describes the pres-ent status and use of voice controlled graphics displays. Conclusions aresumuarised in Section IV. Plans for future work are included in Sections 11and III. Appendix A provides a brief description of the Advanced TeleoperatorDevelopment Laboratory at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory where this work was
performed.

II. AUTOMATION TECHNIQUES FOR DISPLAY CONTROL

Successful manipulator control, in both manual and computer control modes,requires, in general, that the operator knowt what is to be done, what thestatus of the task (man/machine/object/environment) is, and what control deci-sions must be made to complete the task. The terminal/compliance phase of
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I
manipulator motion--when the mechanical hand is near to or in contact with the
object--is characterized by a high density of diverse and rapidly changing
sensor data which have to be evaluated in real time for successful control.
Experimental studies indicate (Refs. 2 and 3) that 25-502 of typical manipu-
lator control task time is spent in the terminal/compliance phase of manipu-
lator motion and most errors and failures occur during this phase of motion
control.

The information that the operator needs during the terminal/compliance
phase of manipulator motion control includes arm geometry, arm geometry rates,
object parameters, environmental parameters, hand configuration, contact
forces and torques, contact area pressure distribution and slip once the
object has been grasped, etc. Much of the operator's workload can be elimi-
nated if he does not have to be responsible for sequencing displays,
changing coordinate frames, or making fine quantitaLive interprets.
tions from TV or graphics display data. Fortunately, appropriate event-
driven displays can do many of these things for him automatically.

1. Encounter Raesime Displays

Encounter regime display control problems come into effect when the
mechanical hand is near to or in contact with the object to be handled or
avoided. The encounter regime, a term chosen to emphasize the information
aspects of the terminal/compliance phase of the manipulator motion, is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 1. Here a manipulator is approaching a block
resting on a table, and the operator must align the hand to the block prior
to grasping it. Without the ability to randomly position TV camera, as
distinct from pointing them, the operator will need precise information about
the relative location of the hand to the table, and the relative location and
orientation of the hand to the block. This quantitative data can be provided
by hand based proximity sensors (Refs. 4 and 5). The dashed lines in Figure 1
indicate the lines of sight of four finger mounted proximity sensors.

The coordinates associated with the encounter regime are shown in Figure 2.
The d Is are the path lengths detected by the proximity sensors. As seen from
the 4 ist of the manipulator the approach angle is equivalent to yaw and the

hover angle to roll. By changing the separation between the fingers the d1and d2 measurements can be used both to find the approach angle and find tie
sides of the object (block). Note that the singularity (s-O) is not reached
in the latest JPL sensor configuration due to the location of the proximity
sensors in the fingers. Figure 3A and 33 show the encounter regime and the
proximity sensor display respectively with the hand misaligned. Figures 4A

A7A
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and 4B show the encounter regime and the proximity sensor display with the
hand aligned. In these figures the hand is shown schematically together with
four bars indicating the di's of Figure 2. The bar lengths are proportional
to the di's. At the bottom of the display the required corrective control is

shown. In Figure 3 a large approach angle (yaw) error Is shown. In Figure 4
that error has been eliminated. The error is much easier to see from the
automatically monitored error bar under the A than it is from comparing the
relative lengths of the dL's visually or from examining the scene in a TV
view.

2. Hvewn-Controlled Displays

Changes in sensor data can automatically effect changes in both display
formats and display parameters thus matching the particular information
required for manipulation motion control to different phases of the task.
Consider the task where the operator wants to move a manipulator from a safe
uncluttered area to one with a rich environment, locate and pick up an
object, and remove it to an uncluttered area. To perform this task the oper-
ator will need general TV views, detailed proximity information, and a knowl-
edge of the forces and torques. Contact pressures and areas may also be
useful.

Throughout the manipulative cask many different displays and display
modes are required. The displaý requirements during a groes motion phase of
a task are not the same as tho~e in the encounter regime* Similarly even
within the encounter rsgime t~he operator may want proximity data combined in
a single view with touch or ither sensor data merged or separate from any
TV camera views that are available. The event controlled display technology
described here have been i-nplemented using the first three data types described
above, shown separately f-:om the TV scene data.

Photographs of the three displays employed are presented in Figures 5, 6,
and 7. The proximity sansor scene displayed corresponds to the case where the
hand is level over, say, a table top and no object is in front of the fingers.
The force/torque displa.ys show both the quantitative forces and torques, in
ounces and inch-ounces respectively, as well as graphical bar representations
of the data. For each bar zero is in the center of the screen, positive data
values generate a bar to the right, and negative values a bar to the left.
In the combined, "dual", display both proxim'iity and force/torque data are dis-
played, although in reduced scale.

A transition diagram for the six subtaska required to perform this sce-
nario are given in Figure 8. At (1) the manipulator is in the safe condition.
The proximity only display is enabled to focus his attention on getting into
the encounter regime and aligning the manipulator to the object without acci-
dental collision. When alignment has occurred, (2), the displays should show
both proximity and forces and torque. Together with the TV display this allows
the object to be touched without large unknown forces and while maintaining
alignment. At this point, (3), the operator removes the biases in the force/
torque readings caused by cables and gravity and initiates the grasp process.
As the object is grasped, knowledge of the forces and torques becomes of para-
mount importance and the force/torque only display mode is entered, (4). As
the object is lifted its contact with environment is reduced, (5), and once
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again the combined proximity and force/torque display is desired. As the
object is moved into a still less cluttered environment, the hand biases may
be restored as they are manipulator geometry and gravity vector dependent so
that the operator has a full view of the manipulator loads. The manipulator
is then brought into the safe region, (6). Note that if the object is to be
placed in a new rich environment steps (2) to (6) may be repeated several
times. A substantial workload is placed on the operator to manage these dis-
play mode transfers particularly when he may already be using his hands to
control the manipulator through supervisory computer control or through dual
joy stick control. The problem are compounded if the operator is employ-
ing two manipulators to perform a task.

Automatic event mode switching can alleviate much of the display control
workload. The conditions for steps (2), (4), and (5) can be detected using
event detection logic and the mode switches automated. This scheme has been
implemented and is undergoing testing and evaluation. This automatic mode
switching is expected to reduce the operator's workload whether the manipula-
tor is directly controlled in a manual mode or whether it is controlled in a
supervisory mode.

3. Plans

Automatic display mode switching is still in an initial phase of develop-
ment. Subsequent work is planned, first, to refine the definitions of "display
state transitions" or "display mode switchings." A fundamental concaern is to
guarantee stability and continuity in the human perception of the overall con-
trol task. Second, to conduct performance tests emphasizing the human response
to the automatic display mode switching, during the test evaluation. The
plans also include the design and implementation of new display formats which
can simplify the perception of complex multivariable error states.

III. VOICE CONTROL OF DISPLAYS

The development of voice controlled displays, displays whose parameter.,
format, data bass, event detection logic, or state transition matrix can be
changed by the operator's voice commands, alleviates a major bottleneck in the

man-machine interface: the problem of his hands bounding the manipulator
man-machine communication channel bandwidth, and enables the man to perform
more functions in a simultaneous, coordinated fashion.

Voice controlled displays can be applied to either manual or computer
control modes. In either mode they enable the operator to focus on the prin-
cipal displays and control functions and to monitor task progress without
interruption. To change display modes the operator is not required to remove
his hands from, say, either the joint angle joy sticks or a computer console.

In most applications the commands voiced by the operator do not have to
be verified as they would for voice control of the arm itself. This distinc-
tion occurs becauses the changes to the displays are in the information
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feedback, not in the task execution feed forward where changes can cause the
task to be done incorrectly. To recover for a mis-voiced display command the
operator need only voice new commands to cycle back through the display tran-
sition matrix to the desired state.

1. Implementation

Figure 9 shows the voice control display transition matrix implemented.
As before, the proximity, dual, and force/torque circles shown denote display
modes. In addition, a monitor mode has been added. This monitor function
globally restores all the display parameters and; transition sequences
to a known state, include the disabling of event modes. The transition
between states can be made by tht operators voicing the desired destination
state, e.g., "proximity", "both" (for dual), "force" (for force/torque), or
"monitor". In the proximity or force/torque states the operator may also
enter commands by voice or keyboard to control event parameters (magnitude,
tolerance, status (on/off), or effect).

The syntax diagram is given in Figure 10. The syntax contains two pri-
mary control words, "camera" and "display" which constrain the word list over
which a search for a match is made. In this way a higher word recognition
reliability can be maintained, and a faster match can be achieved. The key-
board and voice display commands are shown in Table I. A cursory view of the
computer network employed is shown in Figure 11. The network computers each
are dedicated to specific functions. The Interdata microcomputer to arm com-
mands and control, the Nova microcomputer (in an Interstate Electronics dis-
crete word recognition system) to voice message generation, and the Z-80
microcomputer to real time displays (Refs. 6 and 7). Note.that the loop for
control of the TV cameras is included for completeness, although it is not
yet implemented, except in the discrete word recognition command vocabulary.

Thu: far the voice command of displays has been tested to verify that
the voice command system works reliably in a noisy laboratory environment,
to discover where changes to the vocabulary should be made because words have
too similar a sound, and to begin to evaluate the presently implemented dis-
play commands. While most words are recognized adequately (>95% accuracy
with training) in the laboratory environment, some words are confused and
modifications will have to be made to the command word list. For example,
while the words "force" and "first" are natural and task related they are
difficult for the voice system to reliably separate. Thus one or the other
should be modified to a new natural word. Similarly, while most of the dis-
play commands, formats and state changes are useful, some additions are needed
to give the operator the ability to change the parameter sets in a more task
related manner.

2. Plans

The plans include the conduct of experiments using alternative command
vocabularies and the increase of the variety of display modes which can be
controlled by voice commands. There are two basic concerns: (a) the voice
recognition reliability and (b) the naturalness of command words and syntax.
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TABLE 1

KEYBOARD AND VOICE DISPLAY COMMANDS

Word(s) Effect

Remove Clear display. Transfers control to monitor

Proximity Turns on proximity display

Force Turns on force/torque display

Both Turns on combined display

First Selects first set of event parameters

Second Selects second not of event parameters

MaSnitude, nnn Sets magnitude parameter for event mode*

Tolerance, nnn Sets tolerance parameter for event mode*

Event Enables event mode

Off Disables event mode

Auto Enables automated display transition j

Bias Biases force/torque data. Current data shown is 0

Clear Clears bias. Real force/torque data shown

XYZ.V Enable X, Y, Z or Vector force event modes

1,2,3,4 Enable one of four proximity event modes

• nnn Decimal quantity. Os units for force. 0.1 inch
units for proximity

Different parameter lists are kept for forces and proximity.
Parameters can be entered from corresponding display mode.

It is also planned to implement the control of the TV cameras by discrete
words commands.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The higher level automation of sensor data display control and the voice
control of displays open as yet unexplored avenues to improve the utility of
displays for remote manipulator control. Performance tests are required to
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evaluate the benefits of both developments in quantitative terms. However,
the developments and experiments accomplished thus far suggest their value
and areas for futher development. In particular, further developments are
required to fully integrate event displays with TV displays of the visual
work scene.
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APPENDIX A
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Advanced Teleoperator Develcpment Laboratory contains: two manipula-
tor systems (a CURV parallelogram linkage slave system and an anthropomorphic
master/slave system); a discrete word recognition system from Interstate Elec-
tronics containing a NOVA 2 computer; a VOTRAX speech synthesis unit; a dis-
play system driven by a Z-80 microprocessor capable of realtims black and
white and color graphics displays; an Interdata Model 70 computer for arm
control in either supervisory or manual control modes; and a multiple input
control panel capable of position and rate inputs through potentiometers or
joysticks. The laboratory occupies three separate rooms devoted tot 1) the
manipulators and their hardware and software development; 2) a control sta-
tion and voice input development; and 3) display and sensor development,
respectively. The details of the laboratory are presented in 5 and 6. An
overview is shown in Figure 11.

The three principal elements employed in the work described here are the
discrete word recognition system, the'arm based sensors, and the display sys-
tem. During testing and evaluation the Interdata control computer, the manipu-
lators, and the control hardware and software will be employed. The task sce-
narios, the operator procedures, the supervisory software, and the control
modes are important in all phases of this work.

The VOTRAX speech recognition system is capable of storing patterns for
several hundred discrete words. Each pattern consists of 240 bits of data
related to the energy content versus time for a number of frequency bands. To
reduce the number of word patterns that must be matched, both speeding up the
match process as well as increasing its accuracy, the number of permissible
words can be limited at any one time. Presently for either manipulator or
display control the operator is constrained to know and follow a prescribed
syntax to communicate his message. For example, the sequence "display","proximity" is valid and would cause the proximity display to appear where

"display", "camera", "proximity" would leave the VOTRAX in a syntax state
expecting further camera related inputs and would have no effect on the dis-
play system.

The proximity sensors measure the intensity of the light reflected by an
object placed in front of them. They contain a matched light-emitting diode
and photodetector plus associated optics and optical filters. New designs
couple the electro-optical components to the manipulator hand with fiber
optic bundles simplifying the system design and improving its performance.
To reject ambient light the emitted light is amplitude modulated and a syn-
chronous detector employed. If the sensed object's surface parameters (spec-
tral and spatial reflectivity) are known or can be controlled, accuracies of
0.3 cm or less are possible for a sensor with a range of 15.0 cm following
calibration.

The force-torque sensors were manufactured by Vicarm, now with Unimation,
and contain 16 semiconductor strain gauges mounted on a cruciform bridge.
These gauges are in pairs to reduce thermal effects. The eight resultant
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readings can be transformed to sensed forces and torques through a 6W8
calibration matrix. Using the 16 most significant of the 48 elements, an
accuracy of 5% can be achieved. The useful range of the sensors is 0.5 to
300 N.

The display system consists of a 2-80 microprocessor based computer for
software development and display driving, color and black and vhite TV inter-
faces, and interfaces to the anthropomorphic and CUtV arms. The interface to
the CURV arm provides all of the feedback signals that are available to the
Interdata control computer@ i.e., proximity and force/torque data, arm joint
angles, finger separation, grip force, etc. The computer proper is built of
standard 5-100 bus components and has 56 k bytes of memory; dual floppy disks;
and four serial, 10 parallel and 7 analog I/0 channels.
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ABSTRACT

This work is concerned with extended quickening, a technique to facilitate
human control over higher order plants with weak damping. In this technique
the signals displayed are the quickened plant output and the quickened refer-
ence input. The quickened output Is a weighted sum of the lant output and
its derivatives, the role of which is to stabilize the feedback loop. The
quickened reference input is a weighted sum of values of future 'reference In-
put, which makes it possible to achieve high quality tracking. The technique
is examined and evaluated under the following three conditions: 1) imperfect
measurement of plant state variables (estimation of plant output derivatives),
2) presence of input noise, and 3) presence of additional time delay. Experi-
mints conducted with a triple integrator plant confirmed that the technique Is
still effective under these nonideal conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Feedback controllers for higher order undamped systems must include first
and higher order derivative actions to achieve the closed loop stability. In
manual control, It is extremely difficult for the human operator to visually
extract second and/or higher order derivatives of the displayed signal. There-
fore, most human operators cannot control third or higher order plants with
little or no damping with conventional compensatory or pursuir display [1].
To overcome this problem, Birming ham and Taylor [2) proposed the signal quick-
aning technique tn whtch a wetghted sum of the plant output and its derivatives

(a quickened output) is displayed in place of the output Itself. The tech-
nique has been extended to incorporate future reference trajectory Information
to achieve a high quality tracking [3]. In the extended quickening in [3],
future trajectory information is processed by a computer to generate a quick-
ened reference which becomes the target for the quickened output under human
control. A method for deteminin9 extended quickening parameters has been
established based on discrete opttmal control theory, and effectiveness of the
technique for a triple integrator plant has been experimentally confirmed [3].

This paper further examines the extended quickening technique from a real-
Istic point of view. Namely, we will consider the following points which were
ignored in the previous study:

a, Estimation of derivatives of the plant output required for
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constructing the quickened output,

b. effects of plant input noise; its location and strength,

c. effects of a pure time delay in the plant.

OVERVIEW OF EXTENDED QUICKENING

Figure 1 shows the overall picture of the extended quickening experiment
discussed in this paper.* As In the previous paper [3], a triple integrator
is Implmented on an analog computer. An LSI- 1 microcomputer is used for
generating reference trajectories, estimating first and second order deriva-
tives of the plant output, computing extended quickened signals (quickenedplant output and quickened reference trajectoyraiigapr tid
portion of the controlled plant and on-line data acquisition. The extended
quickened signals are displayed on a CRT with a 12,7 cm diameter. The quick-

ened reference signal is dimplayed by a dot in the center of the screen and
its travelling distance on t e screen is approximately +0.8 cm. The quickened
plant output is displayed by two dots placed both sides of the quickened refer-
ence. The distance between subject and display is about So cm. The human
operator moves the joystick so that the quickened output follows the quickenedreference trajectory. The signal from the joystick is delayed through shift
registers in computer software and then is applied to the triple integrator.
The reference trajectory is a Gauss-Markov random signal which was generated

• "1

0. Equtckened

0 +
* now tame into F-r-h-etne

• ' future

Yquickened +4

Ftg.1 Extended Quickening

at's and bj's in Figure 1 are the extended quickening parameters. They
are detemined by the optimal control procedure described In _3]. The
sampling pitiod At in thIs paper is 0.025 sec (same as in [3]).
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by a second order digital filter excited by a Gaussian white signal. An ap-
proximate bandwidth of the reference signal is 1.5 rad/sec. Each experimental
run comprised a 100 second performance test preceded by a 20 second warming up
period. The subject had an ample amount of training before the data was taken.

STATE ESTIMATOR AND INPUT DISTURBANCE IN EXTENDED QUICKENING

Computation of the quickened output requires the derivatives of the out-
put. In [33, the derivatives were directly measured on the analog computer.
However, this kind of direct measurement is usually not possible. In such
cases, the missing derivatives must be estimated from the plant input and out-
put data. Beside the state estimation problem, input noise or disturbance Is
unavoidable in most practical situations. In this section, the extended quick-
ening is Investigated under realistic conditions that an input noise Is
applied to the plant and that a Kalman filter is used as a state estimator.
We do not consider the pure time delay in this section.

The whole scheme is depicted in Figure 2. A random disturbance is added
to the controlling input to the triple integrator plant. It is a Gaussian
white signal with variance W. The controlling input of human operator and the
plant output are assumed to be the only measurable quantities and they are fed
to the LS -11 computer. The quantization error of the A/D converter is con-
sidered as measurement noise with covariance V.

b0 Ext enedquickened wE÷• OfDsturbance •

E Dsly Human Plant

now time into. .
future ""

A/D-- Noise - A/.,D_-]:

Ftg. Extnde Quikenig wth Sate Estimator AI
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Estimator Design

The plant equation and output equation are given by

E •(k+l) x M + m(k) + w(k) (1)

ylk) • C Ap(k) + v(k) (2)

where A•' and BI are the same matrices as in [33 .C [ £1 0 03 and w(k) and v(k)

are Input and measurement noise respectively. To simplify the estimator de-
sign, it is assumed that w(k) and v(k) are both zero mean, white Gaussian
noise processes and that they are uncorrelated. The state of the plant is
then estimated by the discrete time Kalman filter

•(k+llk) A (klk) + !u(k) (3)

Zg(k+llk+l) - 4(k+llk) + f[y(k+l) - Ci(k+llk)3 (4)

F.•McTE[cMcT ,+vJ"l (5)

where •(k+!lk) denotes the best estimiate of x (k+l) based on the output data

Yk F iy(J)}•-o £ is the Kalman filter gain and r is the steady state solution
of the Riccati equation,

_(k+l) •p Zlk)4 + * w (6)

1(k) - M(k) - _(k)CT [_ 1.(k) Ce + V_'"1 C (k) (7)

The covariance of the measurement noise, V, was selected to be 6.0 x 0-8

(volt 2 ) based on the standard deviation which was found from the A/D conversion
of a very stable voltage.

The Kalman filter gain was calculated using this value of V and the given
covariance of the input distrubance, W. Table 1 contains the Kalman filter
gains for various values of W. Generally speaking, the larger the covariance
of the input disturbance, the higher the Kalman filter gains. This causes a
displayed output signal to be too shaky for W larger than 0.0001. The shaky
displayed signal was found to be not helpful but confusing to the human operator.
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W f f f3

0.0556 0.0333 0.0099
ioE 0.0875 0.1306 0.0975
10-4 0.1631 0.5518 0.9337

o102 0.3117 2.2968 8.4672
ad hoc 0.35 2.5 8.0

V-6.0 10"..

Table 1. Kalman Filter Gains

Effect of Filter Gain

The first set of experiments was conducted to examine the closed loop be-
havior with different combinations of feedback (or quickening) gains obtained
with selected values of the design parameter w.*

Figure 3 shows the effects of the preview time upon the time average (RMS)
tracking error and RMS controlling input. The data in the figure are normal-
ized with respect to the RMS tracking error and controlling input for the zero
preview case under the ideal consition [331 i.e. direct measurement of output
derivatives and no input noise. RMS values of the tracking error and control-
ling input are both improved as preview time is increased. The performance in
term of RMS tracking error is better in the case with w w 0.01 than with
w a 0.1. However, the smaller w Is more demanding to the human in terms of
controlling effort. We can see paradoxical results that the smaller the input
noise covarlance, the larger the RMS tracking error. This Is due to the pole
location of the Kalman filter (see Figure 4). We used the steady state Kalman
filter as a state estimator and the gain was computed solely from this W and V.
As can be found in Figure 4, the filter poles are asymptotic to the origin as
W is decreased; namely, the steady state Kalman filter is asymptotic to the
open loop estimator, the dynamics of which are identical to the limitedly
stable plant dynamics. So It is not desirable to use a filter gain computed
with a too smal1 W. Therefore it was decided to use the estimator gain which
gives the estimator poles labeled X in Figure 4 regardless of the value of in-
put noise covariance. It was an 'ad hoc' approach, but worked in the experi-
ment.

Figure 5 shows the effect of the preview time upon the RMS error and con-
trolling input when the 'ad hoc' estimator gain was used. It is interesting
that the input covariance does not have strong effect upon the tracking perfor-
mance.

• See [3] for the definition of w and determination of gains.
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Fig.4 Location of Estimator Poles for Selected
Values of Input Noise Covariances

(Poles in z-plane have been converted to these
in s-plane)
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I w

10 0
1.5 0 I0 2  1 2.0

2.02.O

01.5 0oSI I

a0.5
1,0

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 6
PREVIEW TIME (sac) PREVIEW TIME (sac)

Fig.5 Effect of Input Disturbance with the 'ad hoc' Kalman Filter
Gain

(Data Normalized with Respect to the Zero Preview Case under Perfect
State Measurement and No Input Noise [33)

Effect of Noise Location

To investigate the effect of input noise location, experiments were con-
ducted with input noise applied to the plant as show, in Figure 6. Again, the
'ad hoc' estimator gain was used in this set of experiments. Figure 7 shows
the experimental data. It can be seen that the lnput nois applied at location
2 requires more contorlllng effort of the human operator than the noise at
location 1. This is due to the fact that the noise effect on the plant output
is more evident when the noise location is closer to the output. Except for
"controlling Input, the perfomance Improvement by preview takes place essen-
tially in the same pattern as before. This confinns that the 'ad hoc' estima-
tor works for supplying the missing output derivatives.

Disturbance
S 2

FIG.6 Input Noise Location
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0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3. 4 5
PREVIEW TIME (sec) PREVIEW TIME (sec)

Fig.7 Effect of Input Disturbance for Different Locations
(Data Normalized with Respect to the Zero Preview Case under
Perfect State Measurement and No Input Noise [3])

INCLUSION OF A PURE TIME DELAY IN THE PLANT

To study the extended quickening in a little more complicated situation,

a pure time delay Is added to the triple integrator plant. In this section,
the output derivatives are measured directly from the plant. Also, input
noise is not considered.

Determination of Parameters in Extended Quickening

An added pure time delay rd increases the dimension of the discrete time
model of the plant. The overal plant model is given by Eq (3) in [3] preceded
by d -step time delay where Nd W Td/At and At is the sampling period. As

Sp
in [3), the human operator Is first modelled to be a pure time delay L, which
corresponds to d-step delay zd (d - L/At). Therefore, the open loop human

plant dynamics are given by Eq (3) In [3] preceded by z(d + Nd), and the
determination of the extended quickening parameters (i.e. feedback gains and
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feed forward gains) can be done similarly as in [3]. It should be noted that
the dimension of the matrix Riccati equation in the present case becomes
(3 d +d d) x (3 +dp+d).

The structure of extended quickening for the plant with a pure time delay,
is depicted In Flgure 8. The portion of the structure inside the dashed line
can be viewed aS human operator. The reason for this is the same as in [33.

rquickened Human Plant

- "I .. y

gh5

"' iad '�'-L * d(Nd) Xd(2) Xd(u Rsl t

summarized inrFig ure 9. Fom Ethned fiureneind thate on Op'i are nontro

affete byece vapur e s tim dea asnoprdw to.1 the notelady cst e (3]utando thatte
feedbak gais foroutpu deivtie become larwere asmptdiinraed. Thul sae

gdt' (t 1,2...Nd) nd ggd"

is because a larger time delay requires a stronger damping for the closed loop
s tabili tty.

Effect of Time Delay

An experiment was conducted to examine the effect of different sets of
feedback gains obtained by varying the length of the time delay, and to verify
the performance improvement that can be achieved by extended quickening. In
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Td (sec) gpl gp2  gp3 gh6

0.0 4' 0 ,160 0.1680.2 0.175 0.2020.4 0.190 0.238
0.2 0.0757 80.2 -0.91290.60.205 .0.278
0.8 0.220 0.320
1.0 4 0.235 0.366

x10-
2

1.0 [

00

SI 0000
SI ghlgh

I~0I0.5 06000 00

: ~I I I0 °°SII

0.3 I L- 41 " o
Ida 0.6 gd1"-gd16

SL_ 0.8 gdl "'gd24 •
S_ . 1 .... 0g d 1 " ' g d 3 2 •
S~~gdl "'gd40 "

H I
0.0

(* Indicated Td In sec.)

Fig.9 gpand gh's (w-0.1)
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the experiment, the time delay was implemented by comnuter software: i.e.

equations for Nd stage delay chain were included in t e computer program.

Theoretically, all the stored data in the shift register must be fed back as
well as plant output and its derivatives. From Figure 9, however, feedback
gains for the delay chain are orders of magnitudes smaller than other feedback
gains, gpl, gp2 and gp3. Hence the first set of experiments was conducted
ignoring the feedback from the delay chain. Figure 10 indicates that the RMS
tracking error and controlling input become larger as Td increases. It can
also be found that the larger the time delay, the more the controlling effort.
For -rd - 0.6 sec, It is very difficult to control the plant. However, the
performance Improvement by preview is as expected.

d(sec)

0.0 01
002 2.0

0o.6 '°

l. 0

1.0 0 0
0 . 0 A A I

0 1 2 3 4 6 1 2 3 4 5

PREVIEW TIME (sec) PREVIEW TIME (sac)

Fig.l0 Effect of Time Delay -- No Feedback from Delay Chain
(Data Normalized with Respect to the Zero Preview Case under
Perfect State Measurement and Zero Delay Time)
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In the final set of experiments, the feedback of state in the delay chain
was Included. Since it was not practical to feedback every state in the delay
chain, we treated 8 delay elements as a group and used one feedback gain for
each group. Namely, the quickened output is

3 Nd/8
sp(k) r E a1 Xp(k) + E a• xde(¢-l) +1) (8)Val vCal d'N1 891+

where a1 8 1,a 2  gp2/gpl , a3 . gp3/gpl

ad ad8(.l)+1 + ad8(g.l)+2 + + 'd8t

4di gdt/gpl and Xd(l) is the I-th state In the delay chain as de-

fined in Figure 8.

0.0 0
~~ 1.8 0.2 1.

O 4:Y+'1.0 1.0

0.5 0.5 0

0.01 0.0 .,,
0 1 2 345 01 3 4 5

PREVIEW TIME (sac) PREVIEW TIME (sac)

Fig.ll Effect of Time Delay -- with Feedback from Delay Chain
(Data Normalized with Respect to the Zero Preview Case under
Perfect State Measurement and Zero Delay Time)
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Figure 11 shows the RMS data obtained by experiment. It can be seen that
the performance improvement is again the same pattern as before. Notice that
the RMS controlling Input Is much smaller relative to the case that the feed-
back loop from the delay chain was ignored. From these results, it was con-
cluded that the extended quickening technique is effective even in the pre-
sence of a pure time delay in the plant.

CONCLUSION

The extended signal quickening was Investigated from a practical viewpoint
which included:

1. Estimation of derivatives of the plant output required for
constructing the quickened output,

2. effects of plant input noise: Its location and strength,

3. effects of a pure time delay in the plant.

The extended quickening technique was found to be effective under the in-
fluence of Input noise and imperfect state measurement. The Kalman filter
with an 'ad hoc' gain was a good estimator for supplying and missing state
variables under a variety of conditions: different noise strength and loce-

!! tions.

The technique was also proved to be effective for the plant with a pure
time delay. As predicted by the theory, the experiments 'indicated that feed-
back fromt thE delay chain should be included for achievin a good performance.
The work reported in this paper is being continued to valtdate several assum-

iptons used In the study. One interesting question is whether a first order
lag with a pure time delay (Eq (15) in £3) is a good model of the human

* operator in the extended quickening.
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VISUAL SCENE PERCEPTION - FREQUENCY DOMAIN DATA AND MODEL
PARAMTER ESTIMATION PROCEDURE

by P.H. Wewerinke
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR

the Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Results of a theoretical study and an accompanying experiment are
presented concerning the visual scene perception process and its impact on
aircraft approach performance.

A variety-6f visual scene characteristics was represented by the
configurations involved. Their effect on approach performance and human
information procedsing (primarily in terms of observation noise spectra and
perceptual thresholds) was investigated utilizing a model of the visual scene
perception process. The model is based on linear perspective geometrical cues
and on relative (visual) motion cues and is combined with the optimal control
model.

In addition, results are presented of an automated model matching
prooeaure. Via'a first-order gradient method a matching criterion (involving
variances and frequency domain data) was minimized yielding a unique set of
observation noise model parameter values. These values led to the perceptual
thresholds associated with the visual cues involved.

INTRODUCTION

This study deals with the visual scene perception process and its
impact on the visual approach performance. This process is described
(modelled) on the basis of the linear perspective geometry and cues related

outside world.
After linearization of the mathematical relationships between the visual

cues and the aircraft state variables the model can be integrated in the
existing framework describing pilot-aircraft behavior (optimal control model).

A variety of visual scene characteristics have been represented by the
configurations involved in this study to validate the visual scene perception
model.

Specifically this paper describes a model matching procedure to derive
from the experimental data the "best" estimate of the observation noise
parameters of the model. These key model parameters are obtained by
minimizing a matching criterion involving variances, pilot describing
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function data and observation noise spectral density data via a first-order
gradient method. Finally, these values will lead to the perceptual threshold
values associated with the visual cues involved.

In addition, the experimental and model results will be discussed and
related to the visual scene characteristics incorporated in the various
configurations.

VISUAL SCENE PERCEPTION

The analysis of the visual scene perception process is extensively
described in references 1 and 2. A summary of this analysis will be presented
in this chapter yielding the background information for the following
chapters.

Based on a concise inventory of the most important characteristics
(cues) of the visual scene the visual scene perception process has been
described (modelled) on the basis of the linear perspective geometry and cues
related to the relative movement of the observer with respect to the outside
world. This amounts to mathematical relationships between these visual cues
and the aircraft state variables. After linearization this model could be
integrated in the existing framework describing pilot-aircraft behavior (the
optimal control model),

Ten configurations were selected representing various outside viewing
conditions and control modes (vertical lateral and two-axis control). The
configurations are summarized in table 1.

Model predictions were based on the assumptions concerning perceptual
thresholds of the various cues derived from the visual approach seone (shown
in figure 1), noise levels associated with observing these cues and the
interference among them. Values for these parameters were derived from
baseline experimental data supplemented by the psychophysical literature.
Based on these values a theoretical analysis was performed resulting in model
predictions of system scores and frequency domain measures (pilot describing
functions and observation noise spectra).

In addition, an experimental program was conducted to validate the

vimual scene perception model. The results of this experiment, involving the
above-mentioned configurations, were compared with the model predictions
providing a test of the hypotheses underlying the model (or: allowing a
verification of the values assumed for the model parameters).

The experimental results in terms of mean-squared system variables agreed
relatively well with the model predictionse (see refs. 1 and 2) showing the
predictive capability of the model. However, a more detailed comparison of
the frequency domain measures exhibited relatively large differences
primarily in the observation noise spectra. For this reason an automated model

N Once the assumption was made that there is no attentional interference

between the vertical and the lateral task (see chapter 3).
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matching procedure was followed yielding the "best" estimate of the observa-
tion noise parameters of the model, given the experimental data. This is
discussed in the next chapter.

MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION PROCEDURJE

In order to obtain a better agreement between the experimental and model
results in terms of the frequency domain measures, the model observation noise
Govariances were optimized (yielding a minimal matching criterion). Only this
model farameter was considered as a (dependent) variable, This was based on a
sensitivity analysis and previous modeling experience showing that the
observation noise covariances are the key model variables especially in this
specific stuod of the visual perception process.

The r6maining model Varameters which were kept constant throughout the
analysis *ere: a perceptual time delay of 0.2 see, a negligibly small motor
noise ratio and a neuromotor time constant of 0.25 sec (corresponding to
outer loop control).

Parameter estimation procedure

The matching criterion involved a weighed sum of (M) mean-squared (MS)
system variables, of the pilot describin-function gains (a) 'and phase angles
(P) of the (N) frequency points, and of the observation noise spectral
density values (0) of the (N) frequency points:

wL L(V L + L + L
"ty. ms yp on

•. with

M1i

LM C ams 1 (2a)

L * ~ ---- + (2b)
yp 2N a05aJul i

on (2c)Lon " % ~
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where a, represents a weighting factor; the subscript m refers to the model
quantit• related to the mean ((7)) and standard deviation (a(.)) of the I
corresponding measured quantity. So the matching criterion involved a weighed
average discrepancy in mean-squared system variables, the describing function

gains (in dB) and phase angles (in dog) and observation noise spectral
densities. Each quantity was weighed by the standard deviation of the
measurements thereby taking into account the reliability of the measurements
and providing the necessary normalization yielding non-dimensional units.

The weighting. (given in table 2) were selected on the basis of a
preliminary sensitivity analysis and of subjective judgementi most weight
is placed upon the system outputs (approach angle a and centerline inclina-
tion angle c ), half of that weight upon the aircraft attitude angles (pitch
9 and roll V and one fourth of that weight upon the control inputs (elevator
be and ailerons 6a). The total weight of about one preserves the distinct
meaning of the resulting Lmg: the matching error in the mean-squared values
in units of weighed averaged number of standard deviations. The describing
function error and the observation noise error are weighed equally. Also
the total error in the mean-squared scores and the total error in the
frequency domain measures is weighed equally.

Now, this matching criterion was minimized via & first-order gradient
method (Refs. 3 and 4). The gradient algorithm involved an adaptive scheme
for the observation noise covariance steps Vyi ) requiring typically 4 to

8 iterations to drive Lt within 1 percent of its minimum value. The result
was the optimal model parameters VYi,

Once V., has been found it can be related to the corresponding

perceptual threshold according to (e.g, ref,5)

2P a
0 Yivyi , (3)

i fl K? &,,oyi)
where Po is the (relatively constant) "noise-signal" ratio, a7l it sg

whr 0  Yisteiga
variance, f{ is the fraction of attention dedicated to variable yi and K is
the describing function gain associated with a threshold (aj), Assuming in
optimal allocation of attention among the vinual cues (yielding the minimal
cost functional J (Ref,4)) fi can be computed once Vy, is known (Refs, 1, 4

and 6). Then, for an assumed level of attention P0 and given (measured) Dignal
variance, the describing function gain Ki follows from eq(3). From K. the
threshold ai can be computed numerically involving the inverted erroi
function computation.

Model matching results

The model matching results are summarized in table 3 for the vertical
control taske and in table 4 for the lateral control tasks.
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For the vertii tasks the scores are accurately matched (on the average
within 0.1 standard deviatiou). The frequency domain match is, on the average,
0.8 standard deviation (.- + Lon), which is primarily due to the describing
function discrepancy. However, also considering the reliability of the data
(Ref.1), the agreement between experimental and model results is relatively
good (as will be visualized in %.he frequency domain plots given in the next
chapter).

The resulting threshold values are also given in table 3. The values are
obtained on the basin of three assumptions:

all vertical and lateral tasks are performed with a constant level
of attention P0 a -21 dB

There is full interference between the various visual cues involved
within one task; however, due to the favourable viewing character-
istics of the visual scene there is no interference between the
vertical and lateral task (Ref.1)

. attention which has to be divided among the various visual cues is
optimally allocated.

From the threshold values corresponding with a specific viewing condition
an average estimate is derived (a, & and Q - m). With the resulting
erceptual thresholds values the matching criterion was computed again
table 3b). Only the system scores are now somewhat less well matched.

The frequency domain match is unaffected. These model results will be
compared with the experimental measures in the next chapter, containing also
a discumsion of the visual approach scene results.

For the lateral and roll (conf.7) control tasks the mean-squared scores
are matched, on the average, within 0.2 standard deviation. The frequency
domain match is, on the average, 1.0 standard deviation. The same procedure
has been followed as for the vertical tasks to arrive at the ultimate percep-
tual threshold estimates. With these threshold values the final matching
results were obtained (table 4b). Again, only the match of the mean-squared
scoreR is affected and deteriorated to 0.65 standard deviation. Of course, a
still better match could be obtained when abandoning the model parsimonious
approach to match the data of all configurations by varying only the thresholds
aj.

EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL RESULTS

Comparison of experimental and model results

4
The mean-squared system variables of all configurations are summarimed

in table 5. A comparison between the experimental and theoretical scores is
facilitated by figure 2 showing also the variability of the data.
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On the average, the scores differ by about 10 % which value can be
* considered to be quite small. Also in terms of the variability of the data

(Fig.2) this difference (on the average 0,3 ii'andard deviation for the
vertical tasks and, on the average, 0.6 standard deviation for the lateral
tasks) is considered to be statistically insignificant.

Measured and model pilot describing functions and abservation noise
spectra are compared in figures 3-6 for configurations 1, 2, 4 and 5. The
frequency domain measures of the remaining vertical and lateral configurations
were"almost identical to confe. 2 and 5, respectively, and are not given. This
result will be discussed in the next section.

In general, the agreement betgeen the experimental frequency domain
measures and the measures obtained from the model is quite good in the mid-
frequency region (where "most of the action" is). This may be expected when
all the mean-squared scores are closely matched, On the average, the
difference in the frequency domain data of all configurations is within one
standard deviation.

Discussion of the visual approach scene results

In this section the experimental and model results will be considered
and related to the visual scene characteristics incorporated in the various
configurations.

The effect of the runway visual range on the vertical control performance
can be appreciated by comparing the results of conf. I (only the inclination
of the runway sides) and 2 (pfoviding the runway depression angle). Figure
7& shows that a significantly superior approach performance (in terms of
the approach angle a) is obtained when the runway depression angle is visible,
This is accompanied by a substantially smaller pitch angle and control
activity. The improved approach performance is also reflected by the higher
pilot describing function gain shown in figure 8. Especially the observation
noise spectra which are also given in this figure provide additional insight
in the effect of the visual cues involved. The effect of the runway depres-
sion angle is the most apparent in the relatively high frequency region,
i.e. related to the approach angle rate (&) information. This is also reflec-
ted by the perceptual threshold values resulting from the model matching
procedure given in table 6. The value of 0.23 deg/see for conf.1 iE
considerably larger than the value of 0.1 deg/sec for conf.2.
However, this value is based on the hypothesis that the pilot's attention
is optimally divided among the visual cues. Postulating for conf.1 bhe same
threshold value for the approach angle rate information as found for the
other vertical task configurations, the model analysis indicates that the
subjects concentrated too much on the runway sides at the expense of the
useful approach angle rate information provided by the runway threshold
line,

N significance of differences was tested by means of a two-tailed t-test.
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Finally, both observation noise spectra display an increase in
observation noise for lower frequencies which refers to the very poor approach
angle information contained in both display configurations. This concrete
result is in agreement with the results of previous studies (Refs. 7 and 8).

The effect of aircraft reference (i.e. pitch) information on approach
performance is derived from confe. 2 and 3 (the latter displaying an aircraft
reference line). Fig. Ta shows that there is no tifference in approach angle
(a) performance which is "explained" by the model: the aircraft reference
does not provide extra information, i.e., pitch information anounts to
approach angle information of the same quality (in terms of thresholds) as
already available from the runway cues. The only effect is a small, but
statistically significant reduction in pitch angle and control activity
(smoother control). No significant frequency domain differences were found
between these configurations and are therefore not shown here,

The effect of the runway centerline on the lateral approach performance
can be appreciated by comparing the results of conf.4 (only the centerline)
and 5 (only the runway contour). Fig.7b shows that a significantly superior
lateral approach performance (in terms of the inclination angle of the
runway centerline o ) is obtained when the centerline is explicitly visible.
The explanation for this can be related to one single model parameter: the
perceptual threshold of the centerline inclination angle which in substan-
tially smaller wrasn this centerline is explicitly displayed (table 6), The
observation noise spectra given in figure 9 confirm this result. For conf.5
larger observation noise in the lov..frequency region (associated with
position information) is obtained.

The aircraft reference providing roll information (conf. 6) yields a
significant improvement in lateral performance. This is shown in Fig. 7b and
explained by the model analysis: the quality of the roll information is such
that additional useful inner loop information is provided. This is also
reflected by the significantly reduced mean-squared roll angle and control
activity. The frequency domain measures are not given. Only the pilot
describing function is affected by th* additional aircraft reference corres-
ponding with the improved performance:. an increase in gain and phase lead.

Confs. 8, 9 and 10 were included in the analysis to investigate the
interference between tasks utilizing the visual scene (i.e., pictorial)
information. Conf.10 was included to investigate the effect of additional
ground texture (tabel 1). The matching results (Ref. I and tables 3 and 4)
support the hypothesis that there in no performance interference between
the vertical and lateral visual approach task. The experimeptal and theo-
retical scores are shown in flgur'i 2. Also the frequency domain measures
are not different from the corresponding single-axis tasks and are not given
here (see ref,l).

In contrast with the typical flat spectrum in the lower frequency region

for more ideal display situations.
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Finally the perceptual thresholds resulting from the model matching
procedure are considered. The threshold values are summarized in table 6
containing also the initial threshold estimates used for the model predic-
tions. Several position threshold values are surprizingly close to the initial
estimates, Furthermore, the thresholds associated with the direct perception
of movement are clearly not numerically equal to the corresponding position
thresholds as was initially supposed (Ref.1). Of course, the ultimate
thresholds values are based on the hypothesis that the pilot's attention
is optimally divided among the visual cues.
It is expected that the perceptual threshold values obtained in this study
provide a useful guideline for modelling the perception process of new
visual scene situations.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A model of the visual scene perception process on the basis of linear

perspective geometry and the relative (visual) motion cues was combined with
the optimal control model. The model was used to predict and analyse the
results of an experiment involving a variety of visual approach tasks.

Although the experimental results in terms of mean-squared performance
scores agreed relatively well with the model predictions, a more detailed
comparison of the frequency domain measures exhibited large differences
primarily in the observation noise spectra. Therefore, an automated model
matching procedure was followed.
Herewith, a matching criterion was minimized involving a weighed average
discrepancy in mean-squared scores, pilot describing function data and
observation noise spectral density data. Only the observation noise
covariances were considered as dependent model parameters and optimized via
a first-order gradient method.
By means of the efficient gradient algorithm the observation noise covariances
could uniquely be identified. Under given assumptions, these covariances led
to perceptual thresholds associated with the visual cues. It is expected
that these perceptual thresholds provide a useful guideline for modelling
the perception process of new visual scene situations.

The analysis showed that the visual scene perception model offers a
general framework to deal quantitatively with the effect of (e.g.) visibility
conditions, runway characteristics and aircraft reference information. In
addition, the model will be useful to investigate the interaction of these
characteristics with other display information,aircraft characteristics,
disturbance environment, etc.
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Table 1 Viewing conditions and selected configurations

CONTROLVIEWING CONDITION

____________________ VERTICAL LATERAL SOTei

4

A 9

N.G. CiNFI@UIIATIN 7 CONCERNS ROUl. TRACKING BASED ON R06L BAR ONLY

Table 2 Weightings in the matching criterion

weighting Yalue, total

a 0.6

0.35

a 0.5

.1.
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SI I
Table 3 Matching results - vertical control tasks

a) The best model match

CONF. MATCHING CRITERION PERCEPTUAL THRESHOLD

Lms Lyp Lon ILt l a& aI a& a

1 0,03 0.30 0.34 0.67 5.2 0.23

2 0.10 0.45 0.25 0.80 0.51 0.11

3 0.04 0.50 0.30 0.84 0.10 0.75

8V 0.11 0.43 0.31 0.85 0.49 0.14
9V 0,10 0.68 0.25 1,03 0.44 0.08 0.64

10V 0,24 0152 ,0.20 .0.96 . ... 0.48 0..02 0.69
- -0... -.-

Average 0.10 0.48 0.28 0.86 5.2 0.23 0.5 0.1 0.7 n-

II

b) The ultimate model match

CONF. MATCHING CRITERION THRES- AVERAGE
- -HOLD VALUE

Lms Lyp Lon Lt

1 0.03 0.30 0.34 0.67 a 5.2"W I
2 0.10 0.45 0.25 0.80 0
3 0.12 0.50 0.30 0.92 1-- 0.2

8v 0.58 0.47 0.26 1.31 a 0.5
9V 0.66 0.66 0.24 1.56 a& 0.1

10V 0.47 0.52 0.17 1.160 S0.7
Average o.33 0.48 0.26 1.07

...........................................
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Table 4 Matching results - lateral control tasks

a) The best model match

CONF. MATCHING CRITERION PERCEPTUAL THRESHOLD

Lt L Lon Lt a . a a.

4 i

4 0.08 0.46 0.35 0.89 0.4 2.5

5 0.09 0.43 0.39 0.91 1.5 2.2

6 0.18 0.58 0.33 1.08 2.4 1.0
7 0.32 0.65 1.07 2.04 1.1 3.6
8L 0.61 0.56 0.53 1.70 1.8 3.1
9L 0.18 0.37 0.39 0.94 1.7 1.7

10L 0.15 0.55 0.43 1.13 1.8 I A ..

Average 0.23 0.51 0.50 1,24 0.5 2,5 1.8 2.5 1.2 3.59 21

b) The ultimate model match

CONF. MATCHING CRITERION THRES- AVERAGE
HOLD VALUE

Lin L Len Lt
yp O

4 0.13 0.46 0.37 0.96 a 0.5
5 0.82 0.51 0.45 1.78 c4

a. 2.56 0.50 0.57 0.36 1.43 2
7 0.46 0.70 1.12 2.28 4--- 4

a 1.8
8L 1.14 0.43 0.48 2.05
9L 0.53 0.33 0.34 1.20 a. 2.5

0
10L 0.96 0.46 0.32 1.71 1.2

Average 0.65 0.49 0.49 1.63 a. 3,5
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Table 5 Matched model and measured scores

vertical Sa (deg 2 ) IB0(deg
2) MSa (N2 )

configuration a

1 model 0.194 0.098 27.0imeas~ured 0. 193 .0.098 26.4

2 model 0.076 0.050 22.2measuared 0.077 0.054 23.0

model 0,072 o.06 21.8
measured 0.081 o.0o47.' 21.2

8v model 0.074 0,050 22.2
measured 0.083 0,061 24.6

9v model 0.073 0.048 22.0
measured 0.058 o.o42 19.8

model 0,073 o.08 22,00by measured 0.072 0.038 20.3

lateral and roll MSB (deg 2 ) MS,(deg2) MBa(NI2 )
configuration .a

model 3.76 7.86 10.5
measured 3.62 7.82 10.9

5 model 5.70 9.05 10.9
measured 4.72 7,90 10.9

6 model 3.4o 5.81 9.74measured 3.99 5.40 9.43

model - 3.10 4.29
- measured - 2,99 4.99

8. model 5.21 8.68 10.7
measured 6.20 12.1 14.o

9L model 3.40 5.82 9.75
measured 4,55 6.73 10.5

model 3.40 5.81 9.74
10L measured 4.49 7.07 11.1
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Table 6 Perceptual thresholds from the model match

threshold initial

Par display it threshold

_________estimate

0.5 10

2.5 '/Beo 1 /ise

w 1.80 20

2.5 e/uec 2 O/see

u.-'5 .20 '

- 3 0/ 00

0,70 0,50

0

06 0.500,/.3 O/leo

01 0.50 0,50
S[0.1 OIsec 04• OIsie

(0.23 e/siec

for cont.1)

* 
1.2° 0.70

3.5 0/'6. 1 0/1I0
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Fig. 1 Cues dlerived from the visual approach
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Fig. 2 Comparison of experimantal scores and model match
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Fig. 3 A comparison of measured and model frequency domain measures
configuration I
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Fig. 5 A comparison of measured end modei frequency domain measuree
configuration 4
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Fig. 6 A comparison of measured and model frequency domain measures .
configuration 5
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MAGNITUDE YP (DB)
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Fig, 8 Frequency domain results for confi, 1 and 2 (runway vIsual
range-effect)
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Fig. 9 Normalled observation nolie spectra for confs. 4 and 5
(runway omnterilne-affeot)
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A STUDY OF THE USE OF COLOR GRPHICS FOR
REPRESENTING SCHEMATIC INFOR'4ATION*

Hoidi Neubauer
Department of Computer Science

William B, Rouse
Department of Mechanical and Industrial £ngineesring

Coordinated Soience Laboratory
University of Illinois, Urbane, Illinois, 61801

ABSTRACT

It is proposed that graphical computer displays can aid
human operators of complex systems. Fuether it is proposed that
as systems become complex, the use of color can help. .. ,In this
informal paper the results of the first two experiments in this
area are presented. Here abstract sbhematýc networks are used
to study responses about the relationihipl of nodes. Two sizes
of networks and various colorings are used. In the first
experiment Lt is asked whether a relationship betwtem two nodes
exists. In the second expariment it is asked which of finother
set of nodes holds a functional relationship to the others.

INTRODUCTION

The research reported in this inforial paper is aimed
towards an eventual representation of procedurasl Information on
graphical computer displays, We started by looktLn at emergency
and abnormal procedure descriptions for the DC-i1 alroraft since
we had m complete set of on-board manuals available. Whit is
strikLng is a potential problem in the desired rapid &n:M
efficient use of this type of manual, The systems (uitt,
hydraulic, alectrital, ito.) are depieted sohematioally In 3 or
4 color fold-out charts, while the procedures to be followed
concerning these systems Rre outlined in often p,%es-lonj verbal
descriptions of essentially algorithmic procedures. Aircrft
are not the only area wh.vre this du:ality oocurs, Process
control plants and nuclear powlsr plants are other rxamples whVare
operations and proce0ures abou" sptially oriented systems of
objects are described in written form.

*Thia work was supported by the National Aeronastics and Space
Administration under NkSA-Ames9 Grant NSG-2119.
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Ws sei two problems with this technique of describing such
procedures pur-ely textually, or as in the example above,
textually with th,3 schematic in a separate section of the manual
or, in fact, in another manual. First, once the problem is
letectel two transformations are needed to complete the required
task. The operator makes an observation about the physical
spatially-oriented system (in any of miny wIys), trinsforms his
observation into the appropriate reference in tha textual
'nnnuil, 3nd then transforms once again to perform the
spatially-orientsd action required by the physical system.
Second, a text description does not give the feeling for a
spatial procedure that a well-oonstruated 5rlphiOsl display
might. It is clear that the verbal text can offer greater
precision in fine description though at the expense of large
amounts of time to read and absorb minutiae. •e feel that it
may prove fruitful to investigate the performance in terms of
speed and accuracy which can be obtained with graphical
repe2sentations of systems. Additionally, as these systems
bscome complex, we feel that the relationships among components
can become difficult to perceive and that the Use of color can
help undarstinding.

The display used in these 9xperiments is an ibstraotion of
"various systrsmt -- a square grid of 9 or 25 interconneed nodes

.subsystems) with inputs to the left atd outputs to the right.
Thus, by outputs from some nodes becoming inputs 4o others a
system can be represented which is not unlike the disgra'ns seen
in the aircraft manuals mentinned ab,',ve. Sea Figure 1 for an
example of the sort of display we used, reproduced here without
colors.

Tn the first s2t of experiments the task subjects performed
ws to insw•,r whether or not the node .abelleý 'A' offected the
nod9e labelled '13'. The 'A' node w-s always placed in the
lmftmost column, column I, wnile the 'B' node was always in
colu'nn 5, None of the ol.her nodas were labelled, and no other
information besides the schamatio ind the two letters appared
on the iispliy. Four different coloring schemes ware used with
tht two sizes of networks mentioned above. The second set of
experiments askid subj eotsi to determine which of two
intermaliate nodes (valves or switches) would disconnect 'A'
frOm 'I ' .

EXPERIMENT 1

Two factors were investigate•d -- size (and therefore
complexity) of the network and color anding scheme. Networks
w,'-e alwiys displayed aqainst a black backiround. The first of
th3 four c.lor codin.g schmes w;ýs monochrome white to mimic the
standard black anld white, or grean and white iraphic cathodr-ray
tube .isplay. The seooni color codin3 wis a two color schme of
white and red whare all of the -display was white except for

L. those output lines which were 'feadbiak' paths. Feedforward w1s
defined as paths projressanj left to right and up to down across
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the network. An earlier set of experiments by Rouse showed that
subjects Inal Jifficulty with the feedback paths [33. We thought
that if these paths were accentuited by a red line that they

migt nt cuseconfusion. The third color scheme wis a n-oo3.or
mightnot whauer nws the number of nodes in t~he network, Etch
node hal its own unique and distinct color, and' every output
from that node was that color. The set of colors used in each
display comes from what is known s., the "palette". The choice
of colors will, be described in Sreater detail in -a Later section
of this paper. The fourth was a randomisel scheme, whore erwch
11112 segment was drawn with a color randomly selected from-the
appropr"iate color palette for the network size. In these
displays, the consistency of coloring over the path 'd'ms lost,
sinoce each path was drawn of up to 5 line segments. However,
the colors did help to discriminate line crossings. Thus, this
coding supposedly de-ernphivized relationships among components
while maintaining liscrimine~bility.

I o r

Figure 1.
Example Display from Experiment 1

"Doss A Affect B?"
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ran unpail enjineerin3 graduate Rn-1 undergraduate setuents
served as aubjeots, nIne .n.ales 3ni I feemale. Each saw 30
displays -- 10 of the 5 x 5 and 10 of' the 3 x 3 Ln each of the
four colorings outline'l above. The order of displaypresentation wis r3ndonizeJ ono, ani then presented to a ac h
subje0t in the same randcom orier. A Joystick served as thtu
input devics. A lefleotion to. the right was recorded as a yes
and to the left•, a no, Each session lasted about an hour wLth
perhaps half the time taaken in the generation of displays. The
response time, in ssooneds and the correctness of the answer
were recorded and analyzed,

The results of this first experiment are shown in the table
below.

TABLE I
EXPERIUENT 1, MEAN 3ESPONSE TI14E (seoonds)

white colors feedbk rand

3x3 9.11 7.61 10.62 10.30
5x5 12.02 10.29 13.04 15.24

The analysis of variance of mean response time showtd that sizo
wi. sw nificant ( < 0.001, F- 172 n 12.66 ) as was color
coding I p < 0.05, F 3,72 a 3.30 ) i rnteraotion between the two
factors was not significant. Analysis of the percentage of
correct responsee showed no signifioance. Since the subjects
were instructed to "work quickly but accurately, and to not
guess," we assume that they worked to a criterion of perfection,
taking as much time as they needed to be certain. The mean
scores for percentale correct ranged from a low of 94 to a high
of 100 w th an overall average of 96.8. The data was also
.nalysed with an additional factor of time. There were 2 levels
of this factor, the first five of the displays seen of a given
coloring and size, and the last five. The results of this
analysis of variance show that time was signifioant ( p < 0.001,
F 1,64 a 15,537). We assume that subjects learned to perform
faster, maintaining high accuracy as the experiment progressed.

EXPERI14E•tT 2

This experiment was concerned with relationships between
internal network nodes and 'A' and 'B'. A scenario was built
into th. directions:

"The nods labelled 'A' always connects to the node labelled
'B'. Imagine 'A' is a fuel tank and 'B' is an engine on fire,
Imagine the lines carry fuel. Two valves labelled 'LI (left)
and 'R' (right) are available but only one will disconnect 'A'
from 'B' if activated."
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The nodes labelled 'A' and 'BI appeared in the same columns
as experiment 1, while the new labels, ILI and 'R' always
appeared in columns 2 and 14, respeotively. gse Figure 2 for an
example of this display The experimental. procedure followed
was similar to the first. Subjects determined which valve would
disconnect 'A, from 'B' and then move the joystick to the right
for the right valve, and to the left for the left valve.
However, the coloring schemes differed, and the order of color
scheme presentation was blocked in a Latin square fashion to
eliminate ordering and condition effects. Twelve unpaid
subjects saw 4 set. of 10 displays, each set with a coloring
determined by the Latin square design. There were then 4
orderings, and 4 sessions of the same 10 displays (though each
session was ordered differently). With twelve subjects, there
were three replicates of the complete Latin square design. The
color palettes used had 1p 2, 4, or 8 colors -- each smaller set
of oolors being a proper subset of the next. The response time,
in seconds and the correctness of the answer were recorded but
only the response time was analyzed in view of the results of
experiment 1.

Fiur92
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TABLE 2 1
EXPERIMENT 2, COLORINGS AND TREATMENT MEANS

Palette Treatment Color(s) in Displays
Name Mean

w 9.95 white
2 8.65 white, red
, 5.78 white, red, blue, green
8 8.09 white, red, blue, green,

grey, pink, orange, yellow

TABLE 3
EXPERIMENT 2, LATIN SQUARE D$'SIG

MEAN RESPONSE TIMES teslsnI Row
Palette Order 1 2 3 4 Means
w 8 2 4 14.3 8.7 8.7 7.6 9.71
2 w 4 8 9.5 7.7 6.9 5.2 7,33
4 2 8 w 10.8 8.4 6.9 5.2 8.53
8 4 w 2 11.5 9.8 9,7 8.6 9.91
Column Means 11.55 9.66 7.92 7.34

The results show that the ordering of palette groups (rows
in the table above) is significant ( p ( 0.05, F 3,35 * 3.383).
The group of three subjects who were presented the displays in
the order 2, w, 4 and S colorings hid the shortest average time
not only for the whole session but also for each of the
aubleasions. We might ask whether performance on a display with
9 colors is facilitated by earlier training on more diaplays
with fewer colors. Recall that the displays in each of the
cells were exactly the same except bsing colored end ordered
(within each session) differently.

The 4 sessions (chronological sequence of sessions) also
showed s9ignticance ( p < 0.001, F 3,305 • .299 ). Each cell
(with one exception) shows a decrease in the mean response time
from the previous cello regardless of coloring. This confirms
many of the subjects' reporting that they began to recognize the
fmat the networks were being repeated by noticing the patterns
with which the labels 'A', 'L', 'R', and 'B' appeared.
Treatments, the different color codinis, did not show
significance. The blocking of treatments -- color codings --
may auk• it easier to respond quickly. Recall that in
experiment I where displays were presented in random order,
there wAs a Significant effect of coloring.

FUTURE PLhNS

The assignment of colors to nodes and outputs has been
orbitrqry, simply one color par node, or a set of colors
repeated sequentially. The ,neaningfullness of this scheme ts
limited. We know that colors themselves carry many
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nultidimonsionsl attributes (e.g. red -- danger, hot,
inmeiti-te, stop). In sddition, we would like to investigate
coding a ;iven node and other chosen nodes in some fashion to
,mphasize their relationships. We would like to build up a set
of experimenltal displays and scenarios so that we could ask
subjects to intervene in the control of a graphically displayed
system. Subjects could actuilly enter commands to institute a
neaedd procedure and use the graphics and colors on the display
as their prompts.

Further date analysis carn be done on experiment 2. The
'lisplays were selectedl.o that tht minimal path from node '0' to

node '1' was known to palo throuPh 3 to 5 nodes. Of the 10
different displays shown, 4 had paths of length 3 another 4 of
lenith 5, And 2 of lenSth 2. Half of each set hid correct
anewers of 'left' and halt of I'rilht'. We went to compare the
time to enswer questions about short pathed (3 nodes) versus
long pathed (5 nodes) display relationships.

APP4IDIX - COLOORS

The colors used in the 3 x 3 networks in experiment 1 and
the 1,2,4 and 3 colored 5 x 5 networks of experimant 2 were
tmlen from the bst of eleven basic color terms described by

oolors, we obtIned the actual glossy finished color chip C231,
.ln1 attenpted to replicate the color on a Rwatek 9400 Color
Dlsplay System. The Renttek allows -the 3 color guns to be
aiiJisto* by softwre control. The small paper chip was heold up
to the s$reen, with the display's background held a relatively
3onstant grey, and the palette entry adjusted until the match
betwien the chip ind the screen was subjeotLvely best. The
liffarenoe in the media (luminous CRT screen and opaque color
chip) is Iraet, and a problem in desoribinj the effective
s.i-wili used in this type of research. The 25 color palette wis
chos•n irbitririly, but with consideration to the even plaoment
of colors on the color wheel. The eleven 4unsell colors dil not
seem Appropriate for inclusion in this larger palette because
their ,Is2rimiRa11i3bity w'a3 too jr•,t. When other colors were
iddei to the MunMs3l palette to enlarge it, the others seem to
fide wl•te the Munsell set stood ou"O. Therefore we chose a
diff-,rent set of 25 colors so that all were disariminable but
MoMs was distraotini.
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CONTENT, SYMBOLOGY, AND FORMAT OF COCKPIT DISPLAY OF TRAFFIC
INFORMATION: GENERAL AVIATION PILOT OPINION

Sandra G. Hart*
Tufts University

Medford, Mass. 02155

ABSTRACT

In order to evaluate the concept of cockpit display of traffic information
(COTI) and its impact on the air traffic control system, a reasonable candi-
date display will be required for research. This study was designed to pro-
vide guidelines for later simulation research on display design. Because
pilots will be the ultimate users of CDTI, 13 general aviation pilots were ask-
ed to respond to 250 questions about display content, format and symbology.The 100 static displays shown as examples incorporated information that might
be included In a CDTI (e. 0. navigation, terrain, weather, and.status and posi-
tion of other aircraft) presented Iwith varying complexity, symbology. and for-
mat, The general aviation pilots' responses were remarkably similar to those
previously obtained from airline pilots. The few differences found seemed to
reflect the general aviation pilots' concern with economics and a single
pilot's workload under IMC. They felt that a lot of information should be
available with pilot control over the amount of information displayed at any
one time.

INTRODUCTION

In the near future, technological advances in automation, display technol-
ogy, and Information dissemination will make it possible to provide computer-
generated cockpit displays of traffic information (CDTI) via data link, A
CDTI should provide a pilot with an awareness of his own situation and that of
other nearby aircraft which would allow him to detect loss of separation and
ATC or airborne system failures. In addition, a CDTI could assist the pilot
in evaluating the intentions of other aircraft and allow him to anticipate and
plan ahead. It could also relate the position of a pilot's own aircraft and
that of others to the environment. The presentation of such information in the
cockpit could result in substantial changes in the role of the pilot in the
air traffic control system, It has been suggested that certain air traffic
controller functions such as intrail spacing, terminal area merging, and acting
as an ATC system backup and monitor could be assumed by pilots, This concept
of redefining the roles of pilot and controller has been referred to as dis-
tributed management.

To perform any type of ATC functions from the cockpit, it may be neces-
sary to display information about the environment (e.g. weather, terrain, and
navigation routes) in addition to the status, intent, and position of other
aircraft. Pilots now obtain such information from a variety of sources
including ATC, charts, weather radar, monitoring the radio transmissions of

This research was conducted at NASA-Ames Research center and was sponsored
by NASA grant NSG-2156 to Tufts University.
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other aircraft, and looking out of the window. A CDTI could integrate these
different types of information to assist pilots in forming a mental picture of
the environment. Many questions remain, however, concerning what Information
should be displayed, in what format it should be presented, and with what
level of complexity.

Although previous research into the concept of providing pilots with
traffic information has shown that the information provided enhances control
in longitudinal spacing and awareness of the traffic situation (refs. 1, 2,
and 3)p many questions remain to be answered about the impact of CDTI on
pilot and controller workload, the functions that a pilot might perform with
a CDT1, and the pilot's ability to assess such a display while performing his
primary duties.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept of CDTI, extensive
laboratory and simulation research must be conducted. A prerequisite of the
research is a candidate cockpit display. The design of the dis lay(s) used
for research purposes could have considerable Impact on the vatidity of theconclusions drawn about the feasibility of the CDTI concept itself. Because

pilots will be the ultimate users of CDTI, it was felt that they should be
involved in the initial stages of designing the displays to be used In research.
To this end, a number of candidate displays were simulated with a computer
graphics system that incorporated different categories of information pre-
sentedwith varying levels of complexity, symbologies, and formats. Initially,
the candidate displays and display features were shown to 23 airline pilots
who were asked to evaluate the specific features that they were shown Indi-
vidually and In combination with other display elements (ref. 4). These pilots
were asked to specify the display content and format that would incorporate
all of the essential information presented in an optimal fashion with minimal
display clutter and confusion.

In the current study, the same displays were shown to a group of general
aviation pilots who were asked to respond to the same set of questions in
order to compare the responses of the two groups of pilots. The purpose of
these two studies was to obtain a set of guidelines, provided by the user-
population, which would be used as the basis for subsequent laboratory and
simulation research. It was not intended that this study would result in the
design of a single, optimal CDTI display, but rather would define the infor-
mation that a significant number of pilots felt should be incorporated into
a CDTI with preferred symbology and display format. These recommendations
could then be used to guide laboratory research in which the display features
that pilots preferred would be tested with dynamic simulations to verify
that, in fact, the preferred features did allow accurate and efficient per-
formance with acceptable levels of pilot workload.

METHOD

The procedures, survey format, and display content have been described
In detail in an earlier report (ref. 4) and thus will be presented in summary
form in the present report.
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SubjectsThirteen general aviation pilots, five women and eight men, served as paid

participants in the study. Their ages ranged from 30 to 60 years and their
total flight hours ranged from 2,000 to 16,000 hours. All, of the pilots were
instrument-rated and had flown a variety Of one and two engine 11ght aircraft.
Only two of them had previously participated in research at NASA- mes Research
Center, and none of them had been 'Involved in research on CDT!. Whin the
pilots were being sought for the study, theywere not told that CDT! was in-
volved to avoid any selection bias. Although only 15% of thom were somewhat
familiar with the concept of COTI, 85% of them reported in advance of the study
in a preliminary questionnaire that the addition of a traffic display in the
cockpit might provide useful Information,
Procedure•

Upon their arrival the pilots were seated arounda conference table so that
each of them was able to see the projected displays, After filling In a brief
summary of their professional experience, Instructions were read that described
CDTI, the environment into which it would be introduced., the tasks that a pilot
might be asked to perform with a CDTI, and the Impact that It might have on the
division of responsibility between the air and ground. Each pilot was provided
with a 12-page booklet in which the Items that they would be asked to evaluate,
directions about how to respond, and spaces for their responses and comments were
organized into different sections, Several response formats were used: (1)
yes or no; (2) acceptable or unacceptable; (3) necessary, desirable but not
necessary, unnecessary, and undesirable; and (4) selecting a single preferred
option from a set of options. Most of the items were rated individually and
in comparison to other options as well.

Presentation of the displays and the pilots' responses were divided into
seven segments in which display content, romat and symbolog for a specifn c
category of information were investigated: (1) navigation; TO terrain;
(3) weather; (4) own aircraft- (1) other aircraft (rules for display, symbology,
coding schemes, data blocks); (6 use of color coding; and (7) general ques-
tions. A brief introduction was read to the pilots and all of the displays for
that category were presented before the pilots responded to the questions in
that section. They were allowed to ask questions at any time and were shown
the displays a second time if they requested. The pilots were given as much
time to respond as they required and were encouraged to make written comments,
additions, substitutions, and deletions to the display examples that they
had been shown in order to develop a set of display specifications that was
representative of their opinions.

More than 100 sample displays were created to depict different CDTI con-
cepts individually and in the context of a basic navigation display alone or in
combination with other environmental Information. Display content, symbology,
and format were varied for each category of Information with and without color
coding of individual elements. The displays were drawn by the author with a
magnetic pen and pad Input device to an Evans and Sutherland Picture System 11.
This stroke drawing calligraphic system provided five colors, of which only
red, green and yellow were used for maximum contrast (ref. 5), In essence)
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the displays that were created served as a series of "straw men" for which the
pilots were encouraged to suggest additions, substitutions, and deletions.

The scenario upon which the design of the displays was based represented
a standard southern approach to runway 30L at San Jose Municipal Airport In
California. The approach was simulated for a medium jet at an initial dis-
tance of 50 miles from the airport at an altitude of 15,000 ft, heading 302'
with a ground speed of 280 kts. Six different map scales were simulated to
familiarize the pilots with the varying display content that they might encounter
on a descent from 15,000 ft to the outer marker. (Note that "miles" refers to
"nautical miles in this report.) The areas covered by. the six map scales were
4 ml. (fig. 1), 8 mi,1 16 m!,, 32 mi. (fig 2), 64 mt., and 128 mi. (fig 3)
from top to bottom and from side to side.

lo

Fig. 1: Navigation display for southern approach
to San Jose Municipal Airport: 4 miles full scale

a Since the displays in the study were static, map scaling per se was not
I. a variable, however, the amount and type of infomation that pi ots felt should

be displayed at different altitudes, for different map ranges, and during dif-
ferent phases of flight were examined. All of the maps were presented with a
heading-up orientation.

Navtaatton dtsola. Since a CDTI could perform multiple functions, con-
stderation was given to providing a graphic display of routes, navigation aids,
airports, and intersections to assist the pilot In placing the position of his
own and other aircraft In context and to use for primary navigation.
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Fig 2: Navigation display
for southern approach to
San Jose Municipal Airport::
32 miles full scale . ,,

ml

%. 416

1.1

omm miw

Fig, 3: Navigation display
for southern approach to
San Jose Municipal Airport: _

K,128 miles full scale. -

/ a A
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The variables investlagted Included: (1) navigation routes to display -
own route only, own and intersecting routes, or all routes with the range
of the map; (2) symbology; (3) labeling; (4) color coding; and (5) display
of current map scale and map orientation.

,Trrain dts Again in order to determine whether or not several
categories of information should be combined on a CDTI, several different
ways to display information about terrain were presented. The variables
investigated included: (1) Should terrain be displayed on a CDT!? (2) Wa
Should terrain be displayed at pilot request or automatically? (3) What
obstructions should be displayed? (4) symbology; and (5) color coding.
All significant man-made and natural obstructions that were within 5000
vertical feet of the simulated altitude of own aircraft were graphically super-
imposed on each of the maps with height labeled in feet. (fig. 4)

A
llaWtMY

_A A

Am

Lis

IL.

Fig. 4: Terrain symbology superimposed on a 32 mile
map representing a southern approach to San Jose Airport

In addition, grid lines were superimposed on each map and the minimum
safe altitude within each section was presented in hundreds of feet. This
method of presentation was suggested as an alternative or addition to the
display of specific terrain features. In concept, the grid display was sim-
ilar to the Minimum Safe Altitude Warning (MSAW) data base currently in use
by ATC with which controllers automatica ly receive a warning if an aircraft
is in immediate Jeopardy or it is predicted that it will be within 30 sec.
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Waterdisplay. A CDT1 could also include a graphic display of weather
as well as other types of information. The variables studied included:
(1) Should weather be displayed on a CDTH? (2) Should a weather display appear
at pilot request and/or automatically? (3) What information about weather
should be displayed? (4) symbology; and (5) color coding. The pilots were
shown three display formats depicting different amounts of Information about
weather: (1) the 1ocatioi of weather was depicted by radial lines emanating
from a radar site with a different letter indicating the nature of the weather
and areas of intensity. (2) Letters were coded to display the location and
and nature of areas of heavy precipitation only and (3) A random dot pattern
was superimposed on the map to show location only with no indication of In-
tensity or nature. (fig. 5)

( .-m'

w la. i..w,

a2 aw mme 'l 1

Fig. 5: Graphic display of the location of weather
superimposed on a 32 mile map representing a southern
approach to San Jose Municipal Airport.

gxn trcfl.t Different ways to represent a pilot's own aircraft were
investigated W1thparticular emphasis on: (1) symbology; (2) location of the
symbol on the di splay; and (3) the relationship between the representation
for own and other aircraft. Six symbols, including most of the symbols (fig,
5) in current use, were shown to the pilots on a single display with and

without flight path predictors and In the context of a basic navigation
display. Three possible vertical locations for the own aircraft symbol were
shown (centered laterally): centered; offset so that 2/3 of the map was
ahead; and offset so that 3/4 ot the map was ahead.
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Trafflic dli IU- Since the pri-
mary funcioni of aCDTI will be to pro-
vide a graphic display of adjacent traf-
fic. a major focus of the study was to
determine: (1) What proportion of other

- ~aircraft should be displayed? (2) sym-bology; (3) What additional information

about the status of other aircraft
should be displayed? and (4) How should
such information be displayed (data tags,
coded mbols, or data tables on a second
display).

Fig. 6: CAndidate symbols for own
aircraft. Since it is unlikely that all air-'

craft within the range of the map will
be displayed because of clutter, the logic for displaying other aircraft was
investigated. The algorithm could be related to the altitude, speed, or map
scale of own aircraft, proximity to own route, or some combination.

The simplest representation of another aircraft would be a nondirectional
symbol that represented-t.ts position only. This type of symbol was represented
by a circle in this study. In addition, the symbol could also present Infor-
mation about the direction of flight by its orientation (i.e. a directional
symbol). An isosceles triangle and a track line added to the circular, non-
directional symbol were suggested as two ways to display direction of flight.
In addition, flight path history or "trail" was provided for half the displays.
This also provided information about direction of flight by extrapolation.
Each of these symbols with nd wtthout liaht oath histor' w used as the
symbol for traffic in 32
and 128 mi. maps which
simulated traffic densi- I
ties tyoical of the ,
San Jose area. All air-
craft within +/-4000 ft
of the pilot's own alti- - INI

tude were included. The ,
same positions, altitudes
and densities were used
for each of the displays.
An example of one such
display may be seen in
Figure 7.

Fig. 7: Traffic display
superimposed on a 32 mi.
map: Directional symbols
with flight path history mm
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The shape of the symbol used to depict the position of other aircraft

could be varied to display additional information about the status of other

aircraft graphically. Examples of eight coding schemes were shown in which the

shapes of the symbols were varied to depict ATC status (under ATC control or

not) alone or ATC status and CDT! equippage and/or the relative altitude of

the aircraft with respect to the altitude of a pilot's own aircraft. Two

relative altitude coding cohcepts were shown: (1) the non-directional symbol

differentially indicated whether an aircraft was at, above, or below the

altitude on a pilot's own altitude; and (2) the non-directional symbol showed

only whether or not an aircraft was at the same altitude as the pilot's own

aircraft or not, but did not differentiate between aircraft that were above

or below. An example on the most complex coding schemes may be seen in Figure

8 and in the context of a 128 mi. map in Figure 9.

ABOVE OWN AT OWN BELOW OWN

ALTITUDE ALTITUDE ALTITUDE

UNDER ATC CONTROL ICDT1v

NO CDTI 7zc
NOT UNDER ATC CONTROL
NO CDTI ( )

Fig 8: Non-directional symbols depicting relative altitude, ATC status and

CDTI equippage

The pilots were also asked to specify what additional information they

felt should be provided about the status of other aircraft by rating 18 dif-

ferent times individually, and to specify the preferred display format for the

different types of information: (1) symbol encoding; (2) digital data blocks;

(3) digital data blocks displayed at pilot request only; and (4) an alphanum-
eric table on a separate display.

Effectiveness of multicolor displays. Pilots were shown a cross sec-

tion of the displays presented simultaneously monochromatically (green only)

and with color coding (green for navigation, yellow for terrain and weather,
and red for own and other aircraft) to determine whether the pilots felt that

color coding was necessary.

Concluding questions. The final section involved several question about

display features that the pilots had not been shown (e.g. map scaling and dis-

play size) and the pilots' evaluation of the potential usefulness of the infor-
mation that a CDTI could provide and its potential impact on their workload.
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, "RESULTS

The significance of the
pilots' responses was com-

0 puted by calculating the
probability that one or more
"of the alternative choices
allowed for a given question
would be chosen R or more
times by chance alone. The
"value of R was computed for
p-.05 and p-.01 for the 95%

¶ and 99% confidence levels
respectively (indicated by
* and ** In the figures)
"The critical values required
to assert that a significant

' • preference was found may be
seen in Table I.

"In the following section,
the opinions expressed by
a significant number of the
general aviation pilots inclv-

SW. . dad In this' study will besummarized and their responses
Fig. 91 Traffic display superimposed on a sumarie and th rsoses
128 ml, map: Non-directional symbols twined from the atrltne pilots
with flight path history coded to depict in the earlier study.
relative altitude, ATC status and CDT1 equippage

It Is essential that any conclusions that the reader may draw from these
results take into account the limitations of the research methodology: The
displays were presented statically and the pilots could not interact with them
or use them in an operational environment. (2) The results reflect subjective
evaluations rather than objective measures of performance. (3) It was impos-
sible to present all possible format and symbology options and combinations and
thus alternatives may exist that the pilots would have selected had they been
shown to them

Table 1

Minimum number of subjects selecting a specific alternative
required to assert that a significant preference was evident
in the responses of the 13 general aviation pilots

Number of alternative responses possible

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Level of 98% 11 9 8 7 7 6 6
Conf i d ence .. .. ... . .

99% 12 tO 9 8 7 7 7
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Navigation display
The general aviation pilots gave essentially the same responses as did

the airline pilots to the questions posed about the navigation portion of the
display. They indicated that the proportion of routes displayed should in-
crease as the range of the map is increased (e.g. own route only for 1-10 mi,
map scales, own and intersecting routes for 10-50 mi. map scales and either
own and Intersecting or all routes within the range of the map for map scales
greater than 50 mi.) (fig. 10) Primary navaids, intersections, and airports
should be displayed sybolically. Identifying labels should be Included for

intermediate map scales. A dig-
'100 0 o.OWN ROUTEONLY ital indication of directton of

I -OWN AND INTERSECTING flight and map'scale should be
so RoUrTs provided. Airport control zones,

00 A-ALL ROUTES taxiways, and TCAs should not beII: Adisplayed.

a vm TerAtmn dtsplay
s El11; Vntve percent: of the

general aviation pilots felt
So I A 0 A o A that significant terrain features0~l A 0 1 A. 0 should be displayed by specific

RAN!EOOFOTI (MI) symbols to represent the location
and heigth of individual obstruc-

r- INEAL AVIATION PILOTS (n- 13) tions, as compared to 91% of the
AIRLINE PILOTS (n - n) airline pilots (fig. 11). More

than half of both groups of
Fig. 10: Proportion of routes to display pilots felt that a digital read-
for different map scales out of the minimum safe altitude

ENERAL AVIATION PILOT,! In -1S for different areas would be an
AIR ALINOIPILOTS(I.n.) acceptable alternative to a sym-

bolic display of specific ob-
structions. (fig. 11) If a
symbolic display is used, one or
two symbols (one for man-mad*,ih
and one for naturalo*,obstruc-

so- tions) would be acceptable withheigth labeled in feet.

signif percentage
of both groups of pt ots felt
that terrain information should

1- bo displayed automatically if
an aircraft is below the mini-
mum safe altitude and should be

0 I... available at pilot request asram~ IFI MAWm OHO WATHmN
TImPAIN well, regardless of Its format.mPATUREU (fig. 12) Ninty three percent

AODITIONALINPORMATIO TO DIPLAY ON A•OVT of the general aviation pilots
Fig. 11: Acceptability of including felt that obstructions 2000 ft.

specific terrain features, minimun safe or closer should be the only
altitude grid and/or weather on a CDT] ones displayed (as compared to
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GENERAL AVIATION PILOTS (n - 131
SAIRLINI PILOTS (n * 231,

100 - *e

IOI
'so

40

20 •+.

Fig. 12: Preferred method ,
of activating a graphic o
display of terrain, min- AUTO APR AUTOC& AUTO APR AUTO& AUTO APR AUTOhAPIA APR APR
imum safe altitude, or APR APR AP,
weather: Automatic if PIPOITIONTIRRAIN MIAW GRID WEATHIR
conditions warrant (Auto), FIATURES
at pilot request (APR), METHOD OF ACTIVATING DISPLAY OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
or both (Auto i APR)

59% of the airline pilots, many of whom felt that the algorithm for displaying
terrain should vary with the altitude of the pilot's own aircraft.
Weathl I!oa

Tegeneral aviation pilots differed from the airline pilots with respect
to their willingness to accept a graphic display of weather on a CDTI. Ninty
two percent of the generel aviation pilos felt that weather should be included.
whereas the majority of the airline pilots preferred to have a separate display
dedicated to weather. (fig. 11) If weather is to be included on a CDT!, a sig-
nificant number of both groups felt that the display should include information
about the nature and intensity of the weather as well as its location, although
neither group preferred any one of the display formats shown to them over the
others. Ninty two percent of the general aviation pilots, and all of the
airline pilots, felt that any display of weather on a CDT! should be initiated
by the pilot and should not appear automatically. (fig. 12)

Smbo'lo for own 81rjt,
All but one of the general aviation pilots selected the most airplane-

like symbol to represent their own aircraft. (fig. 13b) The airline pilots
had selected this symbol as their second choice and the chevron-shaped symbol
as their first choice. Triangles (Isoceles or equilateral) were considered
to be unacceptable by wlore than 70% of the general aviation pilots (fig. 13a)
and was selected by none of them and by few of the airline pilots as their
first choice. Although more of the general aviation pilots found the stick
figure symbols to be acceptable than did the airline pilots, none of them
selected either of the stick-figure symbols as their first choice and few of
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GEINIEIAL AVIATION PILOT# (n, 13) EIINIRAL AVIATION PILOTS (h. 11

( AIRLINE PILOTS (n n) ISO AIRLINI PILOTS In N "l

100 AOCIPTABILITY OP EACH IYM5OL " r4'i ti 0o I :

so - ALTERNATIVE LOCATIONS PON OWN AiRCGRA PT ON GOTI

40 0

Fig. 14: Preferred location*0o for own aircraft symbol on COTI

0 the airline pilots did. Both
(Wi groups of pilots felt that the

100 - INOLaM aMRMPPPDSYSMBOL ,, symbol for their own aircraft
-- Mshould be clearly differentiated

Se- from the symbol(s) for other
aircraft by size, shape, and/or

OO0 color.
40 "There was no concensus

20- among the general aviation pilotsabout the optimal location for
0 their own aircraft symbol on the

A t A 4 A display. Although 92% of the
PROPOSID SYMBOL$ FOR OWN AIRORAPT airl ne pilots felt that the

symbol should be offset so that
proportionally more of the map

Fig. IS: Pilot response to symbols was ahead, (fig. 14) 38% of the
proposed for their own aircraft general aviation pilots felt that

it should be centered on the CDT1.
TrIffit dito-ay

Although none of the airline pilots wanted all aircraft within the range
of the CDTI to be displayed routinely, 30% of the general aviation pilots se-
lected this option. 1f, however, the proportion of other aircraft displayed
was to be limited, 30% of the general aviation and 48% of the airline pilots
felt that only those aircraft on own and intersecting routes should be dis-
played, and the majority of both groups felt that own aircraft speed, altitude
and map scale should be included in any algorithm for limiting the display of
other aircraft. Both groups of pilots agreed that limiting the proportion of
other aircraft displayed to those within +/- 2000 ftof their own altitude
and adjacent laterally would be an acceptable range within which to display all
aircraft for performing the tasks of fine tuning and merging. A wider range
(e, g, all aircraft within 2-4000 ft. above and below own altitude) might be
displayed for monitoring the traffic situation,

In general, the general aviation pilots found the non-directional symbols
with or without flight path history to be less acceptable than did the air-
line pilots. (fig. 15) More than 90% of both groups found the directional
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triangular symbol with GENERAL AVIATION PILOTS (n 13)

flight path history to , AIRLINE PILOTS (n- 23)

be acceptable. 100

Both groups of p i-
lots favored some form e
of symbol shape encoding
to depict the relative
altitude and ATC status o -
of another aircraft. Of
the coding schemes sugges- 0
ted, both groups of pilots
found the relative alti ude
encoding scheme that indi-
cated whether another air-
craft was at, above, or
below own altitude to be 1
more acceptable than a 0 0, . 0 4
coding scheme that simply
differentiated aircraft atthel r own a 1ti tude from NON.DIRECTIONAL SYMBOLS DIRECTIONAL aYMUOLI

those that were not. Al- Fig. 15: Pilot rated acceptability of the
though both groups had pre- basic symbols suggested for other aircraft
ferred the triangular symbol
to the circular non-directional symbol because it depicted direction of flight,
they felt that information about relative altitude (at, above, or below) was so
important that they were willing to forego information about direction of flight
in order to obtain it. When asked to select the one symbol or set of symbols
that they preferred from the 24 alternatives presented (fig. 16), more thin
70% of both groups of pilots selected a symbol that included flight path history,
more than 50% selected symbols that depicted direction of flight, 82% of the
airline pilots and 93% of the general aviation pilots selected symbols that
depicted relative altitude and 92% of both groups selected a symbol set that
included information about ATC status, although only one pilot from the two
groups selected a coding scheme that depicted only ATC status. None of the
pilots selected a symbol for other aircraft that depicted position only. All of
them wanted the symbol to convey at least some additonal information.

When asked to evaluate the additional types of information about the status
of other aircraft that should be available on a CDTI, a significant number of
pilots in both groups selected altitude, flight path history, and emergency
status as being particularly important from the list of options. (fig. 17) In
addition, more than 70% of the general aviation pilots felt that direction of
vertical flight, ground track and speed, relative altitude, and landin sequence
*number should be displayed. The airline pilots had felt that informat on about
weight class was preferable to information about aircraft type, and a much great-
er percentage of the airline pilots (83% vs. 46%) felt that knowing whether an-
other aircraft was IFR or VFR was necessary.

Both groups of pilots felt that some of the above information could be
coded into the symbol for other aircraft. Although both groups of pilots felt
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that such Information as al- %AFFIRMATIVERESUPONSES
tENERAL AVIATION PILOT8 AIRLINE PILOTStitude, ground speed s weight SITATUS 0 20 40 SO SO 100 20 40 00 90 100

class or aircraft type, I.D., INFORMATION

vertical speed, and destina- ALTITUDE "/
tion should be displayed dig- EMIRGINCYSTATUS
Itally in a data block beside FLIGHT PATHHITORY
the symbol for another air- CLIMHTFAT1 II/
craft, few pilots In either GROMEUDCND TR

group wanted such information OROUNDTRACK
displayed at all times for AIRCRAFT TYPE

all aircraft. Rather, they GROUND "BID
wanted to request such infor- RELATIVEALTITUI"
mation at their discretion LNDINGUauI
for specific aircraft. The •AIND RUNWAY
majority of both groups pre- WRIGHT CLAN
farred the option of a touch VERTIL,011
sensitive display as a means VURTIOALR EN D
of requesting the display OTIORNOT
of a digital data block for IF"N ,
another aircraft. Few pi- ID

lots selected the option of DESTINATION
an additional display for HEADING
digital information about ASSIGNEDALTITUDE

other aircraft.
Fig. 17: Pilot rated necessity for differ-

e of ent types of Information on the status of
Al of1 the pilots In other aircraft.

both groups felt that color
coding was essential to differentiate among categories of information and to
improve their speed and accuracy of recognition, More than 85% of both groups
felt that color encoding would assist them in determining the position of other
aircraft and-91% of the airline and 69% of the general aviation pilots felt
that color encoding would assist them in mainta ining separation from other
aircraft alone or in combination with symbol encoding.

'¶Thegeneral aviation pilots were willing to accept a much smaller display

size than were the airline pilots. (fig. 18) 100 01NIEAL AVIATIONPIL0OS.¶I(II
Whereas only one airline pilot was willing to 1 AIRLINI PIL0Un.*1
accept a CDTI less than 7 in. in diameter,
six out of 13 aeneral aviation pilots felt5 in. would be the minimum acceptable size. No FL m- El
Oplnions about potential impact of CDT! MINIMUM 10IHT1 AND WIDTH OP GOTI

only one general aviation pilot Fig. 18: Minimum acceptable size
and none of the airline pilots felt that for a CDT!
the additional task of monitoring a CDT!
would increase their workload to an unacceptable level. (fig. 19a) Fifty eight
percent of the general aviation pilots and 74% of the airline pilots felt that
their workload would increase somewhat with the addition of a CDTI. A number of
the general aviation pilots expressed their concern about the additional
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(a) Impact of CDTI on workload responsibility of monitoring a
CDT1 when flying without a co-
pilot under !-MC. Despite this

rsI GENERAL AVIATION PILOTM concern, 31% of the general""n va) aviation pilots and 18% of the
M AIMLINE.PILOTS airline pilots felt that their-(n" ;|) workload might actually decrease

with the addition of a CDTI.

All but three of the gen-
OllCRmAIS INCREAISE INCREASE NOOPINION eral aviation pilots and four

IOMNWHAT UNAC. of the airline pilots fel't that
CEPTABLV a CDTI would provide useful in-

formation about the position
and intention of another air-

(b) Will COT provide useful information craft, (fig. 19b) Three ad-
about the positions and intentions of ditional pilots In each group
other aircraft? felt that such a display would

be useful if, and only if, It
was a fundamental display that

so combined multiple categories of
information and functions. In
addition, several general avi-1 401 ation pilots expressed their
concern that Implementing CDTS

20 In the ATC system could mean
___ the "end of VFR fli'ght".

DIPINITILY Yes PERHAPS NO NO OPINION
vys Even though both groups of

Fig. 19: Pilots' responses about the pilots expressed concern about
ion DT display clutter, they both felt

potential impact oCPI that it would be necessary to
have a great deal of Information available for display on a CDTS. Their solu-
tion to this inconsistency was to suggest that the pilot should be allowed to
control the amount, type, and complexity of information displayed at any time.

It is possible that the pilots may revise their opinions about the amount
and complexity of information to be displayed, and about symbology and format,
once they have used these displays in a dynamic simulation, For this reason,
it must be emphasized again that the results of this study, and the earlier
study, reflect pilot opinion only and that different results might be obtained
once the pilots have used the different displays in simulated flight.

One of the most interesting results of the present study was the degree
to which the two groups of pilots agreed about the optimal content, format and
symbology on a CDTI. This occurred even though the groups differed with respect
to age, flight experience, and operational environment. Differences that were
found appeared to be related to the general aviation pilots' concern with cost
and the additional load that such a modification would impose on a single pilot ii
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particularly under adverse weather conditions. It appears that there is con-
siderable uniformity among the group of pilots sampled about the information
that they felt should be displayed on a CDTI (with the exception of Including
a display of weather)t the format in which it: should be present:ed, and t:he!
symbology to be used 1with the exception of the symbol selected for own air-

craft). These results were obtained from 36 pilots who differed from each
other with respect to type of aircraft flown, cockpit environment (1, 2, or
3 man), air traffic control environment typically flown in, years of experience,
and rbason for flying. It will be interesting to see whether this commonality
of opinion persists lnto the dynamic simulation environment which will, of
course, be a much more valid test of the concepts presently under consideration.
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PERCEPTION OF AIRCRAFT SEPARATION WITH VARIOUS SYMBOLS
ON A COCKPIT DISPLAY OF TRAFFIC INFORMATION

by
Rverett Palmer, Daniel Baty, and Sharon O'Connor

Man-Vehicle Systems Research Division
Ames R•serch Center, NASA, Moffett Field, California 94035

ABSTRACT

Perception of motion and aircraft separation on a cockpit display of
traffic information (CDTI) may be affected by many different display elements
such aso information content of aircraft predictors and history, number and
type of display background elements, map orientation, map scale and update
rate. An experimental approach is described for quickly evaluating the
relative importance of many of these display variables. The procedure
requires that the pilot judge whether an intruder aircraft will pass in front
of or in back of his own aircraft based on a short look at the encounter
situation at soa time prior to the time of closest approach.

The results of four experiments, each of which dealt with a different set
of display variable@, are described. Display variables were horizontal flightl
path predictor types and history for both own-ship and intruder. Pilots made
fewer judgment errors when they had predictive information, especially with
the predictor curved proportionally to turn rate.

Plans for the experimental series, which will continue, are briefly
explained. A small subset of display elements will be recomiended for further
evaluation in a full mission simulation#

INTRODUCTION

The concept of displaying pertinent traffic information in the cockpit
has been proposed for many years. Only recently, however, have crowded air- ]

space conditions added pressure to finding new solutions for safely maintain-
ing loss separation distance between aircraft (ref. 1). Three proposed meth-
ode of displaying such traffic information are: (1) a display dedicated only
to traffic information; (2) adding traffic information to the weather radar
displayl and (3) integrating traffic information with an electronic map
display. In the third option, the CDTZ would also serve as the pilot's
primary display of navigation and guidance information, One's own position
and direction of travel with respect to area navigation routes and terrain
features would be indicated by a "heading up" or a "track up" moving map
display. The display computer would continually translate and rotate this
map so that current aircraft location would be represented by a fixed aircraft
symbol and current value of aircraft heading or track angle would be displayed
at the top of the display. Objects on the display would move down the display
at a rate proportional to aircraft movement over the ground. When own-ship
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turns, all objects on the map would rotate about the fixed aircraft symbol.
Symbols showing the location of other air traffic would move with respect to
both ground referenced objects and own-ship.

Perceptually, a CDT1 presents a more complicated display than an air
traffic controller's (ATC) display. On an ATC display, the map is fixed and
all of the aircraft Symbols move with respect to that fixed backgroundl in
the CDTI, the pilot is presented with a continuously moving background as well
as moving aircraft. A parallel can be drawn between perceptual problems with
conventional shipboard radar and potential CDTI problems. Perceptual errors
caused by misleading, apparent motion of other ships, due to own-ships rote-
tion, has occasionally led to what are referred to as "radar assisted colli-
sions" (ref. 2). Sophisticated collision-avoidance systems are now being
developed for ships to improve the raw radar display in order to eliminnate
those perceptual problems. One soal of the research described in this paper
is to specify relevant information for a CDT1 so that initial users will not
suffer from problems analogous to those of early conventional radar displays
in ships.

The first step taken toward developing a clear and easy to use generic
CDT! was to develop an exhaustive list of questions regarding the CDTI concept.
The questions pertinent to the generic CDT1 issue were examined and an experi-
mental approach to answering each question was determined. The questions to
be answered dealt with the display symbols and density, factors altering per-
caption of motion, pilot communication with the display, CDT1 Interaction with
other systems, and display location. This study deals with some basic factors
affecting pilot perception of motion and traffic separation. Pilots made
judgments while monitoring a dynamic CDT! display. Errors in judgment were
recorded to determine how accurately pilots could predict the future separa-
tion between their own aircraft and an intruder aircraft. Different combina-
tions of displayed information and task difficulty were chosen for each of
four experiments. The method developed here will also be used to examine
additional display variables. In other proposed experiments, pilots will
manually control the aircraft simulator for such tasks as in-trail spacing,
merging, and collision avoidance maneuvering using the display symbols devel-
oped in these experiments.

METHOD

Display Hardware

The CDTIs were two 7- by 7-in. CRTs located directly below the attitude
indicators of the pilot and copilot in a fixed-base cockpit simulator. The
center of the display was 25' below the horisontal and was 35 in. from the
pilot's eye reference point. The display symbols were generated by a general
purpose, stroke-writing computer graphics system. The green phosphor on the
CRT's left no noticeable after glow.

Display SymiboloaY

Figure I shows four of the display formats used in the experiments. The
following display symbols were constant in this series uf experiments. The
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STRAIGHT GROUND RIPEREINDID CURVID GROUND 9EPEENGIID
101) PRIDICTOS ONi BOTH AIR. PREDICTOR ON OWN SHIP AND
CRAFT •IMS) STRAIGHT GROUND RIFIRINOCD

PREIICTOR ON INTRUDIR NC-.HP

CURVID GROUND RIFIRINCID MILATIVE PRIDICTOR ON
PRIDICTORS ON BOTH AIRCRAFT INTRUDIE AND NO PRIDICTOR
(NO.-N) ON OWN SHIP iMN.HR)

Tigure 1, Four of the display formats used in the experiment. The following
parameters were not changed: relative bearing at encounter, *r " 011 own-
ship speed a 200 knots; background present; update every 4 s.1 32 a. of
ground-referenced history; map track up; and width of map - 10 n. mL. of
terrain.t

top point of the chevron symbol indicated the present position of own-ship,
Present position of the intruder was indicated by a dot In the canter of a
circular symbol. These symbols were preferred by the most pilots in Hart's
study (ref. 3) of pilot opinions on various types of possible CDTZ symbols,
An RMAV route and runway symbol provided ground objects for background. The
width of the terrain displayed on the map display was always 10 n. mi. With
this map scale, which seems reasonable for terminal area operations, 1 n. mi.
on the ground equals 0.5 in. on the display. The display was rotated so that
own-ship's track was at the top of the mp. Own-ship position and all
intruder in formation were updated every 4 see. No sensor noise or filter lag
was simulated for these tests.

The independent display variables included the presence or absence of
ground referenced history and the type of predictor on own-ship and intruder.
Table 1 shows the various combinations of display symbols used in the four
experiments and defines the kind of history and predictor information
displayed. These displays are discussed in more detail in the description of
the individual experiments.
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TABLE I
COMBINATIONS OF DISPLAY SYMBOLS USED IN EXPERIMENTS 1 THROUGH 4

E~xperimnt
own-ship Intruder* Code

=story PredIctor History Predictor 1 2-3 4

None None None None MN-MN X
History None History None H-MHN X X
None Straight None Straight MS-N8 X X
History Straight History straight MW-HU X X X X
History None History Relative am-MR X
History Curved History StraLiht C--HS X
History Curved History Curved HC-NC X z
*Definitions

None: symbol was not present,

History: Every 4 sec. a new history dot wes added marking the current
ground position of the aircraft. A total of 8 dots or 32 sea. of
history were displayed.

Straliht: The end of the vector predicts the position of the aircraft
over the ground in 32 sec., assuming the aircraft maintains its
current ground track

Curved: The end of the vector predicts the position of the aircraft
over the ground in 32 sec., assuming the aircraft maintains it.
current turn rate.

Relative: The end o0 the vector predicts the intruders position relative
to own-ship in 32 sec,, assuming both aircraft maintain their
current ground track.

Encounter Variables

Figure 2 shows the eight parameters that were used to specify an
encounter between own-ship and an intruder. The separation distance at the
point of encounter, R, was an independent variable. In these experiments,
R was either 3,000, 6,000. or 9,000 ft. There ware no encounters that would
result in a collision. for each display condition, the pilots monitored 24
different encounters before progressing to the next display condition. In
12 of those encounters the intruder would ultimately pass in front of own-
ship. Figure 3 depicts these 12 encounters and their parameters as they would
appear using the curved ground referenced predictor and history. The reamain-
ing 12 encounters differed from these only in that the sign of the separation
parameter was zeversed. Note that in 12 encounters both aircraft were going
straight and in the remaining 12 one or both aircraft was turning. During
the experi.- t, the order of presentation of the 24 encounters wvs randomized.
In addition, whether the pilot saw the encounter depicted in figure 3 or its
mirror image was also randomised.
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RILATIVE EIARINO /
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TIME TOENCOUNTIR t

Figure 2. Parameters used to specify an encounter between own-ship and an
intruder.
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Figure 3. Twelve of the 24 encounters in which the intruder passed in front
If own-ship. All displays show ground-referenced predictors. The miss dis-
tance is 3,000 ft. Relative bearing at encounter is *r O* 0and own-ship
speed is V0 - 200 knots.
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Task

The pilot's task was to monitor the CDTI and predict whether an intruder
aircraft would pass in front of or in back of his aircraft. Each trial was
initiated by the pilot pushing a start button. After two display updates
(8 see), the intruder appeared on the CDTI with a position, velocity, track
angle, and turn rate calculated so that the intruder would be either directly
in front of or in back of own-ship in 60 see. This point is referred to as
the encounter point in this paper. It Is not necessarily the closest point of
approach. After four additional updates (16 see) the CDT! was blanked and
replaced by a message asking whether the intruder was going to pass In front
or in back of own-ship. The pilot indicated his decision by pushing a hand-
held switch either forward for "in front" or back. for "in back." The words
"IN FRONT" or "IN BACK" then appeared Indicating the correc t judgmnt.

SubJects

Twenty-four airline pilots served as paid subjects in these experiments.
They were selected from a pool of pilots who have volunteered to participate
as test subjects in Ames' experiments. They were not informed of the content
of the experiments uncil they arrived at Ames. Prior to the beginning of the
study, the pilots were asked a few general questions about their attitude
toward the CDTI concept and about their flying background. Sixteen of the
pilots were familiar with the concept of CDTI and all of the pilots felt that
the addition of traffic information in the cockpit would be desirable, Nine
of the pilots were captains and 15 were first officers. The pilots' accumu-
lated flying time ranged from 2,500 to 30iOOO hr.. All but six of the pilots
had military flight experience. Seven pilots were currently flying B-727's
or B-737's; 5 were flying B-707's or DC-8°'s and 12 were flying B-747'.,
DC-l0's or L-lOll's. All but one of the pilots had previously participated in
other experiments at Amos,

Approximately 1 hr was spent describing the task and training the pilots
on how to interpret the different CDTI displays before each experiment. At
the conclusion of the experiment each pilot was given a four-page questionaire
in which they were asked to evaluate the CDTI displays.

EXPERIMENT 1

The primary objective of experiment 1 was to determine what form of pilot
response to use in later experiments. A secondary objective was to compare
displays with and without straight ground referenced predictors and with and
without history.

Independent Variables - Response

There were two response types. In the first, referred to here as
"window" tasks, the pilots viewed an encounter for 16 sec. After 16 sec
they were asked to make a decision and to respond accordingly. With this
response type, two time windows ware used, In the first, the intruder
appeared 60 sec before encounter and In the second the intruder appeared
45 sec before the encounter. Pilot response always occurred after the
display was blanked.
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In the second response type, the intruder appeared 60 sec. before
encounter and disappeared after 45 sec. Instead of responding when the
intruder disappeared, the pilots were instructed to respond as quickly and
as accurately as possible at any time after the appearance of the intruder.
If they did not respond after 45 sac, the display was blanked and a message
appeared asking them to respond. It was hoped that the additional data on
decision time provided by this task would allow both finer discriminations to
be made between displays as well as provide a measure of pilot confidence.
This task is referred to as the "decision time" task.

Indecendent Variables - Displays

The four display variables were ground-referenced history (OR And OFF)
and straight ground-referenced predictor (ON and OFF). Ground-refarenced
history showed the aircraft's path over the ground. Zt was displayed by each
aircraft "dropping" a dot every 4 seac. Eight dots (32 see of history). were
displayed, These history dots translated and rotated with the terrain symbols.
The straight ground-referenced predictor was a straight-line extrapolation of
each aircraft's current velocity Vector. It depicted where an aitcraft would
be relative to the ground in 32 sea, assuming that the aircraft did not turn.
Note that whenever an aircraft is turning, this prediction will be in error.
The magnitude of the miss distance was always 3,000 ft in the first experi-

Uxperttal Desian

Each of the four pilots made Judgments using all four displays and all

three response tasks. One days 1 and 3, pilots performed the "decision time"
task, Mean error rates and mean decision times were recorded. On days 2.
and 4 the pilots performed the two "window" tasks with each display conditions.
Mean error rates were recorded. Pilots were run in pairs. For each task and
pilot pair, the display order was randomized.

!efults

Tables 2 and 3 show the pLrcentage of errors made with each display for
both straight and curved encounters for the two window tasks. The data are
averaged over pilots and replications. The number of trials per cell ranged
from 85 to 96. Some of the values were lass than the nominal value of 96
(4-pilots x 12-encounters x 2-replications) because data from some trials
wore lost due to a computer hardware failure.

Comparing the error data in tables 2 and 3, it is clear that it was more
difficult for the pilots to make correct Judgments when the viewing time
window was farther from the encounter (table 2) than it was closer (table 3).
Both sets of data show similar trends. As expected, more errors were made on
curved encounters, when one or both aircraft was turning, than on straight
encounters when neither aircraft was turning. On the straight encounters, the
straight predictors improved performance, but the addition of history did not
lower the error rate. On the curved encounters, neither straight predictors
nor history helped. Recall that the end of the straight predictor only
correctly predicted where the aircraft would be in 32 sec when the aircraft
was going straight.
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TABLE 2

PERCENTAGE ERROR PLUS AND MINUS ONE STANDARD ERROR FOR THE 60-SEC WINDOW
TASK FOR FOUR DISPLAYS AND STRAIGHT AND CURVED ENCOUNTERS. THE DATA

IN EACH CELL ARE THE AVERAGES FOR FOUR PILOTS, 12 ENCOUNTERS, AND TWO
REPLICATIONS. THE MAGNITUDE OF THE MISS DISTANCE WAS ALWAYS 3,000 FT

Display Conditions Encounter Types

History Predictor Code Straight Curved

None None NN-NN 33 k2 45 t6
SHistory None HN-HN 36 15 39 :b2None Straight NS-NS 14 12 39 14

History Straight HS-HS 22 *7 35 i1

TABLE 3

PERCENTAGE ERROR PLUS AND MINUS ONE STANDARD ERROR FOR THE 45-SEC WINDOW
TASK FOR YOUR DISPLAYS AND STRAIGHT AND CURVED ENCOUNTERS. THE DATA
IN EACH CELL ARE THE AVERAGES FOR FOUR PILOTS, 12 ENCOUNTERS, AND TWO
REPLICATIONS. THE MAGNITUDE OF THE MISS DISTANCE WAS ALWAYS 3,000 FT

Display Conditions Encounter Types

History Predictor Code Straight Curved
None None NN-HH 24 t2 31 18
History None HN-HN 27 k2 30 *3
Non* Straight He-liB 6 *'6 31 d;6
History Straight HS-HS 6 t3 34 t6

Table 4 shows the percentage of error and mean decision times for the decision
time task. The percentage error data are similar to the data from the 45-sec
window task. The decision time data also indicate that even though the pilots
observed the display for 2 or 3 times longer than the 16 sec allowed in the
window task, their error rates were very similar to those for the 45-sec
window task. The display with straight vectors (HS-HS) on the straiSbt
encounters resulted in decision times that were 8 see shorter on the average.

TABLE 4

PERCENTAGE ERROR PLUS AND MINUS ONE STANDARD ERROR FOR THE DECISION TIME TASK.
THE NUMBERS IN THE PARENTHESIS INDICATE THE MEAN RESPONSE TIME. THE DATA

IN EACH CELL ARE THE AVERAGES FOR FOUR PILOTS, 12 ENCOUNTERS, AND TWO
REPLICATIONS

Display Conditions Encounter Types

History Predictor Code Straight Curved

None None NN-NN 17 t2 (40 ±ls) 26 t5 (42 il)
History None HN-HN 18 15 (39 ±ls) 25 ±5 (42 12s)
None Straight NS-NS 2 *2. (32 i2.) 21 ±4 (37 i2s)
History Straight HS-HS 7 *3 (31 *ls) 24 t5 (38 *l1)

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the error rate on the window tasks
indicated a significant difference between type of display (F(3,9) - 4.06,
p - 0.03). No significant difference wai found for days, windows, or any
interactions. Analysis of the decision time date indicated a significant
difference among displays (F(3,9) - 15.206, p < 0.001); other main effects and
interactions were found to be nonsignificant.
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The responses to the debriefing questionnaire indicated that all four
pilots preferred to have both history and straight predictor (HS-HS). All
four also thought this display condition was easieat and fastest to Interpret.
Their comments Indicated that they felt that the history and straight vector
symbols made the task easier. One pilot commented that this display "did not
require as much concentration." The condition that was liked the least and
considered the most difficult to interpret was the display with neither history
nor predictor (NN-NN). A summary of the remaining questionnaire items that are
of a more general nature will be discussed after the description of experi-
ment 4.

Based on the following considerations, it was decided to use the window
task in the remaining three experimsntsi (1) percentage error performance
was only slightly better on the decision time task than on the 45-sec window
task even though the pilots had more time to look at the display; (2) the
window task has only a single dependent measure which avoids the problems of
tasks that have a speed-accuracy ttade-offl and (3) the window task took less
time to run. The 60-sec time window was chosen in order to provide a task
with an error rate close to 25%.

EXPERIMENT 2

The objective of experiment 2 was to determine a miss distance that would
best discriminate among the display conditions.

Independent Variables

The three displays tested were NS-NS, HN-HN, and HS-HS. The one display
from experiment 1 that was not tosted was NN-NN which had neither predictor
nor history. The miss distances wear 3,000, 6,000 and 9,000 ft.

Experimental Design

Eight pilots were tested, two par day for 4 days. The order of the nine
display/mis-distance conditions was randomized for each pilot pair. On
all trials the intruder appeared at 60 sac and disappeared at 44 snc to
encounter. Errors were averaged over the 12 straight and 12 curved encounter
types. These data were analysed in a 2-encounter-types x 3-displays x
3-distances v 8-pilots ANOVA for a randomized block, repeated measures design.

Results

Table 5 shows the percentage error data for each display and miss
distance for both straight and curved encounters. The results of experiment 2
were generally consistent with those of experiment 1. With a 3,000-ft miss
distaces, numerous errors were made with all displays on both straight and
curved encounters. Errors decreased with increasing miss distance, with the
largest drop occurring between 3,000 and 6,000 ft. Straight encounters had
fewer errors than curved encounters. The straight predictor was only a help
on the straight encounters.
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TABLE 5

PERCENTAGE ERROR PLUS AND MINUS ONE STANDARD ERROR FOR THE WINDOW
TASK FOR THREE DISPLAYS WITH STRAIGHT AND CURVED ENCOUNTERS.

THE MISS DISTANCES ARE 3,000, 6,000 and 9,000 FT. THE DATA
IN EACH CELL ARE THE AVERAGES FOR EIGHT PILOTS AND

12 ENCOUNTERS

Display Conditions Encounter Types

straight Curved
History Predictor Code 3,000 6,000 9,000 3,000 6,000 9,000

ft ft ft ft ft ft,

History None 1N-RN 34 14 18 *3 13 5 36 4 20 *4 24 4
None Straight US-NS 25 *6 8 3 3 *2 43 k2 30 t5 17 *4
History Straight HS-HI 22 *7 6 03 5 12 39 ±3 25*4 1703

The ANOVA indicated a significant difference between straight and curved
encounters (F(1,7) - 27.08, p < 0.01) and between miss distances
(F(2,14) - 68.16, p < 0.001). With the variance associated with miss
distance eliminated from the variance associated with display, no significant
difference was found for display types (p < 0.1). However, the interaction
between encounter type and display type was significant (F(2,14), p < 0.025).
All other interactions were nonsignificant.

All eight pilots preferred the display condition showing both history and
straight predictor (HS-HE). Four pilots rated the history-only (HN-RN)
display as the least liked, The history and straight predictor display was
considered easiest to interpret by seven pilots. One pilot commented that the
history and straight predictor display made it possible ýo "see a trend
develop." Six pilots thought the history and straight predictor display was
the fastest to interpret and three pilots indicated that the display with only
history took the most time.

EXPERIMENT 3

The objective of experiment 3 was to investigate the effect of two addi-.
tional predictive elements on pilot error rate, especially for those
encounters involving curved trajectories.

Independent Variables

Three types of predictors were tested: straight (HS-HS), curved (KC-HC),
and relative (HN-HR). Condition (HS-HS) has been described previously. The
curved vector (HC-HC) was ground referenced and curved proportional to turn
rate. It predicted where the aircraft would be in 32 sec if it maintained
its current turn rate. In the curved encounters used in these experiments,
this predictor always predicted correctly. However, it would be in error if
the aircraft turn rate varied during the prediction interval, for example,
when an aircraft rolls out of a turn.
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The other new display (NN-HR.) indicated the position of the intruder
aircraft in 32 se& relative to own-ship assuming that both aircraft main-
tained their current track angles. Mathematically, the vector Is derived by
subtracting own-ship's straight Sround-referenced vector from the intruder's
straight sround-reforenced vector. The resulting vector is displayed on the
intruder symbol (see fig. ld).. If neither aircraft is turning, the relative
vector indicates t direction of the intruder across the CDTI. If the
extrapolation of tWs vector lise on own-ship, the intruder is on a collision
course with own-sAp. if thes extrapolation of the vector lies In front (in
back) of own-ship, ehe intruder will pass in front (in back) of own-ship. The
interpretation of this display symbol is not as simple if either aircraft is
turning, This symbol has-been proposed for some collision avoidance dirplays
(ref. 4). All displays included the ground-referenced history. Miss distances
wave 3,000 and 6,000..t,

S~Experiment wa;ina

Teour p:lo:stD sve'testedý two per day for two days, The-order of the six

display/miss-distance conditions was randomised for each pilot pair. Errors
ware averaged over the 12 straight and 12 curved encounter types. These data
were analysed in a 2-encounter-types x 3-displays x 2-miss-distances x 4 pilots
ANOVA with randomised blocks and repeated measures. The curved encounter data
were further analysed in three zategories with four encounters eacho only
own-ship turning, only intruder turning, and both turning.

Results

As can b& seen in table 6, fewer errors were made on all displays on the
straight encounters. The use of the relative predictor on straight encounters
resulted in an error rate that wus comparable to the error rates on both the
straight and curved ground referenced predictor. The error rate on the curved
encounters with curved predictors was much less (6% and 8%) than that for
straight or relative predictors (about 33X).

ANOVA indicated a significant difference between encounter types
(F(l,3) - 115.12, p < 0.01) and display type (F(2,3) * 14.57, p < 0.01). No
significant difference was found for miss distance (p > 0.25). Interaction
between encounter and display type was significant (F(2,6) - 13.830 p 4 0.01).
All other interactions were nonsignificant.

TABLE 6

PERCENTAGE ERROR PLUS AND MINUS ONE STANDARD ERROR FOR THE WINDOW TASK FOR
THE THREE DISPLAYS AND STRAIGHT AND CURVED ENCOUNTERS. THE MISS
DISTANCES ARE 3,000 AND 6,000 FT. THE DATA IN EACH CELL ARE THE

AVERAGES FOR FOUR PILOTS AND 12 ENCOUNTERS

Display Conditions Encounter types
Predictor - Code Straight Curved

Own-ship Othership 3,000 ft 6,000 ft 3,000 ft 6,000 ft

Strijat Straight HS-HS 8 ±7 0 ±0 33 ±4 29 ±4
None Relative HN-HR 6 ±4 2 12 33 ±5 37 ±3
Curved Curved HC-HC 4 ±2 4 ±2 6 ±4 8 ±5
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-m. war wow unucteG On the three types of encounters a own-
ship turning, intruder turning, and bath turning. Theme data are shown in
table 7. in all instances, displays using curved predictors resulted in the
lowest error ratas (9%, OZ, and 12%). The highest error rate for all displays
was for the case in which both aircraft were turning (46Z, 502, and 122).
Analysis of variance of the curved encounters indicated a significant differ-
ence between encounter types (F(2,6) w 7.0, p 4 0,05) and display types
(F(2,6) - 27.22, p s; 0.001),

TABLE 7

PERCENTAGE ERROR PLUS AND MINUS ONE STANDARD ERROR FOR TERUE DIFFERENT
TYPES OP CURVED ENCOUNTERS: OWN-SHIP TURNING, INTRUDER TURNING AND
BOTH TURNING. THE DATA ARE AVERAGED OVER THE TWO MISS DISTANCES

Display Conditions

Predictor Type Aircraft Turning

Code-
Own-ship Othership Own-ship Intruder both

Straight Straight HS-HS 37 *4 9 *5 46 *9
None Relative 1W-HR 31 ill 25 *4 50 *4
Curved Curved IIC-EC 9 13 1 0 *0 1 12 *4

For this experiment, all four pilots preferred the curved predictor.
Suggested Improvements for the curved predictor were to flash the symbol of
the intruder that was a threat and to allow the pilot to control the length
of the predictor. The curved predictor was considered to be the easiest to
interpret. On curved encounters, the relative predictor was considered the
most difficult symbol to interpret.

EXPERIMENT 4

The objective of. experiment 4 was to investigate the usefulness of a
CDTI in which own-ship had a curved predictor and the intruder had the simpler
straight predictor.

A practical problem associated with the display of curved predictors is
the need for turn-rate information on other aircraft. In an actual system,
turn rate could bei (1) predicted based on the past positions of each air-
craft; or (2) data linked from each aircraft to the ground from the ground to
each CDTZ-equipped aircraft, Method (1) can be done on board the CDTZ-
equipped aircraft but It introduces prediction errors and time delays.
Method (2) is inherently more accurate but requires all aircraft to down link
additional Information -an expensive solution.

The three display conditions wore: (1) straight predictors on both air-
craft (HS-HS)i (2) curved predictors on both aircraft (RC-RC)I and (3) a
curved predictor on own-ship and a straight predictor on the intruder (HC-HS).
All display had 32 sec of ground-referenced history. Miss distances of
3,000 and 6,000 ft were useds
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Experimental Design

Eight pilots were tested, two per day for 4 days. The order of the six
display/miss-distance conditions was randomized for each pilot pair. Error
rate for each display was totaled across the two types of encounter and the
two miss distances. These date were initially analyzed in a 2-oncounter-type
x 3-displays x 8-pilots ANOVA with randomized blocks and repeated measures.
The curved encounters were further analyzed by category in the same manner as
in experiment 3 in a 3 x 3 x 8 ANOVA.

Results

Table 8 shows that there was again less error with the straight encounters.
For curved encounters, curved predictors on both aircraft (HC-HC) yielded the
best performance. The analysis of variance showed a significant difference
between the straight and curved encounters (F(1,7) - 73, p< 0.001), display
type (7(2,14) - 27.41, p 1 0.001), and the interaction between them
(F(2,14) w 21.40, p 4 0.001).

TABLE 8

PERCENTAGE ERROR PLUS AND MINUS ONE STANDARD ERROR FOR EXPERIMENT 4 FOR
THREE DISPLAYS WITH STRAIGHT AND CURVED ENCOUNTERS. THE MISS

DISTANCES WERE 3,000 AND 6,000 FT. THE DATA IN EACH CELL IS
THE AVERAGE OF 8 PILOTS AND 12 ENCOUNTERS

Display Conditions Encounter Types

History Predictor Code Straight Curved
3,000 6,000 3,000 6,000

Straight Straight HS-HS 19 4 6 ±3 45 13 23 13
Curved Straight HC-HS 15 ±6 4 ±2 34 t4 22 *3
Curved Curved HC-HC 17 *5 4 12 13 ±3 6 12

As was done previously, the three types of curved encounters were further
analyzed. These data are shown in table 9. The average error rate for each
display (HS-HS, HC-HC and HC-HS) on the curved encounters were 34%, 282, and
9X, respectively, averaged across miss distances. An analysis of variance

TABLE 9

PERCENTAGE ERROR PLUS AND MINUS ONE STANDARD ERROR FOR THE THREE DIFFERENT
TYPES OF CURVED ENCOUNTERS IN EXPERIMENT 4. THE MISS DISTANCES ARE
3,000 AND 6,000 FT. THE DATA IN EACH CELL ARE THE AVERAGE ERRORS

FOR 8 PILOTS AND FOUR ENCOUNTERS

Display Conditions Type Aircraft Turning

History Predictor Code Own-ship Intruder Both3oOOO 6,000 3,000 6,000 ,ooo 6,000

Straight Straight HS-HS 44 12 28 ±5 38 ±0 13 ±8 59 ±8 38 ±4
Curved Straight HC-HS 19 ±7 3 ±3 38 ±0 16±3 50 ±4 50 ±0
Curved Curved HC-KC 13 ±0 13 ±4 13 ±41 3 +3 16 ±3 6 13
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indicated a significant difference between encounter types (F(2,14) = 28.38,
p < 0.001), display conditions (F(2,14) - 37.06, p < 0.001), and the inter-
action between them (F(4,28) a 7.22, p < 0.001).

Three post hoc comparisons were conducted on type of curved ,encounter
over each level of the display variable. Results indicated that there was
a nonsignificant difference in error rate for type of encounter when both
intruder and own-ship had curved predictors. When only own-ship had the
curved predictor, there was a significant difference in error rate between the
three types of encounter (7(2,14) - 21.9, p < 0.001), with straight vectors on
a turning encounter resulting in the poorer performance. A comparison of
encounters whea neither aircraft had a curved predictor indicated a significant
difference in error rate (1(2,4) - 7.08, p < 0 001) indicating that the
encounters in whiah own-ship was turning were the most difficult to perceive
correctly.

The display with curved predictors on both aircraft was preferred by six
of the eight pilots. This display was considered to be the easiest and fastest
to interpret by more than half of the pilots. The display with straight pre-
dictors on both aircraft was liked least by five pilots,

QUESTIONNAIRE SUI¥ARY - EXPERRIMNTS 1 TO 4

Ninety-two percent of the pilots thought a CDTL would be of value in their

aircraft. Many pilots suggested that the display would be of most value in
congested terminal areas. Although 702 of the pilots thought workload would be
increased, 63X still felt the display would be necessary; 91X felt a CDTI
would improve safety.

Of the suggestions offered for improving the display the most common
response (40%) was curved predictors, Seventy-eight percent of the subjects
preferred the CDTI located in combination with the weather radar display
rather than as a replacement for the HSI.

The pilots were asked to indicate what additional information they would
like available. The most common requests were for the ability to change map

scale and to read the altitude, heading, and speed of other aircraft. Weather
information and terrain symbols were also frequently chosen. The pilots
indicated that they desired altitude, heading, and speed of their own and
other aircraft to be displayed continuously.

Thirty-eight percent of the pilots wanted collision avoidance instruc-
tions such as "TURN RIGHT" or "CLIMB." On the question of announcing
with audio alert of the presence of an intruder aircraft, 502 wanted an alert
and 502 did not.

Fifty-eight percent thought 1-sec updates of traffic information would
be better than the 4-see updates used in these experiments. Twenty-one per-
cent of the pilots preferred the 4-sec updates and one pilot felt that 8-sec
updates would be adequate.

The pilots were asked to rate the experiment itself in a number of areas.
Ninety-one percent thought the instructionu were clear. The prasence of
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another pilot in the cockpit was not considered to be a distraction. Seventy-
nine percent of the pilots felt the feedback after each trial was helpful in
improving their performance.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A series of experiments was designed to evaluate candidate CDTI symbols
in a dynamic but controlled environment. The following general observations
are based on the objective and subjective data from the first four experi-
ments in the series and our experience gained in conducting them.

1. This was a difficult perceptual cask. Numerous errors were made on
all display and task conditions.

2. Curved encounters in which one or both aircraft was turning were
much more difficult than straight encounters.

3. Predictive information was more useful than historical information.

4. Both ground-referenced and own-ship-referenced straight predictors
reduced errors on straight encounters.

5. Both ground-referenced and own-ship-referenced straight predictors
were difficult to use during curved encounters.

6. The turn rate information provided by the curved predictors reduced
errors on curved encounters.

7. The best results were obtained when both aircraft had curved pre-
dictors.

It is important that any conclusion the reader may draw from these
results take into account the following limitations of the research methodt
(1) The pilots could devote their uninterrupted attention to the task for
16 sec; (2) neither aircraft changed its speed or turn rate during an
encounter; (3) although the display was dynamic, the pilots could not inter-
act with the display to ask for more information about the intruder or change
the map scale; (4) pilots could not take over manual control of the aircraft;
and (5) the passive nature of the task and the large number of trials
resulted in a task that quickly became routine. The first two items should
lead to fewer errors than would be expected in a real aircraft. The last
three items should lead to more errors than in a real aircraft. It is felt,
however, that the relative difference between the displays will remain the
same as the task is made more realistic.
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SESSION 6; DESI-ON METHODOLOGY AND APPLICATIONS
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AN INDUSTRIAL UTILITIES MODEL FOR

RESEARCH IN MAN-PROCESS CONTROL

by
B. Dell Campbell

and
Richard S. Shirley

The Foxboro Cot Foxboro, HA 02035

This paper describes an industrial utilities model which has been developed to

allow laboratory investigation of a man-process control system. It also summa-

rises a project being done jointly by The Foxboro Company and Delft University

(in the Netherlands). The final objective Is to determine the influence of high
dimensionality and complexity of an industrial process on the operator's perfor-

mance. For the study, the process Is regarded an linear and time-invariant.

Currently, an optimal control model of the process operator has been hypothe-

sized, and the industrial utilities model has been implemented.

INTRODUCTION

The industrial utilities model described lu this paper will be used for research

in man-process control. The following introduction provides a brief, general

background of the initial research objectives.

Most industries are in business to make money. But operation of an industrial

process is often constrained by government regulations, market demands and physi-

cal realities. This usually translates to the question, "how can I make a qual-

Ity product, not pollute the environment, keep my equipment running, keep my

employees productive and happy, and still make money, all at the same time?" In

many Industries the answer means using more complex processes and process con-

trols. This results in Increased responsibility for the process operator,

requiring him to monitor a larger, more remote process: some processes have more

than four hundred control loops and over a thousand possible alarms. Providing

the process operator with a means of reliably monitoring and controlnLng these

loops and alarms is a major goal of any process control company. Consequently,

considerable effort is being spent to learn what the operator does and how he

does it. One step toward understanding process operation will be made by model-

ling the procesm operator.
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Useful models have been developed for describing the man in a man-vehicle system.

McRuer and Baron, among others, have devised pilot models for use in flight

research (references 1,2,3), Typically, the pilot is modelled as a control ele-
ment in a closed-loop system. Such a system, modified to fit the man-process
situation, in shown in figure 1. The man (operator) observes the process via a
display and takes control action as needed.

Unfortunately, the model ahown in figure I Is inadequate for process control.
As shown in figure 2 and further described by Beaverstock in reference 4,
the process operator is really a supervisor; he must learn the process, monitor
its behavior, take appropriate control actions, help define standard operating
procedures and plan future control strategies. There are several reasons for
this. Industrial processes have time constants ranging from minutes to days,
much slower dynamics than aircraft; such slow dynamics force the operator into a
supervisory role in which control actions are interspersed with long periods of
observation•, reflection and boredom. Industrial processes tend to have large

numbers of control loops compared vith an aircraft; the process operator must
decide how to divide his time amona these loops. Furthermore, opera!*r observe-

' times of the process are primarily through remote sensors connected to instru-

ments on the panel, with no direut sensations such as mOtion or an out-the-vindoy
viewr the operator must look at the instruments, decide what the siln••s mean,
and then take action. figure 3 thus indicates that the process operator is more
than the simple control element shown in figure li hm, is also a decision maker.

Soam of the inadequacies of the operator model shown in figure I have been ad-
dressed by recent research. Govindaraj and Kok, mong others, have modified pilot
models to make them more applicable to process control (references 5,6,7). The

work of Kok begins with the BBN (Bolt, Beranek and Newman) optimal pilot model
(references 2 and 3, and figure 4). The DBN model is a sophisticated version of
the situation shown in figure 1. The model shows the men as a control element in
a control loop. It also tucludes disturbances internal to the man (motor noise
and observation noise), an internal processing time delay, a predictor/Kalman fil-
ter to estimate the system state, an optimum control law to determind control in-
puts, and neuromuscular dynamics. Kok further builds on this model to adapt it

for process control (reference 6). As shown in figure 5, he includes both an in-

ternal model of the system dynamics and an internal model of the display as part
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of the process operator, now called an observer/controller. Note that figure 5
tacitly assumes a state estimator, functionally similar to the BBN predictor/

Kalmasn filter. One concern with the model shown in figure 5 (and reference 6)

is that the operator's internal model of the process is not completely defined.

Working with The Foxboro Company, Delft University has undertaken a study to

determine the influence of high dimensionality and complexity of an industrial

process on the operator's internal model of the process. The study by Delft

will be based on laboratory experimentation and the work of Kok. Operators will

control a simulated industrial process under controlled conditions to provide

the data needed for analysis. The industriil process simulation has been devel-

oped by The Foxboro Company and is the primary subject of this paper.

THE PROCE8S MODEL

A brief summry of an industrial utilities process is shown in figure 6. The

process has three major subsystemst boilers, turbines, and compressors, The

four boilers use fuel to produce high pressure steam. The three turbines use the

high pressure stem to produce electricity, and exhaust intermdiate pressure

stem and low pressure stem for use in the plant. The four air compressors use

intermediate pressure stem to produce compressed air, and also exhaust low pres-

sure stem for use in the plant.

figure 7 shows the Interconnections of the boilers, turbines and air compressors,

Even on this simplified diagram there are sixteen operator Inputs and four pro-

case outputs. Although each control loop is very sluggish compared to man-

vehicle system, thb number of control loops is sufficient to keep the operator

busy.

Each of the four boilers shown in figure 7 can be turned on or off by the process

operator. The operator also decides which of the boilers to use as the "swing

boiler" (the swing boiler is used to adapt to small changes in high pressure steam

demand). Figure 8 shows the boiler model in more detail. The swing boiler uses a

PID (Proportional-lntegral-Derivative) controller to maintain a aonslant pressure

(850 psi) on the high pressure steam header, There are four settings on a PID

controller under operator control, of which only the set point is shown in figure

8: the other three settings are the gains on the proportional, integral and

derivative controls. The time constants for the boilers are of the order of 300
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seconds, and there is an integrator in the loop to model the change from steam

flow to steam pressure at the high pressure header.

This it a very simplified boiler model: the dynamics are simplified, the proc-

ess of water flow to the boiler has been omitted, and the dynamics have been

linearised, This simplified approach has been taken throughout the industrial

utilities model to facilitate research on the process operator. The number of

controls, the intaractions between the various utilities components, the alarm

system, and the long time constants are the aspects of the process of interaet

to the Foxboro-Delft study of the process operator model.

Not obvious from the figure 7 (for reaaons of clarity) is the fact that each of

the three turbines in the turbine subsystem is used in a different way. Conse-

quently, each turbine will be discussed in order.

Turbine 1 (see figure 9) in a condensing turbine: it uses high pressure steam

to produce electricity, using more of the steam enargy in the process than the

other turbines. The steam output from the turbine is below the pressure of the

low pressure header and so is condensed and returned to the process as water.

Turbine 1 is used to control how much electricity must be purchased. The other

two turbines also produce electricity, but the amount of electricity they pro-

duce varies because they are used to control the intermediate and low pressure

steam headers.

Turbine 2 is shown in figure 10. Zt is a back pressure turbine, using high

pressure steam whict Sgoe to the low pressure stem header upon exit from the
turbine. Zn addition, a portion of the steam flow is extracted fros the middle

of turbine 2 to feed the Intermediate pressure (300 psi) steam header. The

amount of steam flow extracted for the intermediate header is determined by a

PID controller letting the constant, K, as shown in figure 10. K ranges from 0

to 1. As K increases, more stem goes to the intermediate pressure header, less

steam goes to the low pressure header, and less electricity is generated. The

intermediate pressure header Is represented as an integrator.

Turbine 3 is the same as turbine 2, except that It is used to regulate the low

pressure (40 psi) steam header. As shown in figure 11, the PID controller is

reverse-acting. In other words, a portion, K, of the steam flow is extracted
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for the intermediate header; If more steam is needed for the low pressure header,

then K is decreased. As for turbine 2, K ranges from 0 to 1. The low pressure
header is represented as an integrator.

Examination of figures 10 and 11 shown that turbines T2 and T3 tend to work

saganst each other. T2 Is used to regulate the Intermediate pressure header and

T3 is used to regulate the low pressure header. If T2 has more steam extracted

for the intermediate pressure header (increased K in figure 10), then less steam

goes to the low pressure header. If T3 is used to provide more steam to the low

pressure header, then less steam Is extracted for the intermediate pressure

header (decreased K In figure 11). An unstable'lituation Is avoided by deliber-

ately detuning the low pressure control system, thus allowing the intermediate

pressure control system to predominate during transients.

The four air compressors are shown in figure 12. They are driven by intermediate

pressure steam and exhaust to the low pressure header. Each compressor can be

turned on or off by the process operator as needed to meet compressed air demand.

The compressors are controlled by a MOCS (Multiple Output Control System), which

essentially sets the combined compressor output to meat total demand and also

equalilse the output of each compressor, The operator my directly control one

or more of the compressors by placing them in manual mode, The air header ts

represented by an integrator.

The operator must maintain safe operating conditions. To help him, there are

several automatic alarms an sumarised in table 1. In case steam pressures got

out of balance, there are manually set letdown valves from the high pressure

header to the intermediate pressure header, and from the Intermediate pressure

header to tha. low pressure header, as well as a vent from the low pressure header

to the atmosphere.

The operator must not only run the plant safely, he must also run It efficiently.

Specifically, the cost of running the plant is a function of the fuel burned, the
purchased power, and the stem vented to atmosphere. In addition, there is a

cost penalty for not remaining within acceptable tolerances for the three steam

pressures, and the air pressure. Tor the purchased power, a contract exists: if

too little power is used, the entire contracted amount must still be paid fort if

too much power ts used, the extra power costs twice as much as the contracted
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power; and a surcharge is paid based on the highest peak power during the year.

The operator of the industrial utilities model has a large number of controllable A

parameters which are listed in table 2. In monitoring and controlling the plant,

he must observe the process and alarms, decide what to do, and then use one of

the controllable parameters to drive the process in the desired direction. The

operator's task will be complicated by varying plant demand for electric power,
intermediate pressure steam, low pressure steam and compressed air.

From an enerly point of view, there are two inputs to the system and four out-

puts. The inputs are fuel and purchased electricityl the outputs are inter-

mediate pressure steam, low pressure steam, electricity and eompressed air.

This is, indeed, an enerly conversion system. Current technology offers sophis-

ticated energy conservation schemes (see Shinskey, reference 8), but these are
well beyond the scope of the simplified model being described.

Zn conclusion, and with reference to figure 7, the operator's task Is to:

- maintain safe operating conditions
- provide a steady supply of high pressure steam to the utilities process

- provide a steady supply of intermediate steam to the plant and the util-

ities process

- provide a steady supply of low pressure steam to the plant

- provide electric power to the plant

- operate the utilities process efficiently

SUM-KA&Y

An industrial utilities model has been developed for use in laboratory experi-

meats involving man-process control systems. It is sufficiently realistic and

complex to pose a challenge to the operator, yet simple enough to be implemented

on a minicomputer. The model will be used by Delft University to study the

effects of hilh dimensionality and complexity of an industrial process on the

operator's internal model of the process.
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TABLE I

UTILITIES PROCESS ALARMS

Measurement

1. High pressure steam header pressure

2. Intermediate pressure steam header pressure

3. Low pressure steam header pressure
4. Purchased power

5. Fuel to boiler I

6. Fuel to boiler 2

7. Fuel to boiler 3

8. Fuel to boiler 4

9. Steam to turbine 1

10. Steam to turbine 2 *1
11. Extraction from turbine 2 (intermediate pressure steam)

12. Extraction from turbine 2 (,t)w pressure steam)

13. Stem to turbine 3

14. Extraction from turbline 3 (intermediate pressure steam)

15. Extraction from turbine 3 (low pressure steam)

16. Steam to cowressor I,
17. Air from compressor I

18. steam to compresso- 2

19. AMr from bomprassror 2

20. Steam to compressor 3

21. Air from compressor 3

22. Steam to compressor 4

23. Air from compressor 4

24. Compressed air pressure

25. Vented stem flow

26. Intermediate pressure steam flov

27. Low pressure steam flow

28. glactricity to plant
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TABLE 2

OPERATOR-CONTROLLABLE PARAMETERS

(The first 16 parameters are shown on figure 7.)

1. Fuel to boiler 1

2. Fuel to boiler 2

3. Fuel to boiler 3

4. Fuel to boiler 4

5. High to intermediate pressure steam letdown

6. Intermediate to low pressure steam letdown.

7. Low pressure steam to atmosphere vent

S. Steam to turbine 1

9. Steam to turbine 2

10. Steam to turbine 3

11. Extraction valve from turbine 2

12. Extraction valve from turbine 3

13. Steam to air compressor I

14. Steam to air compressor 2

15. Steam to air compressor 3

L6. Steam to air compressor 4

17. Choice of swing boiler

18.-21. Parameters of boiler PID controller (including set point)

22.-25. Parameters of turbine 1 PID

26.-29. Parameters of turbine 2 PID

30.-33. Parameters of turbine 3 PID

34.-37. Parameter of air compressor MOCS

38.-41. On/off switches for air compressors

42. Auto/Manual svitch for air compressor MOCS

43. Manual control for air compressors
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SUMMARY: AN INDUSTRIAL UTILITIES MODEL FOR RESEARCH
IN XAN-PROCESS CONTROL

[9]2 Four boilers -

input: gas fuel
output: hilh pressure steam

T1 T2 Three turbines -
Input: hilh pressure steam
outputas eleatricity

:mintermediate pressure
~uI~-II1steam

low pressure steam

1T31

ICl 02t Your compressors -
inputt Intermediate pressure

steam
output:a compressed air

low pressure seam,

Figure 6
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The Design and Evaluation of
Complex Systems

Dennis B, Beringer

"University of Illinois at Urbana-Champa•in

Champaign, Illinois 61820

ABSTRACT

The design of complex man-machine systems envisioned for use in
evolving environments requires the most rigorous application of
a systematic design strategy to insure the best possible inter-
face between system and environment. Careful analysis of oper-
ational requirements and component capabilities should lead to
efficient allocation of functions and a theoretically optimum
synthesis of features. Evaluation of the new configuration in
the operational environment, however, may be costly, dangerous,
or altogether impractical. Thus an efficient and economical
evaluation strategy is needed which will allow system perfor-
mance to be assessed safely and economically across a wide
rante of task and environmental variables, Such systematic
design and evaluation strategies were applied to an advanced
aircraft navigation system using simulation techniques to pro-
duce the testing environment, Revised navigation computer/
pilot interaction techniques (hardware and procedures) produced
shorter training times and better inflight task execution than

K: those obtained with a conventional keyboard entry device, allow-
ing more time to be devoted to manual control of the vehicle.
The use of a central-composite design allowed a wide range of
environmental variables to be examined using a minimum number
of observations.
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APPROACHES FOR SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION
IN AUTOMATED AIRBORNE SYSTEMS*

By
Randall Steeb
Yee-Yeen Chu

Perceptronics, Inc.
6271 Vartel Avenue

Woodland Hills, California 91367

"Abstract

The selection of information for display in airborne systems Is a recurrent,
subjective decision involving many factors - aircraft state, environmental
conditions, operator capabilities, and information acquisition costs, among
others. The selection may be characterized essentially as a queueing process
with a multi-attribute utility model as a criterion function. Queues of Infor-
mation compete for attention regarding such areas as aircraft dynamics, system
faults, threat information, and communications. Continuous build-up in uncer-
tainty regarding each unattended process is maintained from time distributions
of event occurrence. The paper describes a method by which the next information
to service Is selected using a criterion function based on Multi-Attribute
Utility (MAU) concepts, which was found useful in ascertaining the value of
each information source. Issues regarding queue ordering, service disciplines.
and aiding types are discussed.

Introduction

Task analyses of the pilot In advanced aircraft have demonstrated the
increasing importance of supervisory control functions. Equipped with wide-
band data links, multiple sensors, modular expandable avionics, and on-board
computers, the next generation of aircraft are quite likely to be capable of
carrying out all phases of flight automatically. However, in view of the pro-
Jected huge increases in Information and resources available to the pilot, more
effective and efficient use of information becomes Important.

The pilot as the airborne system manager faces a variety of information
sources and displays -- such as Master Monitor Display, Integrated Multi-
Function Display, etc. These displays may be event driven, functional or pro-
cedural. The pilot has the responsibility to monitor the aircraft subsystems
as well as supervise the autopilot and to detect possible hardware failures and
potential hazards. He must constantly respond to action-evoking events such
as: communication of information, change of aircraft configuration, and reduction
of 4-D guidance errors. Finally, the pilot Is required to respond to unexpected
events such as identification and avoidance of threats, change of flight plan,
establishment of the backup mode, and declaration of emergencies, etc. The
pilot is in a multi-information selection situation.

This research was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
under Contract No. F44620-76-0094.
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Information Value Modeling

The selection, acquisition and processing of information are activities
that are involved in virtually every aspect of advanced airborne operations.
The operator must, under considerable time stress, weigh the probable usefulness
and the costs of a variety of competing forms of information -- mission status,
track data, environmental information, aerodynamic functioning, etc. These
moment-to-moment judgments must often by based on subjective factors, since the
decision is normally too complex and dynamic to be analytically tractable.

Use of Multi-Attribute Utility (MAU) models, pioneered by Raiffa and his
collegues (1), (2) and by V. Winterfeldt (3), make the information seeking
process goal directed, normative and axiomatic. The value of obtaining infor-
mation is determined by calculating its impact on the expected utility of the
subsequent action and control. The information is assumed to change the prob-
ability distribution of the consequence sets and, in turn, to revise the expected
values of the alternative actions. In its simplest form, the model is a linear
additive rule. The utility of an action is considered to be an aggregate of
many possible outcomes, each expressed along a set of attributes:

EU (ak) * • P(zh) • Ui (ak, Zh) (1)

states attributes
i

where EU(ak) is the expected utility of action k, P(zh) is the probability of
state Zh occurring, and Ui(ak, Zh) is the utility function over the !th attribute
associated with state h and action k.

The formulation is the result of several key simplifying asxumptions. The
decision maker Is assumed to be risk neutral, so that he is Indifferent between
the expectation across a set of uncertain outcomes and the uncertain outcomes
themselves. Also, the attributes are assumed to satisfy additive ndep endence,
allowing the linear additive form of aggregation. Tests for com pliance with
these assumptions can be found in V. Winterfeldt (3), or Keeney and Raiffa (2).

The sequence of decision stages can be depicted using a decision tree, as
shown in Figure 1. The tree is folded back by associating with each possible
message the maximum expected utility of the subsequent actions. This folding
back represents graphically the process of EU maximization. The favored infor-
mation source n is then identified by comparing the expectations taken over all
ossible messages. Based on this framework model adaptation can be achieved

by adding a training algorithm tied to the difference between the model-predicted
and actually chosen Information as described in Figure 2.

An Ex•eriment

An experimental study was performed to test the effectiveness of the adaptive
decision model in information management (Steeb, Davis, Alperovitch and Freedy,
(4). Individual subjects were required to pilot a simulated aircraft in a
changing, hazardous environment. In doing so, the operators were able to select
from a variety of forms of information concerning the multiple threats encoun-
tered, and take either evasive or aggressive actions.
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INPOWNTION 9ESSAGE ACTION STATE UTILITYI SYSTEM"

a so,Ia

FIGURC 1.
DECISION TREE FOR INFORMATION SELECTION
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FIGURE 2.
ADAPTIVE STRUCTURE OF DECISION MODEL
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The simulation uses a computer-generated CRT display, illustrated in
Figure 3. The environment and aircraft are shown as they would be in a moving-
map display. Sets of threats appear at random positions at the upper edge of
the display and move downward at a constant velocity. The uperator can move
the vehicle symbol horizontally to one of eleven different pathways to avoid
the threats, or he can remain on course and take an aggressive action against
one of the threats. The actions open to the operator are primarily dec sion
making in nature. Dynamics of control are minimized since the threat and
vehicle velocities are held constant.

The identity and location of the threats can be determined only by exer-
cising one of the five information options. The options differ in their ability
to differentiate between and to locate the threats. In those situations where
the Information option is unable to differentiate between threat types, a
combination symbol is displayed.

The presentation of conditions is organized into three distinct mission
phases -- cruise, surveillance, and aggression. Each phase has set levels of
danger, detection, payoffs and information accuracy. Five consequence-related
attributes were employed in the decision model: communication cost, time delay
for information display, detection, vehicle loss, and offensive gain. Two
forms of weight estimation were used -- adaptive estimation from observed
behavior and off-line estimation from direct elicitation.

Figure 4 shows the performance score (the payoffs less damages and costs)
averaged across the 12 participants, attained under each of the three forms
of information management - manual, automated/direct elicitation, and automated/
adaptive estimation. The figure also shows the performance scores under the
two levels of speed stress (4- or 6-second allowance for information selection
Auto/Adaptive Selection shows a 60% increase in performance over manual selectlon.
and Auto/Direct shows a 29%. improvement over manual (all differences significant
at PN.05), 4uch of the improvement in aiding appears to be due to the signif-
icant decrease in manual performance as the speed-stress increases.

Although the Adaptive model employed in this study was constrained to an
application of moderate complexity (multiple criteria, probabilistic consequences,
and time-varying behavior) the multi-attribute model was found to provide auseful framework for ascertaining the value of contribution of each Information

source. The contribution estimated for each inforpiation source using the
decision model proved to be a good estimator of the actual score attributable
to that source. This information value was specific to the individual decision
maker and the sequence of task circumstances encountered.

Continuous Monitoring and Control Model

The information model discussed earlier handles the discrete choices present
in airborne operations, but does not deal with the many continuous behaviors
present In monitoring, tracking, etc. Many of these continuous stochastic
processit can be modeled by embedding the multi-attribute decision model in a
queueinglinodel. Here the time distributions of processes such as system faults,
course errors and energy management losses are known, and a queue of potential
messages or sampling options are present. The queueing model provides a descrip-
tive framework to accommodate the build-up in uncertainty regarding a given
process. The Multi-attribute decision model is then incorporated as a criterion
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function in the queueing model. This section describes the proposed Inter-
facing of the two types of models.

Following previous work by Rouse and Chu (5), a set of assumptions which
characterize a basic information selection situation is as follows:

1. The information systems can be represented as K independent processes, with
state vectors No k w 1, 2, . . . K.

2. The prior statistics for the observations of system state zk are given (for
example, the joint distributions of the presence of arrivals p(ek[z), inter.
arrival time distribution f(tek z), and service time distribution g(tskja)),

k k
3. The pilot scans the Information display (or the pilot is presented with
information displays according to some monitoring strategy (queue ordering),
the monitoring strategy is based on some set criteria.

4. Action/implementation follows the information selection. False alarms,
missed events, and incorrect responses are possible consequences.

This queueing representation of the system features:

1. Time-line analysis of continuous supervisory control.

2. Discrete-time events of multiple processes (monitoring functions). '

3. Processes "compete" for attention and "queue" for service.

4. Continuous build-up in uncertainty and risk regarding each unattended process.

5. Multiple operators with independent or overlapping responsibility.

6. Delay time statistics, time-line workload, and system throughput.

7. Integrated, interactive control/display situation. j
The framework of the multi-process system assumes that the time distribu-

control of arrival, service or priority discipline (6), the queueing model would

predict steady-state system characteristics such as average delay time, through-
put, utilization and server occupancy (fraction of time the server is occupied
by the message processing). Issues that will be Incorporated In the framework
include: (1) dynamic (time-varying priority, (2) task preemption (preemptive-
resume), (3) continued sampling, ( operator load, and (5) uncertainty and
other stochastic aspects. The priority discipline for the selection of info-
rmation arrival will be based on the MAU model. Each of the information arrivalsmay be characterized by the following pace-related set of parameters (along withk other situation-specific characteristics):

1. Frequency of occurrence - arrival rate.
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2. Service rate.

3. Cost per unit time delay.

4. Waiting time In message queue.

Also, the value of information must be above some threshold determined by the
Immediate operator load; i.e., information of low value should not be forced
on a highly loaded operator. Some optimum loading level should be maintained.
With all these factors taken into consideration, the selection of information
is based on the maximization of the MAU associated with each arrival in the
queue. The MAU values need only be updated whenever a new message arrives or
whenever the environmental phase changes. For automated information selection
the messages are selected from the message arrival queue and displayed to the
operator. The message pace Is determined by the operator's action following
the presentation (assuring a full information rate). Therefore, the estimated
service time would include Information decision and action times.

Figure 5 shows the functional block diagram of the combined MAU and queue-
Ing model. The message arrivals are generated from external information sources
and transformed in a well-presented format (graphic, schematic, alphanumeric,
analog signal, tones, etc.). Each new message arrival causes a reordering of
the message queue. The computation of message value is then carried out by the
MAU model. The attribute levels and weights may be pro-assigned or estimated
adaptively from the previous decision outcomes.

Future Plans

Two types of simulation and testing are planned for the queuaing/MAU model.
The first simulation will be a purely computational Monte-Carlo simu ation. This
allows rapid testing of the behavior and performance of the model prior to
human subject experimentation. A modification of the current advanced aircraft
simulation will then be used to study human operator Interaction with various
forms of model-based aiding. The simulation of the previous experimental study
can be extended to encompass continuous monitoring functions by including
additional supervisory tasks. It is planned to supplement the multiple threat
task with system fault detection and aerodynamic status tasks. The operator
would have uncertainty regarding each monitored process.

This multi-function task, with its use of multiple supervised processes,
each with several information options, also lends itself to studies of behavioral
issues. Aiding can involve probability aggregation, process recommendation,
information recommendation, and automation. The behavioral responses can be
observed regarding model confidence, aiding level, operator load, and perceived
control.

The forms of display in the task would be those shown in Figure 6. These
are simular to that used by Chu and Rouse (7) in their studies of continuous
monitoring behavior. Initial work with the task simulation would involve use 4
of automated operators. This would allow rapid checkout of system operation
and model function, since the automated operator could operate in fast-time
made. Also, the automated operator could be programmed to exhibit different
degrees of inconsistency, time variation, and apparent load. Testing would
then proceed to use of human subjects In both single and multiple operator
conditions.
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(a) Multiple Threat (Full Info Option)

(b) Fault Detection (Graphic Option)

SD D
(c) Aircraft Dynamics (Graphic Option)

FIGURE 6.
INFORMATION OPTIONS IN TASK SIMULATION
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fXPERIMINTS ON INTEI•YTED MONITORING OF A SECOND-ORDER PROCESS

by
Everett Palmer

Man-Vehicle Systems Rmsearch Division
lAmel Reslach Center, NASA, Mof.'att aield, California 940S5

ABSTRACT

Subjects performed a task in which they could spend only a fraction of

their time monitoring a second-order stochastic process for out of tolerance
reading@. Indep*ndent variables were: (1) the process bandwidth (0.2 and
0.4 rad/sac)i (2) the fraction of time that could be devoted to monitoring
(0.25, 0.50, and 0.75)1 and (3) the setup coat or time penalty for shifts of
attention away from the monitoring task. The subject'. monitoring perfor-
manca and time-nharing strategies are compared to those of a simulation model
for the task.

INTRODUCTION

As ocomputers are added to the cockpit, the pilot's role is changing from
one of manually flying the aircraft, to one of supervising computers that are
doing navigation, guidance, energy management calculations, and automatic
flying of the aircraft. This supervisory role adds two tasks to the pilot's
duties. One is to monitor the aircraft's performance to make sure the cam-
puters are doing their job correctly. The pilot's second task is to insert
information and comands into the computers.

The environment in which the pilot interacts with his on-board computer
is quite different from other jobs in which an operator interacts with a com-
puter. In a management Information system, teleoperator control, or In most
human Interaction with a computer, the computer is, or can easily be, halted
to allow the operator time to think and plan his next Input. In those cases,
the operator and computer work sequentially. An aircraft that is being con-
trolled in real time by a computer cannot be stopped while the pilot inputs
his commands. In that environment, both computer and man must work in paral-
lel. The pilot must interrupt his monitoring to interact with the computer.
Conversely, the pilot must Interrupt the discrete tasks to monitor, Other
characteristics of discrete tasks and monitoring in the cockpit are the fol-
lowing: (1) the discrete tasks are presented at random; (2) they must be
accomplished by a certain time - although plenty of time usually is available
to do the tasksl (3) attention must be diverted from monitoring for fairly
long blocks of time (seconds) ýo do the discrete tasksl (3) the displays the
pilot must monitor show the error between his vehicle's state and the desired
statet and (4) these signals are low bandwidth outer loop trajectory variables
that must be monitored for out of tolerance conditions.

In this experiment, the essential elements of this task were abstracted
to a task in which subjects were presented with a discrete task that had to be
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finished by a specified time. Subject to this time constraint, they were
asked to divide their attention between monitoring a continuous second-order
stochastic process and performing the discrete task so that they maximized the
amount of time they were observing the map display when it was out of
tolerance.

The objective of this research was to determine how oarameters of the
process and the discrete task affect both monitoring performance and the
pilot's time-sharing strategy. Subjects' performance and strategy were com-
pared to that of a simulation model of a human performing the task.

SIMULATION FACILITY AND TASKS

Monitolina Task

The subject monitored the output of a second-order process driven by
white noise. The signal appeared as lateral errors on the simplified area
navigation map display shown in figure 1, The subject was told that the
errors were due to navigation system noise, The display was defined as being
out of tolerance if it had an error greater than "one dot." The process band-
width determined how predictable the error signal was. The ratio of the
tolerance to the standard deviation of the error determined how frequently the
error signal was out of tolerance, For these experiments this ratio was set

KEANN
TTW:O:43 27

BAMBI

KEANN

5 5

ENTER DATA

Figure 1. A drawing of the simplified area navigation display used in the
monitoring task. The display was generated on a caligraphic computer graphics
system. The next waypoint, KEANN, was 43 sec away. Of that 43 sec, 27 see
had to be spent on the discrete task.
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to 1.5 and the error signal was out of tolerance about 13.4% of the time.
The map display was refreshed 60 times a second and updated 10 times a second.
Its motion appeared to be continuous.

During an experimental run, the "aircraft" flew along a route defined by
10 waypoints. The time to the next waypoint (TTW) was displayed in the upper
left corner of the map. There were 150 sac from the start of a run to the
first waypoint and 75 sec between each subsequent waypoint. When the "air-
craft" was 60 see from the next waypoint, the message "ENTER DATA" appeared
at the bottom of the display. The subject, who then had 60 sac to complete
the discrete task, switched between the monitoring task and the discrete task
by depressing the space bar on a keyboard.

Discrete Task

, When the discrete task pale was selected, the route line, aircraft
symbol, and deviation dots were removed from the display. The two-digit
number in the upper center of the display counted down whenever the discrete
task page was selected. (This number was also displayed on the map page.)
The subject's task was simply to. observe that page long enough so that the
counter reached zero by the time the aircraft was at the next waypoint, A
second experiment, not reported here, investigated a more realistic discrete
task in which the subjects had to key in random digit@ when they were not
monitoring the display.

This discrete task had the advantage of allowing precise control of thb
setup cost of the discrete task and the fraction of time that the subject
could monitor the map display. The initial value of the counter determined
the fraction of time the subject could monitor the map display. Setup cost is
nonproductive time that occurs each time a discrete task is started, either
initially or after being interrupted. For example, in entering data with a
keyboard, some time is lost when the operator shifts his attention to the
keyboard and positions hi. hands, Setup cost wes simulated by adding a delay
before the discrete task counter began counting down each time the subject
switched to the discrete task pages.

Instructions and Performance Feedback

1. 

3

thsThe subject was instructed that his highest priority was to finish the
discrete task by the time the aircraft reached the next waypoint. Subject to
this constraint, he was further instructed to maxymize the amount of time
that he was observing the map display when the displayed error was out of
tolerance. When the "aircraft" reached the waypoint, the subject was given a
score in terms of hits and misses for that waypoint segment. The hit (miss)
score was the number of seconds that the error was out of tolerance and
observed (not observed) by the subject. This constraint formulation seems to
be a more accurate description of real tasks than a task in which the oper-
ator is "rewarded" for observing out-of-tolerance signals and doing discrete
tasks.

THEORY

In reference 1, three models, based on Smallwood's (ref. 2) internal

model concept, were developed for a simpler task in which a subject monitored
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the quantized output of a discrete time first-order process. The third model
in reference I formulated the subject's task as a two-state, finite horizon,
dynamic programming problem (refs. 1, 3). The states were the absolute error
uknd the amount of time that had to be spent on discrete tasks before the time
horison. By adding a third state for error rate and quantizing the states,
that same formulation could in principle be used to derive normative strate-
gies and performance for the current task. Unfortunately, this dynamic pro-
grauming approach was computationally impractical.

It was observed in reference 1 that performance and strategies of the
optimal dynamic programing formulation were almost identical to those that
could be derived from a much simpler "myopic" model. In that model, a decision
was made to either continue monitoring or to switch to discrete tasks, depend-
in& on which activity maximized the immediate expected reward. The subject
received a reward of one unit for observing the map display when it was out of
tolerance and a smaller reward of R units for doing discrete tasks for one
unit of time. As R was Increased, the model devoted a larger fraction of
time to discrete tasks. When the performance and strategy of this model were
plotted as a function of fraction of time on discrete tasks instead of R, the
performance and strategy of the model and the dynamic programing model were
essentially identical.

In the remainder of this section, the myopic model is extended to moni-
toring a continuous second-order process with an infinite horizon. The
effect of several process parameters, discrete task parameters, and operator
parameters on monitoring performance is illustrated. Finally the model is
modified for the specific task performed by the subjects in this experiment in
which a specified amount of time had to be spent on discrete tasks by a future
time deadline.

Zn the model, it is assumed that the operator has an internal model of
the process and environmental disturbances. He knows the parameters of the
process and can use this knowledge to predict the probability that the process
will be out of tolerance at a future time given that he knows the displays
current error and error rate. For a second-order process with bandwidth w,
the distribution of the displayed error in t seconds is a Gaussian distri-
bution with

mean MM(t) [e(l - Wt) + ktIe"wt

variance v(t) - 1 - (1 + 2wt + 2w2t2)

The probability that the error will be out of tolerance at a future time can
be calculated from this distributiont

• +Tol i
Pout(esiltsTol) *f Nfm(t),v(t)]de

The average probability of being out of tolerance is computed for future times
of 1,2,3,..., sect
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t
Pou; (a It.Tl W-7 Pout (6, ,t, Tol)

Saxium• value of t (the discret~e task dwell time T) in found for which
Pout(ehtTol) < R, the reward for doing discrete tasks, The model then
switched o the discrete task for T seconds. If T - 0, the model continuesto monitor. Figure 2 shows a plot of the models strategy as a function of
display error and error rate for R a 0.032. A simulation of this strategy
showed that the model observed 852 of the out-of-tolerance errors while spend-
ing 25X of the time monitoring. The average dwell time on the discrete task
was 6.3 sec.

ERROR RATE, units/i

0-0.4
• -0,4
0 0

+ 0.4

10 RIM. M11.

ABIOLUTI MAGNITUDE OF DISPLAY ERROR, dots

Figure 2, The model's strately was a function of display error with error
rate as a parameter for a discrete task reward of R - 0.032. The process
bandwidth was 0.2 rad/sec and the error was out of tolerance 13.42 of the
time.

The monitoring performance and other characteristics of this strategy
were determined by computer simulation. A series of random numbers was digi-
tally filtered to generate the output of the process. The model sampled this
error signal and, based on the above strategy, decided to either keep monitor-
ing or to switch to discrete tasks for T seconds. After dwelling on the
discrete task for T seconds the model switched back to the monitoring task.
The model always observed the displayed error for a minimum dwell time,
usually I sec, before making a new decision to either continue monitoring or
switch to the discrete task. Simulation runs were made with different values
of discrete task reward R. The length of each run was 10,000 sec. The moni-
toring performance of the model is plotted in figures 3 and 4 as a function of
the fraction of time spent on discrete tasks for different process bandwidths
and display dwell time. Also shown on those graphs are the performance that
would result with perfect information on the displays future error and the
performance with no error information. As the bandwidth decreases and the
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PROCESS DISPLAY
BANDWIDTH, rd/iec DWELL TIME, w

OWELLm 1 se WIlTUP

01 -0.
0 2 A , 8 1,00 , , 4, 1 .0

PRACTION• OP TIME ON PRACTION OP TIME ONDISCRETETASKS DISCRT 2TASKS

Figure 3. The affect of a process Figure 4. Th.eaffect of display
bandwidth on monitoring performance dwell time on monitoring performance
for a mecond-order process. The for a second-order process.
error wau out of tolsrance 13,4% of
the time. The minimum display dwell
time was 1.0 cOL and the discrete task
letup co-t was 0.0 Sec.

error signal becomem more predictable, monitoring performance approaches that
pousible withperfect future infomtion. Also, shorter minimum display dwll
times result in performance closer to that possible with perfect future
information. Further simulation runs showed thpt if the model always assUmed
that the display error rate waD SelrO only a ver sll decrement in perfor-
mance ccialred. monitoring performance wam almo insensitive to varying the
timodels estimte of the pror ce bandwidth from 00le io 0.8 pad/set.

Figure 5 shows the detrimental effect of a discrete task setup cost on
monitoring performance. To investigate the effect of setup cost, the simula-
tion model had to be modified as follows. For each switch to the discrete
task, the setup cost o was subtracted from the models discrete task dwell
time decisions to finO.she "productive" dwell time spent on the discrete task$
Also a lower bound, THIN, was specified for the minimum dlicrete task dwell
time. TMIN was always at least C + 1. For a given setup cost and reward
the value of ThIN was found which maximized performance.

In order to do the finite horizon task presented to the subjects, the
above model was modified by adding a feedback loop which adjusted the discrete
tasks reward R as a function of the fraction of the remaining time that must
be spent on the discrete task. As noted above, as R increases, the model
spends an increasing amount of the time on the discrete tasks. The power
function, R a 13.4 KA, was empirically found to give a good fit to the rela-
tion between R and F (the fraction of the remaining time which must be spent
on discrete tasks). The parameter A was set to give the correct value of
R for F w 0.75. The values of A ranged from 4.97 to 1,34 for the four
bandwidth and setup cost conditions. A test was also performed on the models
decisions to make sure that the model did not spend more time on the discrete
tasks than was necessary to finish them.
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DISCRETE TASK

10l SETUPCOST,ucI0
TOL" 1.6
.DWELL 1,.0 wo

.2 W •0,2 red/se

0 ,. .4 .6 ,8 1.0

FRACTION OF TIME ON
DISCRETE TASKS

Figure 5. The effect of discrete task setup cost on monitoring performance
for a second-order process.

Before the experiment was conducted, this model was run on the identical
random sequences that wereobserved by the subjects in the experiment for each
of the experimental conditiorw. The internal model's bandwidth and order were
identical to those of the actual process. The model's perceptual limitations,
as described by error and error-rate quantization and observation noise, were
set to sero. The minimum dwell time on the map display was set to 1 sec.

With those parameters the model should perform better on the average than the
subjects in the experiment, unless the subjects use a shorter dwell time on
the map display. Monitoring performance and other statistics of the model&'
strategy, and experimental data from the subjects are shown in figures 6-11,
Note that model performance deteriorates when there is a specified time limit.
That is to be expected becausd the model is constrained to spend a specific
number of seconds on discrete tasks (X5, 30, or 45 see) out of each 60-sec
period. With no time limit, discrete tasks can be postponed indefinitely
while waiting for an opportune time to switch to discrete tasks.

EXPERIMENT

The objective of this experiment was to determine how the predictability
of the monitored process, the fraction of time that must be devoted to dis-
crete tasks, and the setup cost of the discrete task affected human monitoring
performance and attention sharing strategy.

Independent Variables

The key parameter affecting predictability is process bandwidth. The two
bandwidths studied were 0.2 and 0.4 red/sec. These values are within the
range of bandwidths of outer loop guidance and control displays in an aircraft
cockpit. Three levels of fraction of time required to be spent on discrete
tasks were used: 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. Two levels of discrete task setup
cost were used: 0 and 1 sec.
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Constant Variables

The following variables were left constant in this experiment:

Variable Value Units

Number of displays 1
Order of process second
Dampins ratio 1.0
Error mean 0.0 dots
Error standard deviation 0.666 dots
Number of waypoints 10
Time betweet waypoints 75 see
Time allowed for the 60 sec

discrete task
Minimum chunk sime 0., agc
Page switch time 0.1 gec
Prob error out 0.134

of tolerance

SubecIts

Eight male collage students aSgd 18 to 30 were paid for their participa-
tion in this experiment. None had previously participated as a subject in any
similar experiments,

EPaerimental Desimn

A mixed - within subject and between subject - factorial design was used.
Fraction of tasks and process band'idth were chosen as within subject varia-
bles because pilots encounter a vatiet 'of values of fraction of tasks and
also monitor displays with different blaowidths. Setup cost was chosen as a
betw/en-subject variable because (1) in a real system, setup cost would be
relatively constant for a given system; (2) it was expected that subject
strategy would be dependent on setup cost and making it a between subject
variable eliminated uncontrolled transfer effecti and (3) it seemed desirable
to limit the time any one subject was in the experiment to minimize boredom
problems. The two replications per subject were also a within-subjects
effect. Four subjects were randomly assigned to each of the two setup-cost
conditions. The order in which each subject received the six within-subject
variables in each replication wan randomded. Each run in a replication was
13.75 min long and consisted of 10 waypoiut segments, each 75 sec long, plus a
75-sec beginning segment during which there was no discrete task. At the
beginning of each 75-sec segment, the random number generator was reinitial-
ized to 1 of 10 different seeds. For each run a different random permutation
of these 10 seeds was used. This procedure made it doubtful that the subjects
could memorize the random process while still using the identical process for
all conditions.

Procedure

Ine testing for each subject took place over 3 days. Subjects were run
in groups of two, with one subject resting while the other performed the
experimental task. On the first day, the general objectives of the experiment
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and its relation to aircraft piloting tasks were explained. The subjects were
then individually instructed in the operation of the equipment and allowed to
monitor each of the bandwidths. At the beginning of each run, they were
instructed to attempt to observe the display whenever the error was out of
tolerance with the constraint of completing all discrete tasks on time. After
passing each waypoint, a display on the CRT showed how well they had done in
terms of hits and misses. Any questions on the operation of the equipment
were cleared up at that time and subjects were given a rest. They then did
each of the six experimental tasks, with a rest between each of those runs.
On the second and third days, subjects performed data runs on each of the six
tasks. At the end of each run, subjects completed a brief questionnaire,

Dependent Variables

The following data were taken on the 10 waypoint segments of each runt
(1) the fraction of hits - the number of seconds the error was observed to be
out of tolerance divided by the total number of seconds the error was out;
(2) the number of times the subject switched to the discrete task; (3) the
mean and standard deviation of the dwell time on the discrete task; (4) a

histogram of the dwell times on the monitoring display; (5) the average and
standard deviation of the amount of discrete tasks remaining at 45, 30, 15,
and 0 sec to the next waypoint; (b) ratings on the questionnaire.

In addition, the process output and the times of each switch between
tasks was recorded to allow detailed decision by decision comparisons of sub-
ject and model strategies.

RESULTS

Ftgure 6 shows the fraction of hits for the eight subjects and the
aodel." Monitoring performance went down sharply when only 25% of the time
was spent monitoring. Performance also decreased as the process bandwidth
increased and as the error signal became less predictable. The setup cost, or
penalty for switching tasks,,,caused a decrement in performance at all levels
of fraction of time on the discrete task. The model's performance is gener-
ally equal to or slightly better than that of the subjects. The main excep-
tion to this statement is the superior performance of subjects A, B, and C
when they could spend only 252 of their time monitoring. As pointed out
above, the model was constrained to monitor the display for at least 1 sec.
Figure 7 shows the average monitoring dwell time for each subject. These same
three subjects (A, B, and C) had a dwell time that was about half that used by
the model. The model was run again with a minimum dwell time of 0.5 sec.

* Model performance improved in the zero setup cost conditions to be equal to or
better than that of all the subjects.

*Each data point plotted for a subject in figures 6 to 13 is the average
of 20 points for data from the 10 waypoint segments in each run and the two
replications of each condition. If a subject did not finish the discrete task
in time, his last decision to switch to the discrete task was modified during
the data analysis so that the discrete task was always finished on time.
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W -0., redie ISTUP 0 noc VW *4 rd/w SETUPu 0 ui

YI:.

0 A

!•'2 . 0- MODEL,

W 0.U rodim IETUP -I m W 0.4 redim lETUP I m
1.00

,. 0I MODEL

I , ,,__ ____

0 .25 .50 .75 0 ' 1 , O75
PRACTION OF TIME FRACTION OF TIME

ON DISCRETE TASKS UN DI!CRETE TASKS

Figure 6. Monitoring performance for the model and eight subjects. Sub-
jects A, B, C, and D performed the tasks with no setup cost and subjects E, 7,
C, and H performed the tasks with a 1-mac setup cost. Fraction of nits is the
amount of time the error signal was observed out of tolerance divided by the
total •kmount of time the error war out of tolerance. The heavy broken line is
the model prediction for each condition,
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Figure 7. The average dwell time on the monitoring display for dwell times
loss than 1.5 sac lon$. The model's minimum dwell time was fixed - usually at

{ I'
.sec
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An ANOVA on the fraction-of-hits data showed that all main effects were
significantly different, at a minimum of the 0.01 level. All two-way inter-
actions were significant at a minimum of the 0.05 level. Only the three-way
interaction was tnsignificant. An identical ANOVA was run on the difference
between the subjects' and the model's fraction of hits data. None of the main
effects or interactions were significant at the 0.05 level.

Figure. 8, 9, and 10 show summary statistics on the strategy of the sub-
Jects and the model. The average number of switches to the discrete task was
higher for both subjects and model when there was no setup cost or task-
switching penalty. The variability among the subjects was greater when there
was no setup cost. Setup cost reduces the benefit of reducing the minimum
dwell time on the monitoring task. The average number of switches was only
slightly affected by the fraction of time that could be devoted to monitoring.
Zt is Interesting, however, that both the model and most of the subjects made
the groatest number of switches when they could spend only half of their time
monitoring. Figures 9 and 10 show that both the mean and the standard devia-
tion of the discrete task dwell time increased sharply when less time was
spent monitoring. The average discrete task dwell time also increased when
there was a setup cost.

Figure 11 shows the average fraction of time that had to be spent on the
discrete task when the time to the next waypoint was 30 sec. If the data fell
on the diagonal line, the subject had done half of the discrete task in half
the time allowed to do it.s If the data fell above the diagonal, the subject
was postponing the discrete tasks until later in the waypoint seament. With
no setup cost, subjects A, B, and C tended to postpone the discrete tasks when
only 25Z of the time was spent monitoring. With the 1-sec setup co-te there
was a larger tendency to postpone the discrete tasks.

The above data and other summary measures on performance and strategy
show good agreement between the subjects and the model, Figures 12 and 13
show the results of comparing each subject's decision to switch to the dis-
crete task with the decision the model would have made in the some situation.
The only subject-decisions excluded from this comparison were those in which
of the time remaining until the next waypoint was reached. Figure 12 shows

the fraction of time that the model agreed with the subject's decision to
switch to the discrete task. The agreement tends to decrease as the task
becomes more difficult, either because the process bandwidth increases or
because the setup cost increases. Note that with no setup cost, subject D had
a good agreement with the model decisions to switch away but had the worst
performance. Subject D typically switched to the discrete task at good times
but his discrete task dwell times were too long. With the setup cost, sub-
ject C performed worst and had the lowest agreement with the model.

Nextl the correlation coefficients were computed between discrete task
dwell times for the subject and the model. These data are shown in figure 13
for each subject and for the 12 experimental conditions. The correlation
coefficients range from 0.13 to 0.79, with most near 0.5. The correlations
were generally higher with the lower bandwidth process. On that more micro-
scopic level, the match between the model and the data was not as good.
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Figure 8. The average number of switches from the monitoring display to the
discrete task per vaypoint segment.
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Figure 9, The average dwell tiue on the dticrete tauk,
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Figure 10. The standard deviation of the dwell times on the discrete task.
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Figure 11. The fraction of the remaining time which must be spent on the dim-
crete task when the next waypoint is 30 see away.
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Figure 12. The fraction of decision, in which the model agreed with the sub-
jects decision to awitch to the discrete talsk.
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Figure 13. The correlation between each subject's discrete task dwell times
and the model's decision in the identical situation.
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In order to describe the subjects' time-aharing strategies, multiple
linear regression analyses were performed to determine functional relation-
ships between the subjects' decisions and key task variables at the time the
decisions were made. The dependent variable was the discrete task dwell time
in seconds (D). The independent variables were the absolute magnitude of the
display error (a), the error rate (4), and the fraction of the remaining time
that had to be spent on the discrete task (F) at the time each decision was
made, and the squares and cross-products of those three terms. In order to
eliminate extreme conditions, decisions were eliminated from the analyses if
any of the following conditions were met: (1) D < 0.3 salc (2) a ) 0.93 dotal
and (3) F c 0,1 or F > 0.9. Data for each subject and the two process band-
widths were analysed separately but data for the three fraction-of-time-on-
discrete-task conditions and the two replications were combined. In order to
allow comparisons between the subjects and the model, identical analyses were
done on the model's decisions.

The regression coefficients that were significantly different from zero,
the multiple correlation coefficients, and the correlation between the deci-
sions of the model and subjects are listed in table 1. Many more of the
regression coefficients were significantly different from zero for the model
than for the subjects. The magnitude of the coefficients for the model were
also almost always larger. One reason for the higher number of significant
coefficients for the model is, of course, that the model is completely con-
sistent. It always made the same decision for a given value of a, i, or F.
The'ldwei magnitude of the coefficient for the subjects suggests that they
made less use of the available information. In general, the subjects' strate-
gies appeared to be to switch away from the monitoring display for a rela-
tively constant length of time. Their decisions were a much weaker function
of the display state and the fraction of time that had to be spent on the
discrete task,

On the condition with no setup cost, subjects A, B, anO C appear to be
quite similar to each other but distinctly different from subject D. Sub-
ject D's intercepts were 5.2 and 6,0 sec, which was about 3 times higher than
the intercepts for subjects A, B, and C. Subject DWe decisions were corre-
lated most highly with F and F2 and only slightly with the displ4 state.
Dependence on F in necessary to finish the discrete task oh time but the
display state provides the information that is necessary to get a ýigh moni-
toring score. It is somewhat ironic that although subject D's decisions
correlated most highly with the model he got the lowest monitoring score.

The decisions of subjects A, B, and C were more strongly correlated with
the display state and those subjects got higher monitoring scores. The sis-
nificant regression coufficients were usually with s, 1, and al. A negative
e coefficient implies a strategy that switched away for shorter times when
the error was close to the out-of-tolerance limit. A negative & coefficient
implies that decisions were shorter when the error signal was moving rapidly
in any direction. A negative ea coefficient implies that error-rate infor-
mation affected decisions most strongly when the error signal was close to
the tolerance limit.

On the setup cost conditions, the intercepts were generally larger. The
subjects' decisions were also more correlated with F2 . Again, the subjects
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TABLE 1

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND RELATED STATISTICS FOR THE BEST LINEAR RELATION-
SHIP BETWEEN THE SUBJECT'S DISCRETE TASK DWELL TIME1 (D) AND THE FOLLOWING
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES: (1) THE ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE OF THE DISPLAY ERROR (a);
(2) CORRESPONDING VALUE OF THE ERROR P&TS (*); (3) THEY FRACTION 0 THE REIMAN-
ING TIME THAT MUST BE SPENT ON THE DISCRETE TASK (F)t AND (4) TIE SQUARES AND
CROSS-PRODUCTS OF THESE TERMS.

BANDWIDTH a 0.2 tad/oec, SETUP a 0 sac BANDWIDTH m 0.4 red/see, SETUP * 0 Pec

Variable Model Subject Variable Model Subject
A B C D A B C D

Intgercet 1.4 2.1 2.1 1.4 3.2 Intercept 1,.2 0. 1.8 -0.8 6,0
a 2.6 ---- ...- 0.5 --- a 2.7 0.7 --- .. ...
i 4 .6 .. . . . . . . . . . . a 2 .3 --- . . . . . . . .
S..-- 2.8 1.1 0,8 -9.1 . -- ., --- 1.7 .20.6

,. -2.3 -1.8 -1.4 -1.0 ST -3,6 -1.0 -1.2 -o4 -3.4
J2 -5.0 ,9 -3.8 -0.9 . 2 -3.2 -0.5 -0.7 -0,3 ---
F2  11,7 --- .. 2±.5 p2 Id -m- 4 .w04 31.,6
o - -5.7 -1.7 -3.6 -1.2 -6.- e& -6. L -0. -0.9 !-.5
eF -6.2 ...... -0.6 --- eo -3.4 -0,8 ---------

iF -4.7 - -...

N 215 496 584 772 275 N 278 741 742 909 306'
Stan Err .85 .82 1.08 .55 2.22 Stan Err .36 .58 .60 .36 2.29
Mult R .95 .71 .55 .57 .75 Mult R .95 .70 .44 .60 .76
Rt with 1.90 .43 .35 .39 .66 R with 1,00 .55 .31 .41 .64

Model Model

BMADWIDTH w 0.2 rad/see, SETUP ' 1 see BANDWIDTH - 0,4 rad/lec, SETUP m 1 see

Variable Model Subject Variable Model Subject
I F 0 H P a 0 H

,ntreroeo 4,5 2.4 2.7 4.5 6.8 Intercept 2.7 0,9 ,_.4 3. 4.3-
e 2.7 ... ...- 3.3 -7,0 a 5,7 - --- - ---S7 , 2 .. . . .. . 4 6.8 ... . . . . 3,*2",

2. 4 --- -- -- --- 6 --- --- --- 3.2

-6.3 -2.4 -3.0 ... e" -3.8 -4.2 ... .... ,

-4. -5.6~2t -1.9 AF2 11.1 19.9 ... 9.7 V2 25,7... 7.5 Z,• 10,6 15.0

ai& + -27.8 -a.4 -12,5 ...5 I a& -a.3 ....- 4.0 --.. -6-9
oF -4.7 --- --- 5.3 5.3 oF -10.4 ---- ... ... -5.2

.. -12,3 --- ... .--. .... .

N 147 328 312 237 229 N 186 338 333 249 235
Stan Err 1.05 1.82 1.67 2,36 2.17 Stan Err .71 2.17 1.43 2,83 2.32
Mult R .97 .67 .70 .64 .72 Mult R .97 .67 .76 .4 .72
R with 1.00 .64 .71 .56 .73 R with 1.00 .56 .74 .47 .71

Model Model

' 1i
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(Z, F, and K) who performed the best under those conditions were the ones
whose decisions were the most strongly correlated with the display state.

After each run, the subjects rated the task on the bipolar adjective
pairs shown in table 2. The fraction of time that had to be devoted to dis-
crete tasks had the strongest influence on the subjective ratings. As that
Parameter iLuTnssed, the subjects generally agreed that the taok became more

demanding," "hard to learn," "annoying," "complex," "unpredictable and
difficult." The subjects rated the task as being "interesting" and requiring
"skill" with the exception of subject G on the higher bandwidth task. The
tasks were generally ranked as being more "frustrating" by the subjects who
had the experimental conditions with the 1-sec setup cost.

TABLE 2
BIPOLAR ADJECTIVE PAIRS USED TO

RATE EACH EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITION

Demanding Undemanding
Hard to learn Easy to learn
Confusing Clear
Surprising Routine
Annoying Pleasant
Passive Active
Complex Simple A
Intuitive Rational
Uninteresting Interesting
Subtle Obvious
Frustrating Soothing
Unpredictable Predictable
No skill required Skill requiredEasy ,D ifficult

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper the genoral problem ol time-dharing attention between
instrument monitoring and other duties was described and a simulation model h
based on the internal model concept was presented for that kind of task.
Monitoring-performance of the model was presented in terms of the fraction of
out-of-tolerance errors observed as a function of the fraction of time spent
on discrete tasks. Performance was shown to be sensitive to process bandwidth
and discrete task setup cost. Performance and strategy were not sensitive to
errors in the simulated operator's internal mod.l or to the lack of rate
information in the display. Performance was sensitive to the minimum dwell
time that the model spent on the monitoring display.

An experiment was conducted in which eight subjects monitored the output
of a second-order process. All of the independent variables - fraction of
time available to monitot, process bandwidth, and diocreta task setup cost - II
significantly affected monitoring performance. Summary measures of the models
performance and strategy agreed well with the subjects' data. The fit
improved further when the model was rerun with a dwell time closer to that
used by the subjects. A decision-by-decision comparison between the model and
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each of the subjects indicated that decisions of the subjects were not as I
stronbly correlated with the display state and the discrete task as the model.
The fact that the subjects did not act as decisively as the model on the
relevaut information might be attributable to risk-averse behavior.

F'uture work will apply these results to the analyses and interpretation
of an experiment in which subjects vill be required to divide their attention
between a monitoring activity and a maot realisti.c discrete task in which they
will have to key in numeric data.
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USING MODELING TO DETERMINE MEASURES
OF NON-PRODUCTIVE CONTROL ACTIVITY

D. W. REPPERGER A. M. JUNKER
AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO 45433

ABSTRACT

This study will consider a measure of human control effort in a
tracking task which is not productive In the minimization of the closed
loop tracking error. To determine this measure of control activity, a
Kalman filter is used in this modeling approach to estimate the stick
output of the human. Using the Kalman filter estimate, the stick sitnal'
is decomposed into two components, One component of the stick signal is
correlated with the closed loop error signal; the second component is
orthogonal to the closed loop error signal. Using phasor representations
these stick components are multipled by the system to be controlled (as a
phasor) and reversed in sign.to see the effect of the stick output on the
error signal. After rotating and translating the component vectors, the
true stick power orthogonal to the error signal is determined.

In studies related to learning, it is hypothesized that if large
amounts of control activity are not productive in the tracking task,
the subject may be in the preliminary stage of a learning process. As
the subject becomes more acquainted with the task, his measure of control
activity correlated with the reduction of closed loop error should increase.
This aspoct of learning provides an interesting interpretation of human
response behavior. To relate this modeling procedure to empirical data,
a motion cue time delay experiment was considered. In the motion study,
all subjects tracked the same vehicle dynamics but with various amounts
of motion cue information as a result of delaying the motion response of
the simulator by different amounts. For increased delays, tracking
performance was worse and the subjects rated the task more difficult.
This empirical data base provides a unique opportunity to investigate
several possible measures of human control effort not productive in the
tracking task. This measure of control activity is studied with respect
to the learning conditions in this experiment.

Introduction

Investigations of human operator modeling during learning has been
of interest in many studies. In [2, 3] an investigation of how performance
changes due to the learning in the tracking task was conducted.
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In L13 a Kalman filter was used to determine measures of human invariance
in the tracking task. It can be shown that these results can be extended
to include measures of orthogonality in tracking. It is the purpose of
this study to extend the previous results and to investigate how these
measures change as a function of learning. This provides a unique
opportunity to study human behavior as a function of how the human learns
the tracking task.

A Modeling Aporoach to Study Learning •:

Figure (1) illustrates the type of modeling approach that will be used
here. With respect to Figure (1), a post-experimental analysis of the
input-output time series associated with the human operator will be
conducted,, The input time series is assumed to be functions of e(t), the
closed loop system error. The output of the human u(t) will be modeled
via the Kalman filter program. Figure (2) illustrates the updating
procedure to obtain the Kalman filter parameters.

With reference to Figure (2), the inputs to the model are functions
of the time series e(t) (the displayed error signal). The purpose of this
modeling approach Is to choose model parameters such that the model's
output •(t) is an accurate representation of the measured stick response
of the human. The measure of modeling accuracy is expressed in the
residuals or output modeling error v(t) wh.i. satisfies:

Vt - u(t). -R(t) (1)
If the model is appropriately fitted to the data, then v(t) should

be a random white process which satisfies:

mean C v(t) 3 " EEv(t)J - 0 (2)

var tv(t)J • E[v(t)vT(T)] • R 8(t-T) (3)

It will be necessary in the subsequent analysis to test v(t) for
whiteness and determine R of equation (3). If v(t) is a random white
process, then the expected value of the model is equal to the expected
value of the human's output.

In Figure (2), it is desired to update the model parameters in such
a way that the Innovations sequence v(t) is a white, random process.
The method of updating the parameters is based on an algorithm [4] which
is actually a maximum liklihood procedure. In this manner a unique value
of the optimal gain can be determined which maximizes the probability
density function of the structure of the assumed model based on all the
available data points.
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With reference to Figure (2), a Quasi-linear human operator model
will be assumed in this approach. The human's Input-output characteristics
are described by:

x(t) • A x(t) + B 1(t) + C(t) (4)

where x(t) is a 2xl dimensional column vector with two components definedas follows:
xl(t) * u(t) (Ba)

d
x2 (t) .d u(t) (Sb)

C(t) is a 2xl dimensional white Gaussian noise source with mean zero
and covariance Q. The 2x2 dimensional matrices A and B are to be
determined. The 2xl column vector w(t) satisfies:

The empirical time series T(t) is determined from values of the empirical
data e(t) and by using a delay of T units. 1(t-T) is obtained via a
digital filter processed on the data and T Is approximated from the Bode
plot of the transfer characteristics of the human operator(c.f, Figure (3)).
Using mean values of equation (4)s a transfer function representation is
desired of the form:

Y (s)DE (7)

where U * E[ u(t)J,

d is the d.c. gain, a zero occurs at a radians/second, and the poles are
at b and c radIans/second represent typical second order characteristics
of the human. Second order characteristics appear to be sufficient to
describe a human operator for the modeling purposes [5, 63. Taking the
Laplace transform of the mean value of equation (4) shows the parameters
d$ a, b, and c must satisfy the following relationship:

Yp(s) u• " - dis1e [1,0C [sI-A]"B L e] (B)

M4 (s+b) (s+c)
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Appendix (A) illustrates the manner in which the A and B matrices are
constructed such that the representation In equation (7) can be chosen
from a Bode plot and the relationship (8) will be satisfied. Figure (3)
illustrates a typical Bode plot averaged across replications In th*4,frq'uency
domain of tile describing function of the human for one experimental .condiion
of the data considered in this paper. In this paper thexassumption will be
made that the spectra of ý(Jw) can be approximated by the spectra of uUii4.

From inspection of equation (4) it is seen that the two time series differ
by a low pass noise process . Since the describing function fit is deter-

mined in the low frequency region, the dynamics of equation (7) are chosen

With reference to equation (4), it is desired to estimate x(t). To achieve
this goal. a Kalman filter will be usedThe measurement equation to complement
equation (4) is given by:

y(t) *u(t) + n(t) *Hx(t) + n(t) (9)

which implicitly assumes that the humian has available linear combinationsF
of the error signal and the rate of the error signal through his various
sensor processes (this is easily seen to be true by solving equation (4)
and substituting x(t) into (9),, c.f. Appendix A).

In order to apply this identification procedure, the linear differential
equation.(4) will be used with the measurement equation (9) . The time
series e(t) is delayed -c units and the vector "i(t) is determined and usedrIn the identification procedure. Under these assumptions, the Kalman filter
r.equation is then specified by:I

*~t A ;(t) + K v(t) + B 1(t) (10)

where x(t) is a 2x1 column vector which~represents the best linear least
squareas (mnfiin:um variance) estimate of x(t) based on the available measure-
ments y(t). x(t ) satisfies an unbiased condition:

A0

The Kalman gain K satisfies:

T(12

where P is the steady state solution to the following Riccati equation:

P PA + A' HPT PH RH (13)
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The optimal gain is the principal part of the discrete Kalman filter
model which is described by:

A At
xt+l/t" 0 xt/t + eA-dHBcol[e(t),e(t)3 (14)

Whereexiq is the minimum variance estimate of the human's stick response.
The matri 0 is the discrete transition matrix associated with the human's
transfer function determined as follows:

where At - .04 Seconds,(the sampling rate) and the matrix A is determined
from the relationship (8) (see Appendix A).

The matrix H in equation (9) is specified by H-FlQO. The Kalman gain

Ko satisfies:

K%0 P HT (HPHT + R)"1  (16)

P - * EP-PHT(HPHT + R)"1 HPO]T + Q (17)

Where the covariance matrices Q and R describe the human's uncertainty

in the tracking task. The manner of obtaining the Q and R matrices
Is based on the algorithm in [4]. Initial matrix values denoted as Q
and P are chosen. In order to establish the updating rule, It Is nelessary
to deqine the sample covariance function:

A I1
Let: Ck T N 18)"Ii -kk

is a sampl
is a sample covariance function. The matrices R and Q are now updated[43 via:

R H(PeH (19)

where PA I + A* T (20)

•i•wher'e A* (A I A) ̂ 1)
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and X No(KH)](2H o (I-KoH) 4

and finally Q is determined via:

-Qk a p " KRkK o(I-KH)P(IOKH)T T (23)

This algorithm has been shown to converge [4] and is equivalent to
maximizing the log-likelihood function of the model structure conditioned
on the date. For this problem the log-likelihood functional is
specified by:

N TI
3(e) • .(1/2) z tvT(tile) CO v(tio) + log ICo 2] (24)-11

Where N is the number of samples. The t in equation (24) refers to
the time instants where the N data sampls occur. The choice of parameters
Sue (Q,R) which maximizes J is equivalent to maximizing the density
function of the parametric form conditioned on the data.

The final validation of this modeling effort is the need to test the
residuals for whiteness. To accomplish this goal the normalized auto
correlation function 'k is computed as follows:

Pk "•

Co~
10

The test of whiteness of the residuals Is a 95% whiteness test on Pk
The 95% confidence limits for are 1.96/ V7 where N is the number of
samples. The band 01.96/1 Is constructed about zero, If less than 5%
of the sample points lie outside the band, the sequence is white. If more
than 5% of the sample points lie outside the band, then a significant
correlattori exists in the residuals and the sequence Is not white.
Figure (4) Illustrates the sample auto-correlation function obtained
here from the data after the residuals have been whitened via this
algorithm. A description of the empirical data base is presented next.

IbtTIme Delay Experiment

In an effort to study the effects on learning and performance of
delaying motion cues to the human operator, a time delay experiment was
conducted with respect to studying motion effects on the human operator.
Figure (5)' illustrates the experiment considered here. A disturbance
type input f(t) was chosen for this experiment since this is where the
motion effects are most pronounced. Five experimental condition were0considered. The static condition consisted of tracking the disturbance

input for a plant specified by:

H(s) r$ IT3 r'. ' 26 IrSAT (26)
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i.e. due to the analog-digital interface, there existed a delay of 65 msec
in processing the feedback signal to the display in the static condition.
With reference to Figure (5), four motion conditions were considered.
The synchronous motion condition was accomplished by rotating the tracker
in the roll axis due to his stick movements. The rotation was delayed

, 66 msec until the display and physical rotation coincided. Three other
motion conditions were also considered. The motion loop was delayed
80 msec, 200 msad, and 300 msec to produce distorted motion cues to the
human operator. These delays were in addition to the 65 mscc due to1; the analog-digital processing time.

Table I was constructed which is based on ensemble mean scores of
subjects involved in the experiment.

Table I Asymptotil Training Scores

ASYMPTOTIC2EX-P CONDITION. mm lROR (dea )

STATIC 32.9

SYNCHRONOUS MOTION 7.5

MOTION 8Oms DELAY 11.3

MOTION 2Oms DELAY 27.3

MOTION 300ms DELAY 39,6

From Table I, one can study the effect of motion on performance by
comparing the synchronous motion score to the static score. Also a
delay of 200 msec to 300 msec produce a significantly degrading effect
such that motion in this mode is no better than the static score, As
a result the improvement due to motion is cancelled by a delay of
approximately 2 0 msec.

The interesting aspect of this experiment can be seen in the learning
period scores. Figure (6) illustrates these values for the subjects Tom
and Cathy.

It is from this type of learning curve that It is desired to study this
effect in conjunction with the modeling procedure. First the subject Tom
on days 2, 5, and 9 is considered for the static condition. The subject
Cathy is chosen for the 200 msec delay condition during days numbered 2,
6, and 10. It Its from this type of data base that we wish to determine
measures of human response orthogonal to the task or goal. We next
discuss how to determine these orthogonal measures.

Deternilnation. of Orthogonal Measures

With reference to Figure (7) the man-machine problem is viewed in a
phasor framework. Denoting E(Jw) as the phasor representation for the
error vector, Figure (8) illustrates the projection of the plant's output
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X(jiw) Into two components X,(Jw) And Yju~). F~or Simplicity we denote as x(t)
the plant's output due only to the human control action u(t) (see bottom of p. 9).

it x1(t) + x2(t) *x(t) (27)

MAE x(Yt) O(W) *O (28)

Where x~ (t) represents that part of the plant's output orthogonal to
e(t). Since x1(t) represents that portion of the plant's output notuseful in tractingI the question is raised as to what portion of the
human response vector UMt gavL rise to xl.(t) and x2(t). in other Words:

u(t) " ul (t) + u2(t) (9
Where u,(t) is that portion of the human's stick response that produces
x;(t). Figurea (g) ill ustrates the total phasor diagram. In Figre (9),t e stick res ponse phasor U(jw) is decomposed into components u and Uawhich are orthogonal and correlated, respectively, with the er rkr phasor
EOiW). since:

X(jw) *H U L.(wi +ea) (0

which represents the plant output phasor X(Jw). It is of Interest here
to determine what component of the human stick response gives rise to
Xl(jw) where;:

X(jw) a X1(jW) + X2(jw) (31)

and E Wet) x1(T)) 0 0 (32)

in other word,, if: u(t) a ul(t) + u2(t) (33)
where ul(t) is that part of the stick output which produces x (t) whichis orth~gonal to the error. This is a measur'e of non-productivity control
activity not directly applicable to improving the task at hand. Withreference to Appendix A, u,(t) can be determined as follows:

ul(t) - H ýS'(t~s)K(s)v(s)ds + Hv(t) +n (t) (34)

0

and it can be shown:

u2(t) - HSý(t,s)B i(s) ds (35)
0

To determine the stick power not productive in the tracking task, a
spectra analysis procedure Is combined with the Kalman filter program
as follow.:

(1) Using the Kalman filter program, the stick output u(t) is
decomposed into one component correlated with the error vector ( u 4(t)~
and a second component (ub~) orthogonal to the error vector.

(2) A spectra analysis is conducted of u 00iw and ubJ)tderin
the power at epch frequency. 732todtemn
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(3) Using the transfer function of the plant, the magnitude of the

plant transfer function and phase shift at each frequency is determined.

(4) Using the spectra of U (jw) and Ub(Jw) the phasoes are shifted
in Figure (9) and Xl(jw) and X2 'jW) are determined.*

From this procedure, the stick output u (t) which produces no productive
effect on the error signal can be deterlined for each experimental,
condition. It is emphasized that the Kalman filter is required to
initially generate u and Uh which is used to determine xl and x ,

The next section distusses •he results obtained from this empirixma
data base.

Resultsof This Anjlysis

Table II and III Illustrate the results of this analysis for the
subjects Tom and Cathy. The term S/N is calculated as follows:

Table 1I

STATIC - TOM

"DAY EXP ERROR P I I V S/N z

2 76 47,00 73 8.8185 87'.49 .0044

5 240 35.42 35 8.0841 95.543 .0037

9 473 33,65 54 7.8281 115.18 .0034

Table III

200.0 ms DELAY-CATHY

DAY EXP ERROR 11 V2  S/N R

2 142 59.11 74 17.5102 104.16 .0072

5 245 35.63 95 11.94 105.22 .0062

10 513 30.25 87 10.548 117.494 .0055

It is noted that in this procedure we ignor the plant's response to
the disturbance input fDisturbance, The true plant output has a compon-

ent due to u(t) and also to fDisturbance' We wish in this study to only
analyze the effect on the error signal o(t) of the response characteristicsthat are due to u(t).
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H ))2
S (U(ti J (36)

t 1

i.e. it is a measure of signal to noise characteristics of the human
operator. The tarm 0 is a measure of the correlation of the human's
output with the input vector e(t). The residuals v(t) are the identified
residuals from this modeling process. The quantity R, is the sample
output noise covariance, i.e.

R I N
z E V (ti) (37)

1"1

Which Is a measure of human randomness. The term Pll is the number
of points in the sample (N01200) outside the range of whiteness by the
finite data whiteness test illustrated in Figure (4) . For a 95% whiteness
test, the F ratio test requires that no more than (.05) (1200)060 samples
of the normalized auto correlation function be greater than 1.96/ V=.
This is displayed In Figure (4).

The results of Tables I1 and III illustrate some Interesting results
relatins learning and tracking performance. In the static case for
the subject Tom, is learning improved (days 2, 5, and 9), the values of
the residuals (Evz) decreased indicating more certainty In tracking.
Correspondly the S/N ratio Improved Indicating a more certain tracking
strategy. This result concurs with increasing pilot gain [2, 33 as the
subjects became more acquainted with the tracking task.

For the 200 msec delay condition, the subject Cathy exhibited the p
same trends in tracking performance as the asymptotic levels were reached.
The sum of the squared residuals continuously decreased and an improvement
in S/N resulted. One could use the measure of S/N developed here
for the relative tracking accuracy of a subject. It Is noted that this
measure is obtained in the time domain as contrasted to frequency domain
measures used in other approaches.

As a measure of learning or efficiency in tracking, the following
measure was proposed:

S' Power u1 (Wi)

(31)

Power in u(wi)
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where i denotes the number of frequencies in which enough power exists
of sufficient magnitude to be included in the estimate. From this measure,

I if Jl, then the entire stick response is uncorrelated with reduction of
the error. If JsO, then the tote1 stick output is productive in reducing
the error. Table V illustrates the values of J obtained here:

Table V

SUBJECT. LDAY ERROR SCORE 3 CALCULATED

TOM 2 47.00 .40
TOM 5 35.42 .32

TOM 9 33.65 .27

CATHY 2 59.11 .45

CATHY 5 35.63 .34

CATHY 10 30.25 .29

It is noted that for the static case, as the subject Tom becomes more
familiar with the tracking task, J decreases to a more efficient value.
Likewise in the 200 msec delay condition, the subject Cathy, also
decreased her 3 value as learning improved. This merely reflects the
percentage of stick power useful for this tracking task. The remaining
stick power (.27 and .29 for Tom and Cathy, respectively) is necessary
to obtain monitorin and motion or vision cues from the closed loop
system. This certain amount of control activity not productive in
tracking is beneficial to the human operator for monitoring and decision
making.

$ummary and Conclusions

A study is being conducted to measure how much of human's output is
not productive in tracking. A ratio Is obtained on the percent of the
human operator power not used in the tracking task. It Is noted that
as learning the task improves, the human uses these correlated components
more productively.
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Appendix A

at is desired to relate the transfer function in equation (7),intoastate formulation in equation (4). The state formulation (4) req Ae

that the pair [AB] is completely controllable and [AH] is completely
observable in order to use the algorithm in [43. Equat0on (7) is written
in the form:o. .A.r i

.U S) d(&+&) e.,Ts (M.).•
E s) +s (b+c)+bc: i

in the time domain, a ,steady state representation of (A.1) would be of
the form:

2
d (t) + d U(t)[b+c] +1(t)Ebc] • ad e(Ct)+ d rde._•t•j (A.2)

where eT(t) a eft-T) which is the stored valuEs of the empirical data.

choose for state variables: x'l0(t)- (A.3a)

x2(t) d "(t) (A.3b)

Then d(A.4a

d

x2  -x2 Lb+cl x1 [bc] +aded(t) ; (t)

(A.4b)

or( 0,(t  T 00e(t)
x2 () [b2l, b22  eT(t)

(A.5)

where a21 - bc, a2 2 =b+c, b2 1-ad, and b22 -d (A.6)

The complete controllability conditions are checked as follows:

rank [BAB) - L ' 0 , b 2 1 , b22  W 2 (A.7)[b21, b220 -a"ab 21 -a22b2]2
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Thus if bil 0, b22 0 0, a22 k 0 guarantees the complete controllability
condition

Referring to (A.l), this requires a•0, d•O, bPc # 0 which Is satisfied by
the Bode plot construction.

The complete obserability conditions require that:

rank LHT , ATHT] m[•: i 2 (A.8)

which is always true. Finally it is noted from (A.5) that &2>0 and
A2tO if b and c are chosen from the Bode plot. Hence the A lhatrix fs
atable matrix. From [4] it is ensured that the algorithm will converge
to a unique minimum.

Appendix B - Orthogonality Relationships of The Kalman Filter

It is desired to decompose y(t)=uut)+n(t) into two parts. One part y (t)

is correlated with the error signal e(t) and the second part yO(t) Is
orthogonal to the error signal. To determine these components, the solution
to equation (7) can be written:

X(t) St (ts)K(s)v(s)ds + (t,5)Br($) ds (e.l)

where *(t,to) satisfies:

0(tosto) I (B.2)

d0(t,to) • A *(t,to) (B.3)

with reference to equation (9), y(t) can be written:

y(t)*u(t)+n(t) H 4(ts)K(s)v(s)ds + HJ 0(t,s)Be(s)ds (B.4)

to to

+Hv(t)+n(t)

and inspection of equation (B.4) yields:
,t

elt) I Ye(t) - HJ (t,s)Bi(s)ds (B.5a)
t0
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and Xoe(t) - Yo(t)- H (t,s)K(s)v(s)ds + H V(t) + n(t) (B.5b)
t
0

The decomposition (B.Sa.b) is easily seen to be true because of the
resul t:

x (*t) 'i( t) 0 follows (0.6)

From the whiteness property of v(t). Hence the expression (B.5b) is the
desired orthogonal decomp~sition and can be computed in real time. In the
omputer implementation, •(t). tjfirst computed using (B.5a). To compute

.oe' the relationship to' 2., - i Is used.
Appeandix C , A M2asure of Learnina In The Trac•king Task

With reference to equations (8.5, 3.6) and Figure (9), It is desired to
compute a measure of learning from variables determined by the Kalman
filter. From'Figure (9), the error signal E(M) is known; also available
are the stick components ua(wi) and ub(wi) which satisfy for each w1:

u(w1) • ua(wi) + J b(wi) (c.l)

IAand C (ub(ui) O(N,) • 0 (C.2)

The human's output u(t). however, is processed through the plant H(s).
Using phasor notation -the plant Is written as:

H(s) - H(wI) Le2 (wi) (C.3)

for each frequency wi. Writing u(w,) in phasor notation yields:

u(W1) " U(wi)L 1(,,W) (C.4)

The component of the error signal due to the hand response becomes
(Figure (9)):

esc Cu u(o1), 441(toi) H{•) t i02(wi) (C.5)

estick • H,,t0.C1•}+2(wti C.6
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With reference to Figure (9) the decomposition of H u(wi) projected on
the error axis can be written:

ecorrelated - -u 2 (wi) (C.7)

U orthogonal 0 *• U, (w1) (C.8)

In terirs of e , u1 and u2 this can be written:
U correlated u cos 02- Ubsin 02 *•F-,Fu 2  (C.9)

Ua
orthogonal % I& sin 02 + Ub Cos 02 u (C.10)

where 02 is the angle of H(s) at sow.. To determine (C.9) and (C.10)
Spectra are obtained of u;(w) and Ub(wi) from the Kalman Filter using the
transfer function of the M1a~t [8], the phasor diagram is constructed for
a frequency range less than 2 H . The components %1(w1) and Uh(W)
are computed for each W (knowitg the phase angle shift, and magn tuce
change due to the plantl. Summing the power in u (w ) over the frequencies
gives the stick power not productive In reducIng tile Irror signal.

The measure of learning in this task is chosen as:

1 Power C u1 (w 1 ))] E Power Cu (NO)] (C.11)

Where i is the number of frequencies chosen and is a measure of the
percent of the stick output not productive in the task of reducing the
error signal. This is wasted effort which does not actively help in
the tracking task.
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Optimal System Augmentation

For a Tracking Task With

Htgh-Order Dynamics

by

David K. Schmidt
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Purdue UniverfitY
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

ABSTRACT

In a previous paper, the theoretical development of an augmentation

synthesis methodology was presented. The method utilizes the optimal

control model (OCM) of the human (pilot), and applies optimal control theory

to synthesize the control laws (vehicle augmentation) compatible with the

pilot's objectives and capabilities, To maximize the pilot acceptance, the

pilot's objective function Is used not only in the development of the pilot

model, but also In the augmentation design. The problem then involves the

simultaneous solution of two coupled optimal-control problems.

In this paper, the method has been used for the development of integrated

fire and flight control laws for augmenting the air-to-air tracking task.

This task was previously addressed experimentally and analytically (via pilot

modeling) for the longitudinal axis only. In the work to be presented, these

previous results for pitch tracking will be reproduced, and then a family of

control laws developed, tracking improvements predicted, and system-dynamic

augmentation discussed. The plant dynamics will not only include the vehicle

rigid body dynamics, but the dynamics of several lead-computing sights. The

lead-computing optical sight (LCOS) as well as a perfect director sight at

two tracking ranges and two levels of rms target activity are considered.

An Interesting result is the relationship between the desired vehicle

dynamics (e.g., short period) and the sight dynamics, demonstrating the

Importance of considering all the dynamic elements In developing handling

qualities specifications, for example.
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AN ECLECTIC REFORMULATION

OF FLYING QUALITIES

E. D. Onstott

W. H. Faulkner

Northrop Corporation
Aircraft Group

Hawthorne, California

ABSTRACT

The development of high authority and non-standard control configurations hau
led to aircraft designs that cannot be well correlated with the existing flying qualities
data bass. For the subject of flying qualities to be responsive to current needs in air-
craft design and procurement, an eclectic reformulation of the subject is required.
This paper presents one approach that allows much greater freedom in problem formu-
lation and suggests ways to free the subject area from the domination of specialized
methodologies.

INTRODUCTION

The. authors have recently completed a study for the USAF Flight Dynamics

Laboratory which resulted in the documentation of a comprehensive account of one

particular approach to the prediction, evaluation, and specification of flying qualities.

This time history simulation technique was not Intended to replace or render obsolete

other flying qualities approaches; rather it wu initially developed to analyze problems
that were not amenable to study by linear or time-invariant means. Since the publica-

tion of the contract report, AFFDL-TR-78-3, the authors have received a number of

comments that indicate two widespread difficulties:

e 'The subject of flying qualities is often defined by its practitioners in terms
of existing analytical and test methods.

s It is difficult for new approaches to the subject to be properly understood in
relation to the existing technology.

It it the object of this paper to indicate how the subject of flying qualities in-

herently contains the means to overcome the limitations of established methodologies
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so that a fully eclectic capabLity will be available for the study of aircraft now being

designed. Two things will be presented:

* A discussion of how' fiying qualities can be defined with respect to its
functions: evaluation, specification, and prediction.

o An Indication of how the definitions and subject requirements of flying
qualities can be interpreted In terms of specific methods of testing, speoi-
fication, analysis, and prediction.

Conventional flying qualities practice implicitly depends on the almost universal

dynamic similarities of fixed-wing aircraft. This allows a direct comparison of air-

frame dynamics that are easily calculated and correlated with operational experience.
However, the recent development of high authority control systems which tend to ob-

scure the basic airframe dynamics implies that the conventional aircraft comparisons

are no longer sufficient as the basis of flying qualities analysis.

Furthermore, the domain of night controls and flying qualities is becoming con-
siderably broader as a result of:

9 Integration of control, propulsion, weapons, and navigation systems.

9 Ability tW decouple and regroup the aircraft dynamic modes.

e Advanced head-up and CRT displays.

9 New controller concepts.

For these reasons, experience haued on aircraft comparisons cannot constitute

a complete basis of flying qualities work in future applications. Thus, to be responsive
to the needs of aircraft design and procurement, the subject of flying qualities must be
reformulated in accordance with the following postulate:

All flying qualities evaluation, specification, and prediction concerns must be
expressed in terms of a particular airplane and how well it can most intono
design and procurement objectives.

The practice of flying qualities has started adopting this basic postulate in the

following areas :

a Flight test and s;mulation - development of standardized test maneuvers,
Reference 1.

e Specification - proposed USAF Prime Standard and Handbook, Reference 2.

* Analysis anL Prediotion Methods - CCV studies, target tracking analysils,
discrete maneuver analysis, Reference 3.
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These trends reflect the Importance of asking the right questions in terms of what the

pilot can make the airplane do, Independent of established analysis methodologies.

In order to see how the. bgso postulate can be folowed,. it will be useful to ex-
amine the resources of flying qualities as a subject and how they can be used for the
principal applications of flying qualities evaluation, specification, and prediction for

each area of concern.
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DEFINITION OF FLYING QUALITIES

Historically, the subject of flying qualities has developed by utilising available

analytical and experimental methodso These constitute the subject's four basic

resources:

. Historical data and data correlations.

9 Flight test procedures and capabilities.

* Flight simulation methods, both in-flight and ground-based.

* Mathematical modeling and analysis techniques.

For example, the description of aircraft dynamics, both open and closed loop,
has followed the trends of control theory. Frequency response descriptions were first

employed, but with the development of root locus methods, etgenvalue descriptions
became widely used. At present, state variable and optimal control methodi are be-
coming prominent along with time history simulations. At each stage of this develop-

ment, there were increased oapabilities to correlate aircraft dynamics descriptors, and
to define further aspects of flying qualities consideration in terms of available dynamic

models. In this way, the available or accepted methodologies determined what aspects

of piloted flight were appropriate for study.

If flying qualities is to become fully responsive to advanced aircraft design and

procurement, this process must be reversed. By investigating definitions and objectives

of the subject, guidelines for the supporting methodologies can be established; the

following discussion will do just this.

In developing the subject independent of methods, It should be kept in mind that

there are a large number of dynamic aspects of piloted flight that are largely indepen-
dent In description. This diversity Includes, for example,

open loop response display and cockpit layout
precision tracking flight safety

P10 formation flight
integrated fire-flight control feel system characteristics
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and the investigation of a particular aircraft must Include all such relevant items of

concern.

Ii• terms of the above considerations, the subject of flying qualities oan be de-

fined as the discipline of investigating all relevant areu of concern by means of the

above resources for the following purposes:

0 Judging the performance of a specific airplane.

a Aircraft procurement and design specification.

* Aircraft performance and flying qualities prediction for use in:

0 Aircraft design and development.

e Aircraft improvement and modification.

AIRC RAFT EVALUATION

Before judgments can be made concerning piloted performance, data must be

obtained from, or assigned to, the airplane under consideration. This process of

obtaining descriptive piloted performance data is called aircraft evaluation and data

obtained can be classified as follows:

* Objective - numerical measures obtained through instrumentation.

e Subjective - pilot statements.

e Analytical - behavior of mathematical aircraft dynamic models.

The totality of these evaluation data for a given airplane is called its flying qualities,

while the totality of the subjective evaluation data is often referred to as the handling

qualities.

Objective Evaluation Data

Objective data can be routinely obtained for all aspects of aircraft performance.

Consequently, there is no restriction in applying the basic postulate of flying qualities

with respect to aircraft evaluation using objective data.

Subjective Evaluation Data

The pilot's subjective evaluation consists ct how well he thinks the airplane did

or could do, and how much "workload" was involved, supported by diagnostic comments

about good or deficient airplane characteristics. This information can be obtained
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from the pilot for each area of concern, or as a summary of particular aircraft flight

or mission phases. This subjective evaluation is always available in conjunction with

any flight test item that leads to objective evaluations.

Although there are two possibly independent aspects in the pilot's evaluation,

performance and workload, there has been a highly successful and almost universal

method of reducing the subjective evaluation to a scalar quantity, namely the pilot

opinion rating, Reference 4s Since pilot acceptance of an airplane is of great Lippor-
tance along with acceptable objective performance, the use of pilot opinion rating

methods, particularly the Cooper Harper rating scale, should be continued.

Unfortunately, there has been no standard method for supporting the rating by
diagnostic comments. This means that it is seldom possible to understand the blend
or compromise of performance and "workload" that a pilot has used in giving his

rating judgement, even though a decision tree of performance and compensation do-

scriptors is explicitly provided in the Cooper Harper rating method. This Is further

confused by diverse assumptions adopted by many flying qualities analysts that work-

load Is:

* compensation

o identified pilot parameters

a physical exertion against controller force gradients

o reserve attention

0 time estImatioll

o total angular rate

o pilot - aircraft payoff functional

Depending on the flight task evaluated, each of the above interpretations of work-

load may be the most meaningful or influential on the pilot rating. In the case of an

airplane with a high workload, It is important to understand the exact dynamic nature
of the problem before corrections to aerodynamics or control modifications can be

undertaken. For these reasons, it is recommended that In support of a Cooper Harper
pilot rating, the pilot state what aspects of workload seem to dominate. This should

be included in a standardized diagnostic questionnaire. This recommendation implies

no change in the Cooper Harper rating scale or methodol It applies exclusively to the

way and precision with which the scale is employed.
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Analytical Evaluation Data

AnalysLs as a nmeans of aircraft evaluation must be carefully understood. As an

evaluation, any performance measure obtained by analysis must be regarded as equiv-

alent to what would be measured using the actual airplane, Thus a valid analytical evalua-

tion has the same evaluation status as actual flight test data. Examples allowed by Air

lForce speolfication practice Include dutch roll and short period eigenvalues calculated

from determined airframe aerodynamics, and dutch roll mode amplitude and phase

measures also caldulated from aerodynamic data. In this way, the calculated eLgen-

values, for example, are used to determine acceptable or unacceptable performance

according to Reference 3, Military Spcoification, Flying Qualities of Piloted ALikplanes,

MIL-F-8786B.

For this reason, analysis methods must be far more reliable than prediction

methods, whose main purpose is to guide early design and development. In order to

assure the required reliability, the following conditions on the analytical methods should

be met whenever possible:

All calculated quantities should be potentially measurable or reducible fromflight test data.

e Verifications by flight test data should be obtained for representative flight

conditions.

e All data used in the calculation must be either obtained from, or verified by,
flight testing.

* All aircraft, control, and aerodynamic models, regardless of formulation
in the time domain, s-plane, or state space, must be sufficiently general
to include all relevant dynamic and kinematic effects.

It was stated in the Introduction that the basic postulate of flying qualities implied

that questions concerning a particular airplane should be phrased in terms of its partic-

ular design and procurement objectives. This means that to be most meaningful, the

following three questions must be resolved prior to flight testing and analysis:

9 What test maneuvers are to be flown?

9 Which items are to be evaluated by the same tast maneuver?

* For what purposes are the objective and subjective data to be used?
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AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATION

Specification consists of criteria by which judgments are assigned to aircraft

evaluation data. These come about in the following way: Procurement objectives

state what the intended airplane must be able to do, while specification criteria, whether

developed by the procuring agency or the airplane designer, express how well the air-

plane should perform in terms of aircraft evaluation and pilot acceptance as dLscussed

above* The overall objectives of satisfying the specification criteria arei

* guaranteed aircraft capability

a guaranteed pilot acceptance

Procurement criteria, such as MIL-F-8785B, have evolved by Identifying cor-

relations among conventional aircraft between performance measures and acceptable

pilot ratinp. In this way, the evolved criteria have dictated the performance mea-

sures to be evaluated along with associated flight test and analysis methods. Since

this approach requires comparison of many similar aircraft, specification methods

must be substantially augmented for current and future specification of unconventional

new designs and mission roles.

On the other hand, if evaluation measures have been comprehensively developed

for a particular airplane in accordance with the basic postulate, then all that Is re-

quired are decisions on how well the airplane should perform on each objective and

subjective evaluation item. In this way, the most meaningful evaluation of a particular

airplane dictates an appropriate specification with respect to the procurement and

design objectives.

Introduction by the United States Air Force of the USAF Prime Standard and

Handbook to supersede MIL-F-8785B, Reference 2, will achieve the above objective

* supported by the data base of the current specification and its background and user

guide, Reference 6. The large number of independent evaluation items will require a

widely diverse supporting technology. This must be well represented in the new docu-

ments which will Indicate many ways to approach evaluation and specification.

It should be noted that the flying qualities analysis of future aircraft performed

in accordance with the principles outlined above, will proceed by selecting the most

appropriate and comprehensive objective and subjective evaluation items, placing

specification requirements on them, and only then, selecting analysis and prediction

methods to support the design and development of the airplane. It was pointed out

above that prediction and analysis methods are used in entirely different ways; this

will next be considered in more detail,
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PERFORMANCE AND FLYING QUALITIES PREDICTION

Prediction of flying qualities consists of developing and exercising mathematical

models of open loop and closed loop aircraft response. The objectives of these anal-

yses are to:

o Predict compliance of evaluation items with specification criteria.

* Predict probable performance, pilot acceptance, and dynamic characteristics.

9 Predict performance tradeoffs among design parameters.

Inasmuch as future aircraft evaluations and specification criteria will be gen-
erated according to design and procurement objectives, many new kinds of prediction
methods must be developed and validated. These methods must predict both objective

and subjective evaluation. data for all areas of flying qualities concern. In this way,

the selection of evaluation parameters and specification criteria will lead to selection

of the appropriate pilot - aircraft models and prediction techniques. This resulting

prediction methodology will be useful in the following ways:

* To guide preliminary aerodynamic and control design.

* To guide final design during aircraft development.

* To identity, understand, and eliminate flying qualities deficiencies.

• To assist in demonstrating compliance with procurement and design
objectives.

a To assist in interpretation of pilot ratings and comments.

e To search for and identify unrecognized but relevant flying qualities
phenomena.

The selection of appropriate prediction methods depends upon the representation

of a particular Item of flying qualities concern. This representation will always consist

of three separate parts. They are:

e Task Model. This is a mathematical description of a sufficiently repre-
sentative flight test item.

0 Aircraft or Pilot - Aircraft Model. These models represent the dynamics
of the airplane or the closed loop piloted response during the performance of
the task as represented by the task model.
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Evaluation 4oe. The evaluation model should include all objective evalua-
tion items that uld be obtained during the corresponding flight test. The
evaluation must also include data which can be shown to correlate well with
subjective pilot ratings and comments.

Once these model components have been chosen, the particular techniques for oaloulat-
ing the evaluation quantites can then be selected or developed,

Tuk Model

Task model selection in addition to being required for prediction methods, Is also
an important aspect of flight teat programs. For example, Twisdale, Noel and Sntith,

and Meeker and Hall, References 1, 7, 8, have performed extensive flight test and'in-
flight simulation studies using target tracking during wind-up turns, attitude tracking
of random commands, and step attitude tracking. These task models were selected to
be representative of combat tracking, and have proved to be good predictors of aircraft
operational experience. The success of these models makes them likely candidates
for use in the prediction of combat tracking by means of closed loop pilot - aircraft
modeling methods.

Aircraft Model

Aircraft model selection depends on the task model in the following wayst

e Flight condition, High angle of attack or sideslip angles may require non-
linear aerodynamic data.

* Maneuvering required. Large angular excursions and high angular rateeo
may require nonlinear coupled equations to represent adequately the perbor-
mance of the task model.

e Control system characteristics. If the performance of the task model re-
sults in limiting of rates or control surface excursions, these eofeots must
be included in the model. Other dynrnmic effects such as control augmenta-
tion saturation must also be included.

It should be noted that the selection of an appropriate model does not necessarily
imply the selection of a computational method, but determines only the necessary
dynamic capabilities a computational context for the problem must possess.

The yrincipal uses for the aircraft model aret

e Open loop aircraft analysis.

0 Closed loop aircraft analysis.

e Use of the aircraft model for manned flight simulation.
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Flight simulation is a reliable method for predicting both objectives and sub-

Jective evaluation data. However, the reliability of these predictions depends heavily

on such factors as airplane model fidelity, visual and motion cue fidelity, and com-

putational efficiency in both ground-based and in-flight simulations.

Pilot - Aircraft Model

Pilot - aircraft model selection depends on both the task model and the relevant

evaluation Items. The aircraft part of the pilot - aircraft model should be chosen as

above, and the pilot model must be expressed in whatever computational context this

requires. Unfortunately, the use of pilot models in flying qualities analysis has re-

mained controversial and non-standardized for the following reasons:

e The pilot model has usually dictated a strictly linear and time-invariant
problem formulation,

a The pilot model is often not well defined in terms of what model com-
ponents are to be used, what dynamic limitations apply, and what adjuot-
ment or optimization rules are to be followed.

e The caloolation methods are ofter, obscure and the data from the model
difficult to compare with flight test or simulation results.

Recent extýnvions, Reforence 3, in pilot model theory have eliminated the linear

and time-invariant restr'tctions, and models can now be chosen to fit any computational

context required ty tbý problem formulation. More precisely, all currently used

models are special cases of the following definition which will be adhered to in the sub-

sequent aalysis:

Defintiont A pilot model as a rule that assigns a dynamical description of a
pilot's iantvity during a given task along with a method for using the model
to predict evaluation data. This dynamical description to subject to human
limitations that include:

I transport time delay

9 human visual resolution and motion perception thresholds

e limited motor information output channels

a neuromuscular dynamics effects

For precision control tasks, the model is adjusted to produce optimum
perfo-emance with respect to the evaluation parameters. This adjustment
may incorporate time-varying compensation, attention allocation, dis-
crete control inputs, and other control strategies that can be identified
in human pilot activity.
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The selection of a particular set of pilot model characteristics should be made

exclusively on the basis of relevant pilot activity for each flying qualities evaluation

task item. This implies that the model must be developed independent of computational

method, and that various models and computational methods might be required In the

study of any given airplane,

Evaluation Model

The. evaluation model consists of a set of performance quantities to be calculated

from the task, aircraft, and pilot - aircraft models, along with the methods to be used

and the interpretatiun procedures to be applied. All objective evaluation items estab-

lished through design and procurement requirements for flight testing, can be pro-

dicted by means of a properly selected model or manned flight simulation.

It often occurs during design and development that performance quantities are

identified that relate to flying qualities in previously unrecognized ways. Such

quantities are often related to control or weapons system behavior, and can best be

studied using a combination of prediction methods based on analytic models and

manned flight simulation. Subjective data obtained from manned flight simulation

should be obtained In the same manner as in actual flight test, In interpreting this

data, it should be kept in mind that activity of a simulation pilot is, in fact, only a repre-

sentation of what a pilot would do in the actual aircraft.

Correlations of Pilot Ratings

The prediction of subjective evaluation is performed by postulating correlations

of pilot ratings and comments with open and closed loop airplane and pilot model

parameters, and performance evaluations.

Correlation of pilot ratings and comments with open loop airplane characteristics

is the basis of many items in MIL-F-8785B. For sufficiently conventional aircraft

dynamics, short period and dutch roll eigenvalues correlate with pilot ratings. For

this reason, acceptable performance is judged when the corresponding eLgenvalues are

within the specified bounds of frequency and damping. Other open loop dynamics

correlate with pilot comments and pilot ratings. Dutch roll amplitude and phasing, for

example, are unpleasant to the pilot in cases identified by MIL-F-8785B. Unfortunately,

such correlations obtain only for aircraft that have similar dynamic response modes.
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Correlations of pilot ratings and comments with closed loop model and perfor-
mance parameters are applicable to a larger class of aircraft than the open loop cor-
relations. In tli a case, the correlations are In terms of how well the precision task
model i carried out along with some knowledge of predicted pilot activity as reflecWd
in pilot model parameters. There are three basically different methods currently

under development or in use.

9 Payoff FLnitioaLe. These are usually computed by means of optimal control
theory and give a weighted blend of output statistics and pilot activity. The
values of the optimiued functional are correlated with pilot ratings.

e Pilo sting Formulas. These models postulate that pilot workload Is equiv-
apent to pilot compensation so that pilot ratings become functions of pilot
model parameters ond output statistics weighted in a suitable manmer.

e Multi-Parameter Performance Correlations. These methods recognisez
that many tasks consist of several mutually compromising objectives that
the pilot must trade off against one another. By correlating ratings and
comments with these tradeoff elements, regions of output statistics that
correlate with ratings can be demonstrated without assuming functional
definitions of pilot ratings or pilot workload.

Analysis and Prediction Methods

It is extremely important to understand the distinction between analysis methods

and prediction methods. Inasmuch as both are used to generate data that is compared

against specification criteria, It is natural that confUsion exists about the roles of

analysis and prediction.

As stated above, compliance with a procurement specification item must be on

the basis of aircraft evaluation data obtained from flight test. This data may be trans-

formable in certain ways, such as calculating short period eLgenvalues from flight test

aerodynamic data, that involve minimal assumptions on the model. Such highly re-

liable and validated analysis methods simply transform flight test data into a different

form.

Prediction methods, on the other hand, are developed for use in design and

development as a guide when flight test data are not available. It may well be the

case that prediction methods have been instrumental in defining test items and cor-

responding criteria, but this in no way implies that data generated by these methods are

suitable for demonstrating compliance and hence justifying procurement. This is es-

pecially true of pilot - aircraft methods, and pilot rating prediction in particular.
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INTERPRETATION OF FLYING QUALITIES

The above discussion of the definition and objectives of flying qualities empha-

sized two principles:

9 Formulating flying qualities questions In terms of a particular aircraft and
its procurement and design objectives.

e Defining required flying qualities models of task, aircraft or pilot-aircraft,

and evaluation, independent of computational algorithms,

These principles implicitly assume that for whatever problem formulation may

be developed, suitable means for flying qualities evaluation, specification, and predio- *1
tion are available. The goal now Is to show how flying qualities defined by these
methods can be interpreted in terms of specific numerical quantities and computational

techniques.

Flying qualities In defined aLvve in terms of its three areas of applioationt

evaluation, specification, and prediction. Moreover, it was shown that the imple-

mentation of the basic principles of flying qualities leads to a choice of evaluation

items independent of methodology from which specification items can be derived along
with appropriate prediction techniques for aircraft design and development. For these
reasons, the interpretations of evaluation, specification and prediction will be discussed
in that order.

EVALUATION METHOD8

Evaluation was defined to be the process of assigning three kinds of data to a
spoeific airplane:

e objective - numerical measures through instrumentation

e subjective - pilot comments and ratings

e analytical - behavior of mathematical aircraft or pilot-aircraft models.

Once these evaluation data are obtained, they can be compared against specifica-
tion criteria end a judgment of flying qualities goodness can then be made.

The principal source of both objective and subjective evaluation data is, of course,
flight testing and eventually operational experience. Since evaluation data is mainly
used to compare against procurement criteria, operational data is usually not available.
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This means that the flight test programs must be sufficiently representative of the
operational experience to give a realistic description of airplane capability.

Flight test procedures have been developed and refined in conjunction with air-

craft development and operational aitcraft experience, and effective test maneuvers

and instrumentation have been developed. This experience has been exclusively con-

cerned with defining how the airplane is to be tested, what tasks are to be flown, what

measurements best reflect the resulting performance, and how the pilots are to be

trained, introduced to the task., and questioned. The emphasis of flight test method-

ology on obtaining evaluation data (again contrasted to comparing the evaluation data

against criteria and making Judgment*) in terms of the behavior of a specific airplane

in in complete accordance with the basic principle, of flying qualities as presented

above. For this reason, the concerns nf flying qualities should be dictated by current

flight test practice and trends, and not by convenient computer codeS,

The main problem in flight testing is the selection of flight test Items. It is

important to keep in mind that these items are chosen not as typical operational flight

tasks, but as sources of evaluation data that will be as discriminating as possible

when used for comparison against design and procurement criteria. This in made

most clear in Reference 1 by Thomas Twisidale of the Air Force Flight Test Center:

"fit i very important not to nonfuse tracking test techniques with the operational
tracking and gun firing techniques associated with an actual combat encounter.
Tracking test techniques are a powerful tool for identifying and defining handling
qualities deficiencies and optimizing flight control systems. Theme techniques
were specifically developed to elicit engineering data which may be used to
improve the handling characteristics of the airplane. In this respect it is cer-
tainly expected that the results of tracking test techniques (a better handling
airplane) will favorably impact the operational pilot's ability to control his air-craft during combat encounters. But it would be a mistake to assume that the i

data gathered using theme techniques directly reflect wuch overall mission effec-
tiveness parameters as the likelihood of a kill. The overall combat effectiveness
of the airplane is a function of many considerations. Tracking test techniques
provide a measure of that portion of mission effectiveness which is related to
the pilot's ability to precisely control the aircraft attitude."

The tracking test techniques to which Twisdale refor, concern tracking a target

aircraft during smooth wind-up or constant angle-of-attack turns. Data of this kind

has proved highly useful in a nmnber of aircraft development programs, and this

approach to flight testing is firmly established.
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Unfortunately, these developments In aircraft evaluation methods have not been

matched in flying qualities specification and prediction techniques. Presently there

are no criteria in MIL-F-8785B for target tracking perforanmoo based on stwaadsoed

target tracking tasks. This is in part a result of the previous lack of suitable estab-

lished prediction methods necessary for such criteria to be useful during preliminary

design and aircraft development.

Another tracking technique that is gaining prominence in flight testimb is in

recognition that a major concern of the pilot is his ability to carry out discrete aircraft

flight path or attitude corrections quickly without resulting difficulties such as over-

shoot, residual osoillations, or unfavorable mode coupling. Discrete-error tracking

tasks are now frequently used in flight test and flight simulation programs. One of the

first and most important flying qualities flight test programs to incorporate these tasks

was the study performed in 1970 by T. Peter Neal and Rogers E. Smith using the NT-33

variable stability in-flight simulator, Reference 7. It is useful to connider the pilot

evaluation tasks that were used in this study.

An examination of these task items reveals that other than the IFR continuous

random tracking taul, all flight task items were of a discrete nature, either to make

specific control corrections, or to perform open loop maneuvers. In Section 6.2 of

Reference 7 titled "The Pilot's View of Good Tracking Performance," Neal and Smith

comment:

"The first step in the analysis is to Identify the performance which the pilot is
trying to achieve when he "adapts" to an airplane configuration. The pilot com-
ments indicate quite clearly that he wants to acquire the target quickly and pre-
dictably, with a minimum of overshoot and oscillation. The question that
remains is how to translate this observation Into mathematical terms."

This "translation" properly belongs to the subjects of flying qualities specification

and prediction and has been addressed in References 3 and 8.

It is interesting to contrast the flight test methods of tracking target aircraft in
wind-up turns with the flight test evaluation items based on discrete control correc-

tions and maneuvers. They are in no way mutually exclusive; rather they simply re-

flect evaluation emphasis on objective items (tracking statistics) or subjective items

(pilot ratings and comments).
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SIlECII.ICA'rION METHODS

The uxtensive integration of controls, weapons, navigation, and avionics systems

in current aircraft designs implies that flying qualities specification items of aircraft

periormance for all mission tasks cannot be independent. For this reason, the fol-

lowing discussion of speciflcation and prediction will apply to those kinds of items

currently covered by MIL-F-8785B along with precision piloted tasks. In this sense,

there are two objectives of design or procurement specification itemrs:

to guarantee required aircraft capabilities

• to guarantee pilot acceptance.

Ideally, if the basic postulate of flying qualities as stated in the Introduction has

been followed, and an appropriate set of evaluation items has been established, these

two specification goals are easy to achieve. All that is required for the first is to

place inequality constraints on the evaluation measures, and for the second is to re-

quire favorable pilot ratings and comments for all test flight experience, There are

two reasons why this does not currently suffice in practice,

Ap ropriate sets of objective evaluation Items have not been estalshed
and verified am sufficient for procurement.

0 Specification items must be predictable during design and development;
however, means of predicting performance and pilot acceptance for
non-standard control and unconventional aircraft configurations are not
fully developed.

For flying qualities as a subject to be fully responsive to the needs of current aircraft

design and procurement agencies, these limitations on specification must be overcome.

Two important achievements are required. First, in accordance with the above anal-

ylse of aircraft evaluation, it must be recognized that appropriate evaluation data sets

should be established in terms of particular aircraft design and procurement objec-

tives. As stated above, the guidance In doing this should be supplied by flight test and

flight operational experience. Second, flying qualities as a subject must refrain from

rephrasing all questions in terms of readily available or fashionable problem formu-

lations, and instead respond by providing techniques for predicting specification com-

pliance for all items deriving from the evaluation methods currently being used or

being developed by flight test practice.
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There are three kinds of evaluation data, objeotive, subjective, and analytical,

that can be used to develop specification items to guarantee aircraft capability and to

guarantee pilot acceptance. The ways in which these data are used, and the corre-
sponding requirements of associated preditoion methods will now be brliefly summarised.

Specification and Prediction of Aircraft Capability

Open loop aircraft capabilities such as maximum attitude rates, rise times, I

mode phasing, trimmabilLty and other such performance measures constitute much of
the current MIL-F-8785B specification. Many of these items will remain appropriate
for future aircraft procurement, and sufficient prediction methods exist based on
transform, state variable, and time history representations of the aircraft and control
system.

Since subjective evaluation is by definition a matter of pilot anceptenee, the re-

maining approach to aircraft capability specification mnd prediction is by means of ob-

jective evaluation measures deriving from precision piloted tasks. For objective eval-
uation items developed for critical or representative flight tasks, specification items

can be expressed in terms of statistics obtained by measurements in the time domain;
that is, by observing what the aircraft is doing. Quantities such as mean and standard
deviations of tracking errors, percent of time within allowable tolerances, and proba-
bilities of exceedanoes are ail easily measurable, but must also be predictable for may

specification item based on them to be useful in aircraft design. Such prediction

methods are now largely available, and given task 6nd evaluation models as defined
above, pilot-aircraft models can now be established and exercised to generate the
required objective data predictions,

Specification and Prediction of Pilot Acceptance

The objective of MIL- F-67T5B is to assure flying qualities that are "clearly
adequate for the mission flight phase" when compliance is demonstrated. This is
done by comparing one- or two-dimensional analytical or objective evaluation measures
against inequalities (one-dimensional data) or boumdaries (two-dimensional data) that
have been validated to correlate with goodness of flying qualities defined in terms of
Level I (clearly adequate), Level 2 (adequate but with increased pilot workload or
degradation in performance), and Level 3 (safe flight, but inadequate flying qualities).
It should be noted that the analytical mnd objective data correlated with Levels in
MIL-F-8785B are performance measures of the open loop airplane only, consisting
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of such items as airframe or augmented airframe frequency versus damping, roll-

sideslip phase and amplitude, and controller gradient forces. All required evaluation
data for MIL-F-8785B comparison are easily predicted.

This MIL-F-8785B approach to. flying qualities specification by correlating one-

or two-dimensional evaluation open loop data with Levels of flying qualities has been

highly successful, and it is natural to extend this method to correlate closed loop ob-

jective evaluation data as well. The use of closed loop pilot-aircraft prediction models

allows a much closer correspondence between specification items and design and pro-

curement objectives. Supporting predictive means exist for a wide variety of general

and representative evaluation data items that may be correlated in a one- or two-

dimensional way with Levels of flying qualities.

This task and evaluation generality manifests itself in two fundamental wayst
• Transient or steady-state precision piloted tasks.

• Single or multiple task pilot activity for a given flight phase.

A survey of the four corresponding basic closed loop pilot-aircraft prediction

models is presented in Reference 9.

So far, the discussion of pilot acceptance has concerned the use and prediction

of analytical and objective evaluation data. In addition to these correlations, the direct

use of pilot ratings should be considered. Experience has shown that current methods

of training test pilots and introducing them to prototype or development aircraft leads

to accurate predictions of acceptance by pilots of the resulting operational aircraft.

For this reason, the final judgment of pilot acceptance of a given airplane rests with

pilot rating. obtained during flight test programs. Specification of pilot acceptance

simply becomes a matter of requiring acceptable pilot ratings during all flight test

evaluation studies, During design, before the aircraft is available to a test pilot, cor-

relations of evaluation measures can be used to predict acceptance as discussed above.

There is, however, another approach: pilot rating prediction.

Several methods for predicting pilot ratings have demonstrated the ability to

"predict" ratings for previously existing sources of experimental data. These methods

postulate that the performance and workload aspects of the Cooper Harper rating

scale are weighted by the pilot according to a linear functional, or can be predicted

using optimal control and a pilot model performance index. A survey of the demon.-

strations of pilot rating prediction reveals that a number of underlying assumptions will
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have to be justified before this attractive approach can gain acceptance as a prediction

method, let alone as a basis of flying qualities specification.

First of all, pilot compensation models have been developed and validated by

linear identification methods, and assume that the pilot operates as a time invariant

continuous controller who generates control commands as a fixed blend of tracking

error and its derivatives. The use of pilot models for rating prediction must assume

that the pilot model parameters are related to workload, since aircraft tracking per-

formance cannot be correlated with pilot model gains, leads, and lap. It must be

further assumed that all workload aspects of flying qualities are manifested in the

model coefficients.

Now consider pilot rating assumptions. It is assumed that aircraft performance

can be normalized or calibrated in a manner that reflects a pilot's concern with ade-

quate flying qualities. It is further assumed that the workload measure is a linear

functional of the pilot model coefficients adjusted for optimal predicted pilot ratings,

that the pilot rating is a linear functional of both performance and workload, and that

the weighting coefficients are constants.

It should be noted that justification of these or similar assumptions is not ro-

quired to extend pilot rating correlation (as contrasted to prediction) methods as
practiced by MIL-F-8785B to include closed loop performance measures. Furthermore,

it has been shown that by suitable choices of performance measures, tradeoff aspects of

piloted experienoe can be identified, and correlations with pilot comments as well as

pilot ratings can be obtained, Reference S.

In summary, specification items must be developed in terms of the most mean-

Ingful evaluation items that flight test, flight simulation, and operational experience A

can evolve. Once these items are identified, at least the following conditions must be I

met for the item to be accepted as a procurement specification criteriont

0 The specification item must be numerical.

* The specification item must correlate with pilot comments and I
pilot ratings.

e The specification item must be easily measured in flight test or
flight si mulation.

e The specification item must be reliably predictable by analytical means
for use in early design and development.
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9 The method that predicts the specification item must be applicable In a
completely standardized form that incorporates the most general models
of the candidate aircraft required.

* The specification item must be valid for a11 current and acceptable aircraft,
and must exclude poor or unaoceptable aircraft.

FLYING QUALITIES PREDICTION METHODS

The preceding analysis of aircraft evaluation and specification has promoted the
following two principles as a basis for developing the subject of flying qualities in a

way responsive to the needs of advanced aircraft developments

* Evaluation and specification Items should be developed for individa air-
planes in a way that most generally reflects the operational requirements;
flight test practice is a good guide for this.

a Specification items, to be useful in design, development, and aircraft im-
provement, must be supported by analytical prediction methods responsive
to the full generality of the flight test evaluation items; it no longer suffloes
to limit flying qualities prediction to those quantities that can be calculated
by steady-state, linearized, and transform methods.

Most pilot-aircraft prediction analysis has been concerned with a single axis

traoking task and although this does not represent many flight phases well, it neverthe-
less is a useful description of a pilot's activity during precision manevers such as

weapon delivery and landing. By extending flying qualities & ialysis from the considera-

tion of open loop eignvalues to the dynamically more oomplete model of the pilot's

loop closure, approximations to the closed loop control can be obtained. From this

standpoint, pilot - aircraft modeling work has been concerned with matching a simulator
pilot's pin and phase as identified by linear means, and assessing the characteristics

of the loop closure by methods of classical or optimal control theory.

The models developed by these means can also be used to predict the closed

loop tracking statistics of a piloted task such as attitude stabilization in turbulence

or following a randomly generated command. For such problems, the models show

two important characteristLst

Fixed form pin - lead - delay models agree within a few percent with
flight simulation tracking error statistics.

e Motivated skilled pilots asymptotically trained achieve nearly identical
tracking error statistics.
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In this way, pilot - aircraft models are accurate predictors of what operational piloted

aircraft can do during precise tracking. However, there are limitations on this ap-

proach, both in terms of the applicability of the model, and in terms of how the results

have been interpreted. For examples

* Random tracking commands are difficult to relate to operational experience.

e Much pilot activity and concern is with the ability to make precision discrete
changes in aircraft attitude, flight path or flight condition. These cannot be
represented in a time-invariant manner.

* Flight simulation and pilot - vehicle analysis of a continuous tracking task
are not representative of the full scope of aircraft flying qualities and in no
sense "do the whole job,"

* The common practice of obtaining pilot ratings during highly restricted pre-
cision tracking flight simulations has led to the incorrect assumption that
these ratings reflect an overall rating of the aircraft dynamics simulated.
""Ratings obtained in this way reflect only compensation aspects of workload,
and pilot estimates of performance are based only on experience during the
flight simulation, which is not comparable to actual fnight experience. For
these reasons, pilot rating prediction meth.-ds that are adjusted to such sLmu-
lation data cannot be regarded as validated predictors of overall ratings ob-
tained from flight test.

e The reliance on single task continuous prediction methods assumes that fly-
ing qualities of an airplane can be tally studied by looking at each piloted
task component separately, It is ,iow widely recognized that the pilot has
available limited attention, senscry, and motor inlbrmation channel capaci-
ties which produce task interference effects that are severe limitations on
performance in multi-task flight such as landing and weapon delivery.

• A practical limitation on the use and acceptance of single task time-invariant
pilot - aircraft prediction mqcthods has been the failure of most studies on
the subject to subordinate the specific model components to the overall con-
cerns of what the aircraft does, and how well a pilot can make it perform.

* Reports on pilot-aircraft methods often present elaborate arguments concern-
Ing model parameters rather than derive time doma iln statistics and proper-
ties that can be related to flight simulation and fiigiit test. As long as this
tendency persists, the aircraft control design community will continue to re-
gard pilot - aircraft methods as simply "pilot modeling," an esoteric subject
not fully responsive to design and development requirements.

It was indicated above that a pilot's control of an airplane can be conveniently

classified In generic terms of whether his particular flight task Is continuous steady-

state or transient and intermittent, and whether he is faced with only one attention

demand, or if several independent activities are under his control. The authors have

recently completed a study for the USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory that demonstrates
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how these categories of flying qualities problems can be studied in accordance with the
above principles. Reference 3 presents a comprehensive account of these methods,

and Reference 9 gives a brief summary of thee results along with examples of how

flying qualities prediction methods can be developed.

iL
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AAA TRACKING WITH DELAYED, DISCRETE-TIUR FEEDBACK

by
Arya Re Ephrath

Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut 06268

Abstract

In most target-tracking experiments the operator controls a reticle sight to
position the crose-hairs on the simulated target. Our study focused on the
human's ability to control not the sight, but the projectile path--i.e., the gun
itself,

Six trained subjects tracked a simulated target airplane on a CRT during a
straight-and-level pass. The subjects tracked without a reticle sight but were
provided with feedback of miss-distance in the form of simulated tracer rounds
on the CRT screen. Three experimental conditions were investigatedi (a) the full
stream of tracers is visible; (b) only the"tip" of the stream (i.e., the one
tracer-round closet to the target) is visiblel (a) the full stream of tracers
is visible, plus lead-angle information in the form of a reticle sight.

The experimental results are presented and comparisons are made among the
tracking performance characteristics under the different conditions. Some
conjectures and suggestions for further research are included.

Introduction

In most Anti-Aircraft tracking experiments, the operator controls a reticle
sight to position a cross-hairs on a simulated target. The hypothetical *'Sun,,
is assumed to point ahead of the target, the lead angle computed in some manner
such that a round fired now would subsequently impact the target. The projectile's
ballistic path is never seen by the subject.

In the experimental investigation reported here, the subjects were provided
with feedback of hit performance (miss-distance) in the form of simulated tracer
rounds. From analytic and modelling viewpoints, tracers are quite interesting
as the error information that they provide is discrete, time-delayed, and non-
stationary (as the time-delay is range-dependent). In addition, the human operator
must do his own lead-ansle prediction, thereby making the tracking task quite
difficult. To document manual tracking performance with tracers, and to provide
the necessary data-base for future analytic work, we conducted a set of experiments
in which the target (a low-flying aircraft) and the tracers vere presented to the
subjects as ima as on a CRT screen. The subjects' control inputs were sampled and
stored for off-line analysis of tracking performance.

1. ExperimentAl Set-Up

Our experimental facility consists of a DEC PDP-ll/60 computer, coupled with
a VS-60 High Performance Graphics System. The graphics unit provides refreshed

vector images of extremely high quality on a 21-inch CRT screen. To sample the
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eubjects' control Inputs we use Air Force-type control grips which are wired into
the computer's processor via A/D convectors, The control signals are digitized
with a 12-bit resolution (one part in 4096).

Each subject in our experiments was seated in front of the 21-inch CRT screen.
With the right hands the subject manipulated a force-actuated (isometric) control
stick which generated a rate command to the simulated Sun po4ating angle. The
control stick gain was set to the value which had been judged "most comfortable"
during the shakedown runs.

The forcing function 0T(t) was the position of a delta-shaped target Image
during a straight-and-level flyby. The target was assumed to be at a constant
altitude of 200 It., moving from left to right at a constant velocity of 200 mph,
with a cross-over range of 700 ft. At a displty-gain valise of 1.0 these parameter.
provided th. best trade-off among Imago ais, a awnd 9T ýtarset angular velocity and
angular acoeleration, respectively).

The subject was assumed to sit between two Ak guna, 4 ft, apart, These
simulated gun@ produced two parallel tracer streams on the CRT screen. Tracers
were produced at a constant rate of .5 pairs/second throughout the run; the subjects
had no control over the simulated firing rate, The muuule velocity of the tracers
was set to 2000 fps and they moved In a ballistic trajectory under the influence
of earth gravity. Secondary effects due to air resistance, gyroscopic procession,
spin and wind were neglected. The resulting equations of motion of tracer I are,

then: x I M a x 1(0) + V p costi . siny I '

y it) -y (O) + V - ine t - 1/2gt 2

i(t) -a (0) + Vp cosuz cory , t

where (x,yu) is a cartesian coordinate system centered at the subject with x
parallel to the flight-path of the target (positive to the riiht), y vertical
(positive up) and s comoletingia left-handed triad; V is the muaale speed of
the tracers (2000 fps), c and y are the values of the lun's elevation and azimuth
angles, respectively, when tracer I was fired, t is tracer I's time of flight
and g is the gravitional acceleration (32.2 fps/sec).

Because of the inherent limitations of a flat, two-dimensional screen in pro-
viding depth cues, tracers were "terminated" (i.e., their images were removed from
the screen) when they reached a slant range equal to the target's slant ranse. Thus,
to minimise tracking error,+ or "hit score", the subjects had to point the "Sun" in
such a way that the end of the tracer-stream coincided with the target's image.

The positions (in inertial space) of the simulated target and of each tracer

were computed in real time. The corresponding coordinates of their images on the

+ In the present context "tracking error" is defined as the angular distance between

the target and tracer stream endpoint as seen by the subject. "Pointing error" reoers
to the angle between the gun's present position and the perfect position required for
a "hit" after a time-of-flight. Thus, present pointing errors give rimse to future
tracking errors.
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graphics screen were updated at a rate of 20/second. The subjects' control inputs
in both azimuth (x) and elevation (y) axes were sampled at the smae rate of 20/sac-

ond and stored in individual disk files for off-line processing. Each run lasted
about 25 seconds and produced 512 datum points of each sampled variable.

Three experimental conditions were incorporated in the design, as follows%

Condition A; Subject tracks the target with a stream of tracerr, plus a set of
cross-hairs which provides lead-an$le information (Fig. 1),

Condition Bi Subject tracks the target with a stream of tracers. No load infor-
mation is provided (Yi$, 2).

Condition C: Bubject sees only the end-point of the stream of tracers, displayed
as a cross lis. 3).

Under Condition A, lead angle Information was computed in real tize based on the
target's present position and velocity. This information was presented to the
subject in the form of croeshsirs on the screen: When the crosshaire were aligned
with the target's image, the tracer round just than leving the gun would hit the
target in a few seconds (time-of-flight). The crosehairs were not stationary on
the screen, since the lead angle is a function of the target's present range,
relative velocity, etac. The subject thus receives dynamic information as to where
to point the "gun'.

Under condition B, there was no reTicle, gun-siSht or cross-hairs display. The
subjects tracked the target in much the same way as a firefighter would control the
stream of water coming out of his hoe,. Under Condition C, the stream of tracers
was not visible on the screen; a visible cross denoted the instantaneous end-point
of the "invisible" tracers-stream and the subject's task was to place this cross
on the target image.

Each subject received sufficient training in trackinc under the above conditions,S~one condition at a time, When a subject's performance under an experimental

condition reached the desired level he was presented with 15 identical formal runs
under that condition before proceeding to the training phase under the next condition.
Each subject thus participated in a total of 45 formal runs. The order of presenta-
tion of the experimental conditions was counter-balanced among the subjects.

Six subjects, all University of Connecticut students, participated in the
formal experiment. All were male, right-handed, with normal vision, and between
the ages of 21-25. Five were Air Force ROTC cadets; two had flying experience, five
had sharp-shooting experience.

All of the subjects were highly motivated. To further increase their motivation,
however, an imaginary 5' x 9' "bulls-eye" was assumed at the center of the 30' x 15'
target aircraft: Only tracers which terminated at this reduced bulls-eye were
counted as "hit*s". At the end of each run the number of hits scored was displayed
on the screen (no other performance feedback was provided) and the subject was
encouraged to try to do better.

Five variables were sampled and stored during each formal run: The (xyoz)
coordinates of each tracer as it reached a slant range equal to the targt'ts, and
the control stick inputs in azimuth and elevation. Note, however, that the variable
of greatest interest, namely, the tracking error or miss distance, was not recorded.
This variable could be reconstructed from the recorded data off-line and thus, in an
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I
attempt to minimize disk storage requirements, was not stored explicitly.

Tracking error (or, more accuratoly, "miss angle") could be computed from
the coordinates of the "last" tracer (that is, the tracer which had just reached
the target's slant range): As the target's trajectory was deterministic its coor-
dinates could be computed and compared with the coordinates of the corresponding
"Last" tracer, to yield angular error. This approach, however, was abandoned for
three m•in reasons:

1. There is no guarantee that a tracer would reach a slant range equal to the
target's every sampling interval (1/20 seo.).

2. At a muuslt velocity of 2000 fps a tracer travels about 100 ft. during each
sampling intervall the target travels approxrimately. 15 ft. in the same time. Thus
a trcerte coordinates are accurate to within t 50 ft,.. and the target's to within
* 7.5 ft., yielding Inaccuracies and notHe in the resulting mics angle, Although
these inaccuracies may be minii•sed by some curve-fitting interpolation technique, I
the procedure is complicated and cumbersome.

3. This technique yields a value for the miss angle, a(t), at time t when a
tracer reaches the target's slant range, As-far as the subject's performance ti
concerned, however, the error is attributable to the time (t-T) when that tracer
left the gun, T being the tracer's time of flight. The time shift T is not
constant, and it is a function of the target's slant range.. As a consequence,
translating the error sequence e(t) in time to generate the sequence eot-6 ) may
prove to be a complicated and cumbersome proposition,

Instead, a different algorithm vwa employed to compute the gun-pointing error:
Based on the target's trajectory (which was deterministic) a sequence of perfect
lead-ongles was generated off-line, i.e., angles at which the gun should be
pointing in order for the tracer just-then being fired to hit the target. These
values vere subtracted from the corresponding (recorded) actual control inputs to
yield the desired pointiug-error sequence.

When the target's notion is completely known (as it was in our experiments),
and when the computation of the lead-angleas sequence is based on that known
target motion (as it was in this case), then it can be shown that the Sun-pointing-
error sequence is equivalent to the sequence o(t-T) of Item (3) abovq, In other
words, a gun-pointing-error •t at the time a tracer leaves the gun gives rise to
an equal miss-angle when that tracer reaches the target's slant range, T seconds
later.

As a check, the two methods (that of "misa angles" and that of "pointing
errors") were compared. They proved to be equivalent, apart from the time-varying
time-shift r. However, the lad-angle, gun-pointing-error method produced notice-
able smoother results. All the results shown in this paper in graph form are gun-
pointing-errors, derived by the lead-angle method.

2. Results and Discussion

As a first stop in analyzing the results the data were aggregated, ie,.,
point-by-point ensemble means and mean-squares were compute4. We utilized a
sequential approach to the computation, by which the mean mý+l of the J-th'point
(O<JI512) of k+l runs was computed from m4 by ft j p

k+l" c4. k + Jk+l) / (k+l)
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Where s- is the value of the j-th point in the (k+l)-th run, and m I
1 " ,2..512.

The mean-square qj was computed similarly from qk byThqe
k+l - k4)
qi (q . k+ (4-1)2) / (k+.)

and the unbiased estimate of the variance V, was then found from
0 kiv -i

Outliers were identified and removed prior to the averaging proceost An the
CRT screen subtended a visual ansle of approximately t 13", tracking errors of
magnitude larger than 131 indicated lose of the target's image. We set the cut-off
point, somewhat arbitrarily, at 3 secondst Any run containing a tracking error
(in either axis) in excess of 130 for more than 3 seconds was labled an outlyar
and removed from the statistics. A total of five runs were thus removed (1 from
Condition "I" and 2 each from Conditions "A" and "C"). The surviving runs are
shown in figs. 4 - 6. As expected, tracking performance was best under Condition "A"l
(presence of lead-angle Information). Unexpected, however, were some characteristics
of the data, such ant

1. The tracking performance with only end-point Information is much worse than the
performance when the full tracer-stream is visiblet Peak arimuth errors under J
Condition C are three times larger than the corresponding error under Condition I.
This fact came to us as an unexpected surprise, as the trader-stream had not been
thought to contain useful Information apart f:ow Its end point. Obviously, it does,
and this may be a useful area for future investigation.

2. The runs commenced with a non-sare initial error, both In asimuth and in
elevation, of about 1. Invariably, this initial error affected an overshoot of
about 2' under conditions B and C (there was no overshoot with lead-angle Informa-
tion), indicating perhaps some lack of tightness in the control loop even In this
region of so-called "good tracking".

3. The error variance exhibits an Interesting behaviori Under Condition A
(lead-angle information) It is low throughout, except for some increase In the
cross-over region. Under conditions "I" and (especially) "C", however, the vari-
ance shows a tendency to increase with time (Figs. 5-6). This tendency was
especially evident in individual subjects' statistics where this trend was not
masked by Inter-subject variability (Cig. 7),

The phenomenon of an Increased variance without a correlated change in the
mean is typical of unstable oscillatory behavior, such as oscillations with in-
creasing amplitude. Keeping in mind the nature of the task, namely, tracking a
moving target with a stream that is in effect a long and flexible "hose", one can
suspect such instability as the "hose length" increases. It may be rooted in the
Increasing time-delay, which effects a limit-cycle behavior equivalent to pilot-
induced oscillations (CZO). It Is loes clear why this behavior is more pronotnced
under Condition "C', with only end-point information, as compared to Condition "I"
(full stream). The question of the particular mechanism of the damping, evident
when the full tracer stream is visible, as well as the causal relationship between
the magnitude of the time-delay and the Instability, remain yet to be explored. 1
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Fig. 3. Display Format for Experimental Condition "C"

("Invisible" Tracer Stream, Visible Znd-Point).
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ANALYSIS OF A TRACER FIRE SYSTEM AS

A MAN-MACHINE PROBLEM

0. W. REPPERGER M. M. VIKMANIS

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433

ABSTRACT

A study is conducted on data from a tracer fire system (Anti-Aircraft
Artillery Simulation). Treating this problem within the context of a
man-machine system, the effective closed loop capability is studied by
determining critical characteristics of the target forcing function which
specifies when the human has control of the total man-machine system. A
decision rule based on properties of the closed loop tracking error is
determined, and used to study the limitations of the man-machine interaction
with respect to different target forcing functions. A comparison is
made using this approach between a good and poor tracker. The effect of
tracking with and without a load angle computer is studied for one of the
three trackers considered here.

Introduction

In the study of a manned weapon within the context of a man-machine
system, it is desired in some applications to obtain a physical description
of the effective capability of the closed loop interaction. The approach
considered here will involve the determination of a critical boundary to
ascertain upper and lower bounds of special characteristics of the target
forcing function which may lead to different types of tracking behavior.
Such a method has been discussed in C11 and allows a procedure to determine
limits of tracking capability In a mariner analogous to a critical task
situation [ . It is t e purpose of this study to apply this heuristic
method as described in LlJ to a tracking task of some complexity to
develop results which may have ease of interpretation in terms of real
world applications.

The Tracer Fire Problem

The man-machine problem considered here is termed a tracer fire problem.
Figure (1) illustrates an analogy to this different type of tracking task
and illustrates how the human interacts in this tracking situation with
various types of information sources. In Figure (1), the analogous
task considered here involves a human given the problem of trying to
maneuver a hose which contains a stream of water. The subject manipulates
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the hose in such a way as to direct the stream of water to strike a target
at a time h seconds from when the water leaves the nozzle of the hose. The
target lies in a direction perpendicular to the direction of the stream of
water. For a direct hit, the stream of water arrives at the end point in
h seconds; therefore, the goal of this tracking task is for the target also
to arrive at this termination point in the same amount of time. The strategy
for the subject, therefore, is to aim the hose In front of the target which
is moving at right angles to its path. The subject can obtain rate information
from the stream of water as to how the error in Figure (1) is nullee as a
result of movements of the hose nozzle. As is seen in this diagram, three
types of information are available to the tracker. The subject has the
position of the nozzle as one source of information, the visual display of
the stream of water is a second source of information, and the error perceived
(e(t)) at the intersection of the target and the stream of water is a third
source of information.

Figures (2a-c) represent elements of a tracer fire system which is, in I
man" ways, analogous to the tracking problem depicted in Figure (1). Figure
(2a) crudely represents the tracer fire system in block diagram form. The
human operator is involved in controlling the simulation of a gun system
on the ground, He has available display information of various kinds (Ftgure
(2)). The human generates a crank response which changes the position (OB)
of the gun which tries to follow the target flyby e From the display, the
human obtains diverse Information such as gun position, tracer position as 41
a function of timne, and the position of the target aircraft. Figure (2c)
Illustrates this display. The tracking problem of interest to the human
operator is tonull the error el-e 2 which produaes a direct hit on the target
at the target range. 4

Figure (2b) illustrates a more detailed block diagram representation
of Figure (2a). In Figure (2b), the human operator has available the error
0;lbetween the gun barrel and the plane, The tracker also has available
tAe error ej which is the difference between the gun position and point
at which th• tracers intersect the target slant range. In Figure (2b),
the gun system with a rate control system is modeled as a c/s system. The
right-hand optics display that the human observes has 0. (the aircraft
target), G (the display of the tracers), and e (the position of the gun
barrel) avlilable to the human. It is from thete various sources of
information that the human will choose a strategy to track this difficult
type of problem.

For the experiment considered here, three trackers were used in
this analysis. Two modes of operation were also considered (lead angle
computer and manual tracking). In the manual tracking mode, the human
viewed the target on the'display and tracked the optical display errors
as indicated In Figure (2c). In the lead angle computer mode, the lead
angle computer generates a signal which moves the gun in a direction
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proportional to the target plane movement across the display, That is, the

computer generates a lead angle based on a constant target velocity and range
during the projectile time-of-flight. The tracking task in this mode of
operation is somewhat easier because the human only has to null out the error

) between the center line of the sight and the target; this is a standardcompensatory tracking task. A procedure for obtaining an analytical technique

to study this type of tracking problem is presented next.

An Analytic Procedure for Studying this Tracking Task

A heuristic approach for analyzing this type of tracking task can be
obtained by studying Figures (3a-c) and Figure (4). Figure (3a) represents
typical trajectories which represent the Azimuth component of the target
trajectory. Figures (3b-c) represent, respectively, the volocity and
acceleration of the target trajectory. In Figure (4), the velocity and
acceleration of f(t:) are plotted parametrically with time. A circle of
radius R is drawn in Figure (4) to delineate two regions (R1 and R2 ).
It is aslumed here (as in -13) that region 1 which is inside of the
circle is the relatively easy segment of the tracking task since the
target flyby is slow in terms of velocity and acceleration. The regionRd ?Which is outside the circle) represents the time period when the forcing

f nction is difficult to track. By parametrically studying the forcingfunction In Figure (4), the regions R, and R• will describe when the target
forcing function becomes too difficg I to trick.

When observing Figures (3a-c), Figure (5) is then constructed to be
a qualitative representation of how a human behaves during this type of
tracking task. The first and third segments of the tracking task in
Figure (5) represent the regions where tracking is easy. This is seen
to be true from Figures (3b-c) when the velocity and acceleration of
f(t) are relatively small. During the middle third of the tracking task,
however, the velocity and acceleration of the forcing function are large,
which is representative of a fast moving target. It Is during this middle
segment when it is difficult to track and the human will tend to lower his
gain; a qualitative description of this behavior may be termed "e1 ression Iperiod." This Is analogous to crossover regression reported in [J

The manner in which it is easy to detect when a human moves from region
1 to region 2 can be obser'ed In the error phase plane (Figure 6). During
the easy portions of the tracking task, the error signal oscillates about
the origin in a small ellipse. When the closed loop error diverges
significantly from the origin, the human has regressed and here it is
assumed that he has entered a different mode of tracking behavior. Figure
(7) illustrates the two regions considered. It is necessary in this analysis
to determine the boundary of the ellipse. Several methods exist in the
determination of this boundary., Figure (Sa-c) illustrate a heuristic method
considered in this study.
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In Figure (8a-c) the miss distance of error was plotted versus
time. By definition ( Figure (9)):

* *2 22
Miss Distance (x 3 -x 2 ) +(y -y2) +(1 1-z 2) (1)

f* '+d (2)

where d1 - Sin 0, Cos 0r - Sin 02 CoS02  (3)

d2 m Sin f, Sin el. - Sin 02 Sine 2  (4)

d3 Cos O 1  Cos 02  (5)

Where R is slant range, Oland eO (1-1,2) are the spherionl, coordinatesand e
the difference in position between the point at which the tracers disappear
and the aircraft, which represents total error distance. From Figure (8a),
a nominal value of error Miss Distance is determined when the man-machine
system is tightly closed. When the closed loop error exceeds three times
the nominal amount, thp, time tIis determitned. Projecting this time down
on the plots of f and F yields values of f(t ) and fXtl) when the tracking
task is very difficult. In this manner the 4egions of the V-f plot of
Figure (4) can be approximated by plotting the critical region from a
catalog of values obtained from this procedure. The results of this analysis
procedure are presented next,

Results of This Analysis Procedure

Using this approach on five different flyby functions (termed 2x2
flyby, zig-zag, jink, weapon delivery, and recon), the results are displayed
in Table 1. Three trackers were chosen (#33, #80, and #93) and they were
classified as best tracker, mediocre tracker, and worst tracker based on

erformance analysis using measures of performance such as time on target.
n Table I, these results are displayed for the lead angle computer tracking

mode.
Table II considered all five flyby functions in both the Azimuth and4

Elevation axis for the same three trackers without the lead angle computer,

It is noted that in Table II, the order of performance hierachy of the
trackers differed with the lead angle computer as compared to no lead
angle computer.

Figures (lOs-b) illustrates the plots obtained from this procedure. In
plot (lOa), a comparison Is made between a good and poor tracker. Since
five different flybys were considered, the region is enclosed within five
sample points to determine the critical boundary. It is noted that the good
tracker has a larger region of possible forcing functions he can track as
compared to the poor tracker, i.e., the class of possible target trajectories
is quantified in Figure (loa) and each tracker is explicitly quantified by
the trajectories he can track. Also, a technology of possible target
trajectories is displayed which is beyond the capability of the manned gun
system. Also obtained from this analysis pror-lred is a quantitative
definition of the class of possible trajector he manned gun systemcan follow.
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Figure (lOb) Illustrates a comparison of a lead angle computer tracking
mode versus a non-lead angle computer tracking mode for tracker #93. One
can see from this figure the advantage of using the lead angle computer and
how it improves the capability of the man-machine system. One notes that the
lead angle computer extends the tracking region substantially by changing
the type of tracking task. Also from this figure one notices that the class
of flybys where the lead angle computer improves the capable tracking region
and quantitatively defines when the lead angle computer is advantageous
over optical (manual) tracking. Also from a tactics point of view, Figures
(lO-b) illustrate what type of tactics are necessary to beat the man-
machine system. The class of tactics which beats the manual system appears
less than for the lead angle computer. We therefore have a quantification
of these regions.

One note of caution is mentioned now. From Figures (1o0-b) we have a
crude approximation to Figure (4). In order to determine Figure (4) more
accurately, it would be necessary to rui- a large number of different target
forcing functions to sweep out the phase plane. In addition, the boundary
of Figure (4) is a mean of replications considered in the analysis. Actually
there exists a I a boundary about this region and Figures (lOa-b) are a small
sample estimate of the regions of Figure (4). The critical boundary is
actually a random vav'iable and an envelope exists around this boundary.
Therefore, in the validation of and use of this method for prediction, one
must consider the fact that the critical boundary is a mean value and a
distribution about this mean value is necessary to characterize its density
(see C1J for more specific details).

Summary and Conclusions

A decision boundary is obtained which describes the regions of the
target forcing function which the human can track or and regions where tracking
is difficult. A critical boundary Is constructed based on five target
trajectories and with three trackers, and with two modes of tracking (lead
angle computer and no lead angle computer). This procedure allows a tactics
technology to be developed concerning the capability of the man-machinesystem.
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tiANUAL CONTROL ASPECTS OF TACTICAL
ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY AND

SURFACE TO AIR MISSILE ENGAGEMENTS

George J. Valentino, Captain, USAF
6570th Airospace Medical Research Lab (6570 AMRL/MEA)

Wright-Patterson AVf, Ohio 45433

ABSTRACT

The threat of AA (Anti-Aircraft Artillery) and SAM (Surface-To-

Air Missile) air defense systems against aircraft is known. In

order to quantify this threat, many agencies are spending enormous

resources on electronic warfare tests, survivability/vulnerability

analyses, and tactics development. Effor•s tange from analytic paper

studies through multi-player field tests. Unfortunately, many times

only equipment performance is considered. At the Manned-Systems

Effectiveness Division of A.RL, several programs are underway which
address the biotechnology man-machine aspects of such ensagements

including human operator target detection, acquisition, tracking,

fire control, and decision making. Man-in-the-loop laboratory

experiments are used to quantify these sub-engagements; control

theoretic human operator models are then developed for inclusion in

Air Feoce standard computer engagement simulations. This paper will

address the scope of these programs, techniques used, and results

to date.
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